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NATIONAL SCIENCE RESEARCH DATA PROCESSING
AND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

TUESDAY, APRIL 29, 1969

Horst OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUSCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 : 08 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room
2261% Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Roman C. Pucinski(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Pucinski, Bell, and Dellenback.
Staff members present : Allan Kiron, technical adviser ; John F.

Jennings, subcommittee counsel, Alexandra Kisla, clerk; and CharlesW. Radcliffe, mittority counsel for education.
(The tert of H.R. 8809 follows :)

(MR. 8809, 91st Cong.. first sem]
A BILL To amend title IX of the National Defense Education Act of 1955 to provide forestablishment et A National Science Research Data Proeessthg and Information RetrievalSystem

Be it enacted by the Senate and Nouse of Representatives of the United Statesof America in Congress assembled, That (a) the nrst sentence of section 901 of
the National Defense Education Act of 1958 is amended by striking out "a Se!:
ence Information Service" and inserting in lieu thereof the following : A Na-tional Science Research Data Proceessing and Information Retrieval System."In order to avoid unnecessary and costly duplication in scientific researchand to assure quick access to, and a constant inventory of, an science researchdata, such a nationwide system shall include close voluntary cooperation with,and utilization of, on a contract basis wherever practicable, all existing scienceresearch data processing and information retrieval facilities in the United Statesand its possessions including Government agencies, private and poblic univer-sities, private and public laboratories and libraries, abstracting societies, profes.:sional organizations dealing with specific scientific disciplines and any other fa-cilities dealing with dissemination of scientific research information."The purpose of this Ira is to implefient, not substitute, existing informationretrieval facilities. Therefore, it is specifically prohibited under this Act for theNational System to establish any Government-owned or operated science re-search data processing or information retrieval facility where such a facilityalready exists nnder either private or public ownership. The National Systemshall use every voluntary means to arrange for au orderly cataloging, digesting,and translating, with the aid of electronic devices, if necessary, of all scientificresearch data produced in the United States or available in the United Statesfrom other nations and through the national science research data processing andinformation retrieval system, make much information readily available to anyscientist or researcher, either privately, publicly, or self-employed, through anappropriate communications network. The national system shall arrange for ap-proprinte financial payment for all science data provided into the national systemby private source."

(1)
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(b) The center heading of section 901 of such Act is amended to read as
shall (1) provide, or arrange for the provision of," and inserting in lieu thereof
the following : "SyStem, shall (1 ) provble".

SEM 2. The first sentence of section 902 (b ) of the National Defense Educa-
tion Act of 1958 is amended by striking out "Science Information Service and
inserting in lieu thereof the following : "National Science Research Data Process-
ing and Information Retrieval System."

SEM 3. (a) The heading of title /X of the National Defense Education Act of
1958 is amended to read as follews

"TITLE IXNATIONAL SCIENCE RESEARCH DATA PROCESSING AND
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM"

(h) The center heading of section 901 of Such Act is amended to read asfollows :
"ruromorrs OF TFEE, SYSTEM."

(C) The table of contents of such Act is amended by striking out
"TiTLE IXSciENcE INFORMATION Ssavica

"Sec. 901. Functions of the service."
and inserting in lieu thereof the following :
"Mix IXNATIONAL SCIENCE ILESEARC.0 DATA PROCESSING AND INPORmATION ralTRIEVAL

SYSTEM"See. 901. PlAneLions of the system."

Mr. Pucilvaxi. The meeting will come to order.
I am very happy to see my colleague this morning. We hope as we

move along other members of the committee will join us. I think we
have six committees going this morifing on various subjects, and mem-
bers may come and go as they try to spend some time with each of the
committees.

I am very pleased that we can resume hearings on H.R. 8809.
Six years acro we ben-an hearincr crs callin for the establishment of aen en

national scientific and technical information system.
In the course of those hearings, witness after witnes-3, representing

most of the scientific disciplines, presented eloquent and convincing
testiniony describing the impenetrable paper curtain of scientific and
technical information that literally blocks our scientists from effective
access to the very information they need.

Many of you here this morning are familiar with the testimony con-
tained in those earlier hearings. Our subcommittee learned, not only ofthe overwhelming advances in scientific and technical information,
but the staggering task of tracing; specific information that charae-
terizes any serious scientific work today.

The conclusion of our witnesses was that our most efficient retrieval
systems were incapable of handling the torrential flood of information.
Enumerating biblioz-raphies of bibliographies, ad infinitum, contrib-
uted to the problem. It did not solve it

As a reSult, scientiSts and`researchers tied up countless hours, days,
weeks, and months of their valuable time searching for niaterial
related to their fields. All too often vast sums of private and public
'funds were poured into developing or perfecting processes which
had been discoVered years even decades earlier.

I This deplorable waste of time, talent, and money cannot be justified
any longer, The duplication, however unknowing, taking place in
laboratories across this Nation is not only grossly Inefficient ; it is too
expensive in human terms.
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We need our scientists, researchers and teelmical people free tooperate in pursuit of ideas or projects that interest them.
And I might add at this point, this whole idea for ietrieval systemsstarted several years ago when we had a bitter debate on the floorof the House. At that time there were those who argued that there istoo much waste and duplication inour scientific efforts in this countiyand that WO ought to impose limitations on the amount of money thatis made available for research.
I am not capable of sitting in judgment on a scientist's effort. I be-lieve we ought to make available to the soientists of this country aninformation retrieval system so that they may have access to whatever

information they need. The scientists would themselves impose thediscipline that is necessary to avoid duplication.
I can't think. of a scientist who would ltnowingly duplicate somebodyelse's work The purpose of H.R. 8809 is to try to design a. system which

would make available to scientists information as readily as possible.The bill we have under discussion today, H.R. 8809, is designed toserve as a coordinating mechanismnot to confine every scrap ofscientific information under a single roofbut to seek the informa-tion, correlate it with similar or related information, ,and, tluough anetwork of electronic equipment, make that information instantlyavailable to every working scientist in the country.
This bill does not seeq to supplant existing retrieval systemsmerely to augment their capability on a nationwide basis.Six years ago the witnesses testifying on this subject repeatedly

stressed our teehnical capacity to .develop and operate such a nationalinformation system. The hardware and .the electronics are easilywithin the range of our: greatly increased skills.
Admittedly, thia system will cost moneya lot of money.' This isno sport for the meek to implement. Yet. the millions of dollars thathave already been expended, quid are being expended at this verymoment, in needless duplicahon of techniques already developed isunconscionable.

.

If the snceess of the past hearings on this subject can be measuredby the extensive discussions, interest, and support expressed by thescientific community, then indeed the efforts of this committee havebeen reWarded beyond my expectations.
I was also gratified to see the emergence of a large group of studies

specifically dealing with the concept of a' national scientific:and tech-meal information system includin, the Baker Report:of 1958, the-Crawford Task Force Sti
o.

ady in ,19G2, the Weinberg Panel in 1063,the Systeni Development Corporation Study, in 1965, and the ScienceCommunications Report in 1968. Not to mentionthe many, many taskforces that are studying this problem and that have been at the White.House level.
, There has Aiever before in, the history of our Nation been so muchsupport based on so much study pointing toward so great a promise forso many,people...
As Pr. Jerome WieSner said recently :
The computer, with'Its promise of a nilillonfOld Increase la man's caPacity tohandle information, .will:undoubtedly have the most far-reaching consequences ofnny contemporary technical development.
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And yet we do not have a national information system. While we
wait, we are flooded with scientific and technical information at the
rate of 65,000 words per minute.

Since our hearings 6 years ago, this rate of increase spawned a total
200 billion wordsthe equivalent of 25,000 encyclopedia volumes.

It would take the average scientist, reading. 24 hours a day, 400 years
just to cover the material added during the last 6 years.

I hope today to learn how much progress we have made in the direc-
tion of a national information system and what further steps must be
taken to insure that this great Nation will reap the incalculable benefits
of scientific and technical information.

And I might add that one of the thincrs that have developed since
we began hearings on this suggestion liasbeen the meeting in Geneva
3 years ago, I believe of some 2,300 scientists from all over the world.
The meeting attracted scientists from the newly emercring nations of
the world, as vvell as the small nations. They adoptted a resolution
pleading and urging the development of an information retrieval and
dissemination system through which they could participate more read-
ily in scientific development In my judgment the development of a
national information retrieval system could become a keystone of
American foreign policy.

We can capture the imagination of scholars around the whole world
if we can make available to them the information that has been
generated in this country in scientific pursuits. I think this is the way
to peace and this is the wfty to better understanding among nations.

All of these things led us to resume the hearings on this subject.
I am very happy to have our colleague here.
Would you care to add anything to what I have said, Mr. Dellenback ?
Mr. DELLENBACK. As you pointed out, I was unfortunately caught,

like many of our Members, in a situation where there are three dif-
ferent committees on which I am serving. I am due at all.three of those
hearings.

But I particularly wanted to be here to hear Dr. Seaborg, whom
I have both heard of and have had a chalice to meet briefly, and I
welcome very much this opportunity.

I will both hsten to you and.read your testimony carefully. I think
the problem is an important one for the world and for America. I
am pleased to be in a position where I can have a chance to see if
we can make some contribution to this legislation.

Mr. PriOINSIII. Thank You very much:
Our first witness this morning is Dr. Glenn T. Seftborg, Chairman

of the Atomic Energy Commission, Nobel laureate, one of the foremost
scientists of the worlkl. Dr. Seaborg's credentials are well known to the
members of this committee and the American public. He has had
experience with the problem of scientific and technical information re-
trieval and 'our committee looks forward to hearing Dr. Seaborg's
testimony on this subject

Doctor I would like to welcome yon. Certainly there are few Ameri-
cans and few people in this world better qualified to .discuss this sub-

. ject than yourself This committee is privileged to have so distinguished
a member of the scientific community resume hearings on this very,
very difficult subject.
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We have your statement here, Dr. Seaborg. You may proceed in
any manner you wish. You can either read your statement or you may
put it into the record in its entirety and discuss it.

STATEMENT OF DR. GLENN T. SEABORG, CHAIRMAN, ATOMIC
ENERGY COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED EY EDWARD BRITNEN-
KANT,- DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION,
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

Dr. SEAnono. Thank you, Chairman Pucinski and Congressman
Dellenback.

I think perhaps, because it is a rather short statement, that I will
read it and that would set the sta,ge for any questions you might have.

I am pleased to appear before this conunittee to present some views
on the proposed legislation to establish a Nationa I Science Research
Data and Infornnition Retrieval System. I have no hesitation in agree-
ing, Mr. Chairman, that the problem dealt, with in this legislation is
one of the major ones confronting modem society. Continued progressin science and technology requires effective communication of the
nature and results of research.

This subcommittee has received in prior sessions impressive testi-
mony about the magnitude of the information explosion which. lies
at the root of the problem.

Only recently I have had .a personal experience which dramatizedthis phenomenon for me. I had occasion last year to publish in the An-nual Review of Nuclear Science a review of recent research on the
properties and methods of production of the heaviest chemical ele-ments. In preparing this article, I asked our technical information
people at Oak Ridge to compile a list of references to work conducted
during the last 5 years on elements lying beyond plutonium in theperiodic table of the elements. The resulting hibliography contained579 entries, and in the article which ultimately appeared, I found it
necessary to cite 332 reference&

Let me at this point introduce my colleague, Mr. Ed. 13runenkant,
who is Director of our Division of Technical Information, under whichthe Oak Ridge group operates.

To continue, when one considers that this is a quite specialized area
of science, the magnitude of the information.problem which confronts
the aVerage scientists and technologist comes into clear focus.

The information problem of scientists is to know what other scien-
tists are dOino- and have done and what results they have achieved.
Having this niformatiOn enables scientists to give the proper direction
to their own work..If they do not have it, they may duplicate eachothers work or proceed an ignorance of findings Which might behel pful.

It seems quite apparent that a central element in-any solution of the
information problem lathe use of electronic computers for retrieving-
information needed by individim17 scientific workers. I would cantion,
however, against considering that the establishment of a gigantic coin-puteriieCI sYitem fOr identifving original literature ,withm a given .
scientiat'afield of interest wetild constitute a sufficient solution. I think
I might hest serve the subcommittee by pointing out some other mat-
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tors which need also to be considered in arriving at a full solution ofthe problem.
First, as I myself have found out, the original literature in most

fields, even quite specialized ones, is now too-large to be scanned by
the individuals l'eorking in it. It is not only too large, but it varies
too much in quality and interest. Thus, while a, computerized system
for retrieving orignal literature, including abstracts and indexes ofthe hterature must probably be a part of the ultimate solution, it is
only a part. -Various other devices must be added if science and the
people working in it are to be adequately served.

The technical information system which we have set up at AEC
recognizes some of these other needs. For examyle, we publish reviewjournids in which the work going on in certain subareas of nuclear
technology is summarized, analyzed, and evaluated. Such critical re-views of the scientific literature are of great value in enabling scien-
tists and technologists to keep generally informed about developments
in their fields without incurring the huge expenditure of time which
mieht be necessin7 to comb the original literature.

Second, I would like to emplinize the number and variety of special
fields that must be considered in establising a national retrieval sys-
tem. We at the AEC sponsor the operation of over 25 specialized
information and data centers at various institutions of learning, Which
provide data compilations and other publications bringing together
new information in various subflekls of science and technology for the
benefit of specialists in those fields. Through these centers a few
highly quwlified scientisis are able to extract and organize the most
pertinent findings from the ponderous mass of original literature and
thereby to make it unnecessary for each interested individual to combthe literature personally.

Third, I would enter a plea. that in seeldng mechanized solutionsto this massive information problem we not lose sight of the human
aspects of communication. Some of the most significant and stimulat-
ing contacts among scientists have always come about in informal
person-to:person comninnications, in exchanges of correspondence, in
conversations, at conferences, and the like. There is no true substitute
for this type of interchancre among professional colleagues and provi-
sion must be made for ;dab-Ling lit in information systems of the

Fourth, much of the information generated in scientific research
must ultimately be made available not only to scientists working in
the particular fields, but also to wider audiences whieh include teach-
ers., students, scientists in related fields; managers, and informed
citi zens.

R epackaging in more dicrestible 'forth than that in which the re-
search was first reported is required for these audience& Here we look
to forms such as books, TV programs, ,filins, film strips, articles in
less specialized periodicals, .and the. like. A .suecessfully performing
information sYstem'shOuld, as Part of its:function, be able to identify
the Subject matter which requires suchtreatment.

Fifth, 'another matter that sheuld be considered in relation to the
proposed legislatiOn is its influence on or restriction of, other re-

10
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trieval systemS. For example, since the Government is one of the prime
producers of researeh and information' care should be tatken to insure
thart the Government or a Governmentacrency is not prohibited from
developing and performing research iflp need be on scientific data
processing and retrieval systems for its own benefit. Some non-Gov-
ernment organizations also have, Or are developing, very significant
information. retrieval systems with the help of some Government
support.

So it is also necessary to make sure that these systems continue to
be aided individually as well Rs tied into any national system that
may be developed. As one example of such a system I might point out
the American Chemical Society's Chemical Abstracts Service Chem-
ical Compound Registry. This computer-based registry, begun in
1900, has already registered more than 1 million chemical compounds
and continues to add them at a rate of 4,000 to 5,000 per week. It.
already works closely with such Government organizations as the
National Science Foundation, the National Library of Medicine, and
the Food and Drug Administration. I mention these things not to
downgrade the need ultimately for a national multidiscipline re-
trieval systeM, hut to point out some of the complexities that might
be involved in bringing such a system into operation. The task of
coordinating existing systems will require much work and care.

Sixth, in considering the planning and implementation of the na-
tional system your legislation proposes, we must also carefully exam-
ine the state of the artboth from an equipment and manpower
Stiui(lpoiiit I have had many people point out to me the difficulties
involved in setting up a comprehensive data system. Some have
stressed the technical problems while others have insisted that the
development of our hardware up to datelar exceeds our human capa-
bility to pnt it to maxinrum use. We need a great many more trained
people in this field. And apparently the shortage of such personnel may
exist for some time; Therefore, T haVe been told, we Must avoid mov-
ing too quickly to avoid spreading our human talents and skills too
thin. :

Seventh, examining a different aspect of the proposal, it should
also be 'borne in mind that the-Scientific inforihation problem cannot
be solved ori a piirely national basis. The Scientific cemmunity is
hi tern ati on a l . The nuclear energy field provides a, vi v ict exampl e. For
river 20 Vears, the AEC haS been publishing 'a journal called Nuclear
Science 'Abstracts which indexes and abstracts-the etirrent World lit-
erature related to nnelerii::Science and' its applications In'the early
years, the preponderance of entries in this lonrnal understandably
referenced work done in the 'United, States, .where :nuclear energy 'as
a practical phenomenon had , its birth.' Over the years, however,: an
increasing percentage of the iteniS haye originated in other conntries
and in 1968 the foreign entries were'over,55 percent of the total. '

In recognition of the international Character of nuclear science, the
United 'States:is .joining,with-other coutries in developing,finder the
aegis of the International Atomie Energy Agericy (IAEA.) in'Vienna,:
an Internatibnal Nuclear InforrhatiOn SYStem,1he aCionym for Which
is INIS. The Agency's Board of GOvernors hasgiVen formal approYal
to INTS and we expect it to be partly operational in:1971. and 'fully
operational in 1975.

-11
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Under this system each nation will surve its own national scientific
literature, identify items which fall within the subject scope of the
system, and supply bibliosraphic descriptions, abstracts and subject
indexing terms to the IAEA. The IAEA will merge the data received
and make available on magnetic computer tape copies of a complete
file which each member state will be able to use in supplying nuclear
information services. The IAEA will also supply a periodical cate-
gorized listing of all items reported to the system and, on request,
micronegative copies of all report literature and abstracts.

The international nature of science also calls attention to the impor-
tance of translations in any effective information system.

There is an ever present danger in dealing with broad.problems of
this kind that they may be segmented and dealt with in piecemeal
fashion.

The pending legislation concerns itself with the large data process-
ing and information retrieval facilities which may be central to the
information services of the future But they are not the only institu-
tions involved. I note, for example, that this committe also has before
it proposed legislation relating to a National Commission on Libraries.
(II R. 908, 4150, 8306, and 8614.) Libraries are indeed an integral part
of the institutional framework involved in the information problem.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would like to state my opinion that
the pending bill is on sound ground in calling for cooperative efforts
on the part of existing information facilities rather than for a more
centralized system. Ii-ithe present developmental phase of computer-
ized information systems, this pluralistic approach is the one most
likely to produce the experimental breakthroughs on which future
progress will depend.

In this connection, we should note that considerable cooperative
efforts among information systems are now taking place. The AEC and
other science agencies of Government, for example, have for several
years been coordinating their information activities through a com-
mittee of the Federal Council on Science and Technology. Important
stops have been initiated through this Committee on Scientific and
Technical Information (COSATI) in the develoPment of new sys-
tematic approaches ancrstandards for information work. Individually
end through COSATI Government agencies have also achieved a large
degree of cooperation and coordination with non-Government infor-
mation systems, such as those of the American Chemical Society and
the American Institute of Physics.

We -would trust that any neW institutionalized framework will per-
mit this type of voluntary ceoperation to continue

Mr. Pt-myna. Thank you very much, Dr. Seaborg.
Would you care to add something-to that, sir ?
Mr. BamynsTucsicr. I believe not, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PUOTNSKT. Dr. Se'iborg I am wiry pleased that you have

fortified a good deal of the thinking of this committee. Certainly
your testimonY:draniatiies''the magnitude of the problem that we
are dealing with. There is nd easy solution.

As President Kennedy ,said many times, "A journey of a thousand
miles requires a first step.

It does seem to-me that we ousht to start moving in some positive
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direction toward implementing the many things that you have men-
tioned in your testimony.

For example, you quite properly point out that we can't rely solely
on computer technology ; we have to have the human factor. No
computer generates its own knowledge. A computer assembles the
knowledge that is put into it by human being.

You also mentioned the abstracting societies. I have maintained
that one of the secret strengths of America. is that we have this excellent
network of abstracting societies. I think the Soviet Union would give
its scientific eyeteeth to have the sort of network that could do the
kind of work that our abstracting societies are doing.

Our bill envisions a contractual agreement with these abstracting
societies and certainly it would be foolish for anyone to suggest that
we ought either to supplant them or compete with them.

We would anticipate the use of these abstracting societies on a
contractual basis, tied into the national information system.

You referred to the international aspect of infoxmation retrieval.
I have already mentioned that. I was very happy to see the American
Chemical Society Chemical Abstract Service has just recently entered
into an agreement with its British counterpart and there will be an
international exchange between the two countries.

I am very pleased with your testimony because it illustrates the
huge task before us. I said earlier today that this is not sport for
the meek.

The decade of the 1950's was devoted to the development of nuclear
energy, in which you, Dr. Seaborg, played such a very important role;
the decade of the 1960's was devoted to space exploration and we
hopefully are going to have a man on the moon before this year is
over.

It is my judgment that the decade of the 1970's will largely be
concerned with trying to put into a more orderly, manacfeable system,
the fantastic scientifie genius and progress that has aen generated
by man.

Your testiniony quite properly shoWs that there is no easy answer.
Anyone who presumes that this system can be put together in 6 Months
really hasn't looked at the prcalem as you have. .

To that extent, Dr. Seaborg, I want to- congratulate you for:your
forthright statement.

Dr. SEAson.o. I might mention the magnitude of the problem here
by referring to a speech I made in 1966 where I pointed out that at
that time there were about 300,000 articleS published in some 6,000
scientific and technical journals in the United States alone, and on a
worldwide basis a total of about 35,000 journals publishing some 2 mil-
lion articles a year, written by some 150,000 scientists in about 50 lan-
guages. But to draniatize it further,- I- looked ahead-.50 years, and on
the basis of extrapolation, suggested that in 50 years from now in the
United, States alone some 1,300,000 scientists would he publishing an-
nually.,some 3 million articles un about 60,000' journals,. while :around
-,the, world a tic:4W of about ,8 million seientists might be:writing over
20 million articles in some 350,000 journals;= indicating; of course, that
16no-before that tinie.Writing in journals Nvil.1 beinadeqUate and-means
of aorage of information and.means for retrietra of mfortaation will
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be necessary and we won't be able to continue by our present methods
alone.

Mr. PUCINSKI. That is precisely the thrust of this proposal. It is
a tragedy of our times that this knowledge is being generated by the
human mind and yet other researchers don't have the timeor facalities
to he able to take advantage of all this.

I don't think that you could expect any human being, no matter how
dedicated, to try to keep up with all of the knowledge being generated ;
nor is it necessary.

Dr. SEABOIto.
Mr. PUCINSKI. I don't kJ:low of anyone who seriously believes it is

necessary for Dr. Seaborg to read all of the journals that are being pub-
lished.

What we are hoping to achieve is the ultimate development of a re-
trieval system that will be able to pinpoint for scientists like Dr. Sea-
borg the very information he needs to complete or implement his own
sbu ies. This is one of the things that we have difficulty in com-
municating.

Mr. Dellenback?
Mr. DeLLENneox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Seaborg, this is obviously thoughtful and thought provoking

testimony. It opens up a lot of questions, all of which we don't have
time to pursue this morning.

I3ut I would like to get any further comments that you might make.
And there is one point that you touch on at the bottom of page 7
of your testimony where you, in conclusion, indicate that you feel it
sound to call for cooperative efforts on the part of existing infornia-
tion facilities rather than for a more centralized system.

I am not sure whether that is the thrust of this bill, although the bill
obviously speaks in terms of not duplicating where facilities already
exist. I still get the feeling that the bill is thrusting in another direc-
tion primarily and I would appreciate any further comments you
might make on that.

Dr. SEABORO. As I read the bill, it seems to me that it is consistent
with that point of view. What I have in mind is a continued use of the
pluralistic system that we have, the abstracthig services and correlating
services for scientific information, with some ldnd of a central coordi-
nating system.

It seems to me that that is consistent with the wording of the bill.
Mr. Deti,racenow. Whether it is consistent or not, it is your feeling

that this is the most desirable direction
Dr. SEABORG. Yes, that is what I would recommend ; that is right.
Mr. DELLENBACK. And it certainly isn't desirable in your opinion

then to try to reach for a national system which takes over and cen-
tralizes in the sense ofif it centralizes at all, it centralizes the
coordinating efforts that are being made in an individual basis.

Dr. SEABORG. I don't think that is the approach we should use or that
it would be the most efficient way' of doing it. I do' feel though that
there is a definite role for the Federal Government in this coordinating
system, in this job of coordination.

For example, there Would be some responsibilities that might 'be
taken by the Federal Government, One might be to insure that there
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is at least one copy of every scientific article written any where in the
world in the United States. I don't mean by that that the Federal
Government would be the custodian of that copy, but that they would
know where that copy was and be able to retrieve it for any scientist
who needed that mformation and somehow have the information
required in order to retrieve it. That is just one example.

r. Puentsitt. Would you yield at that point ?
Mr. DtmENBACK. Be glad to.
Mr. PUCINsicr. On the very thing you have been talking about, Dr.

Seaborg, we have been lookincr with great interest at the work of the
Soviets at Viniti where they do just that. I agree with your point that
we should not have a central library where all of this Information is
assembled. I think you are right.

Nevertheless the Soviet -Union has developed a fantastic operation
where every single sc;entist, ever single Soviet citizen thae travels
anywhere in the world, is instructed to make sure that if there is a
scientific joumal or an article in the magazine or article in the news-
papers or a paper delivered at a convention, all of this material is
gathered from all over the world and forwarded to Viniti. There it is
very carefully cataloged and abstracted end filed and ultimately
made available to the scie.ntists. It is generally recognized that Viniti
today is probably one of the world's great warehouses of scientific'
information.

But if I may add this. I am glad you developed the point that
you did about substitution and the answer that Dr. Seaborg gave yon.
I would like to call attention to page 2 of the bill which says :

The purpose of this Act is to implement, not substitute, existing information
retrieval facilities. Therefore, it is specifically prohibited under this Act for
the National System to establish any Government-owned or operated science
research data processing or information retrieval facility where such a. facility
already exists under either private or public ownership.

We wrote this language to make absolutely certain that there would
be no chance of the Federal Government supplanting or removing
existing private facilities which now constitute such a very important
sector of the scientific community.

Mr. DELLENDACK. Let me ask a question along that line of Dr. Sea-
borg, Mr. Chairman.

Would you say that all of the processing and retrieval systems, Dr.
Seaborg, that are in existence now are umformally of high quality ?

Dr. Spthona. Well, I suppose that not all of them are, but there are
various kinds of abstracting and information retrieval systems, etither
in operation or planned by the major scientific societies in the United
States and those I believe are of high quality. The chemical abstracts
of course is unsurpasSed.' '

Mr. INT .T.PNBAOK. I don't speak derogation of any of them. I am just
talking about this very point that the chairman touched on, that i we
find that there is a facility, already going under some form or another
that this bill would preclude any duplication, even if that facility were
really not performing effectively in the field would be part of the
information that I have.

Dr. Svainoao. I think that obviously if You made an inventory of
all the systems, there 'wodd be a variation from high quality to low
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uality and I would imagine that what you would do in the case of
ose that were inadequate would be to try to improve them by persua-

sion I think that would be feasible, by pointing out where it was defi-
cient and suggesting ways of improving it and helping it financially.
I think that would be feasible.

Mr. PUOINSKE Would the gentleman yield just to make this point ?
The bill says, "The national system. shall arrange for appropriate

financial payment for all science data provide into the nataonal sys-
tem by private source."

My judgment is that if they are not doing a. good. job it is because
they are plagued like everybody else with lack of funds. My guess is
that a tranafusion of additional money might bring any private
operating agency up to an acceptable standard with the science
communaty.

One factor, I think, is that the scientists, themselves, would be the
policemen:

Dr. SEABORG. That, I believe, would perhaps save the situation if
the system is inadequate. It is supposed to be serving the scientists
and the scientists would be the first to complain and. make the re-
quired changes or suggest the required improvements be made.

Mr. PELLENBAolt. (ersimplifiedly, I vvould suppose that research
takes place in one of three types of facilities: One, purely Govern-
ment, all the Way through; two, private facilities, but financed with
Government money, ; and, three, purely private facilities.

Is the full range of results of research in all three of these fields
reduced to scientific papers and thus available to the, whole community
or do -we find that the third field tends not to make its information
broadly and generally available ?

Dr. SnAnono. Well, in Ole third field, as yon, defined, private facili-
ties

Mr. DELLENBACR. Pviirate industry, for example, I have talked abont
private facilities handling private moneys.

Dr. SEABORG. Because also there is the category of the universitias
themselves which, as I listened

Mr. DELLENBACK. I would think of these as public money, whether
they be State moneys or Federal.

Dr SEABORG. As of the three categories, I wasn't sure that it fell in
either of the three. Private industry, where it is working in basic re-
search, publishes information in the traditional 'manner. But obvi-
onsly there is a good deal of information that is in the privileged
.category that has to-do with the development of the.commercial prod-
uct that isn't immediately published. But. I think usually even, that is
published in the course of events.

Mr. DELLENBACK. And this is 't question, as the others are, I don't
know the, answer to it artd I ain asidng you for information. If we
can, oversimplifiedly, again, Separate ,pure ,research from applied re-

. search do wp, find that pure research are made available ?

Mr. DELLENBACK,. i3Gt it is ,in, the .applied ,research that sometimes
there is retention?

Dr., ',Sasoica., There ia ,this delay :in,pubheation ;where a .product is
process; of (development; , i thq,Orep.: of applied ;research: and
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development, where a product is being developed on a competitivebasis to produce a product to be put on the market on a competitivebasis, and that is understandable.
Mr. DELLENBACH. One last line. Do you have any estimate of what

sort of funds would be called for by this type of concept at this time?What sort of moneys should we devote to this concept ? How much,should we authorize if we were to provide for this sort, of a move?Dr. SEAnono. Well, I think that it would have to start modestly inorder to 'Yet off the ground at all. I hadn't given this much thought.
I know tli3at, I suppose, in the Federal Government if we totaled allof the money that goes into information, technical information activ-
ities I suppose it would be in the region ofwouldn't it be more than$100million?

Mr. BRUNENkANT. I think, Dr. Seaborg, the .OST estimate for
technical information, and this is rather preciselY defined, it excludestechnical manuals and other services the current annual Governmentexpenditures are in the neighborhood of a half billion a year.

Mr. DELLENBAcit. I am thinking less of the funds that go into re-search now, Federal moneys, and if we were to set up a national system
of this natiire what sort of initial authorizations or appropriations
should be called for, one that would not be unrealistic because it wouldbe so large and yet not be so small that it would prove ineffective to
accomplish anything meaningful.

Mr. BRIINENTEANT. Neither Dr. Seaborg nor I have really given any
considered thought to the question. Obviously there are proprietaryinterests involved or at least corporate interests involved and if youare going to pay for these including waiver of copyrightl which is amajor problem in terms of computer storage, you are certainly talkingin the starting range of $10 million a year, exclusive of hardware.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Does the National Science Foundation have au-thority to do this sort of thing? Could it move forward with thistype of a program under the NSF ?
Dr. SEArsoito. I don't know. I imagine they could move a good way inthis direction.
Mr. DELLENBACH. Without any more enabling legislation ?
Mr. PUCINSKI. If the gentleman would yield, I might say Mr. Adkin-son would be in a better position to answer that.
Dr. SE.Anono. He probably would..
If you get into the cost of the hardware that would depend on itscomplexity, and how much you wanted .to do and computer hardware

and I would imagine that would build up.
Mr. DELLENBACK. $10 million would be inadequate ?Dr. Sunnono. That wouldn't inchide Much in the way of the ap-paratus required.
Mr. DET.T.P.xnaox. You 'touched, in your testimony, Dr. Seaborg, onsome of that wh-ich is akeady in existence. Are you iii a position tosay to what extent we already reallY have an :interlocking system.Is it insignificant, are these . isolated, exathples on .which you touch Or

are they illustrative on what is,a rather.expensiVe interlocking system ?pr., SEABORG. We have,a certain aniount of interlocking.capability.
Themwas the,SATCOM. I Understand_ that, is phising,outi, we havethe Committee on Scientific and Technical Information of the Federal

31184-69-2
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Council on Science and Technology COSATI, which is involved with
the correlation of scientific information rather widely ; we have what
is called EDUCOM the system that ties together some 35 to 40 univer-
sities in about 20 or 25 States.

Mr. DELLENBACK. SO it is more than just a few isolated examples. But
there is still a. great deal that needs to be done ?

Dr. SEABORG. Yes. We have these starting efforts as I have indicated,
but they are not broad enough yet to do the whole job.

Mr. DELLEN-Bacas.. Thank you very much, Dr. Seaborg.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Puoirrsira. We had estimates before this committee that we are

now spending in this country at all levels in both the Government
sector and the private sector, some $17 billion annually on research,
all forms of research.

Dr. SEABORG. Federal spending for research and development. I
guess some $15 billion of that is in the area of development and ap-
plied research and it is $2 billion or so in the area of basic and pure
research. Those are rough figures.

Mr. Pucrisrsiri. When one sees the huge expenditure in this country,
$17 billion, one erun see the need for some facilities to try and make
this research more readily available. And that figure will not remain
static.

Dr. Seaborg, you mentioned the National Commission on Libraries
bill. I have some serious reservations about the bill in its present. form.
If it were to deal only with libraries I would have no !quarrel with it.
But the bill not only deals with libraries but science infornuttion re-
trieval. I am afraid that the National Conunission on Libraries and
Science Inforniation Retrieval would become just another instrument
on top of a lot of other mechanigms now existing in the Government.

I personally think that this whole problem is too vast and needs work
and discussion and study to entrust it to a National Commission on
Libraries and Information Retrieval. If a national information re-
trieval system is to be built in this country libraries will have to be tied
in; no question about it. Purdue University has one of the finest li-
braries in the world on the heat elements of metals; and the Uni-
versity of Chicago is now building a $20 million library. Eventually
the University of Chicago will be tied in with other libraries and ul-
timately with an information system.

I agree with you, I think tliat libraries, the Newberry Library in
Chicago and various other libraries around the country

Dr. SEABORG. Also Crerar.
Mr. Pumrsira. (continuing). Would become, certainly, an integral

part of the cities.
But my experience has been that when you set up a commission

the old race for the dollar starts and I think that we tend to dupli-
cate and get in each other's way in trying to get the job done.

Would you have any comment on whether 'or not we ought to in-
clude hiformation retrieval in that library commission or shall we just
confine it to interworking arrangements arnong libraries. I have noobjection to that, but I don't like the idea of the. proposed National
Commission on Libraries moving into the science retrieval field.
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Dr. SkABORG. I am not really sufficienay familiar with that library
hill to make what I would think would be a sensible comment on that.

Mr. PucINsxr. Very well.
Dr. Seaborg, as I say, I am very grateful to you for your testi-

mony. INrhen we conclude this particular set of hearings we are going
to have a better idea than when we started several years am:, of how
complicated this proposal is. While this bill calls for the Seience In-
formation Service of the National Science Foundation to develop the
system, I am not sure that SIS is quite big enough to take on this-kind
of responsibility. It is entirely possible that an established agency
like NASAwhich has had a great deal of experiencehas the ca-
pability to take a hard look at this program.

I want to make one point clear. We envision here a system that, in
my judgment, would serve mankind. I am sure that somewhere there
are answers pointing to possible cures for cancer. There are unques-
tionably answers to many of our problems available, but unless scien

i
-

tists can have easy access to this nformation I am afraid that we, :Ire
going to continue floundering.I am grateful to you for your testimony

i
,

Mr. DELLENBACK. Are you mplying, Mr. Chairmian, that the stria -
ment I once heard is valid; that anybody who can remain calm
midst of all this confusion simply does not understand the si.V.ifgach..

Mr. PIICINSKI. That is exactly what we are trying to do.
I would just like to add this one point, because it gets I :Lri a

strong believer in letting the scientist be the final judge 01;: ilis work
and its value. If we wilfleave him free to st,siy he will come up with
solutions to man's great problems. All I am seeking to do is to make
available to him the procluct of this colleagues' work. Ile will then
judge whether the information should be developed further or not.
I do not want to be one of those who Will put restraints on scientific
pursuits.

Thank you very much, Dr. Seaborg.
Dr. SEABORG. Thank you, sir.
Mr. PucINsal. Our next witness this morning is Burton Adkinson.

Dr. Adkinson, won't you come forward?
Dr. Adkinson is the head of the Office of Science Information Serv-

ice and the gentleman who would be responsible for laying the ground-
work for the development of the information retrieval system in this
country within the framework of the National Defense Education Act.

We all remember that the Science Information Service we 9 born
with the development of the NDEA when in 1951 this country svc'denly
discovered that we were very far behind in scientific researel, par-
ticularly in space and something had to be done. Among lathe': CIL rigs,
the bill created the Office of Science Information Service. In prom:wing
a, national information retrieVal systein, it was my. view :11iir. Dr.
Adkinson's shop would probably be the best .vehiele for to
oroanize the facilities that we have been talking about

VVe are icoleased to have you before us,, again, P Ani,wison.
You were, I believe our first witness 6' years,areo when we get into
thii field aud, fraiday, I am not at all disturbed that have taken
this many years. It would be a great mistake.if we tried tO plunge
into something as big 'as this and as important trs this without think-
ing it through. I am pleased to have you here this morning to review

154
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for us what has transpired in the ensuing years, what new develop-
ments have come up, what new thinking has developed in this field,
and what can be done to move this concept toward fruition.

.Dr. Adkinson, we are very happy to have you here. Your statement
will go in the record in its entirety ftt this point and we will let you
proceed in any manner you wish. You can either read the statement or
you can summarize it.

(The statement follows :)
STATEMENT OF DR. BURTON W. ADEINSON, HEAD, OFFICE OF SCIENCE INFORMATION

SERVICE, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, in expressing my appreciation
for the opportunity bo testify before this Subcommittee, I am going beyond the-
tradttional courtesies. The toCus of these hearings has been and continues to be
the active, dayJbyJday concern af myself and the staff of the Office of Science
Information Service br the National Science Foundation.

From, the begbming the Youndation has had responsibility under Section
3 (a)3 of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended, "to foster
the interchange a scientific infornration among scientists in the 'United States
and foreign countries 'In 1958, speeifieity was added to this rnlandate by passage
of Title IX of the National Defense Education Act, which directed the Founda-
tion 'to provide or arnange for the provision of, indexing, abstracting, trans-
lating and other services leading to a more effective dissemination of scientific
irdormation" and "to undertake programs to develop new or improved methods,
Including mechanized systems, for maldng scientific information available."
The terms of this mandate eerve as a eenthinine reminder that reeponsibilities
for providing fiscal support to secure a va_riety of information services is only
part of our goal, the easier part The more difficult part Is the one of eecuring more
effective dissemination of seientific information and to ensure improved methods
for making scientille information available.

My reason for emphasizing these responsibilities in relation to today's hear-
ings stems ,from my awareness that this Subcommittee is motivated by the very
_same concern. I will, therefor% devote myself to an explication of the programs .
and policies of the National Science Foundation and the Office of Science In-
formation Service in the field of science Information, with particular emphasis-
on developments since 1963, when the Ad Hoc Subcommittee on a National Re-
search Data Processing and Information Retrieval Center held hearings,

REVIMW OP THE PAST SIX YEARS

It would be a mistake to suggest that everything has changed since 1963.
There are many similarities in the conditions that confront us today with those
identified as forceful influences six years ago. Let me first enumerate some of"

the similarities :
The field of science information was concerned with the pressure of in-

creasing literature. The expression on everyone% tongue was "the literature
explosion." The pressure is equally. strong ,today, although now we have
achieved a greater sophistication in an understanding of its essential char-
cter. It is not merely a matter of all increase in the number of articles

written by 'scientists and engineer% and an increase in the number of Jour-
nals and other vehicles for.publishing information. More significant is growth,
both nationally and internatipnally, in the number of scientists and engi-
neers agtive in basic, and apPlied research and' deielopment We have
evidence that the aierage seientist publishes no 'more tOday than he did six
years ago, or ten Or fifty years ago., But more scientists are engaged in the-

, traditional _exchange oil:informationreporting , the results of their re-
search and utilizing the, published resiults_nf the research of their fellow
scientist% Along with growth in the volume of publidation there is a paral -
'lel. growth in.the need for aceees to the available literature. The organize-
tions,providing information have had to expand their services, their cover-
'age, their' capabilities. Thie expansion is still continuing because the scion-
dile establishment in the United States and in the world outside the Unite&
tates continues to grow.'
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Conditions of growth and expansion in the number of scientists, in the
literature they produce and require to support their scientific activities,
have had ripple-like effects. In 1963 traditionaI services were already too
slow, too cumbersome, too narrow and at the same time too general. These
same complaints and corresponding demands for more diversified services,
for more rapid service, for more individualized service, are heard today.

The information industry was entering the age of the computer six years
ago and managers of information services were under pressure to start
utilizing the computer to solve some of these problema The pressure for
computerization or, in more general terms, for exploitation of advanced
technological information processing resources is present today.

The ferment In scientific disciplines has not change& The trend toward
increasing specialization is a continuing one with the resulting appearance
of new subdisciplines and the merging of older ones. Interdisciplinary re-
search efforts are increasing, particularly as the problems of society have in-
creased in complexity and require the contributions from vany fields of
scienca This ferment continues to impose an incessant presstne: en informa-
tion services for change.

The pressures of 1903 for improved coordination and increased cooperation
among information services are unchanged today though there is evidence
of change.in the response to them.

The demand for more speed and faster service has not changed, although
the pressure may be more intense today. This is perhaps not exclusively a
result of the volume of information available. More important, I believe, is
the fact that the rate of progress and change in science and technology has
been increasing so that information tends to become obsolete much more
rapidly than it did even six years ago.

There was recognition in 1963 that eventual Implementation of the com-
puter technology would require larger and cheaper computer memories to
handle the large files inherent In scientific information processing. There
was faith that the computer would do anyhting for which man could program
it and there was faith In man's ability to program. In 1963, one could foresee
computerized translation (lt was calleei "mechanical translation") when
memories, speeds, and emote eanverged. Today we are much less optimistic
with this prospect Six years ago abundant effort was expended in computer
experimentation in new methods for indexing, storing, and disseminating
information. It is to these efforts that we owe controlled indexing vocab-
ularies, computer-generated permuted or "quick" indexes, systems for selec-
tive dissemination of information, and the capability for pmcessing ba-
formation dn machine-readable form so that It can be ebored and further
manipulated in and by the computer.

There were those farseeing individuals who could project the implications of
those activities and realized that eventually there would be a need for an orga-
nization of future information systems. Considerable effort Was devoted to model-
ing future systems of systems, networks of systems, centrally controlled mono-
lithic systems, and so forth. The flavor of the arguments of that day can be ap-
preciated when It is remembered that one of the divisive issues was whether the
United States should or should not have a centrally managed system for informa-
tion services. Should we have a syetem like VD:ITT,. which serves the Soviet Un-
ion? When all was said and done, however, in 1963, science information systems
were still opeeated as they always had beenmanually. The computer w'as still
a promise ; its effective Me was still ahead. .

The situation In 1969 ds radically different To the modeling efforts of 1963
we owe our present view of evolutionaev progress, building upon present strengths
and evolving system management and coordination technignes that would en-
hance euch progresaive buildup and evolution. .

Active efforts to develop large automated Information systems dominate the
scene. This statement deserves some elaboration. In the field of chemistry, a
capability was developed to represent'a -chemical comPound structure in machine-
readable form. This capability led; duringthe sdx-year peried, to the development
of n regieter of chemical componnds'and to programs which would eie the register
to literature references related to hiclividnal compounds, to information about
compound names, properties, chemical activitiee, and other date. This capability
coincided in time with an unbelievable inerease in chemical literature end a corre-
sponding increase in chemical abstracta' The Chemical Abstracts Service faced
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an imminent operational crisis. Today, their capability has improved to the
point vvhere it permits the American Chemical Society to institute plans for a
totally automated information system, including the publication of its journals
and the preparation and publication of the Chemical Abstracts. Parenthetically,
let me indicate that the plans of the American Chemical Society include atten-tion to exchange of information at professional meetings and informal communi-cation as well as to primary and secondary publication programs.

The program in chemistry, as it has developed to date, has many implicationsfor information system programs under development in other fields of science.Such programs are now being pursued for other major disciplines includingphysics, psychology, biology, the earth science& and others.
The significant element that I wish to stress is that today the use of the com-puter is a present reality in information processing. It is being exploited in itsvarious modes depending upon requirements and calculated benefits. Processing of

increasingly large data banks and tiles takes advantage of the economics of batch
processing. Tape and disc memories are utilized ; and output utilizes on-line print-ers and a variety of on-line terminal&

Advances which make the computer a real and present tool for information
processing pose the problem of developing connections between information sys-tems as a present concern rather than as a problem for the future. The proces-sor& the operators of information systems, increasingly recognize the need forincreased cooperation, for developing of compatibility in machine processing atboth input and output phase& because of the economic imperatives associatedwith the operation of large automated information system& The user, the scien-tist or engineer, increasingly wants access to the information regardless of orga-nizational affiliations. The biologist who requires access to information in thefield of chemistry, the chemist who needs physical data, the engineer concernedwith behavioral information, cannot be constrained by historical divisions amongdiscipline& Relationships among and between information systems have to hedeveloped to facilitate the most rapid access to data wherever it may be, andefforts te link systems into a functioning network will continue to be necessary.Another important difference of the past six years concerns the entry of com-mercial information processors into the field. It is still difficult to assess theimplications of this development In 1963 the field was not one to attract commer-cial enterprise aside from its traditional :function as an outlet for published

products. Today this sector recognizes a valid market for information services,a market to which it can make a valid contribution through specially tailoredinformation products and services extending beyond the conventional printedbook. The difficulties of assessment stem from the fact that commercial enter-prise normally advances risk capital to develop a product with the intention ofrealizing a profit on the capital. By the very virtue of its former lack of profitabil-ity, the field has tended to be dominated by nonprofit service& such as thoserendered by government agencies, 'universities, and professional societies.A final aspect that I would mention, in terms of a significant difference asbehveen 1963 and 1969, concerns the matter of personnel, talent, and capabilitiesavailable to the field of science. information. Let me focus on research libraries
which provide a. aignificant information resource to this field. In 1963, the maj o rlibraries serving science and technology, including Federal libraries and majoruniversity libraries like thoseat Harvard, the University of California, and theUniversity of Chicago, recognized the need to toot up for computer exploitation.They had to meet pressing problems concerned with acquisition, organization,and service of their rapidly expanding' collections. Automation' programs werebeing initiated in librarle& They were, however, programs of an embryonic char-acter. Initial efforts in one or another library were devoted to using computersfor normal business applications and for some minor inventorying functions. Adefinite limitation was the fact that librarians were not knowledgeable about
computers.: Programmers and: systems analysts were not a normal complementof the library Staff.,

Today the situation is radically, different The Library of Congress just recentlyannounced a service which makes its cataloging available in the form of machine-
readable tape& Today there are-libraries in this country ready, able, and willingto subscribe to t such tape services and to- utilize cataloging information in
machine-readable form_ Most major libraties now have computer programmers. Anincreasing -number, are- concerned with the prospect of adding computer tapeswith many different kinds of information, not at all limited to bibliographic data,
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to their collections. The American Library Association has formed a new division
concerned with library automation. The Special Libraries Association is consider-
ing a merger with the American Association for Information Selene& This change
is one that is not limited merely to the fact that libraries, huge and small, are
increasingly computer oriented. Their capabilities have developed in this regard
as have their human resources. The implication of the relationship of this devel-
opment to the developments in information ,services provided thi-ough the basic
discipline oriented information services will be mentioned later in my testimony.

The differences highlighted between the conditions and the situation of 1963
and of 1969 apply to the field of scientific and technical information in general.
The mnjor changes paralleled and in some instances were influenced by support
policy changes in the National Science Foundation.

Policies and programs in the earlier period were concerned with support for
ongoing operations and services, and with support for research and experimenta-
tion designed to prepare the science information community for the time of
activation with respect tn new developmentsparticularly developments involv-
ing applications of the computer technology.

FOUNDATION SUPPORT IN 1963

The support then provided may be characterized as follows :
Support for translationThis included translations accomplished hy

professional societies witldn the United States on the basis of their judg-
ment of needs. Scientific journal& mainly Russian hut some Chinese and
Japanese, were translated cover-to-cover ; a few were published with a
selection of the more signifiezint articles in a particular field. The pro-
fessional societies engag;ed their own trinislators in a few instances but
relied for the mnst part on commercial translation organizations for the
nctual translation as well as the printing and binding of the translated
journal. A complementary translation activity at this time consisted of con-
tracts for translation services with orgnilizations hi a few foreign coun-
tries (Poland, Yugoslavia, Israel) in which excess local currencies had
accrued to the credit of the United States under the provision of P.L. 480.
The Foundation's appropriations permitted acquiring these currencies, and
securing contracted translation and related services to meet requirements
of agencies of the Federal Government.

Support for publicationsThis involved the recurrent requirement for
financial assistance to scientists and scientific societies for the publication
of monograph& Le, works of high scientific merit without the profit poten-
tial to enlist the interest of commercial publisher& The further requirement
for support of scientific journals that needed to pull out of a deficit or whose
inauguration was beyond dispute was also involved. However support for
journals played a relatively small rol& with the major portion of appro-
priated funds going to support publication of scientific monographs in awide range of scientific disciplines.

Support of operational servieesDefiit support was extended to some of
the more significant information services. These included alistraeting and
'indexing services which provide access to the current and retrospeclive
&dentine literature. 'The support covered the major diSciplines, including
biology,' chemistry, Mathematics, earth sciences, the socM1 sciences, and
engineering.

Snpport for research and studiesTIds IS the area which desaribed the
future outlook for the field Of science information. The studies focused on
the communication behavior of scientists and engineers, on methods for
evaluating the performance of information systems, and on theoretical
foundations for indexing and organizing infOrmation for effective retrieval.
This area also included stinport for mechanical translntion, which Wns fur-
ther redefined' as automatic language 'processing, nnd eventually termed
computational linguistics: Support for research and studies was designed to
secnre iwiproied understanding in' order te provide the base for future
developinent&

Support of prototype 13yStema--A small effort wee supported that may be
described as.prototyPe sYstems. These" consisted of innovative systems that
departed from traditional approaChe& They serVed the dual purpose of test-
ing innovations and providing a test bed for experimentatien where scientists
as subjects became'users of nontraditional approaches to information service.
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FOUNDATION SUPPORT IN 1969

By 1909, the programs and policies of the Foundation had undergone significant
alterations. This, however, did not apply across the board. Some of the support
functions continued unchanged because the requirements for such support
remained essentially unchanged. Thu% translation of important documents in
Russian, Chinese, Japanese, and some other languages required continued support
because the lack of fanfiliarity of American scientists with such languages had
not changed. The Importance of the material in such languages had increased ashad the interest of scientists in general for translations secured through both
the domestic program and the foreign currency program. Similarly, meritorious
publications that were not commercially viable continued to require support.
Again support of operations of information services aimed at the major disciplines
had to be continued.

'The key difference, however, was that support emphasis had ithifted to system
development. This shift was tied to the fact that the computer and other tech-
nologies were no longer a promise but an effective reality. The implications of the
new support pattern have been many :

Support for information system development programs has been centered
in the professional societies or organizations oriented to the major disciplines
in science and engineering.

The network implications of such system development programs have
resulted in support to efforts designed to accommodate the various liaison,
cooperation, and related activities necessary to achieve interconnections of
the developing syetems.

The predictable products, particularly machine-readable products, of the
emerging information systems Imply the need for development and of new
capabilities as well as new services in the varied nodes of the emerging
information network.

Although research continues to be an indispensible adjunct to the broader
developmental effort, Its support has been refined.

(a) Research that is required as part of a specific effort in a given
system development program is supported as part of that program,
In these programs it is expected that developmental efforts will reveal
research requirements rather than find that research will reveal fruitful
1:levelopmentall avenues.

(b) Research that cuts across developmental programs is supported
independently and includes support for advanced research of an applied
character for future exploitation.

(0) Undirected research of a more fundamental kind is also supported.
This support takes two forms : (1) the project support form, character-
ized as researcb of opportunity involving considerations of tbe merit of
the proposal and the capability of the Investigator, and (2) the support
of research centers at universities where research Is interdisciplinary,
and graduate student training functions are stressed. An important
feature of these research centers is associated with an operating
information system to ensure that the centers! activities are relevant
to significant problem% Two such centers, one at the Georgia In-
stitute of Technology, and another at Ohio State University, are cur-
rently operational.

The support of costly system development programs has consequences which
need to be mentioned. Unlike the typical research project, a development program
has built into it considerably more financial exigencies. The typical developmental
program comprises activities that yield a system concept, pregram definition,
system design, steps leading to acquisition of the System, capabilities requisite
for its operation in terms of human and machine resource% and the system's
transition to operational Status. This sequence_ is subject to specific planning
and checks on progress. The costs are likewise predictable and have a cyclical
character ; with relatively saddest start-up reqnirements, progressively mounting
us the definition efforts lead first to design and then to acquisition stage% holding
level or slightly declining at the point of operational transition, and dropping when
steady-state operation isreached. Characteristic of this-pattern is the fact that
the existing operating systeni which is to,be,supersede& must he maintained in
parallel with the developmental effort through to the transition to the nevi system.
'Such programs entail.an important commitment on the part of both the organiza-
tion devoting itself to the developmental effort and the Foundation providing

24
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financial assistance. Neither can afford to risk dislocation of the developmental
plan by virtue of capricious budgering ; both must accommodate to the realities
of the budget process and to the requirements of the developmental process.

eazsznr remotes AND GUIDELINES
The changed circumstances of the past five or six years that I have described

have been influenced, and in turn have influenced the policies and Kuide lines which
govern the administration and program formulation for science information
activities in the Foundation. Some of these have been touched upon in passing,
but I believe it is useful to describe them as explicitly as possible.

Our fundamental orientation is to the user of scientific and technical informa-
tionto the scientists and engineers who produce and use this information in the
course of their research and their work. This emphasis was particularly high-
lighted by and, according to our view, was the single most important contribution
of the Weinberg report. The policy that follows from this orientation is one of
ensuring that the user determines requirements, assesses system performance,
expresses evaluative preferences among alternatives, and generally develops a
responsible attitude with respect to scientific and technical information services.
The orientation is opposed to seeking these functions among operators of infor-
mation system% government official% contractors with prospective solutions to
system problems, entrepreneurs with plans for unburdenthg the Government, and
so forth. All of the latter have their proper role, but the policy is one that seeks
to focus responsibility and decidions on the userthe scientist and engineer.

In order to accomplish the goals of this policy, we encouraged the emergence
of organizations that reflect the collective requirements and decisions of the
user community. The criteria that have been identified include : (I) representa-
tivenessthe organization must be representative of the scientists and engineers
in the discipline for which it proposes to mount an thformation system pro-
gram; (2) responsibilitythe organization must be responsible to the commu-
nity which it represent% and this responsibility must be demonstrated rather
than merely asserted ; and (3) readinessthe organization must be ready to
undertake such a developmental program in the full sense of providing organi-
zational support, management, and technical capabilities.

The same criteria have become operative in our exploratory program to
develop university centered systems which will become integral parts of the
developing network of information systems. In the ease of universities, it is
the university administration rather than the library, or department, or com-
puter center that we see as the locus of responsibility and representativeness.

It must be granted that the readiness of different societies to mount informa-
tion system development programs varies widely. Happily, this third criterion
is one about which we can do something. We cannot create representativeness
and responsibilityeither they are or are not representative and responsible
we have been able, by means of fiscal resources, to repair or enhance or improve
the state of readiness. This has been an important aspect of our program in
support of system development.

I want to mention that the policy; which seeks to locate responsibility for
the development of information systems within the user community was indeed
antieipated by the Chairman of this Subcommittee. In the course of the hear-
ing% on April 27, 1964, on a National Research Data Processing and informa-
tion Retrieval Center you said:

". . a national system which will flow through a nerve center, a command
post, call it what you like, which would, with the cooperation of all existing
faciliti2s, maintain a running inventory on what is being don% where, by whom,
and what is already available, in the respective disciplines, so that, as I have
said Many, ninny time% the scientific community will be able then to impose
its own discipline against waste and duplication."

We call attention to your emphasis on the hope you then expressed, and- ta
the policies that i we have developed, which indeed lead to a capability on the
part of the scientific community to impose its own discipline on the nature
and quality. of ,the information services:provided to them.

COORDINATION IN 1969

Coordination, cooperation, intercommunication, compatibility, and networking-
of systems and between systems is still of concern. Our experience is that
these collaborative efforts benefit when the performing organizations themselves

5 4,
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realize the need and importance of them. As the need becomes manifest, we
have provided support. The support is -not exclusively financial, but has also
consisted of contributions of expertise from among our staff. To a degree we
have helped in speeding the recognition of the need. But have been cautious
about imposing our views; lest by doing so we dilute the responsibility assumed
by the organizations providing leadership and actively pursuing the necessary
developmental programs.

In this connection, there is increasing awareness that the information systems
operated by agencies of the Federal Government in pursuit of their agency
missions have an influence and bearing on the developing discipline-oriented
systems. The Government systems also have requirements for the services of
discipline-oriented system& Inter-agency coordination has become the central
concern of the Committee on Scientific and Technical Information of the
Federal Council for Science and Technology. This Committee is closely linked
to the operations of the Office of Science and Technology. The National Science
Foundation has agreed with the Office of Science and Technology to focus its
coordinative responsibilities toward the information services outside of govern-
raent. Its participation in the deliberations of the Committee on Scientific and
Technical Information provides a necessary, although not exclusive, link between
the Government and private sectors. The Foundation's budget has included
funds by menus of Which the planning and coordinating responsibilities that are
conceived as a national responsibility of the Office of Science and Technology
in the area of scientific and technical information are financed.

The fact thut scientific and technical information systems in the United
States have developed services which are used internationally, and the fact
that these services have become increasingly computer-based, has led the ad-
vanced industrial countries to seek similar capabilities.' The need for a con-
tinuing relationship with U.S. services has stimulated a number of international
governmental and nongovernmental organizations to consider suitable mecha-
nisms for the development of international networks for scientific and technical
information. The Organization for European Cooperation and Development
serves as a forum for the diseuSsion of national policies vvith respect to scien-
tific information and as a seat Of discussions' on common problems of planning
and economics in the developinent of large information system&' The United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization has joined forceswith the International Council of Scientific UnionS fit planning the base forinternational network of information system& Discussions between repre-sentatives of the American Chemical Society and the National Library of
Medicine with representatives' from indivdival Countries have been held. Thesehave been coneerned with training of foreign nationals in the operations andutilization of the American systems to the end that the kountry that is partyto the agreement would contribute' to the total system operations.: Similar dis-
cussions and developments can be expected in the earth sciences, in the fieldof nuclear energy, and other& The Office of Scienee and Technology and the
Committee on Scientific and Technical Information also have specific interests
in this area. The latter has organized an International Panel with representa-tion from its member agencies, including the National Science Foundation andthe Department of State, to ensure coordinated participation in these inter-national development& It is Foundation policy to encourage the developmentof these relationships in the interest of international exchange of informationfrom which our scientists cannot help but benefit.

RESOLVED POLIOY ISSUES

We do not profess to have developed successful policies to meet all centingenclesnor to have answers to all questions and problems. The increasing involvementof industry in providing commercial: information services will pose policyquestions. We will be assisted in -dealing' with' these issues by the ScienceInformation Council, establiihed by Title IX of the National Defense EddcationAct. This Council'has had and continues to haVe forcefdl industry representation.Developing information sysiems,' particularly the 'discipline-oriented' informa-tion services, are moving into a pattern that entails computerized servicesinvolving distribution of tapes with information and data. These will involvecomputer searches of varying ,lengths and complexity, direct and on-line ex-changes between inquirer and eentraf 'or remete Stores, 'and :speCial `serVices
of many kinds. The econotnics of these new patterns have not yet, been tested.
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Nor is it well understood how one moves from the conventional publishing
iservice which secures economic returns through the simple means of subscription
arrangements to computer services of the complexity just enumerated.

The trend among the discipline-oriented information systems and services
is to develop what has been termed "wholesalee capabilities. Their products
will have a general utility to a wide audience. The needs of specialized groups
of scientists and engineers in subdisciplines, interdisciplinary teams, and so
forth may have to be met by "retail" services such as are being organized on
university campuses and by industry. Policies and mechanism for support of
these services will require continued exploration_

Another area of policy uncertainty derives from the uncertainties of future
fiscal resources. In principle, all disciplines that receive research support from
the Foundation are eligible candidates for support for information system
development, assuming that the conditions with respect to the availability
of a representative and responsible organization for the discipline are also
met. The fact remains that present and foreseeable fiscal resources are insuffi-
cimit to meet a situation in which all candidate disciplines proposed such
development programs.

Frrrtme PROSPPUTS

Let me turn to a description of future lines of development, es I visualize them :
Bffective information systems for the major disciplini can be expected

to be operational within the next decade,
Similarly, information systems in Pederal agencies serving broad society-

oriented missions, will be further developed and their tuimber can reasonably
be expected to increase. .

Smaller information systems -serving narrower discipline communities
as well ai stibdiseinlines or interdiseinlinary group§ will emerge. One can
anticipate a mixed setting for these systems. Some will be society-based;
ethers may be located in universities, in government agencies, and in private
nonprofit a.s well as commercial organizations.

The products and services produced by these systems will combine the
traditional published forms with machine-reftdable products for computer
processing nnd interactive communication with information or data in
computer memories.The compater.processed information services will provide and, indeed,
will encourage reprocessing of information for special interest !groups for
special purpose applications, and for increasingly individualized lierVices.

If present trends continue, we may find the university-centered information
system serving not only the campus community of scientists, engineers, and
students, but also the community located in nearby industry. Some university-
centered Information services may play the role of regional,information centers.

The relationship between discipline, mission-, and special purpose-oriented
information systeme based in profeSsional societies; government agencies, -uni-
versity campuses, and indnstry, will provide constant pressures---pressure for
compatibility of machine-readable information products ; pressure for standard-
ization on behalf ,of such compatibility,- and pressure for progress in economical
and effective storage, processing, and dissemination of information, particularly
as the data bases and files become larger and the amount of information for
processing grows.

THE NATIOTCAL BYSTEM

The aggregate of the several systems that are presently in the course of develop-
ment, and that may be expected to emerge as n result of efforts still to be under-
taken, constitutes the -national information system. . The participants in this
network will be drawn ,from all sectors of our society and will all need a voice
in its operation and Management.

I have tried to outline genie of the steps we have already taken to encourage
cooperation and coordination among the components of this national system.
Of necessity, more efforts along these lines will be needed, and I welcome the
contribution ,of the* hearings, in..foeusing attention on the particular issues
and problems that will require solUtion. / hope, however, that my remarks have
reflected the belief' that it' Would be neither -practical 'nor desirable to centrally
direct or Manage our national .arrayi of information Services. Nor doeS it appear
desirable .at present to :establish by legislation a formal National System.. The

,
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constraints imposed by such a formal system might well inhibit rather than
assist the productive evolution of these service& I therefore believe that the
enactment of the proposed legislation is not advisable at this time.

I have not provided the many illustrative details of our operation& the
activities of the organizations who have had our support, the consequences of
those acavittes, the particular problems that were being pursued or the funds
devoted to particular programs. These details, Mr. Chairman, have just recently
been presented to the Congress in the authorizations hearings of this past March.
I ask permission to submit the statement prepared for those hearings by the
Foundation concerning our science information activities for addition to my
remarks and inclusion in the record of these hearings.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PoomsKr. Before I call upon you to read your statement, I

would like to ask Mr. Dellenback if he has anything to add.
Mr. DELL-EN-BACK. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I welcome the wit-

ness here today and look forward to his testimony.
Mr. Po-Cl/cum Mr. Adkinson, you may proceed in any manner you

wish.

STATEMENT OF DR. BURTON W. ADKINSON, HEAD, OITICE OF'
SCIENCE INFORMATION SERVICE, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDA-
TION; ACCOMPANIED BY HENRY I. DUBESTECE, DEPUTY ILEAD,
OFFICE OF SCIENCE INFORMATION SERVICE; AND CHARLES-
XAECHLING, IR., DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL

Dr. ADKINSON. Mr. Chairman, before I proceed I would like to in-
troduce the two gentlemen with me and identify where they are in
the National Science Foundation.

On my right is Mr. Charles Maechling, Jr. the Deputy General
Counsel of the National Science Foundation ; and on my left is Mr.
Henry Dubester, who is Deputy Head of the Office of Science In-
formation, the office which I head.

As you said, rather than read the lengthy statement, I would like .
to summarize it and give the salient details with the full statement
going into the record.

In expressing my apreciation for the opportunity to testify before .
this subcommittee, I am going beyond the traditional courtesies. The
focus of attention of these hearings has been and continues to be my
active, day-by-day concern. It is the concern of the staff of the Office.
of Science Information Service in the National Science Foundation.

The responsibility assigned to the Foundation by the National De-
fense Education Act, was 'to provide or arrange for the provision of
indexing, abstracting, translating: and other services leading to a more
effective dissemination of scientific information" and to undertake
programs to develop new or improved methods, including mechanized
systems, for makingscientific information available.

In addition, I should mention section 3(a) (3) of the National
Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended, to which NDEA title
IX gave specific emphasis.

The terms of this statement serve as a continuing reminder that
responsibilitieS for providing fiscal support to secure a variety of in-
formation services is only part of our goal, the easier part. The more
difficult part is the one securing more effective dissemination of
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scientific information and to insure improved methods for making
scientific information available.

My reason for emphasizing these responsibilities in relation to to-
day's hearings stems from my appreciation that this subcommittee
is motivated by the very same concern. It is this appreciation which
has guided me in the preparation of my testimony. In the time at my
disposal, I will devote myself to an explication of the programs and
policies of the National Science Foundation and the Office of Sci-
ence Information Service in the field of science information, with
particular emphasis on developments since 1963, when the Ad HocSub-
committee on a National Research Data Processing and Information
Retrieval Center held hearings.

Let me review the past 6 years.
Mr. Puoixsira. If I may 3ust interrupt here. I am very pleased to

hear you remind us that in 1963 we were talking about a center. We
have learned a great deal since those early hearings, particularly that
we are really talking about a system, not a center, because it is inadvisa-
ble to think of putting all of this information under one roof.

But I was struck by your recollection for us to the word "c nter."
That is not our thinking today, 6 years later, not at all,

Dr. AtaaNsmsr. Not at all.
It would be a mistake to suggest that ever3rthing has changed since

1963. There are many similarities in the conditions that confront us
today with those identified as forceful influences 6 years ago. Let
me first enumerate some of the similarities :

The field of science information was concerned with the pressure of
increasing literature. The expression on everyone's tongue -was "the
literature explosion." The pressure is equally evident today, although
now we have achieved a greater sophistication in understanding its
'essential character.

Traditional services were too slow, too cumbersome, too narrow, and
.at the same time too general in 1963. These same complaints and cor-
responding demands for more diversified services, for more rapid serv-
ice, for more individualized ser.vice, are heard today.

The information industry was entering the age of the computer 6
years ago and managers of information services, were under pressure
to start utilizing the computer to solve soine of- these problems. The
pressure for exploitation of advanced teclmological information proc-
essing resources is also present today.

The trend toward increasing specialization resulting in the appear-
ance of new subdisciplines and the merging of older ones was char-
aeteristic of science in 1963..Interdisciplinary research efforts were
increasing. This ferment in scientific disciplines has not changed today.

The pressures of 1963 for iniproved coordination. and Mcreased co-. .operation among information services are unchanged today, although
there is evidence of change in"the reSpOnse to them.

The demand for more speed . and faster service has not changed,
although the pressure may be mOre intense today.

Given these similarities, it is iniportant to Stress that there are im-
-portant differencesin 1969 as contrasted to the conditions we knew in
1963. In 1963, science informatiOn systems were still operating as they
always had beenmarnially. 'The comp-liter Was still a promise, its
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effective use was still ahead. Today, active efforts to develop large
automated information systems dominate the scene. The computer is
being exploited in its various modes depending on requirements and
calculated benefits. Processing of increasingly large data banks and
files takes advantage of the economies of batch processing, tape and
disk memories are utilized, output utilizes online printers, and a varietyof online terminals.

Today the user, the scientist or engineer, increasingly wants access
to information regardless of organizational affiliation. The biologist
who requires access to information in the field of chemistry, the chemist
who needs physical data, the engineer concerned with behavioral in-
formation, cannot be constrained by historical divisions among disci-
plines. Effort to link systems will be accelerated.

Another important difference of the past 6 years concerns the entry
of commercial information processors into the field. In 1963 the field
was not one to attract commercial enterprise aside from its traditional
function as an outlet for published products. Today this sector recog-
nizes a valid market for information services.

A final difference I will mention relates to the matter of per-
sonnel, talent, and capabilities available to the field of science
information. For example, programers and system analysts were
not a normal complement of the majority of information facilities
in 1963. Today the situation is radically different.

The similarities and differences highlighted between the conditions
and the situation of 1963 and of 1969 apply to the field of scientific
and technical information in general. The major changes paralleled
and in some instances were influenced by support policy changes inthe National Science Foundation.

I wish now to contrast Foundation support in 1963 with that of
today. Foundation support in 1963 may be characterized as follows:

Support for translationThis included translations accomplished
by professional societies within the United States on the basis of their
judgment of needs. Scientific journals, mainly Russian but some
Chinese and Japanese were translated cover to cover, a few were pub-
fished with a selection of the mcire significant articles in a particular
field. The professional societies engaged their own translators in a
few instances but relied for the most part on commercial translation
organizations for the actual translation as well as the printing and
binding of the translated journal. A'complementary translation activ-
ity consisted-of contracts for translation services with organizationsin a few foreign countries (Poland, Yugoslavia, Israel) in which excess
local currencies had accrued to the-credit of the United States underthe provision of Public La.* 480. The Foundation's appropriations
permitted acquiring these currencies, and securing contracted transla-tion and related services on behalf of agencies of the Federal Govern-ment

Support for publicittionsThis involved meth-rent require-
ment far financial- acsistarice to Scientists end scientific societiesfor, the publication of monegraphs. These were Works of high
scientific merit that showed 'no profit i)otentiaIte enlist the in-
terest 'of comrhercial publishers- The further' requirement for
support of scientifie journals that 'needed tO'pull out of a. deficit
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situation or whose inauguration was beyond dispute was also in-volved. Support for journals played a relatively small role_ Themajor portion of funds supported publication of scientific mono-graphs in a wide range of scientific disciplines :
The third category of support in 1963 was for support of operational

service% Deficit support was extended to some of the -more significant
information services providing abstracting and indexing of -the cur-
rent and retrospective scientific literature. Some of our funds sup-ported experiments in innovative service. Our support was enjoyedby the major disciplines, including biology, chemistry, mathematics,
earth sciences, the social sciences, and engineering.

iAnother category of suppert n 1063 was for research and studies.This is the area which described the future outlook for the field ofscience information. Studies in 1963 focused on the communic:thon
behavior of scientists and engineers, on. methods for evaluating per-formance of inforination systems, and on theoretical foundations forindexing and organizing information for effective retrieval. This
area also included support for mechanical translation, which was fur-ther redefined as automatic la.nguage processing, and eventually termed
computational linguistic% Support for research and studies was de-signed to secure improved understanding in order to provide the basefor future developments.

And the last support in 1963 was for prototype systems. A smalleffort was supported thatmay be described as prototype systems. Theseconsisted of innovative systems that departed from traditional ap-proaches. They served the dual purpose of testing innovations andproviding a test bed for experimentation where scientists as subjectsbecame users of nontraditional approaches to information services.
BT 1969, pregrams and policies of the Foundation had undere-onesignificant alterations. This, however, did not apply across the bard.Some support functions persisted because the requirements for suchsupport remained essentially unchanged. Translation of importantdocuments in Russian, Chinese, Japanese, and other larwuages re-quired continued support because the lack 'of familiarity oAmerican

scientists with such languages had not changed. The importance offoreign-language material had increased as had the interest of scien-tists in general for translationS secured through both the domesticthprogram and e foreign currency program. imilarly,, meritoriouspublications that were not commercially viable 'continued to requiresupport.: Support to operations of information, services to the majordisciplines also had to be Continued.
The key'difiference; however,'was that supportemphaSis had shifted.to system deVelopment.-.This 'shift wap tied to the fact .that the com-puter and othertechnologies were no longer a ipromise but an-effectite

reality. The impliCationsof the new supportpattern have been many :
Suppert for infermation system developthent programs has beencentered in the professional societies or organizations oriented to

the major disciplines in science and engineernw.
The network implications of such system devenopment programs

have resulted in,support, to efforts designed to accommodate fifth.-
. ion, .CO'opirtitieui, and related 'activities required to 'achieye inter7

Odiniectioni of 'the' develoPink, sYsteins; ' '
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The machine-readable products of emerging information sys-
tems imply the need for development of new capabilities as well
as new services in the varied nodes of the emerging information
network.

Although research continues to be an indispensible adjunct to
the broader developmental effort, its support has been refined ;

Research that is required as part of a specific effort in a given
system development prograin is supported as part of that program.
In these programs it is expected that developmental efforts will
reveal research requirements rather than that research will reveal
fruitful developmental avenues.

Research that cuts across developmental programs is supported
independently and includes support for advanced research of an
applied character for future exploitation.

Undirected research of a' more fundamental kind is also sup-
ported. This support takes two forms : (I) the project support
form, characterized as research of opportunity involving consid-
erations of the merit of the proposal and the capability of the
investigator, and (2) the support of research centers at universi-
ties where research is interdisciplinary, and graduate student
training- is stressed. An important feature of these research centers
is association with an operating information system to insure that
the centers' activities are relevant to significant problems. Two
such centers, one at the Georgia Institute of Technology, and
another at Ohio State University, are presently operational.

The need. for support of system development programs has conse-
quences which need- to be mentioned.

Unlike the typical research project, a developmental program has
built into it considerably more financial requirements. The typical
developmental progiam comprises activities that yield a system con-
cept, program definition, system design, steps leacling to acquisition
of the system, capabilities necessary for its operation in terms of
human ,and : machine resources, and operational transition of the
system. This sequence is subject to specific planning and cheeks on
progress. The costs are likewise predietahle and have a cyclic char-
acter ; with relatively modest startup requirements, costs mount as the
definition efforts lead to design:and then to acquisition stages,- hold
level or slightly: decline at the .point of operational transition, and
then drop. when 'steady- State operation is reached.

Characteristic of this pattern is the fact.that.the existing operating
system which is to be superseded Must be maintained in parallel
With the developmental .effort .through to the transition to the new
system.: Such :programs,. entail an important commitment on the par
of both,the organization devoting itself to the developmental effort
and the:Foundation providing financial assistance. Neither can afford
to risk:dislocation of the .developmental plan by .virtue of . capricious
budgeting; both rciust accommodate to the realities of the budget
process.

PRESENT POLICIES AND GUIDELINES

The changed circumstances of the past 5 or 6 years that I have
described have been influenced and in turn have influenced the policies
and guidelines which govern the adniinistration and program forrau-
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lation for science information activities in the Foundation. Some of
these have been touched upon in passing, but I believe it is useful to
describe them as explicitly as possible.

Our fundamental orientation is to the user or scientific and technical
information, to the scientists and engineers who produce and use this
information in the course of theif research and other work. This
emphasis was particularly highlighted by and, according to our view,
was the single most important contribution of the Wemberg report.
The policy that follows from this orientation is one of insuring that
the user determines requirements, assesses system performance, ex-
presses evaluative preferences among alternatives, and generally
develops a responsible attitude with respect to scientific and technical
information services. The orientation is opposed to seeking these
functions among operators of information systems Government
officials, contractors with prospective solutioes to sysiem problems,
entrepreneurs with plans for unburdening te's Government and so
forth. All of the latter have their proper role, but the policy is one that
seeks to focus responsibilities and decisions on the userthe scientist
and engineer.

In order to accomplish the goals of this policy, we encouraged the
emergence of organizations that reflect the collecicive requirements and
decisions of the user community. The criteria that have been identified
include: (1) Representativenessthe organization must be repre-
sentative of the scientists and en .7ineers in the discipline for which
it is proposing to mount an informition system program; (2) responsi-
bility--the organization must be iosponsible to the community which
it represents, and this responsibility m-,ist be demonstrated rather than
merely, be asserted ; and (3) readin.-ss rhe organization must be ready
to undertake such a developmental prnsAram where readiness refers to
organizational support, menagerie it and technical capabilities.

The same criteria have become olderitive in our exploratory program
to develop university-centered sys^-,cms which may become integral
parts of the developing network of information systems. In the case
of universities, it is the university administration rather than the
library, or departinent,- or computer center, that we see as the locus of
responsibility and representativeness.

It must be granted that the state of readiness of societies to mount
information system development programs is extremely variable.
HappilY,' this third criterion is ' one about which we have been able
to do something., We cannot create representativeness and responsi-
bilityeither they are or are not representative and responsiblewe
can do soniething by means of fiscal support to repair or enhance or
improve the state of readiness. This has been an important aspect of
()Ur program in support, of system development

COORDINATION IN 1060

°ordination, cooperation in rcommunication, compatibility, and
networking of systems:and 7between systems is still' of concern. Our
experience is that these collaborative efforts benefit when the perform-
ing organizations theniselves realize the need and importance of them.
As the need becomes manifest; we have provided support . The support
is not exclusively financial, but has also consisted of contributions of

31-4040 60
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expertise from among our staff. To a degree we have helped in speeding
the recognition of ,the need. But, we have been cautious about imposing
our views lest by doing so we dilute the respensibility assumed by
the organizations providing leadership and actively pursuing the
necessary. developmental . programs.

In this connection, there is an increasing awareness that the in-
formation systems operated by the agencies of the Federal Government
in behalf of their agency missions have an influence and bearing on
the developing discipline-oriented systems_ Interagency coordination
has become the central concern of the Committee on. Scientific and
Technieal Information of the Federal Council for Science Technology_
This Committee is closely linked to the operations of the Office of
Science and Technology. The National Science Foundation has agreed
with the Office of Science and Technology on focusing its coordinative
responsibilities toward the information services outside of govern-
ment. Its .participation in the deliberations of the Committee on
Scientific and Technics,' Information provides a necessary, although
not exclusiVe, link between the Government and the private sectors. I
may also mention that the need for a continuing relationship to U.S.
services has stimulated a. number of international governmental and
nongovernmental organizations to consider suitable mechanisms for
the development of international networks for scientific and. technical
information. Among these are, the Organization for European Co-
o eration and Development, and the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural. Organization which has joined forces with the
International Council of Scientific Unions in planning the base for an
international network of national information systems.

UNRESOLVED POLICY ISSUES

We do not profess to have developed policies to meet all contingencies
nor to have ansvvers to-all questions and problems. The increasing in-
volvement of industry inproviding commercial information services

psee policy -qnestions.. We will be assisted ;with these issues by the
cience Information Council, established by title IX, of the National

Defense Education Act. 'This Council' had ,had and continues to have
forceful industry.representation.

Deyeloping,, mformatipn .systeins, particularly; the discipline-
. oriented information services, are moving into a pattern that, entails
computerized services involving distribution of tapes, with informa-
tion and.data.,These will involve; computer, searclaisof varying lengths
and complexity, direct eelianges -between inquirer;and.,central or
rempte.informatiOn stores ,and special ;services -of many . kinds. The
econoinies of these new service patterns ,have not, yet .been, tested. Nor
is it well understood how one moves from the conventional publishing
service which secures economic returns :through the simple means of
subscription arrangements to computer services of the complexity
'just enumerated.,

The Arend among the discipline-oriented information systems and
services is-ti3 develop:what-has-been terthed ."wholesalee capabilities.

. Their:products will have a generatutility.to a wide audience: The needs
of specialized group of Scientists andengineers in subdiseiPlines,inter-
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disciplinary teams, and so forth may have to be met by "retail" services,
such as are being organized on university campus and by industry.
Policies and mechanisms for support of these services will require
continuing eXploration.

Another area of policy Uncertainty derives from the uncertainties of
future fiscal resources. In principle, all disciplines that receive research
support from the foundation are eligible candidates for support for
information system development. This assumes that the conditions
with. respect to the availability of a representative and responsible
organization for the discipline are also met. The fact remain§ that
present and foreseeable fiscal reSourees are insufficient to meet a situa-'
tion in which all candidates diseiplines propose such development
programs.

PROSPECTS

Let me turn to a description of future lines of development., as I
visualize them.

Effective information systems for the major disciplines can be ex-
pected to.be operational within the next, 10 years.

Information systems in Federal agencies serving broad society-
oriented missions, will be further develroped and their number can rea-
sonably be expected to increaSe.

Smaller information systems serving narrow discipline commmii-
ties aS well as subdiciphnes or interdisciplinary groups will emer!e
One can anticipate a mixed setting for these systems. Some will b
society-based. others -may be located in universities, in ,Government
agenciae; and in:private nonprofit, as well as commercial organizations.

The products and services produced by these systems will combine
the traditional published forms with machine-readable .products for
computer processing and interactive communication with Information
or data in computer memories.

The computer-processed information services will provide and, in-
deed, will encourage reprodeising of information for special interest.
groups, for special purpose applications, and for increasingly individ-
ualized services.

If present trenda- 'Contintie,-we May find the uniVersitY-centerecl in-
formation: system Serving _not only the eamPus community of
tists, engineers,,and stUdenti, but also the community located in.nearby
industry. Some university-centered information services may play the
role of regional information centers.

The ,relatiouship between discipline-, mission-, and special purpose-
oriented,,inforMation systems based in professional -societies, Govern.-
ment agendies; universit -cainpuses,- anct provide con-
stant 13resstirti`

;Praspare, for ;.eorapatibility of ,nitOline-readatle',inforinatioh ;prod-
nets. .r

Pressure for standardization on behalf of such compatibility. ,

Pressure for :progress in exonOmical ind,effective 45:irage,,propesi-
ing,, tind:iii.aanunation.of infOrmatiori,f3artieularly the,data' bases
and-files-become, larger and the:amount' of information' for processing

.
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THE NATIONAL SYSTEM

The aggregate of the several systems that now exist, that are
presently 1111 the course of development, and that may be expected to
emerge as a 'result of efforts still to be undertaken constitutes the na-
tional information system. Its participants are and will be drawn from
all sectors of our society and all will need a voice in its operation
and management.

I have tried to outline some of the steps we have already taken to
encourage cooperation and coordination among the components of this
national system. Of necessity, more efforts along these lines will be
needed, and I welcome the contribution of these -hearings in focusing
attention on the particular issues and problems that will require solu-
tion. And, Mr. Chairman, the next few words represent the consensus of
the National Science Foundation and the Bureau of the Budget. I
hope, however, that my rernarks have reflected the belief that it would
be neither practical nor desirable to eentrally direct or manage our
national array of information services. Nor does it appear desirable
at present to establish by legislation a formal national system. The
constraints imposed by such a formal system might .well inhibit rather
than assist the 'productive evolution of these services.

I have not provided the many illustrative details of our operations,
the netivities of the organizations which we have supported, the con-
sequences of those activities the particular problems that were being
punsued or the funds devot!ed to particular programs. These details,
Mr. Chairman, have just recently been presented to the Congress in
the authorization hearings of this past March. I would ask permission
to submit the statement prepared for those hearings in the record ofthese proceedings.

Thank you, sir.
(The statement follows :)

SCIENCE INFORMATION'. ACTIVITIES

GENERAL

The Foundation's program for Science InforTmation provides for the informa-
tion requirements of this coentry's community of scientists and engineers and
ensures that their information serviees keep pace With the changing chniditions
under which the community pursues its work. The program consists of four keysupport Oomponen ts :
Information system. development

Orneial elements 11C-thie Ow of support are : securing an integration of
Bormatton functions and services in etch of the major scientific disdiplines closely
matched with the information reqUhviments,. characteristic Of each discipline ; ex-
plotting the actual available end 'advanced technology in order to ensure increased
speed, selectivity,,dependability, and efficiency of existing 'service§ as well as their
expansion in Scope of Ceverage and depth 'of penetration; 'and creating cOln-mmicatios channels where none had previeuely existed.
Operational4400t or sertgoes. dad PublicaiOns'

TeMPOrarY' aisietance 10 provided 'at points' of greateit need, where it will
do the' most"good for 'seletitista and engineers, The recipients of the Foundation's
support,are nonprofit infonnation, and publication services in--actual 'operation.
The results of" this support are effective services which Would otherwise. be,marginal or nonexistent.
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Beware h. and development
The central concern is with advancing the technology in handling scienceinformation. Just as the overall provram is service odented, the research com-ponent is dominantly applications oriented. It funds studies of the changing in-formation requirements of scientists and engineers as well as research on prob-lems that emerge in the course of developing systems and services designed tosatisfy the changing requirements. Basic research and advanced developmentare also supported.

International information and translation
The international character of the scientific and technical activity entailscommunication across the boundaries of geography and langnage. Support ioprovided for participation in the increasing international cooperative effortsto improve communication. The dominant activity provides for our scientists andengineers the published results of foreign research through acquisition of pub-lications and through their translation into English when the original is in alanguage with which American scientists and engineers are not familiar.

WHY PEDESAL SU-FPO= IS ESSWITIAL

Organizing, processing, and communicating scientific and technical informa-tion involves the following factors :

Rapid rate of increase in the number of scientists and engineers.Exponential increase in the amount of information, published and un-pUblished.
Need to apply costly rapidly evolving technology to information proc-essing.
Requirement for rational planning of expensive systems and complexnetworks.
Need for cooperation, national and international.

Between the years 1954 and 1966 the number of scientists and engineers hasIncreased approximately 5 percent each year the number grew from 776,600in 1954 to 1,412,500 in 1966. Scientific and teclinical journals have witnessed aneven greater rate of increas& In 1960, approximately 1,000,000 individual articleswere published. Today the number of published articles approaches 2,000,000.The secondary information services that abstract and index this literature havehad to show a parallel growth (see Figure I-1 which shows the growth ofchemical literature AS reflected in chemical abstracts publication records from1907-1970).
The growth of scientific and technical literature is not confined to the UnitedStates. The literature is published in many countries and in languages notfamiliar to U.S. scientist& Important journals must be translated into Englishin order to serve our research need& This literature must be acquired by indexingand abstracting Services and by libraries in this country. The volume and costof this effort requires outside assietance.
In order to cope with 'this growth, the organizations coneerncx1 with publish-ing and with organizing :and disseminating information have had to applytechnology involving compnters, microphotography, and related developments.This has been true for organizations engaged. in providing iion.profit servicesto scientists and engineers, particularly universities and professional societies,as well as commercial organizations. Commercial organizations,have generallyhad the capability to Satisfy their own new technological requireinent& Thenonprofit organizations, on the other hand, Subsist from, dues paid hy theirmembesship- and sale Of -sPecialized- services: Their requirement for capital in-vestMeift for.: advanced hardWare '.caanot' be niet jfroni thefie sources alone.Nonetheless their involvement in the evolution of scientific communication hasgiven the professional societies and':nniversities a special capability in thecommunication process, which cannot be sacrificed save at;the peril.of,diminish-ing the overall effectiveness of scientific communication in this country. Federalassistance to these organizations is therefore necessary.By virtue of the fact that expensive computer and related technology mustbe called upon to aasist in the face of the explosion of thescientific and technicalliterature, the resulting systems must be designed and operated to effect themaximum efficiency and economy. Growing specialization on the one hand and
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Figure 14 .

GROWTH OF CHEMICAL LITERATURE
AS REFLECTED BY CHEMICALBSTRACTS

PUBLICATION RECORDS

07 10, '31619222529313
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the increasing interdisciplinary character of research on the other pose tworequirements : new and more responsive services for each discipline specialty ;and the linking together of the resulting information systems. This linkageinvolves planning now to ensure the coherence of future developments. Planning,in turn, requires studies and research involving bringing together the managersof government information services with those from the scientific societies,
universities, and industry. Since this is an effort not likely to be supported bycommercial organizations, Federal support is necessary.

THE FOUNDATION ROLE

The Foundation obligated $14,396,057 for the support of science informationactivities in FY 1968. Estimated obligations were ireduced to $11,000,000 in FY1969. The $13,000,000 requested for FY 1979 will permit essential support toongoing system development and improvement efforts on the part of professionalsocieties serving the major scientific and technical disciplines. It will permit amodest start to develop more effective information system planning and develop-ment in the univensity environment It will permitlevel support for operationalservices and publicationa, for translation of foreign scientille information andfor the support of research and Studies. Long-range planning, With its valuablefeedback to Current management and programnfing".will also be continued.
nipos.yArrox avers= rrevetoextgar -

The ;single largest investment and the largest ateount of progress have beenin the development of an information system for chemistry and chemical engi-neering. Progress has also been marked in other discipline& Initiative has beentaken OD explore the development requirements for university-centered informa-tion systems& All of this is capped by activities designed to assist in the evolutionof the separate system, through effective planning and developmental researchinto a network of such system&

DpUne Oriented SystemsChemistry
The Foundation's support of an information systein for chemistry and cherni-cal. engineering 'started in the lite 1950's 'With a. Relies of Small grants to theAmerican ChemiCal Society to initiate regearch on cheraical doeuteentation and todevelop computer-produced indexes hased on titles of chemical articles. The workwae performed by the Chendeal Abstracts SerViees ((3AS), one of the onerating

divisions of the Society. Support also was granted to bring the Chemical AbstractssUbject and foriatila Indexing 'up to; date These preliminary' efforts helped tofocus attention on the tMed to use mechanised' techniques to support publicationoperatiOns tor the cliemkal 1404ft-tire *Well ivaii:geowing at, a-rate of about 9percent per Year.,
'Computer technelogY is partieularlY-applicable in chemistry because of thenature of 'Structural 'diagrams; Which' are the universal' lang-nage of chemiate.Since most ebtanical literature is compound related, the unique ddentificatkmiofcompounds is the natural indexing link. The promise inherent-in this capabilitywas that the literature of chernistry,,the. properties,- and the activities of cimm-lealS could all be related to a central registry of tonipounde.Ailtiniately, ttie en-tire process of storhig, seardhiag and, totrieving,inforination, in this field could
By 1696, CheMical Aiistriets perviee ne'd deieloped Suit:al:de techniques whichmade possiblethe development of a large :thinpnter rqgistry er chemical etruc-titre records derived_ from the current. literature, The, initial, contract with theAmerican Chemical Society for thisnurpose, was finided-jointlY. by the Founds-tion; the Department ot Defenee and the DePartnient ok,Health, Education, andWelfare,Sinee 1967,. this CompeUnd registry eystein bee beeit maintainad.WithSupport iljy .the FeimdatMn alone. r_ . .

the registry gyiitemdeveliMed, the eencept of a totit,cOuintiterfltaSed infer-sYstem,,took form. The Anterieen Chemical SocietY inforniation Activitiesncl ude meetings,. faia. Primary. journal. Publieation as Avil as ibetracting andindexing services..,All, of these, activities .wers,..threatened,hk-rapidly increasingcosts. The sitnation NVal Viewed in , the, following; terms; presentlY materialmust be handled many timee hy the anther, editor, compositor, bibliographer,
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abstractor, indexer, and repeated reviewers throughout the procesa Would it
not be powible by means of the computer which could store the information
and which wotild require attention only to the Changes., to effect significant
economies through improved processing, reduction of man induced errors, and
saving of work that was unchanged from the initial stages to the final ones?
This indeed is the present plan of the American Chemical Society's information
program, which the Foundation is supporting.

The information program in chemistry has made good progress in adopting
the teaurdques of one-time keyboarding of Information and multiple-use of com-
puterized data in the current conversion to a total computer base (see Figure
I-2). Major goals lire:

Computer-controlled production of abstracts and indexes by 1971.
Completed conversion of American Chemical Society journals to comput-

erized production by 1974.
Operation of a world-wide input/output network for Chemical Abstracts

by 1974.
The promise of cooperation thrOugh the Organization of Economic Cooperation

and Development and of bilateral arrangements with chemical societies in the
United Kingdom, Germany, and other European countries has provided the first
steps towards the development of a worldwide network. National groups will
process their own literature for merging with the American system. This will
result in improved services and Major savings for all participants.

In FY 1968, the Foundation obligated $4,236,143 for the support of develop-
ment of a chemical information system and $2,600,000 in lex 1969. The esti-
mated obligation for FY 1970 is $3,000,000. The planning in FY 1967 and FY
1068 anticipated a higher obligation level in .the present and the next fiscal year.
The lower levels presently estimated have required a lengthening of the devel0P-
mental process.

Support for the overall program has been shared by the Foundation the Ameri-
can Chemical Society, and the chemical industry Experience in chemi;m1 informa-
tion processing at E. I. duPont de Nemours and Co., Inc has been made available
to the Chemical Abstracts Service. Computer manufacturers have cooperated
in developing special purpose equipment The National Library of Medicine
and the Food and Drug Administration have worked with Chemical Abstracts
Service to develop a mechanized link between the chemical and health oriented
systems. Company information groups In the pharmaceutical and polymer in-
dustries have cooperated in special projects with CAS to measure; how well
experimental services meet their specialized information requirements. Feedback
from such projects is invaluable in defining immediate goals for the developing
system

The American Chemical Society has begun to reorganize its administrative
structure in order to assure its capability to Manage a complex and developing
system as contraked to the managelment of several- autonomons servicea The
Society is also particiPating in the development of information handling stand=
ards in cooperation with organizations similarly concerned with system develop-
ment in physics, engineering, hiology, reSearch libraries, and coniparable systems
abroad
Other biacipline Programs

The Status of information systera developinent in eientific disciplines other
then chemistry is sbnimarised in Figtire

'Follinving the example of the American' Chemical Society, several' other dis-
ciplines are now organizing comprehensive programs of system development.
In the fields of physics and astronomy; psychology, and linguistics basic system
concepts now have the general acceptance of their communities. In each of
these fields, a single.organization has been identified as,responsible fordefining
a program that, will translate the CencePt into reality.

The, concept 'of a National Physica Information SYstem (see Figure is
typical:' The coverage- of thia sisteni will embrace all branches of physics' and
astronomy, Its input will include English-language .manuscripts Submitted by
scientista-anthera, seientific', Publications' (as contrtosted': to manuscripts), in
English 'and 'Other languages as well'aSauch material its 'patents.and` technical
reports.' The _SYstem will-also 'aecept- bibilograPhie information (abstracts and
index`data).`in eemputer;MiniiPulableforni free] cooperating inforMatien systems
in other diseiplines or sPecialized serviees in Physics and astronomy

40
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Input materials will be subjected, as appropriate, to the processes of transla-tion, editorial evaluation, bibliographic organization, storage, search, and re-trieval. The system will be able to refer its users to other information sources asappropriate. It will afford its users access to hard copy, microform, and machine-readable files, locally at first and eventually at remote centers via electroniclinkage. Services will be provided to scientists and engineers in industry, Govern-ment, and universities.
The remaining disciplines are less advanced on the road to securing effeetiveinformation system. In the field of mathematics progress in achieving commu-nity acceptansee of an information system concept has been noted. In the environ-mental sciences (geology, atmospheric science, oceanography) serious efforts havebeen undertaken to consolidate community interest The strategy for the engi-neering sciences is to support a preliminary study of system requirements uponwhich the engineering societies can base an implementation program supportedby industry.
Development of several Independent capabilities (as distinguished from asingle comprehensive system) Is being supported in the life scienees since thereis no one society that oan represet the entire community. Ooordination or con-solidation of independent efforts may follow. A similar condition exists in thesocial sciences.

University-centered 8natcms
This program is In its initial stages and can be described by summarizingthe kinds of proposals received to date. These requests fall into three categories :Systems oriented toward scientific disciplines

Systems oriented toward an interdiciplinary areaSystem approach to library modernization and improvementThe first of these provides a major link with the discipline-oriented systemsfocused on the community as a whole (e.g., the physics information retrievalsystem under development at Stanford University) as well as with Federal in-formation services and those in adjacent industries (see Figure I-5), Interdisci-plinary systems, centered in the university, are .proposed for a nationwide andeven worldwide clientele. Library systems entail automation and support forlibrary networks.
This program is currently exploratory in nature. Obligations in FY 1968 andFY 1969 were principally focused on the third category for the benefit of scien-tists and engineers using the traditional library, and for the benefit of librariansseeking to Improve their services to scientists and engineers. Approximately$800,000 will be devoted to furthering efforts toward developing university-centered systems.

National System, Planning
The Office of Science and Technology has the overview for the entire Federalrole and activity In scientific information. The Foundation has been requestedby the Office of Science and Technology, to support a broad planning and studyeffort which will permit tying the individual Federal programs, and the programsin the private sector including those of industry, universities, 'and professionalnon-profit societies and organizations, into a unified whole, a network of informa-tion systems.
Specifically, the efforts are directed at developing design criteria, technicalrequirements, and minimum compatability standards for national systems ; de-veloping means for assessing the value and costs of alternative informationsystems ; identifying overlap and gaps in coverage on the part of the ,severalsystems ; identifying and assisting in the development of new means for informa-tion storage, retrieval and dissemination ; and overall, developing the informationbase required for policy on national science information systems and networks.In addition, support is provided for studies and research directed at the solu-tion of long-term science information problems. This effort ranges from funda-mental research to sophisticated hardware utilization studies and includes pro-gramming, planning, and deveolpment of experimental prototype services aimedat advancing the state-of-the-art or exploiting innovative technology. In contrastto basic researeh, this activity is directed to specific problems in order to developand evaluate the feasibility of a specific solution.

Examples of the planning and study effort are :
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A study of government-wide scientific and technical research projectreporting system.
A task group for interchange of scientific and technical information inmachine language.
A study of page charges for the publication of scientific papers.A noteworthy example of exploratory research supported in order to anticipateoperational problems of the next decade is Project INTREX (INformation TRans-fer EXperiment), at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.), whichis designed to provide results on which to base the desig-n of future libraries.The project involves remote access to a computer-stored catalog that providesmuch more information than one is accustomed to receive from the traditionallibrary catalog. It includes innovative experiments in ,providing extremely rapidaccess to the text of the boek or jourmil article, following a sophisticated dialoguebetween the inquirer and the computer in order to remove ambiguity from theoriginal question.

In FY 1968, $964,308 was obligated. In the category of Natiorad Systems Plan-ning, the following was obligated : in FY 1969, $600,000, and FY 1970, $1,000,000.FY 1970 includes funds for Project INTREX, which was funded for two yearsin FY 1988.
OPERATIONAL SUPPORT FOR PUBLICATIONS AND szeviees

The Foundation's support is designed to assist scientists, through theirrepresentative societies and organizations, to keep up with the continuous andrapid growth in the volume of information which must. be published anddisseminated. In the past ten years assistance has been provided to more than60 scientific journals to eliminate publication backlogs. Twelve new journalsin specialized fields have been established in order to meet emergent needs.Overall, journals have been helped to reach new operating levels and thento continue at those levels without further financial assistance During thissame period, 245 scientific monographs (books) in all scientific disciplines havebeen published with Foundation help Since 1958, a total of $5,112 000 has beendevoted to assisting journals, monographs, and services which would otherwisenot have appeared or would have disappeared, to the loss of the scientificcommunity.
Another aspect of this program is the support of abstracting and indexingservices and continuing bibliographic services for the fields of science andengineering. As previously indicated these are the services that are presentlyengaged in an effort to develop automated systems. Previous to such undertakings,tile financial pressures which have tended to raise operational costs limited theability of the services to keep up with increasing requirements for diversificationof Service, for expansion of coverage of the growing literature, and for morerapid release of informntion. Since 1958, the Foundation has obligated $12 522,000or the support of these services. As a result, the major abstracting and indexingservices have been able to expand their operational capabilities and literaturecoverage hy 86 to 200 percent (see Figure 1-6). Such services as MathematicalReviews, Biological Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts, Engineering Index, andMetal Abstracts, once helped under this program are now able to maintainthemselves in the black without subsidy from the Government Foundation sup-port is predicated on planning by the particular service to reach a level ofeconomic independence. In FY 1070, the Foundation plans support In the amountof $1,200,000, of which two-thirds would support abstracting and indexing serv-ices and one-third would support all other publications and services.

Science Information Exchange
The Science Information Exchange (SIE), in the Smithsonian Institution,requires special mention as one of the information services supported by theFoundation. The SIE is now twenty years old was initially supported by anumber of Federal agencies but has depended solely on the Foundation for thepast five years. The change to single-agency funding e.:,anmenced in FY 1065upon the recommendation of the Federal Council for Sz,:vnce and Technology.The primary mission of the SIE IS to assist Government agencies in ad-ministering research grants and contracts by maintnining an inventory of on-going research project% SIE receives notifications of research projects in progressfrom Federal agencies as well as from foundations, universities, and other non-
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Federal organizations, Each notification consists of a description of the research
and indicates the principal inveLtigator, where the work is performed, who
supports it, the funding level, and the duration of the project.

This information is processed into a computerized data bank which enables
the SIE to provide a number of different services. When requested by a Federal
research administrator, the. SIE can provide information about research projects
in its file pertaining to a particular subject (see Figure 1-7), information
about research projects in which an individual scientist is engaged and listings
of research projects pertaining to a broad subject field, e.g., Water Resources
Research Catalog. SIF can also provide "Administrative Compilatione which
list Federal awards to an individual institution, projects reported by a given
agency, research performed on a given subject at a given location, and similar
variation& In FY 1969, the support level for SIE was reduced from $2,000,000
to $1,800,000 on the basis of streamlining and automation of operations, and the
introduction of service fees to all SID user& The $1,600,000 requested for SIB
support in FY 1970 reflects a continuation of this trend.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

This program is oriented toward the support of basic and applied research,
and evaluative studies in science information. The aims are :

To define the scope and charaeter of science information problems by
investigating the processes of communication in the sciences and the utility
to sdentists and engineers of existing and proposed Information services.

To stimulate land support research essential to the development of better
methods of handling large volumes of scientific and technical information.

To investigate the possibility of adapting or devising new ideas, concepts,
methods, techniques, equipment and systems to the solution of science in-
formation problems.

To encourage utilization of proven techniques and devices of innovative
character which contribute to the development of discipline-oriented, multi-
disciplinary, and university-centered information systems or for use in
information systems and services provided by the Federal Government.

The program comprises two categories: individual research or study projects
focused generally on a single problem; the Rapport of science information re-
search centers.

Research Projects
Primary emphasis is on the support of Individual projecte by highly qualified

investigators. Typical examples are :
Studies -aimed tat determining the nature of scientists' and engineers' in-

formation needs and the manner in which those needa are currently met as
well as the relation between the use of information and ultimate perform-
ance in research and development projects.

Experimentation in indexing, involving computer application& to deter-
mine whether the content of Indexed material is better represened by indi-
vidual words or ,by phrases automatically selected out of context.

Development of measures and measurements criteria for the evaluation
of the various fUnctions of document retrieval systems in order to provide an
objective method for determining the efficiency and utility of new develop-
ments and applications.

Research Centers
Support of science information research Centers began in FY 1968. It is

aimed at concentrating both human and financial resources for research in sci-
ence information within an environment that attracts capable scientists from
a number of needed disciplines such as information science, behavioral science,
economics, and management The university provides this environment and ful-
fills the vital role of training a new generation of information scientists who can
apply their research talent to the operational problems present in the university
setting (see Figure I-8).

The Foundation now supports two centers, one at Ohio State Univermity and
another at the Georgia Institute of Technology. Both institutions possess the key
elements of the Ideal reaearch centerinterdisciplinary research, graduate ed-
ucation in Information science, and operational problems. The center at Georgia
Institute of Technology has formulated a broad program of theoretical research
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Fxure 1-8
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closely linked to a graduate deg,ee program in information science. The Insti-
tute's library provides a strong role, actively proceeding with automation and
mechanization and providing an operational environment for the resenrch pro-
gram. The center at Ohio State University has an excellent staff and has a close
working relationship with the university's computer science center. This pro-
gram also entails joint research with the Battelle Memorial Institute and with
the Chemical Abstracts Service, both neighboring organizations.

Of the $900,000 requested for FY 1970, $300,000 will be used to support in-
dividual research projects. The remaining $600,000 is required for continued sup-
port of the research centers at Ohio State University and the Georgia Institute of
Technology.

INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION AND TRANSLATION

One-half of the world's scientific and technological literature is published
in languages unfamiliar to 95 percent of our scientists and engineers (see Figure
I-9). The Foundation has developed two complementary translation activities
toward making this literature available and usable by Americans :

Domestic translationaccomplished in the United States.
Foreign translationaccomplished in foreign countries through contrac-

tors, utilizing foreign currencies.
Domestic Translation

The Foundation supports professional and scientific societies in the United
Shites for the translation and publication of primary foreign scientific literature
which contain results of current research. Since the inception of this program in
1952, 66 journals and a number of books have been translated to a total of
670,000 King lish pages. Thirty-four of these journals are now being published
without Foundation support and .14 of the remaining 32 are expected to become
self-sufficient The total cumulative production of these journals is nearly one
million pages (see Figure 1-10 )

Translation projects are proposed to the Folindation by scientific and profes-
sional societies on the basis of expressed needs of their membership. The, actual
translation is accomplished by the societies professional staffs or by means of a
subcontract with a commercial translation firm_ The transianted product is sold
by subscription at a price considerably higher than for the alTerage scientific
journal. Subscriptions are also sold to other countries. .

In FY 1970 twenty journals will require continued Foundation support New
journals can be subsidized only as older ones become self-suficient.

Foreign

Foreign translation activities are accomplished through contracts with
scientific institutions in nine foreign countries utilizing local currencies which
have accumulated to the credit of the U.S. Goyerment The Foundation's ap-
propriations each year hare authorized the obligation of $1,000,000 for these trans-
lation activities. The Foundation manages the foreign translation requirements
of other agencies. Funds are transferied from these 'agencies. During the ten
years of this program, the Foundation has allocated $8,763,000 and transfers
from other agencies have added $5,886;000 in foreign currency equivalents.

Contracts have been arranged in ,Israel, Poland,=:Yugoslovia, India, Tunisia,
Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma, and the :United Arab Republic., (Contract negotiations
with the United Arab Republic were suspended .becauSe of the Arab-Israel war.)
Translation of foreign journals and books is the principal activity. Other services
procured include preparation of abstracts, digests,' critical review% compilation of
annotated bibliographies, and preparation of guides to foreign scientific insti-
tutions and information services, see Figure 1-11), These services have provided
over 500,000 pages of foreign scientific patent% the preparation of 45,000 abstracts
and digests, and more than 100 bibliographies ( see Figure 1-12 ).

As contrasted- to the domestic translation activity, which reSponds to require-
ments of our scientific community expreesed through scientific and professional
societies, the foreign procurement effort responds to requirements of other
agencies of the Federal government. In both instances, the value of the programs
have elicited numerous testimonials with specific examples of how time, talent,
and fiscal resources have been conserved through the availability and
utilization of these services. One of the more dramatic examples concerns
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Figure 1-9
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Figure 1-10
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the translation of a Russian research report on hail suppression in. the Caucasus
in 1965 (Findings of the Caucasus Anti-Hail Expedition, by G. K. Sulakvelidze)
which made available a blueprint for a specific test in this field. If the Russians
model proves to be valid for hailstorms in the United States, it is anticipated that
at least live years of exploratory research and $20,000,000 will have been saved.

The FY 1970 requirement for foreign translation is $1,400,000. Domestic trans-
lation will require $500,000 and tbe foreign activity will require $900,000. Each
amount will be used for supporting and procuring high priority translations
for the benefit of Amercan scientists and engineers.
Authorization for excess foreign currencies

An authorization of $2,000,000 in excess foreign currencies is requested in
order to obtain valuable foreign scientific translations from those countries
where the use of excess currencies is authorized.

International Participat on
The central and critical role of information to scientific and technical prog-

ress is not unique to the United States. Most technically advanced countries
have recognized the need to increase their capacities for the organization and
improved communication of scientific and technical information. Our own pro-
fessional societies and Federal agencies have found it necessary to develop a
cooperative posture vis-a-vis other countries for the sake of economy and effec-
tive development The resulting pattern of cooperation and interaction takes
many forma ranging from bilateral exchanges of information and cooperation
to organized programs in international organizations both governmental and
non-governmental.

To foster international science information exchange, the Foundation sup-
ports the Abstracting Board and the Committee on Data for Science and
Technology of the International Council of Scientific Unions, the International
Federation of Documentation, the Pacific Science Association, and The In-
ternational Federation of Documentation. The funds in support of these orga-
nizations are less than $100,000 per annum. Valuable assistance is provided by
the staff of the Foundation in tbe work of these organizations either directly
or through advice to other American participants. Organizations as the Orga-
nization for Economic Cooperation and Development ; the U.N. Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization ; the International Organization for Stand-
ardization ; and the International Council of Scientific Uniona are initiating
programs involving international communication networks and standardization
of procedures for compatible information proceasing systems. American lead-
ership is necessary for the success of these efforts and to assure that the sys-
tems and services that emerge from these efforts are compatible and of value
to our science and technology.

Other International Activities
The Foundation also supports the acquisition of difficult-to-obtain scientific

materials and the preparation and publication of guides and directories that
provide U.S. scientists and engineers with information on organizations, indi-
viduals, policies and information resources in other countries (see Figure I-13).
Support is based on demonstrated need that cannot be satisfied through private
efforts. Plans for FY 1970 are limited to updating guides and directories of
demonstrated utility produced in the past but now no longer current.

The requirement for FY 1970 of $300,000 for international activities, exclu-
sive of translation% is an increase of $100,000 over the obligations planned in
FY 1989. These funds entail no new starts.

FEDERAL-PRIVATE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

The interaction between the two sectors la extremely complex. Numerous
Government agencies are charged by law to provide information services to the
general public in order that the public can benefit from Federal efforts in medical
and health research, from technological developments resulting from defense,
space, and agricultural research and development and from work in the fields
of air pollution, water reaources, eta The Federal information services cannot
be completely independent of the scientific and techr !cal research accomplished
in the private sector and disclosed by the information services organized to
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serve scientists and engineers in universities and in industry. The eventual inter-
connection of these services is a function of this interdependence, but requires
enormous efforts to effect standardization and compatibility of developing systems
and in new computerized information processing. Tbese efforts must seek a
balance between the missions and purposes of the particular system vs. loss
of autonomy and self-determination necessary in order to achieve standardization
and interconnection. The mechanism for the achievement of this interconnec-
tion, looking toward national networks of the major information systems, is
still in its formative stages, depending chiefly on a complex interaction between
numerous government agencies and committees.

A similar problem exiSts *on the international scene. Science information prob-
lems are not unique to the United States. The several international organizations
previously mentioned are initiating programs to effect the emergence of inter-
national networks for the exchange of scientific and technical information. Na-
tional self-interest all too frequently is set against the free and open interchange
of information. Language differences, accentuated by national pride, complicate
this problem. Variations in science policy afford further complications in a
rapidly changing field. The problem for the United State is less a matter of
expenditure of funds than of developing its own policies in a manner that permits
effecthre representation in the international arena. Present representation is
characterized by diverse, uncoordinated, duplicative and exploratory activities.
A positive and integrated approach by U.S. representatives on the international
scene will contribute immensely to general progress and to the particular benefit
of U.S. science and technology.

FUTURE PROSPECTS

The long-range prospects flor science information tuid its dissemination depend
on the technological advances and innovations in the broad field of communica-
tion. Adaptation of these advances to the 'activities involved in the procesaing
and E.nrebange of scientific information will result from efforts supported by: the
Government ss well as by the private sector. Developments as now kEinticipated
describe the objectives of Ur-. Foundation's long-range program :

Development of effecthe and efficient information systems to serve all
fields of science and engineering.

Development of speck t purpose information systems and services for ,the
research domrourgy cente.7.e1 in the natien's universities.

Developinent f coherent connections among these syStems.
Development of a flexible network of' information systems in the United

States which rnn utPize and exchange scientific and technical information
with similar systems wader development in other nations.

This program anticipates the present trends will continue and lead to "the
creation of imthense files of information and data, which will be manipulated
by computers:and which will permit retrieval Of information for specialized
purposes.. The' research libraries which eerie the universities' scientists and
students will be geared up to achieVe a,presently1acking capability to connect
with and to exploit the data based created and-maintained by the discipline-
oriented information systems, and.Will increasingly serve adjacent institutions
Of higher eddcation aS well as research- and 'develoPment projects in local
industry. The development of the indicated networks and their interconnection
can be anticipated as an evolutionary, proceSs.- The -communication technology
is not a limiting factor because the-present facilities, including microwave
relays, and even satellite communication, Can" all serve in principle. Before
these facilities can be effectively utilized a number of technical, managerial,
and economic problems must be solved. These include the problem of the best
way to organize large computer files so that they can be searched rapidly,
reliably, and economically ; the programming and economical organization of
computerized systems with multiple access on a real time basis ; the develop-
ment of effective standards at all stages of processing information for utiliza-
tion in these complex systems and in order that data in one file or In etyli4e
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system can be merged with or used by another ; and the evolution of a rational
plan for assigning financial and functional responsibilities for maintaining
and administering the information systems and their data bases in a manner
that optimizes the economic requirements and the needs of the scientists and
engineers who depend on them for information.

The program we have outlined above cannot depend exclusively upon Federal
funding nor, by virtue of its evolutionary character, can it be designed in
special detail now. Its value lies in providing goals which are worthwhile and
challenging, so that our Immediate programs can be shaped in a perspective
that will ensure their future usefulness to the nation's community of scientists
and. engineers.

Mr. PUCINSICI. Thank you very much Dr. Adkinson.
When was your agency established, br. Aclkinson ?
Dr. AnxiNsoN. The National Science Foundation itself was estab-

lished in 1950 and became operational in 1951.
Mr. Pu-oncsKI. When did you take over as DirectOr ?
Dr. Amu-xsow. I took over as Director of the Office of Scientific

Information in December of 1957. The Office of Science Information
Service was not established until a year later.

Mr. Pucucsmi. You became Director in 1958 ?

Dr. AMUNSON. Yes.
Mr. PIICINSICI.. That was 11 years ago?
Dr. Amur/sox. Right.
Mr. PIICINSICI. Do you have the total expenditures for your agency

in the 11 years ? : '

'Dr. AnsiSzsow.' No I do not hal*, but I Could furnish it.
Mr. PIICINSICI: What do you think it Was? 'What is yoUr annual

budget?
Dr. AnKINsoN. Are you speaking now of the Office of Science

Information Service or the Foundation in 'total
Mr. Puoncfnu. Just the Science Information Service.
Dr, AMLIXsoisr.' The total over Oat Verioct, I' woUld-guess, 'is seine-

Where betWeen $50 anc1,-$100 million
Mr BELL You 'asked for' the 'budget for the. year.
Mr. PIICINSICI. What is thd budget for 1 year ?
Dr. ADICINSON. My budget for 1 year rangeS-1-4or this year it is

$11 million.. z

,

Mr. Ptronism. For Science Information Services ?

Dr. Aru<iiis-Ca4T: For neict Year the requestis for $13 million.
Mr. PUNCINSKI. So I understand correctly in my own mind, theOf-

fice of Science Information Services is an 'adjunct' of the .National
Science Foundation? =: , ,

Dr, AMCINSCIN; -Part of it ; yes, Sir.
Mr, 1=',i:ForpOi.c.i. ;Y-On do hot Operatethe :NatiOnal $cience Founda-

tion the NatiOnal"SCienee FoUndation operates yon ?

Dr.ADKINSON. That is correct. My office funds represent roughly 2
to 3 percent of the Foundation's funds.

'Mr. PucarTsth;''And' you haVe in the last 10 years or thereabouts
received somewhere in the vieinitY Of$100MilliOn for your agencY ?
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Dr. Anxixsox. That is right.
Mr. PIICINSKI. Do you have a science information retrieval system

or any science infoimation retrieval system now in the Science In-
formation Service ?

Dr. Amu/gamy. We do not have, sir. Our main purpose has been to
fund organizations that do have those systems or Is;vtekt to develop them.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Now the act which established your agency, accord-
ing to your testimony, was designed to foster the interchange of sci-
entific information among scientists in the Unit,ed States and foreign
countries. Would you give this committee a list of all the contracts
that your Science Information Service has entered into with scientists
in the United States and in foreign countries in developing an inter-
change of scientific information ?

Dr. ADM/NI-SON. May I ask a question here, so I am perfectly clear
what you would like to have ?

You used the word "contract." Are you asking for both contracts
and grants ?

Mr. Pocixsy.a. I am asking for contracts and grants.
Mr. ADKINSON. And over what period of time
Mr. PIICINSIKI. In other words what have you done in the last 6

years to foster the interchange ofscientific information among scien-
tists in this country and in foreign countries?

Dr. Aniuxsox. There are several, sir. I mentioned one and stressed
it in my testimony namely, translations which has proven to be very,
ver3r useful. I could give you several instances of where this has saved
the United States money, where it has. given us new techniques that
we are using in industry as well as in research. We also make avail-
abie funds for the: support of travel for scienits to international
meetings.

Mr. PuoixesI. You have paid for travel of scientists to meetings?
Dr. ADHINSON. The National Science Foundation, roughly, supports

over 700 scientists to attend international meetings evory year.
Mr. Puoncsiaci. Would you give us a list of those ?
Dr. AD1MVSON. Of the people ?
Mr. Puothssa. Yes. And- where they went and what meetimgs they

attended.
Dr. Anxixsox. We will try to do that, sir. I think we have that
(The information follows :)

The listing that follows 'represents grants made by the National Science Foun-
dation in Fismi Year 1968 in support of nterautional scientific exchange and
travel to meetings. 'Bile ugt has been published in National Science Famulation
Grants and Awards (Washington, U.S. Goverranent Printing Office, 1968, NSF
69-2, p. 158-171).

It may be noted that the grants and awards include support both to indi-
viduals and to organizations. Block grants to organizations support the travel
of several American scientists from different institutions in the United States
to the meeting specified in the title of the award.
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INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION EXCHANGE (TRAVEL)
INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

Forbes, Robert B.; VIII Conference on Ex-
perimental and Technical Mineralogy and
Petrography in Novosibirsk, U.S.S.R., June 10-
14, 1968 (A004807) ; 0 months ; $1,055

Anderson, Don R.; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Paleogeophysics, Newcastle-Upon-
Tyne, England, April 1-8, 1968 (GZ1007) ; 6
months ; $578

Haulm, Thomas C.; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Paleogeophysics, Newcastle-Upon-
Tyne, England, April 1-8, 1968 (0Z1008) ;
6 months ; $590
APRICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION

Irwin, OWabam W., Travel for Americana
To Attend Second International Congress of
Africanistc, Dakar, -Senegal, December 11-20,
1967 (061881): 12 months ; $2,500
ATARRICAN UMEXICAL SOCIETY-CHEMICAL AS.
STILLCTS SznivIcio

Tate, Fred ; The Chemical Society (Lon-
don) Uonference on Mechanized Scientific, In-
formation Services, Durham, England, Sep-.
tember 28-24, 1967 (GN689) ; 8 months; $464'

Stet:mush, Robert K. ; Annual Meeting of ,the
Belgian Chemical Society, Brussels, Belgium,
March 21-22. and the Joint Meeting of the
akernidal Society," Institute of Chemistry of
Zreland and the RoYal Inetitute of Chemistry,
Dublin, Ireland, April 1-5, 1988 (GN739) ; 6
months ; 6518

. Anzelmo, Frank D. ; The OECD Chemical
Information Parcl Meeting in Paris, France,
Aora -18-19, 1988, (0N755) ; 6- months; $506

Tate, Fred A.; The OECD Chemical Infor-
mation Panel Meeting in Paris, Prance, April
16-19, 1968 (GN756), 8 months; $506
AMERICAN GTOLOG/CAL INSTITUTE

nOOVET; 'Lion ; Twenty-Third 'International
Geological Congress and (Sloth international
Mineralogical Association),. 'Prague; Czicho.;
elovakia,,' Aligns; 19-Sitensber 3, 1968
(A001565)' ; 12 months ; $11,000

.

Autearcen GEOPHYSICAL Dwiort
Braith;" Waldo' E. ; PoUrteenth General As-

embly 'of the -Intei*stionot. Union Of Geedesti
and GeophySice,` SC` cion,..Switzerland, Ben-
tentber.;-957-0etober, 1, .19,67,.. ,(40805 008*);

AbitRICArir Izeirmume_orI3Hysias
Keck; H. Williern; Thirty4sourtk InteaMa-,

tional Federation for Documentation (FID)
Conference and International cfongress on
Soientifte Informant*, To Be Held.in Moseow,
U.S.S.R.,' September 9-18, 1968 (0N785),;
6 months VI:7A. . , ."

AMISHICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION" '
,Griffith,:Belver-C.;-; The: Meeting of the In-

ternational Union of Psychological Science
Oorwaittee,on, Publication and Dommunication
and. the ,lith International .0M4aresa of Applied
PsychologY, Amsterdam,- Netherlands, Auguet
18-28, 1968 (G0788) ; 6 months; $518,
Buzz TEREPHONE'LARORATORIBB%:. :1

Rovevan, Paul P.i; international Conference
kyfl, Nucleon Striteture;.Tokilo, ,Japan, Septens-
bee 7-18, 1947 (0P7789) ; 8 mouths ; $998..-. . .

BERNICE P. BISHOP Arcanum
Sinoto, Yosilaiko H. ; VIII International

Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological
Sciences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10, 1968
(082127) ; 6 months ; $555
BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Zimmerman, George ; The Eleventh Interna-
tional Conference on Low Temperature Phys-
ics, fit. Andrews, Scotland, August 21-88,1968
(0P9078) ; 6 months; $419

Mendillo, Michael J.; NATO Advanced
Study Institute-Satellite Signal Propagation
in the Ionosphere, Viareggio, Italy, Julie 10-22,
1908 (GZ1026) ; 6 months ; $188
BRANDEIS UNIVEREIrrr

Linschitz, Henry ; Symposium on Basic
Mechanisms in Photochemistry and Photo-
biology, Caracas, Venezuela, December 4-7,
1967 (GB7050) ; 6 months ; $5,000

Mainusaka, Teruhisa; The International
Colloquium on Algebraic' Geometry, Bombay,
India, January 10--28, 1938 (0P8009) ;
6 months; 61,119

'Seeley, Robert T. ; The First /Adis American
Sohool of Mathematics, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil,
June 15-August 8, 1968 (GP9063) ; 6 months;
$856 .

linoWN UN/VERSZTY
Cardona, Manuel; Ninth 'International

Semiconductor Physics Conference, MOSCOW,
U.S.S.R., July 23-29, 1968 (0P8883) ; 6
months;

Quinn, John Y. 'The Eleventh International
Conference an LaW Temperature Physics, St.
Andrews, Scotland, 'August 21-28, 1968
(0P9086) ; 6 months ; $485 -

SeheMPP. Ellori ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance
Spectroscopy, Frascati, Italy; October 12-91,
1967 (GZ750) 12 months ; $584 '

Symonds, Prini B. Conference on Engineer-
ing Plasticity, Cambildge, England, March 28-
29, /968 (K602491) 6 months ; $300
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE Op TECHNOLOGY

Cameron, Roy B.- Second SCAR Symposium
on Biology, Oambridge, England,' July 28-
August 6, 1968 (A004308) ; 6 months ; $400

Hanks, Thomas C. ; NATO AdvanceA Shay
Institute Paleogiophysies, New. Castle-
Upon-Tyne, -England, April 1-6, 1988 (GZ-
1008) ; months ; $517

Tombach, Ivar 11. NATO Advanced Stud',
Institute on Transition from Laminar to
Turbulent Flow, London, England, June 30-
July 6;1968 (021052) - 6 months ; $725

Neilson, David M.'; irAro 'Advanced Study
Institute on Properties of Organio (Fri/stale,
Enachede, The Netherlands; July 8-111, 1968
(GZ1058) 6 months ; $779

Kohler, Bryan B.; NATO Advanced Study
institute ass Molecular Crystals, Enschede,
Holland, July 8-12, 2968 (GZ1057) ; 6
months ; $782

Ceasar, Gerald P.; NATO Advanced Study
Institute', on -Deterininution of Molecular Ge-
ometry, Aarhati,'DenMark, ;NW 119-4ugatat tO

,

1968 (GZ1081); 6 montaig ; $0,77

61
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Brinkmann, Robert T. , NATO Advanced
Study Institute on Aurora and Airglow, As,
Norway, July 29-August 9, .1988 (0Z1071).;
6 months ; $587
CARNEGIE INSTITUTE or TEcnivoboor

Kratar, Rudolph A. ; NATO Advanced
Study Institute on New Trends in Program-
tning New Applications and Language Theories,
Copenhagen, Denmark, August 18-24, 1988
(GZ1075) 6 months ; $588

Pierce, W. H. ; IEEE International Sympo-
sium. on Information Theory, Athena, Greece,
September 11-15, 1967 (K002482) ; 6 months
$780
CARNEGIE MELLON UN/VERSITY

Baker, Earl W. ; Symposium on Pluoro-
Organic Chemistry, Birmingham, England,
March 27-29, 1968 (0P8227) 9 menthe ; $446

Castellano, Salvatore M. ; Second Interna-
tional Symposium on Nuclear Magnetio Reso-
nance, Sao Paulo Brazil, July 8-11, 1988
(GP8806) 6 montim ; $561

Van Dyke, Charles IL ; Second International
Symposium on. Organosilicon. Chemistry,
Bordeaux, Prance, July 9-12, 1968 (0P8819) ;
6 months ; $556

Rayne, Sohn ; The Eleventh International
Conference on Low Temperature Physics, St.
Andrews,- Scotland, August . 81,88, %roes
(GP.noss) ; 6 months ; $470 f ,

Holstein, Barry R. ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Invariance Principles and 'Particle
Physics, Eriae,.. Sicily,. July ,.,13728..),:1968
(szxoes) .13 montbe ; $445. ,

Perlis,Alnii J. ;,II. Latin American Congress
on SiectiontO 'Computatien, Limn; Peru,4une
9-15,19,68 (7,000299):; 6.months ;4531 t, ,

CASE: WESTERN,.RESERVE' rintvEaarrr.
Euvrana, Theodore ; ±Biscussions of Faraday

Society, Nesocastle-on-the-Tyne,England April
2=4,- 1968 (GP8046);. 11 months ;,

.Reswick, James: Technical and Biologi-
cal Problems of Contro-An IPAO S1M1111ceium;
Yerevan UJIEIR.,; September 1966
(K0044i8).; 6 months ;"$700. , .

. Cites. Kiwriama 5ARC FOUSEATION
Keiste.Donald InternatiOnar Congrese

of Photosynthesis-- ..kesearoPreudenstadt;
Germanyit june 1988 (GB7658) 6
months $820 .

Vontienn-,' '
Ettenbert: Morris f,...t/f/Y All Union' Science

Oonvention: Mosco0,` trx.s:le; Mad' ',Wig;
1968 (IC004208) ; 0' Months ; $758,'
CITY , UNIVSESITT.,,OW, NEW YOLK .431/STESI

BelIer Alex Cetifei7inee us Algebrait$
troPologn; Oberwalfaoli; ;Germany; Atstaot 287
Septetskor% 40. 1961: ,MP7755) ; :9 :,412.0thil ;

cpAigli UNIVERSITY
AhRiadjlan, Vernon ; Second, (SCAR) Sym-

Posium:on Antarctie Biology, Cambridge,,-Eng-
2874sigust :6, .19681, (A004310)-;

inOntlisi 497G, -AB

COLOMBIA UNIVERSITY
Harry P:; .31Ieeting.On,110 ,Yeard of

Ion RechangersLeipzig,i0ermany,June 4,8;
4868,,O3P82264,x2 gionti*/14.540 2, ;;tgai3s;""llythan.;,..miwng,on ,MOdulse
and Homologiaar `211 &ideal," (Aersoolfisah,- tier.
many, March 8-8, 1948 (0P8280) ; 9 nionthe ;
$479

Hoobler, Raymond T. Meeting on Rings
Modules and Homotogicat 1Iethods, Oberwol-
fach, Germany, March 3-8, 1968 (0P82118) ; 9
months; *479

Dailey, Benjamin P. ; Second International
Symposium on Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,
Sao, Paulo, Brazil, July 8-11, 1968 (GP-
8805) - 6 months ; $522

Fried, Morton H. VIII International Con-
gress of Anthropological and Ethnologioat
Sciences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10, 1988
(082135) ; 6 months ; *865

Cohen, Myron L. ; VIII International Con-
gress of Anthropological and Ethnological
Sciences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10, 1968
(052187) ; 6 months ; $855

Rosenberg, Lloyd ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Signal Processing With Emphasis
on Underwater AcOustice, Enschede, the
Netherlands, Auguet 12-23, 1968 (0Z1072) ;
6 months ; $493

Dexter, David D. - NATO Advanced Study
Institute on DeteAnination of Molecular
Geometry, Aarhus, Denmark, July 29-August
7, 1968 (0Z1082) ; 6 months ; $564

Kolesar, Peter J. ; NATO, Advanced Study
Institute on Engineering Applications of Sta-
tistical Extremes, Faro, Portugal, SePtern-
ber. 18-22, 1967 (0Z781) ; 1 month; $878

Mindlin, R. D. ; Third U.S.S.R. National
Congrese of Theoretioal and Applied Mechan-
ic's, Moscow U.S.S.R., Jannary 25-Pebruary 1,
1968 (K002488) ; 6 months ; $548
CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Harwit, Martin O. ; COSPAR Eleventh
Plenary Meeting in'Tokyo, Japan, May 8-21,
1968 (A001598) ; 6 months ; $970

Bolgiano, Ralph, 'Jr. ; Meeting of interna -
tional Association of Meteorology and Atmos-
pheric Physics, Lucerne, Switzerland, Septem-
ber 28-October 1, 1987 (A1219) ; 12 months;
$508

Neible, Robert W. ; Seeond:Lacura Conference
on Hemoglobin; Rome,,Italy, June 12-25, 1988
(0B7658) ; 6 months ; $050
: Gundermann, Ellen 2. Meeting. of PhYsics
ol Quasars, Manchester, ;England, Septem-
Iter 5-7, 1967 (0P7753); 9 months ; *862

Fisher, Michael. .p. seminar . on , phase
2iranaltions, BadapeSt, Sungari. , 'October
10-14;49.87:"(0E1953); 8' Months, ; $857 ,

'hatternian, ; B. internationei:.Menting
oti AcCurate Determinatiots of X-ray Intoned-
ties and Structure Fuotore, Cambridge, Eng-
land, June 84-83,11968 '(0p8203).; 15 monthly:

Facial,. Wolfgang: H. 'conference* "on the
Theory of Punotione of a' Cade.= Vaii.able,
otomootfaok Germany, marog :tyys
(GP8204) 6 months ; $387

Rosenbe;g, Alex. ; Meeting oh Rings MOWN,
and Homological' Methods, OberWolfack Ger-
manyf- 5-8;1190. (0P8288) ; 9 Months;

Ortar., ;Sty; XIV International Conference
on 'HighlEnergly Phgsice in. Vienna'Atiatria,
On Angus*. 28-lictotemper 5; 1968 (0p8606) ;
11 montimi $65:5 s-

McDaniel, Boyet ; XIV InternatimMI gen-
ferenee- on. High Driergtj Phgision its 'Vienna,
Austria, dn. Augnet' 112-4ePteinber' ,2; 1968
(0P8842) ;' 8 snientha'; 015 ' ' "

Silverman, Albert ; .117 International Con-
ference on High Energy Physkcs in 'Nemo,
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Austria, on August 28September 6, 1968
(0P8843) ; 6 months ; $615

Hoffmann, Roald ; International Union of
Pure and Applied Chemistry Symposium,
Karlsruhe, Germany, September 8-11, 1968
(GP8849) ; 6 months ; $502

Reppy, Solna ; Eleventh International con-
ference on Low Temperature Physics, St.
Andrews, Scotland, August 21-28, 1968
(0P9081) ; 6 months ; $406
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE

Hornig, James F.; Fourth Molecular Crystal
Symposium, Enschede, Netherlands, July 8-12,
1968 (0P8104) ; 9 months; $592

Cleland, Robert L.; Study and Lecture at
the Universities at Uppsala, Sweden, and
Strasbourg, France, (G1'8853) ; 24 months ;

$1731D1 11TatENT OF THE INTERIOR
Kenyon, Karl ; Second SOAR Symposium

on-Biology, Cambridge, England, July 28Au-
gust 6, 1968 (A010104) ; 6 months ; $500
DUKE UNIVERSITYWoods, Frank W.. ; Fifteenth Easter School
in Agricultural Sciences,Nottingham, England,
April 1968 (0337496) ; 3 months ; 8433
EstOar UNIVERSITY .

Goldsmith, David J.; Fifth International
Symposium on the Chemistry of Natural Prod-
ucts, London, England, July 8-18, 1068
(GP8814) - 6 Months; $519

Davenport, Richard K., Jr. - VIII Interna-
tional Congress of Azthropological and Ethno-
logical Sciences, Tokyo; Japan, September
8-10, 1968 (082141) ; 6 .months ; $830
ENTontotucnesr. SocniT or Au:ERICA ,

, Nelson, R. U.; Thirteenth International
Congress of EntoMologg, Moscow, U,S,S.R.,
August 2-9, 1968 (0137503) ; 6 months ;
$10,000
Fununs. STATE. UNIVERSITY

Gine, John C.:, International Radiation
Symposium, Bergen; Norway, August 2./-28,
1968 (GA1638) ; 0 months ; $644
Font> SCIENTIFIC LABORATOu :

Klamktu, Murray S.; , International Com-
mittee for Mathernatica Instruction-Collo-
quium, ..Utrecht, Netherlands,,,Auguet 21-26,
1967 (Gz729) ; 1 month $527
GEOLOGICAL Stinvenr

Schmidt; Divight L.; Piret.' internacional
Symposium on Gondwana' Ntratigraphy and
Paleontology, Mar ner Plata, Argentina, Octo-
ber 1-,4, 1967 (A1265) ; 0 "mouths ;$7513.
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OP TECHNOLOGY

Zalleow, Leon H. Fifth, International Spin-
posium on the Chemistry of Natural Products,
London, England, and To yisit LaboratorieCin
Strasbourg, France, and ZukCh, Moitzerierid,
July 8-13, 1968 opswo ;:o Months ;'$004

Fink, Richard W. ;"internationar Conference
:On Electron Capture' and Higher 'Order 'Frac-
eases in Nuclear Decaysi Debrecen, Hungary,
July 15-10, 1966 (91'8107) ; 65montbs; 8300

young, It. A.,; international Meeting on Ac-
aurora Determination of, X-ray Intensities and
Structure Raeford, (Ambridge, England,
June 94,728, 1968 (GP89$0) ; 8 months; $541

Sagan, Carl; ilropi4A;.13,leventh Plenary
, Meeting ,in Tokyo, Japan,, MaY :841, 1968
(A051850) ;.-12,,montlts;, $931

Menzel, Donald H. The International Sym-
posium on the TotalSolar Eclipse of Novem-
ber 12, 1906, in Sao Jose Dos Campos, Brazil,
February 6-11, 1968 (Alan) ; 12 months ;
$656

Porter, Keith R.; Australian Conference on
Electron Microscopy, Canberra, Australia,
February 19-22, 1968 (GB7818) ; 6 months;
$750

Guidotti, Guido ; Second Locum' Conference
on Hemoglobin, Rome, Italy, June 12-25, 1968
(0137853) ; 6 months; $620

Itochow, Eugene -G.; Second International
Symposium on' , Organosilicon Chemistry,
Bordeaus,, France, July 9-12, 1968 (GP8822) ;
6 months ; $474

'Doering. Von Td8gers; International Union
of Pure and Applied Chemistry

SKarlsruhe, Germany, September 8ym11p"414m.,1988
(GP8852) ; 6 months ; $470

'Ramsey. 'Normal F..; International Sympo-
sium on . Physics . of One- -and Two-Electron
Atoms, Munich, Germany, , September 9-13,
1968 (0P9087) ; 6 months; $520

Upset, Seymour 34,..;- Third International
Conference of the Research Com.-nittee on
Political., Sociology, Berlin, Germany, Janu-
ary 16-20, 1968 (GS1885) ; 6 months ; $495

..Apfel; Robert E. NATO , Advanced Study
Institute on' Stochc4itic Problems ,in Under-
water Sound Propagation, La Spezia, Italy,
September 18-28, 1967 (GZ787) ; 1,2 months ;
$402 . .

ILLINOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Simon, Jack A.. International Committee

for Coal Petrology:Sheffield, England, Septem-
ber 1967 .(A1228) ; 1 month ; $498
ILLINOIS 'INSTITUTE OW TECHNOLOGY

PEOChE; Max M.; JSME 1967 Semi-Interna-
tional Symposium Tokyo, Japan, Septem-
ber 4-8, 1907. (K042479) ; 6 months; $985

.

InntANA -Unt.vEssITT :
Gajeviski;,Joseph'a.:Inteinational Union Of

Pure and Applied Chemistry, .Symposium,
Karlsruhe,, Germany, 'September. 8711,,, 1968;
(GP8848),; months ;$600,,

. ; Eleventh International
COnference on Lom Temperature Physics -St.
Andrews, Scotland, August 21-28 1968
9084) ; 6 months 499 - ' ".

Masani;. -Peel, R. ,' Conference en ,Abetract
Spades tind Approximation,Dberuthlfadh, Ger-
.rnatiy;,JUly 18-27,' 1968' (GP9106) ; 6 Months;
$027 ,

INSTITUTE FOR 'ADVANCED STITtm. .

-,Mostert,.. Paul S..; International SWWIDOEf Dm
on Nemigroup Theory and Applications, Smo-
lenioe, II.S.18.12., June 17751,1968 .(0P8888) ;
,6,months ; $682 ,
SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY Off - REPRODUCTION
:-. Melampy, R. Ai: and; Dutt, H.; Sixth, In-
ternational ,00ngress on Animal - Reproduction
and Artificial Insemination, Paris; France,
July ;21726, 1968 :(0B7.644)t. 12. ,months;

Owe. ,STATE inzinrzistiit .

GIStaan,..,Henty ; Second International .0r-
ganosilioon 'symposium; Bordeane,' 'France,
July S-15, 1968 (0P8132) ; 6 m'Onths $584

Robert :Ai; Intensational,Meet-
ingsy.onTrAecurate-Determination, of- X-ray In-
tensities,,.andtxStructure Faetors,;, Cambridge,

. 1968., ,,,(CFP8053) .0
xnonthe ; $523

63
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Creel, Roger, ; NATO Advanced Study Insti-
tute on Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance Spec-
troscopy, Frascati, Italy, October 11-21. 1967
(GZ751) ; 21 months ; $498
JACKSON LABORATORY

Blake, Robert L. ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Control Mechanisms of Molecular
Biology, Bergen, Norway, May 20-30, 1968
(Gn0.0) ; 6 months; $395
7011Ne HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Sladen, William 3. L. ; Second SCAR Sym-
posium on Biology, Clambridge, England, July
28-Augu8t 6, 1988 (A004321) ; 6 months ;
$331

Cowan, Dwaine 0.; International confcr-
enca on Photochemistry, Munich, Germany,
September 6-9, 1967 (GP7758) ; 9 months ;
$388

Igusa, Jnn-Ichi; International Colloquium
on Algebraic Geometry, Bombay, India, Janu-
ary 16-23, 1968 (GP8010) ; 6 months; $1,128

Pevsner, Aihud ; XIV International Confer-
ence on High Energy Physics in Vienna, Aus-
tria, August 28-September 6, 1968 (G1.8608) ;
11 months ; $602

Murphy, Peter 3. ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Transition Prom I,arninar to Tur-
bulent Flow, London, England June 30-July 6,
1968 (GZ1047) ; 6 months; *441
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, New Orleans -

Good, Mary L. ; Second International Sym-
posium on Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, Sao
Pati/o, Bracii, July 8-11, 1968 (0P8800) ; 6
months ;1576
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

Zettlemoyer, Albert C. ; Fifth International
Congress on Surface Activity, Barcelona,
Spain, September 9-13, 1968 (GP8810) ; 6
months; $508

Spriggs, Richard M.; Pabrkation Science
Symposium, Leeds, England, September 18-
E0, 1967 (K002478) ; 6 months ; $450
MACK INAC COLLEGE

Kett, George W. Jr. ; NATO Advanced
Study Institute on Transport of Plant Hor-
mones, Izmir, Turkey, October 16-30, 1967
(GZ752) ; 8 months; pal
MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL

Grills, H. C. ; Seminar on Wound Healing
and 2198U6 Regeneration, Varanasi, India,
November 16-18, 1967 (0B7080) ; 6 months
$1,200
MASSAIMUSETTS INSTITUTE OP TECHNOLOGY

Allen, Thomas 3. : Forty-second Annual Con-
ference, Association of Special Libraries and
Information Bureaux, University of Kent,
Canterbury, England, September 23-25, 1968
(GN763) ; 6 months; $399

Weisskopf, Victor F. ; International Sym-
posium ComMemorating 100th Anniversary of
the Birth of Marie Curie, Warsaw, Poland, Oc-
tober 17,-1967 (GP7756) ; 29 months ; $585

Gatos, Harry C.; Ninth International SaM-
conduotor Physics Conference, Moscow,
U.S.S.R., July 23-29, 1968 (GP8865) ; 6
months; $500

Shoemaker, David P.; International Meet-
ings on Accurate Determination of X-ray In-
tensities and Structure Factors, Cambridge,
England, June 24-98, 1968 (0P8952) ; 6
months ; $215

Brown, Sanborn C. ; Third Symposium on
Income Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion
Research, Novosibirsk, U.S.S,R., August 1-7,
1968 (GP9072) ; 6 months ; $500

Rose, Robert ; Eleventh International Con-
ference on Low Temperature Physics, St.
Andrews, Scotland, August 21-28, 1968
(GP0088) ; 6 months; $420

Manheimer, Wallace ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Plasma Waves in Space and in
the Laboratory, Roros, Norway, April 17-26,
1968 (GZ1005) ; 6 months ; $360

Bergeron, Robert ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Transition from Laminar to
Turbulent Flow, London, England, June 30-
July 6, 1968 (GZ1036) ; 6 months ; $432

Smith, Robert A. ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Processing of Optical Data by
Organisms and by Machines, Varenna, Italy,
July 15-27, 1968 (021039) 6 months ; $589

Albert, Jeffrey H. ; NATO Advanced Study
InStitute on Pseudo-Differential Operators,
Stresa, Italy, August 25-September S, 1968
(GZ1076) , 6 months ; $544

Kabat, Jonathan P. NATO Ad:mimed Study
Institute on Recent Progress in Immunology,
Paris, France, September 20-S0, 1967 (GZ-
736) ; 12 months ; $431

Cornell, C. Allin ; NATO Advanced Institute
on Engineering Applications of Statistical Ex-
tremes, Faro, Portugal, September 18-27,
1967 (02749) ; 12 months ; $463

Vinson, Walter C.; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Activation of Genes in the Em-
bryonic Development, Palermo, Italy, Septem-
ber 25-Ootober 14, 1967 (GZ754) ; 3 months ;
$580

Ogilfie; Robert R. Visit Various Universi-
ties and Companies Employing High Energy
Electron Microscopes, November 6-16, 1967, in
Japan (K002486) ; 6 months ; $561

Uhlmann, Donald R. ; Eighth International
Congress on Glass, London, England, July 1-6,
1968 (K004358) ; 6 months; *485

ItobsecOei, Warren M. ; Mass and Heat
Transfer in Turbulent Boundary Layers,
Herceg-Novi, Yugoslavia, September 1-15,
1968 (K004413) ; 6 months ; $410

Young, Laurence Reiman ; Technical and
Biological Problems of Control-An IFAC
Symposium, Yerevan, U.S.S.R., September 24-
E8, 1968 (K004442) ; 6 months ; $840
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Blatt, Frank ; Eleventh International Con-
ference on Low Temperature Physics, St. An-
drews, Scotland, August 21-28, 1968 (GP
9080) ; 6 months ; $350
Missonnz BOTANICAL GARDEN

Gates, David .M. ; Fortieth Congress of the
Australian and New Zealand Association for
The Advancement of Science, Christchurch, New
Zealand, January 84731, 1968 (GB7168) ; 6
months ; $1,200
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY, Raleigh

Robison, Odle W.; NATO Advanced Study
Institute-Iniernationai 'Summer School on
Biomethematics and Data ProCessing in Ani-
mal Experiments, Eisinore;Denntark June 30-
July 13, 1968 (121038) ; 6 'months ; 1595.

Zoroviski, Carl F.; Eighth International
Machine Toot Design and Researek Confer-
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mum, Manohester, England, September 18-15,
7987 (K002476) ; 6 months; $360
Haw PORK ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Penney, Richard L. Second BOAR Sym-
posium on-Biology, Cambridge, England, July
28August 8, 1988 (A004301) ; 6 months ; $837
21A7IONAL ACADEMY or SCIENCES

Coleman, John S.; Taslk Order for Sym-
posium on Micropaleontology of Bottom Sedi-
ments (C031013700) ; 3 months ; $6,253

David, Henry : Portia/ Support of U.S.
Travel to the Twelfth International Congress
of the History of Science and the General As-
sembly of the Division of History of Science/
IUIIPS (C310145*) ; 10 months ; $1,000

: (C310145*) ; 10 months ; 81E D00
: (C310145,) ; 10 months; $2,500

Paul. Martin A.: Partial Support far MS.
Participants to the International Conference
on Coordination Chemistry in Israel, Septem-
ber 8/S, 1988 (0310149) ; 6 months ; $7,500
NATIONAL ACADEMY' OF SCIENCESNATIONAL
RESEARCH COUNCIL

Cohen. Leon W.; Partial Support of Travel
to the International Federation for Informa-
tion Processing. Edinburgh, Scotland. Augnst
5-10, 1988 (C310141) : 14 months ; $12.000

Bailey. Walter H.: Partial Support of U.S.
Travel to the International Geographical Con-
gress and General Assembly of the Interna-
tional Geographical Union, New Dem, rudie,
December 1-8, 1988 (C310147) ; 12 months:
611.800Reny, William C.: Meeting of Interna-
tional Commission on Phusies Education.
Amsterdam, Netherlends, January 9-10, 1988
(02921) : 8 months: $478
NEW METICO T4TAT8 UNEVIORSITY

Weeks, Owen B. : Fifth International Sym-
Posium on the Chemistry of Natural Products,
Landon, England, July 8July 13, 1988 (GB
7651) : 6 months ; 3320
Nisw rows Hisrvintarrr

Isaacson, Flurene: Meeting of Basio Prob-
lem, of Numerical Analysis, Prague, Czecho-
slovakia, September 11-18, 198'7 (GP7822)
9 months $895

Goldstein. Ronald A.; NATO Advanced
Study Instiate on Pseudo-Different Operators,
Stressa Italy, August 85September 3, 1988
(0Z1081) ; 6 months; $554
NORTHEASTERN trarviinsrry

Weinstein, Roy : XIV International Confer-
ence on High Energy Physics, Vienna, Aus-
tria, August 88Sentember 5, 1988 (GP
8807) ; 11 months; $580
NORTHWESTERN IINIVI/ROITY

Zelinsky, Daniel; Meeting on Rings Module.
and liomologkal Methods, Oberwolfaoh, Ger-
many, March 3-8, 1988 (0P8231) ; 9 months:

$506Bordwell, Frederick G.,; Third Symposium
on the ChemistrY of Organic Sulphur CONh
pounds, Caen, France, May 81-65, 1988 (OF
8796) ; 6 months; 6495 H H

Marcus, Sules ; Eleventh Intertsational Con.
femme ots Loto Temperature Physics, St An-
drews, Soatland, August 81-28, 1968 (GP
2077) ; 6 months: $442 =

ql-484 0-69--5 6

Bs% Francis z. rrn International Con-
gress of Anthropological and lithaologicat Stg-
ences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10, 1938
(052133) : 6 Moatbe ; $785

Cember, Herman ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Dosimetry of Radiation Rased on
Solid State Phenomena, Brussels, Belgium,
September 3-16, 1967 (0Z732) : 1 month ;
6428
OAR NATIONAL LABORATORY

McGrorr. Joseph B.; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Nuclear Physics, Lea Houches,
France, July 14September 8, 1968 (0Z1009) ;
6 months ; $658
OHIO STATE ITNIVERSITY

Rudolph, Emanuel D. Second SOAR Sym-
posium on Biology, Cambridge, England, July
88August 8, 1968 (A004309) ; 8 months ;
$365

Fraenkel, Gideon ; Second International
Sympoeium on Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,
Sao Paulo, Brazil, Itsly 8-11, 1988 (0P8807) ;
8 months; $571

Paquette, Leo A.; International Union of
Pure and Applied Chemistry Symposium,
Karlsruhe, Germany, September 8-11, 1968
(GP8850) 6 months; $600

Mathis, 'Robert F.: NATO Advanced Study
Inetitute on Differential Equations, Edin-
burgh, Scotland, September 11-65, 1981 (GZ
741) ; 6 months ; 8885

h
Congress of Phoiogrammetrit, Lausanne.

months ; S615
OHIO WESLEYAN UN/VCR/OTT

Shirling, Elwood B.; International Sym-
posium on the Tamonomy of the Actinotnyce-
tales, Jena, Germany, September 17-31, 1988
(GB7810) ; 6 months; $609
OREGON STATE Thervertarry

Hedgpeth, Joel W.; Second SCAR Sympo-
sium on Biology, Cambridge, England, July
38August 8, 1988 (A004312) ; 6 Months

$696teeE. , John L.: Third Blimpeatem en the
Chemistry of Organic Sulphur Compounds,
Caen, France, May 81-25, 1988 (91741796) : 6
months ; $350
AMERICAN PHICEOPATHOLOGICAL SOC/ETY

Yonng, Roy A.; First International Con-
gress of Plant Pathology, London, England,
July 13-89, 1988 (0B7441) : 12 months;
$20,000
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

Spackman, William ; Stioth International
Congress of Carboniferous Stratigraphy and
Geology, Shelffeld, England, Septetnber 3-9,
1987 (A1218) : 7 months; $472

Vastola, Francis International Maas
Spectrometry Conference, West Ge/..
many, September 35-89, 1987 (GP77157); 10
months; $319

Faust, Z. W., Jr.: Second ItsternaiOsSai
Conference on Crystal Growth, Birmingham,
England, July 15-19, 1988 (0P8809) ; 6
months: $520

Greenhill, Leslie P.; International Editorial
Boad Meeting of Encyclopaedia Cinemato-
graphica; Utrecht, Netherlands, June 11-14,
1988 (021037) ; 6 months $526
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Frymoyer, Edward M.; NATO Advanced
Study Institute on Stochastic Probgems in Un-
derwater Sound Propogation, La Spezia, Italy,
September 18-23, 1967 (GSM) ; 1 month;
*637

Haythornthwalte, Robert M.; Conference on
Engineering Plasticity, Cambridge, England,
March 25-29, 1988 (K002492) ; 6 months;
*445

Shearer, J. Lowen ; IPA(' International
Pulse Symposium, Budapest, Sungari', April
8-13, 1988 (K002494) , 6 months ; *610

Lee, Hal-Sup ; Symposium on Electromag-
netio Waves, Stresa, Italy, June 21-29, 1988
(K004221) ; 6 months; $590
PHOTO TECHNOWOY RESEARCH, INC.

Denton, Frank ; Science and Humanism
Bienal, Sao Paulo, Brazil, November 24-De-
camber 6, 1987 (K002485 001) ; *265
PMC COLLEGES

Ditaranto, Rocco A. ; International Sym-
posium on the Damping of Vibratione of Plates
by Means of a Layer Leuven, Belgium, Sep-
tember 14-15, 1967 b1002471) ; 6 months ;
$850

Vannes, Peter N., Symposium on "Physioo-
Chemical" Properties of Fibers, Prague,
Czechoslovakia, September 10-14, 1968
(K004551) ; 6 months $425

Poraxicinim INSTITUTE Or BROOKLYN
Felsen, Leopold B. ; Visit Soviet AcadensY of

Sciences of the U.S.S.R., MCI30910. August or
September 1967 (0P7752) ; 9 menthe ; $730

Guggenheimer, Heinrich: W. ; International
Conference on Differential Geometry, Bologna,
Italy, September 27-October 1, 1987
(0P7770) ; 9 months; *528

fichWarta, , Mischa ; rig no International
Sympoeium on Information Theory, Athens,
Greece, September 11715, 1987 (K002480) ;
6 months ; *785

XXIVtle Union Soleriee Conven-
tion, Moicata, Maii 14-16; '1968
(K004209) ;, 6 months ; *870 . .

Deutsch, Sid ; Teohnioal and Biological
Problems of Otintrol=-An IPAO SymPeeiums,
Permian; U..S.S./.;'Septentber 24=26, 1968
(K004440) ;'6 niOntIM ; *810

Drenick, Rudolf F. ; Second IPACIETAN
Symposium on Systeirs; Sensitivity and 'Adap-
tivity, Dubrovnik; Yugoslavia, August '26-30,
1988 (K004469) ; months ; *570 '

,

POLYTECHNIC 'INSTITUTE OP BROOK LT N-
GRADUATE CENTER

Hessel, Alexander ; 'SyMPoeiuM on Oleatro-
magnetic Waves, Strout; Italy; June 3.L8, 1968
(K004222) ; 6 monthe; 8590

Goald, Gordon ; International Conference
on Laser Measurements; *Warsaw, Poland,
September ,24-46; 1968 (K004488) ; S months ;

, _ _ . - ,Pairickiori Ubtivrattrir
ithimora, gory tgonfererice .0a Autoniorphio

PUnctions. on ArithmattetailY -Dejlried.,..Groupa,
Oberaeolfiels 'Gerinang; Julie 28AuOttet 8;
1968 (0P8815) 6 moutha ; *564, ,

Fefferman,:Chatles.; auro Adisanced Study
/xi:Witte_ ea .liPeratore.
Stresa Italy Aisentet. 28-September a, ,1968
(G216.60) ; 6 Months ;2;597 ,. .

66_

Chen, Herbert H.; NATO Advanced Statl!_t
Institute on Invariance Principles Ond Particle
Physics, Brice, Sioily, July 19-43, 19 U8
(0Z1069) 6 months ; *629

Leak, Althur ; NATO Advanced SONY
Institute on Autoidatie Interpretation and
Classification of Images, Pisa, 1019, August
28-September 7, 1968 (0Z1083) ; 6 montpc;
*587

Fenn, John B. ; Third Lunar ZOterna tioncil
Laboratory Symposium, Belgrade, Yugoslavia,
September 24-30,1967 (K002473) ; mont-tm ;
*570
PURDUE UNIVERSITY

Judd, William IL ; International Society for
Rock Mechanics, Salzburg, Austria, October
23-28, 1987 (.41278) ; 7 months ; $135

Truce, William E. , Third Symposium on the
Chemistry of Organic Sulphur CamPounlic,
Caen, Prance, May 21-25, 1969 (0P879e) ;
6 months ; *540

Benkeser, Robert A.; Second ItiternatiOnal
Symposium on Organosilicon Okentistry ,
Bordeaux, Prance, July 9-12,1968 (0P8820) ;
6 months ; 4630

Fan, H. Y.- Ninlh International Serniee,n-
dswtor Physic; Conference, Moscato. ",-tc..
July 23-29, 1988 (0P8860) ; 6 miecths ;

Treves, Jean F. First LatiO Arn.einan
School of Mathematics, Rio de Janaro,
July 15-August 2,1968 (0P9062) ; S montne ;
4480

Garwood, Vernon A. ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Biomathematics and Data Fracas-
ing in Animal Experiments, Elsinore. Denmark,
June 30-Joh, 13, 1968 (0Z1040) ; S months ;
*626

Xing, Jonathan ; NATO Advanced Study
institute on New Methods in Low-Aripte r-ray
Diffraction and Electron Mioro8coP9 for ./3io-
logical Structure Determination, Cambridge,
England, September 16-28, 1988 (OZ1019) ;
6 months ; $396

Lykoudls, Paul S. ; Lecture roar voter
Auspices of the Soviet Academy of soknoes,
U.S.S.R., April 29-May 5, 1968. (I4004192) ;

montba ; *855
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC IN8TITOTI1

Corelli, John c. Ninth International igen"'
conductor Physiets Conference, Moscato,
U.S.S.R., July 13-29, 1968 (0P11861) ; 6
months ; *840

Kats, J. Lawrence ; Internatiorial Meeting
on Accurate Determination of X-raY Intensities
and Structure Factors Cantbridits.
Jane 34-28. 1968 (0P8949) ; 6 monthe ; 086

Chang, David D.
'

NATO Advaneed
Institute on Afoleoular. Beams arta Reaction
Kinetics, Varenna, Italy, July 99...45 gust 10.,
1968 (GZ1068) ; 6 months ; 8459

Cook, John P.; CID Symposiums On Weatliel%
tight Jointi in Walls, Oslo, Norfook Septent-
ber 13-27, 196' (K002474) ; a months ; f650
RICE Mummy

, Gordon, W., E.; URSI Coordinating 11024.
mines Meeting, Brussels, Belgium, *orals 88-
E7, 1968 (A001468) ; 6 months ;

Blather, Robert H. Birkeland atinsPosinft
on Aurora and Magnetic Storms, SandeffOrgi,
Norway, September 19-22, 1967 (h1179) ; 6
months ; 13(621179 001) $119
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Resu ikon% Howard b.; Conference on Jordan
Algebras and Nonassociative Algebras, Ober-
wolfach, Germany, 'August 17-26, 1967
(GP 7748) ; 6 mouths ; $368Rorschach, Harold E.; Eleventh Interna-
tional Conference on Low Temperature Phya-
iC83 St, Andrews, Scotland, August 21-23, 1968
(GP9078) ; 6 mouths ; $459

Norbeck, Edward ; VIII International Con-
gress of Anthropological and Ethnological
Sciences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10, .1968
(GS2142) months ; $795

Chappell, Charles R.; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Aurora and Airglow, As, Norway,
July 29-August 9, 1968 (GZ1050) ; 6 months ;
$538O'Neil, Richard; "Abstract Spaces end Ap-
proxhnation" at the Mathcmatisches Per-
schungsinstitut, Oberwolfach, Germany,
July 18-27, 1968 (3000294) ; 6 months; $398
ROCKEFELLER UNIVERSITYStruhsaker, Thomas T. ; VIII International
Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological
Sciences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10, 1968
(082134) ; 6 months ; $865

Shapley, Robert ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute On Optical Data Processing, Varenna,
Italy, July 15-27, 1968 (GZ1056) ; 6 months;
$305
RURAL SOCIOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Sauer, Howard M., Second World Congress
of Rural Sociologi Drienerlo Holland, Au-
gust 6-10, 1968; (081891; 12 months ;
$3,000
RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY

Leader, Solomon ; International Special
Symposium on Extension Theory of Topologi-
cal Structures, East ' Berlin, Germany,
August 14,19, 2967 (0P7749) ; monthi; $82

,Osofsky, Barbara. L.; Meeting , on Rings
Modules and Homological Methods, Oberwol-
fack Germany, March 3-8, 1968 (GP8234) ;
9 months ; $202

Petryshyn, W. V.; SUIrimer Ciatii813 , on
Numerical Mathematics; Bezdruziee, Czecho-
slovakia, June 3-12, 1968 (0P8817) ; 6
months; $569 .

I'lane, -Richard .J.; XIV International Con-,
ference on, High Energy Physics, Vienna,
Austria, August ''.,28-September 3 1968
(GP8844) Menthi ;,$395

. . Lindeufeld, Peter,; Eleventh International. ,

Conference on Low TemPerature physics; 'St.
AndreWS, Seatinnd Angiret ,21-28 1968
(611,9070) ; .6 montha I $423
SCIENCE UNGINEERING 'ASSOCIATES. .

WRS011, Basil W. ; International AssoCiat,ion
for physical Oceanography, Tsunami Symper.-
siring, Berne, Switzerland, SeptiMber 67, 196'1,
(K002470) ; 6 months; $775

. , , .

SOCIETY volt DsvaLOPliniiT'AL. BIOLOGY: .

Saunders, John W.,,Jr.;, Sixth International
Congress 'On "EmbryetogP; Pako, ..FranersSep
tember.. ,1969 (GB7649) ;- 12 months;
$10,000 .' ,
SOILS SCIENCE SOCIETY 011 AMERICA

cOly.,Aintthlas ; Ninth -International Con-
gress of; Soil Science, Adelaide, Australia,
August 6-16, .1968 . (0137511*) ; 1.2 monthii ;
$15,000 ;

SOUTRERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Aulpers, Lawrence; Conference on Analytic

Number Theory, Oberwolfach, Germany, March
25-e0, 1968 (G1'8435) ; 6 months ; $450
SOUTUIVEST CENTER Fos ADVANCED STUDIES

Johnson, Francis S.; The OGSPAll Eleventh
Plenary Meeting, Tokyo, Japan, May 8-21,
1968 (A001598) ; 6 months $778

Landismu.n, Mark ; Fourth UM0 Symposium
on Geophysical Theory and Computers, Trieste,
Italy, September 18-22, 1967 (A1183) ; 10
months ; $702

Hales, Anton L.; Visit the International
Seismological Centre, Edinburgh, Scotland,
December 1-10, 1967 (A1322) ; 6 months ;
$718
SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL SCHOOL

Maulsby, Robert ; NATO Advanced Study In-
stitute on Human Electroeneephalography,
Marseille, Prance, September 1-13, 1968 (GZ
1080) ; 0 mouths ; $712
STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Smith, Felix T.; International Symposium
on Physics of One- and Two-Electron Atoms,
Munich, Germany, September 9-13, 1968
(0P9060) ; 6 months; $813
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Chodorow, Marvin ; URSI Coordinating
Committee Meeting, Brussels, Belgium, Marna
26-27, 1968 (A001469) ; 6 months ; $725

Hamilton, Carole L. Second Locum Con-
ference on Hemoglobin:Rome, Hay, lune 1E-
25, 1968 (0B7654) ; 6 months; $870

Chung, Kai Lal ; Conference on Mat rtov
Chains, Oberwolfach, Germany, June 9-25,
1968 (GP8339) ; 6 months ; $806

Spicer, William E.; Ninth International
Semiconductor Physics Conference, Moscow,
U.S.S.R., July 23-29, 1968 (0P8862) ; 6
months; $1,062Bergman, Stefan; To Give a Series of Lec-
tures in Paris, Prance, and Rome, Italy, April
through September 1968 (GP9112) ; 0 months;
$520

Stone, Keppler ; NATO Advanced Study In-
stitute on Plasma Wa yes in Space and in the
Laboratory,'Roros, Norway, April 17-20, 1968
(GIZMO) ; 6 months; $524

Crandall, Michael ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Theory and Applications of
Monotone .Opera kora, Venice, Italy, June
17-30, 1968 (0Z1054) ; 6 months; $858
'Primack, Joel. R.; NATO ,Advanced Study

Inetitute on Invariance Principles and Particle
, .

Physics, Brice,' Italy, JulY 13=28, 1968 (GZ
1068); 6 months ; $914 .

Vesecky, John P.; NATO AdVanced Study
Institute on Earth's Particles and Fields,
Mad! Freeing, Germany, July 31-August 11,
1967 (08724)

'
1.month ; $856

Lee; Robert,W.1 NATO AdvanCed Study In-
stitute on Structure of the Lower Atmosphere
and Electromagnetic 'Wave Propagation,
AberyStwyth,,' Wales, SePtember 216,- 1967
(GZ739)1; 12 mOnths ; $610 .

John r Summer School on Circuit
Theory 1968, Prague, Czechoslovakia, June 28-
July 12, 1968 (A002497) ; 6 mouths ; $850,

Houdart,-Michel ; Fourth International Con-
gress on, Catalysts, Moseow,_iU.S.S.R., June

1968 (K004149) ; 6 mouths: $1,006

Gi-P!1



Heffner, Hubert ; ..xx-rwth All Union Science
Convention, May 14-16, 1968 (K004178) ; 6
months; $1,115

Kailath, Thomas ; Popov Society Meeting,
Moscow, U.S.S.R., May 14-16, 1962
(K004179) 7 6 months ; $1,079

Lee, Erastus H.; IUTAM Symposium on
Thermoanelasticity, East Eilbride, Scotland,
June 27-29, 1968 (K004245) ; 6 months ; $740

Mitalmer, Morton ; Fourth International
Symposium on Magnetohydrodynanrio Electri-
cal Power Generation, Warsaw, Poland, July
24-30, 1968 (K004296) ; 6 months; $900
STATE UNIVERSITY, Buffalo

Schuster, Todd M. ; Second Locum Confer-
ence on Hemoglobin, Rome, Italy, June 12-
25, 1968 (GB7657) ; 6 months ; $580

Findler, Nicholas V.; Institute on Current
Problems in Perception, Thessaloniki, Greece,
July 22--8e 1968, (1000268) ; 6 months ; $821
STATE UNIVERSITY, Stony Brook

Le Noble, William J. ; Second International
High Pressure Conference, Sc/goss Ehnen, Ger-
many, May 13-17, 1968 (GP8103) ; 6 months ;
$530

Ramirez, Fausto ; Fifth International Slim-
'maims on the Chemistry of Natural Products,
London, England, JuZy 8-13, 1968 (GP8105) :
9 months ; $484

Lauterbur, Paul C.; Second Inter',
Symposium on Nuclear Magnetic
Sao Paulo, Brazi1,41uly 8-11, 1968 (4
6 months; $522

Fossan, Devid B.; International Symp
on Nuclear Structures in Dubna, Jury
4-11, 1968 (GP8946); 6 months; $775

Okaya, 'Yoshi ;International Meeting on Ac-
curate Determination of X-ray Intensities and
Structure Factors, Cambridge, England, June
34-28, 1968 (GP8951) ; 6 months ; $442

Zemanian, Armen ; Summer School on Cir-
cuit Theory 1968, Prague, Czechoslovakia,
June 28-July 12, 1968 (K00296) : 6 months ;
$410 .

STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Morgen, Ralph A.; Third Pan.. American

Congress on Engineering Education, Panama
City, Panama, August 11-17, 1968 (G91031) ;
6 months ;. 8316'

MIchaiee, .0earge: '.rgini; 107 kieia-rii,
ternational SyMprisium, Tokyo; Japan,, Sep-
tember 2-8, 1967 (K002466) q Months; $650

Kobylarz,.Thaddeus.J. INNE'international
Sr/nog:mint* on Inforeniitien Theory, Athens,
Greece,- September 1967 (1002483) ; 6
months ; 8490
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. -

Honig,- Arnold ; 'Ninth. International Semi-
conductor Physics Conference, Moscow,
U.S.S.R., July ,23-29 (01'8864) ; 6 months ;

Timms- TecarroLoolcar., Coraxaz .

Shine, Henry .J.; Third Symposium on the
Chemistry of Organic .Sulphur .Compounds,
Cams, France, May 21-25,4968 (G1'8794) ; 6
montha ; $495 . .

Inorriollat 'Avreuns-
HoWard,' Robert F.; COSPAR Eleventh

Plenary' Meeting, Tokyo, Japan; May 8-21,
1968 (A001580) ; .12 months ;' $684

661
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Waite, Amory H. Jr. International Meet-
ing of Radio Echo Souncling of Ice and Gla-
ciers, Strasbourg, France, September 23-26,
1967 (A1196) ; 6 months *392'

Sehntider, Wt1iam Joseph ; Seminar on
Hydrology of the Lower Mekong Basin, Vien-
tiane, Laos-Bangkok, Thailand, November 19-
26, 1967 (A1314) ; 6 months ; $1,279
TUFTS UNIVERSITY

Mumford, George S., III ; Variable Star Con-
ference, Budapest, Hungary, September 5-9;
1968; Colloquies on Mass Loss from Stars,
Trieste, Italy, Septeinber 12-17, 1968 (GP-
9092) ; 6 months; $600

New, Peter Kong-Ming ; International Con-
ference on Social Science and Medicine, Aber-
deen, Scotland, September 4-6, 1968 (GZ1064) ; 6 months ; $300
ECOLOGICAL. SOCIETY OF AMERICA

Gunning, Gerald E. and Lauff, George H.;
Seventeenth International Congress of Lim-
nology, Jerusalem, Israel, August 12-19, 1968
(GB7589) ; 12 months; $10,000

TULANN UNIVERSITY
Hofmann, Hari H.; International Special

Symposium on Extension Theory of Topologi-
cal Structures, East Berlin, Germany, Au-
gust 14-19, 1967 (0P7750) ; 9 months ; $544

ITT OF ALASHA
Laurance ; Second SCAR Symposium

7y, Cambridge, England, July 28-Lu-
g: A968 (A004308) ; 6 .months ; $778

Beton, Albert E.; The International Unto:.
on Geodesy and Geophysics, XIVtli General
Assembly, Sandefford,,Norway, September 18-
22, 1967 (A1168) ; 6 months $693. .

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Bartlett, Neil 'R.:, Donders' Centenary-A

Symposium On .Reaotion Time, Eindhoven, the
Netherlands, July 28-August 2, 1988 r(GB-
7650) ; 6. Months ; $530

Barfield, Michael ; Second International
Symposium en. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,
Sao _poetic', Brazil, Jelly 8-11,1968 (GP8804) ;
6 months ; $797

Fitch; Walter SteWart; Variable Star Con-
ference, Budapest, Hungary, .SeY,tentber
1968 (GE*91) ;,t3 months $880

,

Ccohn,.Hatvei .flOnferenee on A'utomorphio
Functions Defined
Groups,...0berwolfaeh; Germany July 26-,Au-
Yak' 3,496e A Orsioy ; '6 thoicitha;" $815
"-Adanci,:Eav.id Peter ; arAiv AdVaneed.Study

Destitute-Palaeogeophysfes; Newca8tle4lpon-
Tyne, England, Aka 1-6, lees (GZ092)'; 6
months ; $656 _I
trifiviiii3ii7 '.:Afinetisi8:

Amis, EdWard 'S. ;.. Spoond' :International
SyMposium-on. NUcleai *amietto Resonance,
Silo Paulo, Brazil, July 8=11, 1968 (GP8798) ;0 months ; $431 !
UNIVERSITY OF Ciwrosnia, Berkeley

Gray,: Alfred; Conference 'on Jordan Al-
gebras Ond.Nonassoelative Algebras, Oberwohl-
fach, Germany, August 17-26, .1967 (GP
7720 .; 9 months ;'$306:
,-Dauben;` William 0 Pifth-'Interational

SYjnyeglitin Onethe Chen;istrY of Natural PrOd-
acts, London,,, England, July. 8-13; 1968. (GP
8846) ; 6 months; $485
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Phillips, John G.; International Conference
on Laboratory Astrophysics, Lunteren, Nether-
lands, September 2-6, 1968 (GP9071) ;
months $768Baranidn, Edward W. , To Leoture at the
Bolyai Mathematical Society, Budapest, Hun-
gary, July 1968 (GP9105) , 6 months ; $290

De Vos, George A.; VIII International Con-
gress of Anthropological and Ethnological
Sciences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10,1968
(G82136) ; 6 months ; $575

Coroniti, Ferdinand V.; NATO Advanced
Study Institute on Plasma Waves in Space
and in the Laboratory, Bona Norway,
April 17-26, 1968 (GZ1006) ; 6 months; $750

Struble, Gordon L.; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Nuclear Physics, Les Houches,
Franca-July 14-September 8, 1968 (GZ1027) ;
6 months; $853

Budnits, Robert J.; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Invariance Principles and Particle
Physics, Brice, Italy, July 13-28, 1968 (GZ
1065) ; 6 months $637Silverman, LeZnard M.; NATO Advanced
Study Institute on Controllability and Ob-
servability, Bologna, Italy, July 1-9, 1968
(GZ1067) ; 6 months; $841

Gondreau, Gerald Lee ; NATO Adeanced
Study Institute on Engineering Analyses of
Viscoelastio Media, Stresa, Italy, August 21-
September 1, 1967 (GZ738) ; 12 months; 6830

Mei, Eenneth E.; SympoSium on Eleotro-
magnetic Waves, Stresa, Italg, June 24-29,
1968 (K004220) , 6 months ; $575

Kull, Ernest S.; International Symposiuti,
on Network Theory, Belgrade, Yugoslavia,
September 4-7, 1968 (E004437) ; 6 months ;
$610
Untwanerrx or CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles

Cavour; Symposium on 'Electromag-
netic Wavee, Stresa, Italy; June 24-29, 1968
(A004224) ; 6 months ;' $875

Coates,' Donald A. ;" International SyMpo-
Man& en Gondtgana."StratiraphY and Paean:
tolagy, B12641.08 Aires, Araentina,r September
26-October 15, 1967 (A1199) ; months ; $783

Smith, Emil L,;,Twelfth"General 'AsseMblY,
International Council a/ Scientific Unions,
Paris,:. France, Jima 22-727; -1968 .''(GF601) ;
1:1Month; '$1.050

kottkin;' Theodore SI; ; 'Conference on Com:-
PUtational Problems in Abstract Algebra, Oat-
ford, England, August 29September 2., 1967
(GP7768) :,9 'Months ;' $726

Anet,,Frank A. L ;',/nternational 'Union of
Pure and, -APpried- '17heinietry SgMPosium;
Earlsruhe, Germany,,. 'September. 1968
-(GP7768) ; 9 months ;.,$589 ,

Baker,-.,David ;- ; Advanced )Study
Institute! on. Paleongeophysivi, . Newdaitle-
UPon-Tyne, . England, 1968
(GZ1011) ; 6 months ; $688 .

Capon, Alan J.; HATO Advanced Study
Institute on Far InfraredTroperties of Solids,
Delft, ,,The Netharlandi, August, 5,28,1986
(:4z1078):, mseuths; $gs5

WaliezlIbenabECL; TeChnicetand Siolagical
Problems of Visseisisd-An: 12740-, SantiloStuns,
YereVan," SepteMber S. 24-28, '1868
(K004439) ; 6 menuttur 41 040'

UnivEnsrrx OP CALI:roams, San Diego
Elsner, Robert ; Second SCAR Symposium

on Biology, Cambridge, England, July 28-
August 8, 1968 (A004315) ; 6 months ; $500

Goodkind, John M. ; Eleventh International
Conference on Low Temperature Physics, St.
Andrews, Scotland, August 21-38, 1968
(GP9085) ; 6 months ; $707

Johnson, Leonard E.; NATO Advanced
Study Institute on Palaeogeophysios, New-
castle-Upon-Tyne, England, April 1-6, 1968
(GZ1000) ; 6 months ; $590
UNIVERSITY OP CALIPORNIA, Sallta CTRS

Herbig, George H.; Variable Star Confer-
ence, Budapest, Hungary, September 5-9, 1968
(GP9090) ; 6 months ; $430

Walker, Merle F.; Variable Star Conference,
Budapest, Hungary, September 5-9, 1968,
Fourth Symposium on Photoelectronic Image
Devices, London, England, September 16-20,
1968 (GP9102) ; 6 months ; $894
UNIVERSITY OP CALIPORNIA, Davis

Goldman, Charles It ; Second SCAR Sympo- -
slum on Biology, Cambridge, England, July 28-
August 6, 1968 (A004314) ; 6 months ; $768

Devrim Arthur Leland ; Second SCAR
Symposium on Biology, Cambridge, England,
July 28-August 6, 1968 (A004319) ; 6 months ;
$690

Teraura, Takeynkil Conference on Computa-
tional Problems in Abstract Algebra, Oxford,
FIngland, August 29-September 2, 1967
GP7787).;9 months ; $460
Smith, Joe Mauk ; Fourth International

Congress on Catalysis and Novosibirsk Sym-
posium, Moscow and Novosibirsk, U.S.S.R.,
June 29-29, 1968 (K004148) ; 6 month's ; $650
UNIVERSITY OP CALIFORNIA, Irvine

Shaw, Gordon L.: .XIV International Con-
ference on High Energy Physics in Vienna,
Austria on August 28-September 5, 1968 (GP
9017) ; 6 months ; $237 .

.Maradudin, -.Alexel A. Visit Varian's in-
. .

stitutes and IiniVersities' in the Soviet Union
During' july-December, :1968 (GP9075) ; 10
menthe ; $1,500
UNIVERSITY OP CHICAGO

Parker, Eugene N The OOSPAR Eleventh
Plenary: bleeting,. Tokyo, Jagan May . 8-21,
1968 (A001679) ;' 6-nionths ; .$854. ,

Reisman Bernard International. Congress
, for Virology,' Helsinki, Finland,',July 14-20,
1968° (GB7080) ;16 Months ; 040.

.Brovider,- Felix B. ; Gonference,an Fanctional
Analysis, Rome, Italy, March' 11-14, 1968
(GP8207) ; months; 86191

Bally,,Walter. Conference on Auto-
morphie Functions on: Arithmetically, Defined
GroupsOberwolfach, Germany;July-29-4ugust
3, 1968 (GP8816) ; 6 months ; 6689

, Hildebrand,- Boger XIV International
Conferenee on High Energy Physics** Vienna,
Austria,- :August. 28-September r.:. 1068 (GP
8845) 6 months; $644

.Telegcli, Valentine 1.."; EIV International
Oonferencel on --High' Energy Physics,' Vienna,
AUstria, .August: .28-September."5, 1968 (GP
8847) ;- menthe; $601 r

Dangles, ,David, H.,. Jr:: :Eleventh Interna-
tional Conference onLOso.Teingerattire Phinfice,



St. Andrews, Scotland, August 21-28, 1968
(0P9087) ; 6 months ; $500

Dahlberg, Albert A.; VIII International
Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological
Sciences, Tokyo, Japan, September 5-10, 1968(082137) ; 6 months ; $785

Schneider, David M. ; VIII international
Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological
Sciences Tokyo, Japan, September 5-10, 1968(082179.) ; 6 months ; $785

Postmus, Clarence ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Far Infrared Properties of Solids,Delft, the Netherlands, August 6-25, 1968(0Z1079) ; 6 months ; $413

Bengtson, Vern ; NATO Advanced Study In-
stitute on Decision-Making and Age, Thee-
salonika, Greece, August 14-19, 1967 (GM
735) ; 1 Month ;$1,069
IINIVI5SI77 OF COLORADO

London, Julius ; International Radiation
Symposium, Bergen, Norway, August 81-28,
1968 (A001629) 6 months ; $365

Garstang, Roy Rears ; Meeting on Forbidden
Radiationa in Astronomical Bodies, Liege,Belgium; June 2486, 1968 (0P8438) ; 6months ; $674 .

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
Bobbitt, James M. ; Fifth International

Symposium on the Chemistry of Natural Prod-
uots, London, England, July 8-23,1968 -(GP8812) ; 6 months ; $429

Schwarting, Artluir p. ; Fifth' intet*ationat
Symposium On the CheMistry Of Natural Prod-
note, Ifondon, England, jUly .8715; 1968 ,(Glp
8919) l.'6'iaontha; $462
UNIVERSITY Oir: FLORIDA,

Adanni, Dwight ; Eleventh Internot,Eanal
Conference on Low :TeMperature Physics, St.
Andrews,- Scotland,'Aitguet 2128*, 1968' (GP9082) ;.6' months ($442'
ifinzvgasirr 08 Groscaa....;

Fifth. 'International
SymPasiuM" on the Chensistrilef sratisr0 Fred,
stets, Lendon,, Engiand; July 6.19, 1986((lp
8811) t; 6 Months -;'$541
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

;

KU% 337._ ; Sarnia4am.., anNetwork ,Theorg;': Belgrade, 'i*gailcit)iii.,:;Ree-
tember-k-j7,1668: (30044813) ;!($ Menthe ; $509
Onivpaturt oi.HookiXosi
' wiiicote,:Maili goo*: .43..ternaf.to4al Union.ay 'Ptire
Karlsruhe,- ,GerntOny",,,,Sentember,:il.l.1.; .,,1968<cix,sgdir ; 6 iiont40`;,$000i :
Csrvannrri OE ILLINOIS ,

, Sybesnm, ,;Christbian ;,. internationa/- Con-
grOss. 19.}.,1Photosynillitesis,; Researchi, Freuden-
stadt,,'Germimv,;..tre,,4,6; 068 (0B7659)46 Menthe ; $0;0 ,

Gottlieb; iiDavicl; .110tternationaJ, SyMPoiditm
on the TaxOnomit oftliteAOtinoMiloctalee; Jena,
Germany" September.17z-t1; 1968,,(0337809)
6 months ; $648 =.

. ./Yankwicbi. Peteraf: Fifth'BPMPOStuns' on
Stablejeotopes;Leipea,,Gerliany,'Obtober
89, ;19497! (42/P7790)1:41 Menthe ;14614

Holonyak, Nick,: jr..;ITIY: VisiC'Sclenee
temin..Efoscow;',Zeningrad; and kietii- rf.q.sae.
(0P7821).; 9 menthe ;
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Axel, Peter ; international Symposium on
Nuclear Structure in Dubna, July 4--11, 1968 (GP9113) 6 months ; $840

Bruner, Edward bk. ; VIII International Con-
gress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sci-
ences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10, 1968
(082144) ; 6 months ; $915

Dale, M. Simonlch ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Satellite Signal Propagation in
the Ionosphere, Viareggio, Italy, June 10-22,lass (021049) ; months ; $301

Bohan, Thomas ; NATO Advanced Study
InstItute on Paramagnetic Deject& in Crystals,
Ghost, Belgium, August 28September 8, 1967
(0780) 1 month ; $582

chwebel, John C. NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Compute;.. Programming, byngby,
Denmark, August 7-26, 1967 (0Z734) ; 1month ; $620

Taylor, Charles E. ; JSME 1967 Semi-Inter-
national Symposium, Tokyo, Japan, Septem-
ber 4-8, 1967 (1002468) ; 6 months; $750

Ama, Alfredo H. S.; CBE Symposium and
Committee Meeting on Structural Safety,Lausanne, Switzerland, April 19-27, 1968
(K002493) ; 6 months ; $580

Karam, H. m. ; Eleventh International Con-
gress of Photogrammetry, Lausanne, Switzer-
land, July 8-80, 1968 (K004295) ; 6 months ;$465
thavenslxv or ILLINOIS, chieigo Circle Cam-
pus

Milgrain, Richard ; Conference in Alge-
braic Topology,' Oberwolfach, Germany, Au-
gust 29SePtember 10, :1967 (0P7763) ; 9months ; $553 .

Hartnett,.James P. ; JSME '1967 Semi-Inter-
national Symposium, Tokyo, Japan, Septem-
ber 4-8, 1967 (K002(69) ; 6 months ; $1)30
UN IVEIRSITY OF IOWA .

Lonngren,..Karl.D. ; symposium on. Electro-
magnetic Waves, Strew, Italy, June 24-29,1968 (A004225) ; 6 months; $490

.Olives, Melvin N.; NATO Advanced -Study
Institute on Aurora and Airglow, As, Norway,
Jaly 29-4itguet'Pi196a (1.1zi.o4ly ;. 0..months ;

.

UNIVERSITY OltiCA,NBAS,
Tel-alert; . Cart ; -First . internalienal Sym-

posium on Gondwana Stiptiaraph2
ontologg, Mar .:Del Plata, 'Argentina, ,Septem-

,bor. 26Ootober44, 1967 (A1192) ;,11..montlis ;$698 . .

Cimasan..2r ,or.:LciotsvIt.ms,
Gonkin, James ; !Meth In,iernatiormaiCon-

grese, of ,Ciarbontferous Stratigraphy aGeol-
ogy, Sheifield. ngland, , September 11-88,/967 (14180): 42 months $296.
UNIVERSITY OISMARYLAND

Lippincott EII1B IL; Fir -International
Codata -,Confarence, Arnoidb Gemosany,
June 80Julv. 6;,1968 (0P8828) ; 6 months ;
$825
1729tMossirx or' MasisecnusaTTS

IKarasz, Frank ''SymPosiuni. on
Stable Isotopes;',,,LeiP'zigi"Gerinany; October
22-29, 1987 (0P7791) 12'monthe ; $501

ow Mum
'.7Figliet; 'David P ;" 0yiniosiuni on keteakte
iieSearch, Vienstii'Anitria AUguit'7,15 1968
(A004857) ; 6 month's; $778



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Denniughoff, William S.; Second SCAR

Symposium on Biology, Cambridge, England,
July 28-August 6,1968 (A004307) ; 6 months ;
$353Piranian, George ; Conference on the Theory
of Functions of a Complex Variable , Ober-
toolfach, Germany, March 17-23, 1988 ((1P
8206) : 0 months ; $522Duren, Peter L.; Conference on Complex
Function Theory, Oberwolfach, Germany,
March 17-24, 1968 (GP8263) ; 6 months ;
8250Gehring, Frederick W.; Conference on Com-
plex Function Theory, Oberwolfach, Ger-
mann, March 17-24, 1968. (01,8264) ;
months ;' $272

Lewis, Donald J. ; Conference on Analytic
Number Theory, Oberwolfach Germany, March
25-50, 196.6 031.8430 ; 6 months ; $322

Chagnon, Napoleon A.; XII International
Congress of Genetics, August 19=28, 1968,
-Kyoto; Japan,' and VIII International Con-
gress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sci-
ences, September 3-10, 1968, Tokyo, Japan
(GS2130) ; 6 months; $815

Gogol, Eugene-M.; NATO Advanced- Study
Institute on Control Mechanisms in Molecutar
Biology, Bergen, Norway, May 20-30, 1968
(GZ1623) ; 6 months ; $113

Clark, John A. ;.,JSME Serni-Interna-
tional Symposium, 2'okyo; Japari, September
4-8, 1967 (1C002487),; monthet; $770

Stroke, Ge`orgeNtr.:; Science 'and !If uManism
Stencil; Sao Paulo', Braeil; October '1541-Ove*
ber 15 .1967'; (R002484) ; 9:.Months ;$1,075'

Denten, Frank; Science and H umaniarn
Pauip., itraail;.Gotober ,D=Notieia,:;

6er 94; 1967 (21002485) ;,6 moatlii; $2,240 :.; .

:,Parravuno,'.G. ; Ponrtk..interaational (Ion-
gress on', Catalysis, Moscow,'..V.S.S.R..
23-July 3,'.1966-(1:004147)-; 6 'months; 4900

Carpenter, John M. ;- Syntpoilinin on Neutron
Inelastic Scattering, Copenhagen, :Dent:nark,
Alay-20-29,-.1968,(E004170) 6 mionths ; 8413
. . . .

UNIyirastri -or" MINNESOTA .1"

. SiniB ponald B ; :Second SpAR.SyMposiurn

oust. 6.49,88, (A004297).; 6 Months ;' 8375
Erickisom Albeit W.; Second. SCAR St/M-

posiusn on, Biology,
a6,-Atstruat 8,. 4068 (A004299) ; ti months.:
6275

Lusury, Rufus Second: Locum. Conference
on Hemoglobin, Ronte,'Italy; June 12-26,' 1968
(G137655) ;;- 0 months; $750'

Sobel, Milton ;;Uolloquinm ses information
TheorgDebrecreri, 'Hungary, Sernember 19-24,
1907 (0P7771) ;,;.9 mbialis:'$.204

Reich, Edgar ;',-Conduct ,Research at the
University of Zurich, Switzerland (GPS818)
3 months ; $68O' '

Chaecia, Seyeren Symposium; era 15 rgo-
dia Oberwelfach,-Germanty, AugUit
4=10, .1068'. (GP91.08); 6' MolithaT;$1188'

ltellott, John I., Ir., NATO Adianneed Study
institutO'On`Techners'e and Reteritta4n the'As-
scSitmerif;" of ShOrtLTei'M Mesnsn* Cambridge ,
England, Jtaii.36=-AUgust 12. .1987,(GZ728)*::
1 month: $686

67

Gollwitzer, Herman Ernest; NATO Ad-
vanced Study Institute oft .Differential Equa-
tions, Edinburgh, Scotland, September 11-23,
1967 (GZ742) ; 6 months ; $346

Lawyer, J E.; Eighth International Mineral
Processing Congress, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.,
June 10-13, 1968 (21002489) ; 6 months ; *840

Dahler, John S.; Conference of the Fachaus-
schuss Fur Whermodynamik and Statistsche
Mechanik, Berlin, West Germany, March 18-
23, 1968 (2(002490) ; 6 months ; $625

Aris, Rutherford ; Fourth European Sym-
posium on Chemical Reaction Engineering,
Brussels, Belgium, September 9-11, 1965
21010173) ; 6 months ; $570
Urrivsesrrt or MISSOURI, Columbia

Muhlestein, Lewis Der ; Symposium om
Neutron Inelastic Scattering, CopenhageM
Denmark, May 20-25, 1968 (GP8441) ;
months; $587

Notebomn, William D.; NATO Advanced
Study Institute on Control Meahanisms ism
Molecular Biology, Bergen, Norway, May 20-
30, 1968. (GZ1020) ; 6 months ; $455
UNIVERSITY OW MISSOURI, Rolla

Rosalie, Edmund W.-Jr.; International Sym-
posium on Metastable Phases Properties, Pau:,
France,July 8-12, 1968 (A001642) ; 6 monthaq

,ICreidl, Norbert; Symposium on Coloured
Glasses, ,Frague, Czechoslovakia, September

1987 (E002477) ; 6 months ; $700
. ; Eighth international Congress:ex.

Glass, London,, England, July 1958
(21004361) ; 6 months ;
UNIVERSIT7 :.01T NORTH CAROLINA, Chapel ECM

Ripperton; Lyman A. International Ozorse
COMmisition ,SyMpositiM, Marseilles; Prance,
Sentember 2=7, 1868'(4001644) ; ,6 montkes;
6546

Itollitzer; S. ; VIII 'International:
.

Cengreeo of Anthropolegical and EthnologiCeli
Sotences;TokyO, 'Japan, September 3-40, ivas
(4.g21:4-94 ithin0461; 8,90
tintnenstt'ni, NUsii'adisA

Staith; Kenneth internatiOnal fiyinnOsiuna
on ,.Phys.108 of Ons7.: arid. Tigg-BlectrOn"Aloass.
Mnnle/i;GerinanY;'Septeinber 9718,
06,68i ;ruilignth§;-$808

NNW HsiteS nine;
Frost, Albert IS:; Internationcil SymPosn .

on the Total Solar" Bothnia 'Of 'Novertnbe
1966; Sag' joec:DOs cginpOei Breuiili'Fibruary;
6.,-14,1.9644 (4-:1351) ;12'mM:it:Ms i4,96r
Giiivittiawoi XI* MEXICO 1,

prelland, John G.; international Gione Enna-
Mission SyMpoSitiM, 'Marseillee, France, sem-
teMber 2-4, :1968 (4-001230) ; ti'months ; V2Z22.

Peterson, Alan W-; international Sym-
posium on the Total Saler Eclipse Of Novara-
ber 12, 1966, Sao Jose Deo -CanspOe' Brutai:,
FebrUary 6-11;- 1968 (A1849) ;. 12 montir.:7.
$710 ' '"

13mm, Jahns It.; SyniPositini- on: Ergirat,,,
Theory, Oberwolfach, GerMarty;, August
1968 (G1'9109) ; 6 months ; $782. 'T

Rpuhler;:Z,N.:; VIII International- Conga/me
opAntlaropological arid Ethnological Sciencser.
Tokyo"Japart;'Sentember;' 3-10; 1968- (61$°".
2129) ; 6 mouths ; $700
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UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Kenney, V. Paul ; XIV International Con-

ference on High Energy Physics in Vienna,
Austria, on August 28-September 6,1968 (OP
9074) , 6 months ; $482

Carberry, J. L.; Fourth International Con-
gress on Catalysis and Novosibirsk Sym-
posium, Moscow and Novosibirsk, U.S.S.R.,
June 23-29, 1968 (K002500) ; 6 months ; $980
UNIVERSITY' OF OKLAHOMA

Dryhurst, Glenn ; Second Society for
Analytical Chemistry Conference, Notting-
ham, England, July 15-19, 1968 (GP9008) ; 6
months ; *644
Umvsnsrry OF OREGON

Morris, Robert W.; Second SCAR Sym-
posium on Biology, Cambridge, England,
July 28-August 6, 1968 (A004313) ; 6 months ;
$550

Harrison David K.; Meeting on Rings
Modules and Homological Methods, Ober-
wolfach, Germany, March 3-8, 1968 (GP
8232) ; 9 months ; $581

Starr, Patricia R.* NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Control Mechanisms in Molecular
Biology, Bergen, Norway, May 20-30, .1968
(GZ1021) ; 6 months ; $690

UNIVERSITY OP PENNSYLVANIA
Rim, Dock S.* Meeting on Rings Modules

and Homological Methods, Obcrwolfach, Ger-
many, March. 3-8, 1968 (0P8235) ; 9 months;
$202

Middleton, Roy ; Internationai Symposium
on Nuctear Structures ica Dubna, u.s.s.R.,
Juits 4-11, 1968 '(GP8945) , 6 months ; $793

Wood, Frank Bradshaw ; Tariable Star Con-
ference, Budapest, =Hungary, September 5-9,
1968; Colloguium on Mass Loss Prom Stars,
Trieste, Italy, September 22-17, 1968 (GP
9080) ; 6 months ; $600

Gorn, Saul ; International Federation for
Information Processing, Sardinia, Italy, Sep-
tember 6-8, 1967 (J000001) ; 7, months ; $357

; Second Meeting, of International
Committee for the Study of Programming Lan-
guages, Copenhagen; Denmark; July 28-26,
1968 (7000324) ; 6 months; 6585

Krodel, Ezra S.; Technical' and Biological
Problems of Cr/antra-An IFAC SYmYeerunt;
Yerevan, U.S.S.R., September' 64-28, 1968
(K004441) ; 6 months ; $825 '
UNIVERSITY or PITTSBURGH

Coetzep, j., P. ; Study at the Maw Planck
'institute Jor Physical .0hemistry, Gottingen,
Germany, May 1, 1968-Januarg 1, 1969 (GP
8091) 18 months ;$545 ,

Fite, Wade L.; internationai Sympositim on
Physics of One- , and Two-Eleotron Atoms,
Munich, Germany, September -9-13, 1-968 (GP-
9069) ; 6m:tonna $570
XINIVERSITS OF RHODE ISLAND

Tetelino, John F.; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Par infrared Properties of Solids,
Delft, ,The Netherlands, August 5-63, 1968
(GZ1077) ;A months ; *330 ,

Thszvasarrst or ROCHESTER
Satindera, WMIam II. Jr. ; Fifth Symposium

on Stable Isotopes, Leipzig, East Germany,
October 22-29, 1967 (0P7792)4 11 mouths ;
*344

68

Montroll, E. W. ; International Symposium
on Contemporary Physics, Trieste, Italy,
June 1968 (GP8437) ; 12 months; $25,000

Feldman, Isaac ; Second International Sym-
posium on Nuclear Magnetic Besonnacc, Sao
Paulo, Brazil, July 8-11, 1968 (GPS801) ; 6
months , *627

Fulbright, Harry W. International Sym-
posium on Nuclear Slructures, in Dubna,
U.S.S.R., July 4-11, 1968 (GP8947) ; 6
months ; $815

Lubin, Moshe Joel ; Third Symposium on
Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear
Fusion Research, Novosibirsk, U.S.S.R., Au-
gust 1-7, 1968 (GP9073) ; 6 months ;700

Armstrong, Michael F. ; NATO Advanced
Study Institute on New Trends in Program-
ming, New Applicationa and Language
Theories, Copenhagen, Denmark, August 12-
24, 1968 (GZ1078) 6 months ; $306

Su, Gouq-Jen Highth International Con-
gress on Glass,London, England, July 1-6,
1968 (K004359) ; 6 months; $485
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Durig, James R. ; Ninth European Congress
on Molecular Spectroscopy, Madrid, Spain,
September 10-15, 1967 (GP7732) ; 10 months ;
$566

Bragin, Joseph ; NATO Adanced Study In-
stitute on Far Infrared Properties of Solids,
Delft, Netherland, August 5-23, 1968
(GZ1070) ; 6 months ; $388
UNIVERSITY OF' SOUTH FLORIDA

Dewitt, Hugh H.; Second SCAR Symposium
on Biology, Cambridge, England, July SS--
August 6, 1968 (A004362) ;, 6 months ; $300

Eichhorn-Von Wurmb, H. K.; Meeting on
Satellite Photographic Plate Reduction,
Prague, Czechoslovakia, April 22-27, 1968
(0P8439) ; months $554

Brooker, H. Ralph ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Nuclear Quadruple Resonance
Spectroscopy (GZ758) ; 1 month ; *672
UNIVERSITY 'OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

V Ingle; :James-C.,- Jr.', International Confer-
ence on Planktonic:, Mierofossils, Geneva,
Switzerland, September 270ctober 3, .1967
(A1253) ; 6 months ;, $480

-Beryls, Kenneth'. ; Secand Interndtional
Symposiam"on Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,
Sao Paulo, Brazil; July 8-11; 1968- (GP8799)
6 months.; $628

Dows, David, A..; 3'our47&,Holecu7ar Crystal
SyMposiuM, Enschede,. Netherlands, July' 8-1E,
19118 (0P8854).; 6.months ; $768

Ingersoll, Alfred C. ; Thie III Pan American
Congress .on Engineering .Education; Panama
City, Panama, August 111.7, 1968 (0Z1029)
0 months ; +,*324 .

Carlson, Rohert ; 2.4!TO Advanced Study
Institute on Aurora and Airgiow, As, Norway,
Jury 6,9-August 9, Irms ...13.Z10.51)_; .6 months ;
$621,
UNIVERSITY or TEXAS, Austin

Mackin, 1. Hoover ; Congress, International
Association Hydrogeologists,- Istanbul, Turkey,
September 10-22,. 1967 (A1185)11, 13, months ;

-,. Wagner, Robert P.; SymPosirm. on Nuclear
Physiology and Differentiation, Belo Horizonte,
Brazit Decernber 1-6 1968 (0B7823) ;, 12
ininths ; $4,806
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Bailey, Philip S.; International Symposium
on the Chemie Der Organischen Peroxide,
East Berlin, Germany, September 13-15, 1967
(GP7769) ; 10 months ; $728

Cornell, John B.; VIII International Con-
gress of Anthropological and Ethnological
Sciences, Tokyo, Japan, September 1-10, 1968
(032131) ; 6 months ; *785
UNIVERSITY Or UTAH

Grant, David M. ; Second International Sym-
posium on Nuciear Magnetic Resonance, Sao
Paulo, Brazil, July 8-11, 1968 (0P8808)
6 months ; $499
UNIVERSITY or Viacrata.

Fredrick, Lawrence W.; International Con-
ference on Zaboratory Astrophysics, Septem-
ber B-5, 1968, Luteren, Netherlands; Meeting
on Photoelectric Image Devices, London, Eng-
land, September 16-20, 1968 (GPOOTO) ;
mouths ; $550
UNIVERSITY OP WASHINGTON

Etobbs. Peter V.; Internationai Sympoeium
on Physics of Ice, Munich, Germany, Septens-
ber 9-14, 1988 (A001627) ; 12 months $865

Morena) C. - Second SCAR Sympo-
sium on Biology, Cambridge, England, July 28-
August 6, 1968 (A004303) ; 6 months ; $696

Lenient, Claude ; Second SCAR Symposium
on Biology, Cambridge, England, July 28-
August 6, 1968 (A004804) 6 months ; $696

Dayton. Paul K. ; SecondSCAR Symposium
on Biology, Cambridge. England, July 28-Au-
gust 6, 1968 (A004$11) ; 0 months ; $521
GENETICS SoCiarr OF AMERICA

(Radler, David R. ; Twelfth International
Congress of Genetics, Tokyo, Japan, August
19-28, 1968 (0B7816) ; 12 months ; $20,000
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

Arsove, Maynard G. ; Conference on the
Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable,
Oberwolfach, Germany March 17-23, 1968
(0P8205) 9 months; $690

Kunstadter, Peter; VIII International Con-
gress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sci-
ences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10, 1968
(032138) ; 6 months; $490

Swindler, Dario R.; VIII International Con-
gress of Anthropological and Ethnological Set-
enema, Tokyo, Japan, September .3-10, .1968
(08214B) ; 0 months; 2:660

Wultsert, Daniel E. ; NATO Aidoaneed Study
Inetituto on Theory and Applicatbon of Mono-
tone Operators, Venice, Italy, June 17-30,

(GZ1058) finnonthe $780
Wolalk, Jan ; E4ghth International Machine

Tool Dasign and Illesearch Conference, Man-
chester, England, September 18-13, 1267
(E0024215) ; 6 months ; *594
lnetviettarrit or WISCONSIN, Madison

Black, Robert F.; IOU COPIINtSSIDIS on the
Evolution of Slopes and on -Perigkecial Geo-
morphology, Wroclaw, Lode, Krakow. Poland,
September 20-30, 1967 (A1184) ; 12 months ;
$706

Dott, Robert 11.; International SYMPOSIUM
on Continental Drift and the South Atlantio
Ocean, Montevideo, Uruguay, October 16-19,
1967 (A1262) ; 0 months; 4643

West, Robert C., Jr. ; Second International
Organosilicon Symposium Bordeauo, France,
July 9-12, 1968 (11P8181j; 6 months; $581
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Osterbrock, Donald E. - Meeting "Forbidden
Radiation* in Astronomilmt Bodiesfi June 114-
25, 1968, Liege, Belgium (0P8440) ; 6 months ;
$582Robinson, John T.; VIII International Con-
gress of Anthropologica/ and Ethnological Sci-
ences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10, 1968
(082140) ; 6 months ; $675

Mr. Leonard ; International Pattern ROWS'
nition Meeting, Delft, the Netherlands, Au-
gust 12-15, 1958 (3000323) ; 6 months ; $423
VASSAR COLL:nue

Clark, Patricia A. ; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Quantum Theory of Reactivity of
Organic Molecules, Menton, Prance, July 4-19,
1968 (GZ1025) ; 6 months ; $592
VIRGINIA Poialrecnivea INSTITUTE

Benoit, Robert E. ; Second SOAR Sympoeium
on Biology, Cambridoe, England, July 28-Au-
gust 6, 1968 (A004318) ; 6 months $371
WASHINGTON STATE therveasirr

Duvall, George E.; international Union Of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics Sym-
posium, Paris, PranasSeptember 11-15, 1967
(K002472) ; 3 monthn; $650

. (K002472 001) ; $45
WASHINGTON 1Jurviesurry

Bennett, John W. - VIII International Con-
gress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sal-
ences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10, 1968
(032126) : 6 months ; *525

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION
Fuhrman, R. E. 1 International Conference

of the Institute of Water Pollution Control,
East London, South Africa, May 13-27, 1968
(R002499) ; 6 months $930
WAYNE BEATE ifurvensrrir

Der llovannelan. Joseph; Sympoeium on the
Engineering Uses of Holography, Glasgow,
Scotland, September 17-20, 1968 (K004414) :
6 months ; $460
Wasr Vaitatsre IINtveastrr

Slack, John M.; Interned/anal Symposium
on the Tazonoczy of tho Agetinomyeetalee,
Jena, Germang,..September 17-111, 1968 (GB
7811)4 6 month= $600
Weevrans Busseussactestrvarme=

Tlanglas, Robort G. ; Inaenattional Confer-
ence eon Planistonio Massolossils, Geneva,
Switeerland, September° feltOctober 4, 1967
(411318) ; Smointlar; $580

Refitted, Ronaldi C. ZrerEO Advanced Study
InsZtaute on Miesrobeaso and Partial Cell
Irradiastion TS it hAmoillargetfeohniques, Cannes.
Frame, Sepdembsor 20-28,1.1967 (01757) ; 12
mort2on.;.$551
WOIESIORD COLLIN=

SINRIhells, B. IL; ReerauESociety for Analyti-
cal TESemietry Iffunference,,Enttingham, Eng-
land...July 15-19, 1968 (GP9010) ; 6 months ;
$590-.!
YeLratfravnanar

Crompton, ; Partialalupport of Travel
To Aittend Pivot international Symporium on
Gondwana inteatigrapley and Paleontology,
Ear- _Bel Plata, Argentina, September 157-
Ootober 4, 19611 (GB69195)4 allowths: $370

ECHIsn11. Wu-Chung ; Confeennce in Algebraio
ToptelogY, Oberwolfaoh, tGermany, August 29-
Septumber 10, 1967 (01377132)-79 months: $326
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Paws, Raymond M. ; Second Australian Con-
ference on Electrochemistry, Melbourne, Aus-
tralia (01'7954) ; 11 months ; 8870

Smith, Allan L.; International Conference
on Optical Pumping and Atomic, Line Shape,
Warsaw, Poland, June 23-88, 1968 (0P9047) ;
8 months ; $825

Conklin, Harold C.; EigMh International
Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological
Sciences, Tokyo, Japan, September 3-10, 1968
(GS2128) ; 6 months ; $36$

Alper. JosePh 13.; NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Molecular Beams and Reaotion
Kinetics, Vorenna, Italy, July 89-August 100
1968 (0Z10432) ; 8 months ; $364
YEsarva Uzuvanswr

Lipsieasr Max ; Second International finm-
posium an Nuclear Magnetio Resonance, Sao

1-1

Paulo, Brazil, July 8-11, 1886 (0P8802) ;
months ; $622
French, Joseph H. ; NATO Advanced Study

Institute on Pathological Neurochemistry,
Coimbra. Portugal, July 8-14, 1967 (02722) ;
rmonth ; $466

Goldstein, Martin ; Efth,th International
Congress on Glass, bondon7England, July 1-6,
1968 (H004380) ; S monthi ; *445
Dulavipuld. AWARD

McLeod, John H.; Sevinth International
Conference on Medical and Biological Engineer-
ing, Stockholm, Sweden,' August 14-19, 1967 ;
Fifth Congress of the International Associa-
tion of Analog Computers, Lausanne, Swit-
zerland, August 88-September 2, 1967
(R002485) ; S months ; $8d5
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LIST OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS AWARDED FOR SCIENCE INFORMATION ACTIVITIES,
FISCAL YEAR 1963 TIIROITGIII Ftscex. YE.AR. 1968

With reference to the following lists, attention is called to the fact that the
program activity areas, under which grants and contracts are grouped vary from
year to year to reflect the changing categories as presented in the Foundation's
annual budget requests.Each award listing provides information regarding the amount awarded, the
grantee organization, the title of the project, the award number, followed by the
award date and the project's duration. A distinction RS to the award mechanism
used can easily be made ; e.g., each award number is preceded by "G" for grant,
"C" for contract, and an occasional "P.O." for purchase order.
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PROGRAM/ACTIVITY SUFMARY
SCIENCE INFORMATION ACTIVITIES

FISCAL YEAR 1963

DOCUMENTATION RESEARCH

Information Needs of Scientlats

$ 94,185 AMERICAN INSTIMIE OF PHYSICS, "DocumentatioU Research Project,"
GN-120, 5/21/63, 1 yr

69,900 AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATDON, "Coordinated Study of 'Information
Exchange in Psycholoa," 0-18494.1, 9/25/62, 2 mos. ext.

48,600 DREXEL INSTITgTE OF TECHNOLOGY, "Research on Engineers' Use of Informa-
tion Sources," GN-170, 6/24/63, 1 yr.

3L100 LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, "Studies in the Methodology of Measurink Informa-
tion Requirements and Use Patterns," GN-22, 9/11/62, 2 yrs.

La' Organiultion el,d Searching

$ 20,500 CAMBRIDGE LANGUAGE RESEARCH UNIT, "New Techniques for Classification:
The Theory of Clumps," GN-112, 3/29/63, 1 yr.

75,000 COMMERCE DEFT./National Bureau of Standards, "Research on Picture and
Language ferocessing," GN-107, 3/26/63, 1 yr.

4,148 ENGINEFAS JOINT COUNCIL, "Study of Engineering Terminology and Relation-
ships Amang:Engineering Terms," G-24836.1, 3/12/63

36,149 HARVARD UNIVERSITY, "Research on and Evaluation of SOME, Models for
Automatic Document Retrieval Systems," GN-82, 12/28/62, 1 yr.

64,920 INFORONICS INC., "Machine Recording of Textual Information During the
PublicatiomlofScientific Journale," 0-315, 1/26/63, 1 yr.

16,200 LEHIGH UNIVERNMTX, "Mathematical Theories of Relevance with Respect.to
the PrOblema.xif:/mdexing," GN -177, 6/29/63, 2 yrs.

475 NATIONAL HDLOMEHMM.RESEARCH FOUNDATION, "for the purchase of 500 copies
of WectedieMBloaranhy of the International Gttoohysical Year: An
DmtpJA._.2." P.O. 63-741, 2/26/63

24,048 SYSTEM DEVEINSBNIUHrICORPORAT:CON, "Steps.Toward the Establishment of
Computer4Mamtwed,Taassification System for Scientific Documentation,"
GN -73, 11.TiOW62,.=2.yr.

59,900 WESTEMIREMMIMUNIVERSITY, "Automatic Processing of Metallurgical
astracte_fa=thaiPurpose of Information Retrieval," GN-156,
6/15/63,..2:pm=

Mschanical Translation

$249,000 THE UNIVERSIMORZCALIFORNIA/Herkeley, "Research on Machine Tranalation
and RelatedMiforzastion Systims," GN-92, 2/1/63, la moe.

235,450 HARVARD UNIVMSITr,-"Automatic Translation and Mathematical Linguistics,"
'GN-162, 6/29/63,_76.mos.

$100,000 THE OHIO STA=HITIVERBITY RESEARCH FOUNDATION, "Research on Syntactic
Analysim,"174,-6/24/63, 30 mos.

152,084 RAMO -WOOLIERDREF4.-A_Division of Thompson Ramo-Wooldridge, Inc., "Computer -
Aided Reseame_in_Machine Translation," 0-233.2, 3/1/63, 1 Yr.

200,000 THE UNIVERSITY3EFITEXAS, "Development of a Linguistic Computer System,"
GN-54, 9/27/62, 1 yr.

Tests and Evaluation of New Technioues

$ 19,416 BERNER ANDCC-,'"A. Study of the Character and Degree of Use of the AIChE
Chemical ErrcUneerirucTheseurus and the Index Data Provided for Articles
in ChersacalMnaineerin2 Progress " 0-296, 10/30/62, 9 mos.

74,746 MASSACHUSETTSJENSTITUTE OF TECHMLOGY,,"Technical Information System:
Phase.Tmo,"'W-121, 5/21/63, 1 yr,

141,800 UNIVERSITX-OF7-MNSILVANIA, "Anaysis of Chemical Notations," GN-161,
6/15/63. 2:7,xxl-
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State-of-the-Art Surveys and Research Information Centers

$ 17,250 AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY, "Pilot Project to Further EXplore

Possibilities for Menhnnization of Universal Decimal Classification (UDC)

Schedules " GE-131, 6/3/63, 5 mos.

95,000 COMMERCE DEPT./National Bureau of Standards, "Research Information Center

and Advisory Service on Information Processing," GN-119, 5/25/63, 1 yr.

11,000 COMMERCE DEPT./Office of Technical Services, "Service to Assure Avail-

ability of Publications Listed in Current Research and Development in
Scientific Documentation," GN-43, 10/l/62, 1 yr.

53,250 COMMERCE DEFT./Patent Office, "Foreign Research Associates Program,"

GN-4, 8/10/62, 1 yr.
2,000 DOCUMENTATION INC., "for the purchase of 500 additional copies of nal

State of the Art of COordinate Indexinz," P.O. 63-252, 9/14/62

10,000 BERNER AND CO., "for services to be performed in Assisting in the

Preparation of an Indexed Bibliograplw of Reference to all Reports and

Publications Cited in the lop/OGIs Publication, Current Research and

Development in Scientific Documentation, Issues No. 1 thru 11,"

P.O. 63-605, 3/15/63
50,223 RAMO-WOOLDRIDGE, A Division of Thompson ramo-Wooldridge, Inc:, "Study

Concerning the Establishment of a 10:.nter to Collect and Provide Text

in MAchine-Usable Form " 0-320, EV20/63, 4 mos.

23,550 RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY, "Sfaminers on Systems for the Organization

of Information " GN-99, 2/20/63, 1 yr.

200,000 WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY, "Comprehensive Electronic Data Processing of

Two Russian Lexicons," GN-159, 6/15/63, 2 yrs.
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FOREIGN SCIENCE INFORMATION

TranslatiOns

Domestic/Slavic:
$ 49,071 ACTA METALLURGICA, "Translation and Publication of the 1962 Issues of

Four Russian Journals: Metallurg; MITON; Ogneupory; and Physics of
Metals and Metallography," 0-25109, 7/23/62, 1 yr.

23,980 AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY, "Translation and Publication of Soviet
Geography: Review and Translation for Calendar Year 1963,4
GN-72,.11/15/62, 1 yr.

115,685 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITP1U, 4Publication of (A) Vol. V, 1963,
International Geology Review; (B) Translation of 3 Ruesian Journals,

Izvetiva-Geolozy Soviet Geology, and Paleontological Journal,
for Publication of Selected Articles in IGR, including Selective
Translations and Abstracts from Geological Materials of Other Foreign
Languages' and (C) Translations Screening and Information Services,"
GN-164, 6/24163, 1 yr.

32,000 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Tranalation and'Publication of Russian Works
in Oceanography: The Oceanology Sections of Doklady and the Trudy of
the Marine Hydrophysical Institute," GN-84, 719/63, 2 yrs.

49,000 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Translation and Publication of the 1963
Issues of Izvesttya Geophysice Series," GN-87, 1/22/63, 1 yr.

34,830 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL &ION, "Translation and Publication of Vol. 2,
Nos. 4-6, 1962, and Vol. 3, Nos. 1-6, 1963, of the Journal,
Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, USSR," GN-108, 4/4/63, 18 MOS.

19,235 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Translation and Publication of Soviet
Hydrology: Selected Papers, Russian Literature for 1963,"
GN-126, 5/6/63; 15 mos.

23,870 AMMICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Translation and Publication of-the 1963
Issues of the Russian Journal, Geodesy and AerophotosranhY,"
GN-130, 6/12/63

41,620 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, "Translation and Publication
of the International Chemical Engineering Journal," GN-122,
5/8/63, 8 moe.

128,577 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, "Translation and Publication
of the 1962 Issues of Three Russian Journale: Radio Engineering;
Radio Engineering and Electronic Physics; and Telecommunications,"
GN-24, 10/23/62,.1 yr.

139,200 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Translation and Publication of the 1962
Issues of Eight Russian Journals: Acoustics; Astronomy; Technical
Physics; Solid State Physics. JETP; Uspekhil Crystallography; and
Doklady, Physics Section," G.125107, 7/31/62

129,500 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Translation and Publication of the 1963
Issues of Eight Ruesian Journals: Acountics; Aatronomy; Technical
Physics; Solid State Physics. JETP;'Uspekbi; Crystallography; and
Doklady, Physics Section," G4-143, 6/10/63, 1 yr.

$ 47,651 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "Translation and Publication of Volume III,
1962 Issues, of the Russian Journal, Soviet Mathematice--Dokladv,"
0-20083.1, 9/13/62, 18 mos.

68,724 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "Program for Selected Translations of Mathe-
matical Research Articles from the Russian and Other Languages,"
0-20115.1, 9/13/62, 1 yr.

34,067 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "Translation of Six Russian Mathematical
Books,"'GN-57, 10/11/62, 1 yr.

12,213 AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY, "Translation and Publication of the
Ruesian Hook, Investigation of Clouds, Precipitation and Thunderstorm
Electricity," GN-100, 2/13/63, 6 mos.

'75,090 AMERICAN ROCKET SOCIETY, INC., "Selected Translations of Ruasian Material
in the Field of AatronautiCa," GN-19, 9/13/62, 1 yr.

12,554 Mid:RICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, "Publication in English of
Vols. 15 and 16, Russian Serial, Friction and Wear in Machinery."
ON-136, 6/12/63

10,200 ANNUAL REVIEWS,-INC. "Preparation and Publication of Selected Reviews of
Runsian Science " 6-120.2, 11/9/62, 1 yr.

2,415 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY; "Review and Translation of Articles Published in
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Russian, Geoloe-of Ore Deposits," GN-12, 8/4/62, 3 yrs.

6,100 COMMERCE DEPT./Weather Bureau "Editorial and Abstracting Services for
AGU's Project of Translating Soviet Hydrology Literature for 1963,"

GN-115, 4/12/63, 15 mos.
82,396 CONSULTANTS BUREAU ENTERPRISES, "Translation, Editing, Composition and

Printing of the Calendar Year 1962 Issues of the Russian Scientliic

Journals: pliklAgX (Biological Sciences Section, Binchemistry Section,

and Botanical ScienceS Sectione); Microtdologv; and Soviet Plant

Physiology," C-315, 4130/63, 10 mos.
13,000 CONSULTANTS BUREAU ENTERPRISES, "Circulation of the Calendar Year 1962

.Iseues of the Russian Scientific Journals: Dokladv (Biological Sciences
Sections, Biodhemistry Section,,and Botanical Sciences Section);
Microbiology; and,Soviet Plant Physiology," C-316, 4/30/63; 34 rms.

88,000 CONSULTANTS BUREAU ENTERPRISES, "Translation, Editing, Composition
Printing, and Circulation of th6 Calendar Year 1963 Issues of thL

Russian Scientific Journals. Doklady (Bicaoglcal Sciences Section,
Biochemistry Section, and Botanical Sciences Section); Microbiology;
and Soviet Plant Physiology 4 C-327, 6/30/%3,30 MDS.

27,078 TBE =CHEMICAL SOCIETY, "Tranaltion and Puhaication of the 1962 Issues
of the Russian Journal, Geokhimiya " GN-34;.9/25/62, 1 yr.

56,701 INSTRUMENT SOCUMMCOFAMERICA, "TranLlationend Publication of the 1963
Issues of Four Ruasian Journals: Automation and Remote Control;
Industrial Laboratory; Instruments and Experimental TeChniques; and

Measurement Techniques," GN-123; 6/15/63, 1 yr.

4,000 OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA,- "Tranalation and Publication of the Cumulative

Index Volumes (195661) for the Rusaian Journal, Optika I
Spoktroskoolva," GN-11, 8/4162, 1 yr.

62,816 SCRIPTA TECHNICA, INC: Translation -Editing, Compoaition and Printing of

the Calendar Year 1962,Issues of the Russian Scientific Journals:
Soviet SoilScience and EntomologicalReview," C-312, 4/25/63, 10 MOS.

$-10,200 SCRIPTA TECHNICA, INC.,."Circulation,of the Calendar Year 1962 Issues
of the'Russian Scientific'Journala: 'Soviet Soil Science'and
Entomological Review," C-313, 4125/63, 34

70,560 SCRIFTATECHNICA, INC. ',"Tranalating, Editing; Composing, Printing; and

Circulation Of-the'dtlendar'Year 1963 Mimes of-the Russian Scientific

Journale: Sovipt Soil Science and Entomological'Beview," C-326,
6/30/63, 30 mos. .

Domestic/Oriental:
23,267 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, ,"Trannlation andiPublication of the 1962

ISSUE'S of thelJournal-Chinese Mathematioe
Acta,"'GN58,'11/2/62, 1 yr.

94,435 INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND:ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS,_INC., "Tranalation

. and Publication of:,the-1963--aesues'.of-Two JapanaselJournalev-
Proceedings ofElectricalEngineere of Japan and proceedings of

peotricai Communications'Enzineers'ef Jnpan;"-GN-101, 4/4/63, 1 yr.

6 830 JAPAN SOCIETY-FOR THE-PROMOTION: CF.SCrENCE, nransiatiim and Publication

DireotOrY of lissearch'Instiiutiona,in'jalcan.Natural and Applied'

Scieneed,",:G725080,'S/?4/62'i'l r

Special Forelkn ClirrWIC5'Tz,SnelatiOS PrC:erais

$598,925 ISRAEL ''C-244,2,..-1/21/63.

301,075' POUND' '
.+C!;-250.2, 2/21/63' @ $300,000; iind $1,075, G-11147.2, 10/30/62,

100,000 ,YUGOSLAVIA' C-251.2, 5/1/63 via'State Dept.

Excbanpa

1,661 AMERICAN G000i4ENTAT1ON lirSTITUTE, "Page Charges and'Reprints of Papers

, TresentecLat the'1961 Pacific.Science Congress which.Appeared in
,American!Doonnentation4:Vol. 13, #3, July 1962,":P.O. 63-395, 9/13/62

6,266 AMERICAWINSTITGTE OF BIOLOGICAL WIENCES,';!Dissenination of the English

Version of the Japanese Journal of Plant and cell Bayaiology in the

United Stater! ",-G14-51, 10/10/62, 1 yr.

35,031
AMMBICARMATREMITICAL SOCIETY, "Provide Bussian and Related Mathematical

Literature for Abstracting and Researdh Libraries," G-18993.1,

8/24/62, 1 yr.

",44
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1,300 COMMERCE DEPT./Bureau of the Census, "Preparation and Publication of a

Bibliographical Survey on Social Science Literature Published in
Communist Bloc and Other Difficult Languages " GN-5.1, 2/8/63, 1 yr.

17,825 INDIANA UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, "Preparation anN. Publication of a Volume
on Current Trends in Far Eastern Linguistics," GN-332, 5/25/63, 2 yrs.

27,007 INTERNATIONAL UNION OF SCIENTIFIC PSYCHOIDGY, "Preparation and Publication
of a Second Edition of the 7nternational Directory of Psycholoaists,"
GN-3 7, 9/20/62, 1 yr.

$ 1,005 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, "Census of World-Wide Scientific Serials," 05-28,1,
2/4/63, 1 yr.

10,000 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, "Preparation and Publication of a Guide to Library,
Information, and Documentation Services of International Organizations
in Science, Technology, Agriculture, and Medicine," 0-13855.4, 1/9/63,
6 mos.

840 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, "Preparation and Publication of an Analytical Survey
and Bibliography of Directories in the Sciences Throughout the World,"
G-21917.1, 2/8/63, 1 yr.

30,000 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, "Publication of the Monthly* Index of Russian Acces-
sions " G-24/41 , 6/29/63, 2 mos.

21,070 MASSACHESETTS ]INSTITUTE OF TECHNOIDGY, "Acquisition and Compilation of a
Current Union List of Communist Chinese Serials," 05-98, 2/8/63, 1 yr.

23,958 MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECIENDIDGY, "Study into the Dissemination of
Scientific and Technical Information in the USSR," 05-124, 5/13/63, 1 Yr.

36,540 THE MIDWEST INTER-LIBRARY CENTER, "Partial Support of Operation of the
Scientific Journals Center, " GN-81, 12/28/62, 1 yr.

12,480 NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES;NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, "Study of Science
Research and Information Services in Er st Africa," 00-91, 3/7/63, 1 yr.

1,223 NATIONAL DIET LIBRARY OF JAPAN, "Publication and Distribution of the
Directory of Japanese Learned Periodicals, 1962 - Natural and Medical
Sciences " G-25138, 8/24/62, 1 yr.

21,060 NATIONAL DIET LIBRARY OF JAPAN, "Compilation and Printing of the English
Version of the Japanese Periodicals Index, Natural Science Section,"
GN-15, 8/24/62, 1 yr.

65,000 UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, "Microfilming of Scientific Manuscripts from
the Ambrosiana Library in Milan, Italy," GN-83, 1/9/63, 1 yr.

23,403 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, "Preparation of a Guide to Soviet Sciences,"

45,678 SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, "Collateral Support of the Operation of the
Translations Center " GN-14, 8/4/62, 1 yr.

16,462 SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, "User Study of Translated Soviet
Scientific Journals," G-19275.1, 9/14/62, 3 yrs.

.2unnort of International Science InformatiOn Activities

$ 29,440 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Establishment of an Information Center
Of International Physics Activities," GN:111, 3/29/63, 1 yr

15,000 BERNICE B. BISH0P MUSEUM, "Partial Support of the, Permanent., Secretariat
of the Pacific Science Association," GN-46, 9/27/62, 5 yrs.

15,738 BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM, "Operation of the Pacific Science In.formation
Center," GN-60, 11/2/62, 1 yr.

6,804 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS, "Publication of Two Studies: Science in
Czechoslovakia, and Science in East Germany," GN-62, 10/26/62, 1 yr.

31,23f COMMERCE DEPT./Office of Technical Servicr, "Operational Phase of the
PL 480 Translation Program," lat*Y-Y-'; 1 yr.

s60(i ,JAPAN.DOCUMENTATION,S)CIETY, "Reorfe lo..ating of the ICerr Report:
Science Information Servioes i 4*.et, 18786.2, 9/25/62, 3 mos.

$ 6,997 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, "Publication of Part f a Monthly World List of
Future International Meeti,gs " 0-20569-1, 2/26/63, 6 mos.

114,380 NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL Continued Support
of the "Office of Documentation," 05-79, 12/14/62, 1 Yr...

2,650 SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, "The Third Conference on Transla-
tion Editors GN-61,*10/26/62, 3 mos.

13,225 UNION OF INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS (Brussels), "Compilation and Publica-
- tion of (1) A Monthly Current List and (2) An Annual Bibliography of
International Conference Proceedings," 05-48, 13/2/62, 1 yr.
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RESEARCH DATA AND INFORMATION SERVICES PROGRN4

Research anittg,
$ 13,260 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA/Berkeley, "Regional. Reference Center for Uncles,

sifted U. S. Government Scientific and Technical Reports," GN-148,
6/25/63, 1 yr.

18,825 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA/Berkeley, "Regional Reference Center for Unclas-
sified U. S. Government Scientific and Technical Reports," GN-149,
6/26/63, 1 yr.

100 CARNEGIE LIBRARY OF PITTSBURGH, "Establishment and Operation of a Regional
Reference Center for Unclassified U. S. Government Scientific and
Technical Reports, C-24320.2, 3/26/63

14,821 CARNEGIE LIBRARY OF PITTSBURGH, "Continued Operation of a Regional
Technical Report Center," GN-146, 6/24/63, 1 yr.

13,139 UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, "Regional Reference Center for Unclassified U. S.
Government Scientific and Technical Reports," GN-153, 6/26/63, 1 yr.

17,528 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, "Regional Reference Center for Unclassified U. S.
Government Scientific aid Technical Reports," GN-154, 6/24/63, 1 yr.

100000 COMMERCE DEFT./Office of Technical Services, "Establishment and Initial

Operation of a System of Twelve Regional Reference Centers,"
G-18094.1, 1/29/63, 1 yr.

43,200 COMMERCE DEPT./Office of Technical Services, "Twelve Regional Reference
Centers for Unclassified U. S. Government Scientific and Technical
Reports," G-18094.2,"6/29/63, 1 yr.

97,400 UNICERCE DEPT./office of Technical Services "Ksyworde Index to U. S.

Government Technical Reports," G-24466.1/4/4/63
78,077 DATATROL CORPORATION, "Compilation of a Structured Composite Listing of

the Indexing Vocabularies Currently Used by the Technical Information
Systems of ASTIA, AEC, and NASA," 0-295, 11/16/62, 15 mos.

21,494 GEORGIA INSTITDIZ OF TECHNOLOGY, "Establishment and Operation of a
Regional Reference Center for Unclassified U. S. Government Scientific

-,and Technical Reports,"-G-25106, 7/23/62, 1 yr.
13,882 GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, "Regional Reference Center for Unclas-

sified U. S.-Government Scientific and Technical Reports," GN-151,

6,181 HERNER AND OOMPANY, "Study of the Identifying Categories and Codes of

U. S. Government Research Reports " C-213.2, 8/20/62 and Arad. #3, 2/25/63

175 THE JOHN CRERAWLIBRARY, "EstablishMent and Operation of'a Regional
Reference Center'for Unclassified U. S. Government Scientific and

-Technical Reports ".G-24497:1, 3/29/63
10,672 THE JOHN CRERAR LIHAART, "Regional Reference Center for Unclassified U. S.

Government-Scientific'aneTechnicalReporte," GN-147, 6/26/63, 1 yr.

6,150 LINDA BALL LIBRARY; "RegiOnarReference.Center-for-Unclassified U. S.
Government Scientific and Technical Reports," GN-150, 6/24/63, 1 yr.

$ 17,278 MASSACBUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHEOLOGY, "Regional-Reference'Center for
Unclassified U. S. GOvernment Scientific and Technica.11Reports,"
-GN.3,73;,,6/29/63;.1 yr

440 PRESENTATION'ASSOCIATES, for preliminary design drawings for exhibit
"A National System for Dissemination of Scientific Information,"
P.O. 63-1169, 6/21/63

700000 SCRIPTA TECHNICA, INC., "Preparation of Reports on Scientific Information
Activities of Federal Agencies " C-163.2, 8/30/62; 1 yr.

15,123 SOUTTURNFMTHODIST UNIVERSITY, "Regional Reference Center for Unclassified
U. S Scien+4.' m=d Technical Reports," GN-152, 6/26/63,
1 y

14,803 U. "UARS" tENTON, "Regional Reference Center for Unclassified
'. S. 6overnment Scientific and Technical Reports," GN-155, 6/26/63,

l yr.
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Data and Reference Services

Analysis and Coordination of National Information tti
$142,000 AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR METALS, "Cooperative Support of the Darfrnrazjino

Searching Service ok the American Society for Metals," 1N-.7.-7,
11/8/62, 1 yr.

148,000 ARTHUR D. LITTLE, MSC., "Study of the Degree of Cantraliscon
Facilities Desirable for the Storage and Dissemination ,f Sif.tden=
Documents," C-262.1, 8/30/62, 10 mos.

55,397 C-E-La, INC. "Study of a System to Collect and Exploit Dat,, Dizscr,7.
ScientificinformationSourcea and Services," C-284, 8/9/6,..,

65,800 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, "Survey and Analymis of SpecializedinformsatL,
Sources and Services in the Social Sciences," C-278, $/]4f2,, 2

261,080 LIBRARYCF,CMSCRESS, "Establishment of:a National Scientificand
Referral Center," CS-18, 8/24/62 and Amds. mmi #3

Pre-Docement or Non-Document Information-Exchange Program:
47,300 AMERICAN samcg FIGS ASSOCIATION,-"Central Office for the AmerL=L

Sciences Film Association " 0-21, 10/4/62, 18 mos.
44,000 00MMIRCE DEFT./Office of TeChnical Services) "AnInalyaia zif of

the Textile Industry for Technical Information " GS-109,5=63, 6 mos.
25,711 TUFTS UNIVERSITY, "Behavioral Analysis of TechniCal Writi, -25112,

7/11/62,,1 yr.

Library Resources Coordination:
5,000 AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, "Preparation of a Report on-.-ze :Development

of an Operating Program of Library Statistics " CN-145,Ah4/63, 1 yr.
45,033 UNIVERSITY OF:.ILLIS3IS,.."Programmidg, Teiting, Ld.Eyaluatimm-ot a Com-

puterized and Integrated Data Processing Systemfor the-Utiwarsity
: Library PrOcedUres," M.-77,11/30/62, 1 yr.

15,833 THE JOHNSNOFKINS UREIVERSITY,..."An0Perations Research andS,mtsms
EngineeriniuStudy of a.University,Library,",GN-31, mos.

$ 28,360 J.IBRARY:OF CONGRESS, "Support of,ConferencworcLibrary Machanisction,"

16,200 MEDICAL LIBRART.ASSOCIATION,INC"Second;internationel Cazigrmss of
Lihrarian9hiP,47i-,9/27/62; 11

30,000 :UNIVER2ITy0E,MOSTREAD,"ReconetructionandImprovement.of-Llhoccy
and'Filing Card system ".011-52,1.1/2/62, yrs.,

8,470 .:THEjlEy,lrollicPPPUPLT-B4FLY, Mevelopment'cf:4. S. Standards! brary
J:.York-,and:DOcumeatation,".,0N78112/27/62,

,296 ;wEsT,InagNtoiNTVEAPXTIves,tig9.0,94ofjthePotemtielLmsecat-:the..
Res9urceir..0k.:44.,grgef,A.0.-dem-WW71707bythe:Smaller,Ameds.--,E5,brmries
-and the libriries of,Industrip1:Orgenizatienn!Sithin:thm_DisttOst
,RegiOn--"-f4476,:,.6/g9/63i

1!

7;500 .1tALLYNAE.ROTY,Ira4a1Pi.,-0, E.1.0011:041-on:mf.,-Scientific-Pape=...the
yr. -

SCience Thfotion xohange
.

$225,006 sMITHSotu!riNsItimiolliHTeftiai-SuipOlit fOrtbe Arneal_Operatizsg
Expeneis,of:the Science InforMationEXChange,"ZON-86,.,1/22/63,.2.

Yr.
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SUPPORT "OF SCIENTIFIC

ru=i6ICZZIONS

Abstretel-nE and Indcndenz

2A&I:
$71,500 !AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL /NSTITuin, ^Continued Suppoirt for the Publicationof GeoSciamce Abatracts,"

GU-142, 6/15/65, 2 ra.36,000
_EMERIMANNAMEMATIM.TL SOC_LhxY,

"Continued Support, for the Operationand Tapanetyn of
lgat_Am.11_.,calis," g17475.3, 6/15/63, 1 yr.

2/0,000 lamoplca ABSTRACTS, INC., "Continued
Support:of Biolosical Abstracts,"GN-88, 1/29/63, i_37.219,0= CHEMICAL ABSTRACTSSERVICE,

"Development and Initiation of aMenhAriYedTile:mf ChemicalInformation," G22928.1, 4/4/63 and0r,22928.2, 6/26/63
273,000 MIGINFERING INDEX, INC.,

"Confirmed Expansion
mfTEnsineerins Index,"GN-105,5/13/63, 2.:yr.

.30,000 ZOCIOLOGICALAIRSTRACTS, IN3.,'"Support of
SocioIoalcalAbstracts,"GN-7, 8/7/62, 6 moa-96,200 SOCIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS, INC., "Continued EXpanalon of SociolosigalAbstracts," GN-141, 6/15/63, 2 yrs.

Bibliographfes and Specialized Indexes:17,500 TBE ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA,
"Support for Preparationand'Pnblication of7an Annotated Bibliosranhy on Quaternary Shorelines,"GN-163, 6/24/63,:2.yrs.

37,000 AMERICAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY, "PrePeration of the U.:S. Portion of theInternational:Astronoadcal Union:Bibliography-for 188171498,"0-5977.1, 7/23/62, 2 yrs.71,000
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL-SOCIETY;

'"COntinuAtion- of Compilation and Pub-lication,:of Bibliography
onAgeather Modification and.Moud Physics,"GN-75;-11/30/62.,,.3,yra.,.

,,--,.,,. :...,
. .

22,500 THE UNIVERSITr.OF
CALIFORNIA/Berielay', "Compilation or,Voluee VII ofthe World Bib1iostran4y

0 Fossii.Vertebrates and Paleolithic+ Anthro-nolopv ":0-7615.1, 9/27
/if 62; 2.3moa., ': :: '..k ,7- :, ;:, .,

8,500 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORN IA
BerkeleyWPublication of.,an Index Catalosue

.

of,.DoubIe Stars,".:GN-I58,6/15/63;',:2
yr.,-.:','

, ..,.
68,000 CORNELL

UNIVASITY,"BibliographyOf:Natura/.RadioEmisnion fromAstronomidalSources'-22414.2;
4/22/63,-and-G-',2241/.3, 6/29/63

20,000

-BOYMTBOMPSON.:INSTITUTE,F0KPLANTRESEARCHINC.,,."Publication of theBiblioeranhY of Seeds,"
GN-713E5/25/63,."-18j.moa.-1;700:

40CALESTER-.1.COLLEGE,,,"Preparation7:of:a&AhnOtated'Alibliography on TreeGrouWanC.Clielete
(19501962),"-':GW32;,9/18/62,6-mos.-.15,500

liATIONALFEDERATIONIOFSCIENWABSTRACTING.,AND INDEXING Si4tviCES,
,lication,:of:..a-Biblieer4Ohyfoftthw.Worlee:Sienificant A&I Services ofScientific Interest,"-GN-9,:.8/4/62,

1-yr: .,?.:..$ 10,000
._:.OPERATIONS:aESEARCILSOCIETy

OF.-AMERICA; "Preparatian',Of:
an,Annotated,Bibllographyon:Operationa

ReaeinrcB,i-,1581960,":',C7=43449 a.,
19,000,:-::

ZEISMOLOG/CAL:SOCIETYzOF_LAKEE/OAStndYland,,EValuaticitCofJ.edexing
'TechniOnee-AnAhe,:preparatinn,nnd.pablinationLof,a.:FiftY,-Tso YearCunnilatine,-andeXtO.,.theaillIetin,,"ON95T 1/29/63,1 ,yr.. '

13,500

STANFORD'MpTIVERSITy,,'"RiennialReView'6f:'Anthrop01ogy,"96,

..A&I Studies-1
146 opo

,,AMERICAN5MEMOROLOGICALSOCIETYStudyOf,..the bniVersal.Decimal Clan-Sifiation'YSysteM fdr-thcOgeChinidel
Indaking,::Eicbange;Publication

'or,Retrietai-.14:11tiesZdtj:Seientifie:iArtiClea,".014-50, 10/5/62, 2 yrs.
3,000 NPRADMR.,AND COMPANY,',"StUdy of Moduler.4bOtraefe!and

Indbm:Entries,".0=329, 08/63 -;.as,=ioe., .- .= '; A ;;,. ': .-,':, '' " ' ';': ' . ,
':

132,250 ,
ISSTITUTE4FOR:SCIENTIFEC

INFORMATIoN,:tpreParation of a'GenerelCitatiOn Index end Selection of:Geneties
Portion,'" 'C-201.1,3/14/63, &tans.

120,000 INSTITUTE TUE ZCIELVT,
INFORMATION, INC-, rstaiAvar

the:Article-by-Article Dummom0 of
Selected Abstrantiag-Servieesi"

0-332, 6/10/63;6 axis.
..I"...-.

'
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9,000 IKIMITAMONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS, "Continued Partial Support

the International Abstracting Board," GN-97, 1/29/63, 1 yr.
18,4100 SCIENCE (COMMUNICATION, INC.,"User Survey of the Genetics Citation

3.rdma'c," C-330, 6/28/63, 1 yr.

EfterThaizUl.cn",-,-n end Services

Tesee=ola Journals:
$ 10,85I KMERICAN GENETIC ASSOCIATION, "Partial:Support for the /Rgrual Rf

Bereditv " GN-71, 11130/62, 1 yr.
3673a ANMMICAM GA0pHYSICAL UNION, "Partial Support of the Establishment of

3taviews of Geophysics " GN-65, 11/14/62, 3 yra.
118.5 MFMTICAN INSTITUTE OF PAYSICS, "Applied Physics Letters," 0-24272.1,

V25/62, 2 yrs.
5CILE AMERICAN ROCKET SOCIETY, "Partial Publication Support for the American

Mocket Society Journal," G-25047.1, 7/23/62, 141 mos- -
8,742 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LUBRICATION ENGINEERS, "Temporary Support for the

<7:Innarnal, ASLE Transactions " GN-459 1/22/63, 1 Yr.
x.

.16, i ASMDCIATION FOR APPLIED SOLAA ENERGY, "Solar Energy: The Journal of
1.EdIar:Energy And Engineering," GN-20, 8/24/62, 3 yrs.1

5;700 THELSTALTIIOLOGY SOCivfx, "Partial Support of ths Journal of Glaciology,"
(--21na.1, 3/4/63, 1 yr.

12,100 UNIGNERSITY OF LOUISVILLE, "Computers in Behavioral Science," GN-139,
6i/15/63, 3 yrs.

Monographsv
$ 12,650 AMERICAN GRYPTALTAGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION, "Publication of the Second

Edition of Crystl_Data," 0-2393.2, 11/15/62, 1 yr.
17429e AWERICAN,CEOCRAPHICAL SOCIETY; "Support for the Publication of A Historlr

of Scientific Geographical Exploration of the Pacific-Basin,"
GN-I10, 4/4/63, 1 yr.

11,615 AMERICAN. GEOPHYSICAL'UNION; "Suppdrt for Preparation and Publication of
mLiReport on U. S.jGeophyaics_for the,13th General Assembly of the
International Union of Geodesy and.Geophysics,".GN-40, 9/24/62, 1 yr.57,800 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL1UNION;',"Publication'of a Series Of Antarctic
Monographs," GN-551.:10/10/62,;:5.yrfi.

2;355 AMBRICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY4"The Miocene FaUnas-:from WoOnded
Knee, SOuth Dakota;"AN...68;-±11/9/62-,yr'.

154000 _ANNUAL REVIEWS, INC.4"Partial:SuppOrt-for the Annual:Review of
PhytopatholOgy,":25017,7/23/62,3 Yie.,

4,200 ARCTICINSTITUTE':OF:',NORTN AMERICA; "Support to Publish Four Papers on
InvestigatiOna in,the Keewatin:District-and the Ungava

Peninsula,":GN..113;,144/1/63,11yr.
BREMIGEP;BISHOPMUSEUM; "Partialq.utpiicatiOn.Sapport for-lit:sects or
midroheilia-7Series,"::-GW160, 6/15/63

4,624 -77BIOGEGGRAPRICALSOCIETY:OAPAN4YPPartiai,PublimationRuppert of
VolUmesIV,ARAJiditennoll"..(Tabanidae) OT-FaUnajapOnica;"

9400 _BROWM1INIVERSITY,:,"Publidatiam Of EgyptianjAn'trOmpoMidal-.Texts: The
.1AmmaR1dettir,olocke,N.904:3/18/63,,1 yr..22,00I
UNIVERSITY:Op!,CALIFORNIA/Berkeley, "Suppoit for.PublicatiOn of the

Scientifie'Mesuite Of-,.the NAGA,EXpedition-tothe-Gulf-of-Thailand and

6,570 BiNTR-MaNSTITC1:44,0R-.THE,..DEAFpublination.:or...an,inglish:Nranslation
ofia:,Nuseilia0ronographCbi'tr'n'Orkan-" GN.A.79,,6/29/63yr.

6,000 'CNICAGD limigAii>hiToRy;:musEum, "IlluserationsforTa Monograph, Thq
'Giant milda,rvGN7I16, 6/25/63, 1,Yr.

33,418 UNIVERSITY:OP-CONN8CtICUT,: "Completion.and Publication,of a:World
. .0ataloeus'of 'the Pamilv-LYaeidaei..!1 874122,k;.7/10/62;:15,mos.

9,440 0INUN9WCNIVEN8ITX,Partial:Publingtion $upport for,the,Englieh Trans-
aatiook.of;TI-47ieId,,of'ZonscioUanesa.Im,Aron Gurwitson,"

6/26/63,,q
.12,911 RARVARGIUNIVERSITY, "The Fern Flora Of Peru 70-15949.1,6/29/63, 1 Yr.6,960 UNIVERMFMCW-HAWAII;:,"Publication.of an:Atias of Charts for EOUAPAC,"

GN-171, . ,
23,E75 CNN:MITI:0F HAWAII PRESS, "Publication of Volumes XI ana XII of

Ins/lots of-RawSii,"
12,5= lieriaLRELATIONS-ANEA:FAES,:",Publipation,ofan-Outline.and:,Atlas,

Ethnicgrenna of'Manland Southeast Asia," GN-157, 6/15/63, 4 mos.1,500 INDIANA UNIVERSITYFOUNDATION, "Partial Support of Publication of
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Feonles of Central ASMa-" SB-6, 3/7/63, 1.yr.-
1,610 IROMANA UNIVER=EFOUNTEA=R, "'Aspects of Altmix CivIluetion"

ON-118, 5/25/63, 1 yr.

431,600 THE NEW YORK BOTANICAL ,GARDEN, "Support of Publicatioutf an Atlas of
OK-166,-6/24/63, 1 yr.

3,700 itie.NEW YORK BYEANICAL,WEITA; TPublication of MOnosrmirdc Stud-lee ±n

Cassia," GN-165, 6/2V6R, IL7r.
49,250 NORTH CAROLINA STATE CAMMEIZZMF AGRICUIDIURE AND ENGINER2NG OF: ,

UNIV. OF NO. CAR., RaIsighr "Continuation of the
The Catalovie of the EMmootura Auchenorhyncha of tha-rWrcld--

GN-85, 2/4/63, 2 yrs.

44000 UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DANZ, "Partial Publication Suppart-Stbea of

Essays Entitled Ite Concept of Matter " GN-35, 9/2vaz, 1:7=.

775 PALEORTOLOGICAL RESE STARCH INZTUTION, ihrtial Support m:f
Entitled E00311Q mmd Miocene-Foraminifers from Tom Loe..41 tima /In

Dualin County. North CaroIloa,"GN-128, 5/24/63., 1 yr.

30,100 UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, nSuppoxt of Publication of A Sel:scted Guide

to the Literature.on the Flowering_Plants of Mexico,"

9/25/62, 1 yr.
11,025 UNIVERSITY OF PENEISYLTANIA, "Support for the Publication of tdo NOnograph,

The MoodsrFlora of Tillman," GN-53, 20/5/62, Lyr.

800 UNIVERSITY:CIF PENNSYLVANIA, "Support fCr the Compilation. and:JUT:Cleat:fon

of a Fourth Edition OT-AFihdima List for Observers ofEcIlosIMK
Variables," 0-23674-E, 5/6163,.'6 mos-

9,660 THE PENNSYLVANLA:arATEMNIVERSITM, "Nelorralietic Behavior of:Sou-Human

Primates ":GN-1,55, 5/25/63, 1-Yr.

40,200
SMITHSONIAll INSTITUTION, ."Support of Peblicatiom of an Foglish Transla-

tion or:Flora of Japan, by Jiasburo.Obwi," GN-:70, 12/14/62, 2 yr.

10,350 STANFORD MBEVERSITY, "Partial Support for thmEtublication of-Studies in

Mathamphtical Paychology," GN-94, 1/29/63, _I-Errs.

19,378 STANFORD 'UNIVERSITY ppEss, "support of a PubIlcationEntitled Nhnual of

the Vast:miler Plants of Alaaka and NeimhboIrLium TerrItorz," GN-127,

5/24/63, 28 mos.
13,225 STANFORD UNIVERSITY:PRESS, "A Publication Entailed Vegetation sod Flora

ef the Sonoran Deseet," GY,129,;-6/15/60, 17r.
23,036 TEE UNIVERSITY OF:TEXRE, "Editorinl Preparatiran for the Publicatton,

The Bird Life of TeroeW GN-80,712/14/62, 213re.

200 WILSON, Dr. F. Douglas-(individuaM), "PnbliceXion In the Jmornel
Brittania, of a Taxonomic Revilerbn of the Gemos Sitanion,

W59715725/62, 6:mos.
7,570 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, "Support:for the PuhMication of a_RElingual

Report of Graviti-EtandanMsatdon Memsurememita in CentraEmnd South

America,",0N-169,=442A/t3, 1 Yr.
575 svimucam mussI124,'IlibItcation Support for the Yifth Vdamme

(NYlesiminae) of oubly-lidae of the Northern Balf,of the 17.Esest.,"

ZN-76, 12/15/62, L.
Conference Proceed:1:mm=

16,990 AMERICAN 131STITUTESOPEEEOLOarfAL SCIENCES, "Pnblicatiou of mTLcceedinga

of the &mond Conference onrEmain and Ehhavtar,",=-N,W4A2, Myr.

4,600 AMERICAN INSTiTLITNIVE'MUSEM,, MTravel of Foreign MI*.ticipasnize Ma the

Gordon Reirearch Clonffeseenme an Scientific obIens

Mesearah," 2i08-163,1Yr.
$10,070 -EKDERATION OF :AMERICAILMMILIREIERFOREXPERIMMTAL-RDDIDW4 'Runeart for

YUblication of Abritruestbruarel Proceedings of-the:Interxmdarmmatlympoaium
on TeMperature ActlEnstion," ON-6, 8/4/62,-I ym.

2,320 FORT HURGWINRESEARGNMENTER, "Publication of theTroceedtram of the

Fort Dergwin Conference on Paleoecology," 5/24/65

4,600, HARVARD utilimapITy, .Pertial Publication Support:for the -Pr,m.noinge of

the Conference on Ovestacea 3 GN-144, 6/15/63, 17yr.

=raw MINERALOGICAL SOCIEPECIP AMIGA, -"Publication of-the Proceedtmgs of the

Third General nioreastmf the Interrintiamel Manure:logical Association,"

G-25108, 7/23/62,M.yr.
2,000 UNIVERSITY OP PITTSBURGH, "Publication of the Proceedings oft:fta Benedum

SymposiuM on EarthA4agnetiem,!, 0-89, 11;/18/63, 1 yr.

Studies Experiments, and Other SpemielTreZects:
3,700 ACTA METALLURGM, "StUdy of the OptieumMethod off Publicatdoc_of the

Translations of the Russian Journal of Abetracts-Metallummf
0-25203, 7/12/62, 3 mos.
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5,PJ1U AMERICAN ANTBR0PCIOGIc43T.ASSIOILTZON, "A Smudy of Publishing Needs in

the Flead of kumbrdlooftrgy,' GN-64, 11/2/62, 13,r.
OC,F7.7 AMERICAN AssocIATiorv:-DR Th ADVAREMENT ON SCLENCE, "Partial StSpport of

a Project to Develop, Ode lime of Broadcamm Tel,avision for Comanication
hnong Scientists ane argineers " GN-25, 9/25/62, 1 yr.

2.77......zaa, Alma= CHEICECALSVG9rkaTI, "Anal;ais of the_RoI.-:, of the Gmnputer in
SolantificPutainst," ON-140, 645/63, 2 irs.

71:A62, AKERTEANILATERIATICAD-2MET1:, "Support for a dy of Ways to Develop
khaitional Means cr E-momort for Mathematical Publications,"
QN=102, 3/4/63, 15 E-m2-

BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS, 111E-. TMExperiment -alt.-12ackaging of Biological
Research Iaforastiaw-" Z4-1775, 6/24/63,

3,900 BUREAU OF SOCIAL SC1MAMME-OWSEMICH, MEC., of Scientific Societies,"
0-324, 6130/63, 6 masza.

50n CASE INSTITUTE OP TEUMBAMOGY, "Operatdons,Hentearrdi Stody of Publication
Goads of Scientific-,1sanana1s," G-26453.1 2/28/63, 61 mom.

7,4172 HERBER AND COMPANY, "Isrravatory of Ccareently-Poblimhedi.English-language
Ecientific Newspapara,-"-C-285, 03/62,.1 yr.

9,852 HERBER AND CO-ANY, "anivay of Professomal Scipn-ifio,Sournals,"
G,325, 6/28/63, 18 1=4,-

59,oam -7nTrARAT/ONAL JOURNAL aq THE SCIENCE OP NMTALS,IMC. 'Translation and
-Publication of the IR/63 Issues of the joursslraf Abstracts - Metalaurev,
Parts A and B," GN-L'22,, 6/29/63, 1 yr.-

ZOO LIBRARY OF OONGRESS, Bibliographic SE-24M-Service for Surveys and
Stodies Published ablte,295o that Relate to Tarmoue Aspects of
Puhlishtog ScientiMo amd Technical Sournalm-T- P.O. e3-522, 12/3/62

59,000 EMIG:NAL FEDERATION aF SCIENCE ABSTRACTING ANE:ERBEEINO SERVICES, "Partial
Support of the Fedemallom Secretariat for Y1-..1Year 2963,"
GN-42, 10/2/62,
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PROGRAM/ACTivill =MERRY
SCIENCE INFMKATION ACTIlifrfE

FISMAL WAR 32964

BESARC 0 SM8DIS2

Communicatdon 7f,l,aumm

f 3,300 ANEE=AN=MOROLOGICAL ISSCIC/ATION, "Maordineted Study of Information

lbacaisaagaLim Psychalogy-18494.2,13120/63
302,600 ANME=011EMCH0L0GICAL ASSOCIATION, "Coordinated Study of Information

lkonanragn, in Psychology;" C2-281, 2 yra., 5/12/64

715,100 AKERIMMINSTITUIECE YEESICS, "Completacssod Evaluation of Citation

IndecotiltuesiamJournals," GN-221, 9ons..,:12/11/63

198,000 AMERMAN INSTITUTE;OF TEISICE, "Studrof'Diannmination of InformaLon

inlOvaion," GH-291, 2.4 moo. 5/2444
54,000 COLUPEEMAIRELVERSITY,. "InformatLanNenuarements of Scientists," (M-1E5,

JIKAnos.. A3/231/63

48,700 EARME) IAELVERECITY; "Studies cd:"-tlftlElow orMechntr,"1 information and

Its]Rolwinnesnanmxend DevaEopment Deciadon-Naking," ON-305,
12mme- 6/E/64

1201E0 111-27Zigt lit,an,Ani (individual), '14Aerature :Survey for Identification
and lirgandostion of Case Studies mr Scientific Activity," GR-167,

4 mama« E/2/63
044,21. MASS. IIIRST. OF 'TEM., "The Roloef Infos:amnion in Parallel:R&D Projects,"

GW-233 12 mai., 12,14/63
47,7r10 "Ttat'Sarms of CEnntion:Bekarlor," GM-294, 18 mom., 5/.20/64

46,300 MEE EBERT- "Statistical Studies of Networks of Scientific Papers,'
0N499, SA mos-, 6/M/64

LaftounaliM.Sources emd Servioem

MMTIONAL EMORY OF SGIENCES/NA=IONALREMMARCECOUNCEL, "A Study of

arient44-Pub1icatione n tia.DeologfaealL'Sciasacee,'"' C-310/2ask 71,

12 mos....a2/2S/63
MUSESAf0., For Statlaticalased AnnTzttlical Service's to baTerformed

ihcGtommotion with,a Two-NonttElarvey=47tha Scientific Review

Milmosttomas," T.O. 64-510, 12/.3att63
EIENMEILAND'CO- '"For servimes tolte-yentffnened in assisting in the prepare,

tam of asiindemed bibliograplurzof=Sfnatences -to ail reports and publica-

tions inlksed in Current ResearstmendjDevegorment in Scientific Documente-

, Isseies.No. 1 thru 11," P.J. ea-saga, 6/22/64
NERNEIE-AND=., "A Survey of ProfnemUonatMcientific Sournele," C-325.1

cD2U.SI*Meplus.Amd. 2 dtd 6/30"4
malumitsra2m, "Revising Data Malaria Rola:reed to the Above Trojeot,"

Mi4OR, 319/64
MEOW NMN130. "A'Study of the CSmencterrand Degree of Use of the AlCbE

Obenica.UEnsteeerionTheeaurua sad the indienData Provided for Articles

in Cheminad.Ensineerimr Progress," C.-2re.:2', 9/11/63
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Oreatizatian and Seardnimq

$ 19,400 ASSDCIATION OF SP2CILL EMRERISS AND INFORMATION BUREADX,-MAn
Investigation. IxAo thc PorfonuRnce Characteristics of Indexing
Techniques,m1123130,1 for lyr., 6/9/64

24,450 MA MIV1SITF,0F,CHIC100, "Tho Application of Solcotod Indexing
. Systems to aCX:myer, Sermle of Sciontific rocuments," GN.-231,
1 yr.,11/20V63ie,00 COICEIWT../MhTAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, "Rosearch Information
Centeratd Zdvieary Service on Information Processing," GE-317,
1211mr, 6/29/64

9,100 DANUSMTAT912 FORMOC=EITATION, "International Study Conforenco
an Classificationnoseerch 1966 a GN-249, 3/26164,1 yr.

3,6,700 HikVARD IVIVESSITT, "Rosoarch on :ind Evaluation of Soma rodols for.
Automatic -Romunmit Retrieval Systems " GU-245, 1/13/66, 12 mos.

19,500 =CH UNIVERMTY. "Study of Theories :and Models of Information .

St,orege andlReteieval," GN..283, 15 mos., 6/8/64
3.5triva3 .MASS. IWST. OFIEUNIOIDGY, "DavOlopment of a Test Environment for

Infokmiation Sys/6=23,6-00-292, 2.4 mos., 5/25/64
5D,Co0 milmpou azy.,..am.:porimantation with a Citation Index for Statistical

Mathaaolagy," 2Wonca., GN2,297, 6/8/64
30,500 RUMERS Mall., "Seminars on Systema for the Organization of Informa,

tion,m GI3aL, 24 mos., 6/4164
9A000 sol-wriCE COMUsaCETION, INC., 00aor Smrvey of Genetics Citation

Imdcse;" 0-331.1, 116/64
74,0C10 IMMTRUI =TOM nlLV., "Autmaatic Processing of Motallurgiota

Lbotrosata:Tar the Purpose of Information Rotrieval,,,, 011-303,
32 moose, 6ft/%4

Eiti3- '



INFORMATION SYS

Information Retrie al

ARXIMM . IITTLE,.INC., S:.apport to fuAl.'sh. 500 addll copies of a
ropor. entitled "Contralization and O'cumentation,".purchaso
Ordor 64:-740, 4/31A6.

AUBRDAON GCRFORPTION, ."Stady of Iuftr4ion Storago and Retrieval
Narders "- C335 4 uos. .8/20/63

AUERCAC CORPORATION; "StUdy of Xnformtion Storage and Retrieval
Berfel e," 0335.2, 3 field'l noa, 2/ 64

CHEInCAt ABSTRACTS SPILVICB,, "Development and Initiation .of a
Nochanized File -of Chemical- Information," G22928.3, 3 mos.,
3/2.4A4

: 0 4,500

3.8,000

7,200

: -102,000

288,000

58,200

6,003

114,4O0

; 13,400
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cmakarm, ABSTRACTS SMVICS, 4Dove 1a/mm.0 of a Computer-Centered
Chomical Information Service," car-318, 7 mos., 6/36/64

C010.:MCR DEn./nignonn BillF07.01? STANDARDS, "Research on Picture
and Languaga Procesaing,".O.Nm320,. 12 moa., 6/29/64--

xrroannxoN DYNAMOS OORPORVION, "Synthedis and' Analysis of Soi- '
ontifio .Information Sorvieo networks," C263.2, -adds; la- mos.,
12/2163 - . . .. . .

XMORMATION. DYNAMICS confoninif, .1I. evelopment and Tost of Information .

Systom 1-...`ode1," 0370, 10-no3s. 6/12/64: q . . e'

NAS/NRC,. "Conforauco..on 'Mechanical 'Prone:Icing of chemical Information,"
0-310/Taak:77; 6 mos., 2/21/64-- !

.fiiIVERSITY.OF.PENNSYLVAITIA,:"Rosoorch on Linguistic Transforma-tionn
'for Infórmation Rotricvalp 011-311, at mos. 6/11/64

10,220. ROW/TON -EtESBARCIVINSTXTUTE ,."A Study ot Faooimile Transmission in
lea nucal Information Notuter4s,": 0356'to Prengle, Dukler fe Ceump, .

Inc. (name changed I/29/65), 6 12102 os /22/64

.---' Mechanical

. SRA0,006

167,300

20,210
. .

15o,000

-*6.8-,P--°°,-

Translation

tuplkitnig? CORPORATION, "Compater.-Aide
lation," 0372, 18 mos"- 6/30/64

Univ..0F.CALIF., "Research on Machine.
1inm)iatie SyeteMs,": ON-306, 12 mon.,

.treav., hilosoerch on.Automatic T-
'"Dingulebice;,, er-329,13 voH.,.6/25/64

B9,1_1:3 :Rth[f 3::Oh
Trtmalan.,o17,1 Go-244, .15 rob:, 4/4/

.NASANiC, .."114ioory Comaittee..on Antony).
.C7310/Task. 801. 32 teas., 4/24/64:r,

'UTIV.- OF ViUCA.S; "Rinicii.:-..ch on Syntaatic
1127'408, 110/24/63.
Rechanioal Trans1ation1".GN-30....42

Librari- 'SysieMe .

$ 48,900 UNIV. Op XLUNOIS "Programming, Tea
OeMputerinednO' Integrated-"Deta
Libr ttProo6durene,":t1N.430,2', .inee".;

62,500:,.'. THE; JOR T$ loprms UNIV, "'"Contierued Su
and tete D iigindergi Study''of 'a

" "'
6,75 . UN N1DSITY, "Studies,,Ekper1mnts,

Crpu 'Inition Of Card Cat6lOguna.-in
1,Libr ies,"'.0N-l792-2:Yras'81;/6.3'

PUhliaatiOn sten.
$20,074 INtoRcyli ROO*4.4.4 of

thé natiOn' Or zoicioiirici Thar

. .

Research in Machanical Trans-

auslation and Related Mechano..

snalation and Einthea...a-tical.

Language Frobloms in Machezdea3.

o Language Processing,a

nd 'Semantic Analysis,"

Semantic An.alysie for
3.;-6/i8/64_

.and Evaluatiten Of 'a
stiiiig8yOtem.forBeiVersi.tY
.6/25/64- '

of An-Operations Rosearith
ieraity;Libroory,". .

and Dcmonstration OE the
Medical; and .SOientific .

.

t03CtilA'.InfO ria4iOn During-- , .

0371,-14 *.14:,W26/64:
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PUBLICATIONS SUP

Abstractin.. and

f.225,400 Alma= tirai-TENVICAL CDC:, tProp?z.atiOn. oud Publication of rIthrmotical
trt,",C1;,..323, _yrs 6/30/64 ;

3:i8,000 flwI 14112L310ICOICAL SC., "12:pansiOn of -Mateoroloidcal. nnti Geonstro-
erva ,n1 plwitToets,tt cwati, 1-yr., 8A/63

.100,000 AMERIO:IMETEOROILMOAL SOC.,."Emergency Support of 4atenrO1oricl1. 'and
GED9c i.oBt,La1eal #1,771amtutt-GN...316,, 1 yr., 6A9A4

144,000 tn. SO Or NAMITICAL-IKGIBMRS, °Proparation and Publication of Aunliqd
r.&__Ic?..r? Ana ittnrinlia,5' 011-292. -3 Fro., 6,/0/64 .

134A00 A14.. SO FOR. MUM, ti.Information Sealing Service of the American Society
-for ale," GIT-263, 1 yr., 4/22/64

33,003 moron fa, ABSTRAOrs, "Devolopment Program Leading to Mechanisation
of sc.ià1 ' end, AbstracterRecords," GM..325, 1 yr., 6/29/64

44,000 nIGX.Jirw 9 JOIIIM. COUNCIL, "preparation of' a Theaaaruct or Itaginaering
Terms o 9,noo., 12/2/63

16,000 00BL01L1 POIt OLD MORID4MCBABOLOGY,
and j.bUcation of COMA Surveys and. 12/23

20,000 SAilfs' GR,NTEE, and titia as above, 011-23
41,350 -ExsTonr,or-scimmapanrr,Itic.,,ncomm

Five Annual Idlitioaphio .Sootibno of
20,500. MY. .0! -MAMAS, -tsPrepuration -end ,Publi

Bibli graphy".of .17egetati.Ol. Maps'," ON-
170,500 ' TIDg.FIMUIRM' LANGUAGE ASSOC.. ,19bcpansion

h --3:yre.,8/2/63.

Publications (Othex, Than MI)
1Resear . Journals: -:- .

$38,650 AM. awnraysicAL UDION, "Contld support or 1-Onst tho la_81:11r,tin, and -Support
. for p3anning.the _Format of :a Mew Goop '16a Journal;,, 65-191, 1 yr.,

9/4/63 . 0,..,-,,,--.:
2,740 Alf;-G3'431 0:SI0 ALt1I0N; "SUpport of , the 2Eca-3_,ii," 0250524; 10/24/63

(ci:111.funds) : ': -, , ., ': :

30,0301, .., .-; ..IM, GIDPIIISICL". zimili str-e4ixotio and'Pnblici.tion of 711TO:Intlt.bc!
G2-.322,1,.. y mos., 6/26/64 , ..., _.- ,

-r2I;63a7-7614:7IESTTTUfg-010-YRYNTa, "Publication upport for Aoalied 0ct43s It
. o20os6,1 (addil fuude), 6/30/64; , -. . .

.52;000 ASSOCIATION ..F1T1 SIMLIC IDGIC, "Prop:ration axid'Proisisse*Og of AccuMulat.ed ,

wnx..220;.-3 yil;;;:, 5120/64,
RoviamMaterials for PublioatiOn,-in its' aic,"

17,000 IIIIV. 00 CRICPAO, Vovaal.- of Geologx,irdi-6319,.1.44r.,,'09/64 .

2,200_ -VITE 0LACI0IDGIC1L600112n,"Paztim3...Support- of the JOuraa1 of g.l.n,n4rap_Lnc,n-
, 021111.2 (Orn111;..fiinds)'. 6/25/64:.% ' -`;1'..--'''''''.' *'- :'

16,7.90 YALE .bNIV., ukartial. Publication Suppoirt-for the' j'irerican Ioarna_ot
'- - askgtitc," G1-1.-225,.1 yr., 32/23/63 .

Id Partial Support for Preparation
bliographias,o 65-7239, 1 yrp.,

.1 (addr1 funds)i,6/29/64
ative Indexes ond Preparation or

011!-272, 5 yrs., 5/3164
atiOn of' an lplemaacma_

5 yr.ti:; 13/14/63
-Improvement ;of the zinpuiStig.

Monographa
49, 0.9.0. R:u3p...TGAN 9E0e.44pkicax.,:pbaIETi, "Oplitintied.SuPpart and-PUbli.cation of

'terialAt1A11 thei Naiifie Envirenmeht," GN-296, 6/4/64, 42 moa.
22,200 AMENICAN.MUSEUM 01?' NATURAL IIISTOIW,..."Support of .Publication of Kesigia_a

' :' Reeizodnotidn'!_in:Fiiiihes," GN-304..::1 yr,. ,6/8/64
6,100'. 'UNIVERSITIDP "CALIL/BerkeleY; "Ocieanio beervations of ;the Pacific,"

3/27/64
6,775 UNIV.' OF CAL.tr.:; Puss; "oupport far Yu cation of Cloud Structure d

Diatribittititis'Over thi1TrouiCal. Paola Ocaaa," GN-202, 1 yr., 10 23/63
6,500 CARNEGIE MUSEUM, "Partial Publication Suport. for Leuidoctera of Liberia,"

GN-229, 1 yr., 31/12/63
4,900 UNIV. OF CONNECTICUT, "Support.Cor ComPl

Cataloaue of the Familv Lvaaeldatt,"
4,630,":,,IfARVARD UNIVERSITI,; "SUpport -for ,the Th4iiauzi Of vamalibadt,a_aq_gzem

'AziohaedUlifotirsi...tet; Peirel.'Sontbens erg atid Sonthweatern U.S.," .

05-254, 1 yr., 2/27/64

tion and PubliAtion of a. Norli
.1, ;12/4/63 ' :-

9o'
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980

12,200

6 ,4o3

12,700

1,150

1,840

1,970

1,725

INDIANA uNavimsTry FOUNDATION,
Constituent. Structure

"Partial of
of Syntactic

rt of Publ_cation
A Study of Contemporary Male13

Description," GN240,
INDIANA UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION,

of'. Current Trends in -..inguistics,
GN-3313, 2- yrs. 6/18/64

THE NEwr 1ORK BOTANICAL
Anthooerotae of North

1/10/64, 1 yr.
"Preparation end Pub lice

subtitled. Theoretical
ion of Volume /II

Foundations,"

1ARDEN, "Publication of The Reps icae and
Amer1caya.G---21066.1, :12/16/63

EN, "Support for Publication of Two Isues of
r GH-327, 1 Yr., 6/25/64

FOUINDATION, "Partial Support. of Publication
jetica of Selected English Consonants," GN-241,

TEE NM YORK BOTANICAL
North Araerioan Flora,

OHIO STATE UN1VERSITY REARCH
of Acoustical rCharact
1 yr. p 1/10/64-

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBUR
of Arabic Logic," GN

, "Portia Enablication Support
7,. 1 yr. /2/63

"Publi
71-2cation

of the Monograph,
," G-23136 .1 5/8/64

for The Development

A Manual andUNIVERSITY OF RR)DE IS
ftevision of Charace

of Migration endUNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTOIN, "Partial.support of Publicatipn
the Spread and Growth of Urban Settlement," ON-243, yr., 12/24/63

- .

$ 1,460- -YALE uNiviamprr, ^ rt of Publimation of A SYstemat c and Ecological
EfIrdStudy a' of Guinea,"- GN-223, 1 yr.., 10/2.3/ 3e

2,620 YALE unweltsrry, ."Partial Support c:2f PublicattLon of A ystematic Study
of the /1:anom3ongiao df Port Bova,. Jan2aica," GN-257, jl yr 3/9/64

Conference Proceedings --

14,660 A24ERICAN DOCUMENTATION INSTITUTE, "Support 'of the Pzcpration and Pub-
lication of Papers f4ir the Ootober 1963 ADI Annual sting,"
G11.216 mos :p !LO/1J63

'UNIV.. OF :auar. PRESS, "Partial Support for the Publication of EcoloEry
of Soil-Borne Plant athogens" GN-263., 1 yr. 3/19/64

25,000 THE COMBUSTION-INSTITOTE; "Publication of the Tenth Symmosium on
Combustion," ON-260

.3,000." THE MEW -YORK ADADR4Y SCIENCES, l'Support for Publicailon of Proceedings
1

'
66/3/64

of 'First Conference' n.Learning, Remembering and Torgetting,"
011-309, 1 yr:i6/30/64. ' :

10,350. RUTURS, Tap STAM ITY,,"Pablication of .Proceedinge- of a
Symposinm on Bact.UnNVSIEndotorins to be held et the' Institute of
Microbiology, 'Sept.' -6i- 1963,7 GN=207, 1 y., 10/3/63

2,360 TORREY BOTANICAL CLUB, "Support for the Publication of the Symposium,
end E uton of Ferns," GR-259; 1 yr,. 3/13/64

7,300 THE VISTAR -INSTITUTE,. Support 'for Publication Of Symposium 'Proceedings
tion of Fun 'ti al D ere iation in Cult

GN-328, yr., 16

_____Other.;PpoOdel,.irOject
$213,48.' commer...

Program,i! Cl.',-235, .2
18,OCO comtGE- Dzyr.;/cces;

u8r7,,Spetila.V.:FOrel
V.0,43214412 'mos 6

7; 500 ' porP: u
-4ourp.61,i4w--;DirOet:tr:

34,WO INTIRUATIONAICOMITT;

seieneej,w
.

2,925 IIAT1ONAt.11XLV4.212.4407.0Z.JAPAN,,YCo14 plioll.'ziuctrPrintIng'.4,,,the 1nz1140(
' VoicL & the'ZI4ir,eiie'PerYod*C'ult-

- . 10/2,163
su,1* ert.0,isi'efiF1 10/2910

Tranelatloils

;
. . . .

24,303 ....AMERIOAMODOGtApHICAL spc7,37,. "PrOduction ofs an English 'Edition of
:Soviet, Geograpt,..Seview Nal Traneletion, Calendar Year 1964,", GN-251;v18 oa 2/28/64 . .,

- ,f,9,349 AMERICAN, GEOLOOICIU..I INSTITOTE, :"Translation Pnblication and Distribution
of thel.3.962 iad,-.194.:yesuse, Of the, Rusaian. Journel,'' Doklady-Earth

'.'ScienCes SectiOnis,". GN,19d 2 ire., 9/9/63' .

pionz1 ,Fueotiona of tile PL 4S0 Trunclat'lome
32/27/63 .

4Y0(1'Stipiort for the tilierationi.I.Fue.:,tionc of
.;-Ciirx.oney 'So.1.;,,,lote;,' Program, Imr2e,1,101

Hundy* suiq c.i.4.`ptilih.4 'of 'AX13.3

ergo; 5/26/64L:
MIL-SOCIAL .SIIMSCPS nocumutapir (Ics)),

6,i-c;o11., on;niter.11 eep2inary, Proawas Ire.;h:in Social
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135,094 AMERICAN =LOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Production of International Geology
Review, Vol. VI, 1964," GN253, 18 mos., 3/19/64

41,600 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Production of English Edition, Russian
Vols. 154-159 (1964), Doklady-Earth Science Sections," GN-284,
18 mos. 5/e/64

4,400 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Translation and Publication of the 1961,
and One-Half of the 1962 Issues of the Runsian Bimonthly Geomagnetism
and Aeronomy," G-24438.1, 10/23/63

44,504 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Production of an English Edition of
Izvestiya, Academy Of Sciences, USSR, Geophysics Series, 1964 Volume,"
GN-250, 18 mos., 3/9/64

38,600 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Production of the Fnglish Edition of the
Information Bulletin of the Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Nos. 31-52
(1961-1965)," GN-258, 24 mos. 3/19/64'

38,750 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "PrOduction of an English Edition of the
Bimonthly Journal of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, USSR, Vol. 1964,"
GN-265, 18 mos., 3/24/64 :

26,775 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Production of an English Edith-a of the 1964
Issues of Russian Journal, Geodesy and Aerophotography," UN-264p
18 mos. 4/2/64

19,476 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Production in English, Soviet Oceanography,
Including Oceanology Sections of Doklady nnd Trudy of the Marine
eYdrophysical Institute, 1964," GN-266, 18 mos., 4/2/64

21,400 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Production in English of Soviet Hydrology:
Selncted Papers Russian Literature for 1964," GN-275, 18 mos., 4/28/64

5,100 AMERICAN GEPHYSIaL UNION, "Translation and Publication of Vol. 2,
Nos. 4-6, 1962, and Vol. 3, Nos. 1-6, 1963, of the Journal Geomagnetism
and Aeronomy, USSR," GN-108.1, 5/25/64 .

72,238 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, "Translation Publication and
Distribution of an International Chemical Engineer14 Journal,"
GN-227,:1 yr. 1/24/64

:

64,681 AMERICAN INSTITGTE,OF PHYSICS, "Production'of:English,Editions, 1964 Issues,
Five Runnian Journals: Technical PhysidsvSolid State Physics:.

-AstronoMy; Acoustics. and Crystallography," GM-286;:18-mos., 6/26/64
44,227 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL GOCIETY,.."Translation,,Publication and Distribution

Of VolUme IV, 1963 Issues of tbe Ruesian,,Jonmol, SoViet Mathematics--
.Dolaady," 0-194, 1 Yr., 8/27/63

64,057 AMERICAN NATHEMATICAL'SOCIETY, "Program for Selected Trans1ations of Mat/ca-
rnation]: Research Articles frOm Running-and-Other Languages," GN-232,
1 yr., 2/3/64. .

$ 40,684 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "PrMduction of aninglien Edition, Vol. V,
1964,, Soviet Mathematic's Bobladi;",GN-269,::18:mos. 4/16/64

22,575 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY,,"Production of English-Editionn, Vols. XII
and III1963)','Woilsn'of the Moscow Mathamatical eociety,"
GN-279, 18,mos., 6/14/64

6,787 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "Program for: Selected Tranalations of
,Mnthematical.Resenrch Articles from Rannian;and Ptber Lnnguages," -
GN-232;1,-6/22/64' ,

29,700, AtIzEqp.AN SOCIETY OF MECHANXCAL ENGINEEAS,*"Tranalation and Publication of
Vol 27;.'1963"Jonrnel of Appliiid Mathematics and Mechanics,"

8/27/63'
3,549 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF.MECHANICAL ENGINEERS',,:"POblication Of English Edition,

Nel,'17,-RnAnian'Serial,Yricitinviend Wnar in MachinerY,",GN-287,
14 moo., .5/19/4 . .

32,660 ARDPIC'INSTITUTE CP NORTH AMERICA; "TranslatiOn and PhblientiOn'of
' 'AnthropolOgY Of.tbe North: Transiationn:frompmnsian SoUrces, No. 5p"

GN-212, 1 yr,, 10/15/63
6,600 'COMMERCE DEPT./Weather-BOrean '"Editoriai and Abstracting,Services, AGU's

Projent for-Produatiari in English, SoViet Rydrology: ,Selected Papers,

.
,Russian Literature for1964," GN-276, 18 mos., 4/20/64

r" 6;000 -CONSULTANTS BUREAU ENTERPRISES, INC. "Translation, Editing, Composition,
ulPrinting, and Circation of the duendar Year 1963 Issues of the

Russian Scientific Journals: WA:Nig (Biological Sciences Section,
Biochemistry Section, and Botanical Sciences Section).; Microbiology; and
Soviet Plant Physiology," C-327.1,_6/e6/64.

26,000 ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF-AMERICA, "Translation,,PUbliontiOnand Distribution
GN-242,

18 mos. 1/e2/64 _
. .

29,445 GEOGNEMIGIL'SOGIETY, "Tianbiation,-Tublication and Dintribution of the 1963
,---IssuesAcf,thejlOssiaUjoarnal of 'CophemintrYP" GN-188,'1 yr., 8/14/63
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42,000 aEoclexicAL SOCIETY, "Production of an English Edition (1964) of a Journal:
Geochemistry International," GN-295, 12 mos. 6/30/64

117,530 INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC. "Translation,
Publication and Distribution of the 1963 Issues of Th;..ee Russian
Journals: Radio Engineering and Electronic Physics; Radio Engineering;
and Telecommunications " au-203, 1 yr. 9/4/63

25,555 INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL IND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC., "Translation,
Publication and Distribution of the 1963 Issues of a Russian Journal of
Power and Automatic Control," GN-204, 1 yr. 9/6/63

31,218 INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC., "Publication and
Distribution of an English Edition 1964 Issues, Russian Journal:

GN-289,-i4 MOS., 5/19/64
101,773 INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC. "Translation and

Production (1964 Issues) of Three Russian Journals unler Two English
Titles: Radio Engineering and Electronic Physics; and Telecommunications
and Radio Engineering," GN-290, 12 mns., 6/26/64

$ 97,025 INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA, "Production of English Editions, 1964
Issues, Four Russian Journals: Automation and Remote Control; Measure-
ment Techniques; Instruments and Experimental Techniques; and
Industrial Laboratory," GN-288. 18 mos. 5/20/64

13,720 INT HEERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF T SCIENCE OF METALS, INC., "Translation,
Publication, and Distribution of the 1963 Issues of Four Russian
Journals:- Physics of Metals and MataIlograPhy; Metallurgist;
Refractories; and Metal Science and Heat Treatment of Metals,"
GN-224, 1 yr. 11/20/63

22,000 INTERNATIONAL JOURNALOF THE SCIENCE OF METALS, INC., "Production of
English.Editions .(1964);of Three Russian Journals: Metallurgist;
Metal Science and Reat Treatment of Metals; and Refractories,"
GN-315, 12 mos., 6/26/64

46,300 OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, "Translation, Publication and Distribution
of the 1963 Issues, Russian Journal of Optics and Spectroscong,"
GM-189, 1 yr, 8/19/63

44,703 OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, "Production of the 1964 ISEMOS of Russian
-,Journal ofAReitice and Specttoscorry,"'GN-262,: 18 mos.,-3/19/64

8,776 OPTICAL SOCIETY OF-AMERICA, "Translation and editing of the 1962 Issues
of the Russian Journal Optics and Spentroscopy," G-20913.1, 6/30/64

19,965 SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED. MATHEMATICS, "Translation, Publication
and Distribution of,Volume 8 (1963) of the RUssian Journal, Theory of
ProbabilitYand Its AppliCatione," GN-206,I14 mos., 10/3/63

8,682 SOCIETY FOR:INDUSTRIAL AND'APPLIEDMMTHEMATICS, "Translation and Publica-
tion ofrSelected Articles on Control TheorY in'the Journal of the_SocietY
for Industrialand'Applied Mathematical. Series Ji..Control,"
GN-271, 24 mns. 4/16/64

15,573 SOCIETY FOR INDUSIRIAL AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS, "Production of an Eng1ish
Edition, .1701. 9 (1964) Russian Journal, Theory of Probability and Its
Applications GN-278, 18 mos., 5/1/64

41,925 SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA, "Production of an English Edition 1964
Issues Rusalian Journal, Soviet Soil Science," GN-270, 15 mos., 4,20/64

Domestic/Oriantal:
21,927 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "Translation, Publication and Distribution

of the 1963 Issues of the Journal, Chinese MathematicsActa,"
GN-195, 1 yr. 8/27/63

22,701 mum= MATHEMITICAL SOCIETY, "Production of an English Edition, 1964 Issues,
Chinese Journal of Mathematics--Acta," GN-273, 18 MOS., 4/16/64

100,600 INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC., "Production of
English Editione, 1964 Issues, Two Japanese Journals: Electronics and
Communications in Japan; and Electrical Engineering in Japan,"
GN-282, 18 mos., 5/25/64

Special Foreign Currency Translation Program

$ 550,600
325,000
125,000

ISRAEL
POLAND
YUGOSLAVIA

C-244.49
C-25O.5,
C-251.5,

3,/2')/64 and C-244.5,
3/,2 6,4
2/17/64

2/17/64 (0 $275,000 ea.

93?
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[FEDMAL SCIENCE INFORMATION

Science Informa ion Ekchange

$240,000 8TI01IN IITSTITUTIOR, "Partial- S4.ppart for the Annual Oparating
J4p3neo s' of the Science Informtion Rxt1iange,61 1 yr.; GIT-231
4 na tnhaents previded the tatal SfE 'budget of-01,500,0S0 tyhich-

fLIXICICa On a nailti-agonoy heel (RSV, :;;!240,000; $100,000;
jx--.3, $375,000; FAA, ;$25,00,0-11331i, $300,000; NASA, $395,0001 ardVA, $65,000)
t2p0,000,, an-201,. 8/30/63
275,000, ON-201.1, 11,/e/63

5,000, GR,-.201.3, 2/14/64
r,000, GS -201.2, 12/31/63

-6.00,000, O1i-201.4, 4/17/64

National Referrkl Center

$350,000 fl3kRY 01' lIES . ,,S4,i3p-brtt. of th Rational Referral Cont.= for
Seicnoe and TechnO1ou,,1 an-a8, 1 30/32/63
(hOts fiscal year: 10/4/63 .%!9/30/64)

397,900 LIBRARY-0F CORGRESS; oSubport of tho' Hationaliteferro/ Center 2or
Soieuco end Technology," 081-324, ?- Yr. (10/2/64-9/30/65),

National InforniatiOa - Centers'
....... _

$200,000 comfmtas D1.372,;ALATION211;:B1REAU OF ST/MARIS, rTartiel Support Suring
FT, 1964,of. a !IllatiOnal Standard' Rofereci Data System, (riSMS);"
0x-p-xt,:1;ser. -10/3/63

30,560 coma:1u bwr./OFFIcsOF'TESSIIIOAL SIIR7IOES, UNorrorda- Indox to
11 S Oovornuent Teebnical Repart5ii!,024466.2, 3--mos.,'12/22/63

258,000 "trannforrad to STSRART OF '00IIIRF.SS for support of Russian Acces-,, sione (111R/r!"-:antay. Index of Itusaian Accessions) bY pSF/JIllilson
105,900 1114/480;' nSappart of Ortico .of ,031O/Task" 21,Asid. 2,, , ,1 yr.:, -6/25/6C ; - -
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DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN SCIENCE INFORMATION

Domestic, Science Information

$ 17,000 AMERICAN DOCUMENTATION INSTITUTE, "The Continued GrOwth and Expansion
in ActiVities of the Americar Documentation Institute," GB-220,
12 mos., 12/2/63

40,205 AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION; "To Suppoxt a Project, the AMERICAN
REFERENCE CENTER," 0B-197, 3 yrs., 8/27/63

6,000 BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS, INC., "UNESCO Working Party on Scientific '

Publications, SepteMber 16-21, 1963 ami ICSU Abstracting Board,
September 23-25, 1963," 0N-196, 3 mos. 8/27/63 Partial

.15,000 FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR EXPLRIMENTAL BIOLOGY, "Continued/
Support by NSF of the Office of Biological Randbooks," GN-255,
3/9/64

.37,023 MIDWAST INTER-LIPRARY CENTER, "Continued Partial Support of Operation.
of the Scientific Journals Center 6 GN-236, 12 mos. 12/23/63

36,400 NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SCIENCE ABSTRACTING AND Immdiu SERVICES, "Partial
Support of the Secretariat of MAIN," GN-314, 12 mos., 6/29/64

16,940 NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY, "Support Of the American Standard's Association,
Sectional Committee Z39," GN-228:, 1 yr., 11/15/63

.13,750 inavranw oT NoTAE DAME,- "Participation Of Ten EuroPean Biological
EditOrs in the May, 1964, CBE Meeting," ON-184, 1-,yr., 8/19/63

1,500 UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, "Pnrticiiation of-BiologiCal Editors in the
, A.SaY:1964 GBE Meeting," Amd. fi to GN-184.I, 2/24/64,

13,838 SPECIAL DIDRARIIt'ASSOCIATIONi-,-"SuPport of:a prejedt, SPecinl Loan
Collection of Classification Schemes and Subject Heading Lists,"
GN-182, 12 mos., 8/2/63

50,113 SPEWAL LIRRARIEs ASSOCIATION, " Continued Collateral Support of the
Operation of the Translation Center," GS-213, 1 yr., 10/21/63

.500. .WITIIRORG AND WILLIAMS, INC., "Design of an Exhibit on Scientific and
Technical ReSourcea," P.O. 64-941, (Program Contract), 6/30/64

rgreimn Science Information

$ 55,000 AMERICANASSOCIATION.FOR TM ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCES, "Partial Support
of a amposium on Ja anese Science., to be held in Cleveland, Ohio,
'recember 26-27, 19 3, GN-3-79-67-1 yr., 8/27/63

58,880 AMERICAN INSTITUTE.OF PHYSICS, "Operation of the Information Center on
-International Physics Activities," GN-285, 2 yrs., 5/8/64

37,314 AMERICAN MAIMEMATICAL SOCIETY;-"To Provide Russian and Related
MatheMatical Literature for Abstracting and Research Libraries,"
GN-209, llYmos.,: 10/3/63

8,844 ARTIC INSTITUTE OF NORTH AmiICA, "survey of European Institutions
Adtive in Artie Research," ON-256, 24 mos., 3/9/64

47,000 ARTHUR D. mariaa, INC., "PreParation of a Directory of Research InstitUtes
of Eastern Europe.in the Biological and Physical Sciences," C-343,
1 yr., 11/1/63

15,788 BERNICEP. BISHOP kostuk, "Continued Support'of the Operation of the
Pacific Science Information Center," GS-215, 1 yr., 10/14/63

75,500 U. S. DEPT. Op maaRcE/U.s. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, "Preparation and-
Publication of A BibliograPhfc Survey of Social Science Literature
PUblished in Communiat Bloc and Other Difficult Langneges," GB-192,
1 yr. 8/27/63

47,000 U. S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE/U. S. BUREAU OF THE 0ENs0S, "Preparation ana
-Publication of A Bibliographic Survey on Soetal Science Literature
Published in Communist Bloc and Other-Difficult Languages," GS-274,
173,77-4728/64.

5,000 U. S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE/PATENT OFFICE, "Foreign Reaearch Associates
'Program " And. fl to GN-4.1, 2 mos.; 10/17/63

11,500 U. S. DETT. OPCOMMERCE/FATTNT OFFICE, "Foreign Research Associates
Program" Ama.'-f2:to.G11-4.2, 3-nos.', 11/6/63

56,655 U. S. DETT. OF COMMERCE/PATENT OFFICE, ."F.oreign Research Associates_ -
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-P-Yogran t3 to GN -47.3, 9 mos., 2/14/6c--
16,834 DOCUMENTATION, INC., "Obtaining, Evaluating and Abstracting the Serial

Literature of Librarianship, DocUmentation and Information Technology
Published in East European Countries," C-347, 18 mos. 11/5/63

10,350 INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS/ABSTRACTING BOARD, "Continued
Tartial Support of ICGU Abstracting Board," GN-326, 1 yr., 6/25/64

13,373 LaBRARY OF CONGRESS, "Partial Support for the Publication of Part I,
World Litt of Future International Meetings," GN-205, 1-yr., 9/19/63

9,956 VASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, "Acquisition and Compilation of
A Current Union List of Commiunist Chinese Serials," Amid. #1 to GN-98.1,
12 mos. 2727/64

12 242 MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, "Acquisition and Compilation of
A Current Union last of Communist Chinese Serials," Amd. #2 to GV-98.2,
6 mos., 6/29/64._

416-'2,900 MASSACHUSEUTS aNsTITK OF TECHNOLOGY, "Study into-the Dissemidation
of.Seientific and ecbnical Information in the U.S.S.R.," Amd: #1
to ON-124.1 6/1(/64'

85,670 NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, "Continued
SapPort of the Office of Documentation," C-310, Task Order #41.2,
2/6/64

3,389 NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SCIENCE ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING SERVICES,
"Acquisition of Mainland Chinese Journala," GN-277, 12 mos.,
4/24/64

11,362 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, '"Preparation of A Guide to Soviet Sciences "
Amd. #2 to G-17474.2, 12 mos. 3/13/64

12,650 UNION OF INTERNA_TIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, tcmpilation and Publication
of, 1) A Monthly Current List, and 2) An Apnua3. Bibliography of
International Conference Proceedingt;" GN-246, 12 mom., 2 /64

`
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DATA COLLECTION AND PUBLICATIONS

120 =KM OF1161CIAL SCIENCE RISBARCH, INC. "Contract for Scientific
ISoeielsj,&tilvey," Amd. #1 to C-324.1, 3/16/64

23;3'50. U. S. DEPT. OF COMERCE/OFFICE.OF.TECHNICAL SERVICES, '"Dcieumntation
Research Reports Center " GN-230, 1-yr., 11/15163

45,360 DATATROL CORPORATION, "StUdy of Common Vocabulary..Approaches for
Government Scientific end Technical InforMation Systems,"
C-342, 3 Mns. :-9/13/63

5,336 nATATROL.CORPORATION, "Consultation with COSATI Agencies in Connection
with Staff Study of CoMmon Vocabulary Approaches for Government
Scientific and Technical Information Systems," C-369, 3 mos., 6/3o/64

14,5oo DATATROL CORPORATION, "Compilatibn of a Structured Composite Listing
of the Indexing Vocabularies Currently Uned by the Technical Infor-
mation Systems of ASTIA, AEC, and NASA," And. ill to C-295.1, 2.mos.,
5/5/64

3,089 BRENER AND COMPANY, "Fox...Services to be Performed in.ASsisting in the
"Preparation of Current Research and Develoyment in Scientific
Documentation, No. 13p- P.O. #64-150, 8/6/63

28,770 BERNER AND COMPANY,"Survey and Study-of-Nonconventiotal Technical
Information.SYshems," C-362, 9 mos.; 6/17/64

5,350 MAZIA ENGINEERING, "Preparation for Publication of Current Research
and Development in Scientific Documentotion,.No. 13," C-352, 5 nos.,
2/27/6k

.

- 12,861 SCRIM& TleccNICA, INC., "A Series of Bulletins Descxibing the ScientiLlr
Information Activities of Federai'Agennies," And. #3 to C-163.3;6 mos.,
MVO_

0,700 bCRIPZA TECHNICA, ., A Series of BUlletins Describing the
8ci.gitific Infqrtion Antivitiea ofIWkiral-Aoisains..!. .

imud:. #5 to C-163.5, 6.mos..,.6/22/64 ..
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PROGRAM/ACTIVITY SIOIMARY

SCIENCE INPORMATIONACTIVITIES
FISCAL YEAR 1965

REMARCH ALT STUDIES

-,- swam Patterns

$.,-.30,600 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITX, "Synthesie of Research on the Plow and Use of
Scientific and Technical Information," 0N-392.14 mos. 3/19/65

95,300 MASS. INST. OF TECH., "The Role of Information in firellel REID
Projects," GE-353, 24 mos. 10/26/64, ,

34,800 UNIV. OF PA., "A Behavioral Theory of Communication," 07-389,
! 12 mo5 3/9/65

57,160 STANFORD REIV., "Science Informatio Exchange Ang Communication
/ Researchers," GN-434,' 24- mos., 6/14

mo
/65

Igaormation Somrces and Services

460,5d0 .AmiwaDANLOCTAMTATION INSTITUTE, "SW:Port of,AmAznual Review of
Information Science " GN-352, 24 mos:4:418/65

9,14 AMERICAMISTEDROLOGICID SOCIETY, "qUalitative-quantitative Evaluation
ofFOreiwGeophysical Journals by-the Citation Frequency Method,"
07-3904,6-rue., 3/10/65

62,200 UNIV. OF-CALIF. (Los Angeles), "Reaearch on the Measurement of File
Operating.ETfentivenese," 07-422; 24 mos., 0/1165

66,000.- GENERAL-FLEVERTC-COMPANy, :"Designof:a Program for Gethering Data on
the UtilityTuf Indexee," C-412, 9,Moe., 6/14/65

31,880 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMpANy; "An-Investigstion.of Basic Processee Involved
-ditbeldiussml-IndeXincof:Scieniific-DocuMaMte,"-0-422, 12 mos.,
6/30/65':'

800 INST=MmIPOILADVANCEMENFOPMETTCADCOMONICATION,."Heyienehing and
Verification of Abstracts of 285 Iocuments," ON-442, 3 mos., 6/28/65

113,050. MASS.-INST.-OF TECH., "Development of a Test Emvironment.for Information
'Systeme " GN-292.1i 6/4/65'

23,600 UNIV. or ROCHESTER; AnSValuation of BehaVior-Related Studies in the
Aree'orScientifir:InfOrration Disseminatioi," 07-398, 14 mos.,
.5/3/65 L :

,

59,323 ROWLAND AND COMPANY, "A-StUrly Of the-Organization of Tedhnical and
'Professional Information on DocUmentation," 0-421,,12 mos., 6/30/65

447 sansmcommuNICATIo4, INC., "user SUrveyof'Genetics Citation Index,"
C-330.2;2129/65 - -

49,900 -SYSTEWDEVEDOPMENT CORPORATION, "A Method for Analyzing Document
Representation Techniques " 07-408,-12,U8-, 5/12/65

137,016 SYSTEM DEV ENELOPMFDORPORATION, "A Laboratory ApProldhAIPtii. dOzigastion
A3tpdy-ofjtelevens A Aessments inlRelation to Tocument SearChing,"

341-11300'.' 0
9k,588 Aunts* rtaa2Mri1Nonmsney, "A Field Experipente.L.Apprmach to tbe

-.41nalrOf.ReleVince Aseismnentw in Relatioa.to-Docurient Searching,"
1 0423,-2 Yre.," 6/29/65

Orranization and Searchtng

$2,013 AMERICAN xternurE OP PHYSICS, "Editing Proceedings of the International
Conference.on Classification Research," 07-395, 3 ma., 5/5/65

89,700 IMIVERSIFY OF CHICAGO, "A Study of Indexing Depth and Retrieval
Frectiveness " ON-380, 15 mos., 2/2/65

77,700 HARVARD =am:Girt, "Research on and EValuation of Some Models for
Automatic DocuMent Retrieval Systems," 07-360, 12 mos., 12/22/64

30,383 HUMAN SCIENCES RESEARCH, INC., "A Critical Review of the Experimental
Lesign.Aspects of Testing and EValuatineInformation Retriemal
Systems anitTeehniqUes 7 0-418, 6,mos. 6/50/65

87,100 RUTGERS, THE STATE'UNIVERSITY,,TAblesseR Thesaurus ea an Ald to Indexing,
unesifying, end Searching," (01,445, 2 yrs., 6/30/65

28;000 WESTERN-RESERVE =mom, "Antomatic Processing of Metallurgical
Abstracts for the Purpose of Information Retrieval," 07.303.1, 6 mos.,
2/15/65
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS

In:creation Retrieval

$ 150,500 AMMBICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, "Researchand Development leading to
Ccmputer-Based Chemical Information System," ON-382.l,

4/2/65
349,500 AMMICAR CHEMICAL socIETr, "Pbcperimental Development of a

Mechanised Registry System for:Chemical Com:Pounds and for
Research and Development in Selected Information Handling
Problems," C-414, 2 yrs. 6/2165

215,000 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "The 'Universal Decimal Classifi-
cation as an Indexing Language or &Mechanized Reference
Retrieval Systeav" ON.-433, 2 mos. 6/23/65

251 xmrommoNzammx;Cs CORPORATION, "The Syntheeis and Analysis of
Eicientitic Information ServiceNetvorks," 0-263.3, 7/29/64

.49,200 INFORMATION DYNAMICS CORPORATION, "A Study of the_Feasibiiity of
Creating-a National Inventory of the World's Scientific and
Technical Serial Pdhlications," 0-413; 6 M.013. 5/26/65

18,000 INFORMATION DYNAMICS CORPORATION, "Development hnd Test of
Information SystemLNiodel,"'0-370.1, 3 mos., 5/26/65

listalasagalIniaLlathisza

* 294,000 -pram= OF CHICAGO, "Basic Reeeardh-on Methods of Translating
Manguages byMaChine,'! -ONji12, 24.mos.j.5/22/65

244,000 WAYNE STATE:DNIWERSITY, "Research in:Autcmetic Russian-English

.

-Scientifid and Technical Lexicography," 02N-430, 24 mos., 6/11/65
- .

Likaare Animal

184,850 mammtmw OF CHICAGO,- "Requirements Study for Arture Catalogs,"
011-482, 24 =S. 6/22/65 ,

14,400 UNIVESSITI.DFMASAACHUSETTS, "Aaalysis oi Lihrary.Zser Circulation
Requirements'," ONA35,',1'yr:', 617/65 - -

5;000 wesTylaana.4 UNIVERSITY: :."Inireatigation.of.theLPOiential IMe of
thM.ResOUrces..of,s. Large,Academic,Librark bY the Smaller Academic

..,Iiibraries:sinilthe.ldbraries of.Industriarprganizatiens Within
/ _ .

the Dlitinct Region," ON-176.1,

Mblisistasa-epassic
.

,
$ 225,800 Age/RAH:CHEMICAL SOCIETY,,"Analysis of-the Rplefef:the:Dmnputer.

in ScientifiCTUblieatien-":DN-424, 24 Mos:, 6/30/65
3, .71troRpnws;Iripi "Machine:AeCording'of TextUal-Information Airing

,

the PublioiltiOn Or Scientific'iburnais,w-C305.2,-14 mo., 5/5/65
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PUBLICATIONS SUPPORT

Ahstract±nr end Badex5me

$ 120,400 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITME, "Preparation and Publication of
nGeoScience Abstracts" During Calendar Tears 1965-1966,"
GA-419, 24 mos. 6/22/65

116,6a6 AMERICAN MMEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY, "Emergency Support for
Meteorological and Geoastrophymical Abstracts," GN-316.1,
Z/19/65

187,500 AMERICAN marBoRoLoGICAt. SOCIETY, "Preparation Publication and
Itimtribution of the 1965 Volume of Meteorol;gical and
Oeoastrophysicel Abstracts (4GA), and A Cumulative Annual Index
Relating Thereto," C-417, 12 mos-, 6/9/65

68,500 AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, "Preparation and Publication
or Psychological Abstracts For Calendar Year 1965," GN-418,
12 mos., 6/4/65

750 AMERICAN SHORE AND BEACH PRESERVATION ASSN., "Preparation and
Publication of a 30-Year Cumulative Index to SHORE AND BEACR,"
CH-394, 12 mos.- 4/23/65

155,600 AMERICAN socIanim METALS, "Expansion and UPgrading of REVIEW
OF METAL LITERAT'URE (RML)," GN-354, 40 mos., 10/29/64

23,800 ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY, "Publication of Computing
Reviews " GN-440, 12 mos. 6/30/65

10,420 ASSOCIATION FOR.SYMBOLIC LO6IC, "Preparation and EMilication of
the Journal of Symbolic Logic," GN-429, 1 yr. 6/30/65 :

..112,800 BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS,' "Publication of Biological Titlea," GN-415,
12mos. ..5/22/65

184,000 EAKODMEKRliG INDEX, "CompUterimed Abstracting end Indexing Pilot
Program in Plastics and Electrical and Electronics Engineering,"
O11-383, 14 mos., 2/12/65

120,000 ENGINEERING INDEX, "Preparation and Publication of Enigineering Index
daring Calendar Year 1965," GA-409, 12 mos., 5/19/65

88,200 AMMMICAN MISEUM OF.NATURAL 'HISTORY,. "Preparation and Publication of
CataloKue of Smailer Index ForaminiZera," GN-417, 36 mos. 5/22/65

72,600 UNEVERS32TY OF.CALIFORNIA,, "Preparation of Volume.VIII, Bibliography
of-FoesilNertebrates," GN-405, 60 mos., 4/1105

610 .YALEAMIVERSITE;,"Preparation and Publication of a 6-Year Cumulative
Index.to'Radlocarbon " GU-396, 12 mos:, 4/28/65'

publicatione (Other than Aga)

Reaearch.Journale: ,

$ 29,337 INSTITUTE OF.ELEOTRICAL AND:ELECTRONICS ENGINEPE: (IEEEY., "Publication
.end7D1atribution.of an,English Edition,.1965 Issues, Russian Journal,
tngineering dVbernetide-,7 GE-371, 18 mos., 12/24/64

,y

Monographe:
1,750 AMERICAN MUSETM OF NATURAL HISTORY, "Publication of a Monograph,

Beltatheri4ia. a New Order of Mammals," GN-423, 12 mon. 5/26/65
1,000 BERNICE P. EISHOP MUSEUM, "Publication of Bibliographic Introduction to

New'Oeinea Entomology," ON-344, 12 mos., 10/12/64
8,350 CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECIMLOGY, "Preparation of Charte and Plates,

'Catelomuo of Galaxkes and Clusters of Galaxien,-Volumes III and V,"
ON-436, 24 mos. 6/8/65

19,50o HUMAN RELATIONS AREA FILES, INC., "Publication of LavtArja_almwrz,"
GN-416, 6 wee., 6/4/65

1,725 INDIANA UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, "Preparation and Publication of Current
Trends' 16 Far Eastern Linguistice," GN-132.1, 3/31165

9,300 LEHIGH. UNIVERSITy; "Appraisal of Contemporary Ruasian and East European
Information'in.Psychology and Relatel Areas " GN -351, 12 mon., 10/20/64

25,000 NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES/NATIONAL RESEARCA OGUNCIL, "Publication of
ThILRUkternarY .2: the United States," 0-310/Task #93, 1 yr., 3/29/65

13,600 NIAWMAIVVOTANICAL-GARDEN,..Tublication of Three Iasuse of Memoirs of
tMellms-York Hotaniaal Garden," CN-348,' 24 moe.i 10/28/64

. _
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3,425 NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDEN, "Publication of Manual of the Leafy Hepaticas
of Latin America. Part II," GN -402, 12 mos., 5/3/65

11,200 NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDEN, "Publication of Two Issues of remoirs of the
New York Botanical Garden," GN-413, 12 mos., 6/9/65

1,725 UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH, "Publication of Al-Kindi. An Annotated
Bibliography," GE-359, 12 mos., 12/22/64

8,000 RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF MAN, "A Bibliographic Guide for
Social Science Research in the Non-Hispanic Territories of the
Caribbean," GN-401, 6 mos., 5/3/65

10,350 THE UNIVERSITY OF ZEXAS, "Partial Publication Support of the Book entitled
:The Baboon as an Experimental Animal," GN-349, 12 mos., 10/28/64

31,000 THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, "Publication of Volumes I and II of The Handbook
of Middle American Indians," GN -355, 12 mos., 12/8/64

2,125 YALE UNIVERSITY, "Publication of Fossil Mammalia of the Huerfano Formation.
Eocene. of Colorado," GN-356, 12 1904., 12/3/64

Conference Proceedings:
1,350 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF NATURALISTS, "Publtcation of the Symposium Proceedings,

Cytoplasmic Units of Inheritance," GE-437, 6 mos., 6/22/65

Other Special Projects:
50,000 AMERICAN SOCibtx FOR METALS, "Cooperative Support of the Information

Searching Service of the ASM," GE-427, 12 mos. 6/23/65

1,500 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, "Dissemination of the English

Version of the Japanese Journal of Plant and Cell Physiology in the

United States," GN-51.1, 12 mos., 6/22/65

- Translations

Domestic/Slavic:
$ 23,900 AMERICAN GEOMAPHICAL SOCIETY, "Production and Distribution of a Selected

Translation Journal, Soviet Geography.; Review and Translation,
Vol. VI (1965)," GN-363, 18 mos. 12/24/64

136,070 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTm, "Preduction and Distribution of a Selected
Translation Journal: International GeoloEcrYteview, Vol. VII, 1965,"

GN-364, 18 mos. 12/24/64
O38,915 AMERICAN GELOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Production and'Distribution of an English

Edition of Dokladv of the Academy of Sciences USSR. Earth Science

Bections 1965 Issues (Mos. 160 -165)," GN-369, 18 mos., 12/24/64
48,300 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE," "Production and Distribution of a Selective

Translation Journal: Geochemistry International, Vol. II (1965) ,"

GN-406, 12 mom; 5/17/65
18,990 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Production and Distribution of Soviet,

Hydrolowv: Sele'c'eed Papers, Vol. 1965," GN-366, 18 mos., 12/24/64

57,020 AMERICAN.GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Production-and Distribution of English Editions
of-thd 1965 Issues of TWo Russian Journals: Izvestiva of the Academy of

Sciences USSR: Atmospheric and Oceanic 'Physics Series, and rarth
Physics Series," GN -373, 18 mos., 2/5/65

17,965 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Production and Distribution of a Selected
Translation Journal: Soviet Oceahography, 1965," GN-374", 18 mos., 2/2/65

25,000 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Production and Distribution of an English

Edition of the 1965 Issues of BassianIournal: Geodesy and AerophotograPhY"

GE-375, 18 mos., 2/2/65 ,

36,900 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Production and Distribution of an English

Edition of the Russian Journal: Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, 1965 Issues,"

GN-378, 18 mos., 2/2/65
35,360 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Production and Distribution of an English

Edition of the 1965 Issues of Russian Bimonthly Journal Oceanolorm,"

GN-420, 18 mos., 6/8/65
53,245 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, "Production and Distribution of a

Selected Translatibn Journal: terinw,Lemical Es_eEationalCinnrin,

Vol. V (1965)," GE-372, 18 mos., 12 64
1,150 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Scientific Editing of an English Translation

of D. Ya. Martynov's Book A Course in Practical Astrophysics,"

GN -397, 12 Mos., 4/28/65
49,860 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "Production and Distribution of an English

Edition of Boviet Mathematics - Doklady, Vol. VI (1965),'
GE-387, 18 mos., 3/11/65

19,100 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "Production of an English Edition of

Transactions of the Moscow Mathematical Society, Vol. XIV (1965),"

GN-407, 18 mos., 5/12/65
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79,968 AMERICAN MAYHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "PrOgraM for Selected Trenalations of
Mathematical Research Articles from Ruesian and other Foreign Languages
(1965)," GN-410, 18 mos., 5/17/65

$ 43,815 ARCTIC INSTITuT OF NORTH PNERICA, "Production of Anthrovolowy of the
Nor-bht Translations from RUAsiftel Sourcee, Vole. 6-9," GN-362, 18 mos.,
12/24/64

3,448 COMMERCE DEPT./Joint Publications Research Service, "Translation and
Publication of the Russian-Book: A Course in Practical Astrophysica,"
P.O. 65 -243, 12 mos.,-9/17/64

6,500 COMERCE DEPT./Weather Bureau "Editorial and Abstracting Services for the
American Geophynical Union Project for Production and Diatribution of
Losjela132;1=12, Vnl. 1965," GN-365, 18 mos., 12/21164

22,400 ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF &MICA, "Production and Distribution of an Englieh
Edition of Entomoloalcal Review, 1965 Issues " GN -367, 18 mos. 12/24/64

95,555 INSTITUTE OF ELECTRIC/I AND ELECTRONICS ENGINELS, "Produotion and Distribu,
tion of English Editions of the 1965 Issues of Three Russian Journals,
under Two English Titles: Radio Ensinertrga-and Electronic Phveice, and
Telecommunications," GN -379, 18 mos., 2/2/65

100,460 INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA, "Produotion and Distribution of Englieh
Editione of the 1965 Issues of Four Buseien Journals: Automation ma
Remote Contro3.; IngIramstptensUg202.2042ntAlicallnimmu Measuzement
Technioues; and Industrial JAboratorv, GN-370, 18 mos., 2/11/65

3,840 NATIONAL ACADEMY ar SCIENCES/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, "Tranelation and
Publication of Soviet Studien in Tufflavan and Ianimbrites," C-310/Taak 101,
12 nos. 6/29/65

46,159 OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA; "Production of English Editions of Russian
Journal, Optioe and Spectroscopy, 1965 Issues," ON-361, 18 mon., 12/24/64

18,780 SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS, "Flyduction and Distribu-
tion of an English Edition of Russian Journal: Theory of frobabilitv
and Its-Applications, Vol. 10, 1965," GN -376, 18 mos. 12/24/64

.51,980 SOIL SCIENCESOCIETY.-OF AMERICA,."Produotion end Distritution of an English
Edition of Soviet Soil Science; 1965 Iseues,":0N-377, 2/11/65, 18 mos.

6,460 SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY"OF AMERICA,'IrProduotion of an Englieh Edition, 1964
Issues of the Russian Journal, Soviet Soil Science," GM .270.1, 6/22/65

Domestic/Oriental:
36,600 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Translation of the 1965 Issuee of (Chinese)

Journal, Acta PhYsiCa SiniOa," ONT393, 15 mon., 4/6/65
39,6Ee -AMERICAN_MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, -"Produotion and Distribution of an English

Edition Of Chinese MatheMatkoe - Aota, Two 1964 Issues and Six 1965
Issues," GN-388, 18 mos., 3/11/65 .

7,040 COMMERCE DEP3 4Joint'Publication8 Research Seridoe, "Tranelation of Aata
qeolo2ica Sinica Vol. 44, Nos. 1 -4,-1964," GN-399;,12 ace.,.5/6/65

96,950 INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINFERS,'"Produotion and Diatribu
tion of English Editions of the 1965-Issues of TWO Japanese Journale:

.Dleotronice and Communioat one tn JaPan and rliotrical Enaineerinm
::gmha,n ON-381, 18 mon. 2/2/65

SPeoial Foreian Cuiienos Translation Proaram

4675.000! ISRAEL' ' C-244.7, 12/24/64
100,000 POLAND'.'-' c=25003, 10/26/64
225,000 smospvgIa. c -25103, 11/4/64

. .

1-Q?L.
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FEDERAL SCIENCE, MON4ATION

1121$222.12:2ENE112111ralmat

.4,12,000)000 SNETEBONIAN INSTITUTION, "Continued Support for Annual Opersting
Expenses of the Science Information Exchange for:171965,"
ON-336, 1 Yr. 9/9/64 ,

1,500,000 Eimmosonum ENSTITUTION, 1-Continued Support for Annual Operating
Reponse. car the Science Information Ehchange," ON-336.2,.6/30/65

listisuallatissii_gaigaz

* 477,000 LIBRARY OF C0INGRESS,_"National Referral Center for Science and
Technology.;" ON-444, 1 yr., 6/50/65

lislisaallaranatimaligena

$ 166,521. Transferred to LIBRARY OF CONGRESS for supPort of Russian Accessions
(CERA-Monthly Index of Russian Accessione) by NSF

10,000 DEPARTMENT OF.IEFENSE,. "to aid in promising studies required by the
CCGATI Task Group on National Systems " NOR65-30, 4/9/65.

117,300 BATTEUZIGNAORIAL INSTSTUTE,, "Science InfOrmetion-EXchange Require-
. mentsiBtudy," 0-431, 7i co.., 6/14/65 .
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DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN SCIENCE INFORMATION
ampstic Science Information'
4 1,500 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Resume of Earth Sciences Publi-

cations Activities " ON-425, 6 mos., 5/28/65
69;400 ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES, "Terminal partial support of

the Secretariat of the Association of Research Dlbraries,"'
GN-368, 36 mos. 12/24/64

1,840 BIOLOGICAL ABSTRALTS, ."Resume of Biological Sciences PUblications
Activities " GN-428, 6 mos. 5/28/65

19,368 THE CE LNTER FOR RESEARCH /BRARIES, "Partial Support of the
Operation of the Scientific Journal Center," GN-236.1, 6 mos.,
3/1/65

48,930 /EPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, "Partial Support of-the Operation
of the Translations Center," GN-347, 12 moa., 11/6/64

11,720 SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, "Improvement of.the SLA Special
ClaesifIcations Center " GN-386, 1 yr. 2/15/65

5;725 SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, "SyMposium on 'The FOUndatione qf Access to
Knowledget," GN-400, 12 mos., 5/3/65 --,--------

roreiwn Sciehce Information

4- 5,334 AKEBICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS,."Conference on Physics Abirtracting,"
GN-343,.6 mos.; 10/5/64

17,540 BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM, "Continued support of the operation of
the Pacific Scientific Information Center," GN-357, 12 mos.,
11/27/64

26,830 CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF INIMTNATIONAL STUDIES, "Preparation of a
report on 'Science Information in Middle and South America,"
GN-438, 18 mos. ,/22/65

1,400 COMMERCE NERARTME4X CENSUS BUREAU, "Preparation and PUblication of
. a Bibliographic Survey .on the Social Science Literature in
Communist Bloe and Other Difficult Languages " GN-274.1, 10/23/64

6,225 Comm= UNIVERSITY PRESS, "Publication of a Directory of Selected
Research Institutes of Eastern Europe " GN-414, 12 mos., 6/25/65

35,000 FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SOCIETIES FORM:REM:MENTAL BIOLOGY, "Thirty-
first Meeting and Congress of the International Federation for
..Documentation, Washington, D.C.," GN -342, 1 yr., 10/28/64

0,0?0, INTKRNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS/ABSTRACTING BOARD,
"Continued'Paitial supyort of the ICSU Abstracting Board,"
GN-384, 12 mos., 2/16/65

14,400 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, "Support of the Publication of Part I,
World List of Future International Meetinge," GN-341, 1 yr.,
TR7T64----

14,940 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, "Support of the Publication of Part I,
World List of Future International Meetinv," ON-424, 12 mos.,
6/4/65

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, "Fbr printing 1,000 copies of the
misaing 56 dictionary pages (Chinese Directory) to beyrinted
as a 64-page, paper-covered, saddle-stitched booklet,"
P.O. 65-703, 5/28/65

10,90O MAFZACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECIOOLOGY, "Dissemination of Scien-
tific and Technical Information in the U.S.S.R.,' ON-124.2,
6 moe:, 6/7/65

88,50 NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, '"Office
of Documentation " C-310, Task #41.3, 1 yr., 10/5/64

, 44 NATIONAL ACADEMY OR SCIENCES/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, "Prepara-
tion and Fnblication of a New Edition of the International
=rectory of.Anthropologiets," C-310 Task Order #17.3, 4/23/65

21,9 5 NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SCIENCE ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING SERVICES,
"Distribution of scientific and technical journals from Mainland
China (Project I), and Publication of an Announcement Journal .

(Project I/)," GN -338, 24 mos,_9(23/64
-64;170 THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, 'Suiv.-Jrt of a Critical Review

of Developments in Certain Areas of Biological Sciences in
Mainland China," GN -391, 24 mos., 3/31/65

27,100 SPECIALLIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, "Exchange Visits of-American and
Russian Scientific and Technical Librarians," GN-337, 12 moo.,
8/28/64

135,461 SURVEYS AND RESEARCH CORPORATION, "Preparation of a Directory of
Communist Chinehe Research Institutes and Key Personne1,7 c-406,
2 yra.1..6/21165.
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DATA COTIN.CTION AND PUBLICATIONS

28,000 0.8. DEPARUMENT:OF COMMERCE/0MM OF TECHNICAL SERVICES, 'Sipport
of Documentation Research Reports Center," OR-350, 1 yr., 10/22/64

36,8i/0 HERNERAND COMPANY, "Preparation of the Publicatiln, Current
'Research and Delielupment in Scientific DocumentatisZTI-7

1 yr. 345/6,
10,000 SCHIPTA "A Series of Bulletins Describini the

Scientific Information Activities of Fedsr...1 Agencies,"
-0-163.7., 1 yr.,,..6/29/65

os
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PROGRAM/ACTIVITY SIDEMERI
SCIENCE INFORMATION ACTIVITIES

FISCAL YEAR 1966

RESEARCH AND STUDIES

Communication Patterns

6.73,A00 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF.PHYSICS. "Studies oi Elements of a
Phyaies InformtiOaSystam-,",GS-549, °.*/39/44

12,200i .
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY,-'"To Plan e-Study of Infor-
mation Exchange and Publication in Mathematics,"

/ GN-443, 11/1/A5
141,A00 AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, "Project on Scientific

Information Exchange in Psychology," GET547, A/30/AA
27,A00 HARVARD UNIVERSITY, "Studiee of the Flow of Technical In-

formation " GN-305.1, 8/24/A5
347,330 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, "A Behavioral Study of Scientific

Communications 11 GN-514,2/28/AA
17,000\ UNIV..OF MISSOURI AT KANSAS CITY, "Second Annual Sysgl'alum

on Communication Theory and Research," GN500 2/7/AA
31,700i NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, "Synthesis of Research on the Flow and

Use of Scientific and Technical Informatet," CR-454, 9/28/A5
94,300. \ OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FOUNDATWN. '41RAtionship of

\
the Productivity-of Sclentists and Teemelogoiate and Their
Informational EnvirOnments," GN-5422 A/21A`g

2,940 SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, "User Study Of Translated Soviet
Scientific Journals," GN-501, 1/244A

58,A00 YALE UNIVERSITY,:"StatistiCalStudiee of Networks of SOi-
entific Papers," GN-527r 5/12/AA

.

Information Sources',..'Servides

.

110,000 AMERICAN INsnvars FOR RESEARCH IN THE BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCES, r.iiPeasibility-Study of the Factor Analysis of
the Content Of Physics Journals' " GN-49A, 12/23/A5

228,475 CORNELL UNIVERSITY, "Refinementand Teets of Prototype Methods
of Automatic Document Retrieval," ON-495, 12/23/A5

2,250 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, "/Avestigation of Basic Processes
Involved in the,Manual Indexing of Scientific.Documents," .

C-;422,1,,1/27/AA
152 ,BERNEWAND COMPANY, ."Survey of Professional SCientific

journals "-G6325.3, 12/15/A5 '
40,400 LEHIGMUNAERSITY,'"DocUment Retrieval Theory, Relevence, and

:Ahe7Methodology Of EvaluatiOn," GN-451,-9/29/A5 -

Ortmation and Sessehing

$10,434 UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, ."An International,Simpoelum on
-,RelatiC44,Factore-in Classification," ON-508,

203 M1SARP2,:ParChase,4*0 copies'of ."Supplementary Report
...021.2UropeenEonconventional,Notation Systems, NO. 12-

78," P.X. A0-434, 1/18/A°
__141.000 ,LRIVERBITY,OFPENNSYLVANIA,Analyeia'.ofUhemical Notations,"

A3,500 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, .19losearcii on Antomatio and Semi-
automatic Indexing and Experimentation with a Citation
IndeX," GN1-550, A130/4A

A2,800 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, "Analysis of Document
AlapresichtatiOir:Teehniiiues,":GN"544, A/8/4A ,-11.400 WISTEREPRESERVE UNIVERSITY, ,"Automatic Processing.of Metal-
lurgical Abstracts:for the Purpose of Information
Retrieval," GNr303.2, 2/8/AA
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INFORMATION STSTEMS

Other Information Retrieval

*4,425 IMARICAN CHEMICAL mum', "Systems Roquiromento Analysis
-fer-Diseeninating Primary Literature 0 GM-543, 4/30/44

72,500 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, -"A Program of Collaboration and
-Research Orvices Among Social 2cienCe Data Archives,"
CS-1258 1$00 award-grant.numbisa, 4/36/44

4,000 : INFORMAT/OhrUINAMICS.CORFORATION, "Study'of"the-Feasibility
of Creating'a National-Inventory Of:the Nerld'S Sci. and
Tech .Serial Publications," 0-413.1, 12/4/45 ,

978 INYORMATION7DITAMICS'CORPORATION,-Reprinting'200 copies of
the Final Report,fromC-413, entitled:, "A'Serial Data
Program forScience and.Technology," P.O. 7 447.544, 3/17/44

103,544 NEW TORE UNIVLRSITY,.."Applications of the String Program to
Scientific Texts "ON-559, 4A7/64:

134,578 UNIV.-OF FENNSTIVALA, "Research on LinguiStic Transforms
.

..

tionsfor Information Retriever," GN-557,. 4/30/44
.- -,-, . . . - _ ....

_.

$48,931 / BUNKER-11.4840.-CORPORATION,,IGesputer-Alded Research in Machine

I. ,--- Translatien," C3!?.2'.1, 4/9/64 .- 7

197,500 .1:INIV. 01!..-CALIFORNIA,:"Research-en,Machine'Vrenslation and

Related liechanolinguistic'.Syetems "GN-304.1,j/18/44

75,000 JIARVARD unvmsrm "Research. en 00;Pc-FretionaL Linguistics,"

125,420
GN-554;-4/24/44 ' ;

UNIVERSITY OF'TFXAS; "Research on SinteCtio'andrs emantic

.4ralyais for Machanical'Translation,":m1-593,,.4/27/44

7,000, WRNS-STATE UNIVERSITy, "Cenference-on-CoMpitter;-Relited
Sematic:Analysis,"'GN-445, 11/8/45-. 7_

(5,000) AForaeCtraneferfor:ShOd.projeCt
,

(1,cl00) intelligencie-ageney transfer for-aboVe projeot" --

12A,500 *MR ;TATE;UNIVERSITY, "ComprehensiVe:Electronic Data
Prod:taxiing of*Two-Anssian Lexicons'," 0N..555, 4/24/64

447,500\
Cheracterietios of.-.Alterhative:Methedsifor":..Making"Serial

CENTER FOR RE8EARCH ESLIBRARI",,,"A,SiUdY -,ofCostiv endService

PuhliCatienl-fAVailabletO Ifsere0;ON532i16/8/66
118,000 .

UNIVERSTIT_OF4EICAGO,.."Developaantef an,..Integrated Computer,
Relied'i.SibliOgraphidarDate7Systen.ler-a Large University

.LibraryP,,ON4554;,.A/29/44 ' '

43,250 .
BERNER;AND/.,M4PANy, ':11A Deoigni,Etudy, of the'U.S..7Madical

. 7. . .7, 1,5;brix'r,Sy40.34:"..: '8/31/45=::
JnEwtrinsfer'417OrtheabOVe0STOjecitl-7,':T'."7
ZORNSAOPKINS'ANIVER8IM "An OparatiOna'keseerehand Systems
lhgPie"11481.78ta4k ofe-UniVeraitY;Libriry,'":0538, 4/21/4A.:'

527,441 MASSACRUSEFTS.,INSTITUfE- TECANOILGY ; Development
and EValnation of, an Unconventienel'Iihrary -Catalog,"

19,338 PURDUE RESEARCH FOUNDATION, Baltioprebrimiiii
and Operatiop of University LibraricsON-519,-:4/24

a40,302 AMERICAN MATNEAATICALSOCIEDayslopment:of COmputer Aids

" for-Tipe-ContrOI.of photecompoSingMhohines,";:GNr533,
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INFORMATION SERVICES

Abstreetinr mmt_I0aai!!..1,1

OU-S,000 MOHICAN OEPIOGIDAL INSTiTUTE,.."BOtabliehnett of'a Cooperative
-CoMputer-BaSed Information Service in'the Solid Earth Sol-.

"..-0M-5/5,4/6/66 7

AMERICA.GEGIV,ALJNSTITUTE,"Prep.'and'PUb. of:the
peigarv"of GeOlogy 'and-Related Sciebece," GN,531, 5/17/66

11,400 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Prep.'of-Geophiaical Patent
Abbtrects,e-GN-540, 4/8/44

(15,900 AMERICAN,MATNEMATICALUG=TY, 1"1"1.ap,.And Pub.-of Durvev .

Be:visas in.Mathematica r 5/1?/Ag, "
2224222 AMERICAN MEINDROICGICAL AOCIETY",- "Prep', Pub. and Dist. of

the 1946 Volnae of Heteoroloxical and GeoAstrookveidal"

0-470; 20/46 ' . -

bs c s'(MGA), and aCumulative ImImcRelating Thereto,"

92,600 AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCi
T

ATION, "Prep. and Pub, of
ruehological Abstracts foi Calendar Year 1966, GH-512,
"3/31/66

. _

AMERICAN mann FOR TESTIAP AND MATERIALS, "Prep, of a
:CODER of Periodical Titles," 011-552,..4/28/44

ASSOGIATION.FOR SYMBOLIC LOGIC, "Prep. and:Pub: of the
.Journaliof Svabolie Loale,""ONIA72,, 12/23/45

BOSTON UNIVERSITY;.:1!Prep. end-P4b7Of COMA Surveii and
Dibliaxrenb4tg,"..017545,W6/64,--

ENGINEERING INDEX; INC "CemPUteriied-Abeiracting ind IndeXing
Pilottprotraa in Plastics arid Eleatridel and Electronics
EfigineeithW'dN7383.10.1/23/65

.piqINEEitup-rilax; INC., "Pre0:,ind Pab."Of'famineerine Index,
'Cilnnder Yeeri.1964-1967,",GM.,493,'12/23/45

'ENGINEERING INDEX, INC., "CoUPUterissed 'Abstracting anil Indexing
Prbgram:.in,Plantice and Electrical-klectronica Engineering,"
G111518;;4/22/64

18,300 .:ONIVERSITTOFILLINOIS,":"Prep:',and'Pub. of Bakearch Minot,"
01-480, 12/18/65

abliographies and-Specialized-Indeias:

.313,2oo

38,200

26O;oop

..S79,400

" 05,125 ENGINEERS-JOINT.COUNCIL,"Isiproveaint end Extension of-
: Source Indexing Practicea of--SeleCted Engineering

G1*-477,'.'12/0/45.
79,000 ,ALUMAH-RELATIONS4RNkFILES,:mprep..a-dn:Pub4;of':a &wean Social

-."tplence<Biblidgranbv," 05-492.12/23/65'
'

152,000, INTERNATIONALASSOCIATION,40E PLANT.TAXONOMY,'"Prep, and Pub.
of Index NoMinuni"GeneriCOram.".0N-453,;:10/5/45..,

7,730 UNIVERSITrOP,MINNESOTA, "Prepor.,Annual'Reviewsend Current
..--Bibliogrephiee-"OW.Heat,Transfer"Jtedearch,_,Giv,:454, 10/11/45'

5,070. SMITHSONIAWIESTITLITION0fPuboflOcondSupolement'to Annotated,
.-anbjliclierliltweallraohv--of.Termites,-1941-1965,",

77,200 ..,80CIAL SOSEN.0i-RE§igicit0OUiCIL,'"Pep. end,PAh'.,of a Bibliowraphv
....on%Medern,Chiaeie Sociatvi-GN-S13,-A/12/64'.:,-,

Pailltattone and Servieee

,- ,
'

_

$2,500 ' AMMUCAN FOLKLORE SOCIETY. INC., "M. of A Special Issue of
t,he Jeurnal of Aaerican Folklore," GN-446, 8/4/45

21,000 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Prep. and Pub. of AGU Transaction,

15,320
-J2-2±7s!'-G11755'W301.:±':
,.AlluRIPAN.,-AOCIEXY.ArliATPRALISTS; "Pub:.Of Backlog'in the

Ameridan Naturaliet." 8/5/65:" -

20,000 CANADIAN MATHEMATICAL CONGRESS, "Pub, Of the Backlog of
famigdituri Journal of mathentati90 " 04-452, 9/20/45

7,765 UNIVERSITY OF NIoN1N6N, "Pub, of the 5jlIetin or Thermod,inamics
pnd Thermocheaistrv," 011-521, 4/27 AA

.

. -
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8,450 OHIO ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, "Pub. of Backlog in leITQ3.3_oorn_41. -

pf Science,"'GN-401, 12/14/45 . -

30,000 POPULATION ASSOCIATION OP AMERICA, "Prep. and Pub, of the
Journal, Dagagranhy," GN-535, 5/18/44

12,320 SpLAR ENERGY SOCIETY, "Elimination of the_Pub. Backlog for
_ the Journal,"polar Energr," M-455, 10/11/K5

Monographe:.

$7,700 AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL soany, "Pub. of_a History of Sci. Goo-
: graphieal ridaorition of the Pacific Basin," GE-116.1; 2/1A/AA

44,500 AMERICANiGEOGRAPHICALSOCIETY, "PrOP. and Pub.'of Eight Folios . .

Of the perial'Atlas of Ihe.Marine-Environment," .......

ON-5A91"-4729/AA
. .

.

74,200 AMERICAN GEOPHY8ICAL UNION, "Pub:of a..:Series.o. Antarctic'
Monographs' 0 GE-55.2, A/30/AA

9,000. BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM, "Partnal Pub. Support for
Ipsects of Micronesia Series,".0*-1A0.1, A/30/AA

15,246 r CARNEGIE INSTITUTE, "Pub, of a MonOgraPh or 'Ur thomiidae,

1

Part III, the Tribe Mechanitini," GN-54A, A/24/AA
2,000 COMMERCE DEPT./ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMIN.,

"Prep. and Pub. of Atmospheric Sciences Vocabulary,"
AG-9, 12/13/A5

A,020 FARMINGTON STATE COLLEGE, "Pub, of aMonograph,
Ichneumonipae-of Africa south of the Sahara,"
GN-5A1, A/29/AA

2,430 GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, "Pub. of Nomorsaphic Charts for

/

the Solution ofKepler's puation in Celestial
Nechenics," GN-00,'8/25/A5

24,000 HARVARD .UNIVERSITYVPub. of a Monograph, arouinia,
Villanoyans-and kdrly Etruscaris"GN-510,.3 22 eA

40,000. NATIONAL BIOMEDICALMESEARCH FOUNLATION, "Prep. and Pub.

\

of Atlas of Protein Seanence 'and Structure,"_
GN-;5A4, A/30/AA .

, ..' - .

4,240. NEW l'pruc BOTANICAL GARDEN, 'ffPub. of One Issue of.goirs
of theRew York'Botanical Garden," GN-52A, 5/A AA

2,300, UNIVERSITY OF-PITTSBURGH, "Pub. of Oalen and the Syllogism,"

Gli449, -. 8/12/A5
2,840\ UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RIOO,'"Pub. of $carabaeluae of the

Antilles," ON-548, A/l3/A4 .

12,700 \ 'UNIVERSITY OFTEXAS,."Editorial Prep, for the Pub TISJAT-4.
Iife of Texas " (21,410.1, 3/28"4

79,500 INIVERSITY'OFTIXAN, '!Pub, of The Handbook of Middle American

'' 11.411G1," G/4,-355..l, 4/1.2/4.4 ._

58,900 SNIVERSITY OP'TECAS,'"The Prehistory of the Tehuacan Velar,"
- GN509,..4/27/AA .

%

5,450 UNIYERSITYOrWASHINGTON,.."Feb, or a Monograph, pevelopmegi
!Led Systematics or Some PacificMarina Symbiotic -.

: Comoode "A3N-517, 4/7/AA -
3,100. .IALE UNIVERSITY, "Pub..of'Systematic Studies'.of Marine

Pronges,a:GN,-475,. 12/9/45. .... --- ....:. . , .... .

77,200 .
-TALE UNIVERSITY, "Pub.-of. peabody)Wasea of

_

Natural'HistorY
Pulletin,"'GN-528,'5/13/AA

' Gonfeience Pkoneedinge: '. : .. -
. .

010,340 AMERICAN,PSECHOIPOICAL ASSOCIATION, "Pub. of Iroppedings of

the-19AA APA,Annuel 0oevention,%Gt505, 2/21/AA
1

Other Serviceev
2,000 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "A Conparative Study of the

-'
Physics:Section oi! Nuclear Science Ahatracts With
ihysiCal.Ahetrac" p,0.AA3Ag, 12./A/A5:.'...

19,000 ENGINEFRINGSOCIETIES LIBRARY, "Automation of.Serials Control
in the Engineering Societies I4hrary," GN-551, 6/lA/4A. . .

19,000 ENGINEERS JOINT COUNCIL, "EJ0 Engineering Information Services
PrograM," ag.453,7q28/AA

1,.500 .NAS/NRC, "Prep.' of'a,List of. U.S. Mathematicians for Inclusion

..

in'thellerised.World'OirectOry of Mathematicians," .

AI
0-310/Task Orderl#103, 7/2A/65 ---'..-,-:

3,500 WESTERN RESTRVENIVERSITT;-4Spegiel Classification Ceeter,"
ON-,471, 1.1/22"5.
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SPECIAL PROJECTS

$129.400 ANERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATICN, "A Stmdrof the
:Acquisition of Science Materials for COlIege
end UnivoreityLibraries," 014-541, 6/3,0"A

177,A00 UNIVERSITX pp :CALIFORNIA, "The Research Program of
the Inititnte of Library. Research or the Univ.
of:Calif:, Phaae I: :Planning," 014-503, 2/11/kA

415,700 OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FOUNDATION, *To
. Ratablish a-Program of Information Science,*

5/18"4

1.3_9
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casmICAL INFORMATION

$187,908 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, "Exp. De!. of a Mechanised
Registry System for Chemical Compounds and for Res.
and Dev. in-Selected Informstion'Handling Problems,"
C-414.l, 4/27/44 ' .--

-

28,700 AMERICAN CHEMICAL socinr, same as above' C-414.2,- A/27/AA
110,000 COMMERCE DEPI./NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, "Res. and

Dev.bythe REG in the Chem. Info. Program," GN-455,
1C/1/45

(52,050) NIA transfer for above project
( 5,900) IOD transfer for above project

37,922 GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORPORATION, "Application of Associative
Memory to Chemical Information Storage and Retrieval,"
C-454, 3/28/AA

82,018 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, INC., "A General System Design
and Development Plan for a National Chemical Information
System, arid Technical Project Management Assistance for
the Development-of the System " C-443, 4/25/44

15,000 JOHN I. THOMPSON & COMPAWY, "Plt,nnIng Support and Services
for the Chemical Information Program," C-447, 9/27/A5

(7,500) /UR transfer for above project
4,143 JOHN I. THOMPSON & COMPANY,', samo'as'above -C-447.1, A/27/4A
28,339 UNIVERSITY OF-MICHIGAN,%"Graph Matrices, Lemical Nomen-

clature, and-HunyulGronp-Structure," GN -54A, A/30/A4

39,47A UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA; "Analyeis and Programming for
Interfacing:EleCtronic Structural laput/Outpat. Devices
to an Automated7StiuctUrAI Search-Program," 0447, 4/33/44
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DOMZETIC SCIENCE INFORMATION

Science Information Exchange

$344,130 SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, "Operation of the Soienee
Information Exchange," C-437, 2/25/AA .

38,22A. saMe WI above, C-437.1, 4/15/144
1.500.000 same WI above, C-437.2, 4/20/A4

National Referral Center

r7s913 LIBRARY OF CONSRN3S, "National Referral Canter for
Sciende and. Technology," AG -1,1, 't/4/46'

National Information Centern

$174,400 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS -- transfer to A/C for support of
Menthly IndeX of Russian Accessiona, 8/3/45

Non,Federal Projects'

- *24,800, BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE, "Science Inferaation
.-EaChange Requirements Study,"..0-431,1,2/1A/4.4

8,900 BIOLOGICAL,ABSTRAWS,."Coeference t.0 Consider a.CoMmunica-
Idens System for:_Biology," G*442,110/20/45.

9,500 00UNCIL.OF.BI0IDGy'EDITORS,INC"."Support ef:a-idOint
Meeting Betweaw.Biological.-and Enrth-Scrinnces
GN-504, 2/21/AA :

RDON RESEARCH CONFERENCES, INC., "SuPpOA8,020 GO.of a Conference
Entitled 'The Numerical Data of Science and Technology,
Its Generation and Critical Evaluation i" ON-507, 2/25/AA

85,000 UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, "Support-of an ILUCOM Summer Study
Confercece to Plan and Design a Pilet University Cosesunica-
'Lions Network,",01P-543, 4/13/46

345,000 NAS/NRC, "SUpport of a Committee.on Scientificfand TeChnical
Communication,"_C-310/Task Order #111,:2/25/64

39,900 'NAS/NRC, "Suppurt.of,the Comaittee on Infernation in the
Behavierel Sciences " C-310/Task Order 4/25/44.

185,422 swum:DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, "A SysteamEtudy ef,-
Abstracting,andlndexing.Serviees" 4/25A6

,

,
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FOREIGN SCIENCE INFORMATION

Tranalations

Doiastic/Slivic:
6 s,o)o -AMERICAN CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION, "Trans. and Pt),.

S.
gus-

an

.

si Monograph ele 8 0
Federoy," GN75A2, 4 30 AA

23,900 AMERICAN GECGRAPHICAL SOCIETY, "Prod. and Dist, of a Selected

Translation Journal goviat Geography: Review and Translation,

Vol. VII (19AA)," GN-474, 22/9/A5
135,000 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Prod. and Dist of a Selective

Translation Journal 7nternationa1 Geology Review, Vol. VIII
(19AA), and English Edition of poklady of the Acedemy.of Sci-
ences. USSR,: JArth Science Sections, Nos. 1AA-171 (196A),"
GN-479, 12/18/A5

51,A75 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Trans. for and Pub, of geochemistry
International, Vol. III (19AA)," GN-53A, 5/18/AA

22,550 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Prod. and Dist, of en English Edition
of geodesy and Aerophotography (19AA)," GN-482, 12/18/A5

27,000 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Prod. and Dist, of an English Edition
of the Russian Journal geomagnetism and Aeronomy, Vol. VI (19A4),"
GN-483, 12A1/A5

38,000 A)IERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Prod. and Dist. of English Editions of

Two Russian Journals: Isvestiya of the Academy of_Sciences USSR:
Atmoatheric and Ogeanie Physics and Phyaica of the Solid EArth..
19Ag:,* GN-484,12/18/A5 ,

29,900 AMERIOAN;GEDEHTSICAL UNION, "Prod.-and Dist..of English Edition of
Ruisian.Journal:OceinolOgy (19AA),".GN485, 12/21/A5

15,120 AMERICAN -GEWHYSICAL,UNION,"Prod.,and Diet. Orgoviet Hydrology:
5geleOted Panerai,Vol...19AA,"DN-OA .12/21/A5 ,

49,500 AMERICAN INSTITUTE-OE:CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, norod. and Dist, of the
Selected Translatiaaagnal.Atarnational Mimi-dal Engineering,
To1.117.,(19AA),"-GN7478,12/4/A.....,

19,4A0 AMERICANWTHEMATICAL socaur, 'Trod. and Dist. Of An English idition

of gOviet MathemAtics -Dokledi. Vol.VII.(194A)," ON-457, 10/7/A5

18,21A AMERICAMSOCIETY OF NECHANICAL.ENGINEERS, "Tram. and Pub. of the
Rumanian Monograph gas.Lubriestion by.V. N. Constantinescu,"
.811-!447;41/23/5: _

2A,740 ARCTID.INSTITUTEOF NOMPiAMERICA, "Trans',Arsd Editing of Anthropology
'oUthe-Noxitti,-,-Tranalations-from-Rusaian Sources, Vols. 10 and 11,"

7,000 .cOmmumwmtVpry*RolOmipAieCIEnCi,itanop ADMINISTRATION, "Editorial
and Abstranting"Seriicescf gOViet HydrolOgyi- Seleeted Papers,
-Vol. 19A4,". AG-14.:12/23/.0."' '

IWOMDLOGICAL SOCIETY OF-AMERICA, "Prod. and Dist.of an English121,870
. Mitten .or, Entsanaiarc 196A," 011-48.84:' 12/23/45

-- 33,000 -ITNI.JURSTITNTE.OFEMEZTRICALANG.ZLECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC., -

(414 01,44, Of012,English,Editionof RUsaian Journal
AlbeineeriOg.:CYbernetion".19AA,"DEr489.rW43/W-

83,500 THE INSTITUTEOF1CLECIR/CILANDiELECTRONIC.S.ENGINEERS, INC.,
,-,"PrOd.:And,Idat,."Of,gaditi:-Eniineerfig7enCtieetronio Physins and
_ lelecommunioatiOni And-Radio Enginearing J9Af.!,..!,ON-490, 1/17/A4
_INSTRUMENTSOCIETT,9E;AERICWTrod...,Anditipt.ofiEnglish Editions
- -of.7,foUrRusaian4OurnalssAlthomation'and,Remote Control;

InstrumentwAnd Experimental-Technicwaseqsurament Techninues;
. anillndUstrial:Laboratogyi-1966,"',GN,49i,j/17/66,.

27,003 OPTICAL socIETY OF.AMERICA, "Prod,:andirdst. ofan EAglish Edition
of-Russian jOurnal gotigend SOectrosconr, Vol. XIX (19AA),"

10/11/A5.,.-- - - e
2o,Aoo socaprune INDUSTRIAL ANDAPpLIED MATHEMATICS, "prod. and Dist.

.0f-an Pnglish Edition,Af Russian journallheoryLplProbability
And Its Applications,f-Nol. II 1194A)."'ON74AA,-11/15/45.

sa,cloo somliagtmsgerxmOE:A24411rmit, Imdindsti'ordel'INIAXIO
14ftion a goViet SOil Science,,19AA,".01k87,:,1X/21/gg

31-464 0-69-8

113
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Domestic/Oriental:
8,500 AMER/CAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Trans. of the 1965 Iesues of Chinese

Journal Acta Phvelea Sinica," 0N-393.12 3/31/44
29,700 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL soma, "Prod. and Dist of en English Edition

of Chinese Mathematics - Acta, Vol. VII (1964)," GN-4A0, 10/12/65
98.000 THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND.ELEOTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC., "Frod.

and Dist.-OY English Editions of Two Japanese Journals, Electronics
Copmonications in Japan, Vol. 49, (19A6), and Eaentricul

NDElgeerints in JpnaG. Vol. 86, (1966)," 0N-491, 12/23/45

§R.021212.2/14=1...2.111.282X-aunalation P-DHETT$1

$625,000 ISRAEL C-244.11, 3/31/66
125,000 POLAND C-250.12,12/10/65
190,000 YUGOSLAVIA C-251.13, 3/7 66
25,000 INDIA 0-466, 6/30V66

yoreisn &dance Services and Publications

5,025 i A. D. urns, INC., 'Revision of the MS, 'A Directory of Bast
European Research Institutes in the Hdological.emd Physical
Sciences,' and the Editing of the VUblisher's Proofs,"
C-438,,8/31/65..

4,040 AhTRICAN GEOLCOICAL INSTITUTE, "Evaluation of iota Geolosice
pinice,, Vol. 44 (1960," GN-529. 5/14/66

1,755 ARCTIC INSTITUTE OF NOEMAMERICA, "Survey of Europeen Institutes
Active,La Aectin Reeeirch," GN-6254:1, 3/28/0A

17,950 BERNICE P. BISHOP. MUSEUM, "Continued Partial SuppOrt'Of the
; .Pacific Scientific Information Center,"10N75113 3/28/0,4

14,315° carra FOR RESEARCH LIERARIES','"Operation of the Scientific
/- JournalsCenter " GN-234.2,''6/24/66 '' ''.-'

57,292 COMMERCE DEFT./CLEARINGRODSE,"Operational FUnctions of HOF'S
Special Foreign_Currency Sci. Info.Progral,"'AO-54-4/3CVAA

51,560 GEORGIA INSTITUTE OFTECONOLOGY, "Salentine and'Teohnical Infor-
mition SYstemsanCgervices in:Eastexn Europe," 011-..539, 6/30/66

10,000 'INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OFRCIERTIFIC UNIONS,*COntinued Partial
\ Support.of the IcsuAbOracting Boardi!.cm,494,,l/17/66

15,6001
'LIBRARY

OF CONGRESS; "Fart-I, World List Of Future'Internationa
Meetifilia," 14-43,..5/24/647. . -.-.. :.-:., ,;.:-.,,, -:-.,:. :.

1,650A UNIVERSITY. OF MASSACHUSETTS, "pub. of Englieh Translptions of

I

SelectedAsatInrOpean papers"ii:FbytOnematologi,wW-476,

55,800 ' SAS C; ."The Office of DoceMentation,-310/TashrOrder 041.4,
,

34,150. :''':AINIVERSITY OF NORTH.CAROLIMATbelAmoriCan Stacderde Aesociation,
SeistiOnal.RUboieilitte 195 -1*473,12/1/45

20,700 ',::UNIVERSITY0FRORTH CAROLINk,euma'ae-above,-ON..;473.1, 6/24/66
10:435 JAPAMDOCUMENTRTICIWOCIITY, "Prepandlub:YofaRtivision of

',Eatehati- iyo/45,
10,87.0 NATIONAL FEDERATIOW0FRCIENCEAHSTRACTING AND INDEXING SERVICES,

NAC4UieitiOte,Cif4dientifin'endlloChniemlJdernale-from Mainland
China a'nibliesatien. of,en,AnnOnneineit'JOUrne4"'GR-502, 2/8/44

500 ,:..SCANDENAV/AWCOUNCIL'YOR'OPLIEDYRESEARCM,=PirOhete'cf 50 copies
:.:..of;"Stia6dinaviehibieearWOUide.r:2ndlIditiOn,"-P.O. 64-480, 2/10/66

46,930 SFEOIAt-LIHRARIEF4SSOCIATIONOPeretiOn-Of the Translations
ON7449,,,31/22/45,- "

S;:gt'
'elhe as ebOve
agoTAL LIBgAIES ASSOCIATION, "Compilation 'of a Cumulative Index
to" Scientific, end, Technical Tr anslatiOns , OH-523, 5/I3/44

4,890 . STANFORD.' UNIVERSITY, "SUppOrt. for Pablication 'Of
v:gielteerland,,,,,ON-506,,,3/10/66

47 -"" prior Yeer...AdjUstments COMMERCE mt./Newt oirrias
,64,8mardr ' '
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DATA COI.T.PCTION AND PUBLICATIONS

$31,520 1
COMMERCE DEPT./CLEARINGBOUSEPOR FEDERAL sawrirxe AND
TECHNICAL INFORMATION, "Documentation Research Reports
Center," AG-11, 1/15V4 A

4.353 Eamra AND COMPANY, "Survey and Study Of Nonconventional
Technical Information Systeme," C-3A2.2, 1A/AA



RESEARCH AND STUDIES

Communication Pattezna

055,450

33,727

89,100

12,300

24,950

3.1.8,30o
_
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PROGRAM/ACTIVITY SUMMARY
SCIENCE INFORMATION ACTIVITIES

FISCAL YEAR 1967

AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY, "Study of the Information Needs
of Ceramists," GN-590, 11/18/66

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, "Project on Scientific
Information Exchange in Psychology," GN-547.1, 10/17/66

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, "The Role of Infor-
mation in Parallel R&D Projects," GN-597, 11/17/66

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, "A Study of.Patterns of Infor-
mation Flow," GN-599, 11/28/66 -

UNIVERSITY OF PEMEMIVANIA, "Measurement of Information,
Instruction and Motivation Conveyyd by Messages,"
GN-608, 12/19/66

-

STANFORD UNIVERSITY, "Information Retrieval in High-Energy
Physics," GN-600, 12/15/66

Wormation Sourcos and Services

04,400 AM:MICAH GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Liaison for Planning an
Integrated Information Service in the Geological Soleaces,-".
GN -A75, 4/21/47

14,175 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, '"Committee Meetings and
Seminars L.ulting Toward a'Physics Information System,"
GN-629, 5/8/67

. 30 AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, Purchase of 30 copies of
"The American Psychologist, Volume 21, No. 11, Nov. 1966
*1.00 per copy, P.O. 67-372, 12/23/66

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, Purchase of 50 copies of
"The American Psychologist Volume 21, No. 11, Nov. 1966
033 $1.00 per copy, P.O. 67%56, 2/14/67

625 JOHN WILEY AND SONS, INC., Purchase of 50 copies of "Annual
Review of Information Science and Technology, Volume I,

$12.50 per copy," P.O. 67-375, 12/23/66

Quanisation and Searchl=

4238,900 AMER/CAR tadlummcAL socurn, "Research on Machine Aids to
an Editor of Scientific Transfifions," GW-644, 4/27/47

85,175 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORN/A, "Context Information Processing,"
GN -443. A/28/47

154,700 UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, "A Study'of Indexing and
Retrieval Effectiveness," GN -454, 4/22/47

4,000 UNIVERSITY OF coLoRAro, "Application of University of
Illinois Library Serials System to the University of
Colorado libraries," GN-641, 6/14/67

227,950 NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, "Application of the String Program to
Information Retrieval of Physics Texts," GN-459; 4/19/47

A.27 600 WESTAT RESEARCH, INC., "Development of Methods for the
Evaluation and Analysio of Document Retrieval System,"
c-491, 11/4/66

116-
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Other InforMstion Retrieval

$ 6,600 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Interorganisational Liaison
in Micropaleontology," GN -622, 2/17/67

18,400 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, same as above, 05-622.1,
6/16/67

138,540 AMERICAN INSTITUT4 OF PHYSICS, "Key Personnel Staffing for
AIP Information Program," GN -444, 4/23/47

124,140 CENTER FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS, "An Information System
Program for the Language Sciences: Survey-and-Analysis
Stage," ON-453, 4/30/47

30,000 ENGINEERING INDEX, TNC., "Information System Development;
Phase I,Management Planning," ON7435, 4/20/47

78,734 INFORMATION MANACEMENT:, INC.., "Development ok a Meihodoi

Describing Operational Discipline-oriented Science Infer-
. motion Systems," C -52A, 4/271A7

_ .

5achine-4Idad TranelatioR

$ 3,648 NATIONAL ACAINVY op.s6TIMAms,
"Advisory Committee on

411UtOmatic Language Prbbesaing," C-310,
-

9/13/66
-

Libravv ST:stems

0834,700
UWEVERS/TY OF CHICAGO, "Development of an Integrated,

Computer-based, Bibliographical Data System for a
Lerge_University Library," GN-556.2, 5/18/67

54,000 UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, "Development of an Academic
Libraries Cooperative Processing Center for all

Colorado Colleges and Universities," 05-588, 10/17/66

27,500 UNIVEMS1TY OF COLORADO, same as above, 0N-588.1,

6/16/67

5.1,300
HANLINEUNIVEBSTTY, "Information Systems Management in

a SMaii, Liberal Arts College," G5-624, 3/23/67

19,400 nAydrAto wrivwITY, "IMplementing.the NABC Project
.,,Inpht System for Current Cataloguing in Academie

.

'LibYeries-" GN-590,:1425/66
MASSAOL'AETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,'"Technical Infor-

:motion System," 0N-589, 10/27/66
WIMEENGTON:STATE;UNIVERSITY, "On-line'Automation of tbe

.'11Sabingtov.StatOUniversity Library: Initial Phase,"

0117625,3/22/67,.'

216,680

69,P0

kicon SVatga0.

t4,6od

17,000

AMMICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS', "EXPeriMents-with Computers
for Primary Journal Composition and a Variety of
Related S-trvices," 0N-601, 12/16/66- :1

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Current ComMunication.in
Physics: Initial Phase," 0N*623, 2/17/67
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INFORMATION SERVICES

&Ltui.c.ttagiiiLigieacing

:11361,000 ANEWCAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Preparation and Publication
t of BibliographK and Index of Geology Excluaive of North-..--- 4
1 .11111EsIsilL, GS- 7, 4122/47

.243,200 i AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY, "Preparation end Publication,
end Distribution of the 1967 Volume of Meteorological and
GeoAstrophysical Abstracts'(MGA), and a Cumulative Index
Relating Thereto," C-507, 4/27/47175,000

, AMERICAN SOCIETY OP MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, "Publication of
1 Applied Mechanics Reviews, 1967, 1968, end 1969,"

GS-62 , 19 67.
49,500 '1 ASSOCIATION FOR COMPLTING MACHINERY, "Publication of

\ Computing Reviews FY 1967," ON-607, 12/23/66
33,400

1 BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS,-YDC., "PUblicatiOn Of AbStracts of.Mycology," GIN-587, 10/17/665,000 \
BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS, INC., same as above, GS-587.1,

\ . 6/16/67
.243,400

. BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS, INC., "Conversion of Biological -Abstracts into Machine Retrievable
Form," GN -619, 2/17/67358,000 ENGINEERING INDEX, INC.

"Computerized Abstracting & IndexingProgranCin Plastics' sad Electrical
-EleCtronics Engineering,"

. ON-446, A/30/47-5,800 SOCIETY OF ECONOMIC GEOLOGISTS,
"Preparation and Puhlication

.of Reviews of' Economic Geology," GE -617, 2/2/67_

__-1

hibllographies'and Spacialized-Indexeat-!

19,000 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "PraieratiOn and Publicationof a Bibliography:of Theses inGeology for-1965-1967,"
GN-451, 4/27/47-

27,000 1

ARZEICANMATHEMATXCAL SOCIETy, "ComPilation and PublicationI

..,of Reviews of Algebraic 'aid Differential Topology Since
1940," GN-621, 3/9/67

48,000
ANZEICAN-_EVSEUMOF,NATURAL HISTORY; "SuPport of a Bibliographic
-'. Service-in IchthYalogYi" GN7A$8,. A/21/%7, - .51,100
POSTON:-UNIVERSTPY, "Preparation of' an International BibliOgispby
-''and7Trend RePort on:the-Sociology of Oat...rine and Family

Behavior," ON-575.;''8/1,2/66-
-

. -

* 4,450 i :-.. C.A.Tizong oBT1TUTE.-, PUblLcation
orli Lia.-Of New North, --! AmericanSpidera A.9401966,"'GS-627,4/i8/6718,050i HUMAN RELATIONS AREA RILES, '''PreparatiOn and Publication of aKorean Social Science Bibliography," ON-492.1, 6/19/6719,55y NATIONAL ACADEMY OF'SCIENCIS, "preparation and PUblication of

a Supplement to Island Bibliographies,"
C..:310/T-.0.4133, 4/20/4765,700i SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL, "Preparation and Publication

of a Bibliography on Modern Cbinase Society," GE-513.1,.,.6/16/67-

Other Publiaationa itnd Services

_ 1 kedbUich journalal
$45,200 -. THE JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF HYOMEMR&PUBLIC MAWR,."Publication of 9 Journal, Communications in BehavioralBiology " sti-A34, A/A147'
13,000 THE SISTA INSTITUTE,

"Pnblication of Journal of Morphologyfor Calendar'Year 1966," ON-586, 11/2/66

118 .
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Monograph*:
11, 450 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA, "Preparation and

Publication Of Catalogue of Fossil Invertebrate Types in the

Academy's Collection " G1-577, 9/n/E6
7,000 ACADEAY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA, "Publication of

Revision of the Classification of the Oacillatoriaceae,"

GN-449, 4/24/47
1,855 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORMA,PRESS; "PUblication of Etolo of

.

Soil-Borne Plant Pathogens," GN-261.1, 12/22/

.3,700. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA, "Publication of The Riewr
Classification; and Zoogeography or tho

. Satyridas," GN-452, A/24 47'
I

12,200; FARMINGTON STATE COLLEGE, TUblication of a Monograph,
Ichneumoninse of Africa South of the Sahara," ON-561.1,
5/18/67

9,450 UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, "PUblication of Monogenetic Trematodes .

a. Ravalian Fishea," GN-650, 6/16/67
11,500 unIvmsrry OF KANSAS, "Publication of Tbe Hylid Frogs of

Middle Amerfca," GN-640, 6/14/67
3,600 THE JOHN BOPKINS UNIVERSITY, "Publication of A Stereotexic

Atlas of the Pigeon Brain," GN.-554, 11/7/66
13,400 THE NEWYORK BOTANICAL GARDEN, "Publication of Two Issues of

Memoirs of the New York Botanical Garden," GN-555 11/2/66
127,000 THE NEW YORK BGTANICAL GARDEN, "PUblication of Memoirs of

the New Yotk Botanical Garden and NorthAmerican Flora,

A
ON-471, f./30/4.7

MT,640 itlECAS -A & M RESEARCH FOUNDATION, "Editing of Scientific
, Results of the R/V ANTON BRUUN Program in the Southeastern .

Pacific Ocean " GN-662, 6/16/67
.

5,850 MWASH:MG/I STATE tffUNIMSITY0 "Publication of a Monograph on
North American Indian Sorcery," GN-613, 1/5/67

81,600 i WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, "Publication of Studies in Comparative
1 International Development," ON4.45, A/27/47

50900 \ 'YALE UNIVERSITY, "Publication of Arminna.West I: Tbe Lata
thibian Settlement (The Northern Sectorr GM-565, 10/17/66

-------

bonference Proceedings:
.5,900 AMERICAN PHITOPATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY, "PUblication of the

Proceedings, The Dynamic Role of Molecular Constituents
in Plant-Parasite Interaction," GN-574, 8/15/66

10;150 UNIVERSITY OF WINNESOTA, .-"Editing of P,oceedinge of the VII
Congress.of the'International Quaternary Association
(INQUA)," GN-616, 1/26/67 . .

Other Services:
19,600. AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY, "Management and Operationa

StUdy of Meteorological end GeoAstrophysical Abstracts,"
ON-628, 4125/67

510520 CENTER FOR RESEARCH LIBRARIES, "Continued Partial Support
of the Scientific Journals Center," O11-567, W25/66

.1 1 4



SPECIAL PROJECTS

194,800

8,928

116

AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH, "Study of Information
Requirements of Scientists," C-492, 11/23/66

AMERICANLIBRARY ASSOCIATION, "A Study of Acquisition of
Science Materiels for College and University Libraries,"
GN-541.1, 11/17/66

287,500 UNIVEBSITY OF COLORADO, "Development of a Prototype System
for Storage end Retrieval of Biological Information,"
GN-A5A, 4/20/47

449,825 GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, "A Research Program in
Information Science and Engineering," GN -455. 4/22/4.7

.19,800 1013TENBURG, VALUHAN ASSOCIATES, INC., "Preliminary Study
of the Economic Aspects of Specialized Information
Services," C-509, 3/16/67

126
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CHBMICAL INFORMATION

- ---------
_

060,950 ANKRIcAli cfnilacAL SOCIETY/CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE,
"Meperimental Development or a Mechanized Registry
System for Chemical Compounds and for Research and
Development in SeleCted Information Handling Problems,"
c-414.4, 12/25/66

59,700 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY/CAEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERvICE, same
as above, C-414.6, 1/20/67

214,900 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY/CHEMICALABSTRACTS SERVICE, same
as above C-414,.8, A/19/47

498,700 AmERIcAm CHEMICAL SocIETY/CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE,
"Research and Development Relaied:tO the NatiOnalCheMica
;Information Program," 0-521,-4/24/0

117,600 COMMERCE DEPT./NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANIADIS, "VMS Research
on a Generalized Computer File Organization and Search
of Generic Chemical Structure," AG-69, 11/30/66

99;680 ITE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, INC., "Feasibility Study of the
Development of a Specialized Computer'System of Organic '

Chemical Signatures of Spectral Data," C-514, 4/17/67

10,769 JOHN I. THOMPSON & CO., "Planning Support and Services for

the ChemC,r-.% Wormation Program, C-447.2, 11/17/66

40,808 OcIENCE Col'ICAT1011,-Imc., "Analysis of Cnrrent Chemical
nista Compilctions for Baaic MO-formation-Communication
Wits and Cctbinationa," C-478, 7/6/66
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DOMESTIC BOIS= INFORMATION

aninaan..lagozzatilanikalawast
-

4350,000 secassozant INBTITVT7ON, "Operation of the Science
. Information Exchange," C,473.3, 3/31/67

lialigialairstartfaidix
1425,500 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, "National Referral Center for

Science and Technology'," AG-1.0, 11/7/66
135,000 LIBRARY OF corronEss, same as above, 2O-1.3, 6/19/67

411kez-talsralinalaall

oiiT
... ___

XL S. N. OF HEALTH, EDUCATION & VIIPABWOFFICE
OP MXIMATION,l'eixtial Support of the University
of Maryland Manpower Requirements Study,"
1.G-90, 6/7/67. .

60 DEPT. OF COMMERCE/CLEARINGHOUSE, Purrbase Order for
Report by the Battelle Memorial Institute: "A
Survey of Scientific-Information)Umwmer in

. lbogineerin//g and the Natural Sciences,20 Copies,"

-ftguleipmela Prolacitot _

4 6,800 .AxeracAspOCINENTAT/ON-INBTXTITIM, Development of
Sendium Tutorial Programs in Information Science,"
GN-s57, A/2A/A7

12,700 THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, "A Study of
Scientific Journal Page Charge Practices,"
C-500, 4112/67

50,000 . NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES/NATIONAL RD:MARCH COUNCIL
"General SuPport of a Council on Biological Sciences .

Infornmtion " C-310, T.O. 127, 1/6/67 .

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, "Current Liteiature
Eteplay on Information Science and Technology,"
os-637, 6/19/67 .

16,700 SWAM.= UNIVERSITY, "Study the Coverage of CheMistry
Journals in' Nuclear Science Abstracts and Chemical
Nestracts GN-612, 12/23/66

454 SySTEWDEVEGDEMDRT CORPORATION, Purchase Order for 200
Coplea 0 02.27 ea.'of a Report Resulting from NSF/OSIS

tAllystem Study of Abstracting and Indeking in
,I.Inited States,TM-WD-394, 12/16/66," P.O. 9-67.3,

2/5/67 .

15,900
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FOREIGN scrOcE INFORMATION

Insalslisua
. .

415i100
WiledagfahlIcAL socirk1, "Selectaii Translation JournaI;"

Soviet Geography: Review and Translation," aN-579, 10/17/66

47,000 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Selective Translation Journal,
e022:lavni2EtmWernslicag., vol. IV (1967)," GE-580-10/17/66

119,200 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Translation Journals: Inter-

national Geology Review, Vol. IX (1967); and Moklady of the

Academy of Sciences, USSR: Earth Science Sections, Vols.172-

. 177; GE-581, 1CV16/66
20,665 MERMAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE,. "Support for PUblication of Two .

Translations Entitled: Deep Seiamie Sounding of the Earth's

Crus* in the USSR and Ore Deposits," ON-669, 6/19767

17,100 AMERICAN GEOWGICAL INSTITUTE, 'Translation and Publication of

Rusaian Journal Paleontologicheskiy Ehurnal, Vol. 1967,"
GN-438, A/24/474 .

20,560 AMAX= 0E01.00iCAL INWEITTE, "Translation of Rusaian Monograph

0
Chetvertichn eriod (Quaternary Period), Moscow 1965, Vols.

I and xx, , /47 .

k 109,300 AMERICAN' GEOPHYSICAL 'ONION, "Translation Journals:
Geodesy and

Aerophotography. Geomagnetism and Aerceongr, Oceano1ogy5

Isvestiya,of the Academy of Sciences.LESIM Physics of the

Solid Earth Series, Vols. 1967.: 0N...605, 12/22/66

21,000 .0221ICANCMVPHYSICAL UNION, "Selective Translation journal,

Soviet Hydrologyv.-Selected Papers;Vol. 1967," GE-602, 1/16/67

7,000 AMERICAN 0E0rHY8IaAL UNTON,-"production and Distribution of

'Scmiet Hydrologyi Selected'Papere, Vol. 1966," ON-466.1, 2/8/67

30,000 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Translation and.Publication of

Russiaii Journal, Geotektonika, Vol. 1967," 0N-439, A/23/A7

42,000 AMERICAN INBTITUTE.OF CHEMICAL EDIGINEEFS, "Support for Selected

Translation Journal, International Chesdcal Eniag_ile

Vol. VII (1967)," 0E584, 10/17/66 ' ,. .. .:

10,100 AMERICAN MATIEEMATICAL SOCIEMY,:"SupPort for Translation Journal,
Soviet.Matheumtics--DOklady, Vol. VIIL:(1967)," ON-362, 10/17/66.

24,000 AMEMiCAN ROCIErI,OF cIVII, ENGINEEMS, "Translation Journal,

Hydrotechnical ConstructionVol.- 19eW'OE-596, 11/17/66

19,100 ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY or AMSRICAI "Translation Journal;
.

Entomological Review, Vol.-460:967),!'6N-578, 10/17/66

h2,200 .

XESTITUTE Or ELECTRICAL AND, EWIT0NIWEN0INEERs, INC. "Trans-

lationzonrna18.4"--RadiO Engineering end Electronic Ph;sics and

Telecommunications and Radio Engineering, (1967)," ON-610,-12/23/66

--,. .19,000 INSTITUrEOFIMECTRICALAUDELECTMACOEN.GINEERS,
INCL, "Trans. .

2
-lotion Journal, Engineering 056am:ties, Vol. 1967,"014:6/11M7

RITORICOF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTZESTeirrendi., "Trails-
:4 lotion and Production of 104 /asses or Three Russian Journals

Under Two English Titles: Radio PresklElectronic___
Physic Tes, and lecommunications an a io Engineering,

10,600 i
INSTITJTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC.,
ON-290.1, A/29/47

.

i

"Support for Translation Journals: Radio ineeri and
Electronic Physics and Telecommunica ions and adio Engineering,

Vols. 1967, ON-.410.1, k/27/A7

21,400 THE OHIO STATE UNIVEMSITY RE3EARCR FOUNDATION, "Preparation and
.

.

Translation of a Volum of Readings in Soviet Economic Geography,"

ON-593, 3.312/66
13,250 OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, "Rusaism. Translation Journal, opILEE

and Epectroscopy, Vol. XX (1967)," 0N-6141 1/16/67

25,300 OrTIcAL ElOciErky OF AMERICA, "Translation Journal, Mioal-Manical
Induat Vols. 1966 and 1967,". ON-620, 2/13/67

10,000/ SOO INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS, "Translation Journal,

I f P babilit and Its Applications, Vol. XII, 1967,"
-592, 11 17



14,100

35,000

120
SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED MAThE1ATICS;-"Translatio6-ind
Publication of Selected Articles on Control Theory in the
SIAW-Journal on Control," GN-r13, A/20/A7

SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA, "Suppart-for Translstion Journal,
Soviet Soil Science, Vol. 1967," GS-603, 12/19/66

-

Domestic/Oriental:
AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Tranalation and PUblication of

del-embed Papers from. Acta GeolOgica Sinica, Vols. 44, 45, 4-6,
(1964, 1965, 1966), ON-449, 4/22747

66,iTO .60ERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Translation, Publication and
Distribution of Acta Phyeica Sinica, (1966)," GN-568, 8/2/66

19,000 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "Support for Translation Journal,
Chinese MathematicsActa, Vol. IX (1967)," GS-583, 1C.V17/66

33,000 BIOLOGICAL A'n.5TRACTS, INC., "Translation of three Japanese
Monographs: Marine Aqulculture of 60 Species; Fresh Water
Aqui,tulture; end Marine Aquiculture," GN-A72, A/2A/A7

26,000 ENTONilIDGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, "Translation, and PUblication
of Chinese Journal, Acta Entomologica Sinica " GN-645, 6/19/67

98,700 INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELEcTRorics ENGINEERS, INC., "Trans-
lation Journals: Electrical Engineering in Japan and Electronics

-and-Communications in Japan (1967)," GN-609, 12/23/66
25,650 ninny= OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, IBC.

"Production and Distribution.of English Editions of T:be Japanese,
JoUrealal Elactmmaing_nad_ramagairatisgua_taigugn, vol. 49 (19oo),
and Electrical Engineering in Japan, Vol. 86 1966)," GU-491.1,
6/26/67

422,100 INSTITurE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS leWqINEERS, INC., "Support
for Translation Journals: Electrical Engineering in Japan,

:TIT967), and'Electronics and Comumnications in Japan,
1967)," GN-A09.1, A/27/A7

i2,300 INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA, "Trantlation Journal, Acta
Automatics; Billion, vol. 1966," GN-604, 12/19/66

Soecial_Forei4,. Currency Translation Program

1685,000

180,000

100,000
55,000
15,000

ISRAEL: C-244.12, 7/11/66 @ 120,000
C-503 4/26/67 1 665,000

YUGOSLAVIA: C-251.15,12/17/66 e 80,000
c -502.1, 6/29/67 @ 100,000

POLAND 0-250.15, 0./10/67
INDIA 0-466.2, 12/17/66
TINITn0 ARAB REPUBLIC, C-474, 6/30/66 Liixg. '66 obligation/per C/127
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Forel= Soignee Services and Publications

I

18,300 i AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Conference of Editors of

!
Primary Journals in Physics," GN-630, 5/8/67

11,430 \ CENTER FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS, "Support of the Secretariat of
the Committee on Linguistics in Documentation of the Inter-
national Federation for Documentation " GN-618, 2/21/67

4,000 \ INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TECHNOLOGILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES,
"Support of the Secretariat of the International Association
of Technological University Libraries," GN-632, 5/15/67

60,800 COMMERCE DEPT./CLEARINGHOUSE, "Operational Functions of NSF's
Special Foreign Currency Science Information Program, AG-59,
8/25/66 .

10,000 INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS, "Continued Partial
Support'of the Icsur Abstracting Board," ON-606, 1/10/67

16,000 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, "Partial Support of the PUblication of the
Wbrld List of Future International Meetings," AG-84, 3/21/67

450 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, same as ebove Part I. World List..., AG-43.1,
46,45o NATIONAL ACADEMY OF FZIENCESAIATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, "Support

of the U. S..Nationel Committee for the International Federation
for Documentation (FID)," C-310, T.O. 41.5, 11/8/66

62,200 NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL,"Partial
Support of the Central Office of the International Committee on
Data for Science and TechnologY," C-310, T.O. 124, 12/13/66

32,200 NATIONAL FEDEBATICN OF SCIENCE ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING SERVICES,
"Acquisition and Announcement of Journals from Mainland china,"
3N4112, 6/19/67

3,100 UNIVERSITY OF.NORTH CAROLINA, "The American 'Standards Association,
Sectional Subcommittee z-39," oN-473.2, 3/13/67

48,915 SPEMAL-LIBEARIES ASSOCIATION, "Operatiodof the Translation
'Center " GN-591, 10/17/66

32,215 SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, "Translations Register-Index,"
GS-470, 4/24/A7 .

16,215 SURVEYS AND RESEARCH CORPORATION, "Contract for Preparation
--of a-Directory of Communist Ohinese Research Institutes
and. Key Personnel," C-404.1, A/29/47
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PROGRAM/ACTivilf SUMARY
SCT2NCE IKVOATION ACTIVITIES

FISCAL YEAR 1968

RESEARCH AND STUDIES

Communication Patterna

$29,100 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, *Studies of Elements of a Physics
Information System," GN-549.2, 10/5/67

31,450 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "A Conference on Communication
Problems in the Mathematical Sciences," GN-702, 11/15/67, 12 mos.

73,300 UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, "Integrative Mechanisms in Literature
Growth,* GN-726, 2/15/68, 12 mos.

5,500 ME YORK UNIVERSITY, "Syntheaie of Research on the Flow and Use of
Beientific and Technical Information," (24,454.1, 8/4/67, 14 mos.

,Ingonration Sources and Services

$2,379 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Committee MeatlInan end sandnarn
Looking Toward a Phyaioe Information Syntklii,,, 011.0629.1, 1015/67

7,325 HUMAN RELATIONS AREA FILES, INC., Support of a Conferonce Entitled
"Townrd an Automated, Comprehensive, Rant Asian Bibliographic
System" to. be Held in New Haven, Conn. During-Jan. 1968, GM=712,
12/26/67; 12 mos.

419 JOHN WHIM& SONS,rINC.., "Purchase of'31 copies of
OtInformation Science and Teehnoloev, Volume II,Olitleg226,
1/30/68'.

18,775 PITTSBURGH REGIONAL LIBRARY CENTER, "Evaluation of a Union List
of Serials'', GN-697, 2/6/6e6 1.8 Mos.

.88,700. PURDUE RESEARCH FORNDATION,,"Onerotional Analysis of Information
Systems,* 08-759,44/30/68, 24.moa.

%AP. BUTE onIumnr OF HEW YORK AT BUFFAID "Demand Models ter Books
inLibrary'Ciroulation Syatems," CN-706, 3/20/68, 24 mos;

Oryanization and Searching

$142,100 CORNELL pinnumn, "Automatic Document Retrieval System Procedures,*
GE-750, 5/22/68, 24 mos.

340,000 MASSACHUSETTS DOTI= OF TECHNOLOGY, "The Continuation of the
Designi-Development and Evaluation.of an Unconventional Library
Catalog GM-774, 6/28/68, 24 moo..

96,250 ummnotgrTi OF PENNSYLVANIA, "Real-Time Video Conoole Indexing,*
GM-682,, 8/25/67, 18 mos.

15E,775 PR/NCETON UNIVERSITY, "Research on the Improvement of Automatic and
Computer-Aided Indexing and Related-Meens of Informatio7 A A,"

-vi-709,%2/73/68, 24 mos.
137,403. SE3TEM DEVELOPMENT GORP., "Document Repreaentation Technic,: ,a *

011-708, 3/24/68, 24 mos.

126
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Other MatormationlM4218.1

813,000 AMMON 11107.1XIICAL INSTITUTE, "Interorganiaational Liaison in
Microimileentology," 3N-622.2, 4/4168, 14 mos.

92,800 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Additional Prerequisiten for
Dovelopmant of a National Information System for Plornica,"
011-686, 5/13/67, 6 mos.

23,260 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MUSICS, "Key Feraonnel Staffing for AIP
Tnfortnation Program," 21-646.1, 11/3/67

219,300 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, "Toward Development of a National
Plvalca-InfOrantion System," G1-720, 12/29,67, 6 ma.

55,000 ANERIOAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, eame aa.above, ON-710.2, 6/24/68, 2 mon.
300,000 AMERICAN mem= OF PHISICS, came as above, (21-710.3, 6/20/68, 10 nos.
143,300 AMMAN INSTITUTE OF PHISIGS, "MMimtenance of a Computer Store

of Physics Infornatirn " ON-713, 22129/67, 12 nos
1,400 MERMAN INSTITUTE OF MIMS, eame ae above, ON-715.1, 2/22/68
23,500 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL 030IETY, "Committee to linnitor Problems, in

Oommuniantion," 086.731, 1/29/6422 ftpe,
450,950 AMERICAN PSICIMLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, 152eva3.opment of a National

Information System for.Peyobologys Do114,1.ti. Phase,"
011-772, 6/10/68, 9 mos.

46,000 =Locum ABSTRACTS, *Preparation of a Guide tn the trocabulnryof
Siologioalinformation " 011-751, 4/30/68, 12 non. . .

40,000 MNTER FOR APPLIED LINGUIST/CS, "An Info:Lineation-System Progarm
for the Language Salentine, Stage Tmoi Gyntem Catalan,"
011-771, 6/28/68, 4 mon.

19,000 THE ECONOMETRIC SOOISTY,,"DaveloPment Of Mechanisation V.Oster.: for
Clographical.and Bibliormaphical Indexing," GN-734, 2/28/68, 24 mon.

42,950 ENTOMOLOGIOAL nocnarONAMERICA, "A,Syntem-DeatEnedrintomaogioal
Data 0enter-A-Feasibi1ity8tu6ii!708-773,:4I28/68, 12 son.

168,500 UNITED RNOINEERINOTRUSTEES, 1110., "Praparation of an Engineered
Plan for en Engineering Information and'Data Systen," au-fto,
5/3.8/6e, .3.9 ma.

Ibilasszir-Szatimi
,

koo,000 . COLIMA unirsainn, "Library System Development tor; a «area
Reasnioh Library,":0N-694,.2122/68,18mas.-:...

604700 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITIv.:"Support,,of.a Collaborative.Progras in
;- Librari:SystemDevelopmenta,"-T0424,3/15/68,;28moe.':

125,150 .
MASSACMUSETTSINSTITUTE 01EGUNOIDUY,.."Teohnionl Information

System," (21-589.1, 1/31/68,,12 -

39,450 . wrmnprmor Tws,, "Automstioh of SolsotedLibrerrEcrerenoo
OW733, 2/8/68,42Jmodi... -,-

2"250 WILLIAWMARSH RICE UNIVERSITY, "A Soisnos Improvement Program
foe- the Calf CoaAt Region," 011-758,145/68,

zahllsatismAza.tata

4E5,600 ANNRICAN INSTITUTE or..pnisms, "Experiments with amputee.* for
!rimer Journal Compoeition end a Varistir of Related Services,"
08401.1, 21/3/67 '

2,800 AMMAN INSTITUTE ar PhISICS, "Current Communioation in Physics:
Initial Phase " ON-623.1, 11/3/67H

M152,000 AERICAN NATIGNITICAL SOCIETy, "Implementation, Tont and Refine-
gent *Va Cómuter.Aidea',Jovvnal"flopiaosition'GratA4Tor.Matha-

-.natios,t.01.490, 11/1/67, 14 moi.
,
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INFORMATION SERVICES

AlaIrgaidaiLsofilniaLue

MEI:
*8,000 .AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "Preparation and Publicmtion of

Matheelatical_Reviews, Calendar Year 1967," GN-680, 8/4/67, 12 mos.
(78,000) CIA/April 1968
43,000 AMERICAN MATEMATICAL SOCIETY, "Preparation and Publication of

a Cumulative Subject/Author lade* for the Journal, &_thgmileg
otCOmoutation " GN-691, 12/28/67, 18 mos.

:e00,00 AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY, "Preparation Publicatilon and
Diotribution of the 1968 Volume of MeteorolOnical and GeoAstronhvoical
Abot cto (MCA) and a Cueulative Annual Index Relating Therato,
C-549, 5 31/68, 18 mos.

(63,120) ESSA transfer-for above IR $40,000, and 123,120 from DoD .

108,900 AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, "Preparation and Publication of
rn hologACal Abstraots for Calendar Year 1968,".GN-743,
24/68, 12 mos. '

26;900 AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS, "Preparation Of a COM/
of Periodinal Titles," GN-552:2 W13/68, 12 mos.

102,600 ASSOCIATION FOR SYMBOLIC IOGIC, "ProparatiOn and Proceoning of
AccuMulated'Review Materinlo for Publication in the Journal of
Svmbnlic Doric " GN-280.1, 10/6/67,,36 mOn.:'

145,000 ENGINEERING INDEL INC. "Computer tingized Abotrac and Indexing
Progrnm in Plastice and:Electrical/ElectrOnicia Engineering,"
DMW/62, 5/23/68, 8'mos., .

Bibliographies and Specialized Indexee:
88,000 AMERICAN DOCUMENTATION'INSTITOTS,"Freparetion and Publioation of

the Rev.o Vols. /II,
IV; and 0114.92,' 1.1/37:

157,000 AERICUSEUMOF NATURAL HISTORY, "131hM AN K liogrepkIc Service in
Aierietologr-," GN-7071/8/68;'24 mos:

12,900 BOSTON UNIVFES1TY, "Preparation of an International BibliOgraphy
and Trend Roport on the Sociolt,g of Odirriago and Family, Behavior,"
GN-575.1, 2/13/68

15s,goa UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO, "Preparation of a Catalogue of
Endiolaria 7,0E487, 9/26/67; 36,thos.

6,000 MATERNATIONAL ABROCIATIOWFOR:PLANTTAXONOMYi"Publioationof a
12 moo.

92,500 AIM XECEOD 1NSTITUTE,MMIRING:AND TEDENNOGY;7"-deipilntion aid
.:.,'Pablication:ef,n1r4ndexed-Antiotated B±b]iograpby

Phenomena " GN-764, 5/24/6824'mos.., " -1,650 TWVILBL/FEADCIETY,"Pablication,of.nZatT;p4A04$0r
Joisioa of Vi .11fe Manaemeanki" , 12 mna.

106,000 : AMERICAN ANTRROPOLOG/CAL ASSOCIATION, "Publication of Banie Rol:march
Documents sod of,Book Reviews in AnthropologF," GN-737, 3/19/68,

2,500 :AMERICAN-0048/y 0r:04dGmg. "YograPhio Iliuotra-.
' tion,OeLreozrmo Model," G8436; j/8/68,6,moo.

. -15,000 ,CLAREUNIVERSITY,"Publication of.the Journ4,41cOnomic Coonraphv,"
88-483;-1/11/67;'36 oo , 7

480,000 GEOL0GICAL:SOCIETI,OF.,ANERIOA,'"Acicelerated Publication Program of
Neeicitk:,Of-:Amaid:Odp.7tN,69,,?/9/4156 44,.Mcm.

13,200 'REGIONAL-SCIENCE BESEARCSINSTITUTE,,j"Pabliaation of the Journal of
EggiggaLlaginaca," GN=730;-2/15/68, 36-1

_
oa.

1 14,400 WILLIAM MARSH RICE UNIVERSITY, "Publication of a Journal, Imiala
8boAgmt" GR=F21,_2/20/68,.36 D.

X2
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Monographs:

38,700 AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIL /, "Publication of American Activitiesin the Antarctic 1775-1948,'
GN-741, 4/15/68, 18 mos.9,480 BERNIMA P. BISHOP HUSE!" "Publication of Throe rac3fic insectsMonormaphs," ON-745, 5/16/68, 12'20a.18,500 BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM, "Partial

Publication !kipport for tho
Insocts of Micronesia geries," ON-160.2, 6/28/68, 12 mos.8,800 UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, "Publication of Illmotrom,opria Astroahysics,"
GN-703, 1/17/68, 12 toOs.

8,000 ocompaL uNnomlavr, "Puhliaation or a n1 Ad.ustmonto in tbe
Naturalization of Malan," 811-749, 6 28 68, 15 MOH.
(excludee the $5,000 contributed by B4S)2,375 HARVARD UNIVEISITY, "Platlication of Fish. Amphibian and Reatile
'emaina-Trom Arehaeolosi4e1 Sites: Pert I," GM-685 9/12/67, 12 mos.6,950 UNMVERSITI OF IDAHO, "Publication of a Monograph on fiLtlamstitsaa
AxagalbTrmx," 81I:7728,,1/23/68, 12 nos. -.-3,840 LOS ANGELES COUNTICHUSEUH OF NATURAL HISTORY FOUNDATION, "Publication
of alionograph on Earlv Hiocene_Faunan,"

GN-757, 6/10/68,.12 mos.6,450 UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, "Publication
of pinoflasellates of the Caribbeanpegion " GN-717, 2/7/68, 12 mos.6,360 UNIVERSAT OF HUM, "Publication of A Revision of the Genera

Brinsorsisjilethotaenia. PalAeorscuates. and Saviniaster,"CN*718, 2///66 12 moo.
9,430 UNWERSIn OF Kik, "Publication of

Stematorod Caniptecea of the
Aakizajdasaufa," 121-119, 1/23/68, 12 moa.

'-lit1 ii0.---HNIVENSIffWAINNESDTA, "Publication of &Review or NUtiIIin Genius .

Shvohoteo Blake.," 811-678, 7/27/67, 12 mos.
22,300 THE NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDFX, "Publication of The Meantime mml

Anthocerotne 9f North_America, Volume II," 811-679, 10/5/67, 12 mos.18,000 PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, "PrImuunddon of a Critical Review on
tho Crystal Chemistry of Non-Metallic Materials," 011-744,4/14/68, 24 mos.

40,300 TEXAS A& H RESEARCH FOUNDATION, "Publication of Scientific Results
of the R/V ANTON BRUUN Program in the Southeastern Pacific Ocean,"
GN-6624, 6/24/68,.15.mos.

Other Services:
190,000 AMERICAN. GEOIOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Planning ari Information System Programfor the Geological Sciences

Phase It:Staffing and Communications
Support " GN-752, 6/3/68, 24 mos.76,800 AMERICAN AATBFAATICAL SOCIETY,

"Mathematicia Offprint Service,"011-747, 5/15/8, 12 mos.
12.700 AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, "Preparation of a Procedural

. Manual for Kicropeleontological Data PrOjoats,"
011-766, 5/22/68,6 moo:

0,noo mum FoRirsthramm LIRRARIES "Partial Wpport of the Scientific
Journals Center," GN.7746, 4%26/68, 12 mos.

51-464 0-89---9

V.;),
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SPECIAL PROJECTS

$55,200 UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, "Preparation.of a Prototype Machias-Readable
Subject Index for Desert Enviromeente Information," GN-715,
2/28168, 18 moo.

268,150 LEHIGH UNIVFaSITY, "Prototype Retrieval System DeveloiammtNithin
an Information RoCourco Laboratory," ON-668, 9/19/67, 24 mos.

365,800 OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FOUNDATION, "Computer- und-Isformation
Science Reoearch Center," GN-534.1, 4/10/68, 12mos.

274,600 STANFORD UNIVERSITY, "Development of a Physics Information Retrieval
SYutem r GM-742, 5/2616s, 12 mos. = -

32,786 WHITTENAG, VAUGHAN ASSOCIATES, INC., 0A Preliminary Study of the
Boonontic Anpects of Specialised Information Services," 0-509.1,

.11/15/67, 12 mon.
_1,290 WHITTENBURG, VAUGHAN ASSOCIATES, INC., same an above, C-509.2,-6/7/64

'1_00
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CHEMICAL INFORMATION

$ 3,242 AMER/CAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, "Systems Requirements Analymis fat
Dieseminating-Primary Literature," GE-563.1, 8/18/67

152,000 !AMIGA( CHEMICAL SOCIETY, "Implementation of the Role of the
Computer in Scientific PUblication " GN-740, 4/10/68, 9 mos.

655,000 AMERICAN CHEMICAL somuirMiniman Await= SERVICE, "Experimental

,
Development of a Mechanized Registry Syetem for Chemical Compounds
and for Research and. Development in Selected Information Handling

Problems," C-414.10, 11/1/67
33,000 Ars/win, same as above, C-414.11, 11/17/67

754,600 ACC/CAS, Game an alovo, C-414.12, 6 7/68, 9 mon.
520,600 ACS/CAS, name an abtyvo, C-414.13, 6/7/68, 6 mon.

1,119,564 ACC/CAS eamo an above 0-414.14, 6/21/68, 4 mon.

310,000 AMERICA CHEMICAL EIJCIETY/C1WMIGAL AWTRACTO SERVICE, Niecourcdt and
DevolopMent Related tm the National Chemical Informution Program,"
0-521.14 8/28/67

96,800 AOS/CAS, emu° as above, 0-$21.2, 4/30/68
136,900 'Acs/cAs, Immo as above, 0-521,3, 5/13/68, 4 ma.
162,180 ACS/CAS, eamene above, 0-521,4, 6/27/68, 3 moa.
150,281 RE0M1RCH INSTITUTE, mEntab1isbment of a Chemical Information Center

'in Order to Devalep a Uspacillty to Educate and Acciet Inductry in

such a Meaner so ae to Link Industry (and to erleanerdegree,
apademia) to Chemical Information," 0-554, 6/26/68, 12 mos.
(exclniee tbe 110,615 contributed by GES)

1,650 INFORMATION AANAMmENTt. INC., "Preparation of aPrecia of. the Study

LA A C1=',1 ormatioa Facipties ana

.B.S.WILWX-12,r 0-538, 10 67, 1 mo.
45,000 JOHN I. no1Ws68 & OONPANY, "Tho Producing of Exponitory Informat:on

on the Dineipline-Oriented, Computer-Baned Chemical Information
SycLem Being Developed Primarily by the Chemical Mxitructs Service
of thnAmerican Chemical Society," 0-551, 5/1/68, 12 moo.

145,218 ImayratulTOF.VENNSTEVANIA, mASLudy of Largo Scale Chemin/la Pile
OrganisaLlen onti'Programn for Display of Structural ForMulan,"
0-547, 4123/68, I3 mou.

120,000 8NIVERSITVOF PITTSBURGH, mA Chemical. Informabien Center Experimental

amtimmww-di-738.,'3/20/68,'6 Mor4 , .

,
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE INFORMATION

Icience Information Exchanze

$310,000 SMITHSON/AN INSTITUTION, "Operation of the Science Information
Exchange," 0-437.4, 8/28/67, 2 mos.

1,540,000 SMITHMNIAN INSTITUTION, same as above, 0-437.5, Ir7/67, 10 moo.15p.000 smrmairos INSTITUTION, same an above, 0-437.6, 3 8/68

Other :Federal Prolects

#0,000 ammtn4r. SFRVICES ADMINISTRATION, Oceanographic Nnnagement Data
SLudion," MOR 68-27, 9/15/67

30,500 COMMERCE DEPT./National Uureau of Standards, "Sherwin Tank Group,"
AC-132, 12/29/67, 5 mon.

8,000 ROSPNBLUM, Marcus (individual), "Preparation of the Text for the
.Brochure Entitled Scnce'Information:

Yesterday. Today alai
Tomorrow " 0-555, 6/7/68, 5 mos.174,687 PEAT, MARWICK, LIV/NGSINNAND COMPANY, "A Study of Government-Vide
Scientific and Technical Remenrch PrOject Reporting Systeme,"
0-563, 6/19/68, 6 mos.

.25,000 ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENEER, "Publication of Third Edition of
COSATI Inventoryof R&D in Information Salem:ma Technology,"
AG-162, 6/10/68, 12 mos.

Foe-Federil.EKR1R2IR

$2,000. AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Partial Support for the Fire!. Meeting
Of the Aaeociation of Earth Science Fditorn " GN-688, 9/26/67, 6 moo.26,700 ASSOSIATION OF AIORICAN UNIVFMSITY PRES= nonference on
Future Documentation and Information.lWolling Techniquen," (21-700,
1/19/68, 9 moo. :

26,135 =NM AND COMPANY, "The Preparation of CurrentReaaaKch and Develeo-
ment in Scientific_amonlattoz, No. 15i" 0-536, 1/3/68, 13 mos.37,000 JOINT COMMTPITE ON THE UNION LIST OF SERIALS, INC., "Sekala Data
Program!" GN-704, 1/8/68, 11 mos.

42,020 NATIONAL ACADEMY. OF SCIENCES, "Support.of the Office of Critical
Tablea " 0-310/T.O. 4146, 4/8/68, 5 Poe.21,900. WOLF RESiAROR AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, "Survey of Profeasional
Scientific Societiea," 0-550, 5/3/68, 5 mos.

13Z
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FOREIGN SCIENCE INFORMATION

Trawl wt.,lena

Domestic/Slaiic:'

$15,955 AMERlCAN FISHERIES SOCIETY, "Translation Journal, Problems of
Ichthyology (1968 Vol.)," GN-715, 1124/68, 18 mon.

8,071 AMERICAN EISHERI&I SOCIETY, came au above, GE-715.1, 5/16/68

17,300 AMERICAN GEOGRAPH3CAL SOCIETY, "Selected Translation Journal,

ge/Aot Geopelm Roviow nnd Translation, Vol. IX, (1968),"

GE-695, 12 27/67, 18 mOs.
102,066 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, MTrunslation Journaln: International

gmology Review, netandx--Enrth Sciences Section, Paleontology, and

GeochealstrY International (Vols. 1968)," (2-726, 2/8/68, 18 mos.

9,290 AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, "Tranelation ofRussian Monograph

Chetvettichnyy Period (Quaternary Period), Moscow 1967 (Vol. III),"

C2-767, 6/28/68, 12 moe.

136,800 AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, "Tranalation Journals: Soviet Rvdrology,
Atmospheric and Oceanic Physics, ptmaica of the Solid Earth,

Geomagnetism Aeronomy Geodesy' and Aezophotography, Oceanologs,

and Geoteetonies (Vols. 1468)," GN-725, 2/13/68, 24 moa..

18,400 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, "Selected Translation

Journal, titrga.__ent.tieca, Vol. VIII (1968),"

GE-696, 1 5 68, 18 moo.
233 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PRYSICS, "Scientific Editing offs:English

Translation of D. Ya. Martynov's Rook, A Couruo in Practical

Antroshvaies " GE-397.3, 11/15/67

22,600 AMERICAN soniriT OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, "Trannlation Journal, Bydrotechnicul

Conutrenction, Vol. 1968," GN-701, 1/9/68, 24 maa.

19,175 NORMAN HOMINY OF minuttunnENGINEMS, "Soloctod Trnnalation Journal,

Heal Transfer Bimonthly - Soviet Research," GN-754, 6/6/68, 18 mua.

12,609 ENTOMMOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMPVICA, "Tranalation Journal, Entomological

Be/1mb Vol. 47 (1968)," GN-699, 1/9/68, 18 MOO.
11,800 -INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC., "Translation

Journal, Doviet Automatic Control (Vol. 1968)," GN-720, 5/24/68, 18 mom.

6,500 OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FOUNDATION, "Preparation rand Translation

of a Volume of Rending:: in Soviet Economig Geography," GE-593.1,

4/4/68, 8 mos.
24,600 SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS, "Monograph, problems

co and Continuum Mechanics," CA-711, 313/68, 12 mos.

9,7p0 (30614V111.11111/TRIAL AND APPL/ED MATHEMATICS, "Tranalation Journal,
gawfdijixebabiirtveand Ite Auplicatione,.Voluma13, 1968,"

45,0; soximag socim OF .AMERICA, "Translation Journal, §oviet,o1.1

Science Vol. 1968," GN-705, 1/4/68, 18 me.

5,750
SOIL SCIEACE SOGIETY OF AMERICA, same am above, GE405.1. 2/12/68

9,500 SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETE OF AMERICA, "Support for Tranalation Journal,

Soviet fibil Solapoe, Vol.
1967," GE-603.1, 2/15/68, 6 moa.

133
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Domestic/Oriental:
$21,400 LEEKICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, "Translation Journnl, (Wthoue

hfrahninutlos -- Acta, Vol. X, (2 issues 1956, mm1-4 lusuos 1957),"
Gm-748, A/30/68, 24 Wow

100,500 INSTITUTE OF FLECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENCINEFRS, INC., "Translation
Jourhulas Electrical Enrineering in Japan, and Flectronica and Com-
pounleationa in Japan " GN-698, 5/24/68, 18 mod.-

15,200 INSTITUTE OF YLECTRICAL AND ELEGTRONICS'ENGINEERS, INC., "your-Fart
Mbnoarapht Elactronica 1.23 Mainland Mina," GM-714, 5/24/68, 18 moo.

. . . _
.

Pmacial Forel.en currency' Translation Fri:Hiram

$525,000. jftJ0. c-503.3, 1/26/68

225,000 POLAND C-501.2, 1/26/68
175,000 YUGOSLAVIA 0-502.3, 2/2/68
50,000 INDIA 0-466.4, _gig/68
_25.900 TilngA . 0-594.1, 1/23/6Ek
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Esnaggn_aci.mage_Lerylm_s_a,pi _Publications

$3,542 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, "Symposium on Notation Systeme " to be

held in San Francisco, Calif. during March And April 148,

GN-723, 1/18/68, 6 mos.

20,000 BERNICK P. BISHOP MUSEUM, "Partial Support of the Permanent Secretariat

of the Pacific Science Association " GN-681, 8/15/67, 60 mos.

200 CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE ce INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, "Preparation of a

Report on Science Information in Middle and South America,"

GS-438.1, 5/16/68
15,423 CENTER FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS, "Support of the Secretariat of the

Committee on Linguistics in Documentation of the International

Federation for DocuMentation," GN-761, 6/10/60, 12 mos.

-54,000 comaece, DEPT./Clearinghouse for Federal Scientifin and Technical
Information, "Operational Functions for NSF's Spacial Foreign

Currency Science Information Program, FY 1968," AC-117, 8/28/67, 12 mos.

54,200 COMMERCE DEPT./Clearinghouse for Foderal Scientific and Technical
Information, "Operational Funntionn for WW,o Special Foreign

Currency Science Information Program, FY 1969," AG-:.1.52, 6/24168, 12 mos.

479 INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC., "TEE Inter-

national Convention," New York City, March 18-21, 1968,

05-722, 1/17/68,.6 mos. '

5,695 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES OIRP., "Purchann of Eight IBM Electric

Typewriters and Shipment of Same to NSF/New Delhi, India for Loan to

the Indian National-Scientific Documentation Centre (INSDOC),

NSF Contractorunder:C-466," P.O. 68-639,-5/17/68

10,000 INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS, "Continued Partial Support

of the Ipsu Abstracting.Board," GN-727, 2/3/68, 12 mon.

21,280 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS,'"Partial Support of'the Publication of the Worlrl

Lint of Future International Meetinaa,"
AG-135,'2/28/68, 12 mos.

54,050 .NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, "Support of,the U. S. National Committee

for the International Federation for Documentation (FID),"

-0-310/T.0. #41.6, 12/1/67, 12 Mon. '

3,000 NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIFACES,-same an above, C-310/T.0. #41.7, 6/26/68

55,783 SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, "Operation of the Trannlation Centor,"

GN-729, 1/22/60,12 mon: :

4,650
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASOSCIATION, aitri6 no above CH-729.1, 5/24148

9,952 SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION,
"Compilation LmiPutalcation of a CAmmulative

Index to Scientific and Technical Tranalatione," 05-523.1, 5/24/68
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Mr. PucusTsEt. Do you think that by paying for the travel of scien-
tists to meetings that this is wile, the Congress intended when it said
to foster the interchange of scientific information among scientists in
the United States and foreign countries? Do you think that the junkets
that you are paying for is what the Congress intended

i
?

Mr. BELL. May I nterrupt just a second. Although your concern is
directly under the National Science Foundation, do you have an
independent capacity ?

Dr. Ansixsoisr. No, I don't.
Mr. BELL. Are all the people you send on trips sent for the National

Science Foundation or does the National ,Science Foundation send
some and you send some ?

Dr. An-Km-sox. The Office of Science Information Service is a unit
of the National Science Foundation. 'When you ask how many _people
have been sent I gave the total number for the whole National Science
Foundation.

Mr. BELL. Mr. Chairman, I must object on behalf of the witness
for the use of the word junket. I think the reference to junkets is a
bit unfair as though these were pleasure trips. There is obviously
good need for many of these trips and I don't think we ought to use
the word junket.

Mr. PIICINSKI. I think that because it has been so popularly accepted
that every time a Member of Congress takes an investigation trip it
is called a junket, that I don't know why we should

Mr. BELL. These are people of the Government and we are not a
newspaper organization interviewing them.

Mr. Punixsta. Let's strike the w ord junket.
As I understand the Science Information Service was established

as part of the great awakening of this country to the lack of our
scientific pursuits, especially when Sputnik was launched.

This Agency of yours, the Science Information Service, was created
to perform a specific service, not to duplicate the National Science
Foundation.

Now, the National Science Foundation had been in business for a
long time before that, hadn't it ?

Dr. ADKINSON. It started in 1950, but it had a unit which was known
r.s the Office of Scientific Information., and that is what I moved to
the Folindation in 1957 to head. Then that unit's name was changed
and the assignment of NDEA. title 9 was more specific.

Mr. Puciicsiu. What percentage of your annual budget, Dr. Adkin-
son, would go for the payment of these trips by the scientists? You
say you received approximately $11 million a year. What percentage
of your budget goes for the payment of these 700 or so scientists whom
you assist in making these trips ?

Dr. ADKINSON. Let me make sure that we understand one another.
The Office of Science Information Service' budget, alone paying for
trips related b3 scientific information activities will represent way
less than 1 percent of the budget. For the 750 that I mentioned, for
the whole Foundation that runs in the neighborhood of 8,round $450,-
000 out of a budget of 450-some million.

Mr. Puciicsiri. You said in your testimony that you do not believe
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that it is desirable at present to esttblish by legislation a formal
national information system?

Dr. ADKINSON. Yes.
Mr. PucirisKi. The reason for this legislation is to try to get your

agency to do what you should have been doing the last 10 years or 11
years and apparently have not bri. doing.

Section 3 of the act, title 9, setting up a Science Information Service,
section 901 says :

The Nationlal Science Foundation shall establish a Science Information Serv-
ice. The Foundation, through such service, shall, one, provide or arrange for the
provision of indexing, abstracting, translating, and other services leading to a
more effective dissemination of scientific information ; and, two, undertake pro-
grams to develop new or improved methods including mechanized systems for
making scientific information available.

Where, under section 901, Dr. Adkinson, is there, any authority in
your judgment to subsidize these trips by scientists? Where does that
come into the language of 901 ?

Dr. ADRINSON. It doesn't. It comes into the enabling legislation of
the Foundation to faSter the interchange.

Mr. PIICINSKI. What I would like to know at this time is what per-
centage of your $11 million goes for the subsidizing of these trips ?

Dr. ADRINSON. $5,000, roughly.
Mr. PucrNsx.t. $5,000 ?
Dr. ADICINSON. Yes.
Mr. PIICINSEI. A total of $5,000 ?
Dr. Anx.trisoic. Out of the $11 million.
Mr. PIICINSKI. For the 700 scientists ?
Dr. ADHINSON. I sand, that is for the total Foundation.
Mr. Pucursia. In other words, we are not correct in assuming that

you are Subsidizing these trips ?
Dr. ADKINSON. We use about $5,000 a _year to subsidize trips of sci-

entists going to meetings whose subject m'scientific information. The
Foundation subsidizes around 700 to go to scientific meetings.

MT. PIICINSKI. All right Would you tell the committee what pro-
visions you have in the Science Information Service for providing in-
dexing and abstracting and translating and other services leading to a
more effective dissemination of scientific information? You talked
abont trainslation. What part of your budget goes for translation ?

Dr. AnxiNsrw. About 10 Rercent.
Mr. Pocrusxr. About a million dollars.
Dr. Anx.irrsow. Yes.
Mr. Pumisia. And this iS translation of what, Dr. Adkinson?
Dr. ADICINSON. Translation of scientific and technical 'materials from

Russian, Ohinese and from Japanese. This translation is done by sal-
entific societies.'We furnish funds to them on a deficit basis. In other
words, we ask them bo sell this product and we agree to pick up the
deficit. A large number of fly., journals that have been started are self-
supporting now and we don't have to support them. We have started
additional ones where the societies felt they were necessary. So that in
total we have stimulated the publication of about 65 translation jour-
nals.
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Mr. PuciNsKr. What happens to these translations after you get
them.? Are these translations into English ?

Dr. AnmiNsoN. Yes.
Mr. PumicsKr. What happens after that ?
Dr. ADRINSON. They are sold to the people who wish them, to li-

braries and scientists and research institutions. They are sold overseas.
A lot of the translations from Russian that is done in the United States
ispurchased in Great Britain, France, and Japan, for the use of the
scientists there.

Mr. PumicsKr. How do you decide whic!h niaterials are to be trans-
lated?

Dr. AlYTINSON. The scientific societies have committees that make
thwt selection. We do not. For the Public Law 480 program where we
have foreign credits, scientists within the Government make that
selection.

Mr. PuciicsKr. You say you translated about 65 documents last year ?
Dr. ADICINSON. 65 journals.
Mr. PumNsKr. 65 journals at a cost of a million dollars ?
Dr. AteraNsoN. I have forgotten hoW many pages we supported in

translatioh in both of our programs, but it is over 100,000.
Mr. PIICINSKI. Now these 65 journals and the $1 million

'
doe,- -0, -4,

also include the Public Law 480 funds or is this in additi
Public Law 480 funds ?

Dr. ADICINSON. The Public Law 480 funds would be anoti-
$900,000.

Mr. Pnamsxr. So you spent, roughly, $2 million on, translating 65
euments
Dr. ADICINSON. No I said ,they were journals that were -translated,

there were a lot of books, that were translated, there were patents that
were translated, ,there were abstractsthat were translated, there was a
lot of materials that were translated: ,

Mr. Pucmiess. I-low many documents do yon _think you translated
last year ? , , , ; ," ,

_ Dr. Aterabisort. I, cannot give, you the figure, but I can 'furnish it
for, the record.,

41Vir;Pr,r01631- Take a stab in the dark- ,

AnKtrwspig. Lei me look, maybe-4 can --,;et -you a, little better
picture than that not stabbing. ;

Mr: DUBESTER Mr. Cha.inna'n, I tbink iS friTktant, to refognize
that every translated, journal has on the average about eight articles

an issue..lach; journal -haa,- abAut ,four, or- five issues, each 'year.
TfIcY,Ou mul#031,1-the''',1-0 articles, hY,c,the four .ie.enes, an !DY the 65
journals, you , come -out -with 'EVIeignifie:ant tnumber, of articles1which I
thinkiis what:you item, by docnments. It comes,to luite a-,numlier 'of
hundreds of documents.:: The: Same, thingl is true-, ii-k the _foreign ;area
where our best standard cduntis one of pages becausAhere are inany
different, kinds 't5f ,thaterials-rTsoine are-books, 'some are articles, some
are doeuments,, and- a common denominator is, a page- count..Here 'we
countiwthe thouSandsof pages each year. _ :

Actually, this has been a very important way of getting foreign
information to our scientists and on that score we have evidence of
appreciation of the agencies and -the scientific community.
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Mr. Pucnvs. i. You did all that for a million

American dollars and
$900,000 counterpart?Mr. DIIBESTEIL Exactly.Mr. Puctivsn.t. Do you think you could get very much done for
that kind of money ?Dr. Ansticsox. We hope to get more in our next appropriation
request. We have asked for an additional $2 million of counterpart
funds.

Mr. Pucni-szo. You heard Dr. Seaborg testify this morning about
the mountain of material that is now being generated throughout
the world. Do you really think that you are making any kind of
contribution other than just absolute abstract tokenism in the field of
translation when you come before

this committee and try to tell us

that your system now is sufficient to do the job in its present form
when we have testimony of witness after witness as to the enormitir
of the challenge and problem ahead of us ?Dr. ADKINSON. On the side of translation, sir, our translation
program does not fill all of the needs, but it certainly has filled many
of the important needs of the scientists. There are requests standing
in line, but it is a significant program:Now, I have said nothing about our support to the abstracting

services and the mention was made here this morning of the American
Chemical Society. We have been working with the A.merican Chemical
Society since 1959 and we put in half ,of the development funds at the
present time for that big system, and we have hPlped them to develop
this relationship with Great Iltritain.Mr. Pucirmsr. What role did your agency play in developing that
agreement between the American Chemical St"ciety and the BritishDr. ADIKINSON. It happened to be that 1 was in Europe several times

discussing thiS with the I3ritish
.Goverimient, because.the British had

to assist the -.chemists in Great Britain. I discussed the American
program with, them and showed, them it WaS to their ladvantage toWe have

alsoencouraged the American Cheniical Society to partici,
pate in. the OECa that I mentioned; earlier .where 'they are talking
to many of the countries and begiMiing to formulate: plans so . they
can have interaction -between many, countrieS and :the AMeriCan
ChemicalSociety. .

Mr.,;Puctrisia.k-HoWanneh..did: yoUSpend-laSt year on abstracting?
-Dr. Ards:Irmo/v.

Roughly- abouta mill ion:dollars,
.

.
,

,Mr:Purptsia..,114Ow.niuch did You
spend,on.indexingt

Dr. 'An-stbrsorr.' We spent$600,000 last-year irisupport ofabStracting
and: indexing

serVices: .That; would have ,,gone , to' places: like'biological
abstracts, engineering indexi_ ServiceS. of that type,. so they, ',could, .do
a better and

faSter.jeb.1,:, ,..;/trctri-s.i. What new,^programs :have.you developed to make
scientificinformationmore availableDr. ADKINSON. It is a little hard to . answer., Let me ,put it this
way : We have

furnished support tO places ;like chernical abstract
service to start their ; new, chemical titles which is a very popular
thing; it became a, computerized service as .well as ii,;published. service.
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We have assisted and are assisting the American Institute of Physics
right now in their advanced indexing system. We have assisted the-
engineering index in developing a new system that speeded up their
service by not a few weeks but by months and months. We have helped
biological abstract to come out with several new services and I could
go on and mention others.

Mr. PuciNsici. Specifically, what was the nature of that help ?
Dr. Anitmsow. Financial help.
Mr. Puomsta. How much ?
Dr. ADKINSON. I can't give you the exact amount for each one lf

those because I have given you the total for 1 year, the previous ycar
for abstracting and indexing we had $400,000, but in 1966 it was
a million dollars.

Mr. Pucrivsst. I have a series of other questions, but I would like
to yield to my colleague at this point, Mr. Bell.

Mr. BELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I regret that I was not present at the beginning and I

don't know yet just how I feel about this bill. I have an open mind on it.
But did Dr. Seaborg endorse this bill ?

Mr. PIICINSKI. Well, Dr. Seaborg's statement is here. He does not
endorse thebill. He said, "In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
state my opinion that the pending bill is on sound ground in calling for
cooperative efforts."

Mr. BELL. He endorses the philosophy of it.
Mr. Puonsisici. Dr. Seaborg's testimony was that he showed us, rather

than addr himself to the bill, the problems that exist and the vari-
ous th; agb t aye to be done before we could effectively get into an
infori )atiou ',tem like this.

Mr. .6021LL,. .i_ would like to ask Dr. Adkinson something. In summary,
why are you opposed to this bill ?

Dr. AnKiNsori: The National- Science Foundation and the Bureau of
the Budget's position is that we have all the authority that is necessary,
legal authcirity, at the present time to do the things that are necessary
under the act. It doesn't extend the authority, it emphasizes certain par-
ticular things and so the Foundation's position and the Bureau of the
Budget's position is that it isn't necessary. I think I am stating them
correctly. Legalcounsel can correct me. ,

Mr. BELL. You have that authority-to do this ?
Dr. ADKINSON. YeS.
Mr. BELL,. Have yOU been working in the direction of doing this ?
Dr. Ans.ixsoic. Yes, with the resources we have:
Mr. BELL. Do you think it is possible to achieve the requests of this

bill
Dr. ADKINSON. 71 think it . will be possible 'but it is an evolutionary

*Process that will takaff.a long time, severalwears.
Mr. BELL. Let me ask you another type of question, Doctor. Do you

link the scientists. Aie American scientkds, actually have time to take
ra lot of triiSs

Dr. Anittrisox rink it is
Mr. BELL. Unnecessary trips ?
Dr. ADKINSON. You have changed the question.
Mr. BELL. Questionable trips, put it that Way.
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Dr. Anima-sox. I would like to put it this way, Mr. Bell, that scientists
need to travel to other countries where good research is going on and
to discuss what their counterparts are doing in other countries, so there
is a necessity for that travel for that purpose ; also, to go to meetings
where they can exchange advanced ideas where scientists from several
countries meet. These trips have accrued to the advantage of U.S.
scientists.

Mr. BELL. The principle, as I understand it, of both this bill, which
the chairman espouses, and of what you were all driving for basically
is to try to develop a central knowledge of the problems that exist in .
science throughout the world, so that they can be analyzed and di-
gested. Having scientists travel to attend scientific meetings where
such problems are discussed, seems basically a move in the direction
of accomplishing the very thing that the chairman wants to see
accomplished.

Dr. ADRINSON. It is one of the things and one of the things that Dr.
Seaborg mentioned, it is one of the mechanisms.

Mr. BELL. And don't misunderstand me, Mr. Chairman, I am not
taking issue with you on this.

Mr. PirCINSKI. Will you yield at this point?
Mr. BELL. Yes.
Mr. Pucmsrcr. I would be the last man in the world to ever deny

a scientist a trip ; of course they are necessary. I think trips are neces-
sary for Members of the Congress, I think they are necessary for
scholars I think they are necessary for scientists. And if the National
Science Foundation wants to fund or assist these scientists in their
travels, I am all for it. I think that the exchange of ideas the very
lifeblood of our scientific community

The point that I made here if mycolleague will bear with me, was
that it is not the function of the Science Information Service, Its its
functions are spelled out rather concisely and clearly in section 901.

Mr. BELL. Is it thefunction of the National Science Foundation?
Mr. Ptrcxxsict. Yes; of Course it is. This -whole discussion is now

academic because apparently lve mistinderstood each other. If I un.7
der4and the witness now, °fade of Science Information Service really
didn't support any, eXtensiVe trips. I think he said 11 scientists at a
cost of some $5,000 or something like that and I preSume it was in con-
nection with some of the duties spelled out in sectiOn 901. We had
originally underStoOd the witness to SaY that the Science Information
Service had fiinded Sorne,'W0a.

Mr., BELL. That was the -National Scienee Foundation.
34,11m,Pucp:isiEL YOU. sm. Me Seience Information Service is an ad-

ituricti. an agency, Of- the Aional Science Fonndation. And I stress
hereis-t I have no Criticisn of the National Science Fotmdation send-
ing aILtlie scientists they w 1-4' wherever they think they can be of any
value to themselves Or thei) untry. or their, profession.

But the diScussion on tr apparently-came up from. a misunder-
standing in that the, Scie Information Service, we thoeight, was
funding thesevarious tr and I merely made the poinit that that
wasmot-the ftinction of SIS. It IS the fiinCtion of theVational Science
Foto:dation. ,

_Wm BELL: You are splitting this On the basis of my giaestion a few

141
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moments ago as to whether or not the Science Information Service
should do it or whether the National Science Foundation should do it.

MT. PIICINSKI. Yes.
Mr. BELL. Now, the witness. as I understand it, was speaking for

the National Science Foundation when he made that comment. He
wasn't speaking for the information organization.

Mr. PUCINSKI. We have no quarrel with the National Science Foun-
dation sending scientists. We would be very critical if the Science
Information Service were depleting its very limited funds spelled out
for specific purposes in section 901. If SIS were using these funds for
these trips, then I must say I would be very, very critical.

Mr. BELL. Would you care to comment on that ?
Dr. ADKINSON. May I add one thing ?
If you will turn to section 903 of NDEA, title 9, it says, "In carrying

out its functions under this title," that is title 9, "the National Science
Fomidation shall have the same power and authority it has under
the Nwtional Science Foundation Act of 1950 to carry out its functions
under that act."

In other words, it. also gives the Foundation and the Office of Science
Information the authority of the whole Foundation.

Mr. BELL. So you were actually speaking for the National Science
Foundation as a total organization.. So you have no quarrel at all.

ADKINEON. I have no quarrel at all with the question. It -was a
misimderstanding.

Mr. BELL: :All I am trying to dci is Clear that up.
Mr. Ptran;rsur. I think that we ought to have clear- in this record

the relationship of the ScienCe InfOrmation SerVice with the National
Science Foundation. I don't know; Mr. AdkinSOri; whether you have'
been autheriked bY the Chairman of the National SCience Foundation
to speak ler the FOundation:

Mr. ADKINSOii. Ihave, sir.'
' Mr. PUbthsiir. ,YOU' are, as far as I knovi; a. satellite of the Science
Foimdation. The National Science Foundation has many agencies
arid yon are, Subordinate to the NatiCinal, SCieriee"Foundation. You
are an ageney Of the National:Science -Foundation,'

T don't see :where Calling 'our attention to -903 in any 'way alters
your -position. YOUr 'function 'ass the; Science Inforination' Service is
specificcally and-Categorically 'spelled ont 'in Seetion-90L You do not
have:the brnad finictiims of the Nittional:SCience FOUndatiOn and the
language is very clear in the bill. A-rid I thinlerecord should show it.

Tfftltie Natioinal Science Foundation'Wants'tki send sthentists all Over
finr, I 'an' for it. I support it I think they' Ought to do 'it.

I tleirkirmielps the interchange and'exChangeof information.:
'-lEfut r ant to-address myself thiS.afternoOn to pith' 'fUnctions as

theTkirestnr ofthe ScienceInformatiOn Service and to; YoUr functions
as spege("0 out in the SectiOn 901; Pain not interested atthiS point, in
what-rikP National Science Foundation,. itself, .fs'cleing. We Will have
ampferuppsortunity for that testiiimnytitsomelater date.'

I-wit1 continue to yield to my Cellerigne frerriOilifornia:'
eur... Let Mr. Adkineen answer. .

Dr ADKINS0N I would rather turn that, over to my legal cOunsel.
Mr. 3fAzeur'thiai The Sthence 'InfOrniatiOn .SerVice 'iS an Integral

part-of-the National Science Foundation. Dr. Adkinson and his Service
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derive their authority just as much from section 3 (a) 3 of the National
Science Foundation Act as from the National Defense Education Act.
And if the National Science Foundation had acted in 1957 when Dr.
Adkinson arrived, it could have set up the Science Information Service
in much the same form as it is set up now and it could have performed
precisely the same functions as it is performing now.

When I say "now," I also mean for the foreseeable future. This does
not mean, however, that if. the Science Information Service were to go
off and embark on a really large-scale program of subsidizing a na,
tional information system, and so forth, that additional legislation
would not be desirable. Because, after all, the Science Foundation has
been set up to support basic research and education in the sciences.
Today the Foundation's authority has been expanded to include ap-
plied research, but generally the mission of the Foundation remains
fairly set and we consider Science Information as an integral part of
that mission.

Mr. Pucmsit.r. Just for the point of clarification here so that we know
what we are talking about. .

Now, the present law reads, section 901 :
The National Science Foundation shall establish a Science Information Service.

The Foundation, through such service, shall, one, provide or arrange for the
provision of indexing and abstracting and other services leadingto a more effective
dissemination of scientific information ; and, two, undertake programs to develop
new or improved methodi, including mechanized systems for making Scientific
inforniation available:

New,,the. bill befere us reada"; we would prOvide here, to amend by
striking 'Oat the Worda "a:Seim-ice Information Service," and inclUding
in that place the Words; "a National Science Research Data Processing
and Information Retrieval System.". So that the bill would now read,
assuming it were, adopted, "the National Seience Foundation shall
establish a National Science Research Data PrOcessing and Informa-
tion Retrieval System."

Ntriy;'I inerely:Want the record tO be clear as to the 'relationship of
the'Spience InfOrmation Seilice to the National Science FoimdatiOn
and the relationship of the Proposed National Science Research Data
Proceasing andInfonnation-Retrieval System.,

.

This, legishuizon :spells Out mbre ,precisely What an Information
Retrieval SyStecr would do and what it Would not do so that we could
give greater meanin_g to what:-you people ghmild have-been doing r
the last 1:1 vearstand_have lieemdoing Only in a token forin. That istfae
only pointIniakehere.

Mr.:;Dir..4xpacic:If I May make a hrief connuent on this point.
thirik,we ire Over into teehnicalities that may or, may not be Elm-. - -

pbrtant. But if :I May speak lorjust a.Moment to ; the: teChniCarpLy.
Unless, youfollow the :concept, Mr. Chairman, to . include one is Ito
ekelnde all elee, I don't read. those Sentencss that yOu hive talked tams
tothe. authority, of the Seience Inforniation Service:in any wak
ing the bagie authOritY Of:the National ScienCe,Foundation to, do more
througli.the Infinrination...Service, thin merely those conple .of points
if it Makest,hei3olick decisiOn Within its brOad scope Of authoritY,which
is elseWhere in the languageto do other thingS. It nierelY;.places upon
it a Mandate to do those partienlar things. .

143
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Now, if the National Science Foundation, of which the Science
Information Service is one subdivision is meeting the statutory re-
quirements that we have set out as to what that office of Science Infor-
mation shall do, and if the National Science Foundation, the parent
organization, wants to do other things through that instrmnentality,
it may look elsewhere in its authority and find it has the statutory
authority to do those things and proceed to use the Office of Science
Information Service to do those very things.

So unless we are splitting hairs I think we are off on a tangent
whereas the rcal fundamental question is the type of thing which
basically Dr. Adkinson's testimony directs itself and Dr. Seaborg's
testimony directs itself. I think everybody agrees on this ; you agree
on this; Mr. Bell agrees on this ; Dr. Adkinson agrees on this ; Dr.
Seaborg agrees; and I agree on this.

And I assume that smce all of this is under the authority of the
Board of the National Science Foundation, which includes some of
the leading scientists of this Nation, and they have authorized these
instrumentalities to do what they are expected to do, I assume they
agree that what we are talking 'about is a very necessary gathering of
information together, putting it in usable form and then proceeding
to make it broadly available.

We are not quarreling, I don't think, with that basic underlying
premise. That is exactly what Dr. Seaborg testified to and that is
exactly what Dr. Adkinson testified to. This is what your bill seeks
to do,, Mr. Chairman, and this is what every man on this caii,mittw
who has made comment this morning agrees ought to be done.

Ain_I speaking correctly, Dr. Adkinson, as to the impact of your
testimony on this ?

Dr. ADKINSON. Yes ; that is correct.
Mr. PIICINSKI. If iny colleague would yiekl. I have-no quarrel with

anything thatmy colleague has said.
Mr. DELLENBAOK. I al* the record ought to be clear on that partic-

ular. I don't think we qught to leave the witaess with the misappre-
hension:that we are trying 'to tear him apart-or quarrel with him on
what he said, nor should the record be left with that implication.

1.1 you agree with whatLI have said, then 1r think -that is the base
from which we start and then let's go on frown there to other things
thetwe may talk about.

bilr..PIICINSKI. If thegentleman will yield.
17 do not.qiiarrel nor dal question anything that the gentleman has

said in trying to put this in perspective. But I do have a serious dis-
agreement with the witness' testimony when, anixthalf of the Bureau
of the Blidget, he comes inhere and sayS that heidoes -not believe that
this legislation is 'desirable or necessary.

The only 'reason' why we introduced H.R. 8809 and the reason why
this legislation is before us is beCause Witness later witness has been
before this committee, including the Mait recent witness, Dr. Seaborg,
and told 'Us of the enormity of the problem that confronts the scientific
community of this country. Yet even though the Science Information
Service has; and has_had since the fpassage of this legislation in 1957,
I believe, has had the ant

a 'y to start addressing itself to the prob-
lems that witness after witness has described' before this 'committee,

4
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and that I have described. The record is very clear that whatever the
Science Information Service has been doing up to now has been mere
tokenism. The best proof of that is that they are only spending a mil-
lion dollars on translation $1,600,000 on abstracting and indexing,
when the testimony of Vr. Seaborg showed the enormity of the
challenge.

When I introduced H.R. 8809 it was merely to amplify the provi-
sions of section 901. This is why this is an amendment to 901.

I said earlier this morning that after listening to the testimony of
witnesses, I have some serious doubt now whether the Science Infor-
mation Service is capable of taking on these jobs. A national scientific
and technical information system is such a vast undertaking that I
am not too sure that we shouldn't really repeal 901 and turn the
responsibility over to NASA or some agency capable of doing the job.
The Science Information Service for 10 years now has made nothing
more than a token effort. Six years ago Dr. Adkinson was before this
committee and he heard the witnesses thenand the record is available
to himeminent scientists who spoke out that SIS is not doing the
job sufficiently. I have hearl in this testimony presented by Dr. Adkin-
son no great, startling progress made in the last 6 years to address his
office to this problem. The same snail's pace tLat they used in the first
4 years of their existence they are using now.

And so if my colleague will bear with me, what H.R. '8809 attempts
to do is 1x; bring this agency into tune with the needs of the times. A.nd
all I see here in the statement by Dr. Adkinson today is a lot of plati-
tudes that haven't moved us an inch forward in dealing -with the prob-
leuks that tare befOre the country.

Mr. DntumNBACK. I think it is important that we clearly distinguish
between two different; things as we make comment on 8809 or on this
.tvneral problem. Now, each one of us on the committee is entitled to
his own opinion and is subject to analysis as to *hetiter enough has
been done and whether we ought to modify it. But I think we ought
not to interweave this too far as if :they -were made of the same fabric,
the question of *hat Dr. Seaborg said,, of what Dr. Adkinson said,
of what other witnesses have said., and iby tying them together inthe
same phrase and sentence; make them sound like they were the same
thing.

Dr. Seal:erg has clearly alluded to the immensity of the problem
that is before us. Dr. Adkinson's testimony clearly alluded to the im-
mensity .of the problem that is before us; Dr. Seaborg does not go
beyond the general concept of the immensity of the problem, the need
to do a;very great many things and approving of the basic concept of
doing this thing on a basis 'of cooperative efforts rather than a more
centralized system. He as yon pointed.out in your prior remarks, does
not specifically back this- particular bill, nor do I 'specifically back it
or attack it, but let's be sure ;What Dr.' SeabOrg said. . =

Now,.let's go on to- Dr. Adkinson:i He. has, I think, made a -good
comparison between the situation that existed some 6 years ago and
that which exists now. -1Ie has:commented about what has been done
during this. t'ie--and keep in the back of my mind thinking in
terms of the fact thatthis is a' part of the National'Science Foundation
andif We are attacking this we are Saying something very significant

81-464 0-69---10
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about the National Science Foundation and its Board. You are either
saying it is disregarding and it is itself proving inadequate to deal

iwith this problem which s essentially a scientific problem. The chair-
man has said that the scientists who are on this Board and citizenry on
this Board have failed to police themselves and establish themselves
the system which they want, when that is what the chairman and
others said that the scientists ought to themselves say what they want
instead of our attempting to control it with an overall system ; or else
we .are saying that we don't know what they want and we ought to
move in and tell them and if we have to, let's take it away from them
and put it somewhere else. Maybe we should. I am not commenting
on that.

But I think the chairman's comment or any other comment or
opinion on our part ought to be clearly divorced on the scientific
teRtimony of the experts v I have said a great many things about

:pti on and the progres hat has bee ti mo a v.
/et me shift to f. abject remarks. I don't think there

Lis beeE :mly token progress. I don't read any of the testimony of
Dr. Aikimson as saying that all that has happened over the past 6 years
is a snail's pace progress and token advance.I was struck by one of
the points that is extremely significant and this comes out of
Seaborg's testimony too; namely, that the state of the art has not yet
reached the point of perfection. We are learning. We know a good
dea1 more today than -we knew 6-years ago. Weknow a great deal more
than we knew beforethat. .

Now, ,Dr. Adkinson, do you think the state (of the art has reached
perfection so that we can put it in a .form thatmill serve indefinitely
what needs tb be'done in this field ? _

Dr. AnumsoisT. There are two aspects to thaz would like to speak
to. There is, first, as we say in our trade, theiaarcburare,the computers,
the microforms, the ability to transmit meaagges: over: lines-7--

Mr. DELLENBACK. If I may, break in for --jus.a-Afecond, the state of
the hardWaretoday, is infinitely_ advanced ovEtr-what it was 6 years
ago

Dr. Anirmsow-. Yes.
:Mr. DELLENBACK. :And had we produced dile is-ystem 6 years ago

we would have had to modify it very extemiivelytoday to bring it
upto the present state of the art; am I correct?

Dr. Aususrsoistz;YeS:-.,
Mr DELLENBAC& Gd ahead: :with what--yxnr. were saying.

,.,Dr.,,ArouNsoisrs. .0n the hardware:side ,dfatztuday, there ,are ,places
,where the zstate oft.the:aitis. ndt far enouetit is handicapping us.
But in ,general; on the 'Soft hardware' side, -we are mot, -using, the .full
capabilities of ,the computer,and the other .technological innovations
that -have-collie doivn the roa4 in theilast 61yeaars.

:In other words; our intellectual ability =to ,tanize these large ,files
'which are2:a; 'new phenomenon, 'in 'computers haslagged.i AS you heard
today, the compound: registry has a million compounds in it You can
searCh, that bY everylatonW inIthe vomputer...1t, took us several: years
to learnt° do,thit; and we are:adding several M zeimand,everY weelc and
weestimate that130foreN7,e getthrough. in anattagerviear or two or three

,haVq- 3 million Compounds in onr iw all the literature
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and we will be able to take a look at the fantastic progress that has hap-
pened this year.

It is the software where we have a lot of work to do. The hardware
we haven't learned to use in. all of its capability.

Mr. DELLENBAcic. You made the other point, in your testimony which
I thought was very significant that when you have once started on a
system, that is at a given level of the state of the art, if you make a
radical change to another system it becomes necessary to keep both
systems going for a period of t,ime, thus increasing markedly the
expense of what inust be done. And until you have the new system
fully operative and can transfer from the old system into the new
system, you must both move forward in the actual system and fully
fund the other.

Dr. AnKiNsow. That is correct.
Mr. DELLENBACK. And if t,hat new system is not really the final

iword, all it is is a weighing station which s going to multiply expenses
and duplicate expenSes becanSe when we are ready to move on to-the
next system we must go through that system.

Mr. PIICINSKI. May I make a point, ?
Mr. DELLENBACK. Let me make this point; if I may.
If that is in truth the case then one of the significant points that

I think you have made is the comment on the present, state of the
art and the comment, that ihe advance is Still so slow that we ought
not to precipitouSly jump in over our heads unlesS we have pretty
well determined _the future course of .the things that have arrived

Do I coz-rt..--etly reflect your thinking in this regard?
Dr. AniciNsow. Let me reSporid to that with an illustration. I think

this can, illustrate the. problem.
Mr. DiaxxnAcx. Which Will'retiedt, general concurrence with what

I say Or .

Dr., An,xxxsox. I think it will clarify it, :also.
Mr. DEtzni4nAcri.But approval rather than ,disapProval. We are

buildinathP record and 'I would like tO,knOw whether I am correct
or incorreet,..,

Arauxsoir.' ou- are, cOrreet.
NoW, lee; Me illustrate,. and.I Will use a GOvernment serviee. It is

known a'S kecilari. leis 'the irideiing cominiteriZed sYstem of the Na-
tional Library. ,of Medicine., They started operating that system in
1961. Ithiis ananylaridiCaps.bnt it yC-,aian irinoVatiOn,tremeridoug in-
rioveitiOn 4n '1901. TheY,..are right' noyi in. the,:process,: 'at, the 'cost of

.5ifd:ollittg,-,cif ',building a new, systein, Of iiiidating that
old 'aystenret 1961. Becanse of ,the,innovations c9iniAg -.9.1ong; and ha.V.

4.1.0.'anoili4i:*Ysfelii.; 04, 1:**,e i9pe Qutoi-6.3,,ana egni-
pet*ic* ot4.pitiA=, td.;aetizign: Ei4d neW theY are acquiring it
threngh the e'Oeral Ind .I'aitii'§i,UWthili;, the Aii-iertican
oar 'Sti,cietY noW,wante:tOi,iiSe -thit sySteM theY are :building

Pbcticsicx.',After,all'of this conyerSation,.ass.inning that we were
to'aCcePt the Statenierit ninide.hY the.*qtness 'then Nive, Would really have
to diseredit the testimonY ofDr. SeStioig, feeause 'MI page 5 he says:

P.o it ia also aeepesarY,16, make ewe that tbese aystema Continue ;to be aided in-, ,

diyidually as iyell as, tied 'into, nny national**stem that may, be:developed. As one
exantide of aucli'lesyStem '1 /night ielfit 'oat the 'SxneriCan Chen4cal Society's
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Chemical Abstracts Service. Os computer-based registry, begun in 1060, hasalready registered more than one million chemical compounds and continues toadd them at a rate of 4000 to 5000 per week. It already works closely withsuch government organizations as the National Science Foundation, the Na-tional Library of Medicine and the Food and Drug Administration.
Dr. Seaborg points out, and I congratulate the American ChemicalSociety for not waiting, the whole story of American technology isprogress. I think that the problem here, Mr. Witnessand we will takethis up in the afternoon sessionis that while organizations like Med-lars and the American Chemical Society have been moving forwardmaking the best use of the equipment available, your own organiza-

tion has been sitting around waiting for utopia.
Now, we are going to stand in recess until 1 :30.
Dr. Aniaxsoisr. May I respond ?
Mr. Pucisiu. You will be the first one to respond when we come

back at 1 :30.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 pan., the subcommittee recessed to reconveneat 1 :30 p.m. the same afternoon.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. Pucnisia. The meeting will come to order.
Dr. Adkinson, when we recessed for the lunch hour, you were aboutto respond to a statement that I had made quoting Dr. Seaborg's

statement today that the American Chemical Society Chemical Ab-stract Service has a computer-based registry which it has been oper-ating since 1960 and has already registered more than one million
chemical compounds and continues to add them at a rate of 4,000 to
5,000 per week.

Medlars is continuing to operate. There are other scientific com-munities that have gone nto nformaton retrieval through the usei
. ii

of computers. The whole story of American technology has been
changing capabilities. If we were to take the poSition that we can
not move forward because tOmorrow there will be a better idea, thenthis country would come to a grinding halt. Progress would end:I do not agree with your statement. Obviously by citing the Amer-ican Chemical Society's successful program, Dr. Seaborg does not
agree with yOur statement. Yon wanted to comment on that, so please

Dr. Amuisrsoisr. There were two points that I wantedlo make.One was that I think my 'statement as I made it , may have beenmisunderstood. _First of all, the chemieal regiStry syStem. 'that wasmentiOned bY tor. Seaborg is one in which the National 'Science
Foundation has been heaviry involved; but that is only one componentof a large system that they are developing there and I thoUght that
you would be interested in knowing that lase year,,1968, in the system'sdevelopment and improvement, my office supported over '$4 million
worth of develOpment in that field leading toward an improved chemi-
cal information system and for developing new systems in many dis-
ciplines ;: idlysics, mathematics, psyehology, 'the social sicences, and

ring t at- same year we spent over $8 million in assisting the
societies to 'develop new and imprOved SYStems. There is not a major

1:48!CH
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abstract indexing service in the societies that do not have computers
and that we have not helped to get them.

I wanted to make that clear.
Mr. Pucmrsicr. How do you reconcile the statement that you are

making now with your reply to Mr. Dellenback when he asked you if
we had proceeded with the establishment of a national system in 1960
or 1963, you would today have to completely revamp it because of new
technology.

Dr. AnKricsorr. I think that statement is not at variance with what
vf: are talking about, because 5 or 7 years from now the systems we are
developing will have to be revamped again.

Mr. Pucirrsitr. But you are developing them anyhow ?
Dr. ADKINSON. Because of new technology, but we are developing

them. You just cannot wait for the ultimate.
Mr. Pucricsixr. There appears to be a conflict in your statement. On

the one hand you say we should not have proceeded 6 years ago because
we woUld have been financing an obsolete system. But on the other
hand you say we ars doing it anyway. We are spending $4 million on
development and numhsse of equipment.

Which is correol? Is it your idea to move forward with whatever
equipment we have at this point in time, or is it your idea to just do
anything until we reach a stage of technical perfection?

Dr. Araclicsom. Mr. Chairman I think that when I said if we had
moved in 1961, you must rememLer the slate of the computer and the
other devices were not as sophistieated as they am today and we can
do a great many more things with our present hardware and software,
and it Makes a great deal of sense to pus% it today, where in 1961, we
could do very little with it in the form of automation.

We did support eNp.eriMents in 1961 with the 'computer.
Mr. PucnrsKr. Suppose NASA took that attitude in 1961. Do you

think we would have a -Mall reaching for the moon today, if they
decided they were not going to go into any kind of computer technology
in 1961 because we Were going to make great strides in ensuing.years ?

We just installed a. multimillion dollar 'Coinputer syStem in our
Revenue Service. Nowi should we have told the Revenue Service not
to put that equipment in because better' equiPinent will' be, developed?

` This Congreas haa authorized substantial cornpfiter ifiVestments m
the CToVernment Shenld- we have adoPted Your 'philosophy,:"Don%
do it because better equipment will be developed"? 1

Dr. Aracirrsoic:I Will restate it. I dO not think Vie are at variance at
all. I am:Saying that We definitelY are SUppepting the developinent of
new systems, based onthe prieent knOWledge and'What Wre see coming
down the road at the' present' time. In 1961; hoWeVer; to try to have
developed a national systein based'on CoMPuters at the state Of develop..
inent they' were then,-We Would have been in troUble.

Mr. Pi:Tomei:a; Did Yon sPend'anY Money' in 1961 in helping these
SeientifiC SocietieS buy any 'coMputers? . :

.Dr. Amarrsox.Net but We . spent money expezirnenting with dom-
puters, in 'hide-king, .in,lianSlatieti, Computational' linguistics arid a
lot of -others; to learn,'What they' COuld and 'COuld nCot do.

PucirrAKi: In 'Other WordS, What You' are-SaYing is you' do not
stop simply because you do net reach perfection. You move and work
with what you have, and adapt to changes as they occur.
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Dr. Aosiivsow. That is correct.
Mr. PuciNsx.t. Then how can you reconcile that conclusion with

your statement that you do not believe a national system is desirable
at the present ? You say that constraints imposed by such a formal
system might well inhibit rather than assist the productive evolution
of these services. .

Ilow does this partieular technical straitjacket that you profess
in that statement subscribe to what you have said on three different
occasions about working with what is available?

Dr. ADRINSON. I think that my remark on page 15 is addressed to
a formal legiSlative system. I do not think it says that we are not sup-
posed to go ahead and work toward a national. system. And I men-
tioned in my testimony several times where we will interconnect things
like chemical abstracts with other systems and we are helping to pay
for experiments to do that now.

Mr. Puonstsili. On page 21 you say? "I hope my remarks have re-
flected the belief that it would be neither practical nor desirable to
centrally direct or manage our national array of information serv-
ices." Of course I agree with that.
. You:then go on to say, "Nor -does it appear desirable at present to
establish by legislation, a formal national system. The constraints im-
posed by such, a formal syStem might :well. -inhibit rather than assist
aproductive evolution Of these services." Now, what does that mean,in
light of what you havejust toldtheCommitte;s_ regarding:the necessity
to work With the tnaterialithat you have in., hand andthen adjust your-
self as yoU nioVe ahead to:new, and improved:technologies..

Dr., AniEcnst,sox. I think the ;two, sentenCes2; that, you: read . there are
addresSing theinSelVes, only tO.the legislation..:They, are .not addressing
themselves ;pp, the teChnical development, of the system...but to legisla-
tion=it stiTS.by. legislation,7fora.format national syStein .

And that is all AfAs addreoSingitself to., 'think that:you, and I both
agree phat,we,liav,e to:work tOWard :Making better systems and connect-
ing giesc5P.x.e rapidly i.s we can.

Pi:ipnvsKT, 1C, are, not ,sUre that voii, do, ,Mr. Adkinson. I:know I
1.11`.a.A:INO:ipv.0,4,41, it since I introcipped this legislation: I

have believed in it. yeriteryentlifor many yearabecauSe testimony Jias
b.e'qn OvOwlinlining ?n,slipeTt POPCP.14: Out: t9°. Oure

V:riTe01:51 t lye. ha:ve,Seen IT,A0[4t?E;(clate, TOAA ; people
particiflarlY. igreefthak;v, national system is desirable. :

7K9u.lAive §pt, p:/iigli*:cloirars on tranSlation and; yott havf -pent
$450,9:90,0.,Abstiaaii4,44j.nde*ing:.)L4On'tkiicmlioat 'lid
spend, o n ineehaniZedixstin'O;4f*AVAlling.: thave§ee:4,nat, ig i our
StOprAie4:tiAti*t14.Nvoulale,ail me to believe thap yc4 arp,oyen m Ang

OiP lirest.ion of an ultimate 446,61144. PY4em-t:-
Yon spent $11 Million on many WorthOile,.Tir9i4.04-?[ arn.sure, but

I have:.not seen 4a4S41Airik in, your:4.44.pm*, ,thak .NOIA14, the
tlie fiamewoikdf law,Ittha yOu,Operate;Uncler.

MnAiqP,Y, 4, WcPingi.,:9_0,1 ;v* adiinini0erek by yeoPle whO:See the
greatropportUnitie4, in; ineOrporating th'e national inforxiiitiOn sirstem,
I WOuld say Wit ao, not ,.8809: I ant', the, author ,Of
8809 and I WOUld be the &St ,One to say We dO not . need it: iii.,:that
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H.R. 8809 is the result of testimony, and conclusions that the lan-
guage incorporated in the present bill is permissive, it does not direct
you to establish a system. It merely says that you shall do certain
things to improve the dissemination of science information.

Based on the record, with all due respect, I do not see your agency
moving in that direction. Therefore I must respectfully disagree with
you and the Bureau of the Budget that this legislation is not neces-
sary. I am convinced that the only way we are goin.g to get this coun-
try progressing in a meaningful direction is for the Congress to clearly
spell out its intentions.

I said. earlier that perhaps I was wrorigin suggesting that we try
to have the Office of Science Information Services do this. It is quite
apparent to me from testimony before this committee that you do- not
quite realize the scope of the assignment. I do not think you quite real-
ize the magnitude of the problem. The best proof of that is that we
have been at this business now for 6 years and I have seen nothing in
your agency that has changed to indicate that you want to move toward
a national system. .

With all due respect to my colleague, I think your testimony is
nothing more than tokenism. I don't believe this even begins to meet
the needs and the problems of, the scientific community. It had been
my hope that with H.R. 8809 we-would give you the tools that you need
to move in that direction.. Obviously, you -do not want triose tools.
You: feel that yod have enough legislation, enough authority in section
901 now and you can proceed in the Mahner you have for the last 10

inust.respectfullysay.this is not enoushrfor :the .needs of America
going,intO the decade of the1970's..That is my judgment, Perhaps my
eolleagties do riot agree ,with me; Every.Member in this Congress uses
his own -judgment: They: ire entitled.td..their ,Own .judgmen4 and yOu
as a Witness are entitledtOyour own judginent.- ;

I am respecting your jUdgment; even though Idisagree with you.
Dr. AnsmsON. Over 60 percent,. of onr.,funds..in the past: 2 years

have-gorie, for,,,sy4tema;-developinent ;and improvement.and less than
40 for thc;sdppottotthe,:tou4nwah.steilictiug.iaidttridislitting: Mils, is

nfarkf4 nhOge, .tr0i11,064,*1:1(*.,* hid; VraCkiP4,113'. iiothia* sy-
tein'Ov,O-19Pinfont'ic*I; iniProYepie.)*2...Pttic4qt113i. no fuTlels;,-1241e$ .haes
been-,iiiireprograMing!,to puah.-thedevelopinent-bf..these largeSysteinS
like chemical abstractsibiologicalgyOteni engineering systeini eteetera.

av:thiati* 4 year* with: a :Continued
strouier einphasis eaolf y66i on develOpingthese1tig systeine,a,Tasup--
porting4h6se activitieS that;help to interconnect them as ,th6y,-,get
developed. This ig odr thrtst itnl it feeL-We ire doing
agoot1,30.., 1,,w6iild: agree :cv-ith ald Uo tt :wept. deall More if
funds:: were,a;Vailable.

Mr. Pirbirrsii. 'How:Much help have you given-to cheinical sooietiea,
hethic.9,1'6,15tekiat :

AnkitirsON-..To the AMerican aheraical 8ocietY--from the Gov-
ernrnentand'we. tire the largest, share of itL.-over $9 million in the

-;341*.T.PONOF-XTo.40,*hat
Dr. AroarNOON.,Deyelop this:System :that, Dr. ,Seaborg: was talking .

about this Morning. ;
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RITCINSKI. This system that is now being developed is being
toped with substantial aid from the Federal Government ?

.,..tnr.INsoic. Yes, sir ; large sums of money most of it from the
No, ti, 1 Science Foundation.

I:tom-SKr. And the other systems that you are funding are also
a: d 7eloped with Federal funds ?

...irmsoic. That is correct; in physics, psychology.
:?-t-oncsia. What is your objection to taking these systems

a single coaxial cable so there can be some inbreeding and
c ...,7teding of scientific knowledge ?

rourrsoic. No objection.
PUCINSKI. Who says only a chemical scientist shall have avail-
) him the information being generated by tbe chemical abstracts
--s? We have heard extensive testimony over the years and one

of t -things that the scientists have asked for most frequently is a
crr eeding of scientific knowledge, in order that they could reach
izto- 1-4aer disciplines and learn if those other disciplines offer assist-

their own research. Why then do you come before the com-
mi -? -Ind say you do not believe that tying all this together is
fiCWIL Li2118 ?

r " Vitnummv. I did not understand that I had said that, sir.
.Puaustsra; You say right here "Nor does it appear desirable

sit v.-.-tent to establish by legislation a formal national system. Con-
sitritiVrits imposed by stich a formal system might well inhibit rather
tllia, ,t;*ist the productive evolution of these services."

1144, Federal Government is now spending as much money as you
AtitlYtt' i*e areI .have no reasoiv to .question what you are saying, we

:).ably arewhat is then wrong4n rgOing the next step and provid-
g icne facilit some communications network to tie all these to-

cir?. Where is this: going to inhibit or imPoSe -constraints and
in-lift-bit rather than assist the productive evOlution of these services ?
rota are attempting it no-w.,= and yOu are spending taxpayer& money

now.-Why theircan't We tie it together ?
Dr. ADRINiiON:: First Of:all, -tveare making a; strong.effort to experi-

ment with-tying- these thgether; the 'AMerican'Chemical. Society sys-
tems With' sySteins' on'Universit3r campuses.' I spoke about' the- inter-
action' between ,the British- and.Anierican Chemical Society.' The Na-
tional' Library 'Of Meclicine systeth iS: depending on- the chernical
societies 'syStein no*' and We fostered that

There are interconnections: We r" are encOuraging the interconnec-
tions YOU *ill 1141764 hetWork of.Systems: -

The seAtences in: ink statement that 'you' are referring to only refer
to the legislation , .

Priazi:ikia., What is wrong With the legislation 'What does this
.on do that is so obnoxious that you would recommend againk

f

ADICI-NSON. The position of the National Science Fundation is
that the legislation iS not necessary,that we can do everything that is
necessary under the present legislation. And that is the position they
have taken.

Mr. Prrcrifsw.r. Well, is there anything in the present legislation that
wouldl prohibit 'thi-plication 1:oir 'the- Federal Gatiernment ?

Dr. AnKimmst. No.

16-2
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Mr. Pricncsni. I Jt. ESO9 would_ prohibit such duplication, wouldn't
it ?

Dr. Anotticsox 71-tirm correct.
Mr. PIICINE4311, rt.s'Mitiossible that the opposition to this legislation

can be found in th,,> t'at'azt-that ve mtake every- effort to protect the exist-
ing systems withov. t having the Government impose its judgment on
these systems ?

Dr. .A.DniNsorz. WL. there -is certainly no intention on the part of
the Science Founcitti ..on &o impoose a system becamse our whole thrust
has been to support.. the not---fOr-profit groups litho are building sys-
tems. We are not elpFligning-a system. We are helping those who do
have systems or whip want- to bnild new ones, so I do not Chink that
-we want to imposenother system on them.

Mr. PuenTsza. Obvimzsly, Mr. Adkinson, there are other members
of the committee 'who -would like to discuss your testimony, and I
don't think it wound be lair to deny them that opportunity. As yon
heard from earlier testimony, the other members do have an intense
interest in this subject and m your testimony about the legislation. If
it is agreeable to you T aan going to excuse you at this time but we will
recall you so that the other members of the committee -will have an
opportunity to familiarize themselves with what you are doing and
what you are not doing.

I must say, though, that even within the framework of your own
statement, I am hot too certain, When I look at the statement of Dr.
Seaborg and the other testhnony ,before the conunitteethe need is
so big and the challenge is so great, that I am no longer sure that you
have the capability. I don't mean you personally ; I mean your
agencywithin its-present- structurehaSn't the capability to do this
job. I am not too sure that maybe

'
the wisest thing might not be to

phase out SIS and -.turn this project over to some agency that has the
capability and would be able to take on this big job.

It won't be long now. befOre NASA will have completed its basic
mission. They are interested:in this program. It is entirely possible that
Congress might very-well decide that NASA could be 'restructured to
include-all the sciences, not; Only: the air space science&

It-is quite clear to -me, your teStiMony today -indicates that your
shop does not wantit I lave never been one to try and impose some-
thing on anybody. You people ;don't want- it I am sure there .are
other people in-this Government that- will bevery happy to 'take it on.
I think that the Defense Department -might be very, happy to take
this% on- 'We have a good beginning:there already, and at Cameron
Station. Thermarre other agencies that might be a little more enthusi-
astic and might- he able to see the Challenge in a greater perspective.

With all due-respect to the National Science Foundation and to your
own skimp. that lye excuse you at this thne. I will be asking
igaty t-t,eltrzenr, when thp other meinberS ani here, bePause I thiuk it is
imulv thr tro diem :to have an opportiinity to discuss this with you .

they may agree with von. They may iu oomplete agreement
with yoi. That ar, what miles- the Oong ieeg,t3 an interesting institution.

Dr. Aniurzsoittawill hteglait to comehack whenever we can arrange
the schedule.

Mr.' Pubrxsau. Thal& Yon ver3( much. Our next witmiss is Dr.
Taaunorearter who is here fromBanta-Monica.; Cafif.
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Dr. Carter Is a g=duare of the University of Washington and
--eceived his P. D. amau Princeton University. From 1955 to the
Eprpm,ANA, he has been vice nresident and is now general manager of
vakiiic, systems ,iivision, SAtean Development Corp., an Santa Monica,

He has responsibTaity r all of SDC's contracts work in public
education, libTary annE documentation, health, management systems,
telg3commiinicationas,antil other projects.

Trcan July 1960 IND Ima he was chief scientist with the U.S. Air
Fdarm and servedi as manila.- civilian scientific adviser to the Air Force
(Jjnfaf of Staff....31e. i theaaathor of countless publications in the field

psychology and evaronumications.
Dr. Carter, we =a 7-Tery pleased to have you here. You have heard

,untimony of hr. Seurgatid you have heard testimony of Dr. Adkin-
sun and I am sirreyom hav, had a chance to review previous testimony
aefore this coiranittee. I Ihnow you are well aware of the enormous
npportunity that cow-fro/atm our Nation at this point in time. I am
znost anxious tom hear .your testimony. Your formal statement will go
In. the record at this point-in its entirety and perhaps we could prevail
Ton you to eitlaer -summarize it or discuss any aspect of it if you
,vish. On the other hand, if you wish to read the statement that is
agreeable to me, too.

STATEMENT cw "mum& P. CARTER, VICE PRESIDENT, SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT' CORP.; SANTA 'MONICA, CALIF.

MT. CARTER. Mr.,..Chairina.n,in view of yout time, it mi ht be better
ifrlr summarized it rather-than read it although I would be happy to
reatlit.

Mr. Promax:E... Offitiae record.
(Discussion oft-theimacord.) . . .

CAR'EER. Thwillmread may statement then, sir.
I thank you Inry!aar generous introduction. Also I want to point

out I have had a fal=amount-.of experience:in the information field
itself. I think you kmow in 1965 I was head of the .study teams that
prepared the reports ...for. COSATI which resulted in major recom-
mendations.

I Imam been. a member of .the Science ,Information -Council of the
NationalScience.Foundation!and.have justrecently retired. as Chair-
man of that Council.

In adatiOn I-was amember of the National Advisory Commission
onLibraties appointed.4 President Johnson.

. I. nrnionvorung
In is 'pvrt-icubarl pleasinr kci be able tO testify before this coin-

miftee regardingILII. 8809..ItWaS in1963 thit Congressman Pucinski
chaLred the significant, heariagS regarding, problems of sCientific and
teehnival infornlation ti-arisfejr.''ThOse'r. hearings, along.' with other
standies, helped: stage _for 4:iilinitoiar Of advances in thiS iinportant
urea.

of information science has matured _with ,sig-
cant rirogress..Therliteraturein.Vid field. of 'information sOience has
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expanded to suck an Exitent that it is ROW impossible fu,nany onne person
to be familiar with its totality. The growth of the literature ithis area
is illustrated by the -rIECT-t that my- colleague, Dr. Carlos- Cuadra, editor
of the Annual Review-oaf Information Science and TeCimoltogy has in
preparation the fourth volume in as many years summmiing the state
of the art of information sciences.

Not only has the science and technology of information transfer
progressed greatly in the last decade, but there have been _. significant
advances in the implenaentation and development of several important
scienc,e information syLems. Perhaps one of the best known is that
associated with the National Library of 'Medicine.

Congress only last year recognized the important work being done
at the National Libranry of Medicine by establishing the Lister Hill
Center for Biomedical Communications, which is chartered to develop
a comprehensive information system in the biological and medical
sciences.

Another notable advance of the last few years has been the work of
the U.S. Office of Ediacation in the establishment of the Educational
Resources Informatioin ,System, commonly known as ERIC.

The National Science Foundation has developed a program for the
support of abstractingand indexing services utilizing the publication
programs of the varionis professional societies: In the past decade we
have seen.the.establisthmentof ,many impontant science and technical
informationcenters.

While there have been notable advanees in Many separate areas, the
need continues for an overall plan and agency!for coordinating anti
integiating the many ,diyerse and, often conflicting-programs, which
have:grown up.both within 'the Federal Government, an the profes-
sional societies, and in the private sector. -

I believe, Jgr. Chairman,. that you:and yonr, staff -are familiar with
the report-, mystaff and. I ,prepared for COISATI and which was pub-
liShed in 1967 by John Wiley & Sons as a book entitlect'Wational Docu-
ment-Handling-Systems- for S cience and , Iffea1inolois7

foa,that book We devote,antimber of pag es. tO descrBbing the various
national responsibilities;which the Federal .Governmpat siaould under-
take, and we also describe the many problemS which:mate preSently con-
fronting the scientific and technical community intbearea ofiniorma-
tion transfer. :1

do not propose to review 'those probleins ,here except to, say that I
belieVethey.are stillin need; of seribus attention: WiPhouttanintegrated
and coordinated-system the various conflicts and inconksautibilities will
increase with time :anil becomeniore. difficult to.solve.

Thus, Mr., Chairmas,, it is ;most appropriaie that -ymm should, again .
take the lead by sponsoring H.R. 8800 and holding hearings on the
important subject: of a-,National Science Research Data F'rocessing
and Infgrmadon Rtriavai. *atom- ' <

n. TIECRE ISA NEED PM A CENTRAL AGENCE rip INTEGRATE. AND COORDINATE

;Within the Federal Government there is no agency Which:is sPinia-
Cally charged ',,crith responsibility fOr integrating ancr, coOrdinatEng
Federal poliey and actiona--NFith r,e03.4.4,f4.0* transfer of ;Scientific and
technical- informatian..ManY agenciei taii,"37 6.4 iniPOrtintrole.
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in the Executive ' ...43& the President. tie, (Office of Science and_
Terth, nology anacEthe Gcant=littee on. SrientiAc anal Technical Informs,
tiom.have overall epourrnraeliag- responsibility.A. best. they can serve
"limited function since maibmane er two stall meeHers OST are:cot.-
..mined with-this funcatimr.3ard COSATI is simp.l.;-.2;-coordi1ating con,
mitUee withoutnny cliireetErvaauthority.

'The NationalScience Panmdation plays an erkTumely important . rthe
thmiugh its -,.011ice at' &dame Information Sft...---erires. Its mfluerlat,_ is
pacrOcularly felt in the sapaiort of primary pniffications, nalastrar&inE
an& dndexing-services amid advanced informatromzystems in pro-
fesational societies, awelt.asthesponsorship ofrearrnber ofiinwrzant
developmentprognunsimffis area.

However, the. Rational Stience 7oundation in-arot in a position:to
exert a strong:coordinating and integrating influence among-the:other
departments of Governmentitailding a coequal status with it.

Similarly, the Office- of_Mlanzaition has been inifinential in its supporr
of college ansInnivenSitylibraries and their inflammation systems:11m
generous /tuition of Congress in providing fiunisunder the Libra=

ervices and ConstructiomAct has ennphasized.the- important role
thell S. OfficenfEdunatiorrin this area.

Also, the Department .cif Defens3 has a kewripesition. Particularly
notable are the mem Department -of Defense terhnical information .
centers and the_DeffensellIecumentation Center. 'The Dewtment oft
Commerce. operates file Clearinghouse for Pederal Scienti and Teeh-
nicaI Information.

One coiLlitgocattio enuneerateetheritatut organizations such /IS
WASA,thEi AEC, the PidificIlealtli Servine,ItiteSmithemita" n Institu-
tion, etcetera,allof whom have a rolet plirannenientific.and technicti
information transer.. Yetthereis.no agrency-mniChassures that we haw.
a -well '-thonghtoul intligrand nd. a comedinneed national -program.t

witiliimay intim:rapt yom IbrieffW-Uiliile 1 gc,:-
andattemilanntatung" Iannetattencl.

.

'Vire weal ataamiiirp .reaman--for. anitento4.17 awn- pratiCularly anxious
tO have .11kIr..111Dillealiack- axed Mr. 336111. andel:owe ofthe other Members
hearyouttentiinongylogneauserberaevetrnatunto, are putting this whole
prohlemiito: a Cleververspientivo. So if yen forgive -me,. -I Will
excuse neviielf-lor-IrTinii4 tram.

WewillbeiiiireceassOlowaniinuites.
(Whereupon,a=n.the sobcomiriitteeecessed untin :05 pze..)

ProiNsiculWr...Cannter4 I'apolOgize for interrupting yom Resonie
Where:you 'left afIr..

Mr. .edawrsit..1fa-tmr rtment enumerated.eight Major. areas .wi-nne
stitch coordination Lend integration are:required. Tiarte requireinfeAs
atIS. concarngd With:

Various admfoiistanave and organizational repritement-
2. Reqteireraents as viewed from 'the point of view of the 11.1W-7-::
3. Internal systems operations requirements.
4- equirernernt3 regarding the production and representar=

of doOMftents.
5.:15tomoirisliwntAs regarcEnt dissaminition 'and speCial services.
6 Ifinapairemen4 for eytiatrm . evolution.:
7: ReqpilrEaras, for educatiOn and training:
8. Bis*RiierY,rate for reaearch and deVelopment.
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Although E have heard critisna of -the solution we .proposed for
handli-ng these requirements, have never heard it seriously srgued
that the requirements themselves dr _not. exist.

I believe it of considerade uk-gru.u.."y that Congress and tine executive
ircanch consider how these r ..earamennents can be fulfilled within the
Federal establishment.

I would suspect, Mr. Chairman', *int when you drafted H.R. 8809
you had in mind requirements eiEtbfk nature, and I certainly endorse
ttrie generaLidea tha.t we need a 'rational science research data process-
-in-Tr and information retrieval syzetem. But I do have doubts 'about
this' wisdom of placing this respxassibility within the Naticanal Science
Foundation-

concernsregarding NSF ondits ability to administer' naEonal
system are not at all associated_ with tine competence ,or -management
skill of the National Science Foundation or the Office of S6ence
Information_ Service& Bather they lave to do with a more funda-
mental problem facing -the Government in all areas of science inte-
gration and coordination.

I refer to the fact that the National Science Foundation in orga-
nizationally coequal to many..other agencies ,,of Government; with
the Atomic Energy Ceoninission, the Department of Defense, the
:National Spare and. Aevonacitics Administration, the Deparnnent of
Rise.aith, Education, and VV-4,tare, all&so forth-

I find it difficult to bellieve that hr an. area which is es all-pervasive
aa scientific and technical isrformaltion. :any akiancy vithich m art the
name level as the other agencies mancerned with this-, prohliem can
Avedly taw the directive and iintemadive role that is mequareil-

_Rather I been of the Arpitice- nu that only st the angers/national
level of Vac Elreoative Office. of the, President can tor agency have
the-niece:wary autamri"ty and ovesalE purview.

Waramr-heolc-voe devote a full chattier to evaluating tibie waricaus- al-
ternanives-thid are available witidnigie existing agencies. Wee in no
veyttrieclao ganizations are mot capable of
parfOrmingthe functionmwith T c'they are charged. Itaaher- we are
conzemed regarding the fundamental Philosophy of guvernmental

'Mzation.use of tthis wee concluded than neither die national Science
Mroundation mar any other agency vitas propeliT Eitegated or bad the
uteoper authority to undettalcratiati tame nommen impliedby wt..8g09.

An further oiridence on this WOW-call ytanr- attention ta
rir..x. 8839 which is. it bill to estabr a National Conemasina on Li-
incaries andinfozmuctitm. Scienca.Sectian three of that bailearA "There

Iterelor:estaralinhed as an independent 'agency within the execative
Ihraimit, a Natigittal Commissten on Libraries and Indermation Sei-
ence."'H.R. Sinftishased on the recommendations of thin National Aei-
misory.Commissinn on Libraries and the drafters of the bill wisely
recognized that the commission should be an indepEendent sgency
witlun the executivebronch.

I believe, Xt. Chalionan, any activity such as the national science
research data processing- and information retrieval system should
likewise be a part of such_ an. independent agency.

Indeed, I cannot heir but wonder whether or not the intenz and con-
tent of ILR. 8809-ingt 9 shourd be consolidated and coorclinated.
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HI. THERE IS n NEED FOR SEVERAL SaSTEMB FOR DIFFERENT SUBJECT
WAITERS

From the contents of the previous paragraphs some might conclude
that I believe there oheuld he one large, monolithic technical infor-
mation aystem. This would be completely false and contrary to my
beliefs. Indeed, it seems to me that we must have a large number of
relatively independent systems operating hi the many different sub-
ject matters of science and technology.

But it also seems to me that there needs to be a reasonable amount of
integration and coordination between these systems and that this can
only be done through the monitorship of a central agency which has
responsibility for assuring that there is a degree of compatibility and
consistency in policy and operation among the many different sys-
tems.

I would like-to call your attentionbi several different systems which
have been established to clarify further the point that I believe many
systems need to exist.

Recently the System Development Corporation has been underta.k-
ing a stilay of a -national oceanographic data system for the National
Marine Council. L think souee people originally thought we might me-
ommendahighly centralized national oceanographic information and
datasystern.

Iii a limited sense -we will indeed do so, but this system will con-
sist of many subsystems wiTichl are only loosely tied together. Al-
though our report ts not-vet complete, we will probably recommend
that there it new, and sineugthened fisheries information system.
Likewise, -we wal -probably nacommend .that there be a new and
strengthened marine engineering system. Tire will, also recommend
a strengthening of the National Oceanographic Data Center. Although
all of .. these orgranizations deal with oceanographicinformation, it
is not essential that they be operated. by one central agency. Rather it
is important that there be an organization ,responsible for the ,over-
view, of all these systems to see that their data-formats are properly
compatible, that the kinds of information they are, collecting :do not

usmecessanly, that sunalIT general policies are n established,
and to look toward an_ o ninonal- system made _up , of many
components operated brdiffernat agencies. n ,

As another example consider the information requirement in edu-
cation., In-the last few:, years the TI.S. Office; of Education has estab-
lished the Mdneational Resources _Information System. There are
19 ERIC menters.throughout the country.. At each- center documents
are acquired, -processed, and placed -in the system runder the overall
guidance of , the , central ERIC administration: Inr- addition to these
19 ERIC centers there are sure 150 other information centers operat-
ing in the Seld of education. These vary from one-man information
centers ton snore extensive and even automated centers. It is not nec-
essary that each of these he brought under a centralized control, but
it,is important that the education community be aware- of their
existence, know the resources available at the various centers, be
able to query the centers with regard:to needed information, and that
their processmgbe reasonably similar so that as knowledge regarding

_ ,'n n ; n
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research, techniques and resources accumulates appropriate abstract-
ing, indexing, and oomputer-based services may be more readily
established.

In-our COSATI study we developed the concept of the Responsible
Agent. This concept iS really quite straightforward and simple. It
implies, for example, that the U.S. Office of Education should be the
responsible agent for assuring that there is developed within this coun-
try an adequate education information system. You will note that we
do not propose that the U.S: Office of Education should operate such
a system. Rather we would expect USOE to be responsible for support-
ing ongoing systems, if such support is needed, and for assuring that
there a.re information resources covering the entire field of education
and that the policies and 'practices 6f the various information sources
in education are reasonablY standard and consistent so that users need
familiarize themselves with only a limited number of procedures for
retrieving information. USOEs involvement would extend to only
those cases where Federal operation or financial support is involved.

Although H.R; 8809 does not deal specifically with the concept of
responsible agents, it, does tangentially touch on this subject. The
language of the bill is as follout :

The purpose of pis set is to Iniplement, uot substitute, existing information
retrieval facilities. Therefore, it Is specifically prohibited under this act, for the
national system to establish any government-owned or operated.research science
data processing of information retrieval 2acility where such a facility already
exists under either private or public oWnersbip.

wonld like to suggest that this particularlanguage is too restrictive
in itS specific prohibition on the .establishment.of any, new system or
any integration of systems where such:facilities May already exist un-
derpublic ownership. There are within the Federal ,Government many
hundreds of:information retrievaland dopument centers; and I believe
that ,Where a responsible agent has,deterrnined that a !more ,effective
gysti3*.coula be developed by the,integrationpr cOnS6lidation of .some
of the.. already , existing,. federally.; operated or; Sum:, orted , system, it
would bS;apprOpriate, for, such an !agency tO ;promote . such an!. effort.
Probably all,steps injhis direction Should be .reviewed.,by.the ,Central
poliCy-inaking,_Organilation-Ilhavementi6ned previously, Nit 1, believe
it.-would be nnwise,to prohibit SpecifiCallY theiniegration or coordina-
tion of alreadY existing Federal ,inforniatioxi

I ant a1s6 "concerned regarding the name of the':systeny -being _pre- ;
posed ;, namely; Js.; 1TatiOnal;SCience Research 1:?at a ,Processing; and In-
formation Retrieval *.t:it'offi.. I'iyvoUlct suggSgt:that,the mT,Ord!tfpNorkes-7.
ingr be deleted froin,...,thea-titlel since I do. not find -the Problems of
researck4041,,,.Pr9r.eSeinleaddresSedithe Ontent of H.R. 8809:,

Everyir4jor rescarph;*0:tablioiiiiep,t,o/tjuliyersity :reSearch center or.
GOVerninent researCh JaboiatOry Must.liave available facilities,textroe-
eSs research data.- While the,Federal;Governinent. plays:* significant !
role in. supporting.many Computer-based, data iprocessing,.centers, the
ftmcti6n and, rele of such -..centers is separate m.,: icfro the nformation
transfer, fulieticm whiek,T. e-,se11114e:,is: the, primary- concern of :H.R.'
809. ,

In, summary, wish fa: support,. the, general, intent -of. H.R. :8800,
whiCh-I take to be the establishment of national docuMent-handling9 -
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information and data retrieval system. The establishment of such a
national system requires careful consideration regarding the func-
tions to be filled and the identification of appropriate agencies to un-
dertake these tasks.

As I have indicated, I have some doubts that there now exists a
proper agency to undertake this program, and I am also concerned
about some of the specific language of H.R. 8809. At the same time.,
I would like to support the general interest and concern of your com-
mittee regarding this important area. Thank you very much. This
concludes my written testimony. I would be glad to answerquestions.

Mr. Pucricsiu.-. Thank you, Mr. Carter. You have certainly given
this committee an excellent statement. I appreciate your suggestions.
I think each of your suggestions is intended to improve this legisla-
tion and coining from one who has such vast experience in this field,
I give special attention to your proposals.

I ain -particularly impressed with your suggestion that we ought to
make this an agency that would be close to the President. I think that
the earlier colloquy with Mr. Adkinson proves my point. Whatever
may be his personal views on this subject, obviously he is reflecting the
views of the Bureau of the Budget, the National Science Foundation,
and various other people who have taken a position.

Your suggestion that this ought to be an agency that would have
broader powers than the agencies now dealing with the subject, which
have coequal powers is one we may want to look at very carefully.

I wond.er if you might agree 'that perhaps the President's Commit-
tee on Scientific and Teclimcal-Information. conceivably might be the
vehicle for the development of this concept

Mr. CAnTna. No, sir. I do not believe that would be wise. The reason
I believe this is that COSATI is a committee of the Federal Council
on Science and Technology: The Federal Council is simply an organi-
zation made up Of representatives of all the different Government
agencies which have significant science and technical roles to play.

It is a consultative body, a group-which considers common problems,
which make recommendations to their various agencies but like most
committees, does not have strong executive authority. I do notthink you
can do thecoordination' and integration that is needed in this area and
many'other areas'Of 'science withOut-a: stronger Staff support, 'a 'more
organized- attack on' these preblems; than you get out of 'the Federal
Council Or COSATI: '..1 , '

Mr. Poomssr: .01-1 the basis of your e*perierice; how would you
recommend- that-We structure thie $ 'You suggested- perhaps we could
oombizie this bill with the Conimission on Libraries.'

Mr. CAirrEa.: Yes, sir. I am concerned about that because some of the
functions which are 'contemplated; the-Commission on Libraries and
Information .Sciencel would undertake woUld certainly be some of the
functions which are Contemplated 'under your bill: .

Mr.- Pr.rormsiu.' I have reservations about this suggestion. If the
National Commission were to confine itself 'only to libraries I would
have no problem. The National Commission on Libraries, when it was
an advisory board, was very helpful to our subcommittee a few years
ago'when we passed the Library .Act. We relied heavily on their recom-
mendations:
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I believe at that time you were a member of -the Commission. Your
study resulted in the Library Act which has d.one a great job all over
the country. But I am concerned that when the guidelines are written
on information science, they will only add to the already existing
confusion. Would you, having been a member of this Commission on
Libraries see any strong objection in making this Commission a per-
manent commission as ILR. 8839 proposes? That we confine it only to
libraries?

Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir ; I tend to believe that .the role of the library,
particularly the research library, is going to chang-e a great deal in the
next 10 to 15-years.:We already see growing up information resorarces
such as the American Chemical Society is putting out, which_ you
mentioned earlier. Those resources are largely going to be dissemi-
nated through some association with a library on the campus.

There are going to be computer tools of one nature or another, con-
soles

,
retrieval tools which will operate, I believe, through the librinries

withthe Chemical Information Service. ,

They are going to go on line in 1071 and when are on line then
a research center will have a console where they could querythe data

ibase mantained in Columbus or other places. You have to ntegrate
science information services, I think with the other libraries' services
or information services.

So that, I believe, there will be an amalgamation of library and in-
formation services. .

Mr. Pactxsitt. Do you think we would be wiser at this point to limit
this commission:to the wOrk that:it has already, been doing, primarily
in :the library field and avoid or eliminate ,the information sciences ?
What I am fearful of, is that the:information sciences are going to be
the honey to attract the money, and the Money will flow in that direc-
tion and the humanities and the .various other aspects of library
activity will play a secondary role. ;

'The Library of Congress:presents an exainple of my; point. the Li-
brary of Congress asked for $5 million to catalog scientific informa-
tion and received it like that. Yet :if they ,want.to improve their sec-
tion in humanities in the. Library: of Congress,: they lutve to literally
beg for funds.<

You said we ought to have a separate structuredealing with sciences.
Perhaps we ought to have a'national conunission on science informa-
tion retrieval which would then work with the libraries, and :with
everyone else "would that be the road-to go'? ;

You also said you thought maybe 8809, and $839 ought, to be consoli-
dated arid coordinated:. '

sir
Mr. Ptrotxsxi..Arhich would be the best way to move on this?

. Mr. CARTER. As you say, I was, a member of the National Advisory
'Commission; and while I wholly, endorse the recommendations of the
ComMission, I did.not myself feel they were as strong as they should

Part-thne commissions ,in 'my view;; are not the way, to get things
rolling, get,things instituted. So I would much rather see a responsible
agent, or, a responsible organization as a permanent agency within
the Government than to see a, part-time commissiori..

51,7464 0-430-.11
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Mr. PLICINSICI. I presume the National Commission on Libraries will
be a permanent. agency of Government.

Mr. CARTER. I think the bill is pretty weak in that respect. I don't
have it before me.

Mr. PuorNsm. I would- agree with you. I would be for strength-
ening the National Commission on Libraries making it a permanent
institute which would be an overseer for library facilities in thiscountry.

But is there any merit to my fear that if we add the words "and in-
formation science ' and give this National Commission on Libraries
the further authority over information science that -over the span of
the next 10 years, or 5 years, the glamour will be focused on the
sciences?

It is easier to get money. Numerous people look at the humanities
with &stress, believing they are not. as important as the. sciences. I
believe free people have to have` a strong interest in humanities. And
this is why I fear putting the sciences in with the library services.

Is there any merit to my ooncern ?
Mr. CARTER. Certainly there is merit to your concern because nobody

wants to be in the position; no thoughful, person, of downgrading the
humanities or social sciences, arts and so on.

Mr. Pucixsra. There is a constant effort to do just that around here.
Mr. CARTER. But I 'wonder a little bit about to whit extent that is

really true. I thought that under the Library. Services and Construc-
tion Act, there are very large athounts apprOpriated for general library
services: I heard a oomment from the Office of Education to the effect
that something in the order of $400 million a, year are spent through
that Office for the general support,of libraries: This is not for the sup-
port of science libraries. ' ' ,

Mr. PumwsKi. Within the present structure we are not dealing with
science information. The present structure limits it. to library service.
For inStance, three libraries were built in my district with Federal aid.
Han we not received it; -we would not have built those libraries. They
are invaluable neighborhood institutions.

The People of my district.think these libraries are the greatest thing
that has happened in the area. But had this bill included science or
information smenca services, then:the struggle 'for the dollar would
have been divided and I doubt if we wmild-have received enough money
for the libraries.

Mr. CARTER. I think we are having a seniantic problem. I believe
wheri one says a' Commission on Libraries and' Information Science,
one is talking about the new developments for handling' informa-
tion, the techniques of information retrieval, of st,orage, of microfilm-
ing, of indexing, which we refer -to as the inforination sciences.

Mr. PubmsKi. I am glad you brought that. up. I think you are
right. I think you now put this discussion on the right track.

If that is all that they are talking about' in it.R. 8839, then ob-
viously I certainly would not object to it and I do not think any-
one else' would object to it. If that bill seeks a better way to han-
dle books and the dissemination Of' inforthation in_those -books and
libraries, fme; but youl said that" you: thought we might consolidate
8809 and 8839. I would, be= leery of Mixing science' and the humani-
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ties. Because in the struggle for Federal funds, science woukl al-
ways get more than 'the humanities and I am still old fashioned
enough to think humanities are imporiant.

Mr. CARTER. I don't want to press that point too strongly. I am
sure you are right in your interpretation that the National Advi-
sory Commisison on Libraries was using the concept of information
science as the technique of modern librarianship, if you will: And if
you go on and -look at the other recommendations of the National
Advisory ; Committee, you will see that one of theM was the estab-
lishinent of an Institute of Library and Information Science to help
promote those techniques, so library information resources would be
more useful:

Mr. Pucricsmt. How can we give greater credenee to the proposal
that you make here to move forward ? Perhaps II.R. 8809 is wrong
in presuming that you can amend the NDEA and that this project
can be given to the SIS in .the National Science Foundation. I be-
lieve that with the problems they have there as manifested par-
ticularly in today's testimony, which is very clear, they do not want
it. We ought to start thinking about who does want it. Moro im.-
portant, whO is best qualified to handle it ?

Mr. CARTER. In our report to COSATI and in the book I men-
tioned in my testimony, we analyze the pros and cons of NSF, the
Smithsonian. Institution, . 'of OST, of several ; different agencies as
being the appropriate organization to assume this responsibility: And
you know there are a fair number of pages of analysis of the situation.

As I say, we did come up with the. conclusion .that -there is 'cur-
rently. no,existing. agency,that 'is either properly situated within the
Federal organizational 'hierarchy' Or has the statutory authority to
fulfill the duties I think you, 'havecin -mind. We therefore develop
at Smile length y the nature; of ; such an. organization which shOuld' be,
we thought, at the level:of the Exedutive Office of the President.
; Mr., Prreinsx.i. What de You call 'that agency ? '

Mr. CARTER. I don't really remember: the' exact -title. It g-ot labeled
the eapping agency: ;

Mr:PUCIESItl..;But your point-is an agency like, that at 'the Wl-iite
Houselevel would be in, a moreufavoribleposition. What you are ad-
-VocatMg is the same concept utiliZed on any number of similar prob-
lems--setting up a. subcabinet, post and then bringing in all the related

It was' done in the poverty program: It Was, done in model cities; in
the Marine Connell. So you are.suggesting Setting up 'a new strneture,
an umbrella under whicfrall these agencies could work bilt which would
haye a higher degree of authority than as a coequal partner with these
agencies.

Mr. CARTER. Exactly.
Mr. PIICINSKI: lrhat is a Very fine suggestion, and I certainly Will

hope when you get back to California; you might amplify that for our

I would be anxious to have these views from you, Mr. Carter, because
believe you may be right. ,

One final question, do you think Chat establishing an agency of this
nature, wOuld be an impediment to the present development of systems
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within the various disciplines? The statement was made earlier tha
the strings imposed by such a formal system might well inhibit rather
than assist the productive evolution of these services. Do you share
that view?

Mr. CARTER. Well, in theory I clearly do not. In theory I think there
should be some organization which looks out for the total scientific
and technical information system. But on the other hand, the spelling
out of the languacre of a bill and sometimes the administrative regula-
tions that go. withit, do not always correspond to the intent of the bill.

I personally believe that one could draw up an appropriate bill. I
think if I may say so, sir, there is a certain weakness in H.R. 8809 by
not being specific enough in some areas about how it would really work.

Mr. PIICINSRE And being too specific in others?
Mr. CAR:kER. Yes, sir.
Mr. Pucrivstu. For instance, in light of your statement here I can

appreciate your comment that the prohibition against competing sys-
tems could really thwart some very good developments. Perhaps that
language could be improved. .

Let me ask you, then, perhaps the best way to move on something
like this is to first of all establish the principle that the time has come
to start moving in The direetion of establishing a national information
system.' Then,perhaps we ought to take your suggestion and establish
a commission that would be charged with the responsibility of develop-
ing such a system, within a; fixed time. Perhaps, Mr. Carter, what we
need , is 'another .vehicle similar: to, that you served when you were a
memberof the Library Commission.:

You gave us a blueprint for setting up a library bill. We followed
that blueprint and today libraries are built all over the country.
Maybe that is the prOcedure we ought to use.

,Mr. CAnisa..I think there is merit to that-suggestion.- Particularly if
such- a-,Cominission. were:charged with ',preparing appropriate recom-
mended legislation which _Congress could then:consider us a rounded
and :a:welt-developed piece ;of legislation covering the total field:.

Mr. Prrcirisx.i. You have been extremely helpful to this.committee
today and I really apologize _to you for such a ;diSjointed hearing. I
want, you to know hoW much I appreciate your coming: I4hink that
you- have_given us some perspectives that-=we have not thought of

I think coupled with Dr. Seaborg's testimony, you gave us a,few new
direetions, and I. would ask you to do one more thing HI may.
. When you get back to California, perhaps-you would like to elabo-

rate.on your statement and give us your thinking on how a Presidential
commission of this-type ought to look and what it ought to do, as you
see it.

Mr. CARTER. Very good, sir. I would be pleased.
Mr. PIICINSKI. I think we- can agree with all" due respect to the

National science ,Foundation and the director.of the SIS, the time is
long past due in getting started on a national system.

Perhaps-your'proposal-tO put 'together -a team of experts who are
capable and asking thein to preSeribe a formula:for a national system,
might be thebetter WaY 'of doing it

Mr CARTER. I will be happy to think about this and to offer sonie
comments.
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Mr. PIICINSKI. Mr. Carter, you are very kind for taking time out.
I think you are going to see that your comments today will be reflected
into some meaningful legislation around here.

Thank you very much.
(The comments requested follow :)

Hon. RontAx C. Furcuirskt,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE Purcrasta : During my testimony before your General
Subcommittee on Education regarding H.R. 8809, you invited me to submit ad-
ditional comments regarding the way in which forward movement might be
achieved in the scientific and technical document and information area. One of
the things we discussed was the advisability of forming a national advisory com-
mission on scientific and technical information needs to serve a function analo-
gous to that of the National Advisory Commission on Libraries. While there
are advantages to such a commission, my overall assessment is that such a
commission is not needed. In the scientific and technical information area there
have been a number of reports and studies proposing various ways of im-
proving our national posture in this area. I believe the appointment of another
commission to study the area would result in few new insights beyond the re-
ports and recommendations which are already available. -What is needed now
is not another study group but rather the concentrated staff work required to
formulate a clear course of action for administrative agencies and such specific
legislation as may be required to improve performance in the document and in-
formation retrieval area.

As I mentioned in my testimony, the logical place for this- to happen is in
the Office of -Science :and. Technology, but the eize of the staff in OST is such
that it cannot devote much manpower to the staff work that needs to be done.
Repeated efforts on the part of the President's Science Advisor to increase the
size of his staff have been unfruitful either because of the lack of adequate
funding or because 'of the lack of clarity regarding continuing responsibility in
this area. OSIS, in the National Science Foundation,has a barely sufficient staff
to discharge its present responsibilities and, at its level, Ands it difficult.to be a
spokesman, for the entire community. I *Mild Suggest that auseful aetion would
be' for Your cominittee fo either request OST tO -do the necessary staff WOrk or
for your Committee itself to acquire an appropriate permanent staff.

In , tbe diseussion, before your :Committee .a number ,of ideas- have been ad-
vanced regarding the appropriate: organisational structure for facilitating ad-
vanced docuinent-handling and-information transfer fnnetions. There are Several
alternative 'organizatiOnal pessibilities As iS alWays 'the case, there are various
Considerations in faYor of and owased to anY atheme that is plit forward.
believe that in our book "National Document-Handling Systems for Science and
Technology" we have analyzed the yarious poesibilities.and made the arguments
In faVor of and .against each of them., I am forwarding under separate, cover
a copy of the book: I Would call, your attention to Chapter 10, Which is titled
"Strengthening 'the PreSent SYstem." Our overall- Conclusion is that the Present
system has some inherent weaknesses which mitigate against its ability to func-
tion optimally inthis area. At the same time, it should be recognized that actions
to significantlY. Strengthen OBT or COSATI or NSF Could represent important
advance& I Will not review the arguments here, sinee they are laid out in detail
in 'Chapter .10.

In Chapter 9 of our book we consider the .possibility of several different. orga-
nizational and operational structures-The alternative approaches discussed are :

1. A new operating agency within the Federal Government which we
called the National Scientific and Technical Information Agency.

2. A government-chartered corporation as an operating ageney. This or-
.: ganization, would' have'some of, the' characteristics of .COXISAT.

& -A -national :library administration as :the, ,operating and responsible
agency

We diseuds:ed the poSSible 'advantagei and disadvantages itnd concluded that
while there are many attractive features to these suggestions, their practical
implementation precluded our recommending them:

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORP.,
Santa Monica, Calif., May 1, 1969,

11.6
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As you know, our preferred recommendation involved the establishment of a
"Capping Agency" and th implemntation of th Responsibl Agent concept.
The details of these concepts ar spelld out in Chaptr 8 of our book.

Sinc our study in 1965, ther hav been sevral other major study efforts
in this area. Ther is th report of the National AdvisorY Commission on
Libraries, which deals with a part of the science and technical information prob-
lm. Thre is the xtnsiv study of the National Acadmy of Science and its
SATCOM ffort. 11n our book we summarize 15 othr alternative approaches that
have been suggestd. Again, let m say that I belive what we need now is not
additional studies but rather a concentrathd staff ffort to formulate th appro-
priate administrative actions and/or lgislation that is requird to implmnt
the dsirable faturs suggesthd in these various reports.

It has been a privilege to tstify before your Committee and, I am plased that
you are again taking the Congressional lead in this area.

Sincerely Tours,
LAIINOR F. CARTER,

Vice President and Manager,
Public Systems Division.

Mr. Puctweiu. Our next witness is Mr. B. K. Farris, vice president
of Science Communication, Inc. and Mr. DeWitt O. Myatt, also of
Science Comniunication, Inc.

We Tire very happy to have you here, gentlemen. I am sorry we kept
you so long. I know how busy .you are and I know what a big hole we
put in, your schedule by 'taking a whole day out of your activities.
For 'ye us. We apologize to you. ,

r. Myatt is the founder and chairman of the Board of Science
Communication, Inc. Since 1941 his career has been primarily involved
in information science and technical communication. IIe has pub-
lished numerous articles dealing with the, subject of information
retrieval and is a recognized expert in the field.

Mr. Farris, since,1963,,has served as vice president of Science Com-
munication, Inc. and directs the technical data systems division which
includes 'scientific . and engineering inforadation system, analysis and
deSign. , inforinatiOn' serViceS, fteChthcal Manageinent consiilting and

He, has . worked with:the' Aerospace Corp: in California, with the
Applied- ,l'hYsips Laboratory' Or 4:01,MS 'Hopkins liniVersity, :and with
varicii4 priVate and,GOVernnient ageneieS. Ilehai received reCOgnition
froM.Varithis technical engineering SoCieties and 'is widely respected

, We Are Pleased.to have tvie smelt illustrious Members of the scientific
COnininnitY, With' us ,todaY:, YOU both. hive 'prepared' stateinents, which
will gO in the reCord: at .thiS point, I believe, and , you can proceed in
any way you wish: Perhaps' on the basis of all the testimony that has
occUrred t.here today,-,Whicli you 'hive listened to,' you 'Might want to
put your wO statement§ in at thiSPoint, and then diSmia§ then' and dis-
cuss some of the 'additional informat,ien. that was given here today.

Mr. ,M-rxrr. Thank you.-I would like to suggest that Mr. Farris,give
a brief veraion 'of the fOrnial ,Stateinent that he has entered into the
record. " ;:

I will folio* with a iew'additional cominents.
kre have been expressly interested ina numberof the exchanges that

have' oecur'red this'Mornirig and this 'afternoon and wmild appreciate.
the opportunity-to,comment onthena and, also to answer any, qUestions
yea might Wantto addresa fous,

Mr. Puomeki. Proceed in anyway you Wish:
Mr. Mirmrr. First 1 would like to say that before Mr. Farris and 1
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became information scientists we started as physical scientists. We
have been working in the information science field with the use of the
chemical and chemical engineering backgrounds, and with working
experiences in such fields as medicine, chemistry, rocketry, agriculture,
and materials development.

The working associwtions we had with pilot plants, with chemical
processing, and with the research laboratory have been very beneficial
m our information work. We feel that some of the perspectives that
we will be developing today with you came because of that original
background.

I think with that, without further ado, I will ask Mr. Farris to
proceed.

STATEMENT OF B. B. FARMS, VICE PRESIDENT OF SCIENCE
CONCMUNICATION, INC., licLEAN, VA.

Mr. FArtrus. Thank you. I am pleased for the opportunity to appear
before this committee and discuss the possibility of implementing a
national system for improving the management of scientific data and
information. Although such systems should not, in fact cannot, be
implemented on a crash basis, implementation cannot be delayed if the
United States intends to maintain its position of preermnence in
science and techology.

Too frequenly, when data systems of the future are discussed, it is in
terms of fantasies of the year 2000, rather than the actions tobe taken
in 1969, 1970, and so forth. Hopefully, I will be able not only to convey
some of the potential of the future but to suggest some reasonable
first steps toward that future.

MY .commente today will concentrate on data and data handling
systems, rather than document handling systems. For the past 2 years,
I have been engaged in 'extensive study of national scientific and
technical data system concepts. A significant portion of my recent
work and that of my colleagues at Science Communications, Inc., was
conducted forthe Committee on Scientific and !Technical Information
(COSATI)- of the Federal Councir for Science and Technology. Since
this work included an asSessMent of approximately 90 issues concern-
ing national data systems and development of a plan for further study
and implementation of national scientific and technical data system
concepts, I would like to offer 'some excerpts from our final report
for inclusion in the ,record of this hearing.
SUMMARIZING EXCERPTS FROM THE SCIENCE COMMUNICATION, INC., RI:WORT-STUDY

OP SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL DATA ACTIVITIES IN TFIE UNITED STATES 1

SPONSORSHIP ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
. . .

The. work reported: herein was sponSOred by the Task Group On. National
SyStem(s), COnimittec ó a V.1.1.1,S.,,nfille and Technical Information (COSATI) of the
Federal Council t,s,1.1 Technology. Financial support was provided by

,1k4 2,140'Aativitieo in the. United States Final Report
Contract 7 4620-137-=--(;:Fi.`Sosc,cOCUMinunIcation, Inc:';' April 30: loss.

Volume ru:wt: Implementation . of ',Na.tMnal Data 'System: Concepts.
Volume,II. t7arta ,:ni.`!-."."63---,Prtglinliiari:`CMisua of Sci.04ific 'Lind Technic:al Data

Volume II '(Part-'c)...-1-.e..,:l.§nary Consmi' of Scientifie and Technical' Data. Activitiee.
AD 670 608.
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tus Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of Defense, with
cantract administration by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. Work was
h=lated on 1 September apan, under Air Force Contract P44620-67-C-0022, and
crampleted 3() April 1968..

/. PUBPOSFA, CIEIMECTIVES, AND METHODS 01' THE STUDY

A. BaCkground
In 1962, the Federal_ Comical for Science and rchnology established the Com-

mittee on Scientific Information under the auspices of the Office of Science and
Technology, Executive Office of the President. In 1964, the name of the Committee
was changed to Committee on Scientific and Technical Information (COSATI) to
indicate that its scope of interest included technical as well as scientific informa-
tion activities. Since its establishment, COSATI has been extensively involved in
improving Federal scientific and technical information activities. In addition,
COSATI, through its own leadership and initiative, is stimulating organizations
in and out of the Govez:nment, in the United States and ovemaeas, in science and
technology and other thelds, to seek new methods of improving their capability
to communicate information efficiently and effectively both within and between
communities. Perhaps the most ambitious of COSATI undertakings to date in-
volves the work of a Task Group to study -the complex area of planning for na-
tional information system (s). The charter of this task group identifies two
principal goals and objectives : ,

Undertake those investigations needed to (a) inventory and evaluate
the resources (people, libraries, and other services, equipment, materials
and funds) currently being utilized in national and other domestic scientific
and technical information activities: arid (b) ascertain the information
needs of users such as : scientists, engcreers, managers, practitioners, and
the technical public, as individuals se,d as groups, in and out of the
Government

Based upon these and other findings, prepare recommendations and
plans for the development of national information system (s) to include
actions for Government agencies, suggestions for actions by the private
sector, and steps to move from current to advanced information systems.

The Task Group has sponsored a set of complementary studies to accumulate
background information and to assess its relevance to the requirements and
feasibility factors relating to national scientific and technical information sys-
tems concepts. The first atudy examined the current status of document handling
and made recommendations concerning a national document handling system?
A second study dealt in depth with abstracting and indexing services in the
United State& Another study analyzed the structures and functions of informal
information communication systems.' Based on the results of these studies, other
findings, and the experience of its members, the Task Group is formulating rec-
ommendations and plans for consideration and implementation of national infor-
mation system concept&

B. OBJECTIVES OF' THE STUDY OP DATA UNDEMTAHEN BY THE TASK GROIIP ON NATIONAL
SYSTEM (5)

Prior to 1966, relatively few comprehensive studies had been conducted of sci-
entific and technical data systems. Previous studies and surveys had been re-
stricted to the data activities of an agency, to a specific scientific or technical field,
or to selected elements of a total data systeme.g., data processing equipment.
Consequently, the COSATI Task Group on National Systems has undertaken a
broad-scope study that can be used to guide the formation of national policy with
respect to systems for scientific and t-schnical data Rollection, reduction, storage,
retrieval, analysis, and dissemination. Specifically, the study by the Task Group is
intended to :

a Recommendations for Eational,Document Handling Systems in Science and Technology:
Appendix Background StudyVolumes' I and II, System,Development Corporation,
Santa Moniea, California, sePtember 1965. Contract AP 19 (628)-5166.

a A' System atudgf of Abstracting andindexing in the Vatted States. System Development
Corporation,.Falls,Church, Virginia..16 December 1966, Contract NSFC-464.

4 Exploration' of -Oral/Informal Technical Communications Behavior,- semi-Annual frech-
teal Report, American Institutes for Research, Silver Spring, Maryland, 15 March 1967,DAHC-04 67 C0004.
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Assess the degree of attention that is being gEven to data on themEationallevel ;
Clarify the role that scientific and technical datain various stages of

refinementplay in the technical decision. Trocess; and
:Formulate data system policies and/or actions that will benefit the inter-

change of technological know-how and the conduct of research..
For the purposes of the study, data are described as quantitative or qualitative

representations of properties, characteristics, or attributes of objects, events,
measurements, or observations. In common usage, data connote factual, as op-
posed to conceptual information ; in addition, the term is frequently used to denote
the factual information content of a document, rather than the document or arti-
fact itself. The latter distinction permits differentiation beween this study and
many previous studies which dealt with document handling systems or with
abstracting, indexing, or other treatment of conceptual information content of
documents. The scope of the study, roughly defined, includes activities involving
the following types of scientific and technical data :

Data acquired in the course of conducting experiments or examining
natural phenomena, or in the course of performing tests according to pre-
cribed procedures;

Data which describe the characteristics or performance of a natural
phenomenon, a material, a device, or a component ; and

Data which instruct, guide, or aid skilled or semi-skilled, persons in the
proper use, maintenance, or replacement of artifacts, or in techniques and
procedures.

This study is intended to establish how the various types of scientific and tech-
nical data are acquired, stored, retrieved, packaged, and disseminated for specific
types of uses ; why these packaging methods have been adopted ; and what changes
in methods are foreseen in the future. Special emphasis is placed on uses made of
data by various functional groups (e.g., basic research, equipment and systems
development, product application, etc.) and the degree of processing or refinement
of data needed for such functional groups.

A further objective of the study, which is to be conducted in several phases,
is to facilitate an open discourse and provide an opportunity for expression
of the views and knowledge of the many, individuals and organizations that will
be key ,participanta in the development, operation, and use of future data
systems.

The scope of the Task Group study can be summarized as encompassing sci-
entific and technical data activities which are potentially amenable to deter-
mination of requirements for national data systems or for other types of coordi-
nation which would improve our national scientific and technological posture.

C. APPROACH AND PRODUCTS OF THE INITIAL PHASE OF THE STUDY

In September 1960, Science Communication," Inc was awarded a contract
to initiate this study. Speeifically, Science Conimunication, Inc:Undertook to con-
duct a prellininary,survey "of scientific 'and technical data activities, data-related
problems, and data *stem needs within government, the professions, and indus-
try. This 'initial phase' of the COSATI Task Group Study Was undertaken to
produce a-preliminary census Of current data activitiee and a plan for further
study and consideration of variona concepts of national scientific and technical
data systems.

The following Sunimary of Conclusion's and Recommendationa (Section II)
highlights aonie of the more important conclusions reached in this initial phase
of the study. It must be emphasized that these conclusions are the result of a
very limited effort in terms of the ratio of the size of the study effort to the Mag-
nitude of the problem' area exandned. However, thethe conclusions, together with
the other findings and recommendations in the 'Science Communicatiom Inc.
Report provide, for 'the firat time, visibility and articulation of the data seg-ment of scientific and technical information activity. The conclusions and rec-
ommendations are considered aignificant for two reasons;First, they were formu-
lated from: the findings Of an extensive Census-survey of scientific and technical
data activities. Second,- they sumMarize the asseasments of approximately 300
experta -Who were aSked to Comment on approxiinately 00' issues and recom-
mended solutions which Science Connininication, Inc identified as moat critically
relevant to national scientific and technical data system concepts.-
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Volume I of the Science Communication, Inc. Report not only discusses issues
and proviides recommendations for their resolution; it also outlines a systematic
plan for executing the recommendations in the context of a National Scientific and
Technical Data Program. Section III describes thils plan.

Volume II of the Science COmmunication, Tiwc. Ikeport consists a three parts.
Part A. presents scenarios of data activities in tem selected fields of science and
technology. Each scenario coy-era-the characteristiscs of data, data flows, formal
data efforts, and representative data related problems or issues identifiable with
the field. The fields covered are: aerospace science and technology, electronics
and electrical engineering, materials science and engineering, chemistry and
chemical engineering, agriculture and food technology, biomedical sciences,
pharmacology, social and behavioral sciences, environmental and geosciences,
and oceanography. A supplementary scenario describes data activities as con-ducted within the research, developmental, and applications phases a scientific
and technological activity.

Part B summarizes results from analyses a selected areas a scientific and
technical data activity. Areas analyzed include data activities a medical re-
search institutions, professional societies and trade associations, commercial data
processing service centers, and U.S. Army research, development, test and evalua-
tion atfrivities. Part B also hicludes a review a data handling equipment capa-
bilities potentially applicable to national scientific and technical data systems.

Part V consists of an in-depth census a 226 formal data efforts which are
representative of the efforts currently operating in the United States which most
likely would be considered in conjunction with planning and development of
national data systems. The following types of data efforts are included in the
census: Data service centers, Data-document depositories, Data program devel-
opment and coordination, Non-deeignated (Agency) data handling and service
operationa and Sthall evolving data handling and service operations.

The science Communication, Inc. Report equips the COSATI Task Group on
National Systems and other interested organizations with a preliminary defini-
tion of the challenge awaiting those who will assume the leader.ship in creating
improved scientific and technical data systenis. In addition, it provides a focal
point for reviews and discussions to further define required actions and nlist
the participation of the many organizatiOns and individuals who must contribute
to the development of improved scientific and technical data management and
handling systems.

SUMMARY OF CONCWOIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Scientific and technical data-perspectives and policy implications
Conclusion: The utility of our national scientific and technical data resource

can be substantially increased by irnproved management.
Although the Federal , Government and non-government organizations in the

U.S. jointly . eiliand'in eicese pf :20 billion dollars annually to support research
and develoPinent "efforts; feW policies exist to guide, the management of the
restiltant,scientifie, and' technical- data:In fact, current policiesi and programs
have reaulted.in un 'imbalance: hetween the:efforts expended tO generate new
data and the efforts, eXPended to Maintain, evaluate and make maximura use of

Ileconimendation: The EtheceitiVe (30,ce of the President should issue a policy
statement establishing the objectives of a national;program to improve the man-
agement .Of soientiik: and ",tec4t.lisiq datd activities within goVernment, the pro-
feimions, and indUstry.

The staternent Should :not onlY idenlify goals but. deeignate responSibilities
and identify means to achieve the ,program objectives. Specifically, the program
should achieve redistribution of Federal expenditures So that an appropriate per-
centage of each agency's research and developnent budget is allocated to data
activities. The;Program, should,hivolve'Upgrading .of 'lard:sting data systems and
servicei, and development of, the, capabilities required fer implementation of im-
proved syStems, for ,future .datarainagenient and handling.:In addition, the pro-
grain Should' prOvide, fifinia.tn:IsuppOrt eXpleraterY Study and p!anning of data
management, and;data handling,Systemsin those areas of Seience and technology
which,caamOet benefit f roM SueliatUdy and planning.

The total lirOgrataishould be stinctured and administered in a manner which
will assure appropriate particiPation by all secroors ,a'e the scientifie and tech-
nological community.
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Conclusion: No effective means currently exists for coordinating and integrat-
ing the data management and data handling activities of the governmental, pro-
fessional, and industrial sectors of science and technology.

Despite the extensive efforts of COSATI and the respective agencies of the
Federal Government to coordinate intra-government scientific and technical in-
formation activities, no broad-gauge means has been established to coordinate
these efforts with those of non-government organizations. The National Science
Foundation is currently funding and working with professional societies to estab-
lish discipline-based information systems, and many other government agencies
cooperate with a limited number of non-government organizations. For example,
the Department of Defense co-sponsors meetings and working groups with data-
oriented sub-groups of the American Ordnance Association and the National Se-
curity Industrial Association. However, existing arrangements are not adequate
to support the implementation of the program required to achieve optimal use
of the national scientific and technical data resource.

Recommendation: A Ncitional Advisory Council for Scientifio and Technical
Data should be established.

The Council membership should represent the various segments of scientific
and technical data activity, both governmental and non-governmentaL The Conn-
cil should function principally as a review and:consultative body and should be
iTtructured to Permit the operation of Panels concerned with the following types
of data activities: (1) Discipline-research (scientific) data activities; (2) De-
velopmental-mission data activities ; (3) Applications-product data activities ; (4)
General-Purpose data activities; and (5) Data system technologies and develop-
ment activities. Through operation of its Panels, meetings such as a White House
Conference and special studies; the Council Would provide a forum dealing with
data management and data handling system requirementk Based on inputs from
this continuing forum and Council review of;current data management Practices
and data sYstenir performance,. the Council would evolire recommendations to
guide the National Scientific and Technical' Data Program. -The Council should
maintain n sniall, permanent Staff which wonld function as the secretariat for
the Advisory Panels and would monitor planning and other special studies ini-
tiated by the Council.

Conclusion: Scientific and technical .data and data activities are exceedingly
complex:: national data programs and Systein deVeloPinent efforts must be capable
of effectiVely recognizing ,and accomModating this coMplemity:

The eX. tent of this Complexity can be gained by considering the attributes of
scientific data activities' asSociated with diseipline reSearch as compared with
those techrileal data activitteS .associated with missien development or product
application aetiiitiei. Each of these tyPes'ef data actiVities usetlata_ (even the
same data) in ,different ways, prefer specific packaging methdds,- and are driven
by different motivational'factors In the generation; handling, and aPplication of

Recoinineitilation: data prograins and related policies- innst be ',im-
plemented with du e. consideration of tlie diverse types of data actimities which
are conduCted as,an integral and vital part of acience 'and technologib

Present knoWledge indicates that'the National'Scientifie 'and Technical Data
Program "shenld consist ;Of at least twe SubprOgrainsone ,foridattedto deVelop
improved 'data 'thanagenient and handling systems for scientille data aetiVities,
and one forinatted to thareqUiceraents Of teChniehl, data activities. This Would
Permit the'totar program the fiekibility required Air effective interaCtionbetween
goverfunent, 'industry, "and-the ,professionS. More Speeifically, it would perfait
the Federal Govermaent to tailor ft supPort of data system development efforts
in aceordanee with tlie extent Of the publie interest.' "

In addition; the National' Data Proginan: must be Structured to complement
and build on existing data efforts, looth governmental and non-governmental.
Especially; it should provide a means fOr including h voice for the interests of
the pre-eXisting data serVice'Progranis in the mission-oriented Federal agencies
and in commerCial service-firms' such as publisfiera

Conclusion: The rim utility Of scientific and teehnical data is net currently
realiled tinder exiat,iitg data nsafi0erneni and 'data handling- PolioieS.

Analogous to the preservation of' academiC'freedoin; the individual-Scientlit
has rightfully' striVen to Pre,Serve independence frOin efaternal influencea on the
conduct' Of his Scientific Work. As a consequence,' the acientificcominunity has
avoided centralized cOordination of its activities, including ConserVation of the
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knowledge structures which constitute the bases of the various disciplines. It is
assumed that the informal structures, such as the invisible college and the more
formal mechanisms associated with publication o fthe scientific journal and
monographs provide adequate vehicles for communicating data and for main-
tenance of the unity which is so vital to a strong science. This assumption fails
to give due weight to the changing chanacter of the role which our society ex-
pects science to perform and the changes which result as scientists attempt to
react to these new expectations. It also fails to note the inadequacies of the scien-
tific paper, professional journal, and abstrnot publication as a set of tools for
the communication and maintenance of the Increasing pool of factual informa-
tion or data bang generated by scientists.

Although duet° other muses, the data management and conservation practices
currently followed in developmental or applications activities in science and tech-
nology are equally ineffective. For example, in spite of the lalrge amounts ex-
pended to develop costly items of equipment for appliCations, such as defense and
space exploration data describing these equipments are not maintained in well-
structured, full-indexed files readily accessible to other potential users.

Recommendation: Each. scientific or technical community, including mis-
sion-oriented agencies, should reappraise its current procedures for managing
and handling scientific and technical data, especially in regard to their ade-
quacy for conservation of the data as a costly and potentially reusable resource.

Each community should establish a focal point and procedures to identify
the characteristics of its data resources, to articulate data management objec-
tives, and to formulate plans and programs to implement data handling systems
development or other actions to achieve the goals of the community. In effect,
each community should create a body (office, committees, etc.) to serve as a
sookesinan and coordinator for the cooperative data activities of the com-
munity. Such data activity ceerdinators might be housed in professional societies,
trade associations, eduCational institutions, or government agencies ; however,
participation in the activities of the coordinating body should be open to all
members of the community. /n fact, the ability to assure a large involvement
of the comniunity in ita activities should be a prerequisite for recognition of the
coordinating body as the designated agent to participath in National Scientific
and Technical Data Program development. In addition, such groups should
explore the feasibilitY and potential utility of data indexes or inventories, data-
source refereal service's, computer-composed handbooks, comraiter-maintained
data banks, and other Means of maintaining and increasing the utility of the
data baae serving a given communitY" of users. The coordinating body should
serve principally to act ns an initiatOr for the development of such service ; how-
eVer,,if. Other:means are: not feasible,the Copidinating body could undertake
provision of micb services. ;

ConchisiOn: There is inadequate knowledge Concerning the nature (quantity,
qUcility; Fooation, ownership, usefuliCeite, etc.) of existing scientific and technical
data to permit optimum design of national data management programa or data
handling sgstems:

It is amazing that, despite the large expenditures for generation of data and
level of sophistication generally acknowledged to exist in administration of
scientific:and: teebnolOgical activities, a comprehensive inventery of data does
not currently eXist for any of the Major comMunities in 'science and technology.
As it. consequenee, many important deciiiona, concerning: either scientific and
t:edbnologleal programa or data handling, are made with little detailed informa-
tion concerning the available data resource. In Many cases, Federal contracts
or grants ;are awarded for generation of 'neW data when the awarding agency
is unable to supPly the contractor or grantee with information concerning the
nature, quality, availability, etc. of previous measurement results.

RecoMmendation: A National Index of Scientific and Technical Data should
be developed. Such an index is essential if data management is to be planned
On a" syStematic basis. Also, such an indeX would be immediately useful to
scientists and teohnologists ichn Cwriently expend as much as 30% of their
working hours searching for data required to perform their job.

The inde* envinioned,isnot 4ne: single, comprehensive index ; rather, it would
consist of sub4ndexes Covering` the' data -resonrces Useful within individual com-
munities:The initial indeir should coVer existing scientific or technical data tiles,
data referenee toola, Such as handbooks, and computhr procesaible data. Subse-
quently, it eould be extended and refined to index datu at the document level.
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The form of the index should be adapted to the requirements of the using com-
munities. In many cases, the index will be most useful if compiled and main-
tained in a computer searchable form. The National Index could be Pursued
as a central element of a National Data Program with the index compilation
activities in each scientific or technical community being coordinated by a se-
lected organization such us a professional society or trade association. Com-
mercial firms could disseminate the Index in either hardcopy or computer
processible form.Conclusion: Federal policy relative to scientific and teolmical data manage-
ment must recognize and facilitate tnaximutn use of the existing scientific and
technical data resource.

Science has fostered wide dissemination and accessibility to scientific data
with restrictions limited largely to those conventions required to acknowledge
the generator. To a lesser extent, copyright has been employed to enable the
publisher to maintain an economically viable channel for dissemination of data.
In contrast, mission-oriented agencies of the ;Federal Government and com-
mercial firms frequently restrict the distribution or accessibility of the data
which they generate. In some instances, it is because the agency or firm does not
wish to disclose its position ; in other cases, the agency or firm has no desire
to restrict the data, but has no incentive to expend the funds and/or effort
required to make the data aVailable to other users.

Recommendation: The Federal Government should establish a poticy to encour-
age the accessibility of scientific and technical data to as many potentica users

Such a polity would not Conflict with full 'recognition of the property rights
of individuals Or organizations. Rather, it would be promulgated with a spetiffc
delineation Of private data (data whieh an individual or organization does
not desire fO disiolose Or release), proprietary:data (data which the owner or
possessor will releasestinder prescribed conditions such as payment of a fee),
and public data (data for which ownership and possession is in the public
domain). Government support should be given to efforts forremoval of the bar-
riers which result in data being restricted when, in fact, the owner or holder
has' no objectiona to use of the data by others.' ;

Initially, the Federal Government should take actions to see thalt data gen-
erated under its sponsorship is managed so; tis to essure.maximmn use. For
example, all-Federal research and development programs should direct a mini-
Mum: level 'of effort to this-objective: This .should-be supplemented by .a central
clearinghouse which would support the .special data husbandry, oPeraPorlo re-
quired to move data from a.,reStricted or limited ;use context (e.g.,'; an agency
project file) to one Where thedata has higberfvisibilityand greater use potential
(e.g:, a government-issued-index to data of potential interest to a. specific user
grotrP' either government-or non-government);. 4

In addition, where commercially generated data have high utility for a large
or significant 'segment of a scientific or technological commanity;.the Federal
Governnient shoUld be prepared to underwrite the coat of organizing and dissemi-
nating the data. However, this should be undertaken only when costs or other
factors preclude 'such'actions by comMercial service firms. .;

Conclusion: As data handling becomes "increasingly automated, the need for
standardization-of data handling methods will become increasinglY important
to.the National Scientific-cmd-Technical-Data Program. ,

'To a lesser 'extent, there Will 'also be-factora leading to increased need for
sane standardization of the form and quality -of data. HOwever, any stePs towards
StandardiZation of data forM and quality must be' taken-with caution and with
a full appreciation of the implications for the conduct of selentlik and technical
work. As the major supporter Of scientifie and technical Work,' the Federal Govern-
ment has a vital-interept; as ;well as the means,' to assure that standardization
requirements are delineated, and implemented. ".

Recommendation: The Federal GOverriment' should take action to assure
development'and application Of standardized methods'of handling basic scientific
data, especially-thaw automated`mathods broadly applicable to-data systems in
more than one field of research:,

Scientists in specific areas of research 'mast. make -the final-determination of
whether standardization of measurements and. data, is feasible or desirable.
Whereas, Government-initiated Standardization of data handling Methods sup-
porting :research .bn a broad 'hasia' appears desirable, standardization of data

, . "
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handling methods supporting development or applications activities does not
appear warranted except within specific Government-development programs.
Industry, through cooperative arrangements, should be encouraged to upgrade
and standardize its developmental and applications data activities. In situations
where it can be shown that standardization will contribute to a better integrated
and stronger national scientific. and technological competence, the Federal Gov-
ernment should; if required; subsidize standardization efforts. At a minimum, the
Government should provide increased technical assistance and financial support
to standardization activities.

Corwlusion: The diverse connotations assigned by different communities, orga-
nizations, and individuals to scientific and technical data, data artifacts, and data
management and handling efforts constitute severe barriers to systematic plan-
ning and evaluation.; .

For example, in engineering and other application-oriented activities, data
is frequently used to connote all documentation required for accomplishment of
the scientific and technical objectives of the project, program, or organization.
Whereas, in research or discipline-oriented activities, data is used to connote
factual information as contrasted to conceptual information. Further, a prelimi-
nary review of the currently accepted definitions in the various Government
agencies are not consistent. One result of this non-standardization is inefficiency
and increased costs incurred by contractors and other non7government organiza-
tions who deal with more than one government agency.

Recommendation: The Committee on Scientific and Technical Information
(COS ATI) should promulgate a set of definitions which delineate aon internally
consistent set of terms covering scientific and technical data activities.

These definitions,. if carefully, formulated, will_ provide a guide to encourage
consistent usage of scientific or technical 'data terms throughout the Federal
Government: The existence of an acceptable set of terms will facilitate the es-
tablishment of more precise and effective policies and procedures dealing with
data activities. Specifically, it will.facilitate acquisition of data from non-govern-
ment sources and will make it, easier to Communicate .concerning data between
government offices.

Conclusion: Just as science is international, scientific and technical data ac-
tivity is often international in scope.: , .

many. :areas V of , science ,and technology, such. as atmospheric science, it is
very itnportant to obtain data on a. world-wide basis. Where these needs exist,
many scientific and technological. communities in the United States, through the
International Unions and similar organizations, have ,become..participants in in-
ternational data activities. _Currently,- much International data, activity involven
multi-nation effortato collect data-on aAworld-wide. basis. In many cases, these
data will:constitute a.part of the data base which. future .national .data systems
must handle. Consequently, it is critical that U.S. participation in such activities
be planned and:conducted on the most informed:basis,possible. A. current problem
is that the 'attention which responsible: offices have been able ,to give. to this ac-
tivitrhas notikept pace with the increasing molume and. importance,, of interna-
tional data activitir, . . .

Anoth'er an.sf!-et: Ulla question is the iron-tense size -et the total datamanage-
ment effort the "L". it cannot hoPoto independently perform this function for all
areas of science, and technology.,

Recommendation: Offices ,in,the Federal Covernment designated ,aa responsible
for representinglU.S. lnterests in the area otinternational data activities, should
,be strengthened4not only,' ta permit7them to .better, repreient U.S. ;interest, but
also taendble:them..to establish ,better cominunieations and working,relationshiPe
witkon-going activities in the U.S. , . .

Mhe.requirement Mr effective coordination of U.S.:involvement in international
data: aCtivities and, program development is expected to ,continue to increase
as data: management becomes more; formalized,and,nationa.1 data sYstems are
developed. It become:,increasingly important. to guard . against unilateral
actions by IndividuaLorganizathms or. communities. Also, a means must be
pstablished In determine, which :areas of scientific, and technical, data Manage-
ment the U.S. will undertake jointly, with other countries and which would best
13.0.1)Printed:tgtally or largely by,:therf.S. 1-

Probleinenatiire 4/10 Peiteible resolittione.
'76onetusioti,:::,The incideduacYof classifteal,' methods "for structing and coin-

Munieating'scientifie and-techniaal data in currerifivorking contexts has created
unnecessary apprehension.
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The more evident symptoms of this apprehension include fears, such as those
voiced in the Weinberg Report, that science could lose its unity and effectiveness
by fragmenting into a mass of repetitious findings, or worse, into conflicting
specialties that are not recognized as mutually inconsistent Subsequent study
indicates that the existing apprehension represents the expected preamble to
a significant change in data management andhandling methods.

Recommendation: The currently evolving expressions of need for large-scale
scientific and technical data handling systems should be viewed as a response
to opportunity, not an act of desperation to avoid inundation by the flood of data.

Science and technology has not only generated massive quantities of data ; it
has also developed computers and other tools which offer unprecedented oppor-
tunities for improved management and handling of this data resource. In fact,
these tools, if proPerly applied, offer the potential for quantum increases in the
uses of data, thereby not only increasing the return to supporters of science and
technology but also reducing the total cost involved. The nation should no longer
tolerate only partial use of data ; data is not conSumed by use, but rather gain
information value with reuse.

Conclusion: Current research and development administration, especially with-
in Federally-sponsored programs, frequently gives preferentia7 consideration to
research or development to generate scientific and technical data over activities
directed to assembly, evaluation, and application of existing data.

It has been stated on several occasions that the individual scientist is
frequently encouraged by diverse factors, some sociological and some related
to the current nature of research funding and administration, to undertake
new, measurements before fully digesting previous measurements. In many
instances, individual scientists or technologists, as well as research and develop-
ment projects, have found it easier to repeat measurements than to locate the
results of previous measurements. Such regeneration of data can be very ex-
pensive, especially if it should require flight testing of a supersonic aircraft such
as the RB-70 or launching of an instrumentedsatellite.

Recommendation: Each Federal research and development program should be
required to allocate a minimum percentage of its budget to husbandry and con-
servation of the scientific or technical data generated by the program.

For example, basic research programs 'might allocate 10%, applied research
programs 15%, and developmental programs 5%. These funds need not be
identified as line' items in the agencies' budgets, but an annual report of com-
pliance should be made to a contrnlized review body such as the Bureau of the
Budget or the Office of Science and Technology. The intent of this recommenda-
tion is to assure that a reasonable effort is expended to conserve data generated
by Federal expenditures and to assure that it is readily accessible for applica-
tion in either other Federal programs or in the other sectors of our society.

Conclusion: Although easentially the same problems are observed in. data han-
dling activities in. the different fields of science and technology; no mechanism, now
exists for the coordination' of efforts toward solution of these problem&

Perhaps, the reason for so little comparison of experiences is the belief widely
held by the directora -of data-document depositories, datn-evuluation centers, etc .
that the problemssfaced by each data, handling effort are unique. Although this
study has confirmed the uniqueness of some aspects of data' handling efforts, it
has also found that most efforts, encounter similar difficulties in the areas of
application of new technologies, financing of costly development efforts, and re-
cruitment and retention of capablepersonnel. Also, present operation philosophies
do not indicate an awareness of the potential interaction between data efforts
serving a common community of science or technology. The current evaluation of
the effectiveness of many of these efforts is that it is very low because they do
not permit effective interaction between the data resource and the potential user.

Recommendation: The Federal Governmera should establish an information
center to serve as ,a expository and dissemination agency for information dealing
witFo design, development, operation and management of scientific and technical

The center should serve to support participants in the National Scientific and
Technical Data Program especially the National Advisory CouncL. for Science
and Technology. The services of this center should be extended to non-government
as well as government offices. Such a' center could be established by consolidating
and augmenting some of the current intormation service activities of the NBS
Research Information Center and Advisory Service on' Information Processing,
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the NSF Office of Science Information Service, and the Bureau of the Budget
Management Study File.

In addition, professional societies, such as the American Society for Informa-
tion Sciences, should establish panels or subgroups of data system professionals
and should undertake development of publications and meetings to communicate
developments concerning scientific and technical data management systems. In
addition, the roles and functions of these existing efforts should be re-examined
as part of the National Scientific and Technical Data System planning. Careful
consideration should be given to ways in which the operations of the effoits
serving a given community of users could be coordinated to contribute more to
effective data management.

Conclusion: Current requirements are largely undefined.
Additionally, effective methods are not available for predicting future data

requirements. This factor, as much as any other single factor, has restricted the
development of large-scale data handling systems.

Recommendation: Existing data service centers such as the National Oceano-
graphic Data Center an4 National Space Scierwes Data Center, and new pro-
totype data resource centers, should be used as test beds to study data service
needs.

Factors to be examined should include the effect of usage leveLs and user
satisfaction resulting f?.om the availability of different configurations of data
services. For example, remote console access to a centralized data bank shz.m11.1
be compared with desk-top microfilm -servicea Other factors examine.
include degree of data evaluation, format of data presentation, u.s2r charges,

Conelusion: Current scientific and technical handling practices do not !?Eaty
employ °mailable teohnologies.

Despite extensive use of computers for performance of mathematical computa-
tions, science and. technology have only recently begun to exploit the computer
as a tool for structuring, storing, and maintaining large files or banks of scientific
and technical data. A more mundane example of the lagging use of technology is
evident in the current practices for composing and disseminating data documents
or artifacts. For example, despite the technological capability to maintain hand-
books essentially current, most handbooks -are the years or more out of date.
If significant advances are to be, made in the application of new technologies,
knowledge must be gained concerning the effectiveness. of these new tools for
performance of specific data management and handling functions -within real-
world work en-vironments.

Application of currently available. data handling. technologies .offers potential
for substantial, increases in the 'utility of. the existing scientific and technical
data resource. This increased utility can be achieved by two means, first, by
performance of current activities in a more effective .manner; and second, by
using new iechnologies.to conduct activities previously impossible. An example
of the first means would include computer"maintenance and searching of indexes
to data.. The second application, which offers the greater potential, is to use
large automated data files to perform pattern recognition or othrr, types of
higher.level analyses. Another new use potentially exploitable is computer-aided
design .which brings the data and the computer into the daily work pattern a
the scientist or technologist..

Recommendation: The Federal. Government, professional societies, trade asso-
ciations,. commercial publishers, and other collectors and disseminators of
scientific or technical data should explore means of .applying,modern technology
for more effectivc,assem.bly and dissemination of scientific and techtvical data.

Areas to be examined should include use of computers to maintain the data
base . and compose 'handbooks. Also, microfilm and computer processable media
should be more,extensively used to disseminate data., in appropriate cases, data
should be disseminated . in more directly useful -forms such as in combination
with computer, programs for designs, diagnosis, or other applications of data.

The Federal Govermnent should sponsor demonstration projects in which
innovative data handling tools and media would be tested. Some of these demon-
stration projects should be in government programmatic contexts and some in
non-government contexts. These demostration projects should be conducted as
controlled experiments with results carefully documented for educational and
training purposes.: Where possible, existing projects intimately associated with
on-going research:and development should be used .as demonstration .projects. A
typical candidate project_ might .be the National Institutes of Health Chemical/
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Biological Information Handling Program. This program was only recently
initiated and is intended to develop an on-line data system to serve the researchers
involved in the NIH Toxicology Research Program.

Con,clusion: The lag time between data generation and dissemination using
traditional publications is frequently from two to five years.

This lag time is caused by several forces and conditionn which prevail primar-
ily in the scientific commuaity. First, the practicing scientific investigator is
motivated to publish data only upon generation or verification of a significant
theory or bynothesis; and data generated at the outset of a theoretical investi-
gation may therefore not be published for several years. Secondly, the time lapse
between preparation of a paper and actual publication may be as much as one
year, because of the slow review process and the backlog of papers that exist
in scientific fields. Thirdly, the additional effort required to publish data which
do not relate directly to interim investigative conclusions, deters and sometimes
eliminates its publication.

Recommendation.: Programs should be developeyi to more directly couple ex-
perimentation, tests, etc. with data systems.

As on-line use of computers in scientific investigations becomes a widespread
reality, automated data banks should be developed, particularly in the physical
sciences, environmental, and geosciences. Pilot programs should be implemented
to determine the feasibility of such data banks and to examine the associated
problems, especially structuring and access aspects of such systems.

Conclusion: Although the total investment applied to generation of data con-
cerning products and processes far exceeds that applied to generation of basic
scientific data, inadequate effort is expended by the Federal Government to or-
ganize this data for secondary uses.

As an example, files and search procedures do not exist to permit a potential
user to locate data detw!ribing previously developed equipment meeting a given
set of performance cnaracteristics. Such data normally cannot be located unless
the searcher has informal knowledge concerning the probable location of the
data.Recommendation: Current efforts, such as the Department of Defense Engi-
neering Pile, should be substantially accelerated, and. other eguiptnent develop-
ment agencies without such systems should initiate study of their feasibility.

A logical start toward such systems would be an inventory operation to de-
velop an index to the existing Idea If this were done in a number of agencies,
it would make a major contribution toward the National Index of Technical

C. Systems developmentRequirements and impltentation concepts
Conclusion: It cannot be expected that existi grodps will cooperate in

efforts to develop national systems where the purpose is intangible or Federal
doinination might restrict the legitimate freedoms of scientific group8, com-
mercial firms, etc.Many scientists and technologists object, as a matter of principle, to the
involvement of the Federal Govermnent in planning or coordination of scientific
and technical data, management programs or data handling systems. It must
also be noted, however, that an equal or greater number recognize that neither
the individual scientist and technologist nor the professional organizations have
the necessary resources or have exhibited a capability to assume responsibility
for creating data management and data handling systems responsive to current

Recommendation: A National Scientific and, Technical Data Progro m. must
be, planned and administered in, a manner which accommodates the isterests
and capabilities of-diverse groups and organizations.

The structures of data systems cannot be dictated by flat from a top-level
policy position. Rather, such structures must evolve from working-level re-
sponses to real 'needs. In fact, national-systems are already developing in this
fashion. The current need is or coordination and financial support 'of these
evolving systems. Each scientific and technological community must be encour-
aged to contribute to formulation of goals and implementation plans for national
systems. This can be facilitated by the establishment of an office or other tYPe
of organization to serve as a focal point for national leyel data system planning.

This organization should be located and staffed In a manner which permits
participation not only from Tgovernment but' also professional societies, trade
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associations, industrial organizations, and educational institutions. Centraliza-
tion of responsibility, for national system development should be limited largely
to programming and broad planning functione. Detailed planning implementa-
tion and operation should be on a decentralir.ed basis.

Conclusion: The inability to define a single 6.p8tem structure responsive to
all data managenzent and . data handling requiments does not constitute a
valid justification for delaying consideration, of ml-:to or improved data systems.

Data management systems employing modern technologies such as the com-
puter are still oniy in the concept definition phase. Current knowledge as to
how best to use these tools will not support a email: Swc-gram to create a large-
scale, highly automated and totally integrated syStem. First, more must be
learned as to which functions are most important and how each function can
best be performed.

Recommendation: The present should be recognized as a timely po-iylt. for
initiation of national systems planning and development effort.

It is anticipated that at least six years will be required to develop national
data systems serving specific communities in science and technology. This period
can be profitably used to explore alternate system configurations, and relative
effectiveness in serving specific data management requirements. This effort
should produce a base of knowledge which would substantiate later decisions
relative to the extent to which such specialized systems could be integrated into
a more unified system.

Conclusion: Data management is in a state of transition which, is being driven
largely by the introduction of computer and other improved data handling

For the foreseeable future, data management must conlinue to be a decen-
tralized process directed by the scientists, technologists, and administrators
reSponsible for specific scientilvt and technical endeavors. However, as data
system. management methods and systems are developed and implemented, a
capability will be created for management of larger and more complex sets of
data.

Recommendation: In the near future, efforts at the national level should be
directed toward the development and test of systems or tools to facilitate
better datamanagement.

Initially such tools or systems should be designed to facilitate currently defin-
able data management functions, such as identification of the location of
relevant data. As,soon as data management functions are defined, data manage-
ment requirements Should be analyzed and articulated for workers at all
levels from the bench scientists to the administrator of national scope
scientific and technical efforts. This should be done jointly by systems analysts
and the workers involved in each level of activity.

Conclusion: The most valid requirements for development of national scale data
handling systems exist lor systems operating :within scientific and technical
communities rather than between lornmunities.'

This conclusion is derived from a consideration, of the volume and frequency
of intra-community communication of data versus inter-community communi-
cations. And to a greater extent, it derives from the feasibility of being able
to effectively ilentify intra-community data management and handling require-
ments as, compared to the feasibility of identifying such rerjuirements on a

.Recommendation: NatiOnal data system development efforts should be focused
on individual communities.

These; communities-will probably be defined on several bases. In one case it
might be On the basis of the common discipline; in another, it might be on the
basis of a commen mission, objective; whereas a ;third, might be based on an
interestin a type ,of process such as instal fabrication.

Conclusion::.Data handling systems are ,tookr to facilitate data management.
Therefore; implementation of effective data handling systems is dependent

upon a prior definition, of data management objectives.. Unfortunately, individ-
uals currently attempting to developdata handling systems are frequently forced
to proceed :.without- adequate :definilions of data management objectives. As a
conseqiience,, the,'data ,handling.activity frequently .fails to , interact effectively
with:the, scientific ortechnical. program objectives. Afore specifically, many data
evaluation.and service centers,do ,not, engage the individual scientists or engi-
neer. within lds normal, daily work routine. In contrast, the computing center
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requires an expliot statement of the user's objectives before it caa undertake
to serve him. Consequently, the computing center has become a vital element in
the normal work routine of the scientist and engineer.

A survey (Volume II of this report) of formal data efforts currently serving
scientific and technological communities reveals that the data efforts serving
any given community operate totally independently. In other words, they do not
formally view themselves as facilitating accomplishment of a common set of
data management objectives.Recommendation: The total data management requirements of a community
to be served should be examined prior to implementation of data handling Ilya-
tem.s as part of the National Scientific and Technical Data Program,

This examination should not only include tbe management requirements which
generate a need for archival data handling, but also those requirements which
generate needs for data transmission and data processing associated with gen-
eration or use of data. This approach will result in maximum service to the user
because it not only will enable the user to have a voice in the system design,
but will encourage the integrated application of different data handling efforts.

Conclusion: National scientific and technical data system. development efforts
must consider not only the scientific or technical field to be served by the system,
but also the speoific type or phase of activity to be served.

For example, the public interest (i.e., non-commercial interest) is high in
discipline-researcb related data activities because such activities generate and
maintain data widely useful in our current society. Whereas, non-public or com-
mercial interest is greatest in ,product-applications data activities. Economic or
proflt-oriented incentives are easily discernible in the case of product-applica-
tions data activities ; whereas, they are practically non-existent in discipline-
research data activities. Another relevant factor is the stage of development of
a data system. It is likely that many data systems could be self-supporting, once
established. But the time and cost required to establish the system constitute the
threihold barrier.Recommendation: Federal support of national scientific and technical data
nrograms and systems should be pro-rated according to the type of data activity
served and the stage of the data program. or system.

In effect, what is suggested is a cost-sharing plan whereby the Federal Govern-
ment's share is high for systems or programs to serve discipline-research or
non-commercial data activities and low for programs or systems to serve product-
applications data activities. In either case, the share of cost borne by the Federal
Government would decrease progressively as the data system advanced from
program planning, to system development, and finally, to system operation. For
example, the ,Federal Government might bear. 100% of the cost of planning for
a data system to serve discipline-research in chemistry, 75% of the development
costs, and 25% or lesaof the operating cost. In contrast, the Federal Government
might bear 90% of the cost of planning for a data system tcr s2rve the food
processing industry, 50% of the development costs, and none of the operating
costsConclusion: To be effective, data service operations must be complenzentary
to the normal work routinee of the scientist or technoloPist.

Many of the currently operating data evaluation centers and other data serv-
ice efforts are ineffectual because they aretoo far removed from the daily serv-
ice needs of the worker. This occurs because the operations of these services do
not begin until the generator of the data has recorded, analyzed, printed and
disseminated the data.-Often four or more years pass between the date when the
data are recorded and when a data evaluation center offers them brie secondary
userRecommendation.: A part of the Nationa3 Scientific and Technical Data Pro-
gram should be the development of integrated data,resource and service centers.

Data resource centers, which incorporate ,intO one, facility several of _the' data
handling systems and services which the scientist or technologist now must use
separately should be tested. The data resource center cmdd provide the user ready
access to data acquisition "facilities, computing equipment, automated archives of
relevant data, archives of computer routine% reactive display console% automatic
report generators, and- long-distance+ communication ,terminal% If established
within a project or other 'context where workers were engaged in a joint effort,
the center could test techniques for communication from worker to worker as
well as from worker to a data resource. Such resource centers could also' be used
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to test the feasibility of on-line data reduction during eXperiments or tests, and
the concepts of working data files and archival data files concurrently accessible
to a worker at his individual console. Preliminary studies indicate that such
centers could be developed relatively economically.

Conetwion: Data systems oomplement other information system's; however, it
is short-sighted to view data systems as simple eztensions of document handling
systems.

This short-sighted view fails to give due consideration to the extensive inter-
actions between the scientist or technologist and his data prior to publication. In
recent years this interaction has increasingly involved use of the computer in
analysis and evaluation of the data. This view also fails to give due weight to the
large volumes of data which are exchanged through channels other than publica-
tion, e.g., the data (specifications, engbmering drawings, test reports, etc.) fiow
which occurs within a program to design and develop a satellite launch vehicle.

During the past decade, an imbalance has developed between the emphasis
which the Federal Government and other organizations have given to study and
development of document handling systems as compared to the emphasis given to
factual information or data handling systems. Practically all of the more 20 plans
for national sdentific and technical information systems put forth during the
past decade have dealt exclusively with the problem of handling document& Few
of these plans seriously considered the extent to which documents perform opti-
mally as the vehicle for the two major functions of information systerascom-
mtmicating and archiving knowledge.

Recommendation: Data monagement and handlkag systems in their ultinutte
form should be viewed as providing a capability for a totally new level of inter-
actfon between the scientist or technologist and the accumulated data resource.

This ulthnate goal cannot be quickly realized, however much of the required
effort is already being expended. What is involved is not a radical change in level
of effort ; rather, it is coordination and better direction of current efforts, supple-
mented on a seleetive basis. Existing data programs could be integrated to form
the major volume of operations in a national data system. As an example of a
simple Initial step, document handling systems could initiate indexing of the data
content of documents processed.
D. Systems capabilitiesAssessments and renwdial actions

Conclusion,: Current research and developm.ent directed specifically to study of
critical faotors important to development of large-scale scientific d,ata handling
systems is totally inadequate.

A wide disparity currently exists between the technical capabilities of data
processing and transmission devices and knowledge as to how best to apply these
capabilities in scientific and teclmical data handling systems. Projects MAC and
INTREX at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the laboratory automa-
tion project at the California Institute of Technology, and the Information Re-
source Center element of ILLIACIII at the University of Illinois are representa-
tive of the types of studies which are needed. These three projects illustrate the
varying levels at which the national systems concept should be studied.

Recommendation: The Federal Government should budget at least one-tenth
of one percent of Us total annual empenditure on research and development for
reeearch on techniques and procedures for managing and handling scientific and

This research' should provide general support to data management and data
handling activities and should not be directed to development of methods or tools
for specialized applications. In order to assure efficient use of these funds, the
administration of this research program should be centered in one agency, such
as the Institute for Computer-Technology at the National Bureau of Standards.

Conclusion: Current personnel and institutional capabilities are not adequate
to support a crash. program. to develop a national scope scientific and technical
data hatulling system.

Survey of professional societies, trade associations, computer service centers,
etc and discussions with leading data specialists have revealed a low incidence of
serious consideration of, or work toward, establishment of large-scale scientific
and. technical data handling systems. Exceptions to this general observation were
noted only in operational- or mission-oriented areas of activity such as weather
forecasting, air pollution control! ete,, -

Outside ,of limited-Programs in Government agencies such as the Department
of Defense, formal educational and training programs for scientific and technical
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data specialists, scientists, and managers are, for all practical purposes, non-
existent. In addition, sociological factors and career management practices cur-
rently discourage the more capable scientists and engineers from engaging in
scientific and technical data handling efforts.

Recommencla.tion: Information and data managers should be developed from
two sourcesone is the current population, of working scientists, engineers, data
processing spmialists, etc.; the second is the current and future population of
students in colleges and universities.

As an interim measure, the Federal Government and other employers of sci-
entists and engineers should search for individuals interested in scientific and
technical data systems and should support the special training required for
those individuals to become proficient in analysis, design and operation of mod--
ern data systems. Adequate training programs are not currently available ; and
since the amount of training needed now and in the near future la, substantial,
employers should foster such training in any institutional setting where it can
be conducted successfully. In addition, employers must provide incentive for
their employees to undertake such training by establishing job positions and
career development opportunities. In contrast to the interim solution, the long-
term solution hinges on the colleges' and universities' developing the capability
of introducing all students to modern data management systems, regardless of
whether the student later becomes a data, system specialist or a scientist or
engineer who will be a user of such systems.

Conclusion: Although data switching n.etworks and com.puters are frequently
mentioned i,v juxtaposition to one another, automated data service networks, for
all practical purposes, do not eurrently exist within soience and technology.

Among the several reasons for this are: (1) An inability to define user needs
which provide economically justifiable requirements for such data service net-
works ; (2) The current high costs of data transmission and remote access terra-
nals and (3) The difficulty of structuring and maintaining centralized data
banks of sufficient breadth to serve diverse user groups.

Recommendation: Appropriate organizations should test the effectiveness of
centrally supported, decentralized data resource centers as an altern.ative sys-
tems concept to data switching networks.

For example, the National Institutes of Health might support and provide
centralized data collection and selected programming services for a series of
data resource centers located at leading medical research centers, or the Depart-
ment of Transportation might support data resource centers at laboratories in-
volved in highway safety research. Each local data resource center would be
configured so as to use data files and manipulation programs furnished by the
central service unit in the sponsoring -agency. The users of the data resource
center would augment the basic data file with locally generated data or data
assembled because of high utility in local work Periodkally, thecentral service
unit would obtain read-outs of locally generated data to ascertain if it should
be packaged for distribution to other local resource centers. The initial tests of
the local data resource center concept should be conducted as controlled experi-
ments with cost and effectiveness 'parameters carefully documented and ana-
lyzed so as to provide guidance 'for planning of national data systems.

A major objective of theste tests should be development of data file structuring
and access methods which are considered the key barriers to large-scale data
handling systems of the future.

Conclusion.: There iS an almost complete absence of criteria for the evaluation
of the economic performance of current data handling efforts.

Most past efforts to apply cost-benefit criteria to measure the effectiveness of
data efforts have been inconclusive, due to difficulties in quantifying the benefits
from the operation of such efforts.Recommendation: Cost-effectiveness should not be the principal criterion to
determine whether or not efforts should be initiated to explore the feasibility of
improved data handling systems.

Until effective methods of data management and handling are demonstrated,
effectiveness, rather than low-cost, should be the major aim of development
objective&

lit /MPLEMENTATION OP RECOMMENDATIONS-A TIME-PHASED PLAN

A series of recommendations concerning further study of scientific and tech-
nical data systems (s) concepts were presented in the previous section. Most of
these recommendations could be implemented independently ; however, as noted
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Previon.cly, a major deficiency of current efforts toward data systems development
is a lack of a means for coordination or a focal point for integrative actions. Too
frequently, when data systems of the future are discussed it is in terms of
fantasies of the year 2000 rather than the actions to be taken in 1969, 1970, etc.
This section embodies our major recommendations in an integrated, time-phased
plan. This plan identifies a network of actions which constitute a desirable
sequencing of major steps and indicates some of the interdependencies among the
recommendations for study and implementation of national data system (s)
concepts.
A. Basio considerations

As indicated in the introduction to this report, the Task Group has previously
established three basic guidelines for effort directed to development of national
scientific and technical information systems. These guidelines were :

There should be no disruption of existing information channels ;
Account must be taken of widely differing capabilities of existing systems

and the realities of funding long-established practices, rapid changes in
information technology, and the differing needs of various segments of the
user communities; andThe Government cannot direct the private activities that form a major
element of the national information capabilitythat it can only encourage
them to join forces in a national system.

Also, the Oflice of Science and Technology had previously enumerated four
desirable characteristics of national information systems. First, the systems
would minimize the duplication of human effort both in the generation of data
from research and development and in the handling of information resulting
from this effort. Second, national information systems would require the estab-
lishment. of certain standards for quality and . form. Third, systems would not
normally be operated by Federal departments and agencies, although excep-
tions would be required in some areas of science and technology. Fourth, the
responsibility for national system(s) would be fixed in one Federal department
to focus attention and effort on a specific set of objectives and activities.

Some of the basic questions examined in formulation of the recommended plan

What are the principles which,should guide national scientific and tech-
nical data system development efforts?

How can the present situation be best illuminated and analyzed to relate
present operations and capabilities to the overall objective of a more effec-
tive use of our national scientific and technical data resources?

How can on-going efforts be . promptly and effectively synthesized into a
more unified and systematic total effort?

What new or additional programs, or systems will be required to either
identify requirements or, develop new means of serving existing needs?

What should be the functional purposes, of new programs and systems?
, What should be the relationship between the components, both new and
old, of the total scientific and technical data program? .

What controls are required to assure that the national scientific and tech-
nical data program and related systems can . be developed and operated

, effectively and efficiently?, , , ,

The implementation plan proposed is based upon_ a belief that evolution of an
effective scieutific and technical data system must progress through the following

(1) Development ot an , increased awareness and understanding of current
scientific and technical data resources, data management and data .handling ca-
pabilities, and data use factors by the many individuals and organizations who
must participate in the future planning, development, operation, and use of scien-
tific and technical duta-sYsienas.

(2) Application of systematic planning and evaluation methodologies to
analyses of the data management and data handling system requirements for in-
dividual comTnr:nities and between communities within science and technology.

(3) Coordinated application of improved data handling methods which
satisfy the higher priority functional service requirements, especially those

who are not currently being served,
make optimal use of available personnel skills, equipment capabilities, and

existing data reSources,' and .

are acceptably economical. !.
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(4) Monitoring, evaluation, and refinement of data management programs
and data handling systems to maintain a data system adequate to support na-
tional objectives for science and technology.

Efforts, to date, by the Task Group on National Systems have been directed
almost exclusively to Stage 1 of the above sequence. The implementation plan
presented in this section extends this effort and outlines actions required to move
through the remaining stages of national data systems development. The plan is
not highly prescriptive as to the configuration and functional structure of na-
tional data handling systems. Rather, primary emphasis is given to identification
of actions which will evolve goals, competencies, and motivations which can be
integrated into a comprehensive, yet decentralized program to achieve optimum
utility from our national scientific and technical data resource. The recom-
mended program should not, in fact cannot, be implemented on a crash basis;
neither can its implementation be delayed if the U.S. intends to maintain its posi-
tion of preeminence fn science and technology. The plan is offered as a prelim).-
nary blueprint for eatablishment of a National Scientific and Technical Data-
Program. If the recommended plan is initiated. in FY 1969, national scientific and
technical data systems could be a functional reality as early as FY 1975.
B. General plan.

From tne onset of this study, the search for effective means to deveolp a na-
tional data. management capability has captured the attention, and remained
the focal point of planning objectives. Study findings indicate that a fresh ap-
proach to organization, new working relationships, a working appreciation for
the apparent and subtle differences between the data management needs of one
community and another, and closer dialogue between the individuals and organ-
izations involved are required for improved national data management. The
plan recommended is intended to evolve a transcendence from the scale of indi-
vidual or single-organization level data management to a broader, cooperative
national program. It would be futile to attempt to escalate current efforts to a
national data management program before the goals and objectives of such a
program were firmly established and understood. An orderly and systematic
step-by-step transitiou is necessary so that current programs are not disrupted
and so that the proper stimulus can be established to evoke a responsive attitude
among required participants. The plan introduces the recommended program in
such a way that its development will be user-oriented, that the program will be
responsive to change, and that timely modifications can be made during the
transition from current data management practices to those established by the
National Scientific and Technical Data Program.

Study indicated that an effective data program must not only include both
government and non-government participants but should provide for interaction
of these two major classes of participants at all functional levels within the
planned program. The functional levels covered by the plan are :

Centralized programming functions,
Planning and coordinating functions, and
Development and operating function&

The centralizing programming function consists of establishment of policies,
definition of priorities, husbandry of legislative and budgetary needs, and overall
review and evaluation of program effectiveness. This function would be coordi-
nated by the Office of 'Science and. Technology with consultation from the Na-
tional Advisory Council for Scientific and,Technical Data.

The coordinating and planning* function consists of a systematic effort to
involve a larger segment, both goVernment and non-government, of the scientific
and technological'community in a cooperatiVe planning effort directed to upgrad-
ing of existing data Services and systems and to formulation of actions leading to
improved future systems. The National Advisory Council for Scientific and Tech-
nical Data and its staff, would coordinate the total planning effort with responsi-
bility for coordination of detailed level planning assigned to two prograinoffices
one for scientific data activities and one for technical data activities. The Na-
tional Advisory" Council siould maintain responsibility for integrating the plan-
ning effortS ei the two program offices, other organizations such' as the mission-
oriented government agencies, and its own study results into a unified national
program plan.

The development and operation function consists of implementation of pro-
grams and plans. Initially, this function involves local study and examination
required to evolve national program needs. In subsequent phases of the program,
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this function involves the actual development and operation of data management
and data handling systems. These functions would be conducted by designated
agents within the various scientific and technological communities. These agents
might be professional societies, trade associations, educational institutions or
government agencies.

The proposed implementation plan (which is presented in detail in the report)
contains four sequential and evolutionary phases, each of which is a prerequisite
to succeeding phases and the ultimate objective. The following sections describe
the plan and the sequence of steps involved in its execution. Description of the
plan concentrates on the centralized programming and the planning and coordi-
nation functions because the plan, itself, is intended to evolve a further definition
of the development and operation functions. Also, the descriptions of the plan
emphasize new programs and organizational reSponsibilities. However, it should
be noted that continuation and improvement of current data handling operations
is a vital part of the recommended National Scientific and Technical Data Pro-
gram. The new programs recommended are not intended to supplant existing
operations but to extend coordinated data management and data handling opera-
tions to additional areas of science and technology and to provide a means for
coordination and improvement of existing programs and services. Panels of the
National Advisory Council for Scientific and Technical Data provide a channel
to aSsure that existing programs such as those of mission-oriented government
agencies and agencies currently involved in collection of general purpose scientific
data, have an effective voice in the development of national program plans. It is
equally as important to note that the Panels also provide opportunity for inputs
from commercial publishers and other non-government interests.
C. Phasing of the p7in

The implementation plan consists of four phases, only three of which have
been detailed. The final phase, which is systems operation, obviously cannot be
prescribed at this time.Phase INational Scientific and Technical Data Program. Definition.s. This
phase, extending for one year, can be viewed as consisting of two sub-phases. The
first sub-phase essentially consists of establishment of the organizational struc-
ture required to implement the plan. The second sub-phase is devoted to a more
explicit definition of the program plan.

The first sub-phase is initiated by review of the recommendations in this report
by the Task Group, COSATI, and other advisory bodies to OST and the FCST.
Assuming general approval of the recommendations, OST would initiate efforts
to formally establish the National Scientific and Technical Data Program. This
would involve coordination with affected Federal Agencies, the National Academy
of Science-National Academy of Engineering, and exploration ef the require-
ments for Executive and/or Congressional actions required to establish the Pro-
gram. The two Federal agencies most affected, the Department of Commerce and
the National Science Foundation each are currently operating under specific
legislation relative to facilitating ihe utilization of scientific and technical infor-
mation by the non-government segments of science and technology. Pertinent
legislation includes Public Laws 507 and 770, both passed by the 81st Congress.
and Title IX of the National Defense Education Act of 1958. However, new legis-
lation may be required either to establish specific authority for cost-sharing
between these departments and non-government organizations or to establish
a stronger justification for program funding,

Major organizational structuring steps to be taken during this sub-nhase in-
clude establishment of a Scientific Data Program Office in the National Science
Foundation, and a Technical Data Program Office in the Department of Com-
merce, creation of a Data Systems Technical Information Center to support the
Program,- and the oreaninttion of the National Advisory Council for Scientific
and Technical Data. Figure III-1 displays these organizational elements of the
Plan and their relationship to other elements of the National Scientific and
Technical Data Program.

Another important preparatory action will be the establishment of minimum
budgets for data management activities within each of the Federal Agencit's
performing scientific or technical research and development.

The initial sub-phase would culminate with a White House Conference de-
signed to inform the U.S. scientific and technological community concerning the
Program and to enlist cooperation in its development.
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PRINCIPAL ORGANIZATIONAL and PROGRAMMATIC ELEMENTS of the
NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL DATA PROGRAM

The second sub-phase involves development of the National Scientific and
Technical Data Program Plan. Daring this period, each of the major organiza-
tional elements of the Program would formulate and contribute inputs to the
Plan. Both the Scientific Data Program Office and the Technical Data Program
Office would further define their program objectives and establish procedures for
selecting and establishing priorities among scientific and technical data activities
to be included in their programs. Simultaneously, other 'Federal Agencies would
identify the data management and handling projects within their respective
agencies which would be coordinated with the National Program. These projects
would be identified at the earliest possible date so that their interface with the
National Program could be defined.

During this sub-phase, the National Council for Scientific and Technical Data
would assemble a staff and establish contact with representatives of the various
scientific and technological communities. Specialist panels would be selected and
the panels would formulate inputs to the National Scientific and Technical Data
Program Plan. ,

Phase I would be terminated by the joint issuance of the National Scientific
and lchnical Data Program Plan by the Office of Science and Technology and
the National Advisory Council for Scientific and Technical Data.

Phase ifFormulation of the National Data System, Development Platt. This
phase of two years duration is vital to the proposed plan. It is during this
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period that requirements for data management and data handling systems will
be critically reviewed both at the local and national level. Simultaneously, de-
velopmental and prototype tests will be conducted to ascertain the adequacy of
equipments and methods to meet data management and handling requirementh.

During this period, the Scientific Data Program Office and the Technical Data
Program Office will be pursuing two activities. First, they will each select a
limited number of scientific or technological communities to participate in
Federally supported data system planning and development programs. Funds will
be provided to a selected organization within Uh L. community for evaluation of
data management requirements of the community and formulation of a data
system development plan responsive to these requirements. The selected orga-
nization within each community will be required to obtain the cooperation and
participation of other institutions in the community and will be required to follow
general planning guidelines established by the Data Program Office. The latter
requirement is intended to facilitate review of the plans and to permit study of
similarities and differences of requirements from community to community. It
is anticipated that an inventorying or indexing of the data resource of the com-
munity quite likely will be a part of the procedure employed to ascertain data
management requirements. A second activity of each Program Office will be
support of prototype efforts to develop methods or to initiate services which offer
unusual potential for improving the management, dissemination, or use of data
within specific scientific communities. These prototype tests would be selected
not oniSr to alleviate specific problems but also to identify those methods and
services which should be considered for implementation on a broader scale. For
example, the Technical Data Program Office might explore the utility to com-
mercial food processing firms of a data resource referral service which provided
access to data files created by the activities of the Department of Agriculture,
DOD Quatermaster operntions, etc. The SCientific Data Program Office might
explore the feasibility creating an index to the data content of the journals
serving a given community of researchers. All of these protctype services would
be carefully monitored to ascertain their potential applicatien to notional systems.

Whereas the Scientific Data Program Office and the Technical Data Program
Office would direct their support largely to specific einnmunities, a concurent
program centered within the Department of Commerce would support tests of
new methods and services broadly -applicable to the data management require-
ments of several scientific or technological communities. This program would
emphasize the adaptation of computer and other technologies to data handling
functions.

During this phase, non-government organizations would begin to play an
increasing role in formulation of the National Data Program. Professional
societies, trade ,associations and other appropriate organizations would apply
to the Scientific Data Program Office or Technical Data Program Office for plan-.
ning grants for their communities. Once selected as the designated organization
6 Id awarded a planning grant, the professional society, trade association, etc.
would ,coordinate the evaluation and planning effort, making sure to provide
,Zor participation of all interested groups in the community. The designated agency
would culminate its participaiton in tis phase of the program by submisson
of a data system development plan to the sponsoring Data Program Office. This
develoment plan would be formulated specifically to meet the requirements of
the community and might be highly complex or simple, and might require extensive
or little change in current data mangement and handling practices in the
coTninluhtty

Dining this phase, the National Advisory Council for Scientific and Technical
Data, its staff and panels would be studying inter-community data manage-
ment and data handling requirements. In addition, these bodies wonicl be formu-
lating plans for integrating appropriate data management and data handling
efforts into a national program. These efforts would terminate in the joint issu-
ance with the Office of Science and Technology of , a National Data Systems De-
velonment Plan. This plan would integrate findings from prototype tests of
methods, and services as well as the system development plans generated by
individual scientific and technological communities. It would also integrate
findings from operations and analyses conducted by the mission-oriented agencies
of the Federal Government. Since these data handling operations are intimately
assoCiabed with on-going research and development efforts and would have a
longer operating history than, any of those initiated and tested under sponsorship
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of this Program, their contribution to fonnulation of the National Systems De-
ve/opment Plan should be substantial.

Phase IIIDevelopment of National Systerns. This phase of three years dura-
tion will test the feasibil:ty of national data system development During this
period, several systems will be under development concurrently and will un-
doubtedly differ substantially as to structure and functional purposes. Each of
the Data Program Offices will be contributing to support of development of full-
scale data handling systems to serve specific communities of scientific or tech-
nological activity. A significant part of the activity during this phase of the
Program will be devoted to development and testing of methods and facilities
for serving the data handling needs of specific communities. These facilities may
be centralized or decentralized depending on the needs of the community served.
However, considerable attention will be given to questions of standardization to
assure an optimization of compatibility between all systems being developed as
part of the National Scientific and Technical Data Program. The National Ad-
visory Council will study standardization requirements and make recommenda-
tions to be promulgated through the Data Program. Offices.

Whereas the development effort within specific scientific or technological com-
munities will be largely evolutionary, the development efforts within Federal
Agencies will be increasingly integrative especially in the area a general pur-
pose data collecton. Through its appropriate Panels, the National Advisory
Comicil will continue to study and develop plans for consolidation of the data
activities of Federal Agencies wherever it can be shown that such consolidation
would result in more effective national use of the data resource.

The development phase will be :.erminated by a review of development and
integration efforts. This review by OST and the National Advisory Council will
precede the shift of systems from developmental to operational Status.

Phase IVOperation. of National Systems. This phase of the Prowram will
increasingly involve non-government organizations for it is hoped that many
such organizations will voluntarily participate in the Program without requiring
government support of development operations. This should become increasingly
feasible as effective methods are developed and the benefits accruing from data
system development are demonstrated. It should be noted, however, that it will
probably be a considerable period before the Federal Government can terminate
its support of "data system development effort& In fact it can be anticipated
that even after the first scientific and technological communities reach an opera-
tional status with their systenis, other communities will not yet have initiated
determination of data Management requirement&
D. Special implementation cansiderations

1. Fiscal Factors: In the previous sections of this report, current teclmical
data activity has been characterized, key problems ;....ed opportunities identified,
informed. judgments .concerning national systems aspects marshalled, and spe-
cific policies and ctctions recommended. A national data program that embodies
these recommendations has been articulated and a phased plan for its imple-
mentation has been structured. If this -plan is 'placed in effect promptly and
supported at the level recommended, it ean. be expected to yield operational
data-system activity, nationally hignincant in its volume and charaeter, by 1975.

Within the Federal R&D program activity,' the ineans exist to create virtually
overnight a major shaping force for future national data systems. It can be
implemented by adoption of our recommendation that each agency allocate a
designated minimum percentage of its budget to husbandry of the data gen-
erated by the program. Based on the suggested "tithi. le criteria of 10% for
1,a...sic research programs, 15% for applied research, and 5% for developmental
programs, an activity level in the Federal agencies of approximately $1.35 billion
per year would thereby be identifiable as related o the National Scientific
and Technical Data Program approximately three years after the Program was

It should be appreciated that this effort level is a relatively modest traction
of the estimates others have made of data activities in Federal program& For
illustration, activities associated with general-purpose data collection are esti-
mated ItS over $400 million. annually : DOD data-activity costs are variously
estimated as betwe,,a $2 and $3 billion annually. The Program a.nd reporting

. .

5 Federal Funds' for Reaearch, Development, and Other Scientific Aetivitiei, Fiscal Years
1966, 1967 and 1968, Volume XVI : National Science Foundation, NSF 67-19..
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accountability suggested in this recommendation therefore should Impose mini-
mal burdens on programs ,tontaining any reasonable present level of data-
husbanding activity.

An estimated $71.8 million of "new" money, or about 0.4% of the R&D budget,
will be required initially to fund the national-level planning, development, and
support offices of the Program. Fandings 'should be expected to increase appre-
ciably over the initial 6-year period covered by the recommended implementation
plan. It is expected that a $100 million budget level would be reached by the
sixth year and. would then recede to the initial budget level which would then
be maintained for a number of years. A breakdown of the budgetary allocations
considered appropriate for the second year of the plan follows:

minion
National Advisory Council $2. 5

Scientific Data Program Office:
(50 percent) data system development program (matching funds) 16.0
(30 percent) special data services 9. 6
(10 percent) qupporting research 3. 2
(10 percent) administration 3. 2

(100 percent) total 32. 0

Technical Data Program Office:
(40 percent) data system development program 8. 24
(40 percent) special data clearinghouse service 8. 24
(10 percent) supporting research 2. 06
(10 percent) administration 2. 06

(100 percent) total 20. 60
Data Systems Technology Program Office 16. 70

Total 71. 80
These activity levels are believed sufficient to establish a program activity

that has some reasonable chance of producing meaningful development actions
at the national level. We think it particularly important that the Program,
from the beg-inn:mg, begin to function as a facilitator of advancement in data-
management activity in major data-producing and data-using institut.:ons. It
will be noted, that the "new-money" level proposed is intended to facilitate such
developments nationally, and also that it totals only 5% a the Federal data
activities to be identified and accounted for by the National Scientific and Tech-
nical Data Program.

As a matter of somewhat incidental interes' initial funding for the Scien-
tific Data Program was established as 0.5% oithe basic and applied research
budget of the Federal Government. The Technical Data Program fund ^.ras es-tablished as 0.2% of the development budget, and the Data SystetM: Tech-
nology Program as al% of the total Federal R&D budget.

Over the 6-year development cycle projected, the functional efforts of the
National Prognam will fluctuate appreciably in scale and character. Figure
111-2 reflects a current estimate of the magnitude and pattern of these changes
through to the point characterized by continuously operating systems.

As inferred previously, the initial year or Phase I of the Plan will reouire
only a small amount of funding. Such funds can probably be obtained from
existing agency budgets for FY 1969. The second year of the Plan, FY 1970,
would represent the initial year for specific funding for the Program. From
this initial level, the amount of funds expended in the Program would increase
much more rapidly than the funds budgeted specifically for implementation of
the Plan. Some of these funds would be contributed by non-government partici-
pants in the form. of matching contributions to program costs. A much larger
inerease would result from identification and coordination of other Federal
Agency data Management and handling activities with the new elements of the
National Data Program to be established in accordance with this Plan. The
latter aggregation of existing Federal data activities will account for much
of the increase in the level of implementing and operating effort shown for
Phase IV in Figure 111-2.
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2. Technical factors: The discussions and recommendations of this plan em-
ploy the simple term "data" for what is clearly evident as extremely dynamic
and diverse congeries of fact-matter within the national and international
patterns of scientific and technological activity. This diVersity must be dealt
with realistcally as the National Scientific and Technical Data Program is
implemented. Broadly, it constitutes an underlying reality that cautions against
approaches that can founder by being too inflexible.

Some of the technical and economic factors that significantly affect implementa-
tion concepts are :

Physical growth of a specific data body calls tor progressive change in
data-management methods. Technologically desirable 'housekeeping" of a
body may call for special ,sssiktance to the data-handling institutions im-
plementing the transition from one stage to the next.

Intellectual growth of a sukrect field requires a continual housekeeping
effort on terminology, a respon3ibility traditional to the professional society.
In addition., a field will sometimes go through a revolutionary reform in its
conceptual structures, as the field of chemistry did when the phlogiston
theory was overthrown, or when key methodologies such as instrumental
chemical analysis began to replace ``wet" methods. The work required to
reform data languages and structures, and to generate new data bodies can
be massive under such'circumstances, and at times will justify implementing
.aid. Technology- transfer program activity is a sphere of current importance
that may gener,te need for translational dictionariesand similar tools highly
relevant to the ta program.'

Growth or di ersification of the population using a data body, or a shift
in its demand pattern% is another factor than can generate new implementa-
tion requirements for data service. For example, high-technology practices
have created new demands and also provide potential new support for more
rigorously validated data resources and more responsive services than have
been traditionally demanded.

3. Sociologioal Factors: Sociological factors affecting implementation are prob-
ably more controlling than the technical and economic factors. Probably the most
powerfull one, fear that new data programs will compete with or weaken existing
systems, is too familiar to need elaboration here. There are, however, some we
can identify as specific and probably important within. the scientific and techno-
logical community existing today :

189014-
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The community does not, in general differentiate the data activity and the
potentials for improved data acM.vities and systems, from information activity
as a whole. Data-oriented discussions, however, have readily awakened
awareness and frequently strong enthusiasm. We have the sense of a strong
latent recognition of the pc4entialities in breaking new ground with data
programs. The essentially fallow ground now existing requires at least a
modest educational cultivation. However, a thoughtfully framed Program
dropped into the present near-vacuum may thereby gain adherents much
more rapidly than if it bad to find its place among a diffuse array of pre-
existing, inevitably competitive activities.

Major data programs will produce more conscious recognition, within the
community of the potentialities for technological use of scientific data. They
should have the effect of promoting science-based technological approaches,
and of stimulating work within the commimity on better-codified terminology
linkage between scientific and technological languages. In implementing
the data program, important benefits should result by drawing the com-
munity into the language-codification activities required to create adequate
intellectual control of the data-handling systems that will be developed.

The typical scientist and technologist has not been accustomed to view
technical tools such as his data resources as also being a national resource.
In part, this is the result of the phenomenological nature of most scientific
and technological data, whose nationally significant attributes principally
associate with their management rather than their substance.

4. Priority and Incentive Factors: The supply of development support funds
provided for the Scientific D9 tn. Program and the Technical Data Program can
be expected to prove much sa7.14,1;er than the demands made on them for data
program devel!: ment cost sharing. This situation should promote sound and
vigilantly administered support commitments. It should also constitute an impor-
tant educational exposure for Program specialists whose advice would normally
be sought when major system priorities are under discus31on.

A source of genuine expertise must be developed during the early years of the
Program to prepare for the crucial decisions when operational system priorities
must be weighed. The complexity or these considerations has become strikingly
apparent in this exploratory study : as more is learned, we expect further com-
plexity to become evident

We also expect ,that sound rationales can be developed for identifying the
significant value elements of a proposed data system development program. We
believe the following factors are significant when evaluating the benefits expected
to aecrue from data system development efforts and expenditures :

Boonomic.---Generation coat; commercial value ; national security contribu-
tion ; gross national product contribution.

aumership.Private ; proprietary ; public.
Source.--Generated, acquired.
Usage.Uniquelly applied ; routinely applied ; number of users ; degree of

interdisciplinary usage.
Proceasing.Obsolescence rate; degree of knowledge structuring : velume ;

existing systems orientation ; compatibility with ADP format.
Amenity to Systems Managem,ent.
The Science Conimunication, Inc. Report rates each major field of science

and technology in terms of the above factors.
Refinement of methods for establishing priorities and optimizing return on

data system development expenditures constitutes a critical requirement if the
National Scientific and Technical Data Program is to be implemented efficiency.
At least initiallr, however, the selection of areas for program development can
probably be made on the basis of less eystematic and more intuitive bases. For
example,' the competence of the individuals or organizations applying for Fed-
eral support could easily become the over-riding consideration, for currently
high competence in data system development is exceeding scarce. In order to
attract the best available data system development competencies, it may be
desirable to publicize the Program: under a designation such as Project Data-
phore. This title would emphasize the increased functional utility for data which
is the main objective for the proposed Program and National System Develop-
ment Plan.

That special activity which we call science began as a collection and
classification of facts or data. Scientists classify data into patterns,
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associate data, and thus establish the relatkwships between them. It
is widely recognized that scientific progress is served by and is depend-
ent upon maintaining, expanding, and refining the structure of related
sets of scientific data. Conversely, it is less often admitted that cur-
rent methods for performing this data manag:ement function are less
than optimal and fail to utilize fully available tools and know-how.

One of the deterrents to realization of improved data systems for
science is the myth of a body of perfectly organized knowledge: Ac-
cording to this myth, the result of every new measurement in science
is a contribution which almost automatically moves into its appro-
priate place in the knowledge structure. Here it can be found by any-
one wanting to use, disprove, or, refine it that is, the flow of informa-
tion is perfect. This pkasant myth provides a comfortable rationaliza-
tion for the scientist or research program manager who knows that
Nobel Prizes or other valued recognitions are earned by conducting
measurements, not for husbanding data. As a result, we currently have
an imbalance between the amount of resources being expended for
generation of new scientific data and the amount of resources being
expended to assure that the potential utility ,f data generated is fully
realized. For example, our study for COS - Aa found that, although
Federal agencies were encouraging everyone who could get a boat in
the water to make oceanographic measurements, many of these agen-
cies would not pay the costs incurred in processing these data so that
they could be submitted to the National Oceanographic Data Center.
Fortunately, subsequent action has been initiated to remedy this
speciac problem, but many others continue to exist.

Any action to establish a national scienee research data processing
system should be viewed us part of a broader goalthat is, improved
management of scientific data, including acluevement of an optimal
distribution of effort between data generation and data husbandry.
In furtherance of this objective, I recommend that the Congress es-
tablish a compliance reporting requirement for each Fetleral agency
conducting a program of scientific research. At the end of each fiscal
year, each agency wmild be-required to submit to the Office of Science
and Technology, the National Science Foundation. or other appro-
priate agency, a report identifying the data management actiVities it
had conducted or funded diiring the year. It would be required that
the total effort expended on data activities equal a predefmed per-
centage (for example 10 percent) of the research of the research budget
of the reporting agency. The initiation of this reporting requirement
would focus attention on data management activities and would make
badly needed funds available without special incremental fundin

There are several justifications for a concerted, federally initia
program to upgrade data ma,nagement practices. Among these is the
substantial investment by the Federal GovernmGntin data acquisition
activities. It has been estimated that scientists and engineers spend
anywhere from 20 percent to 40 percent of their working time ac-
quiring data.. A conservative estimate, therefore, of the am, ant of
Federal money being spent for just this one facet of the zntire data
handling procesSthat of data gatheringis approximately $3 bIF-
lkn annually. It should be noted; however, that such costs do not
necessarily reflect the current value of the data. For examPl; the De-
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partment of Defense estimates that it expends about $2 billion annually
for items of scientific and technical data. The current value of its in-
vestment in 50 million en.gineering drawings, 225,000 technical manuals
and other items of data as difficult to express, for it represents the vital
reservoir of engineering knowledge upon which the continued ef...2,5-
tiveness of our defense system depends.

Underlying the haitiation of a national science data processing sys-
tem or any other program to improve data management is the assump-
tion that the Federal Government has responsibility to insure effec-
tive management and utilization of the Nation's rapidly growing re-
source of scientific data. I suggest this responsibility involves more
than. making significant scientific documents available to potential
user merely providing document sources does not assure that data are
effectively communicated or conserved for future use. This assertion
concerning Federal responsibility subsumes the view that scientific and
technical mformation is a vital national resource; a resource to be
utilized in the most effective manner by all professions, industries and
agencies ; and one that must be maintained in the best possible working
order if its potential and optimal benefits are to be exploited.

Based on extensive study of scientific and technical data activities,
I have concluded that classical methods for structuring and communi-
cating scientific and technical data are marginally effective in meeting
today's needs. Classical methods rely heavily upon the concept of
formal publication however, I estimate that less than 5 percent of
the results of scientific and technical measurements are ever formally
published. This estimate appears shockingly low until one realize
that approximately 25 billion measurements are Made each day in
the United States. Over $30 billion has been invested in instruments to
make these measurements, and roughly $12 billion is expended each
year on personnel to operate these instruments and related systems.

Obviously, many of these measurements do not generate scientific
or technical data which need to be conserved. However, a large portion
of the more than $20 billion expended annually in the United States
for scientific research and development does generate data of continu-
ing utility. In some areas, such as space and oceanography, th e. avail-
ability of new measurement technologies in conjunction with large
Federal expenditures of research and development funds has unleashed
an avalanche of such new data. For example the physical facilities of
the NASA Office of Tracking and Data Alquisition have a capital
value of more than three-querters of a billion dollars. Today, NASA's
tracking and data network is receiving approximately 300 million data
bits each day. The Goddard Space Flight Center reports that 30,000
bookkeeping entries are required to keep up with the 2,300 computer
tapes which it proeesses each -week. Obviously, only a fraction of these
data are ever form-ally published.

Even when, published, specific facts or data are not easily located
and, retrieved with available tools and aids. It is important to recognize
that the major scientific and technical information systems operating
today (for example, the Defense Doeumentataim (Jenter, Chenucal Ab-
stracts, and the National Library of Medicine MEDLARS) do not
index the data content Of the documents handled. In-fact, no methods
presently exist for effective and efficient indexing of the data content
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of documents. I, therefore, suggest that implementation of the proposed
National Science Research Data Processing and Information Retrieval
Systein include development and application of methods to index the
data contents of documents.

could further detail what I consider the inadequacies of existing
methods for structuring and handling scientific data, but I do rie't
00-iisider it constructive. Rather, I would like to state a premise whieh,
I believe, most people will accept and then develop some ideas from
this premise : If we consider the long-range future, a change in the
methods for handling scientific data is inevitable.

I believe that a radical change in the way in which scientific data is
handled is already underway. Further, continued change or transition
in data management and data handling systems is inevitable and can
be expected to grow in significance.

Assuming this premise to be true, what should the National Science
Research Data Processing and Information Retrieval System or simi-
lar federally initiated programs attempt to achieve?

Meeting the challencre arid opportunity to construct new and effective
crmeans of treatin daa it one of the most crucial problems facing sci-

ence and. technofogy today. The challenge is based on the realization
that the opportunity exists to build superior systems by utilizing new
tools, techniques, and knowledge and, in so doing, greatly extend the
utility of scientific and teclmical data. It is this challenge more than

ithe fear of beg inundated by the flood Of-data that shoUld prompt
the search for new means to handle data more effectively.

The PSAC Panel on Handling of Toxicology Information recog-
nized future potentials when it recently concluded that the existence
of a computerized toxicological information system would -perhaps
allow the creation of those new broad scientific conceptualizations
which will speed the progress of toxicology and pharmacology by
quantum jumps. Such positive goals should guide all national informa-
tion system development efforts.

National data systems will not constitute a new activity so much
as an effort to get better orcranized and do a more effective job of data
management in both the palic and private sectors. For this effort to
be successful, objectives must be articulated, priorities established,
responsibilities assumed, and resources allocated.

The development of an effective national data system should not
conforM to one monolithic blueprint. Rather, the national system will
evolve to satisfy specific requirements of "real" communities in science
and technology. Some data management and handling programs or
systems will probably be subject oriented, some process oriented, some
mission oriented, and some by a combination of these When they exist
tO serve a " real" 'community of scientists or technologists.

National systems for management and handling of scientific and
teclmical data are now evolving from the efforts already in existence
within many scientific comMunities and agency missions. The role of
the Government Should be to focus on these present efforts, to c,Jordi-
nate them, and to provide daia management policies on 1, broad
national scale.

The possibility of a higthly centralized operation of national data
systems is neither feasible nor desirable. What is needed is not a
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unilateral system created by a Government fiat, but the creation of
order withir, lie current process of national data systems development
Incentive- Yie ,st be provid1 for an orderly development, most :specifi-
cally in the form of Fedel funds made available to elements of the
evolving systems to enable them to devCop their potential effectivelv.
Specifically, it is suggested that the Natix.mal Science Foundation lie
authorized to award arants and enter illto cost-sharing agreements
with professional seci.eties or other institutions qualified to plan and
implement data systems to serve specific fields of science.

A logical initial step in the development of national data systems
appears to be the inventorying of existing data resources and creation
of indexes to facilitate access to this resource. Sttch an undertaking, if
pursued on a crash basis, would be very costly ; however, the task
could be subdivided and pursued by individual scientific and technolo-
gical communities. The development of nn inventory appears to be a
prerequisite step before data management and data handling require-
ments can be identified. Also, the development of indexes to data could
serve as important service tools prior to the implementation of more
ambitious data systems. For example, a data referral service could be
based on the index of data existing within a community of science or
technology.'

Such services would constitute a vital supplement to the National
Referral Center.

I woul like to emphasize the importance of the preceding recom-
mendation_ I do not think it is widely recognized that despite the many
billions of doTlars that are expended for the generation of scientific
and technical data that, to date, we do not know how much data exists.
We do not know where it is. We do not know what shape it. is in. We
do not know how to lay our hands on it.. Effectively, it is not available.

I recommend that the Congress amend H.R. 8809 to provide spe-
cifically for the establishment of a national index of scientific data_
The existence of a program to create such an index would provide a
focal point for action by interested agencies and private groups.

It also appears that a need exists for a service similar to the Science
Information Exchange which would inform data centers and other
organizations interested in a given class of data as to which research
and developmert projects plan to generate such data. Such serv-
ices might substantially reduce the lag time between generation and
subsequent use of the data by another scientific or technological
organization'.

Responsibilities- for operation of activities, such as the above, logi-
cally fall to designated organizations within each sciemific or tech-
nological community so that they will be carried on in close association
with the work of that coMmunity. Such decentralization would
appear much more effective than a single national service center.

Advanced technological methods and equipment arc: essential to the
concept of national data handling systems for the future. Therefore,
the Federal Government must prov1de national data system policies
flexible enough to allow for effective introduction of technological
change and provide financial support to assure timely application of
appropriate equipment capabilities.

We are fortunate that the U.S. expenditure of over $100 billion in
research and development over the past decade has generated not only
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large masses of data; it has also generated equipment capable of han-
dling the data generated. We now need to learn, how best to apply this
equipment. For example, it does not appear unreasonable with avail-
able computer technology to expect that we could maintain handbooks
reasonably current. This might not appear like a high goal until yon
realize that many scientific and technical handbooks are more than
5 years out of date.

Quith likely, new data handling equipment will be introduced into
information systems in an evolutionary fashion with the computer
first used as an aid for structuring, storing, and formatting data for
distribution in conventional forms. Knowledge gained from such
experience will then be applied to implementation of more highly auto-
mated systems including query processing capabilities. Similarly, com-
puter techniques which are already widely used in design and other
data manipulation operations at the work station of the scientist or
technologist will continue to be refined and expanded ir application.
It therefore does not appear unreasonable to anticipate a future
merger of data handling systems to serve all of the scientist's or tech-
nologist's data handling needsboth archival and clay-to-day manip-
ulation. At least this possibility provides a future frame of reference
which can guide data handling system development efforts.

Despite the great potential offered, radical chanoes in data handling
systems probably will not occur quickly simply'-because system de-
signers do not know preci4ely the data service needs of scientists and

ologists. In additioii, even when service requirements are wen
de 1 the systhm designed does not yet know how to effectively
ma t cli data handling equipments and methods to data service require-
ments. I therefore caution against expecting spectacular early returns
from national data programs. Rather, it must be realized that time
is required to better define service, needs and to test alternate service
formats. Fortunately, many excellent programs are underway which
can serve as test beds for new system concepts.

Earlier, I eiMmerated some requirements for effective implementa-
tion of national data system conceptS. Now, I return to the most, crucial
requirementallocation of required resources.

If this Congress cannot authorize at least $50 million for the first
year's operation of the national Science science research data processing
and information retrieval system and cannot, expect to be able to con-
tinue and expand this funding in future years. it will be exceedingly
difficult for the system to approach its potential.

In recent years, I have witnessed tbe initiatiOn of promising pro-
grams such as the national standard reference data system, the toxi-
cology information program, the State technical services program.
These and other badly needed information and data, programs have
been denied the funding essential for a fair test, of their effectiveness..
In my opinion, it would be better to continue a slow evolution of new
systems than to create a big splash which would quickly aissipate;
perhaps, leaving a misimpression of the validity of national scientific
data proff&'rams.

LewisMumford, in his book, Technies and Civilization, states that
"behind all the great material inve,ntiolt:.; of the last century and a half
was not merely a long internal deVelopment of technics t there was
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also a change of mind. Before the new industrial processes could take
hold on a great scale, a reorientation of wishes, habits, ideas, and goals
was necary."

The "v,.elopinent of data management and handling sri..ins for
the future will also require the dual forces of intellectual reorkatati on
and.technological advancement.

Basic to data handling systems of the future will be computer tech-
nology. Utilization of its full potential chalknges data management to
reorient its viewpoint and technical capacity from that of document
handlingmanipulating and delivering documents which contain in-
formationto one of scientific and technical data handlingrnanip-
ulating and delivering the data or information itself.

STATEMENT OF DeWITT 0. MYATT, PRESIDENT OF SCIENCE
COMMUNICATION, I/W., MCLEAN, VA.

Mr. Mym. I believe it would be appropriate here to enter a brief
summary statement I have prepared of the major points we wish to
leave with you.
HIGHLIGHT OBSEIWATIONS CONCERNING MANAGEMENT OF TECHNICAL DATA AS A

NATIONAL RESOURCE
What emists now

Data are generated primarily for their utility, as an integral part of specific
efforts to:

Advance scientific theory (e.g., by research scholars, to train PhD's, to
understand explosion phenomena).

Develop new technological arts or products (e.g., an industrial chemical
process, a weapon system, an artificial heart).

Manage a technological activity (e.g., petroleum refining, registration of
pesticides).

The national data resource thereby exhibits a pluralistic character. Data
quality criteria are strongly influenced by the scientific and technological tra-
ditionsthe "state of the art" of the community in which the data are gen-
erated and used. These criteria evolve as the technical nature of the communities
evolves.

In technologies that have become increasingly science-based, exhiting data
resources .are being used directly for more of the work associated with techno-
logical development and management. Much of this data-oriented science-tech-
nology activity is computer-oriented.

Present data activity is supported principally by mission justifications. The
data base requirod for each activity must largely be created de novo, or com-
piled from files or documentary sources. There is limited consideration of the
usefulness of a mission-related data package for missions in other activities.

Prom a national-level perspective, the husbandry of scientific and technical
information is largely in an aboriginal condition. The bulk of the present
national data resource was originally generated to meet technical needs of
specific organizations. Most of these organizations have no charter, operating
tradition, nor financial support for identifying and conserving information from
the viewpoint of its national value. This situation exists in most of the Federal
agencies, as well as in industrial, academic and other private activities. At least
5 years of patient development will be needed before programs assuring the usage
of a national resource can become substantially operational.
What appears needed

A national-level policy recogniziag the need for husbanding all re7evant facets
of the scientific and technical data resource

A program that effeetively deals with the pluralistic character of seientific
and technological data activities

Identification of the operational roles that should be assumed by private and
governmental institutiOns
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Federal underwriting where neeessary to develop and support operatirmal
responsibility and capability

Enough immediate further study or operational response relevant to data activi-
ties to sustain viability of this issue as a piece of unfinished business that is
nationally important
Recommendation4 fur immediate congregsicmal actSan

Enaet a national mandate for conservation of the types of teehnieal informa-
tion considered important as a national resource

Require an annual compliance report, on an agency-by-ageney basis, of the
information-husbandry aetivities noW conducted pursuant to the normal man-
agement of each Federal agency's scientific research and technical development
program

Provide for the establishment and continued operation of a National Index
of Scientific and Technical Data

Provide for a detailed feasibility study of a National Science Research Data
Proeessing and InforMation Retrieval System. The study should be addressed
to the development and, design of an operating program. Due weight should be
given in the study to the testimony offered before appropriate Congressional
bearings, am with consideration of the several existing major studies and pro-
grams addressed to national and international seience-technology information
needs and goals.

Mr. Prionvsni. Thank you very much, gentlemen. You heard earlier
the discussion on the suggestion made by Mr. Carter that perhaps
H.R. 8809, because it would have an agency of coequal stature with

crthe aencies it would be dealing with, would to some extent a0.-
versery alter its effectiveness. Would you comment on that on the
basis of yov xperience?

Mr. . I think there is great pertinence to his_point Each
Federal agency has its own mission, its own charter. Even though
one might be given in addition an information housekeeping charter,
it will be put in a position of calling for working assistance from the
other agencies in fulfilling the charter_ This does not sound like the
best administrative construction that is possible.

We conducted a study for COSATI on the current state of affairs
with regard to data systems. In that study we also struggled with the
questions of how to gain the objectiVe.we described as the husbandry
of the national data resource: We arrived at, a, plan that in some re-
spects was similar to the so-called` capping ageney . construction "the
System Development Corporation recommended in its COSATI study
of national document handling; systems.

We fOund our greatest challenge associated with the diverSe owner-
ship of data' and the 'wide distribution of data activity. If they were
only of operational concern within the Federal Establishment it would
be a relatively' straightforward management decision to assign the
total .power and authority and responsibility to a single agency within
the Federal Establishment. But the establishments of science and
the scientists, and the enormous volume and value of technological
information generated by our industries are outside of the Federal
Establishment. A topping management construction that.was properly
concerned not just for the Federal data resource, but for the national
resource, posed a very interesting question of management, ultimate
control, and direction.

The best we were able to come up with, and we convinced ourselves
that this would be workable, was to utilize a guiding authority that
would have representation from the private sectors. This appeared pos-
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*able through one of the quasi-Government organizations of high thch-
nical standing, such as the National Academy of Sciences-Engineering.
By providing a strong voice and a continuing interest in participation
from that source we thought a working arrangement could be estab-
lished that woulddo the job.

We assumed that to get the thing stuck together, Federal funding
and Federal initiative probably was essential. We are hopeful, as
working information scientists, that once this were done there would
prove to be some very interesting and promising opportunities for
shared investments between the private and public sectors in some of
these systems which were intended to become national in their char-
acter. The right sort of seed-corn support fed through the right type of
an organization seems needed to start it. So I would say that at the
very top, our ideas did not differ a great deal from Mr. Clarter's.

Mr. PuomsiLt. Do you think that setting up such a system now would
impede or impose constraints on the evolution of a stronger system ?

Mr. MYATT. The situation is in a very tender condition at present, I
think.. So far as the working skills are concerned, we are still in a
developmental condition, even in understanding all of the things that
are out there.

I feel personally that the stipulationsand here I find also I inde-
pendently share Mr. Carter's concernthat you have in your bill could
have the tendency to cramp the developmental effort.

I was impressed by the position that Dr. Charles Hitch took when
he was a member of the Rand Corp., in an address he gave ut the
President's Conference on Technical and Distributional Research. This
conference was held in the midfifties and it was very popular at that
time to criticize overlapping re-, arch programs in the defense und
missile field.

Dr. Hitch had the courage to stand up and present the argument
that it is prudent, where there is -a really critical problem, to back up
your attack on the probl-:fa by having two or three people working
different ways to solve that problem. Generally this is the way I feel
about those elements in your proposed bill.

Mr. Ptronism. Do you thmk that the state of the art is sufficiently
advanced at this point to enable us to start on a systent that would
begin tying together some of these existing activities?

Mr. MYATT. That is happening where there are different little sys-
tems that identifypeelang over the back fence at what the other
fellow is doingsomething that they would like to have. On a grass-
roots level this process is taking place at the present time. The process
is going much more slowly than it needs to go. The efforts to link
these smaller systems that are operational now require a sort of a
bargaining on the part of two people before you have the motivation
for the mutual effort required to coordinate, and ilerhaps standardize.

When the scientist has the justification of his mission to support that
work, there is no threshold of difficulty of any serious magnitude that
is involved. This is an atomistic process that is occurring. Commit-
ments of this type that are in existence is very persuasive evidence to
me that we have good tools present now. I think it is timely to dare to
be ambitious in trying to dosomething for a national purpose.

Mr. Pri.cmssr. If we had ,a national presidential commission that
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wanted commission your company to help set up a national system,
could you do it?

Mr. MYATT. Yes.
Mr. PIICINSKI. Do you have the capability ?
Mr. MYATT. We have the capability to develop a design that I believe

would prove sound. We are a small organization and most of our
experience has been in studies and designs. And I think our track
record has been pretty good.

Mr. PucrxsKI. What about the techniques that would have to be
developed for programing the hardware and also for getting from
the hardware the kinds of things you need ?

Mr. MI-Arr. The largest technical problemand it is still a very
tough problem in many technical fieldsis the indexing problem.
How do you, put the handles on the information when you put it into
the system? Because the computer is a powerful beast; but it is very
rigid in many respects still.

What we call it ls the necessity to codify knowledge in a particular
specialized area. The field of chemistry is a magnificent accomplish-
ment in codification of knowledge about -the structure of a molecule.

In places like that you will see very _exciting work being done and
very large gage Potentials:

Mr. PUCINSKI. In Other words, what you are saying is that we could
move forward now.

Mr. MYATT. Yes sir ; indeed.
Mr: PIICINSR.I. :2Whether we do- it within the ,framework -of H.R.

8809 or whether we do it during a presidential conimission or other
vehicle, you gentleinen feel. that we can move forward ?'

Mr. Mikrr. Yes, Sir. I 'frankly think we should be looking at it
froni the standpoint of 'a' national'. -conserVation of.' a. national aSset.
becauSe I 'consider- the: technical infOrmation resource', as a :national
reSource. Froth a,national 'perspective -we -are still eSsentially in an
aboriginal condition. But we have the capacity to get civilized pretty

Mr. PucricsKI.- Can -we afford not to move 'forWard, Mr.- Farris?
Mr. FARRIS. I think we are moving forward already: and it is a

matter of at what rate we desire to.mOve forward::
I think we should. move' forward more quickly -.than we are. no*.

do notthinkthis because- we are in any great danger of running into a
catastrophe if we- do not move- mOre quickly. It is - the opportunities
which we are missing which trouble me.' We haVe not yet envisioned
information systems with' the capabilities that we are gOing !to have
in 5 or 10 years. We have not realized what a Nobel Prize level scien-
tist. could do if he had information available to him in an optimal
form.

To date practically-all scientific research is carried out on what I call
the lowest level of interaction between the scientist and data. We have
not demonstrated that we can identify patterns of data from different
sets, data from varions disciplines. '

Nothing 'bid is-going to:happen to . us if We do not do something..
If is the opportunities we are giving uP if we: do not do something
that justifies action.

Mr. Puctx-sni. Arethere-anyquestiOns; Mr:Itadeliffe?'
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Mr. RADCLIFFE. Actually, I think Mr. Farris answered the only
question I bad ; he said that we have been moving forward. I was a
bit curious when Mr. Myatt spoke of a design for this. Does that mean
development of the software?

Mr. MYATT. The identification of national purpose is, I think, one
thing that would be extremely helpful.

You have to remember that most technical information is generated
because of a particular mission purpose. Before the man who is the
project engineer is through, he feels he does not have as much sup-
port as he needs to do his assioned job.

Unless there is a directive' he can be responsive to or that he must
be responsive to, his perspectives on the value of tbe data hehas gen-
erated remain provincial.

It is. a social. engineering problem essentially, to get to the indi-
vidual working scientist and engineer who is the originator of the
information and who essentially retains it in a privately held con-
dition except through the one major 14rocess that is working today,
which is essentially the document publication process.

A pitifully small fraction of the data generated by scientists actu-
ally gets into documents, and publications. That is the information
system that most people have been talking about. Technical data is
such an enormous.dhallenge we do not know fully how to deal with it
at the present time. We have very exciting potentials for work on
ways of identifying data at the point of generationnot after they
ha-Ve been'filterecl into publicationsthat do have national significance
and. national vain&

There are some tough questions of public value involved. here.
There -are- alSo some ver:y interestinrgetestions about how there might
be trades between: publicly , suppo systems of :publicly available
information; and- 'people who. have generated , and possess privately
held : information *and who need -SOme .of the. informstion from the
public systeins. , . .

I think you can see there is very interesting horse-trading potential
that. c-an. be '. developed into. a. better sociology of usage- of scientific
and technical -.information, .

Mr. Puomisiu. It is because of this very, . thing ,you are .discussing
that I was so deeply.disturbed today with the statement by the Science
Information, Services.',All .of these witnesses have told -us about the
great progress that-is being made. We have sonic very big companies
Working on various disciplines. ;

When I hear the spokesman for the Science Information Service
saY, "Well, we ,not need it; and if you set it up it is going to im-
pede the present a:ctivity,"it seems to me the' witness is m error. If
I heard you correctly, the science community is saying "We have
the capability and we have the facility, we ought to dart moving
in the *direction of making all of this more readily available to those
who need it." . .

Am I correct in that statement?
.Mr.-MrArr. The working techniques of Mformation science promise

much- at the present. time. ;Obviously there are many problems to be
resolved.

Mr. Puoricsia: .Dr. Seaborg listed some six or seven problems that
need further discussion and work. You are right.

zoo
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Mr. MYATT. There are some fascinating problems to work on.
Mr. FAnms. I would like to comment on that point because in our

study we did come to some conclusions about the roles of some agen-
cies, and perhaps some organizations that do not exist now, in any
future national scale scientific and technical data system. We identified
in essence, three functions to be performed.

One, the broad programing function. This is a commitment on a
policy level of what you want to devote, to this effort and we feel there
does not exist a body to Make these types of decisions and commitments
today.

We further said there should be a planning level that would carry
out the planninc, of these commitments, and we also said there should
be an operatingFlevel. At the plamiing level we identified the require-
ment for two programs offices one of which would logically: ,fit within
the National Science FoundaLon and it would cover planning for the
area of scientific data activity. Another, perhaps in the Department of
Commerce or similar agency Would cover techmcal data activities.

These are two totally different worlds of activity, totally different
motivational patterns, totally different structures. Even the public
interest is considerably different in these two areas.

Mr. MYATT. The sciences versus engineering. Scientist complemented
by engineer.

Mr. FARRIS. As stated, there must be a level at which these programs
and plans are carried out, implemented. This should be a decentralized
basis, involvinc, both the Federal Government and private enterprise.

I do think tltere is a role for the National Science Foundation here
and I want to clarify that point.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Radcliffe.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. Only one perhaps very obvious question.
Do you feel, with your experience in this field, that the National

Science Foundation has been insensitive to the problems, has been
unresponsive to needs in this area ? What has been the problem ? Or
is there one ?

Mr. Yuan& 3: would say that we are obviously on the outside and we
do not know who drags their feet The National Science Foundation
has done a lot of very good work. In many respects they are in. the fore-
front of the activity that is going on, specifically with the American
Chemical Society. But somewhere there is a funding valve that is
too restrictive that needs to be opened, whether it is within the Bureau
of Budget or exaCtly where it is, I do not know.

I am identifying a need for a resource commitment. Whether the
fact that the funding valve is not open sufficiently is due to the failure
of the organizations who have the responsibility to request the money
or whether the scientists have not come in and put their prestige
and political force behind the requests, I do not know.

Mr. Puomsni. There is a resolution pending or being circulated for
a complete investigation of the Bureau of the Budget. I intend to sup-
port it because I TA-ant to learn more about this secret government, this
fourth branch of government that 'has complete veto power over
every 'agency of government, Over the Congress, over the congres-
sional committee& I want to see who these people are, what makes
that, agency tick,, where are they recruited. from, what are their
motives. Above all \what are their qualifications.
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Some of the things that are going on in the Bureau of the Budget are
absolutely scandalous and that is not a partisan issue because I am
sure Mr. Nixon has inherited most of the people that are there.

They never come before the voters. I am sure there are people
in the National Science Foundationincluding Dr. Adkinson, and
others of us who are all victims of the straitjacket known as the Bureau
of the Budget.

I am supporting any action we can get to investigate that agency.
Gentlemen, we are very grateful to you for your testimony. I said

earlier when we started these hearings that this is no sport for the
meek. We are dealing with a very, very important subject but one in
which I believe we can find a.great deal of help. This country is going
to a trillion .dollar economy in the next year or two. Estimates that I
have, seen project that by the year 2000 which is only 30 years from
now, we are going to have, a trillion dollar economy, a labor force of
some 220 million people, a population of 325 million. And so it seems
to me that for anyone to suggest that we can wait any longer to bring
'some sort of order into the huge proliferation of scientific data is lis-
tening to the wrong drummer.

I am one Member of Congress who is not going to let the Bureau
of the Budget derail or veto a program that has been supported by
some of the most respectable scientists in this country.

Let these faceless.people of the Budget Bureau come forth. Let them
sit in. that chair and tell us how in good conscience they can continue
to oppose the program we are trying to put forward for this country.

The hearing will stand adjourned mitil tomorrow morning at 10
o'clock.

Before we adjourn, I would like to put in the record a statement by
Dr. E. R. Piore, vice president and. chief scientist of the International
Business Machine Corporation in connecton with H.R. 8809.

(The, statement mentioned above follows :)
.

STATE3i'Eivi. Irk DR E.R. PIORE, VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF SCIENTIST, IBM CORP.

Dear Mr. Chairman : I am pleased to have .this .opportunity to provide your
subcommittee with a progress report on the matters discussed at your hearings
in 1963. The national need 'for more effective information retrieval systems con-
tinues to-exist; and IBM's interest in this area 'remains high.

-You may reball'.that in our 1963 statements, Mr. T.' J. Watson, Jr. and I
emphasized that progress would be made in a, step-by-step fashion. That is the
way it has been. ,In the six years since then, there has been steady progress in
our ability to cone with the technical and administrative problems of large scale
systems.

In ouk case; much of that.progress bas been based on development of informa-
tion systems for internal use within IBM. As alarge employer of scientists and
engineerS, we have been especially alert to find ways of processing information
so as to improve their productivity and assist in the managenient of technical
activitiek.

The procedures tested and used internally for our own use have been widely
adopted externally,.and IBM is proud of that.

In making this progress report, therefore, I propose to discuss first of all our
internal 'II3M 'experience with information systems. Second. I shall review the
status of expeilmental programs that-we have underway. Third, I will comment
.on some of the national programs.that are evolving.

Finally, I would like to .discuss with you some of the educational implications
of all this activity. To get the Maximum' benefit from such information systems,
we must have scientints' and 'engineers educated in the effective use of the new
techniques, and ,we .must have information specialists capable of handling the
systems and responding to the, users' needs.
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It seems to me particularly appropriate that these educational considerations
should come before the General Education Subcommittee.

Let me begin, then, by reviewing IBM internal experience with information
systems.
IBM's internal information activities

IBM's internal use of information retrieval technology has grown consider-
ably since 1964, when System/360 was announced. Systems which existed then
have become larger and more sophisticated, and a number of new ones have been
developed.

One of the new information retrieval applications is our Management Infor-
mation System for System/360, a general-purpose communications-oriented data
retrieval and reporting system, which is operating in our Corporate Headquarters
and in more than twelve of our plants and laboratories. We use ft to store and
retrieve a wide variety of information, including engineering project data, patent
investigations, personnel, sales and purchasing information, document distribu-
tion, etc. The system provides rapid response to inquiries over communications
terminals and is relatively easy to use.

Another new application which we use extensively is the Administrative Ter-
minal System for System/360. This system provides terminal-based data capture
and text editing services. We use it to keep certain of our rapidly changing files
updated daily, and to convert text into machine readable form as a byproduct
of its original publication.

Our company-wide communications system, the Internal Tele-Processing Sys-
tem (ITPS), links our plants, laboratories and saleS offices around the world.
The system presently is connected to more than three hundred terminals in the
United States and Canada over dedicated, leased communications lines and to
locations in Europe and Japan via transoceanic cables. This system has proven
valuable in applications' beyond those for which it was originally developed.

Our field engineers, for example, Use ITPS in an information 'retrieval system
known as RETAIN (Remote Technical Assistance and' Information Network).
Abstracts are sent from RETAIN central to field engineers in our branch offices
over the ITPS network. These summaries report on product innovations and im-
provements, manufacturing changes, programming changes, installation plan-
ning data, and service and maintenance recommendation& In this way, our field
engineers can learn of technical developments in System/360 and other IBM
products hours after their release. Flach day, branch offices send back requests
for full texts of those abstracts of importance to them.

The IBM Technical Information ,Retrieval Center. . (ITIRC), organized in
1964, is sponsored by the ,IBM diVisions and- operated by ,the Corporate Staff
in New York as a central service for the IBM community. A satellite operation
is maintained at San Jose, California, and a subcenter, the ITIRC European
Centre, is operating at La Gaude, Prance, to provide quicker and more efficient
service.

Information retrieval and dissemination services provided within IBM'include:
Data ba8e.-7These encompass IBM .R&D projects, Manufacturing Research,

and Sales Applications Projects, IBM Standard& Management Briefing& Man-
agers Manual, Corporate Instruction& IBM Technical Report& selected U.S.
Defense Documentatisn Report& abstracts of articles from over 130 non-IBM
Journals, IBM Invention& selected University Reports; all within the spectrum
of IBM technological interests.

Retrospective searches.A 'complete search of a file of data in response to a.
specific question by matching words and logic with the abstracts or total text
stored in the computer. The nature of the request dictates which of the textual
data files are to be searched. Over 150,000 abstracts are available for searches
with an average of 40-50 searches performed daily.

Current information selection.A' current awareness system to match weekly
new additions to the stored literature. Scientists, engineers, managerial, staff,
and line personnel are alerted monthly to current information.by matching their
individual professional profile& which are stored in the computer, against the.
abstracts or text being added to the file. Approximately 2,000 abstracts are added
monthly 7,,nd compared against 3,500 profiles at Armonk, New York, and 506
profiles at La.Gaude, Prance.

Microforms.All documents cleared for copyright reproduction are filmed and
stored in the Center to supply microfilm, microfiche, or hard copy upon request_
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Master microform sets are distributed to requesting IBM libraries for local
use. Over 32,000 documents are on microfilm and 30,000 are on microfiche.

Programing packages.Several information retrieval programs are available
to IBM libraries aad specialized functional groups for local use. An excellent
example is the use of such an information retrieval system by the IBM Sug-
gestion Plan center in Endicott, New York, to compare newly-submitted sugges-
tions against 370,000 previously-submitted suggestions to determine novelty and
avoid unnecessary follow-up review.

The use of the ITIRC system by our IBM people has shown a gratifying
growth. In 1965, there were about 10,000 uses made of the system, and in
1968 the number was over 29,000. In 1965, IBM personnel requested 2,700
restrospective searches of the material on file, and in 1968 there were 8,200
such requests. In 1965, a total of 1,250 IBM people received about 300,000
routine notices of new publications, and in 1968 a total of 3,400 people received
more than 1,700,000 such notices.

As you realize, computers play an important role in helping us manage this
kind of growth in information services. Despite a growth from 1965 to 1968
of 200 per cent to 500 per cent, depending upon the service considered, our
operating costs have risen only 60 per cent above their 1965 levels because of
the effective use of computer-based methodologies.

We have developed an experimental video distribution system to enable
persons at various locations at our Corporate Headquarters to receive informa-
tion from our Information Center am closed circuit television terminals.

This experimental video system allows such data as printed documents, Iva
record microfilm, video recordings, motion pictures, as well as computer-
generated information to be recalled from. the Information Center's files and
be displayed on the closed circuit television terminals.

The Information Center, when fully developed, will provide Corporate Man-
agement and tlie Corporate Staff with convenient access to a single medium
for receiving information from a large variety of sources, without leaving their
offices.

Information specialists in the Center provide the human interface between
requests for information and information sources. These specialists, trained in
computer techniques and terminal operations, have a thorough knowledge of
the content of, data files and are familar with the information stored in other
media.
IBM experimenter programs

In the past few years, we have made significant progress in several areas, and
I would like to Convey to you a picture of the present technical situation in the
following problem areas.

1. Data Base Creation
2. Information Retrieval Programming
3. User Assistance
4. Hardware Technology

In each area, I should like to indicate relevant IBM eiperience and. future
indications derived from research and development efforts.

Data base oreation.In dealing with collections the size of the e)esting scien-
tific and teChnicalliterature, we are speaking of millions of items each contain-
ing thdusands words. At the present time only a minute fraction of this mate-
rial is in computer-usable form. There are .a num.ber of alternatives for making
this material more accessible, but each appears to involve a considerable invest-
ment .

While it would reduce transmission costs substantially to have the complete
text of all the Items in digital form, the cost of one to four cents a word for
keyboarOing makes this Ldternative rather expensive. Certain collections might
be considered valuable enough to warrant this effort, however. ,

At the present time, the best solution might be to store the main material in
image form and to provide condensed search information as indexes in machine-
readable form, In this area we have made Much progress in recent years. The
major concern is that there exist many items which have not been deeply indexed
by professional documentalists and our supply of well-trained indexers is ex-
tremely tight under present loads. One way of ameliorating this situation is to
provide computer assistance to the indexers. At TBM, we have both research and
development programs on this topic. In particular, we are constructing various
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components of an integrated library system for a reasonably sized library com-
plex.The cataloger (indexer) in this library will be seated at a display cousole and
will be able to interact directly with the computer in the selection of index terms.
One of our customers has had experience 'with some of the features of this com-
puter-assisted mode and is extremely pleased with the assistance it provides.

In addition, we are performing reseaeh on this area in order to evaluate further
techniques to assist the indexer and improve the quality of his Indexing of mate-
rial that has already been published.The situation is changing dramatically, however, in the ease of new material.
For purposes of editing and revision, many types of documents are being cap-
tured in machine-readable form at their original keyboarding. We are using both
magnetic tape Selectric typewriters and terminals attached directly to computers.

If our experience is borne out, future literature will pose fewer problems than
that of the past. Character recognition by machine provides some hope. While
studies are only beginning on computer recognition of the wide variety of fonts
and fcrmats in books, much progress has been made. We are particularly proud
of our contribution in the form of a character reader for the Social Security
Administration. This reader recognizes up to two hundred different type fonts
with very high accuracy. Much work will have to be done to provide the capability
for reading unformatted text, but the basic capability is in hand.

This trend, coupled with the economic desirability of photocomposition, could
result in every significant new document being available in machine-readable form
in the near future. As an example, within IBM, we have had for several years
automatic computer-based procedures that maintain, manipulate, and publish
customer documentation for our most widely used computer programs.

In summary, data base creation remains an extremely pressing problem, but we
have seen major progress in recent years.

ormation retrieval prouramming.There are two asPects to programming for
a large Teleprocessing information retrieval network. The first deals with the
specific application of searching for documents and the second with the basic
system programs for controlling the computer-terminal complex.

In the first area, we have continued to achieve good progress. We have become
convinced of the validity of searching for documents using the unindexed full
text or abstract. To this end, we have maintained and supported a computer pro-
gram that has been provided to our customers. At least two of our customers have
added components to the programs and are now using it with terminals to perform
on-line searches in an operational environment. The program is sufficiently general
to deal with the majority of moderate-sized data bases that are accessible to
machine search.

With regard to programming the computer-terminal complex, much additional
capability has been achieved, but the field is still in a state of technical ferment.
Within the last few years, we have been faced with the problem of on-line search-
ing and maintenance of multibillion character data bases. There are many ap-
proaches to this problem and for many of them there exists little or no operational
experience at any level of size. Sorting out the technical aspects of these alter-
natives and extrapolating their consequences to the multithousand terminal,
multimillion item systems under discussion is still a major technical challenge.

User assistanee.Any successful system must be accessible not only to the
professional computer programmer, it must also allow searching by the technical
investigator. In this area, there are again two methods of approach.

The arst approach (probably most attractive to the layman) is the use of
natural English for posing the questions. IBM and others have continued re-
search and. development in this area, but progress has been extremely difficult
The complete range of subtleties available in natural languages are for the pres-
ent far beyond the capability of our machines and programs. However, for very
restricted environments, IBM and others have created and are testing small
experimental prototype systems.

There is also work proceeding on the coaching of the construction of a ques-
tion at a computer terminal. This may, in fact, be the more satisfactory alterna-
tive because it combines two attractive features. It avoids the difficulties of in-
terpreting natural languages, thus. allowing a greater precision in the formula-
tion of the question. It also provides means for the computer to tell the user
about the contents of the data and hereby cue him to using the best words to
construct a query. Experimental systems operating in this mode are also becoming
available.
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Hardware technology.In the hardware area, more and more functions are

becoming feasible.
IBM has achieved the trillion bit storage capability discussed in my earlier

testimony but the present device is designed for an application somewhat differ-

ent from information retrieval and provides about on access to the data base
every two to three seconds. This experience is expected to guide us toward devices

that can operate 10 to 100 times faster.
With regard to faster access devices, the problem is the relationship between

storage capacity, cost. and sheer physical size. We are in the process of installing
systems that store only billions of bits, but they require complex physical layouts

to maintain fast access speeds. Progress is encouraging, however, and improve-
!dent factors of two and four in capacity at modest increases in cost continue to

appear.
National Progtiains

The marriage of communication and computer technology holds out hope that
access to data banks and information centers can be made convenient and eco-
nomical for everyone. Before traveling to the library or i-iformation center to
find a document, we will be able to search the catalog or index from a terminal at
or near our work location to determine what, if anything, this center has on the
subject we are interested in.

There are emerging, therefore, in business, industry, universities, and govern-
ment, some networks that are designed to provide access from remote points to

a centrally stored data bank. The most recent announcement of such a network
concerns an installation for the New York Times.

The feasibility of regional and national networks is now being studied. The
impetus comes from cost advantages of centrally acquiring, processing, ahd
storing index data together with the cost benefits of central equipment to suiv...,rt

the operation of a network.
Data banks of biblographic information may be mission-oriented (as in the

case of NASA, AEC, the National Library of Medicine, the American Petroleum
Instute) or they may be discipline-oriented (as in the case of Chemical Abstracts

or the American Institute of Physics). The processors of the information will
probably wholesale these data to operators of national or regional networks who
will retail it via communication links and terminals to the ultimate consumer.

A researcher-working for a pharmaceutical company might then be able from
his office to search the index files of the Food and Drug Administration, the
National Library of Medicine, Chemical Abstracts or a data bank established on

a central or regional basis by some organization such as the Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association.Professional societies such as the ones united in the Engineers Joint Council

have long performed the information wholesale function. Industry associations
such as the Paper and Pulp, Textile, Steel, Petroleum associatios have for years
collected, abstracted, and indexed relevant literature and sold the published
indexes and abstracts to members. Several professional societies and industry or-
ganizations contemplate the establishment of terminal-oriented networks, thus
serving not only as wholesalers but as retailers of information.

One of the most advanced information networks is the Biomedical Network

of the State University of New York. Headquartered in Syracuse, this network
is a pilot ,project for the SUNY library network that will eventually tie 60 cam-

pus locations,together. The Syracuse computer stores medical literature refer-
ences obtained in machine-readable form from the National Library of Medi-
cine, a union catalog of the collections of the SUNY medical libraries, and the
catalog of books of the National Library, Access to the data base by means of
typewrited-like terminals via telephone lines has been extended beyond the
State University. Terminals are also installed at the Harvard Medical Library,
the Columbia University Medical Library, the University of Rochester, and
Albany Medical College.
. Similar medical networks are being planned in other areas of the United

States.Thus far, I have limited my discussion to networks designed to facilitate
access, i.e., to tell the user what items that may be relevant to-his needs exist in
the collection. Another equally important service that networks will be expected
to render is to provide physical access to the information itself : the text, the
photographs, tables of data, graphs, etc.
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In the library field, inter-library loan arrangements have existed for a long
time. In many instances obtaining a book from the State Library or another
library in the system after days and sometimes weeks may be adequate. Micro-
film-Video technology will make it possible to transmit image information over
the same network as the computer-generated bibliographic data to a user trni-
mina). Serious legal obstacles lie in the path of this developmentthe copy-
right problem.

So much for the progress report.
I would like to conclude with a few remarks on the educational needs implied

by these evolving systems.
The equipment and techniques already developed are far ahead of our ability

to use them. This, as I have mentioned, places a special premium on our efforts
to train our scientists and engineers to use the new information systems. And by
that, I mean training them in these matters during their formal education cycle.
Technical people tend to follow the information-gathering habits that are formed
during their regular schooling. They tend to carzy them on throughout their pro-
fessional careers.If the advantages of new techniques are not made available to the present
generation of students, the nation must accept a relatively slow acceptance of
new information concepts on the part of its scientists and engineers.

The second aspect of the educational problem concerns not scientists and
engineers, but the information specialists who operate these systems for their
benefit.Libraries of all types are turning to the techniques of data processing to help
solve their problems and serve their clientsbut for many librarians this means
a large jump into a new technology.

At the very least, this means library directors and operatiomd staff heads
should have an elementary understanding of what a computer is and how it
ftmctions. Second, they should be aware of how it has been, and is being, used
within the total library environment. ThirO, it is essential to know what the ma-
chine ean and cannot do, in terms of library applications. Finally, rthes, people
should be in a position to evaluate the existing systems in terms of thir own
operations and needs.

Realizing the importance of this introduction to computers, IBM has instituted
a training program designed specifiCally for librarians. Each year, a one-week
course for two to three dozen academic library directons is given at one of IBM's
customer education centers. In addition, three regional seminars of equal dura-
tion are conducted throughout the country for net only librarydirectors but their
staff heads as well. Finally, 1.crcal courses of one to Jive uays are conducted by
local IBM branch offices for library personnel within their territory. Lectures
on various aspects of library automation are being put on videotape, and a series
of manuals is being publidhed on library operations. Hopefully, all this activity
will help bring the librariain closer to the computer and provide the knowledge
and understanding he needs.

It will be clear to you that this is to ,an extent a matter of enlightened self-
nterest on our part, and I mention these needs and these programs not in order
to claim eredit but to make a larger point.

We nrs moving quite rapidly into an era of large-scale information systems.
For millions of people, this will mean dramatically new and improved methods
of conducting our daily routine. If the nation is to realize the Cull benefits of
these developments, it becomes important that people are educated to run and
to use these systems effectively.our , experience, this Is not something that can be left entirely to
happenstance.

Mr. PucarrsKI. Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, st 4 :30 p.m. the hearing recessed until Wednesday,

April 30, 1969, at 10 a.m.)



SCIENCE AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
BILL

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1969

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
GENERAL SUBCOMMIT1EE ON EDUCATION OF THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Wash,ington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Roman C. Pacinski, presiding.

Present : Representatives Pucinski, Bell, Ruth, and Dellenback.
Staff members present : Allan Kiron, technical adviser ; John F.

Jennings majority counsel ; Alexandra Yisla, clerk; and Charles W.
Radcliffe, minority counsel for edn,-

Mr. Puchcfsicr. The committee Pa%

We will proceed. The other of immittee are on their
way here and they will be assuni ,e of the problems we have
this morning is that the majority leader is testifying before the Sub-
Cotmnittee on Poverty and many of our members are down there. But
in order to eXpedite this situation here I t ought we would proceed
at this time rather than wait, because I am sure that Dr. Rothman
and Mr. November Are anxious to get back to New York.

If we may have Dr. Rothman and Mr. November take the stand
we will move along and the other members will join us shortly.

Gentlemen, we are very pleased to have you here this morning. Dr.
Rothman, as I understand it you are director of hiforrnation services
for 'the New York Times. You graduated from Queens College and
received your masters degree at New York University and your Ph. D.
in comparative literature at Columbia University in 1956.

Certainly you bring to this committee a -Weakh of knowledge on
this subject.

Mr. November,.we understand you are the director of library serv-
ices and hiformation division of the New York Times. You received a
degree in economics at Harvard in 1958 and yOu were a Henry Fellow
in economics atKings College in Cambridge, England in 1959,

We are privileged to haveyou gentlemen join us this morning and
tell us somethhig about the capabilities of inforthation retrieval.. We
have been wathhmg with grreat excitement the system that you are de-
veloping at the New York Times and I think it is something that was
long in ; coming.

The New York Times is recognized around the world as one of the
great storehouses of information. I am very, pleased to learn: that you
gentlemen can. set up a more orderly system of retrieving that hifor-
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mation. I am sure it is going to play a tremendously important role in
this country.

I am hopeful that eventually you are going to develop through
Intelstat and similar devices, into a world-wide network. I am not
quite sure that the American people are aware of the full significance
of what you are doino- and the impact that it can have on so many
aspects of our sociar and economic and educational and scientific
endeavors.

I view your project with great excitement and am anxious to hear
your testimony.

I would recommend that you gentlemen proceed in any manner
that you wish. You have a prepared statement which will go in the
record if you wish at this time and you be the judge of how you
want to proceed. As I say, the other members of the committee will
join us here in the morning.

(The statement referred to and a news release follow :)
STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN ROTHMAN, MANAGER OF INFORMATION SERVICES.

NEW -vow< TIMES

For the last three years The New York Times has been working on the devel-
opment of an information retrieval system which, when put into operation, will
make available vast resources of information now hidden in the clipping library
and other facilities of The Times with incredible speed, thoroughness and
comprehensiveness.

By using modern data-proces techniques and equipment, the system will
process material efficiently and 4._ 2onomica1ly, store it securely and in proper
order, and make it available via computer to inquirer&

The system will comprise alibi/acts of The Times and other materials stored
in a computer, full text of these materials stored in microform in an automated
device linked to the computer, and appropriate computer-linked input/output

Initially the system will serve the news and editorial departments of The
Times and eventually a wide range of customers requiring comprehensive, fm-
thoritative information.

HOW THE SYSTEM WELL WORK

The heart of The Times Information Bank will be a third-generation, real-
time computer (IBM System 360/50) and software Combination which will be
designed especially for immediate computer-to-user response (time-shared) with
a large number of remote terminals. A. large direct-access mass storage facility
will be included to insure rapid handling of the large data base.

Remote terminals will be tailored for the customer to any one of three models :
Keyboard input with video output
Keyboard input with high-speed printer output.
Keyboard input with alow-speed printer output

Linked with the computer Will be an automatic device for the storage of micro-
fiche containing Images of the actual clipping& This device will be capable of stor-
ing and rapidly retrieving the equivalent a 3.5 x 10 ° pages of newsprint Other
peripheral equipment will include a micreform camera at Microfilming Corpora-
tion of America, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of The New York Times, for
miniaturization of full text ; input terminalsprobably cathode ray tube and
keyboardand a computer-telephone interface for audio computer-to-user answer
service

It will be possible for the user, through the audio system to query the com-
puter directly and receive an answer. It will also be possible to -mse the audio
system for placing calls automatically and answering inquiries have been
previously placed. ,

The remputer will actually converse with the inquirer ; the computer will talk,
the Impairer will uSe his dialing device. Modular system design will be a para-
mount veassideration to allow for expansion of central facilities as customer de-
inanditsermages.
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now THE SYSTEM WILE BE PUT INTO OPERATION

The information retrieval system will be made operational in four overlapping
stages or phases :
Phase

The computer, software and full text device will be installed at the 43d Street
location of The Times. Only a portion of the design memory size will be installed
initially with additions as the needs are forecast. Data input, system checkout,
and debugging will be completed and followed by limited use of the system by
selected individuals to test fully the operational design features of the system.

Phase 2
Remote terminals will be installed in the New Ycrk office of The Times and

editors, reporters and other personnel will be shown aow to operate the retrieval
equipment to receive both abstract and full text itenn stored in the system.

Phase 3
Remote terminals will be installed at other locations of The Times. Personnel

at these locations will be taught the proper use of the equipment for rapid re-
covery of Stored data. There will be no capability at these distant terminals for
electronic viewing of full text items; full text will be sent to the location from
New York or stored at the distant location in microform.

Phase .4
Ultimately, remote terminals will be installed at customer location. Custom-

ers will be trained in the operation of the system and will have full inquiry
privileges. Output to customers, however, will be limited to abstracts, citations
and a subset of the full text items in storage. Non-Times articles, information
from early editions, and killed items will not be transmitted to customer terminals.

For customers who anticipate no need far installation of heavy-use terminals,
telephone service with direct hook-up to the computer will be available. A no-
charge service will supply computer citations of Times references to the inquirer
by means of voice recordings.

During peak load periods, the computer may temporarily store an inquiry,
then initiate a call to the inquirer, and automatically supply the citations. If
the inquirer desires abstracts in addition to the citations, he will signal the
system, a computer assistant will enter the conversation, and a fee will be
charged for either telephonic recitation or mailing of the information.

WHAT WILL GO INTO THE SYSTEM

As of D-Day in-early 1971, detailed abstracts of all material published in The
New York Times and in a wide variety of other publications will be processed
into the computer. An initial data base of earlier materials is readily available
from the tapes of The New York Times Index which has been in a successful
computerized operation since January 1968 (this operation has served as a pilot
project for the enlarged system) -

Gradually earlier selected data will ,be incorporated into the system at a
planned, orderly rate. These earlier, data will be obtained from The Times
Morgue clipping files which will then be 'retired and eventually complete phase-
out of the Morgue will be achieve&

-Information from earlier unnual Indexei will eventually he edited for auto-
xnatic system input possibly 'by OCR equipment Data which predate the actual
time when the system commences operation will be drawn, exclusively from The
New York Times, whereas current data will come from many news sources.

The Thnes anticipates that future expansion of system: input will include
storage and retrieval of photographs and other-graphic trumerials ; biblia-raphic
citations of Televant7books and other reference materials armilable in Tb Times
Reference Library ; ?and interface with other large reference librarle, nd in-
formation centers utuag an automated system.

POTENTIAL MARKETS AND USES
,

The Times envisions that real-time access to its gigantic store of background
information, whose depth and scope equals that of The Times' own news-gather-
ing, Will prove to be' of , immeasurable value -to major reference and research
libraries, general business'services,,radio and television .shations and networks,
Public relations and advertising agencies, and individuals such as scholars,
journalsts, and researchers in every field of endeavor.
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To assist in future planning, The Times has retained the services of Arthur D.
Little, Inc. of Cambridge, Massachusetts, one of the world's most respected
research organizations. It will be this company's responsibility to determine the
size and scope of the potential market, evaluate the kind of response the system
and the service it performs may expect from potential customers, and scien-
tifically forecast what changes are likely to occur in the demand for the kind
of service the syfAem will be capable of producing.

[News release. Mar. 26, 1969]

Necv Yonx, N.Y. March 26, 1969.--The New York Times today announced time

development of The Times Information Bank, a real-time, interactive retrieval
system which will make available vast resources of material to major research_
and reference libraries, government agencies, journalists, scholars, and (Abp.,-
media, including radio and television networks, with speed, thoroughness amii
comprehensiveness.In a news conference at the company's headquarters, Ivan Veit, a Vice preside=
of The Times, said International BusinesS Machines Corporation and its Federal
Systems Division have been retained to assist in the design and implementation or!
the system. Additionally, Arthur D. Little, Inc., the well-known research organ-
ization, will assist with market development

He said, "We envision that the instantaneous accessibility of a gigantic store at
background information on virtually every subject of human research and in-
quiry Will prove to be of immeasurable value not only to major reference annl
research libraries, general business services and other media, but also to indivie.
uals engaged in all forms of research.

"The system will serve the news and editorial departments of The Times mud
shortly after 'becoming operational will' be extended to include a wide range 4:Z
customers who require rapid, comprehensive and authoritative information."

Mr. Veit noted that the first input into the retrieval, system will be abitramtt
data from The New York Times Index beginning January 1, 1968, which are al-
ready on-magnetic tape: Gradually: earlier selected data will be incorporated into
the system at a planned, orderly rate.

He said that data which predate the actual time when the system commences
full operation innerly 1971 will be drawn exclusively from The NewYork
whereas current data fed into the system -will come from, many other sources.

"The New York Times," said the company's executive, "intends to enhanre
its reputation, through its. information retrieval system, as one of the woriaMs
most reliable and authoritative sources of information. We feel the potentiiIil
market- Per the services winch the system will be caPable of producing extenks

For example,' the services'could be put to invaluable use bygovernment agen-
cies engaged in sobial research, soholars preparing such major documents'as the-
toral dissertation§," general business serVicea conducting research in speciii
areas for various clients, journalists marshalling material for books and articler.
The list cadld be extended tO include the: 'neWs and public affairs departments;
of radio and televisien network% adVertising 'and public relations agencies, aurtl
the research arms Of the many philanthropk'foundationa"

Fnture expansion of system input, be stated, will include storage and retrievah
of photograph§ and Other graphic materials,' bibliographic citations of relevant
books and other reference material§ available in The Times Reference Lib
and interface With ,other referende Bbraries and' information centers using=
automated system-The system is being developed under the direction of Dr. John Rtithman, (E.H-
rector of information servfices,at The Tithes.

STATEMENT OF DR. TOMIT ROTHMAN AND ROBERT S. NOVEMBER
NEW YORK =BS LIBRARY SERVICE DIVISION

Mr. Nov-Earl:ma. Thunik you very much, Mr. Chairman.
We thought we would tell you the background of our decision ta-:

undertake this ainbitious,new 'system. Dr. Rothman could describe -iv-
crreater'detail' wiactly what'*e. itfe'doing and ,ho-t5r; *e are doinc, it
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We appreciate your kind words about the New York Times. We
think of ourselves as a newspaper and sometimes, immodestly, as a
great newspaper, where a tremendous amount of resources are devoted
to gathering and presenting to our readers a variety of news.

We have almost 1,000 reporters and editors engaged in this en-.
deavor. Back in 1851, when the New York Times was founded, the
index to the Times was begun simultaneously ; so we have a tradition
of over a century of useful retrieval of the information in the news-
paper, making it available both to ourselves and to other research
users.

As everyone knows, in the last decade the technology of information
has been changing very markedly and we at the New York Times felt
that the time had come for us to adapt this to an information system
for two major reasons.

First, and foremost., so that we could maintain our position for our
readers of presenting the news comprehensively and completely, so
that our reporters and our staff members themselves would have access
to information in the best possible manner

The second reason, which is also important, is that we see our-
selves as not only a, newspaper but as a tremendous reservoir of infor-
mation, and we have been searching for ways to make that information
useful, not only in the form -of the newspaper you pick up in the morn-
ing or the New York Times News Service which we maintain, but in
a way that would be particularly adapted to information needs.

Several' years ago, therefore, a committee composed Of members,
the new§ department of the Times and.the buSiness departments, was
formed under Dr. Rothman's direction to create and initiate such a
system.

I think the best way to proceed is for Dr. Rothman to explain exactly
what we are undertaking now.

Dr. 130THMAN.' I think 13robably the best way to start is by describ-
ing briefly what we had before' we went into this project. The Times
had four prhicipal infOrmation facilities. .The clipping library or
morgue, the New -York Times Index, the reference library, and a photo
library

These were:completely separate; not only adniinistratively, but they
each followed 'their, own procedures and they each had their own
Vocabulary.:For a member bf the' staff to get the best of information
from all four meant instituting four separate searches, going to four
separate facilitieS an four Separate' floors and, getting the information
out in each case usingthe separate sYsteni.

This was a very Wasteful and inefficient process. The first thingthat
I recoimnended to Times manage/I-lent abOut 4.years ago was that we
try some coordination of the fOur facilities and -then UT to apply the
latest available technology to making a single system' out of the four.

This is in effect what this project contemplates.' We are going t6 start
with just:the clipping morgue and the index but we are planning to add
to this project before too long the facilities of the photo library and
the reference library.

The clipping morgue is a vast repository of wealth that even we are
hardly able to gage and which because of the nature of the newspaper
clippingsthe clipping is fragile and it deteriorates just by sitting
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for a while cannot be made accessible except to a very limited num-
ber of people.

I spend more time than I like just politely denying access to the
clipping morgue to all sorts of people who claim to have some kind of
privilege or need to use it.

We estimateand this is a very rough estimatethat our clipping
imorgue right now contains somewhere n excess of 20 million clippings.

They would roughly divideand this is very rough, we did a hasty
sampling and, of course, it changes almost from day to dayas fol-
lows : our current subject files probably contain about 31/9 million
clippings; Our current biographical file, which consists of about 11/4
million names, contains about 41-h million clippings ; and the ex-current
or inactive subject and biographical files together contain somewhere
around 12 million give or take a million.

Some of the information goes back for decades. We do not know
exactly how much. And Some- of it is very, very recent indeed. We try
to process today's clipping into the files within 24 hours.

iThe morgue s essentially a single, access system.:If you are looking
for material on infOrmation retrieval and a. House of Representatives
subcommittee you can either go to the appropriate files on information
retrieval or you can go to the appropriate files on the committees of
the House or you can go to personal name files, if you happen to know
the name§ of the people involved. ,

In eaoh file. you may find Some material that is relevant to all three
along -With I don't know how-much material that is not relevant to any
but the one. You cannot take the three separate access points, or de-
scriptors,- or clUes, and put them:together and get outonly that mate-
rial which is relevant to all three.

. This is not 'possible in a manual system. It is possible. in a computer-
ized system. And this is possibly the largest single advantage that our
information bank will give.It willmake it possible for people to think
of, Cornell- University and. student demonstratinns and Mr. Perkins
and riots in the last week only:and retrieve .onlythatinformation -with-
out getting what we call -xi oise orirrelevant

The New York Times Index, as Nt-r- November:mentioned, goes :Jack
to 1851. Itwas an entirelyraseparaterouteration --ift-tvorks by having each
relevant :item of information-in th'e paper alistracted :and then_ the
ab&-racts arranged in ehronthogical orderundiersubject heading§ which
are .arranged. alphabeticalhz. . .

The ind.ex comes out twice at. month in booldets Mrethis and then we
publish a cumulative yOlnrira once a year A I.mentioned before, the
index operation. is entirely separate -Irom -tffike morgue operation, yet
we handle by and large- the same material :or at least the, bulk of the
material that the morgue handles here as well.

What the future system attivisage4J is that we take, all the material
that is preSently. proceasediinto ottr morgue, -which :means virtually

ieverything that s publisheE in the Times plus relevant backgroinid
material from some four, doxenS or more otlier nublications ; to abstract
these -in great detail, to hiCiex them in great. depth and to have the
abstracting and ;indexing doneby trained information specialists Tvho
will be processing this material directly into a large COmpUter from
on-line terminals..
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The original clippings will be reformatted, pa,.sted up on pacres about
81,4 inches by 11 inches, and microphotographecl. The ph(ito chips
will be placed on microfiche, and the microfiche stored in a mechanical
device which will be interfaced with the computer in such a way that
any one clipping on any one fiche will be addressable directly by the
computer using some equivalent of the date, page and column citation
that will follow each abstract.

An inquirer will sit at a terminal, presumably a keyboard and
video tube terminal, and will phrase a question in terms of descrip-
tors, bylines, dates, the kinds of articles in which he is interested
-(say, editorials, letters to the editor, news analysis) and so on.

When his question has been phrased and accepted the system will
search an on-line file of the abstracts, and will product on his screen
in chronological order all the abstracts that, are relevant to his request.

He will scan the abstracts, getting from them whatever information
he desires, and then if he wishes 'to see any one or more of the orig-
inal clipp nings, he will be able, by pushing a extra function key,

ito see an mage of the clipping displayed on the screen.
That, in brief, is a description of the systein as we envisage it going

into operation sometime early in 1971.
There are certain exceptions that I must make. We will not be able

for some time to transmitimages . of the clippings themselves outside
of the Times headquarters building in New York because the tech-,
nology of facsimile transmission is still inadequate. We expect users
in rernoth places will either have their own microfiche filP "'" rite
or phone us for full text, or if they want something much less sophis-
ticated, they will be able to use the New York Times microfilm.

-We expect to go back almost instantly. The New York Times Index
has been in a successful computer operation =since January 1968. We
will be able to feed the tapesofthe.index back-to January 1968 into the
system, so that we go into operatiam in early 1971, we will have
instantly available to us morethan ehree years of background infor-
mation (although it is linaited to the material processed into the

,

We will atthat point, of course, have remaining for us the New York
Times clipping morgue. We are planning, as rapidly :as we ean con-
sistent..with control and ca "nmful selectivity, to go through ail the
material that, will then .be reposing in our -morgue and we will be
gradually-processing it int011issystem.

;I would not be able tO.even guess right now how long this process is
going to .take bcause it means going through 20 million clippings in
effect and picking ont those thatare most worthwhile and then grad-
ually feeding them into the sstern. Ilowever, we will do this as
expediitiouSly as we Can.;

,We are also planning, as soon. as thesystem is in operation, to index
our .photogiaph file in machine-readable form and feed references to
that into the systena. We are plarming as a later step to put our reference
library catalog into machine-readable form and process that into the
system, so that We hOpethat by perhap,s some time in 1975, a user will
be -able to inquire of the Times and obtain abstracts, and copies of its
material and references to. other sources, bibliographic material, maps,
charts, diagrams, caTtoons, and other graphic material that we have.
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We believe that this is going to be a staggering source of information
and that most of the 'information in it will be available to the users in
what we call real time. You query the system, you push your final ques-
tion mark key, and the question is accepted and processed and within
fractions of a second you start getting a responsive and rekvant answer.

The technology is here. If I may make a general statement : my own
feeling is that machinery is here long before we know how to use it
best. iS'e are using existing devices and in some cases the latest, refined
models of existing devices.

The heart of our system is going to be an IBM 360-50-4 model with
probably another computer of the same kind as back-up. The descrip-
tors and location of items will be stored on IBM 2314 disk drives. The
abstracts themselves will be stored on the IBM 2321 data cell. I have
only fairly recently become familiar with the capabilities of the data
cell. We will be able to store in one data cell approxhnately 20 years
worth of abstracts.

The microfiche storage and retrieval device that we are planning
to use has not yet been finally selected, although we probably will
have the selection made within the next week or so.

The devices that we have loakE at are in ,peration are perfectly
capable of h', :idling what the syst ,n1 wants.

For terminals we have a variety of choices. One of the terminals
that we are most serixously considering is one that will be able to
project on the same screen both the abstract information coirdng from
the computer, and the -video information coming from the microfiche
retrieval device. That terminal, however, also has not yet been finally
selected.

I think the only other thing that I might want to say now is that I
am ready to try to answer any questions that you might have.

Mr. Pi:Tong-sm. Dr. Rothman, there is no question that what you are
attempting is one of the most revolutionary breakthroughs in the
dissenumation of information in this country. In my judgment the New
York Times library, file, morgue, or whatever you want to call it, is un-
doubtedly the greatest warehouse of information on the humanities
in this world.

You are lucky that .you haye a 100-year background and can draw
upon 20 million clippings. You _have chronicled every significant de-
velopment in these 100 years, and I am very excited that the New York
Times has madethis decision. Surelyit is a costly decision.

I am wondering if this system will ultimately be available to private
subscribers; to non-New York Times peopk to libraries, to Members
of Congress, to whoever wants to subscribe -eo it, and will this be on a
subscription basis or fee basis ?

Dr. ROTHMAN'. The answer is certainly, defmitely,
I do not think that the Times could have considered undertaking

a project of this magnitude requiring an investment of this kind if
there were not the possibility of marketing access to this information.

The Times is a business and -we do expect to have some revenue out
of this system. We know that the demand for access exists as you
kindly indicated in your remarks just now. We are definitely already
in touch with ,a number of potential users and many of them have
contacted us, even before we actually made the announcement.
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I have certainly, in professional association with other libraries and
Government agenciesLibrary of Congress and so ontalked about
this project which has been under study for almost 4 years now.

We have had some delegations in from university libraries and gov-
ernment agencies including the Library of Congress. It will be possible
for a subscriber to buy or rent a terminal and subscribe to access to
this system on probably a range-of-fees basis. We have engaged
Arthur D. Little, Inc., a very well-known and respected market re-
search organization_ , to do a:study of the potential market for us and
one of the thing-s that we hope to be able to determine on the basis of
tbis study is what the range and scope of the demand is and what
range and scope of services we should offer.

We have some idea of that already. 'We do expect that at least major
central uhlic libraries will have terminals available and that patrons
of the J ary will be able to use it, possibly by paying a small fee to
the the ibrar,, then would subscribe to the access service
on a in, illy or annual baSis.

Certainly we expect that most of the news media, most of the large
news media will wish to subscribe to access to this service on a fairly
regular andlarge-scale basis.

Mr. PVCINSICI. Let me take a hypothetical situation.
A. young student doi-ng research at the University of Chicago on

'Sine-Soviet relationswhen this system is completed I presume this
young 'student will, by cruina to the library at the University of Chi-
cago, be able to energiztZ tlae'7questions that he has and feed them into
the system.

Now, as te the feedback-IWill that be a printout or how will the fin-
ished product come backzardae student 'and what' will he have in the
finished :product ? , .

Dr. ItCernmAx: It deptigimils,ma the kind of terminal. If it is a video
terininal he will see a drsOliam. Ted fairly detailed abstracts, summaries of
news iteme, each one fellov;ve&by. its propereitation, and the abstracts
will be in chronological onfien, ,

, .
If there is a printer terrninsidund I would imagine thatlatge in-

stallations :like a, univerSity _Ebrary: would have bethif there-is a
Printer terthinal, and themadent or. the researcher hae asked: fel- a:sub-
stantial amount .of in1ormati4n, it Will be; printed- out for. 'him on a
iii.gli-speed. printer and,_he -wBl be able to take with hini computer
printouts of the abstracts-in their chronological- order, giving proper
citations::: ;.

he wishes:to have- the clippings themselve8,:then he would have to
go,. as 1 nientioned before, to a separate store Of the full text. This
might be microfiche, and -we are planning to offer to libraries the
microfiche that We are developing for thiS syStem.
' The library would have AO have a reader or a'reader-printer, which
I understand are availabie:at relatively low cost. He 'would get out the
right microfiche put it under the scanner, and obtain either an image
of the clipping ke caxi read on the screen or an electrostatic copy that
he can.take with him. . . .

Where the question rex:quires a larger vohime of informatien he would
probablythey wOuld ely Call ts and we would produce either
large sets 'of the abstrtruattilior largesetsof the clippings in a batch,
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off line, and ship them to him at whatever rates will prevail for this
service.

We expect to publish on demand all sorts of special subject ac-
cumulations. For example, if there should be an interest developing
in some particular subject, importation of meat from Argentina for
instance, and someone wants a retrospective grouping of material that
the Times has published on tbis subject, we would be able to produce
that presumably on a 24-hour turn-around basis.

Mr. PIICINSKI. I have several other questions but I will yield to
Mr. Dellenback now and we will come back to my question.

Mr. NOVEMBER. Could I add one item to this.
As we see the technology now, it will be possible for users, primarily

libraries or institutions, to use the communications stations that they
have. For example, if there is a TWX machine in the library we will
have a service whereby that library can subscribe and a patron can sit
down at that TWX machine, ask the system for information on the
House of Representatives and the output will then be abstracts printed
out on that machine in the library. It is possible with the technology
to have in some places video terminals which are much quicker, and
in other places slower-speed printers which will serve the needs of a
variety of potential sUbscribers.

Mr. DELLENBACK. That is part of the answer to one of thequestions
I was going to ask. I was going to ask about the degree of compati-
bility of your system..You say it is just uniquely something, that you
must have yOur: own source material, on, and your own printers to
make it work effectively.

.You must have Your own system all the way-through. There .is
sufficient degree of compatibility apparentlythis is really a ques-
tionso that your system can feed into other types of systems.. and
it does net :require the saine inVestinent aCross the line, am I 'correct?

ROPHMAN.Weexpéettobe. able to dO this to a. degree. We .have
chosen .hardWarN.the IBM System- 360,' which is the.one that ismost
widely used for information retrieval purPoses at a number of other
installatiOne.. '

The NASA facility uses System 360..Medlars (the National Library
of' Mediaine) is , moving over to; System .360. I believe the National
Agricultural Library is using it and of course the Library of Con-
gress,:Project MARC. is going to be cM System 360. We 'will provide
for hardware compatibility.

Software compatibility is a different story. At this stage Of the
-game it is very difficult to achieve and We are of course developing
our own prograrris; .(It would be very difficult to find existing com-
puter prograrris that would be able to handle this system as well as
any other of similar magnitude.)

However-: the . whole industry is striving toward greater compati-
bility, and tioward easy conversion programs. So that we expect in the
futr-c, to nroVide the, convertibility and of course we have that very
much in mind..

We are checkingin the course of developing the system, we have
been checking-and are continuing to checkon what is being done at

.other large installations of whichl haVe orilv mentioned three er four.
I have spent a great deal' of time .over Ihelast -Vears doing this. I

am continually in touch with other large information users and large
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information systems. We hope that everyone will be sufficiently aware
or will be made aware of the necessity to provide software compati-
bility.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Without seeking any special business information
iwhich you consider confidential and s not what I am seeking to reach

for ean you give us some idea about costs involved, either cost of
insiallation or cost of utilization anticipated ?

Mr. NOVEMBER. We have 'already said in response to this question,
that is -a several million-dollar investment. I think if that is agreeable
with you we would like to leave it at that.

Mr. DELLENBACK. SO far as the utilization, you talk about working
on a subscription basis and then perhaps a major library could have
an individual user fee within that basic subscription. Can you give us
any idea of what you anticipate these costs might be ?

Mr. NOVEMBER. This is a preliminary estimate on our part. As Dr.
Rothman mentioned we have a consultant, Arthur D. Little Co., to
help us formulate this to the need of our users. Our current estimate
of the subscription charge would vary from $100 a month to $2,000 a
month, depending on the kinds of service the user wants. Obviously

. that figure will have to be clarified before 1971. Getting back to the
previous question I would like to emphasize again that we-think of
this as a tremendous information base that we hope that frankly al-
most every library will use.

For that:reason, we are working to. make it as easy as possible for
them to do so. In other words, the output terminals should be those
which woUlc1": be 'available tibt only with our system but with other
systems. So, one of our objectives is AO have this hardware compati-
bility on the output end.

I think DT: Rothman did not- eraphasize enough, also, that the system
-is being :designed :so it will be uSable by nermal information
seekers, whether -reporters or graduate students or, undergraduates or
'Congressional assistants. : , :

It is a regular- English,language- system. InStead ,of speaking to a
librarian and saying, "I want Information," you sit at the typewriter
and use the English language to get, the information out.

Every, attempt is- being made ; to make this as widely usable as
possible.

-
Dr. RounmArr.,I would:like toadd one thing to this.
We are designing ,this ,systern. -for two -primary purposes..One is to

serve. our own staff -better and' the other is to make the information
-.facilities as accessible: :possible; tO -anyone .who has ;need for this
service.

Our own staff is likely to be extremely demanding.- A reporter who
is working against :adeadline is ilot going to be able to go through very
elaborate coding and he certainly is far from being an -electronics
engineer, so we are deSigning this system -in such a, way that he :will
.be able to use it as easily 'asand perhaps more easily, thanhe is
presently using the morgue system, such as it is.

My own feeling is:that if it- is right, for this person -working under
those Orcurnstances, then this system will be relativelY easy to use for
ahnost: anyone who -might ,have need -for this kind, of information.

Mr. DELtENBACK. 'May. I ask a further ,followup question on the
matter of cost? Recognizmg that within the range, the $100 to $2,000
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a month range, based on types of use and how much time and so on, are
you able to give us any unit down to the student who wants to use it
or 5 minutes or 1 hour, bow much is it apt to cost him to make use of
the full resources ?

Mr. NOVEMBER. I think we have not addressed ourselves to that ques-
tion. primarily because we expect most students to do this through their
libraries whether university library or public libraries.

Mr. T3ELLENBACR. I assume your cost of saving $100 to $2,000 a
month is in fact based on some units of use. For $100 one would get
w minutes or x hours of utilization or for $2,000 you would get 20 x
or so on.

Mr. NOVEMBER. We don't see that as individual use of the. machine.
We see that as the libraries' 1190.

Mr. DELLENBACK. I am just trying to fret some- idea, if we talk way
beyond your system and talk about-a na%ionwide retrieval systemI
do not liave any concept at the moment of what realm of cost, we are
talking in. If you stay with your concept of $100 as a monthly fee or
$2,000, or any interim fee you want 'to use, what would come for that
figure? How much would one be entitled to get in the way of measure-
ment of use for $100 a month ?

Mr. NOVEMBER. Well, I was going to say, let us tart at the other
end.

Mr. DELLENBACK. $2,000.
Dr. ROTHMAN. If you will be good enough not to hold us to the

precise figures.
Mr. DELLENBACK. We- will consider this not at all binding legally

and just to. oiveus Some road in. What ao your" calculations at this
time indicatZ ?

Dr. ROTHAtA.N. Weare assuining. for example a thajor publisher or
itelevision:network.that is going to want access to this nstantaneously

on say -a 20-hOuradayi-seven-d.ay-a-week basis. would .pay the maxi-
mum figure, on a monthly basis, .and for that would be entitled to, I
would imagine, somewhere between 10. and 20, questions-and answers
a day..

This is pure gueSswork
If-they exceed that' then there might be some surcharge; depending

on the excess.
It may also turn. Out that for thelarge-volume Users 'we charge a

,flat: feet for. 'as many 'turns as- they might want 'at the device:
DELLENBACK. PuShing the stick then that you have given, let

tis assinne that this-user. who might ,agK 10 questions.a. day would pay
$2.000 a month for the service. This might be on, what, a 5-day week.

Dr: ROTHMAN.' -NO.. ;

Mr: DELLENnACK. have-. 300 questions Which,- 'in effect, might
yield: a' price of $2;000 ?.

Dr. 11,odailvt431-. Something' like that.
Mr. DELnnisTEACK.'We are oversimplifying this but I am trying to

get a grasp on some unit of measurement. ,

Dr. ROTHMAN. When you are 'talking about the other' end, the
student or individual library 'patron, I Would' like to perhaps just
'draw an analOgy,'Many libraries 'now have electrostatic printers, big
Xerox machines; available.

21 g
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They either buy these machines or rent them from Xerox paying
the standard going rate. Then, depending on volume, they charge
individual patrons a quarter or 50 cents for use of the machine.

It seems to me that what we will probably do for public and uni-
versity libraries is much the same sort of thing. The library- will pay,
depending on its anticipated use, and in turn it will charge its patrons.
And the library being a public institution will probably charge just
enough to defray its costs and we may have to have some agreement
whereby on an annual basis we revise the charge depending on volume.

This is much the way that the scientific services, as far as I under-
stand, now charge the industrial users. The one that I am most familiar
with is Chemical Abstract Service. They charge for their computer-
ized or publications service on the basis of the number of users at a
<riven installation.

So, if you have a relatively small company, with just three scientists
using it, they pay considerably less than would Du Pont in Wilming-
ton. I imagine that we will follow much that kind of pattern.

Mr. DELLEignAcK. Again with all the. caveats that you want and I
am willing to give you all the ways out that you want, if we can stay
with your figures, if it means 10 to 20 questions a day and $2,000, this
would mean somewhere between $3 and $7 a question.

Somewhere in this area is what I am thinking about, if my mathe-
matics work out correctly; off the top of my head, which tells me

isomething about the average research student n a library; he might
find that he does not use it theway a:scientist or the way somebody
really researching a-project in depth would be able to say, 'This ques-
tion is-important, that is a minimal cost," but a student who is writincr
a thesis on ancient Greek pottery might think hard and fast before he
staited to feed 10 or 20 questions into a machine, at that unit of cost.

Dr. ROT-LIMAN. Let me make a distinction. To some extent it depends
on what kind of responsethey want. If they are sitting at a cathode
ray tube terminal and are getting the answers displayed back, this
is more expensive than if theY write to us and say, "Print it out for
us at 2 :30 in the morning when, your. device is not used any other
waY and send.it to me parcel post. I-have plenty of time."

So, I, don't knoW-at this point whether :we have to.base our charges
on the number of items, requested, the mode in which they are sup-
plied, the number of lines printed out or displayed. .

Chances . are that alL these elenients will .enter into 'it and this is
precisely the reason why we have retained ,Arthur iD. Little as a con-
sUltant, to. help us-frame-the proiw ' these charges.
-Mr. Novrari3ER:.I.would like tc, tip), ,Co some extent the variety

of the output is a variety of degrees 1-A, -hich vou are making the
coMputer do the work that you would ot'.-erwise have to, spend a great
deal of thiae and effort to do. , . .

We do anticipate, for :example, that we would. not have to charge
at all if you were to call' up as a graduate student and say, "Tell me
what stories you have run on arcb.eolOgy in Greece in the last year."

Our computer could give Idm those citation§ and if the person had
the time-he could "then go and look up each-of-those stories..We would
envision many small libkaries would have an. intermediate step of
TWXma,chine to call the New Ybrk Times, type the question, and at
relatively slow speed get back some of the answers.
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Our charge for that would be less than having access to instantane-
ous use of information on the cathode ray tube.

Mr. DELLENBACK. There is a series of questions that would be inter-
esting to follow but one more that is broad in scopeis there anything
you can tell us as to the major problems you face oversimplify your
answers as much as you likein trying to set up a system of knowledge
retrieval when you want to gather tooether basic raw materials, some-
how digest it in digestable form anrthen make it available to some-
body else.

What are the major areas of problems that you face ? Costs ? Getting
the right hardware, developing the software, what ?

Dr. ROTHMAN; One of the major problems is behind us and that was
getting management approval for this project.

Mr. DELLENBACK: There are no senior officers present with you ?
Dr. ROTHMAN. I am joking.
I touched on the answer to this before. I think that hardware is not a

major problem. The hardware is here. Also the ability to program is
here. The programing language is available to us. I think it as suffi-
ciently capable that we can do almost anything that we have to.

I would say the biggest problem is to define precisely what we want
out of the system and how to structure our basic vocabulary to get
at it And then to translate that into systems specifications that the
systems analysts can work with. I would think that that is the
biggest problem.

I have done considerable readino and work in this field, also outside
of my work for the Times. I have aen chairman of a subeommittee that
has drafted a standard of indexing which was recently published as
the "U.S. Standard§ Institute Basic Criteria 'for Indexes.

There is the problem-of §emantics, of taking a piece of information, a
document, text, and describing it in Such a way that whoever wants
it at Whatever time and in whatever context can get that document out
of the file, and no other. That is the biggest problem. ,

I think thatincidentally, I am Optimistic enough to say thisI
think that: for our system: we have licked it.

Mr. NOVEMBER.I was, going to agree .with-Dr.. Rothman. I think the
major problem has been ..an ,intelleetual, 'system design problem. The
opportunity Of semehow Using the hardware 'and 'ffetting all thiS infor-
mation back in the way you want it is 'very dazzling.

The real prObleni has been,to create: an apprOacha framework
which will make thatpraetical.- : , '

I think it is, only fair to correct any erroneons iMpression. I think
the thanagenient- of the ,Time§ has -been 'overanxious' in the other
direction.

hey I een to us; 'What areyon waiting for? Why don't
.at ystem that' we can use internally and UxternallY ?"
The problem is': Does the information grouphavea system that we

are ,confident will setve the user§? To create that framework is very
difficult. Cost is a probleM. And it:is Only because we are confident that
we have.a system' that willbeefficient; both' as a resOurce 'for the rest of
the world and:for our oWn use that we are therefore able to justifY the
expenditure which thiS entails: t

Mr.- PErCINSKI. Your te8timony is invaluable tO this cominittee for:
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many reasons. One, because I frankly believe the bigp3st -p7 ',aim is
methodology. I don't think we are doing enough in this cotintt-y.

Our various agencies are spending all ltinds of mon..; ks:.1 ,-esearch
but they are really spending very little money on acliftee.,, 'mg Them-
selves to the question of what we want out of an informacti returtaval
system.

What langruage do we use ? How do we cross index? 11-.Tha'!iint-c wNlol-

ogy is best? The Weizman Institute of Science in Israel dtzi,4ene
exciting research in this field. There are a few others that ,tar,.-.1-
ing the problem but I must say I am very disappointed tiliat those
wrio control the purse strings in Government have really .not1=IAL-the
imagination to fund reserves in this field to any t'oreat examnt
people and organizations such as the New York Times.

The Science Information Service director was before the on1,- ,rttee
yesterday and referred to all the things they are doing. Bat
they are really not doing very much in this direction.

The other thing I was impressed with is the initiative =of private
enterprise. You have taken on this very costly proje.--.A.tuttd you are
not worried that maybe tomorrow it is going to be obsaimte. You are
taking a chance today.

This is certainly in sharp contrast to the testimony yistetrday, when
the Director of the Science Information Service indicated his office
could not support a National Information System because- new tech-
nology may make it obsolete. This is the same attitude that was ex-
pressed 100 years ago by the Director of the U.S. Patent Office when
he suggested-we shut clown the Patent Office because there was nothing
more to invent.

As I say, thank God for private enterprise. Obviously, -a we were
to leave this project to existing Government arrencies to der,. it would
never get done: I take it your system is an evOlutionary vtin, one
that will adapt itself to changing teclmology, and the varia.advances
that obviously will be made in hardware as we move alot=;..IS that a
safe -assumption ?

1111... NOVEMBER. , Yes, sir.
Mr. PiTCINSKI. And it is safe to assume after the hug.. amount of

money:that you are going to Iput into this sytsem, .you. ate 'not going
to swap it for another system in 5 years: Rather, you are piing to build
on the system you have. - ; . . ,

One question:.conies.up.:Iiad you Waited, had you not .easmnitted
-vourself,.as :to prograin.whickyou hope to have in operation
1T1971, and fully operational with:the, full.. 20- Million di-copings by
1975, had you waited as.somany.peoPlehaVe advised this committee to
wait, do-you .have, any -idea what Would be,the.increase rn mast . With
every ,month that- you Aelayed :deVelopment of this opera-du:In.:or every
year that you delayed it

Dr.,. RoTRAtArt. No I would not be able to sav :-tectuu st-.. there are
/. , 9

several kinds of costs. One iS the pric hardware ond seftware, in
developing the system. There is also the .coSt windl: we feure'i more
actuallyand by .".we" I not only mean usin the team. that -we:, work-
ing on the project, but I am quite sure our Manacrement as -well is the
cost of.not doing soinething tlubt would be wortliWhie, and thai.L, would
supply :a7need and .bring in an apropritate 'amount of revenat
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A 7-i.d the concomitent fear that one of our competitors will m
into 'the vacumn

Mr. Put.L.NrAt.1. Of course, you have one built-in guarantee, one
destructible safeguard; and that is that you have 100 years of kno,--,-;-4-
edge and information stored in your New York Times library
fas. as I know; -no one else is capable of catching up with you on =.e,
score.

Mbhnately theiLibrary of Congress may be computerized, us; wel1
as other sources Of innformation. Having had a little experience in this
fnerkl, it would be .):E7-y judgment that it wcaild be almost impossible tr
anyone to catch up with your built-in advantage of having your min
warehouse of kno*ledge m the humanities. As far as I know, no tune
else can equalit.

Dr. Rornm/Arr. That is true, but we have found that most of .1*,

searches for information will probably go back somewhere bebaaem.
5 and 10 years and that the searches for "information ''ooing furthr
back may be relatively rare. This is a relative thing. Sothat possthily
some other information vendor who does nothave quite the file that-the
Times has, but who has a respectable file, nevertheless, who is Tint
before us, would be able to preempt a good portion of the market.

We facethis in microcosm with the' index. The index goes back to-,
1851 and: it covers the New York Times. Yet there are any number .
of published currentinfOrmation services around that give us a run
for 'our money:

NOVEkBER. We did not aproach the question as to what would
be the cost Of waiting. We were a little bit the other way around. If
now we have a system and technology that can do this for usanal
agaiiii I wonld like to 'emphasize the benefit we feel for our own staff
of being able to -get information quickly and comprehensively
should 'not wait.

The second item would be what-is economically feasible at this tins?.
to do.

Mr..PIICINSICI. Dr. Rothrnan, you said the system at the 'New York
Times was: developed by a Committee which you. headed. How long had
this 'criinmitteelunctiOned? ."

ItoirantAri: The:col-031*e was- fdtmed .in -June .1966. In back t:EE
it iS--abOut- a' Year'. and: One7lialfOf actiVe work-that I' put in pretty
much :by' myself:- The committee still functions; .:The committee- com-
sists of. Mr. NOiTeinber .a.ild'.'11.1yeelf. the 'former Chief libio-Han tate

W-lio -is nOW:gerieral. Services manager, , the_Times systems man-
ager, andtworelatiVoy redent einPlOyees'Of the Tima6..whe have ioined
the TiinesaS:partOt the infOrination 'service -:Staff.

.'The 'other meinber Of 'the' Coniniittee la' a representative of-the news
departinerit; the 'aaaiStant-tnetrOpOlitan:editor, --who kind- of .represents
our Customer interest.

Mr: .Ruoncsitt:' The reason I ask that' queStion is that 'the ...legielatiOr
before us, H.R. 8809, call:Si for thO establiShinent of a 'national info7,-
matidn -retrievA.EritaL. It describe§ in generaZ what it shouidV::

Perbapel wcniId be a;.good. idea, to' rewrite this legislation 'aPoil
establish a Psidena1 cOmmission 'that would be charged with the
deVelopment of this systelin I-am' not sure, but perhaps that might hi:

more.realistic wank. of 'proceeding- -on .a national 'scale with the work
-you have already undertaken.
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In --!ffect, van ree. Lly have a prototype of what we are talking about
in science information. You have illustrated what can be done in this
field. .1. am grateful to -you for brinoing us up to date on the fact that
the tec-72nTroloc-- is:1=e, that theharcrware is here that the methodology
is here. Whiliser,bE= 14,e-se York Times will concern itself essentially with
largely cliEsamnEnd.ing information on the humanities, the bill we are
discussing mins- lor setting up a system to retrieve information in
scientific onthi --.-achnical research.

I am wet,-.. :47=L-E5ful to you for this testimony.
Mr. Mardi, do Tali.' have any questions?
Mr. Ne7 fquestions.
Mr. want to make one observation, that the New York

Times of liFiLac is far cry from that of 1920. I once came across an
editorial im.x.fIly-rvemarch on the New York Times in 1920 in which it
was stermesteit dim-I-Dr. Goddard be fired. In effect, the editorial called
him an ntnhecile. R-Estated that anyone who would suogest a rocket can
be launeTried olat oft-the force of gravity and then proal itself into outer
space alnei aroTund the moon must be completely: out of his mind, and
any further ,i1xpenditures on that kind of project is just a waste of
taxpayers' mainey.

That was a very fine editorial in the New York Times in 1920. I
am very happy to know in 1969 there is considerably different think-
M at the New York Times.

r. RoirnoaAav,...May I respond to that?. I have been asked by some-
oneand I doVt.,know whether he was trying to be funny or whether
he was being-incredibly naivewhether in this system we are going
to go back n7nd carrect incorrect material.

The answeris no. .

Mr. 13-2,mioneec-K. I am not sure that was a graCious way to close,
Mr. Chairma,m May I ask a couple more questions?

You itailicalle it has taken you some 4 years, in effect, of your time so
far, Dr. Mothman, and the committee something less than that, but
you havebeemon this for 4 years working toward-this p iarticular ssue.

If I miderstand your testimony correctly, you indicated that the
prime body of 'knowledge you are going to be working with is Times
knowledge; for a period of time after which You will reach out beyond,
but you loegin with your own, and this is a relative word, relatively
lhnited GOMM of raw material, a very substantial source hut relatively

-Do you have any concept of what it might take you in. time to get
ready even on the basis of your research that you made to date on
this system, if we, were to charge you with the responsibilitY of develop-
ing an information retrieval system that would embrace all branches
al scientific research, covering every possible field: of scientific re-
search, not 7,1Lust within the United States of America, but on an inter-

, .

national hars ? .

Would_ you be reaatlY to start on that immediately or would it take
.-7ou a little time to get ready for it ?

Dr. R0TH3LAN. I think it would take more than a little bit of time.
Let mere,sp_ond to that in. several ways. How long it takes to get a sys-
tem ready er Tends to some extent on what is there when you start.

In our ease there were, as I; say, ,four separate -facilities that had

31-404--69---15
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been in operation for -=-7nme time and that re-. ari of them, entirely
manual. There was no --ttachinery -used of am-; kind.

I have been war:king-for the Times for aihnost 23 Tears So I started
out with a very szinstamrtial basis of knowletbge of -w,:aat the Times bald
in those systems bm_d lhow it was being prteeessed. L had .a fairly gooR
idea of how it was beitcg used.

Now, to draw -the parallel to this system 1-::;azt ffre cpaestioningane
about. Someone wouldhave to.make a study otf now being done.
how it is being done, how it is being used, aint-' how should it ultimately
be used.

Ilow long that-takes depends to some extent an -likow knowledgeable
this person is of the field or fields and how M:11.1C32.- oil_ the data already
is available for him to see.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Since there is an immense-wealth of scientific pa-
pers that is of record already across the scone olf the Nation and the
world, we can imagine that there would be a t=nendous problem, if
you would reach:backward at a41 to try to put this in Tform.

Would you tend, if ymtwere approaching thatsout of problem, real-
izing its complexity and 'breadth, to try to create in the original in-
stance a program to cover the:entirety of it or would you tend to ap-
proach it from the point of putting together pieces at a thne and then
tryingto weld the pieces together ?

Dr.. ROTHMAN_ I .am going to answer that out of the depth of my
ignorance of the natural and physical sciences, which is only fair be-
cause many of-the physical seientis Ls that alreadyhave computer sys-
terns going triedto tell us-how to go..ahead and process-our material.

I would ima0-,ne that the best -way to go would he pieeemeal ami
zradually. This- is in some sense already being done. To my very
limited knowledge there AS already some intrehange taking place
between the biologiCal sciences and Ihe medical_ sciences involving eine
National 'Library of Meffieine and Biological _Abstract Service. This
is very good.

There is somm interchange between the Chemical Abstract Servir_e
and the NatiomelLibrary Of Medicine, the FoaclaftmaDT110' Admini.stm-
tion,`and'theM-aftional Agricultural Library-in. .---mcgard ilgricultumal
chemicals. It-Iv:wild seein to me that. that kind of-mterdisciplingry-im-
terChange,,perlimis onalimited and initially out-Le-most obvious basis.
wOuld' be the -uvaw-, 10 rt. Then .giaditallx- try- tolie that as a nucleus
and then gradaialy try to draw theother- discipar into this, which

actuallyinatitrally do.
Mean," ftir example,' Psychological Abstnan is havina C,ame sort

of CorninUriication with.the Medical serVices ; the.-_NationaI Xeronautics
and SPace Adrthiaistration'With the Engineers .Ilaint Council, and the
Departnient- of Defense with the' EngineerS ,,Toiroit Council

There iS 'a' good deal of 'cooperation already rr,rning on' and it seems
to me.. if you donet mind my making a suggestion to this committee,
that the way to start immediately would be to envourage cooperation.

This is -what we were talking about befOre: compatibility. To some
extent this 'means compatibilitr of people and ..zdministraters and
SysteMS;:juSt as Well as compaiihility of hardware and software. I
would *go you tO use the prestige and influence of the CongresS to
enCourage.these scholarly and professional orgaznizationsto cooperate

2Z5-
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begin to National inforantr, ton System.

Mr. -1--i..11,:=BACK While I ev(-1-(--ssinp1ify, you wouLl stress cooper-
ation. would stress moving, 1-sizad firmly, but y::ri would make
haste

Dr_ A-Nr. That does not aecessarily follow. 11 think that the
coopertatie;aTou 'realize, incident .2.11y, now I am exi5rsing personal

(cooperation betwe, A TWO related fieldi and two related
institutiony.--: or services, that nek(k_ not be made FY7IV. I think that
should lbe (Rolm as quiddy as poiale.

Mr. DEEIMCBAA.A.1... I :said, proz.-.7 _zaheacl firmly., -dirt- when you talk
about -The i.-17.Ertiai1 syrtem, you wolf-Lai/lake your ha somewhat slowly
in trying alotall system. Is thlat correct ?

Dr. 11-orradnkiv Yes, sir ; I wouliti advise that T1e complexities are
such and th.p. ,e4-43.s..are so vast and ;....tie-problems arervemeindous, I think
the best wa7,-.7a solve them is to approach them piepemer-1 rather than
total

Mr-DELLACR. Thalak yOU vei much.
Mr_ Ptret-1.1.. .Just so there is, mo misunderstanctha in -the event

my colleagireis trying to-lay the loran-dation for delayal.= action on the
legislationr

Mr...DErAcx. Not a bit, 3fr.r..Chairman:
Mr:. PucMES:E1.. He asked the right questions. And I just want to

make sure That we are all taDdiag about the same rbrinr. The New
York- --Times has made a u-,ry imiportant decision.. It iiade . a de-
eiSion that at this point -in tinit-it needs a '',)-etter way qff- disseminat-
jig" the vast amoimt of -3-17rfonniattion thz; it _now h nd has ac-
cumulate& 'over the last 104D Neon-Any furHier delav -develop-
meaut of this system would 2,1tesitify further -complfea.i.,!.. 'its develop-
ment.

Alf ter &Tut-mile it bemoan-, verL7 apparent to the Meiribr,vFof Congress
and, to tli anolars al-RE .reseaters; (of thiscrountry, t1=.. there was a
A 'aril' SerkEtEkbp in thedlinseaminration of scientific -data,

Vittir Orthe7 of Saiennes Infocination -.Services. 'was established tO
closeihia Za.p.

.FeDt" jeairsirt hasbama golurarough a, lot of inoney-,.. but rhave not
beenito fkuil,-ainvezildeueethatt it liaS moved fdrwthn succeSsfully
inaraa0hamtPueAcrusseieitaintation-Axfferiformation..Eight -yeors. ago We intro,
duceiiiiAligethediatiimma, s-viticlizweraild. commit this Natiecnti -co -the establish-.
nmt-traufaiaziaallinformation7retrieval. systeni' in thescienees.

.Thishastigatitai. elearly.reeogmozes thatitis beSt tommve within the
seileuti-nsalines The 'Ameratarn .Claemicai.Socieis setting up its
(Arm _red:Oho:nal systeanin ..chemy.. The -various 'engnit$0010g societie
are setting -alp their Own orstatas; various other s ,ega.oents of the sci-
ences um settnagap their ewaisyatems.

Because wie know that there ha.s to be a certain ,,,,..A(ount of cross-,
-breeding of iimformation 'among the disciplines, we hao-aproposed that
all of these -altimatelyn_ot tomorrow,, not clay aft:=7- tomorrowbut
ultinw,'mly-lbe tied_ together on -a coaxial , cable, a neo-t(ork- which will
mthesiuformation awa.E'hableto scholars. and researrherS. My judg-
nuatt, that "inane time -theiNew.' York Times systera_ma.y.very well
bewoovw one_ ad_ the._stiong ciampoilenti of a- national usteni, on a con
,zract-, ,:(1 basi
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8809 proVides that the National Information System can enter
int:a 'a contract with a system ilike the New York Times to feed its in-
formation into the-system.

ITTould you care -to express aia opinion as to whether or not this
cwillmtry ean wait any lonat--ti for a commitment to try to bring some
sort. of order to this disseuninatim of scientific information?

8.809 specifically forbids the duplication hy the Government
orif esting systems, because we are not trying_ to put anybody out of
Tans:Mess or make the Goveriament compete with private or oth.er orga-
nizations. All -we are tryinzto do is pa all of these systems into some
sort of an orderly nation;1 syi.,em where their information can be
readily available-to -whoeverneedsit.

Do yoin careto express um opinion?
Dr. ROTHMAN. A Emited opinion limited by the fact I am not in

the natural sciences and. have never Leen a user of any of the systems.
My only famaliarity with them has been to see what individual insti-
tutions have done in the autcnuatic information retrieval field, to see
,--.rhat I could beg, borrow or steal from them for our system.

You used a term ha your 'dismission just now that rang a very
ilarmiliar bell with me and that was the term network. My own, idea is
that a sinee monolithic -service-corning out of a sbngle computerized
system covering all possible eisciplines, is probably beyond the tech-
nology of the immediate 'ffulutLe.

There is also -this to be.strW.about this single giant, comprehensive
facility- This is very plod whemsomeonw wanato browse the field or
fields. It is not that gootil vliten someone has a -very specific question
mama at a special item._

-Tlfwse .are:the two =Mr ur -ding user --interests, the specialist who
fmstite one thing in mindtbahu-lhewants as sum-hist the person who does
nutknow exactly what-rue wants-or -who waTits a retrospective survey.

So IT would favor thet inetworik . concept, whereby someone searches
csne.,7,-, stem, and if he does not-Sind there what he wants, that system

elsewhereWitutt you-really want is related inforination
andlie is switched automatic' possilyle, into a compatible system
havitzg cognate. information_

I thank that:the-main seareltols, dictionaries thesauruses, instruc-
tions,the. programs, should he cumpatible, definitely. Whether it would
be absoluWy n.e0aSSatry to bowse all the information in a single ware-
house or to make it

Mr. Promoic.' Thit "60 .-widatFliave2, Eirng1 warehousearul our studies
haveicated that tlfris is not. the best w41.e; to do it. We, on the other
Annancourage . netwmalt ofall types of selected information.

aowt.- -want to disturb-these. systems or pnt them out of business
or compete -with. them.. All we want to-do is make sure -What they are
doingis available readmily -to whoever neeSthat infornaalion.

Dr:-ROTHMAN; On a network basis, _I would definitely he in :favor of
it. We have talked-at thmes among themembers of the cannmittee and
with. our ,management, aboltt the possibility of eventually linking our
7stem to. related"systems.. These-are not in-the planning stage. I don't
snow whether they. will within my lifetime come to fruition.

-This depends on. Many factorsthat are now beYond our control, that
are not notow-. within our: control.. But I would think for instance,.that it
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should be possible for someone to browse the New York Public Li-
brary's catalog or the main catalog of the Library of Congress or per-
haps a union catalog, for information and then find that some of this is
in the archives of the New York Times.

Anct then flip a switch and switch over into our system and search
it. And (conversely it should be possible for someone to search the Times
fur information, find there is background information, possibly at the
New York Public Library, and automatically switch over to their.
catalog.

Mr. Pouncernr. Don't you think, Doctor, that there is an urgency
to legislation. such as is before this committee, although perhaps not
in its present form- I am not -wedded to the language and the provi-
sions of this particular bill. But what I do believe very strongly and
I would like to oet.your reaction to thisat this point, there ought

be at least a cli3armouse of information to cope with the prolifera-
tion. of systems that are being developed all over the country. Millions
upon millions of aollwrs, billions of dollars are behig invested in infor-
mation retrieval. T.TraPss given some guidelines in compatibility, we
-wra never be able to- tie these systems together. And it seems to me
that the key woirain_1969 ought to be "compatibility."

We do not lik-ant tia tell people the manner in which they are supposed
to run their m. You made an excellent presentation today, and
I am impressed witthi the way you are moving in this system, and I
don't want somebody looking over your shoulder and telling you how
to do it.

We leave.t3mat tr.," private enterprise and to your good judgment. But
we would like yofn to know what others are doing in terms of com-
patibility, so that as you spend the millions of dollars that you are
spending, by 1975 you will not find that you are all by yourself unable
to tie into any other system. We did that in the poverty program.
Millions of dollars were spent on setting up some 127 information
centers around the country, and then it was discovered that they do
not fit.

Today they are totally useless to us. Because they cannot work,
they cannot mtegrate with one another in terms of information ex-
damage.. For Clot Teason, I do feel there is a certain urgency in the
sahject we are about.Lt111111

If for no other reason than with the huge breakthroughs that are
being made all]. overthe country, some which should provide a clearing-
htmse of infommotion so we can make some effort toward compatibility.
Is there any hasiiHforthat statement, Doctor ?

Dr. Roimor_dokr. Again speaking as a private individual, I would
endorse that wholeheartedly ; yes.

Mr. Drax.mx-seicm. Would you yield, Mr. Chairman ?
I think this -would be helptul in clarification of the chairman's

objectives. You are not talking about a system whereby the Govern-
ment would do the retrieval ?

Mr. Puclarsxr.
Mr. DnianweAcK. You are not talking about a system where the

Government would do .the eataloging and the digesting and the trans-
lating but would merely be a service organization that would help
otler groups like the New. York . Times, private enterprise in some
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situations, or chemical society groups or other disciplines, in their
efforts to set up their own systems. We would merely stand back, ex-
change information act as a clearinghouse and try to aid, voluntary
efforts rather than tA:i do it ourselves.

Mr. Prom:um Absolutely. This bill contains very simple language.
For example:

In order to avoid unnecessary and costly duplication in scientific research and
to assure quick assess to, and a constant inventory of, all science research data,
such a nationwide system shall include close voluntary cooperation with, and
utilization of, on a contract basis wherever practicable, all existing science
research data processing and information retrieval facilities in the United States
and its possessions including Government agencies, private and public universi-
ties, rivate and public laboratories and libraries, abstracting societies, pro-
fessional organizations dealing with specific scientific disciplines tEmd any other
facilities dealing with dissemination of scientific research information.

The purpose of this Act is to implement, not substitute, existing information
retrieval facilities. Therefore, it is specifically prohibited under this Act for
the National System to establish any Government-owned or operated science
research data processing or infOrmation retrieval facility where such a facility
already exists under either private or public ownership. The National System
shall use every voluntary means to arrange for an orderly cataloging, digesting,
and translating, with the aid of electronic devices, if necessary, of Ian scientific
research data produced in the United States or available in the United States
from other nations and Ibrough the national science research data processing
nd information retrieval .system, make such information readily available to
any scientist or researcher, either privately, publicly, or self-employed, through
fin appropriate communications network. The national system shall arrange for
appropriate financial payment for all science data provided into the national
system by private source.

All :sve are saying here is that neither the New York Times nor the
Sperry Rand Corp. nor anyone else in this country is in a position at
the present to try to provide the tie strings, the tie rods, to put all
these systems on a common network.-

Our purpose is to bring together the private resources and help them
set up communimtions among eaCh other: That is the purpose of this

Mr. DELLENBACE. The purpose of the bill, then, for clarification
again, Mr. Chairman, is not actually to create any system to do this
actually. It is merely to be an aid in and supplement to voluntary
private systems whiCh are attempting to oome into being and creation.

Mr. PUCINSET. I think that is properly and correctly stated. The
gentleman is correct.'

Ruin. 'As: I listen to this, gentleman talk and listen to you,
there iS no question about the value of the information retrieval in
Government and, everywhere else, where rsctu learn that tiine is money.
But the thing I was most impressed with is when we talk about a
commission or committee which needs to get to the bottom of this.

Before we get to the languao-e of the bill, I am thinkino- in terms of
the study of the possibility to integrate the current methiids, to define
the purpose of the System and investigate both limitations and possi-
bility of the system and e. evaluate it both as to cost and to timing.

I d.on't see how you can get into something like this without a, com-
mission or eommittee or somebody doing this research prior to the
time:that, we try to pit the language of the bill into effect.

Mr. PETOINSEI. Mr. Ruth, I have been here long enough tO know if
you want to' kill something, appoint a. committee to stUdy it:

-20
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Mr. DRit:Exn Acx. So they created a committee which worked on it
for 4 years and then moved.

Mr. PIJCINS113. We discussed that earlier today.
I am perfectly willing to consider rewriting this legislation. Per-

haps Dr. Carter gave us a good suggestion yesterday when he suggested
that rather than try to define the system as we do in the H.R. 8809,
perhaps we ought to establish a national commission that will then
spell out the system.

I am not too sure that this is not a better way to do it.
Mr. RUTH. As you point out, you have been here a long time and I

just got here but since we have the committee system of Government
in the House of Representatives, I am a little suprised to hear you say
we should not put a project like this in a committee. I am completely
aware it has been said if you want to lose something, give it to the
committee, but let us give it to the proper committee and let us not be
ineffective because we are afraid we are going to lose it.

Mr. PIICINSKI. I don't want to disscuss the procedures in Congress,
but the longer you stay here, the more you find out how frustrating
the committee system can be. Mr. Bell ?

Mr. BELL. No comment, except a camel is a horse put together by a
committee.

Mr. Puomism. Dr. Rothman, we are really grateful to you gentlemen
for your testimony. You have given us an insight into a system that is
now under development. To that extent I think we are all better quali-
fied to study the legislation before us and I am very grateful to you. I
congratulate the New York Times for again, iS it has for 100 years,
taking the initiative. This is a major breakthrough for America. I do
not think the American people are aware yet what You are doing. But
they will be aware when you get started. Thank you very Much.

Our next witneSs is Dr. .J.. C. R. LiCklider, director, Project MAC
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Dr. Licklider is a grad-
uate of Washington University of St. Louis and receiVed his Ph. D. at
the University of Rochester.

From 1942 to 1950, he waS a meMber of the Psycho-Ac,oustic Lab-
oratory and the Psychology Department at Harvard. He was associate
professor of,psychology of ,cOmMunication at MIT from 1950 to 19'57.
During his .career,. he, -Wag 'head :Of the psycho-acoustic department,
engineering pSychology:.'clepaitment,. and information research de-
partment of ,Bolt, ,Beranek & Newman; Inc., of Cambridge, Mass.,
later becoming vice President Of this firin.

From 1962-to :1964, he Was Director for I3ehaviora1 Sciences:and
Information PrOeessing Research:of the Advanced Research Projects
Agency of the DePartment of Defense. He serVed aS consultant to the
director of reSearcb of IBM from 1964 to 1967..

He returned to MIT in 1967, as 'professor of electrical engineering
and is now direetor of Iiroject MAC.

Dr. Licklider, we are 'very pleased to have you here. I believe you
have a formal. statement. It will go in the record at this time, if you
have one. Otherwise We will let you proceed in any manner you wish.
You have heard a good deal of the testimony. You have a good idea of
what members are partieularly interested in SO I would suageSt you
proceed in your own manner,:

We want tO welcoine pinto the committee.
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TESTIMONY OE DR. r. C. R. LICKLIDER DIRECTOR, PROJECT MAC,
MASSACHUSETTS ram= OF TECHNOLOGY

Dr. Lic2ILIDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the sub-
committee.

I appreciate tbe honor and the opportunity of talking with you
about this very important topic. I -would like to express my compli-
ments to the gentelmen who preceded me, Mr. November and Dr. Roth-
man of the New York Times, and express my admiration for not only
their testimony but also the information system they are building at
the New York Times.

If I may, I would like to continue a bit with my own "station identifi-
cation" to give you a picture of the interests I have in this field and
the points of view from which I report.

I was connected with the first multiple access or timesharing com-
puter systems. With ,great interest and some amazement I lived
through the:period of their research and development and came to see
in a surprismgly short time, say from 1959 to 1965 or 1966, the emer-
gence of a new approach to interaction with digital computers.

That became a very
isuccessful

thing in the marketplace, in commer-
cial application, and n the stock market. It is changing the way re-
search is done in industry and, parts of Government and in universities.

Now I saw that as just a. first wave of the development of methods
and techniques and language that let people communicate with digital
computers in a fairly free and natural way, that can facilitate problem
solving, decision, inaing, teaching, learning, and so on.

I have been very much interested in the last 2 or 3 years to be living
in the second wave in this development of multiple access computers
that make it possible to work intellectually with computing machines.
And I think I see the coming now of systems in which truly compre-
hensive informational services will be provided to research people, to
managers, to students, teachers, to decisionmakers in Government. I
am not sure exactly when that will be but I sense it will be very soon
now

I have been much interested to see a third wave start to build up, the
wave of digital computer networks that will link together general pur-
pose, multiple access computers in all parts of the country.

On the one hand such networks will interconnect the branches of
indUstrial and. commercial concerns, and. on the other hand such net-
works will interconnect most of the major universitie& And this is com-
ing along although it is just now in a research and development phase.

I have had a- strong interest in information network& By making a
distinction between Computer networks and information networks I
make the distinction : one, having the main interest in the processing
of information within the computer ; the other having the main in-
terest in vast stores of information within the computer with which
one can interact

,ProcesSing would be involved in infOrmation networks as well as in
computer networks, but heavy emphasis would be placed, in informa-
tion networks, on *rage and on dissemination of information.

With that backgroUnd I am very much lnterested in what you.gen-
tlemen are talking about here in H.R. 8809 and in the National Science
Research Data Processing and Information Retrieval System.
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I have been connected during these years with several organizations
and committees and so on. Only for a short time only for 8 or 10
months have I been Director of Project MAC, to which you referred.
But let me say another word or two about it.

The acronym MAC stands for several things. Men and Computers
working together. Machine Aided Cognition, facilitation by the com-
puter of man's understanding. And Multiple Access Computers, com-
puter systems used simultaneously by several or many people.

At MIT I have been connected with, but am not now directly par-
ticipating in, Project INTREX on which Professor Overhage once
gave testimony, I think, to your committee.

INTREX stands for Information Transfer Experiments. That is
a directly pertinent project at MIT.

Also I have had an association with Project TIP which stands for
Technical Information Program. That is a project of Dr. Kessler's.
He is a,ssociate director of MIT libraries and is using computers in,
I think, a very sophistiated and interesting way in information re-
trieval.

I have been participating in the informational activities of two or
three technical societies. I don't know whether Dr. Riegel and Dr.
Cairns have testified in relation to SATCOM, the Committee on Scien-
tific and Technical Communications of the two national academies,
but I have been associated with them, and with the Scientific In-
formation Council of the National Science Foundation.

Perhaps what I can do is to provide to the staff a sampling of
things I have written that I think are pertinent to your work. Perhaps
I may contribute to your own committee's information explosion
slightly in that way.

Now I think I need not waste any time by opposing the concept of
the monolithic warehouse in which all the knowledge would be cen-
tralized and from which it would be dealt out.

Mr. DELLENBACK. Mr. Chairman, I am not quite sure that state-
ment comes through without a certain amount of ambiguity. Please
make clear your position.

Dr. LICRLIDER. I am opposed to the concept of the monolithic ware-
house in which all of man's lmowledge is brought together in one place.
Perhaps I am not surely opposed to such a concept as it might be im-
plemented in the very distant future. But I do not like it as a basis
or strategy for proceeding now.

Mr. PIICINBRI. I might say I am glad you are not going to waste any
time on that because I don't know of anyone on the committee that is
sug,gesting that, so I think we will move right along.

Dr. LICRLIDER. I would like to take a position in favor of the acti-
vist spirit that I have detected in the work of Chairman Pucinski and
would like to say something about the need for activism in the present
situation in scientific and technical informationabout the need for
an appreciation and also for an implementation of the role of the new
technology in the field of scientific and technical information.

Mr. BELL. May I break in, does this mean you support the Pucinski
bill ?

Dr. LICKLIDER. rthink that I would not like to make that statement
at this time. Perhaps it is just I would like to have a hand in the writ-
ing of a description of what should be done.

232
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Mr. PuerNskr. May I at this point, Doctor, may I make this point
dear to the committee and to the witness. H.R. 8809 is before this com-
mittee as a vehicle for a dialog on this whole probkm. I am not at all
convinced that H.R. 8809 is the best way to deal with the problem. And
I am perfectly prepared to work with the committee and with wit-
nesses to try to restructure this bill or any other bill in a manner that
meets the problem. But. we had to have a vehicle in order to get this
dialoo- going. As the testimony unfolds on this subject, new concepts
will at developed..

I must say in 'all honesty and state publicly-, 8 years ago when I
first got into this thing, I thought the best way in the world to handle
this was through a single warehouse of knowledge. As the testimony
was given before our committee and as learned scholars came before
this committee and presented their views, it very quickly- became ap-
parent that the worst thing we could do would be to build a central
warehouse.

So we rewrote the bill cornpletdy. As further testimony was pre-
sented we discussed other. alternatives. .

Yesterday for instance,-Dr: Carter, quite -properly pointed out that
the prohibition of the present bin against d.uplication of existino- fa-
cilities is toe restrictive becaUse an existing facility might .noebe a
very good one and the mere fact-that it iS existing but is not doing a
job Well should net preclude a competitive system,

I am interested- in the testiniony dealing with concepts. Eventually
the .coMmittee will collate these concepts into what I hope will be
semesort Of a densenshs opinion of the committee in moving 'forward.

Mr. BuLt. I' assunie 'from:this though that the WitnesS does in -prin-
ciple or philosophy agree with, thoughts expressed`in 8809 ?

Dr LxcriLietit *Mr: Bell, I supportthe bill aS a vehicle for discus-
sion. I am pleased- te have an opportunity to 'efigagein the discussion,
and I ain interested in moving forward:

Mr. Ditr,Eisrenetc.,: 'So:there nOliiistinderstariding, may I also state
that I think this is 'a healthy- clearing of the 'air because I-don't think
there is anybody on this committeeif I don't-speak for' anyone' else,
let iiirestiehlr-only fcirmyself7-I think ,there is an inimense- amount of
knoWledge from' whiarwe 'could benefit if it' couldi be brought in -to
a:Coherent forin-so 'that that which is known and written about in one
area conld 'somehow' be made:available to other' people Working in the
same area who knew nothing about this piece Of -knowledge. I think
the statement I you just' made. noW; Dr.lLicklider; is representative of
probably an, of 'our' views: There' is- soinething that we might to be
doing. We ought to be looking very.hard at the prOblem and the ques-
tion is eXactly what shmild we be doing, ,

What 'shOuld.!the, Nation be doing? What should be done volun-
tarily? What,'if anYthing; should be dime in the way of legislation ?

CommendtheChairman for introducing this vehicle for purpose of
discusSiOn. We weleome yoUr testimOny. There. is 'no,question of your
advising, uS. whether., it fits 8809' or' not; hit as tO .whaf the Nation
should 'be tieing 'and wirat .should,i if .anything,. Cengress be doing to
coordhiate efforts.
ryMr.:Prierrigra.,,ThiS' cchintry now. is Spending !$17 billion a year on

research..Some. Of this' is Government imoney, some ,Of this is private.
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money. But in the United States today, within our country, there is
$17 billion being spent annually on research.

A vast amount of research is being generated all over the country
and it is good research. There are major breakthroughs being made.

Unless we find a better means of communications among the scienti-
fic community, there is goina to be a continuing pressure by the public
against these large Federaf'expenditures for research. As I have said
many times, the way I o-ot into this is when a proposal was made on
the floor of the House ttpo impose limitations on a scientist and I said
at that time, I am incapable of sitting in judgment on what a scientist
is to do or is not to do. I want that scientist to be his own judge of his
research efforts.

The only way he can do that is if I make available to him a system
of information retrieval which will provide him with the information
that others have gathered so that he can be the final judge as to
whether he wants to pursue his subject further or whether he is satis-
fied with the research to date, or whether he wants to duplicate it.

If the day ever comes when this Country is going to interfere with
the research efforts of its scientists, then that is the beginning of the
end for this country.

If it, is agreeable to the committee, we are going to go into session
in just a few minutes, and I have to be on the floor at noon.

Woukl you like to go on, John, and 'continue? We are going to re-
sume at, 1. '

Mr. DELLENBAcn. I am going to have difficulty again in being here
later this afternoon and,I would like tO hear what, the witness says.

(At this point Mr. Pueinski Withdrew froni the heating room.)
Br.r.lrs (presiding) .,'PrOceed.

l)r. Tack:mom. Thank you,'Mr. New Chairman. Mr. Pellenback, I
will gb ahnost.'direetly'toa discussiOn of What. I think iveought, to do.
I would like before doing that tOtry to 'giVe ;YOU gentlemen a piCture of
riiy senSe' of sOMething approaching a malaise, a lassitude in the field
Of Scientik and'teclinical information. This is sorriething that I greatly
regret becange r :this is oveitidiriely irriPOrtant field. rttgree *ith
the coMmentS 'that' haVe been .rnade abOut how 'important It Is to Make
good Use Of the infOrniatiOn WeliaVe'ivcin'at great COSt:' !

It is something I think we can do sora`ztliing abOnt. :So I ani really

YerY,-§h.cl'ib'§ee think aCtive NOw,1 think
it is in Part' lack. Of :a 'Clear set Of Lroals., laCk of 'Clear 'direetion.

Let. me Say. I On' WhollY in favOr Of pluraliSm in lint' 'Government,
in Our Nation; in mir SOCiety. But I an' 'afraid thatinAbis'field we have
pluralism 'withOut. Clear','gOals and' therefOre Stiffer rilatiY of the diS-
advantages Of PlUralisin and that we would do 'Mizell' better if We had
more'clearly'defined objeCtives and stronger leadership and the funding
to make a prOgrani go.

I SenSe frustration on the part of SoMe of iny 'c011eagues, and cer-
tainly. in Myself: .In m ,Own 'case if, is tempered by the fact I happen
to work in a part of this-field in the coniputeip'art Of it,:iyhiCh is More
active, better 'funded; hapPier' than moSt Of the Other partS. 'SO I do

t real] 'Coin t beca Se' f 6. lOt beeno. e: y n o my, wn , u ra ler ause See

not:, OnOng4 being, done to Ohre th6 TyndilOrri 'Of 'the inundation Of
Scientifie' afict' teChnicar '7
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Because of the lack of definite goals I think, we focus upon and deal
with relatively minor local issues and do not really get going on some-
thing that will move us forward in a major way.

The whole thing is regenerative. Because we do not plan boldly, we
do not ,oet the funds. Because we do not get the funds, we see that we
camiot do great things. And because we see we cannot do great things,
we do not plan boldly.

I should say a few things now about organizations or classes of
ormanizations. I really do not mean to be critical of them as organiza-
tions or even as classes, but critical of the general system within which
we are operating.

My friend here, Andrew Aines, in the Office of Science and Tech-
nology, I consider to be a hero. Yet I cannot imagine that this highest
scientific office in our executive branch should not have more staff.
Perhaps it is not and should not be a major funding agency, but I am
unhappy that it does not have more leverage to move so much that
needs moving. . .COSATI, the Committee on Scientific and Teclmical Information,
is doing an excellent job for a committhe of representatives of many
individual departments. But it does not have that fulcrum that would
let it move the world.

The National Science Fmmdation, including the Office of Science
Information Services, seems to me to be doing a good job within the
prevailing context. But it is not to be equipped with the funds or with
the clear definition of goals :6;14 would let it lead us to embark upon
what I want to see us enthark upon.

The work in the National:Library of Medicine on the Biomedical
Communication Network is still in a formulative phase., and so I
cannot say much about that-,-except that I think the field of medicine
is a good field in 'which to,conduct pill:it work in. information transfer.

Th.e Committee on Scientific and TeclmiCal Communication of the
two national academies, on which, Di. 'Cairns and Dr. Riegel will
report, is not primarilY foCused upon hoW tO move forward boldly to
take advantage of the new technology. I think it is 'dOing an excellent
job within theconservative. centext, within the conservative formula-
tion of the problem, but I a* here really opposing the C,Onservative
f(3rmulation. of the problem.,. . .

The profeSsiOnal societies and institutes, such aS the American In-
stitute of PhYsics, are Moving The Cheniical A_bstract Service I.7think, is doing a wonderful job within the Constraints of its funding.
Considering, that now is the time when we are trying to move from
a Guttenberg, technology, :a technology of print on paper, into new
technologies, partly microform but niaanly digital computer and digital
communication technology, however, it is not within the capacity
of such an organization to make the bold steps firmly and rapidly to
get over that transition. So the Chemical Abstracts Service, too, is
somehow held in a period of difficult transition longer than it should
be, longer than such a pioneering organi'zation should be held.

The profitnaaking corporations fall into several categories. The
publishers: are j1;ist, now donaMg out of a,frightful scare which held
them in a defensive Posture for several years, and I think'they are now
realizing -that, the, new technologies are not. so inuoh a threat as a
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corning way of life. The publishers are adjusting, but they have notmade the steps that should be made.

The computer companies have not seen in scientific and technicalcommunication a sufficiently: hot market. They have so many hot, ripemarkets that they can hardly be expected to divert their attention insufficient amount to solve the problems of this field.In communications, in information transmission, one has, of course,primarily
ithe telephone company. It is stuck with a tremendous in-vestment n a system that is not technically guite right for digitalcommunications. It is doing a great job of trying to get into the newworld of digital transmission, but it has its difficulties, and so it hasnot taken the lead in development of a digital network for scientificand technical communication.I have only compliments to offer my predecessors in testimonythe0-entlemen from the New York Timesand I wish they were ableto be doing more of what they are doing.

The library world has chronically been short of funds, has not reallybeen able to keep up with the purchase of books and new shelves toput them on, and it is understandable that libraries have been essen-tially conservative to adjusting to the new techr ology.Since I come from a university, I shall not refer to the universitiesother than to say that obviously they have not done the major jobeither.
I will say that one particular Government agencyone that I wasonce connected with, the Advanced Research Projects Agency of theDepartment of Defensehas pushed forward vigorously within itsparticular chosen area, the area of interactive computing and com-puter networks. Perhaps you gentlemen happen to be familiar with thatagency, and what it is doing. I would love to see for this whole fieldthe vigorous, goal directed, purposeful kind of program that ARPAhas been engaged in during the period following my. departure.Now the crucial importance of this bill:that you, are dealing with,that we are all dealing with, MR. 8809, seems to me to be that it justpossibly could structure the Whole situation in information transfer.It could be the -point of discussion,, the point of trying to create theconcept of what ought to happen, trying to make a plan, trying to setout to implement the plan,--that would revitalizethis thing, that wouldenergize it, that would get people all working together toward a goal.When people work together toward a g'oal, people, organizations,groups, they do not seem to notice the frictions among them. Theydo n6t divert their attention toward the frictions, they keep workingmainly toward the goal.

On the other hand, this bill conld just further confuse the pictureand increase the debility of it. It could do that if we all got to fightingabout it. Or if it were misinterpreted as being a cast-in-concrete def-inition of exactly how to proceed, because one has to have a. consider-able amount of flexibility in his plan if his main aina is to facilitate theinteractions of many elements that are already operating in the pic-ture, to make them work together coherently with compatability andconsistency, .to keep each from building up his own subsystem in sucha way that it will not interact properly -with the others. ., I thMk it will take:forceful leadership to get this field moving. It isgoing to take a lot of money. But I think it has the great advantage of
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a technology which is in part, as was said earlier ;here, readier to be
used than we are to use it. So I am eager to do whatever I can to
help formulate a way for us to move forward.

Now, here is my thesis: That weI shall not say the United States
because I think the whole thing has an international flavor, but from
a budgetary point of view, we almost necessarily mean the United
States right nowshould proceed now to formulate and begin to
implement a plan to restructure and modernize our scientific and
technical communications. I think the bill can be an important focus
in doing that. I think it is very important to state some definite goals.
(I shall try to do so in a minute.) And I particularly advocate mak-
ing a commitment early to a method, making a commitment to the
usenot just as an appurtenance but as a basic skeleton for the whole
thing (in a way I shall try to describe) of modern digital technology.

Now, I emphatically do not say that the technology is all ripe and
ready to go and all we have to do is .let a contract to build an informa-
tion system. What I advocate is a plan that includes research and
development, and pilot activities, as well as efforts to make certain
things operational. What I advocate is a way of putting a modern
digital information skeleton into a system or network that includes
many existing operations, that involves the paper_and ink technology
and thernicroform technology as well as the digital one. .

I am talking about a time scale that may displease some of you gen-
tlemen:I' am thinking that we might achieve an initial operating.capa-
bility 'of an 'obviously modernized and much more efficient system in
10 year5; but that- it .would take 20 years essentially to redo the way we

ihandle our scientific and teelmical nformation anti makeit thoroughly
modern and efficient. . . . .

Now; in order toproceed, -I need to make some distinctions that I
think are al ready' in your mind, but these are brief.

.Let Me distinguish among three things :
First, the infornial communications in which peoplescientisti and

;engineer's' aswell, as'othersare always engaging in. This can be facil-
-itated; I believe,' by- improved communications, mcluding digital com-
inunicationS,`: 'and' including communications with and through coin-
.puters.' - -

Secend, the fornial Content of , publications, of books .and journal
articles,,of 'documents: '. . . :

,And third, the apparatus- of finding and.of access control. That in-
cludes the' indexes, the abstracts, the secondary serArices through which
We get at thebasic information that we want to read and und.erstand.

Those three things thenthe informal communications, the formal
content; and the apparatus for 'finding and gaining access to the fornutl
,conterit. ." .

The next-distinction is among the three technologies I. mentioned.
711e, print and 'paper technology; the microformincluding microfilm

nrierefichetechnology, and-the technolOgy 'of, digital- computers
,,:ii:::;..taltransmission, in-which information is represented in digital

Then; firiallY;the diitinction an-long-the components of our process
in 9cientific and technical communications

First2thé -gvneratiorrof infOrthationfrom experimentation, from
'illie6retical thinking; and SO forth:
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Second. the szorage of the information in a storage methum.
Third, the processing of itwhich, of course, includes both the

oroanizillo- of it,so that it can be retrieved, so that it can be dissem-
ate%, and so that it can be understood, and the actual selection of parts
of it anclthe retieval or dissemination of those parts.

Fourth, the transmission of the information from ics store to its
user.

And fifth, the interaction of the user with the information presented
to him th-rough some Idnd of displayhere I would include print, on
paper as a kind of displaythrough some kind of controlwhich in
the case of a book is merely thumbing the pages, but which in digital
technology involves keyboards, switches, buttons, and so on.

Now, friven those distinctions, what I advocate, and urge upon
your cons icleration, and see as consistent with my understanding of
EI.11. 8800, viewed as a vehicle of discussion, is a plan which has many
parts but. is nevertheless simple and brief.

The plan deals first with the mechanism or apparatus for finding,
for achieving acce,ss. Here I think there must be research and de-
velopment, focusing on a pilot network for finding and achieving of
access that uses the digital technology. If there is any most essential
part of what I have to say. it is that we proceed strongly to insert
into the existing way of waricing, which has a very sluggish "nervous
system"'if it has a nervous ,T-stem at all, a new nervous system : a new
digital storage, processing, and transmission of the information that
is now containecl in abstracts, indexes, and bibliographiesthe infor-
mation that lets us find what we are looking for.

That first part Of the plan is something that can be clone in the
fairly near future through" digital technology. WI3 are used to finding
fault with the methods of retrieval based en clescriPtors and the like.
And indeed, they do not work very well II:. you have to lay out your
full description and then see .what you get back. But an essential
feature of what I am talking abont is interactive information process-
ing, interaction between the user' and, the system,' through .which he
can "negotiate" his, description of what he wants to find and "sha e
it lip" as the- system tells hini what he would get if it procdesse th
reguest as he initially stated it. 11 e sees that he would retrieve too
many documents or documents in the wrong area, ;and he reVises his
request and narrows it down. -

at is the first pait of the plan, and if there is, one major part,
that is it.

The second is to incorporate the ,new digital. iiervous system,"
based on research and clevelOpinent and experimentation with a pilot
system, into the operational system that we now have for finding and
for achieving access. The present operational system consists of ab-
stracts such as OherOcal Abstract8, indekes Such as ;Index lifedicas,
and so oh. I do noli, mean, to displace immediately or precipitously
the pint and paper ways we have. Far from a. I don't mean to dis-
place the waYs we have of asking advice Over the telephone, which
is one of the be'st ways we, have noW. But I do think we can place
this digital nervous systeni thiS .crucial digital subsystem, into the
whole at a' fairly.early clate=and then let if take over functions at a
mitural rate, aS fast ns the digital technolOgy permits, and as fast
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as the economics permit, as Past as rite inherent advantages of -that
way of doing it make themselves felt and win people over to that way.

The third part of the plan is to foster use in other ldnds of work
in decisionmaking, problem solving, and so onof the terminal equip-
ment; for example consoles, that are an essential part of the digital
nervous system. This is important because it means we won't have
to make the whole investment ica digital equipment just for the re-
trieval function. We will be using equipment that is also used by scien-
tists, engineers, research people,,educators, and administrators in other
parts of their work. For the sake of brevity, I shall say only "scientists
and engineers" henceforth.

The fourth part is to engage _in research and development toward
a pilot digital network for informal communication among scientists
and engineers_ Earlier, I stressed the importance of informal corn-
mimication. The reason the digital network will be important is that
there will be computers in the network, and the comnumication among
the scientists and engineers will be facilitated by direct reference to
and processing of stored information, with the aid of computer pro-
grams, during the discussions. This will be very much more effective
for many purposes than just talking over the telephone. I see this
as making a second use of the digital "nervous system" that I am
advocating.

Fifth, the digital finding and communications network now would
grow in use at a natural rate without much artificial stimulation.

The sixth part of the plan calls for strong research and development
on the use of computers in abstracting, indexing, summarizing, and
modeling the essential information science and technology. Now, as you
know, there has been some worknot really very much, but some
in usmg the computer to help in building up the indexes, to help in
extractmg the most significant sentences, the key elements, that are
important bases of the apparatus for finding the content that we want.
This use of the computer is very important because, if you project into
the coming years the task of processing all the content of documents
in order to build the indexes and the abstracts, you get into something
like, perhaps not quite as overwhelming, but something like what
the telephone'companys got into when, back in the twenties it projected
its need for 'telephone operatbrs on the basis of the expated growth
of the telephone system. It is just necessary eventually to find auto-
matic ways of indexing and abstracting, and current work is quite
promising, at least for indexing. That is a good field.

The seventh step is actually to inCorPorate this use of computers
perhaps not wholly automatic, but interactive, with men working
closely with computerSinto indexing and abstracting, into that part
of the system that is concerned with finding and achieving access.

The eighth part I consider to be slightly diversionary but necessary :
to develop storage and disSemination in microform, and to try to bring
about a situation in which:many people actually have the convenience
of microform readers at arm's length. Such readers are not terribly
expensive, machines for converting microfiche and micrOfilm into read-
able images. They may be necessary for an intermediate operating
systerh.', J. are mit -digital. FOr a long time it may be too difficult
and expensive to handle all the cOntent of science and technology in
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the digital form. We are being overwhehned by our efforts to handle
it inpaper and pencil form. So I make this concession. Microform does
not offer an elegant or (even a very good solution, but it may be neces-
sary to go through a microform period.

The ninth step is, then, to incorporate the microform techniques
into :the, operational] network and let them prosper if indeed they do
so naturally.

The 10th step is research and development on storage of real con-
tentthe content of documents and of the more advanced carriers of
knowledge that -we hope to developin digital stores and the trans-
mission of that information to the user in digital form. Why citgital ?
Why not just pictures ? The important reason is that the main bottle-
neck in scientific and technical communication is not in the process of
cretting your hands on information. I have far too much information.
S'Iy colleagues have far too much of it. The real bottleneck is in
assimilating information after you have it in your hands.

That is my conviction, at any rate. Thai bottleneck or barrier is hid-
den from us by now. The barrier that is more easily seen is the difficulty
of obtaining precisely the information you need. But I am sure that if
we really fixed it so ever-ybody could obtain all the information that is
directly pertinent to what he does he would just have to shrug 'his
shoulders and say, "I camiot contend with it." We need help not just
in finding and acquiring but in /3rocessing, in. understanding, and in
interacting with information. That belp will come from digital com-
puters and will therefore require the informatien to be in diffital form.
So I think we should press hard, with reearch and devetpment, to
master the storing and processing of the content of science and tech-
nology in digital form.

The 11th step would be to tUrn the research and development
just mentioned anto,progress toward a pilot digital information sub-
system,- a , pilot subsystem: that inight serve two Or three fields of sci-
ence and technolOgy, perhaps almost sufficient of itself but immersed
in, fitted into, the operational syttem that useS the other technologies
also I wotild like to see the 'digital'. Subsysterdput'on its own, as it were,
to see whether it oduld support itSelf econthmcally. Itwould be so at-
tractive in Many respects, I think people would be surprised how well
that did, blit it would fOr a long time require supplement from the
other technologies.

.
The 'final step Will beand it won't Come fOr inany years the move

from the Older tecimologies to the all-digital computer-bated tech-
nology

What I have been trying. to describe is a way to.get the digital system
iminerSed within the present system without Causing great dislocation
of everything. I want a way that -will 'offer the advantage of solving
our problem of finding and our problem of access, and then do some-
thing about the problem of understanding.

Given that,.I Wofild of course like to see careful attention to all the
problems that presently, odcupy peopleto 'the preblem, for instance,
of the 'interaction between' GoVernment-suPported information en-
Cies and private information agencies,.to the prObleni of compatabi "ty,
to the probleni of Consistent format (how to set forth the authors'
flames and titles, anti e 5..ortli):- The suggested Plan would provide a

-484--69 --16
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focus for solution of those problems. It would provide the nervous sys-
tem that would link together the many agencies that are involved, and
it would make it unnecessary for someone in Washington to write let-
ters saying, "Why don't you fellows get together and try to do so and
so." They would be feeliner the necessity of getting together und doing
it because they would beblinked together and communicating.

According to the plan we would be dealing at first only, with the
bibliographic control information and not with the whole content of
science and technology.

I think it would develop naturally that within the suggested net-
workwithin the distributed and highly pluralistic systemthere
would be some centralization of leadership. If there is any place in
which I disagree with the tone of the bill, it is where the bill goes, I
think, too far away from centralization of leadership. Let ine be clear :
not centralization of information but centralization of leadership.

I think there should be one dedicated man or one small dedicated
group of men who really want to see such a plan put into effect and
succeed. They have to have close connections with the people who do
the workand with the Government. They have to have some control .
over funding, not control of all the funds but of enough to make things
actually happen. They have to have the authority that goes with the
responsibility.

It has been said that good things will happen eventually if we just
let the situation alone because we have this God-sent new technology
that is so great. I think that is true, but the time scale on which good
thing-s will happen will be much too slow, and we shall have been en-
gulfed in this wave of information i,that is nundating us now, and the
result will be bad. I think it is possible to make it good, but I think
it will take the fairly vigorous and ,systematic approach that I advo-
cate.
; Will the technOlogy really be able to support such a 'plan? Now
some of the.technology exists. We heard testimony earlier about excel-
lent current technology. But I cannot say that I would embark upon
the plan if I thought the teehnology would rest at its present level,
if I thought we; would alWays be ,using the model 2314 disk files the
gentlemen mentioned;They are exeellent disk files, but the cost leVel of

cornprehensiVe servipe based on preSent=day technology wduld be
high and the perforniance Would not be great.

But let me talk a minute about what happens in the cOinputer field,.what has been happenmg since the early 1940's. If one measures the
amount of inforination procesSing that can be done for a dollar, accord-
ing to almost any reasonable engineering measure., he finds that we
have been getting twice as much processing per dollar about every
2 years. The cost per unit of processing has been halving about every
2 years.

1\Tow one does not see that if he bilys a computer system and develops
a software system because he _gets on one step of the technolog7 and
stays there for 6 or 8 years. He certainly does not see it if he tries to
compete with somebody who has bought a later model computer.

This ideed his been one of 'ithe frdstrating things in the compr tier
field. It has for a long time no* been esononiically necesst.....y to move
on to a new generation before you have really mastered the old one.

241.,
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Many of our applications have therefore been in continual chaos. To
some extent we are learning to live with the problem. As one of
you gentlemen mentioned, we are not really throwing away the old
system. We ure amortizing it over more and more years. We are think-
ing of its lifetimeof a "generation" us 8 years or 10 rather than 2 or
3 or 4, and we are fle.arning to add new equipment to old systems to
supplement and modernize and improve the old rather than to replace
it.

But the point is that what makes it possible to think boldly now is
that we have a technology that is doubling in power every 2 years.
After 10 or 20 years you really notice such an advance. The gain is
a factor of 32 in 10 years, a factor of 1,024 in 20 years.

I have been in the computer field long enough to feel the advance.
I remember my second computer, the one I really fell in love with. As
just a basic computer it cost $150,000. By the time we had a system, the
total cost was half a million. A computer of the same capability cun
now be bought for $15,000. The other parts of the systemthe ap-
purtenanceshave not come down that fast, but the general trend is
really a fact.

The other face of that coin is that the functional capabilities of com-
uters are going up rapidly. The speed of a processor is doubling about
every 2. years. The amoimt of memory that can be introduced into a
system as doing the same. The vast stores of "secondary memory" are
growing even faster than that.

The display field did not get started until a few years ago. It is
really only 3 or 4 years old as a commercial field, but it is moving very
rapidly. It is almost impossible to buy a display console without hav-
ing the company say, ,We are sorry, you delayed your order, and the
price iSnow clown 20percent." The time, it takes to place orders is long
conapared with the time between price cuts.

.
Will :there be.people.eapable of implementing such a plan as I de-

scribe? Here I do speak frorn the pravileged position of a university
professor. At last the universities are. starting to graduate a new
generation of profeisiOnals , in the coinputer and information-sciences.
The new eneration has gyeat new capabilities. All of .u old fellows
are practically obsolete. The young.ones do .it naturally and .fast. We
have to st .around and ponder and.think, and hesitate,- but to them it
comes quickly, and they are starting tO flow. Many of the major univer-
sities now have important prograans in just the area we are talking
about : interactive computing, computer science and engineering, infor-
mation scienceand engineering.

.Perhaps. I might mention a few of the universities, other than my
own : Uthversity of California at Berkeley, Stanford University,

7University of California at Los Angeles; Universit3r of California at
.
Santa, Barbara, University of California at, IryMe. IThiversity of Utah,
University of Illinois, .Washington University in St. Louis, Carnegie
Mellon University..There are more, but that as enoughto Mdicate that
something, is happening. Four or 5 years ago there was no such thing.
Therewere no :"native" professiOnals in this field. They are all from
somewhere else. ,I,,for exa.mple, un froni psychology.. MypredecQcsor

. a director of Pro) ict MAC is froth the field of communication, .

Is there any:precedent. on the basie .Of which 'one Ran suppose that,
if we do the work to iniplement such a plan as 1 propose,. something
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would really happenor is it just a hope? In the field of multiple-
access interactive computingoften called "time sharing"it was just
a few short years between when there was none at all and when there
were more than 200 commercial concerns in the -United States provid-
ing on-line multi-access computer service. Thousands of people now sit
at typewriters and type to computers, and the computers solve prob-
lems and print out answers.

I was overwhelmed by the rate at which multiple-access computing
developed. I did not suppose anything in our country could move that
rapidly. But I was not fully appreciating what a combination of Gov-
ernment supported research and development, education, and the
profit motive can do.

What became commercially prevalent and very successful was only
the first step. It provides only a very primitive kind of problem solv-
ing at the computer console, but more is coming.

Incidentally, it is clear that such things can be done without the
expenditure of billions of dollars. I am talking about millions, not
billions.

Earlier, I said something about the trends of the economics of digital
information processing. What I said referred mainly to hardware. Let
me say something about software, that is computer programs and
data.

Our worst problems now are software problems, problems of pro-
graming very complex systems. The network of which I spoke will
be complex, but not horrendous. One can see what has happened in
the software field by looking at the development of programs called
"compilers."

The first compiler took 300 man-years to produce, ran miserably
slow, was very long and involved. Now two or three young fellows
in a software house, working for 3 months, can make a better one. In
just a few years, what was an ad hoc empirical art turned into some-
thing approaching a science.

Other parts of the software field are advancing in the same general
way. Although I am not sanguine at all about developing complex
software systems that have to work the .first timefor example, soft-
ware for a missile-guidance system that had to work the first time it
was fieldedin this case 1 am sanguine. I think the software for
information systems can be ma.stered.

Now to a few other topics that I consider pertinent :
I hear discouraging statements from my colleagues in the book-

publishing business about how much it would cost to store the con-
tents of a library On magnetic tape. Such. statements drive me up the
wall because nobody in his right mind would store the contents of a
library on magnetic tape. What he might store them in is a digital
storage system of the kind IBM delivered in 1967 to the Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory. Actually IBM delivered two of them, one to
Livermore and one to Berkeley. The systemwhich represents just
the first stage of development of this technologyis based in part on
writing with,an electron beam on a small chip of film in a vacuum and
in part on handling the little chips of lThn pneumatically, putting
them m little celluloid 'or plaStie conttL.aers and blowing the contain-
ers front plade to Pla.ce. The sYstem is fast and reliable, and it gets
the storage costs clOwn to Something like this :

243
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Let us think of a book as consisting of say 250 pages of 4,000 char-
acters per page, just to have a simple visual image in mind. Such a
book contains about 1 million characters. The contents of 100,000
such books could be stored in one of the IBM systems. In 1967 such
a system cost about $1 million. That figures out to about $10 to
store the contents of a book. Well, if you go to a bookstore you see
it costs about $10 to store the contents of a book in a book. So there
is one part of the digital technology that is here now.

Not many of the kihn-clip systems were made, but more could be
made. The technology will be easy to improve it. Another step will
make it much better. At the end of another step, it will be less
expensive to store information in such a system than it will be to
build the building in which to put an equivalent collection of books.

I must mention the prOblem of "critical mass." Many things in the
computer and communication fields are expensive to do in small
quantity but inexpensive to do in the mass. If we could ever get to
running a nationwide information system that was mainly electronic,
mainly digital, so that we could fill up the channels with information,
then we could speak as though we -were one of the broadcasting
systems.

We could talk with the telephone company about channels, and
the telephone company would say, "We will give you 1.5 megahertz
bandwidth (through which a good engineer could transmit about
1 million characters a second) for a dollarper mile per hour." That
is the rule of thumb in the broadcasting industry. At that rate, to
transmit a book from New York to Chicago costs about 30 cents. That
is very, very much less than the cost of transmitting a book over a
voice grade line.

Where we are headed, costs are not great. The problem is to get
there. The difficult thing is the period of transition and growth.

I mentioned the way the price of displays is goingdown. My pred-
ecessors mentioned "line printers" that turn out printed copy. Now
you can actually get a little line printer for $5,000 or $6,000. It prints
at a pretty, good clip. It has only capital letters, but it could have
lower case letters and all the punctuation marks for another thou.
sand dollars. Taking $7,000 price as the cost of a printer, and figuring
on the basis of its present printing speed, one concludes that he can
duplicate books of 1 million characters for 50 cents apieceif
not in the reader's office, in the building where the reader has his
office. It is something you can look forward to without straining the
technology.

That is probably enough examples. What I ain saying is that I al-
most agree with the gentleman who said the technology is here. I
agreed when he said that it is readier than we are, and that the prob-
lem is to master it and put it to use.

In all the foregoing, I have spoken as though the document, the
formal content of the document, is really the thing in which we are
fundamentally interested. But all you can do with that is read it, and
human reading is very slow and unsatisfactou. If you watch a com-
puter take in information, you get a terr.7:h.-. interiority complex about
human reading rates. You are driven to think, and you realize that, if
you had a friend who knew what is in a given book, and you went to
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your friend and talked about your problem with him, he could tell
you what you need to know in a much shorter time than you could get
it by scanning and reading the book.

So I want- to mention some of the things that are now under re-
search and that are moving along fast enough that they will come into
the national information network within a decade or so.

Let me mention "Hypertext." Hypertext is a concept developed by
a young information scientist named Ted Nelson and also by a young
computer scientist named. Van Dam. Va Lm is at Brown Uni-
versity, and Hypertext is demonstrated on a computer there. If you
get a chance to drop by and see it, do so. A relathd approach is being
developed by Doug Engelberg at Standfoth Research Institute.

The idea here is that you really do not want to work with just
linear strings of words or characters as they areprinted in a book.
You might like, for example to point to a word n the text and nn-
mediately be shown more abO

i
ut the idea it suggests or conveys. As

implemented with the aid of a computer and a display, Hypertext
lets you do that. It lets you interact with the information. It suggests
new approaches, and it makes it easy to realize that you do not want
to move into the future with the limited concept el document that
you were brought up with. It is not going to be necessary to accept
such limitation&

The other concept I want to mention is the concept of computer-
program model. What is written in a document is static, and the
only Way to see what it means in' terms of behavior or action or
processas to read it, and think about it, and to understand it, and then
imagine it to happen: But when 3iou sthre information in terms of
models in computer programs, then there are two forms. First, there
is a Static form. You Can read the prOgram, and.if you are a computer
buff and know the :language yet .can tell what it is about. Second,
there isa dynainie form: If you put the programed model into a com-
puter and push the start' button, the model Conies to life, as it were;
it behaVes, and yOU Can 'interat.,t'with it

If the model IS a Model Of the special theory of relativity, and if
yOu'iiretrying to 'understand it in the ordinary way, you hwe to read

look at;forniultiS and graphs, and:try to ithagine what it would be
like to go near the SPeed of light, tb see every thing contract, to expend
more and more energy; in un effOrt to accelerate yet th accelerate lesS

Ori the 'tither' hand, if the inodel is 'programed.; if the theory is
modeled in a computer, you can sit before a display and water' yourself
driVe Sininlated vehicle sWiftly through SpaCe. You Watch the mileage
markers go by, See everything you pass 'get snialler aS yon speed up,
ever look at the' SPeedemeter and Odonieter of a friend's vehicle going
in a different direction at a different speed,. chase him if you like, get
ft feel of hoN-V, it is to operate under the Fitzgerald-Lorenz
tranSforniations.

The two 'concepts stiggeSt that, Nk-hen 'we get into this domain I am
talking about; information will 'not be Stored in the Way it is stored
xidiv in decilinent& The Whole process is going to change.

.1-imie a friend' at MIT.; Joel MeSeS who works in mathenuttics in
the 'field'of 'kite-graben. HiS 'CoinPuter Prograrns carry mit -symbolic
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integration about as well as a good mathematician does. The knowledge
of integration is built into the programs. It is not written in a docu-
ment. It is incorporated into the programs. That is the way it will be,
to an every increasing extent, in the future.

A reason for wanting to move scientific and technical communi-
cation into this new world, and a reason for thinking it will be pos-
sible to do so, is that there is a strong trend toward use of computer-
program methods in research,in problem solving, in thinking about
data. Computer:program modeling does not have to depend upon
its applications in scientific and texhnical communication for its sup-
port because modeling is usd throughout science and engineering
in developing theory and testing theory against data. We shall be
having these computer-based facilities built up in universities and
other research organizations, and they will be there to support the
library and the docmnent room as well as the laboratory and the
office.

About standards and coherence in scientific and technical commu-
nication, the two thinos that are most impot-tant to say are: First,
they do not develop .bf'themselves2 of theh- Qwn Second, they
tend not to develop if the situation j allower7,, to grow piecemeal.
Piecemeal growth produces the 'Tower of Baboi phenomenon, chaos.
On the other hand. defines 'and adopts goalS for overall systems, then
the people who make'subsysterns think of themselves in the subsystem
role. They .do not'. alWays boW to the higher-level leadership and
try. tO meet, fit§ requirements, biii,they knoW, about the overall sys-
tem, and they interact with their peers- with people a the same level,
in .sueli. a way as to in:qtruiZe the friclion amongthe'subsystem§, to
avoid.incOmpatibility..

'Standards tend.to come mere 'Or" less automatically if you have
goals "tor' the' overall 'syStem or ''netwOrk:

.At, present,, we do not.have. clear system goals, and our subsystem§
laCk ,conapatibility. We are in.POOr conditibnVis.:a=vis Standards.
. "Finally, ,abOtit..the, 'relatiOn Of all. this,'CO ' YoUng, 'people: I work
N4vith' yottng people' it MIT. 'My"Son iS' a' -Senior:"itt. Harvard, So *I
know some Harvard students. Most of those young people *are Superb
-When judged-in- terins" Of iy1,-thI" tHey ;EiCebiniilisli; What theY are Capa-
ble. Of doing, hOW theY:_ar&A-etting alou with 'their 'work,' But thor
are,, f1S, you well know, iii a'istaterof 'Unrest" and disSatiSfaction. I think
a 'la of 'if Conies from the feeling 'that,:throughotit the adult .Worl d,
and 'Certainly in the world of Scientifie and fteahnical communication,
things are slipshod and disorganized;and nobody' is reallY doing nrach
about it: They -see the 'fabulOns' faeilitieS' With Whieh 'their professors
dd their reSearch, and-theY' have ra notiOn'Of what 'Could'be 'done With
such. facilities. Indeed, they have . ideas about how to accomplish great
things, but they See few' great things-being aCcertiplished. That may
be just a part of the cause 'of the unrest,' but it; is . a real part.

In my !own Son's:case, it iS it big part. I. think we are at a crux :
whether to, let -the igeneration. that s now coming up build such a
netWork as ,We 11078 been Wkinit:abOut; .Or whether ,to pa;ss the'oppor-,
trini-itY by and jet the neii.':generatiOn Of, inforinatiOn and cominiter
seienti§ta Wait, Untit:it ;OCcUpieS the, key 'deci§ioninaking poSitions.

I meritibifed 'the 'regeneriti-Ve 'Character 'of the infOrMatiOn systern.
It is the system' that ought, to help us think and solve problems, in-
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cludinv problems concerning the information system. The better it is,
the fasTer we can make it better still.

I think the information system is the nervous system of society. I
thhik that in the lonv

lm

term, it is the most important single subsystem,
though there may lie more crucial things this year or next. For the
long pull, over the next 20 years, it is the most important single
thing.

To develop a national information network would be a wonderful
national project. It would provide a goal worthy of the energies of the
new generation of information and computer scientists. Some of the
older people have to contribute to the creation of the plan, of course
the younger people are not used to making national plans yet. That
will come.

I know there 79-8 pitfalls. I cannot give you any guarantee. But I
close by saying that my humble, earnest advice is to put a major effort
into scientific and technical communication. Make it a national effort
with a carefully phased plan and a sufficient long-term commitment.
Take advantage of digital technology. And take advantage of the
enthusiasm and capability of the younger veneration.

Mr. BELL. Thank you very much, Dr. 1Licklider. This is one of the
best testimonies I have seen come before this committee. The thorough-
ness with which you described the problems at hand and the language
which you used made it understandable, at least partially,

I have a couple of questions, Doctor : Would it be correct to describe
our present situation as a kind of giant octopus with an excised nervous
system, aimlessly flapping its tentacles, exhausting its energies with-
out making any headway at the present time ?

Dr. LICKLIDER. Not quite ; though nearly. I want to revise that a
little bit. It is not as bad as a system would be if it once had a nervous
system and that nervous system were removed. That would leave no
local control.

It is more like a multicellular organism that never had much of a
nervous system and depends mainly on local interactions, that does not
have a well-developed forebrain, or any brain at all. It is not making
much progress.

Mr. BELL. You are saying we are making some progress, but not
enough progress and that part of the problem, as I get from what you
mentioned, is the need for a little greater leadership.

As you mentioned in your thstimony there is going to have to be
some force or some group of men or group of people or one person
that is going to have to take the lead.

Dr. LIoxixonn. I did not mean a czar, of course. I meant a dedicated
leader. Goals, funds, organizationtempered with respect for
pluralism.

Mr. BELL. Is it needing a great deal of pliability and operational
divergence to make it possible for it to work and I assume this leader-
ship must come from the Federal Government. Is this what your
thought is ?

Dr. LICKLIDER. I would suppose that it must I think it would come
into the Federal Government, in large part, from the private sector.
If the leadership is in the Federal G-overnment now, it probably came
ithtially from the private sector. I think the situation requires a small
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group of people dedicated to the concept of an advanced information
network, people who behave neither like career civil servants nor like
private entrepreneurs. They would have to oive a good part of their
lives to definition r,nd -achievement of a national goal.

Mr. BELL. Could you give in a kind of brief capsule form a kind of
visual picture of jt practically how this 'kind of i?rogram ideally
should be set up. Physically, are we talking about ? 013viously we are
not talking about a central storage area for retrievable information.
We are talking about ths various areas of it. Can you describe in gen-
eral how you get all of these segments into it and just generally how,
what one picture might be in this?

Dr. LICRLIDER. There are two kinds of organizations in such a sys-
tem. First, there is the organization of the people who bringit about.
That is complex because the peonle are already in owanizations, and
what is required is an organization of the organizations. And that is
difficult to effect. It is probably unwise to point to some particular
Government agency and say the leadership should come from it. These
things depend a lot upon immediate circumstances, upon who has or
can get money, upon who has the allegiance of many of the people
who are already working.

The second organization is that of the system or network itself. It
is complex because, as I described it it involved research and develop-
ment and pilot networks as well asat all timesthe currently oper-
ting system.: There must be a continual movement from research to
development to pilot operation and into the operating system, or back
through further research and development.

I thmk one good rule to keep in mind is that informatiOn ought to
reside near the people who generate and use it. Information is a living

jthing. If it is ust left idle, it dies. Even the meanings of words
change. If an index, for example, is not updated from time to time,
it loses its value.

One.uses the phrase, "a network of networks," to describe the kind
of system I have in mind. It would not be a monolithic or tightly inte-
grated 'system; designed ,by a single firm, laid down with the help. of
"Mother Bell,7 and forced upon everybody. It would be a loose-13ut
planned and s3rnergiconfecleration of subsystems and subnetworks,
some operated by business and industry,,some by universities, some by
the Government They 'wOuld- be linked together. Most -people think
iminediatelY in terms of Oommon-carrier linkage, but also in the pic-
ture are satellite interconnection 3 and even privately owned coaxial
cable and microwave. facilities.

The configuratiOn of the "network of network" chanaes from mo-
ment to moment. Switchingreconfigures the system. Computers are
extremely good .at bookkeeping. They can reniember who used what
and how much he owes. They can handle the billing, even though.the
network be complex.

Mr. BELL. Mr.-Dellenback ?
Mr. DELLENBACR. I think there is a lot that is most provocative in

what you said. I wonder when you set up -goals, and set up objectives
that you feel we ought to. be reaching for with anything we do, have
you ,ever sought to reduce this to legislative language or have you
ever faced this type of .problem, because, while 8809 is admittedly by
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all concerned a. springboard and while you at several points in your
testimony set up a series of goals that you feel we ought to move in
the direction of, we still have the translation problem of taking that
and reducing it, if we are to do anything legislatively to the bill.

Now, I don't mean this should be your task; this is essentially our
task after we sort out objectives, but I wonder if you have done any-
thing like that in facing this problem so that you will not only be
able to talk specifically as Mr. Bell just asked you to talk, but talk in
the field of concepts as you did with your testimony. Have you faced
this last transitional step?

Dr. LICKLIDER. No, sir ; I have not. It sounds fascinating, but I have
not tried to reduce any such thing to legislative language.

Mr. BELL. We appreciate very much the testimony. I am sure Mr.
Pucinski will review it as soon as it is available to him. I intend to
go back over it myself and read the translation step and see where we
should go next.

I thank you very much for your testimony again. It is an excellent
job you did.

(Dr. Licklider submitted the following material for the record :)
[An article from Science anct rrechnology, a Conover-Mast publication, 205 East 42d St.,

New 'York 17, N.Y.3

(When computers are coupled to communication lines it changes the mean-
ing of communciation. This occurs in two ways. The first is that the communi-
cation line is used to carry; data instead of voices, and thus the power of com-
puting machinery, can be brought taanyone who needs it, wherever he may be.
The second is only just coming into sight, and,is far more important. It is the use
of the computer as a communication device in: itselfas an intermediary be-
tween people. Surprisingly, this promises to bring a hew depth of intellectual
interchange to the fine old art of face=to-face communication. Indeed,' although
authors J. C. R. Licklider and Robert W: Taylor worked face-to-face with senior
editor Evan Herbert to prepare the Section that follow-s, 'they foresee a day
when people of similar interests will work with each other through a network
of computerseven when they are in the same room.)

In a few years, men will be able to ConimuniCate mOre effectively through a
machine than face to faCe..

That is a rather startling, thing to say,.but it is our conclusion. As if in con-
firmation of it, we participated a few weeks ago in a techniCal Meeting held
through a computer. In two daYs, the grouP accompliShed With the aid of a com-
puter what normallY might have taken a week'

As you can see from the photo on the next page (and'we shall talk more about
the mechanics of the meeting:later), we were .all in the same room..But for all
the communicating we did.directly across that room, we could have been thou-
sands of miles anart and comMunicated jUst as effectiVely-L-as Peopleover the

Our emphasis on people is deliberate. A coMniunications engineer thinks of
communicating as transferring information from ,one point to another in codes
and signals. ,

But to communicate is more than to send and to receive.,Do two tape recorders
conimunicate when they, Play to each -other and record from each other? Not
reallynot in our sense.' We bfiieve that communicators have ta do something
nontrivial with the information they send and receive. And we believe that we
are entering a technological age in which we will be able to interact with the
richness of living informationnot merely in the passave way that we have be-
come accustomed to using books and" libraries, but as active participants in an
ongoing process, bringing Something to it through our interaction with it, and
not simply receiving something from it by. our connection:to it..

To the people Who telephone an airline, flight operations information service,
the tape recorder that an8wers seems more than a passive depository. It is an
often-updated model of a"changing situationa synthesis of information col-
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lected, analyzed, evaluated, and assembled to represent a situation or process
in an organized way.

Still there is not much direct interaction with the airline information service ;

the tape recording is not changed by the customer's call. We want to emphasize
something beyond its one-way transfer : the increasing significance of the jointly
constructive, the mutually reinforcing aspect of communicationthe part that
transcends "now we both know a fact that only one of us knew before." When
minds interact, new ideas emerge. We want to talk about the creative aspect of
communication.

Creative, interactive communication requires a plastic or moldable medium
that can be modeled, a dynamic medium in which premises will flow into con-
sequences, and above all a common medium that can be contributed to and ex-
perimented with by all.

Such a medium is at handthe programmed digital computer. Its presence can
change the nature and value of communication even more profoundly than did
the printing press and the picture tube, for, as we shall show, a well-programed
computer can provide direct access both to informational resources and to the
processes for making us of the resources.

COMMUNICATION : A COMPARISON OF MODELS

To understand how and why the computer can have such an effect on com-
munication, we must examine the idea of modelingin a computer and with
the aid of a computer. For modeling, we believe, is basic and central to com-
munication. Any communication between people about the same thing is a com-
mon revelatory experience about the informational models of that thing. Each
model is a conceptual structure of abstractions formulated initially in the mind
of one of the persons who would communicate, and if the concepts in the mind
another, there is no common model and no communication.

By far the most numerous, most sophisticated, and most important models are
those that reside in men's minds, In richness, plasticity, facility, and economy,
the mental model has nb peer, but, in other respects, it has shortcomings. It will
not stand still for careful study. It cannot be made to repeat a run. No one knows
just how it works. It serves its owner's hopes more faithfully than it serves
reason. It has access only to the 'information stored in one man's head. It can
be observed and manipulated only by one person.

Society rightly distrusts the modeling done by a single mind. Society demands
concensus, agreement, at least majority.' Fundamentally, this amounts to the re-
quirement that individual models be compared and brought into some degree of
accord. The requirement is for communication, which we now define concisely
as "cooperative modeling"cooperation in the construction, maintenance, and use
of a model. ,

How can we be sure that we are modeling cooperatively, that we are com-
municating, unless we can compare models?

When people communicate face to face, 'they externalize their models so they
can be sure they are talking about the same thing. Even such a simple exter-
nalized model as a flew diagram or an outlinebecause it can be seen by all
the communicatorsserves as a focus for discussion. It changes the nature of
communication : When communicators have no such common framework, they
merely make speeches at each other ; but when they have a manipulable model
before them, they utter a few words, point, sketeh, nod, or object.

The dYnamics of such communication are so model-centered as to suggest
an important conclusion : Perhaps the reason present-day two-way telecom-
munication falls so far short .of face-to-face commnkation is simply that it
fails to provide facihties for externalizing models. Is it really seeing the expres-
sion in the other's eye that make the face-to-face conference so much more pro-
ductive than the telePhone conference call, or is it being able to create and
modify external models?

THE PROJECT MEETING AS A MODEL

In a technical project meeting, ,one can see going on, in fairly clear relief,
the modeling process that we contend constitutes communication. Nearly every
reader can recall a meeting held during the formulative phase of a project Each
member of the project brings to such a meeting a somewhat different mental
Model of the common undertakingits purposes, its goals, its plans, its progress,
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and its status. Each of these models interrelates the past, present, and future
states of affairs of : (1) himself ; (2) the group he represents; (3) his boss ;
(4) the project.

Many of the primary data the participants bring to the meeting are in un-
digested and uncorrelated form. To each participant, his own collections of data
are interesting and important in and of themselves. And they are more than files
of facts and recurring reports. They are strongly influenced by insight, sub-
jective feelings, and educated guesses. Thus, each individual's data are reflected
in his mental model. Getting his colleagues to incorporate his data into their
models is the essence of the communications task.

Suppose you could see the models in the minds of two would-be communicators
at this meeting. You could tell, by observing their models, whether or not com-
munication was taking place. If, at l'Ite outset, their two models were similar in
structure but different simply in the values of certain parameters, then com-
munication would cause convergence toward a common pattern. That is the
easiest and most frequent kind of communication.

If the two mental models were structurally dissimilar, then the achievement
of communication would be signaled by structural changes in one of the models
or in both of them. We might conclude that one of the communicating parties
was having insights or trying out new hypotheses in. order to begin to under-
stand the otheror that both were restructuring their mental models to achieve
commonality.

The meeting of many interacting minds is a more complicated process. Sug-
gestions and recommendations may be elicited from all sides. The interplay rnay
produce, not just a solution to a problem, but a new set of rules for solving
problems. That, of course, is the essence of creative interaction. The process of
maintaining a current model has within it a eet of changing or changeable rules
for the processing and disposition of information.

The project meeting we have just described is representative of a broad class
of human endeavor which may be described as creative informational activity.
Let us differentiate this from another class which we will call informational
housekeeping. The latter is what computers today are used for in the main ;
they process payroll checks, keep track of bank balances, calculate orbits of
space vehicles, control repetitive machine processes, and maintain varieties of
debit and credit lists. Mostly they have not been used to make coherent pictures
of not well understood situations.

We mentioned earlier that the photo of the meeting at the ming of this
article showed us interacting with each other through a computer. This meet-
ing was organized by Doug Engelbart of Stanford Research Institute and was
actually a progress-review conference for a specific project. The subject under
discussion was rich in detail and broad enough in scope that no one of the
attendees, not even the host, could know till the information ,'-aining to thisparticular project.

PACE TO FACE Tnaccaom A COMPUTE=

Tables were arranged to form a square work area with five on a side. The
center of the area contained six television monitors which displayed the alpha-
numeric output of a computer located elsewhere in the building but remotely
controlled from a keyboard and a set of electronic pointer controllers called
"mice." Any participant in the meeting could move a nearby mouse, and thus
control the movements of a tracking pointer on the TV screen for all other par-
ticipants to see.

Each person working on the project had prepared a topical outline of his par-
ticular presentation for the meeting, and his outline appeared on the screens as
he talkedproviding a broad view, of his own model. Many of the outline state-
ments contained the names of particular reference files which the speaker could
recall from the computer to appear in detail on the screens, for, from the beginning
of the project, its participants had put their work into the computer system's files.

So the meeting began much like any other meeting in the sense that there was
an overall list of agenda and that each speaker had brought with him (figuratively
in his briefcase but really within the computer) the material he would be talking
about.

The computer system was a significant aid in exploring the depth and breadth
of the materiaL More detailed information could be displayed when facts had to
be pinpointed ; more global information could be displayed to answer questions of
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relevance and interrelationship. A further version of this system will make it pos-
sible for each participant, on his own TV screen, to thumb through the speaker's
files as the speaker talks--and thus check out incidental questions without inter-
rupting the presentation for substantiation.

Obviously, collections of primary data can get too large to digest. There comes a
time when the complexity of a communications process exceeds the available
resources and the capability to cope with it ; and at that point one has to simplify
and draw conclusions.

It is frightening to realize how early and drastically one does simplify, how
prematurely one does conclude, even when the stakes are high and when the
transmission facilities and information resources are extraordinary. Deep model-
ing to communicateto understandrequires a huge investment Perhaps even
governments cannot afford it yet.

But someday governments may not be able not to afford it. For, while we have
been talking about the communication process as a cooperative modeling effort in
a mutual environment, there is also an aspect of communication with or about an
uncooperative opponent. As nearly as we can judge from reports of recent inter-
national crises, out of the hundreds of alternatives that confronted the decision
makers at each decision point or ply in the "game," on the average only a few, and
never more than a few dozen could be considered, and only a few branches of the
game could be explored deeper than two or three such plies before action had to
be taken. Each side was busy trying to model what the other side might be up to
but modeling takes time, and the pressure of events forces simplification even
when it is dangerous.

Whether we attempt to communicate across a division of interests, or whether
we engage in a cooperative effort, it is clear that we need to be able to model faster
and to greater depth. The importance of improving decision-making processes
not only in government, but th:eoughout business and the professionsis so great
as to warrant every effort.

THE COMPUTER-SWITCH OR INTERACTOR?

As we see it, group decision-making is simply the active, executive, effeet-
producing aspect of the kind of communication we are dthcussing. We have com-
mented that one must oversimplify. We have tried to say why one must over-
simplify. But we should not oversimplify the main point of this article. We can
say with genuine and strong conviction that a particular form of digital computer
organization, with its programs and its data, constitutes the dynamic, moldable
medium that can revolutionize the art of modeling and that in so doing can
improve the effectiveness a communication among people so much as perhaps to
revolutionize that also.

But we must associate with that statement at once the qualification that the
computer alone can make no contribution that will help us, and that the computer
with the programs and the data that it has today can do little more than suggest
a direction and provide a few germinal examples. Emphatically we do not say :
"Buy a computer and your communication problems will be solved."

What we do say th that we, together with many colleagues who have had the
experience of working on-line and interactively with computers, have already
sensed more responsiveness and facilitation and "power" than we had hoped for,
considering the inappropriateness of present machines and the primitiveness
of their software. Many of us are therefore confident (some Of us to the point
of religious zeal) that truly, significant achievements, which will markedly
improve our effectiveness in communication, now are on the horizon.

Many communications engineers, too, are presently excited about the appli-
cation of digital computers to communication. However, the function they want
computers to implement is the switching function. Computers will either switch
the communication lines, connecting them together in required configurations,
or switch (the technical term is "store and forward") messages.

The switching function is important but it is not the one we have in mind
when we say that the computer can revolutionize communication. We are stress-
ing the modeling function, not the switching function. Until now, the communi-
cations engineer has not felt it within his province to facilitate the modeling
function, to make at interactive, cooperative modeling facility. Information
transmission and information processing have always been carried out separately
and have become separately institutionalized. There are strong intellectual and
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social benefits to be realized by the melding of these two technologies. There are
also, however, as will appear later in this issue, powerful legal and administrative
obstacles in the way of any such melding.

DISTRIBUTED INTELLECTUAL RESOURCES

We have seen the beginnings of communication through a computercom-
munication among people at consoles located in the Game room or on the same
university campus or even at distantly separated laboratories of the _same
research and development organization. This kind of communicationthrough
a single multiaccess computer with the aid of telephone linesis beginning to
foster cooperation and promote coherence more effectively than do present ar-
rangements for sharing computer programs by exchanging magnetic tapes by
messenger or mail. Computer programs are very important because they tran-
scend mere "data"they include procedures and processes for structuring and
manipulating data. These are the main resources we can now concentrate and
share with the aid of the tools and techniques of computers and communication,
but they are only a part of the whole that we can learn to concentrate and share.
The whole includes raw data, digested data, data about the location of data
and documentsand most especially models.

To appreciate the importance the new computer-aided communication can
have, one must consider the dynamics of "critical mass," as it applies to co-
operation in creative endeavor. Take any problem worthy of the name, and you
find only a few people who can contribute effectively to its solution. Those people
must be brought into close intellectual partnership so that their ideas can come
into contact with one another. But bring these people together physically in
one place to form a team, and you have trouble, for the most creative people are
often not the best team players, and there are not enough top positions in a
single organization to keep them all happy. Let them go their separate ways,
and each creates his own empire, large or small, and devotes more time to the
role of emperor than to the role of problem solver. The principals still get together
at meetings. They still visit one another. But the time scale of their communi-
cations stretches out, and the correlations among mental models degenerate
between meetings so that it may take a year to do a week's communicating.
There has to be some way of facilitating communication among people without
bringing them together in one place.

A single multiaccess computer would fill the bill if expense were no object, but
there is no way, with a single computer and individual communication lines to
several geographically separated consoles, to avoid paying an unwarrantedly
large bill for transmission. Part of the economic difficulty lies in our present
communications system. When a computer is used interactively from a type-
writer console, the signals transmitted between the console and the comnuter are
intermittent and not very frequent. They do not require continuous access to a
telephone channel; a good part of the time they do not even require the full
information rate of such a channel. The difficulty is that the common carriers
do not provide the kind of service one would like to haven service that would
let one have ad lib access to it channel for short intervals and not be charged
when one is not using the channel.

It seems likely that a store-and-forward (i.e., store-for-just-a-moment-and-
forward-right-away) message service would be best for this purpose, whereas
the common carriers offer, instead, serviee that sets up ft. channel for one's in-
dividual use'for a period not shorter than one minute.

The problem is further complicated because interaction with a computer via a
fast and flexible graphic display, which is for most purposes far superior to
interaction through a slow-printing typewriter, requires markedly higher in-
formation rates. Not necessarily more information, but the same amount in
faster burstsmore difficult to handle efficiently with the conventional common-
carrier facilities.

It is perhaps not surprising that these are incompatibilities between the re-
quirements of computer systems and the services supplied by the common
carriers, for most of the common-carrier services were developed in support of
voice rather than digital communication. Nevertheless, the incompatibilities are
frustrating. It appears that the best and quickest way to overcome tbemand
to move forward the development of interactive communities of geographically
separated peopleis to set up an experimental network of multiaccess computers.
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Computers would concentrate and interleave the concurrent, intermittent mes-

sages of many users and their programs so as to utilize wide-band transmission
channels continuously and efficiently, with marked reduction in overall cost.

COMPUTER AND INFORMATION NETWORKS

The concept of computers connected to computers is not new. Computer manu-
facturers have successfully installed and maintained interconnected computers
for some years now. But the computers in most instances are from families of
machines compatible in both software and hardware, and they are in the same
location. More important, the interconnected computers are not interactive,
general-purpose, multiaccess machines of the type described by David (see
SHARING A COMPUTER, June 1966) and Licklider (see max-coltrurca PARTNER-

SHIP, May 1965). Although more interactive multiaccess computer systems are
being delivered now, and although more groups plan to be using these systems
within the next year, there are at present perhaps only as few as half a dozen
interactive multiaccess computer communitie8.

These communities are socio-technieal pioneers, in several ways out ahead of
the rest of the computer world : What makes them so? First, some of their
members are computer scientists and engineers who understand the concept of
man-computer interaction .and the technology of interactive multiaccess systems.
Second, others of their members are creative people in other fields and dis-
ciplines who recognize the usefulness and who sense the impact of interactive
multiaccess computing upon their work. Third, the communities have large
multiaccess computers and have learned to use them. And, fourth, their efforts
are regenerative.

In the half-dozen communities, the computer systems research and development
and the development of srbstantive applications mutually support each other.
They are producing large and growing resources of programs, data, and know-
how. But we have seen only the beginning. There is much more programming
and data collectionand much more learning how to cooperateto be. done
before the full potential of the concept can be realized.

Obviously, multiaccess systems must be developed interactively. The systems
being built must remain flexible and open-ended throughout the process of de-
velopment, which is evolutionary.

Such systems cannot be developed in small ways on small machines. They re-
quire large, multiaceess computers, which are necessarily complex. Indeed, the
sonic barrier in the development of such systems is complexity.

These new coMputer systems we are describing differ from other computer
systems advertised with the same labels: interactive, time-sharing, multiaccess.
They differ by having a greater degree of open-endedness, by rendering more serv-
ices, and above all by providing facilities that foster a working sense of com-
munity among their users. The commercially available time-sharing services
do not yet offer the power and flexibility of software resourcesthe "general
purposeness"of the interactive multiaceess systems of the System Development
Corporation in Santa Monica, the University. of California at Berkeley, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. in Cambridge and Lexingto--., Mass.which have
been collectively serving about a thousand people for several years.

'The thousand people include many of the leaders of the ongoing revolution
in the computer world. For over a year they have been preparing for the transi-
tion to a radically new organization of hardware and software, designed to sup-
port many more simultaneous users than the current systems, and to offer them
through new 'languages, new file-handling systems, and new graphic displays
the fast, smeoth interaction required for truly effective man-computer partner-
ship.Experience has shown the importance of making the response time short and
the conversation free and easy. We think those atIributes will be almost as
portant for a network of computers as for a single computer.

Today the on-line communities are separated from one another functionally
as well as geographically. Each member can look only to the processing, storage
and software 'capability of the facility upon which his community is centered.
But now the move is on to interconnect the separate communities and thereby
transform them into, let us call it, a supereommunity. The hope is that intercon-
nection will make available to all the members of all the communities the pro-
grams and data resources of theentire supercommunity. First, let us indicate how
these communities can be interconneeted ; then we Shall describe one hypothetical
person's interaction with this network, of interconnected computers.
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MESSAGE PROCESSING

The hardware of a naultiaccess computer system includes one or more central
processors, several kinds of memorycore, disks, drums, and tapes--and many
consoles fur the %simultaneous on-line users. Different users can work simul-
taneously on diverse tasks. The software of such a system includes supervisory
programs (which control the whole operation), system programs for interpre-
tation of the user's commands, the handling of his files, and graphical or alpha-
numeric display of information tO him (which permit people not skilled in the
machine's language to use the system effectively), and programs and data created
by the users themselves. The collection of people, hardware, and softwarethe
multiaccess computer together with its local community of userswill become
a node in a geographically distributed computer network. Let us assume for a
moment that such a network has been formed.

For each node there is a small, general-purpose computer which we shall call
a "message processor." The message processors of all the nodes are interconnected
to form a fast store-and-forward network. The large multiaccess computer at each
node is connected directly to the message processor there. Through the network
of mes&age processors, therefore, all the large computers can communicate with
one another. And through them, all the members of the supercommunity can
communicatewith other people, with programs, with data, or with selected
combinations of those resources. The message processors, being all alike, intro-
duce an element of uniformity into an otherwise grossly nonuniform situation,
for they facilitate both hardware and software compatibility among diverse and
poorly compatible computers. The links among the message processors are trans-
mission and high-speed digital switching facilities provided by common carrier.
This allows the linking of the message processors to be reconfigured in response
to demand.

A message can be thought of as a short sequence of "bits" flowing through the
network from one multiaccess computer to another. It consists of two types of
information ; control and data. Control information guides the transmission of
data from source to destination. In present transmission systems, errors are too
frequent for many computer applications. However, through the use of error detec-
tion and correction or retransmission procedures in the message processors, mes-
sages can be delivered to their destinations intact even though many of their
"bits" were mntilated at one point or another along the way. In short, the
message processors function in the system as traffic directors, controllers, and
correctors.

Today, programs created at one installation on a given manufacturer's com-
puter are generally not of much value to users of a different manufacturer's
comPuter st another installation. After learning (with difficulty) of a distant
program's existence, one has to get it, understand it, and recode it for his own
computer. The cost is comparable to the cost of preparing a new program from
scratch, which is, in fact, what most programmers usually do. On a national
scale, the annual cost is enormous. Within a network of interactive, multiaccess
computer systems, on the other hand, a person at one node will have access to
programs running at other nodes, even though those programs were written in
different languages for different computers.

The feasibility of using programs at remote locations has been shown by the
successful linking of the AN/FSQ-32 computer at Systems Development Cor-
poration in Santa Monica, Calif., with the TX-2 computer acrogs the continent
at the Lincoln Laboratory in Lexington, Mass. A person at a TX-2 graphic console
can make use of a unique list-processing program at SDC, which would be pro-
hilritively expensive to translate for use on the TX-2. A network of 14 such diverse
computers, all of which will be capable of sharing one another's resources, is
now being planned by the Defense Department's Advanced Research Projects
Agency, and its eontractors.

The system's way of managing data is crucial to the user who works in inter-
action with many other people. It should put generally useful data, if not subject
to control of access, into public ffies. Each user, however, should have complete
control over his personal files. He should define and distribute the "keys" to each
such file, exercising his option to exclude all others from any kind of access to
it ; or to permit anyone to "cead" but not modify or execute ; or to permit
selected individuals or groups to execute but not read it and so onwith as
mach detailed spechleation or as mach aggregation as he likes. The system should
provide for group and organizational files within its overall information base.
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At least one of the new multiaccess systems will exhibit such features. In
several of the research centers we have mentioned, security and privacy of infor-
mation are subjects of active concern ; they are beginning to get the attention
they deserve.

In a multiaccess system, the number of consoles permitted to use the computer
Simultaneously depends upon the load placed on the computer by the users' jobs,
and may be varied automatically as the load changes. Large general-purpose
multiaccess systems operating today can typically support 20 to 30 simultaneous
users. Some of these users may work with low-level "assembly" languaged while
others use higher-level "compiler" or "interpreter" languages. Concurrently,
others may use data management and giaphical systems. And so on.

But back to our hypothetical user. He seats himself at his console, which may
be a terminal keyboard plus a relatively slow printer, a sophisticated graphical
console, or any one of several intermediate devices. He dials his local computer
and "logs in" by presenting his name, problem number, and password to the moni-
tor program. He calls for either a public program, one of his own programs, or a
colleague's program that he has permission to use. The monitor links him to it,
and he then communicates with that program.

When the user (or the program) needs service from a program at another node
in the network, he (or it) requests the service by specifying the location of the
appropriate computer and the identity of the program required. If necessary, he
uses computerized directories to determine those data. The request is translated
by one or more of the message processors into the precise language required by
the remote computer's monitor. Now the user (or his local program) and the
remote program can interchange information. When the information transfer is
complete, the user (or his local program) dismisses the remote computer, again
with the aid of the message processors. In a commercial system, the remote proc-
essor would at this point record cost information for use in billing.

WHO CAN AFFORD IT ?

The mention of billing brings up an important matter. Computers and long-
distance calls have "expensive" images. One of the standard reactions to the
idea of "on-line communities" is : "It sounds great, but who can afford it?"

In considering that question, let us do a little arithmetic. The main elements
of the cost of computer-facilitated communication, over and above the salaries of
the communicators, are the costs of the consoles, processing, storage, transmis-
sion, and supporting software. In each category, there is a wide range of possible
costs, depending in part upon the sophistication of the equipment, programs, or
Services employed and in part upon whether they are custom-made or mass-
produced.

Making rough estimates of the hourly component costs per user, we arrived at
the following: $1 for a coLlsole, $5 for one man's share of the services of a
processor, 700 for storage, $3 for transmission via line leased from, a common
carrier, and $1 for software Supporta total cost of just less than $11 per com-
municator hour.

The only obviously untenable assumption underlying that result, we believe, is
the assumption that one's console and the personal files would be used 160 hours
per month. All the other items are assumed to be shared with otherd, and exper-
ience indicates that time-sharingleads oi . the average to somewhat greater utili-
zation than the 160 hours per month that we assumed. Note, however, that the
console and the personal files are items used also in individual problem solving
and decision making. Surely those activities, taken together with communication,
would occupy at least 25% of the working hours of the online executive, scientist
or engineer. If we cut the duty factor of the console and files to one quarter of
160 hours per month, the estimated total cost comes to $16 per hour.

Let us assume that our $16/hr interactive computer link is set up between
Boston, Mass., and Washington, D.C. Is $16/hr affordable? Compare it first with
the cost of ordinary telephque cmnmunication : Even if you take advantage of
the lower charge per minute for long calls, it is less than the daytime, direct-
dial station-to-station tolL Compare it with the cost of travel : If one flies from
Boston to Washington in the morning and back in the evening, he can have
eight working hours in the capital city in return for about $64 in air and taxi
fares plus the spending of four of his early morning and evening hours en route.
If those four hours are worth $16 each, then the bill for the eight hours in
Washington is $128again $16 per hour. Or look at it still another way : If coin-

31-464 0-69------17
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pater-aided communication doubled the effectiveness of a man paid $16 per hour
then, according to our estimate, it would be worth what it cost if it could be
bought right now. Thus we have some basis for arguing that computer-aided
communication is economically feasible. But we must admit that the figure of
$16 per hour sounds high, and we do not want to let our discussion depend
upon it.

Fortunately, we do not have to, for the system we envision cannot be bought
at this moment. The time scale provides a basis for genuine optimism about
the cost picture. It will take two years, at least, to bring the first interactive
computer networks up to a significant level of experimental activity. Operational
systems might reach critical size in as little as six years if everyone got onto
the bandwagon, but there is little point in making cost estimates for a nearer
date. So let us take six years as the target.

In the computer field, the cost of a unit of processing and the cost of a unit
of storage have been dropping for two decades at the rate of 50% or more every
two years. In six year-t, there is time for at least three such drops, which cut a
dollar down to 123 cents. Three halvings would take the cost of processing,
now $5 per hour on our 'assumptions, down to less than 650 per hour.

Such advance in capability, accompanied by reduction in cost, lead us to
expect that computer facilitation will be affordable before many people are
ready to take advantage of it. The only areas that cause us concern are Con-
soles and transmission.

In the console field, there is plenty of competition; many firms have entered
the console sweepstakes, and more are entering every month. Lack of competi-
tion is not the problem. The problem is the problem of the chicken and the egg
in the factory and in the market. If a few companies would, take the plunge into
mass manufacture, then the cost of a satisfactory console would drop enough to
open up a mass market. If large on-line communities were already in being, their
mass market would attract mass manufacture. But at present there is neither
mass manufacture nor a mass market, and consequently there is no low-cost con-
sole suitable for interactive on-line communication.

In the field of transmission, the difficulty may be lack of competition. At any
rate, the cost of transmission is not falling nearly as fast as the cost of process-
ing and storage. Nor is it falling nearly as fast as we think it should fall. Even
the advent of satellites has affected the cost picture by less than a factor of
two. That fact does not cause immediate distress because (unless the distance
is very great) transmission cost is not now the dominant cost. But, at the rate
things are going, in six years it will be the dominant cost. That prospect concerns
us greatly and is the strongest damper to our hopes for near-term realization
of operationally significant interactive networks and significant on-line
communitlei

ON-LINE INTERACTIVE COMMUNITIES

But let us be optintistic. What will on-line interactive communities be like?
In moat fields they will cOnsist of geographically Separated members, Sometimes
grouped in small clusters and sometimes working individually. They will be
communities not Jof common location, 'ut of common interest. In each field,
the overall comMunity of interest will -be large enough to support a compre-
hensiye system Of field-oriented programs and data..

In each geographical sector, the total nfimber of userssummed over all the
fielda of interestwill be large enofigh to support extenSive geneical-purpose in-
formation processing and storage facilities. All of these will be interconnected by
telecommunications channels. The whole will constitute a labile network of net-
workiiever-charging in both content and configuration.

What Will ge on inside? Eventually, every informational transaction of suffi-
cient Consequence to warrant the cost. Each Secretary'.z.- typewriter, each data-
gathering instrument, conceivably each dictation microphone, will feed into the
network.

You will not send a letter or a telegram ; you will simply identify the people
whose files should be linked to yours and the parts to which -they should be
lifikedand peThapS speeitt a coefficient a urgency. You will seldom makes a
telephone. call ; you will-ask the network to link your consoles togethen

You will seldom make a purely buisinesa trip, because linking consoles will be
so much more efficient When You do visit another person With the object of in-
tellectual communicatiOn; you and he will sit at a two-place console and interact-
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as much through it as face to face. If our extrapolation from Doug Engelbart's
meeting proves correct, you will spend much more time in computer-facilitated
teleconferences and. much less en route to meetings.

A very important part of each man's interaction with his on-line community
will be mediated by his OLIVER.. The acronym oravan honors Oliver Selfridge, origi-,
nator of the concept. An oyav En. is, or will be when there is one, an "on-line inter-
active vicarious expediter and responder," a complex of computer programs and
data that resides within the network and acts on behalf of its principal, taking
care of many minor matters that do not require his personal attention and buf-
fering him from the demanding world. "You are describing a secretary," you will
say. But no ! Secretaries will have acrvEns.

At your command, your OLIVES will take notes (or refrain from taking notes)
on what you do, what you read, what you buy and where you buy it. It will know
who your friends are, your mere acquaintances. It will knoW your value struc-
ture, who is prestigious in your eyes, for whom you will do what with what prior-
ity, and who can have access to which of your personal files. It will know your
organization's rules pertaining to proprietary information and, the government's
rules relating to security classification.

Some parts of your OLIVER program will be common with parts of other peo-
ple's ()LIVERS ; other parts will be custom-made for you, or by you, or will have :
developed idlosyneracies through "learning" based on its experience in your.
service.

Available within the network will be functions and services to which you sub-
scribe on a regular basis and others that you call for when you need them_ In .
the former group will be investment guidance, tax counseling, selective dissemi-,
nation of information in your field of specialization, announcement of cultural,
sport, and entertainment events that fit your interests, etc. In the latter group
will be dictionaries, encyclopedias, indexes, catlogues, editing programs, teach-
ing programs, testing programs, prograMming systems, data bases, andmost
important--communication, display, and modelingprograms.

All these will beat somelate dgtte in the history of networkingsystentatized
and coherent, you will be able to get along in one basic language up to the
point at which you choose a specialized language for its power or terseness.

When people do their informational work "at the console" and "through the
netw-ork," telecommunication 'will be as natural an extenalon of individual work
as face-to-face communication iSnow. The impact of that fact, and of the marked
facilitation of the coniinunicatiVe procefft7 will be very greatboth on the in-
dividual and on society.

First, life will be happier for the on-line indiVidual because the people with
whom one interacts most strongly will be selected more by commonality of inter-
ests and goals than by accidents of preximity. Second; communication will be mare
effective and prOductive;and therefore more enjoyable. Third,,much communica-
tion and: interaction will be With prograins and, programmed modelS, which Will
be (a) highly "responsive, (b)' spipp1emenc4ry, to one's Om capabilities, rather
than competitive, and (c) capable Of rep;,,,,senting progreasively More complex
ideas without necessarily displaying all lkte levels ,of their structure at the
sanietiine-7--and which will therefore be bath Challenging and reviarding. And,
fourth,, there wil be plentY of oppoihmity for everYone, (who can afflord a con-
sole) to find hikcalling, ,fOr the whole world Of information, :with all Its fields
and diLmiplinee, Will !) open to lrinivelth programa ready to, gnide him or to

FOr the SocietY, the IMP* will be goad or bad, depending Mainly on the qnes-
tion : Will "to be on lthe" be a privilege Or S. right ? If onlY al favored Segment 'of
the Population gets chance to enjoy the advantage of "intelligenee amplification,"
the network may exaggerate the discontinuity in the sPectrum cif intellectual

On the other hand, if the network idea should prove to do for education what a
few have envisioned in hope, if not in concrete detailed ,plan, and if all minds
should prove to be esponsive, surely the boon to humankind would be beyond
measure.Unemplovpicut would disappear from the face of the ,earth forever, for
consider the magnitude og the task of adopting the network's software to all the
new generrtions of cOmputersi," coming closer and closer Upon the heels of their
predecessors until 'the entire population of the world' is caught lin in -an
infinite crescendo of on-line interactive debugging.
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MAN-MACHINE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

(By J. C. R. Licklider, Advanced Research Projects Agency, Office of the
Secretary of Defense)

TWO RINDS OF INFORMATION-PROCESSTNG POWER

The "information explosion" poses the general problem. The modern digital
computer and the rapidly developing technology of information processing offer
powerful tools for solving the problem. However, the tools have only one kind
of "power" in marked degree, and a blend of two kinds is required.

The two kinds of information-processing are algorithmic power, which is the
capability of folowing rules, executing pre-programmed procedures, and per-
forming routine, clerical operations, and heuristic power, which is the capability
of charldng courses toward the solution of problems, formulating useful rules,
setting the guidelines and arranging the procedures for algorithmic power to
follows.* Present day information-processing machines have great algorithmic
power, but only the heuristic power built into their programs by human program-
mers. Present day machines have almost no capability of devising new heuristics.
Life is as yet the only significant repository of heuristic power, and menwho
are, in comparison with computers, miserably slow and fallible at algorithmic
operationsconstitute at present the only significant source of heuristics in
information-processing systems. Now, therefore, and Probably throughout this
decade, any mechanized information system that is truly a system and not just
a component must of necessity be a man-machine system.

SEPARATION OF HEURISTIC AND ALGORITHMIC s uNCT/ONS

In designing and programming the several large-scale seml-automatic sys-
tems that are in operation today or that are nearing completionthe SAGE
system for air defense, the SACCS for control of strategic aircraft the SABRE
system for airline reservations, the Defense Documentation Center, and the
MEDLARS (Medical Literature Analysis &Retrieval System) systems for defense
alid medical information storage and retrieval, etc.a tremendous amount of
heuristic power was expended. The types of problems to be solved and the types
of questions to be answered by the systems were carefully analyzed, effective
procedures were invented or discovered, and efficient arrangements werc made for
executing the procedures during the operation of the systems. In the procedures,
there are many choice paints, and many of the decisions are made by men during
the timetthe procedures.afre being executed on the basis of current information.
A. considerable amount of flexibility is gained by leaving decisions to human
c)peratOrs, a4nd it is notewarthY that the newer Systems .achieve more flexibility
In that waY, by and large, than do the old ones. An outstanding fact -about these
sYstems, nevertheless', is that most of the heuristic power was expended in design
and programnaing, whereas mast of the algorithmic power is expended (or will
be expended) in operation.

Separation 'of 'the heuristic from the algorithmic partS has been, in fact, a
striking characteristie of ahnost all:the large information-processing systems
deVeloped sinee the advent'of the digital computer. The separation has not been
complete, as jtiSt acknoWledged but it has been dominant Stemming from the
separation. I believe, is the fact that preparation of the programs for the large
computer-based systems proved to be extremely expensive and tinie-consuming.
In some instances, 'the softWare cost more and took longer to develap than the
hardWare. That is understandable if one acknowledges that the heuristic part of
the programming task is large and difficult and if he notes that the algorithmic
partalso large and difficultwas left to the programmers, themselves, who had
to work without close or constant machine support. As mentioned earlier, the al-
gorithmic power of men la low and the efficiency of a group of programmers in
Inuidling the voluminous, Complex clerical work involved in development of a
large computer Program is very low Indeed.

This use of the terms algorithmic and heuristic is itself heuristic : the terms are associ-
ated with separate concepts that need to be contrasted and are employed to give force to
the distinction. So, to oppose the terms runs counter to a current trend towarli the use of
heuriatio to embrace an methods, including the employment of appropriate algorithms, that
facilitate discovery or solution.
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Putting so much of the heuristic work into the pre-operational software pro-.
;ramming phase not only. increased cost and development time, butmuch
worsemade some of the large computer-based systems alarmingly unresponsive
to changes in purposes and needs, to variations in the environments within which
they operate, anil even to the wills of their managers and commanders. Disen-
chantment with large, monolithic computer-based systems has, in fact, been
widespread and vociferous. Often the disenchantment has expressed itself as
disappointment in the digital computer. The cause, however, was certainly not
the computer per se, but the unnatural separation of the heuristic from the ar-
goarithmic parts that characterized the dominant style of system design. during
the 1950's the style that has been called "man-machine dissociation."

MAN-COMPUTER SYMBIOSIS

Flexibility, adaptability and responsiveness to change are now high on most
lists of inforniation-system requirements. In the field of command and control,
the watchword for two or three years has been "evolutionary development,"
and now one can begin to make out what it is that is evolving. It Is tight inter-
weaving of heuristic and algorithmic threads, close coupling of men and com-
puters, intimate man-machine interaction.

The main steps toward "man-computer symbiosis" (as the desired partnership
may be termed in analogy with the intimate, cooperative association that exists
in nature between such dissimilar species as the fungas and the alga of lichens)
are :1. To overvome the economic obstacle that arises from the fact that a digital
,..omputer is sat::: and expensive; whereas, in information processing, a man is
:low and (relatively) inexpensive. The currently most promising approach is to
share the prot.essing time and memory space of the computer among several or
many men, wi,eking at typewriters or consoles that may be remote from the
computer.2. To improve the man-computer interface by devising better input-output
arrangementsbetter displays from coraputer to man and better controls from
man to computer.

3. To develop niore powerful languages for programming and controlling
computers and computer-based information systems. Under this heading fall (a)
problem-oriented languages embodying the main concepts and operations of a
substantive field or problem area, (h) procedure-oriented languages, more ab-
stract or general languages designed to facilitate development of widely useful
procedures or to handle diverse problems, and (c) system-oriented languages, to
be used in requesting services of the computer, controlling its modes, and estab-
lishing communication through the computer with other people in the system.

4. To improve the organization and to increase the size and availability of
computer memory. The requirements of highly interactive multiman-computer
systems for information storage and access will be tremendous. It will not be
tolerable to let n-1 registers of an n-register memory stand Idle while one register
is being used. Nor will it be tolerable to make m-1 usors wait 1.06 memory cycles
(say, 0.1 second) for 105 words to be transferred from secondary to PrimarY
memory so that one user can., work with them for a few milliseconds. And so on :
there is much to be done in the memory field.

5. To explore and solve the problems, some of which are not yet clearly foreseen
or formulated, that will arise when several or many man-computer systems are
linked together ,into a network. Computer-based systems will be linked into net-
works in military command and control, not only because military operationd
must be both distributed and interrelated, because properly designed (redun-
dant) networks promise a degree of "system survival" despite the loss of modes
or branches. Networks can be expected to arise, also, in connection with the
storage, organization, retrieval and use of technical information, for the corpus
of such information is much too great to be handled by any one computer that
may be built in the next 20 years. As an example of computer network problems
that may arise, consider how, to connect three multi-user systems (A, B and (3)
together in such a way that, simultaneously, user A. can ask a question of user
B., computer B -(nearly overloaded) can request computer A to process B.'s data
with programs stored in C's disk file, and C4 can search those files of A and B
for which he has owner's permission, security clearance, and "need to know."
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TIME AND SPACE SHARING

Interest in moment-by-moment sharing P_roong several users of computer time
and memory space began -to develop in 1959 and 1960 in connection with the
speed-cost mismatch between men and computers. More recently, the interest has
grown, and much of it has focused upon what may be termed "community use"
of computers. Since there is not time or space, now, to go deeply into either aspect,
it will have to suffice to express the general aim and to describe some of the
functions that it is hoped to implement.

The general aim or aspiration is to bring great algorithmic information-process-
ing power into the office and onto the desk (or into the laboratory, library,
classroom, or post) of every creative person in the upper echelons of science,
technology, education, administration management, and commandto put
enough purely clerical capacity at his constant disposal to eliminate the obstacles
and delays now associated with the accomplishment of routine, specifiable tasks.
At least 85 per cent of the allegedly productive time of a researcher gdes into
purely routine manipulation of information necessary to provide the basis for
decisions and insights, but not itself involving them, according to one estimate.
The aim, in terms of that estimate, is to let the creative intellect be creative
about 85 percent of the time instead of 15 percent of the time.

MAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION FUNCTIONS

Among the di:kik:able functions and operations to be put under human
control are :

1. Information storage, organization, and retrievaL An approach to imple-
mentation of these functions will be described.

2. Dynamic modeling and simulation. Suppose, for example, that you are de-
signing an electronic circuit, that you have a configuration in mind and want
to see what the response will be to a complicated but specifiable input. Don't
construct an actual circuit in "breadboard" form. Sketch the configuration with
a "light pen" on the eathode-ray screen of your console, specify the circuit
constraints in clear handprinted letters or, by via your console typewriter,
sketch the input wave or specify it symbolically, and have the computer display
the output. (This kind of modeling is being developed by the Computer-aided
Design Group at M.I.T.)

3. Mathematical calculations and logical deduction. Suppose that you want
to integrate 3e (t) exp y(t) with respect to t. Just call *Dr. James Sagle's
Program named "Saint," type the expression, and look at what the computer
types back to you. Then, if you want a definite integral, specify the limits and
request a numerical answer.

4. Drafting assistance. Suppose that you are a civil engineer and want a line-
drawing lantern slide of a bridge girder in a hurry to illustrate a talk. Call
Sutherland's "Sketchpad ' program, sketch the girder, tell the program the
lines shoUld be straight, indicate which lines are supposed o be vertical and
which horizontal, point to the riveted intersectimis, watch the computer straight-
en up the drawing, and then pull down the camera boom, snap the pictuT,,
wait 10 seconds, etc. If you want to stress the girder, sketch the supports and
a load, specify the weight of the load, and ask the program to display the ten-
sions and compressions. They will appear in numerical form, superposed upon
the sketch.

5. Teaching-Learning. Suppose that ieu want to learn some Spanish-in prepa-
ration for a trip. Call the vocabulary teaching program, specify' Spanisa-to-Eng-
lish, and settle down to a drill session on your typewriter. The computer will
select material appropriate te your level of mastery, oonecatrate on words that
cause you trouble, and tell you (immediately after each response) whether you
were right or wrong.

6. Communication with colleagues. Telephone Bill Jones through the c0411-
puter system. If he is available, have ale system display on both your screens
the diagram about which you need auvice. Point with your light pen to the part
on which your interest is focused ; it will be pointed to by an arrow on his screen.
And so 'on, coordinating visual with auditory communication and making use
of other functions, such as those described, as you need them.

*Presently at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory.
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7. Computer Programming. Suppose you arc a programmer working on a large
program system with several colleagues. Prepare your part of the program "at the
console." Use, of course, a powerful programming language. When you have
written some statements, compile and execute them, arr..-Ting them to test data
you have previously supplied or retrieved.

Examine the output on the console screen, from files. If the statements "run"
successfully, continue. If not, go into "debugging mode," watch the content of
specified lists or tables change as the program is re-run slowly, step-by-step. See
where the trouble is. Change the incorrect part. Recompile and retest. The com-
piler will redo only that part of the program affected by your . emendation
(Perlis). If you violate a system convention or fail to supply explanatory com-
ments, the programming system will tell you so and refuse to cooperate until you
mend your ways. If you use a symbol a colleague has already used, it will warn
you or attach a suffix. If you wonder whether there is not already a sub-routine
that fulfills a function you need fulfilled, you may search lor it with the aid of
the retrieval sub-system. And, if you do not know how the retrieval system
works, call the teaching-machine program and it will give you a lesson on the
retrieval sub-system. (If you do not know how to use the teaching-machine pro-
gram, telephone the System Advisory Service.)

Some of the foregoing examples refer to programs already prepared and run-
ning on 'one computer or another. Others refer to programs that are within the
state of the art but not yet written. The aspiration is to collect rc.lcijor prepare
the many programs required to implement the functions described (and others
not mentioned hem) and to integrate them into a coherent system. That is a
very large lmdertaking. It will take several years to accomplish. The resulting
system will not be economic for many operational applications until certain
advances have been made in computer design and organization, but it seems likely
that they can be achieved in about the same time as the software.

LANGUAGE

Some of the needs for an advanced System-oriented language are evident from
consideration of the examples in the foregoing section. It is. evident that the
language must have terse and fully exPlicit modes,, or controllable degrees of
terseness, to meet the needs of users with diverse amounts of experience. No
operator-to-compUter messages should ordinarily be more highly abbreviated
than computer-to-Operator messages. But this is just the beginning of the man-
computer language problem.

INTERACTIVG INFORMATION PROCESS/NG

(By J. C. R. Licklider)

INTRODUCTION

At a conference of this kind, the keynote speech usually focuses upon the prin-
cipal topics to be discussed in the conference. This keynote speech is unusual
because it does not do soor at least does not do so directly. Most of the papers
in the conference deal with adaptive or self-organizing or learning information
sytems. This keynote talk, rhowever, is about "Interactive Information Process-
ing." My first obligation, therefore, is to explain why I think it is appropriate to
discuss interactive information processing as a leading into, or as a keynote of,
this conference. To put it into a nutshell : I think that interactive information
processing is the key to the understanding and synthesis of systems that adapt,
organize thereeelves, learn, and do the other sophisticated things that we shall
be discussing in this conference.

Our fieldthe field of computer and information sciences and teehnologyic
an extremely reflexive, regenerative field. It is concerned in large part with devel-
opment and understanding of teols and techniques for dealing with information.
Thus it is in a sense the sc.' --afje and technology of processes fundamentally
involved 'in the advancement or science and technology. Every accomplishment
makes it' easier to make further accomplishmentsin other branches of science
and technology as well, but particularly in the science and technology of corn-
puters and information.

Now, the problerns with which this conference will be directly ooneerned are,
in the main, extremely difficult problems. We have been attacking them mainly
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with conventional methods, tools, and techniques. Indeed, until very recently, we
have been arbtackhlg Qiiem exclusively in conventional ways. We have made
progress, as the papers of this conference will attest. However, the progress ha.g
been, by and large, the slow and hard-won progress that one is happy enough
to make when he is working on a diffionh problem.

In the process, we have found out ....otacching about what it is that makes
certain problems difficult and we have formuted ideas about the nature of
problem-solving teehniques and facilities that would make them less difficult.
One of the things that makes a problem difficult, of course, is to have a large
space of possible solutions. Another thing that. makes a problem difficult is not
to have a structure, known a priori, that relates 'partial solutions to complete
solutions, that Organizes hypotheb*s, or that suggests or limits or constrains
approaches. Some problems that have the two properties just mentioned have
also a third property that makes them extremely difficult. They are penetrated
only a little way by any hypothesis, andto make matters worsea great deal
of detailf,d and necessarily precise information processing is involved in testing
any hypothesis. Such a problem one cannot "think bis way through," because
he cannot in a reasonable time, without the aid of a computer, carry out the
precise, detailed ealculations. Nor can one, working on such a problem, simply
prepare a massive .program and turn it over to a computer, because the result
of the testing and information processing is usually only to indicate that the
hypothesis has to be reised, and at best it is to produce a small increment in
understanding and set the stage far a new formulation which will lead to further
testing and further processing of information.

In what I referred to as the "conventional approach" to solving problemsthe
approach based on conventional methods, tools, tmd techniquesthe formulation
of hypotheses and the halving of hunches, together with the evaluation of the
results found by testing and calculating, have been almost pure brainwork,
adied little if at all by computers, and the execution of the algorithms involved
in the precise, detailed information processing to which I referred has been
assigned largely either to clerks or to computers. It has been in large part
the slowness and inefficiency of the shifting from one kind of informational
activity to the other that has held progress in the solution of problems in
this claSs to its relatively slow pace.

During the last few years, there has been, as you know, a growing sense
of excitement in several quarters of our field, an excitement kindled by the
prospect of a Significant advance in our way of dealing with such recalcitrant
problems. It is exciting to "sense" the promise of a neW approach and even
more exciting to become convinced that one is participating in an intellectual
revolution. I have a feeling that the excitement dulls the critical faculty,
and that is quite dangerous to "recognize" great advances while they are in
incipient stages. I am aware that some such "great advances" turn out only
to he Rads. Nevertheless, I am willing to be honest and to admit that I believe
that we are indeed participating inan,intellectual revolution, that the approach
to Idle solution of difficult, complex, recalW;rant/ problems offered by on-line
man-computerAnteractive information processing will during the next decade
or so revolutionize an hnportant pant. of onr collective intellectual process. At
any rate, that is what I want to talk about, omd I think that it is clear enough
that, if is promise is borne out, interactive information processing is appro-
priate as a keynote to this conference.

THREE STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERACTIVE INFORMATION FBI' ,EBBING

The first stage in the development of Interactive information processing is the
achievement of eftective man-computer interaction. In that statement, both the
"man" and the "computer" are singular. The purpose of the interaction is to
couple closely togetherto interleave or to blend or to meldthe man's heuristic
eapabilities and the computer's slgoi.thmic capabilities. When those capabilities
are brought into dose interaction, the difficulty associated with the shifting back
and forth between the two aspects of the intellectual process discussed earlier
is in large part overcome. I shall not say that highly effective man-conAputer
interaction has yet been achieved, but I think there lmve been instances in
which the interaction has been sufficiently effective to pro-. e itselfat least to
those who have had the experience--and I shall mention s Jme of those instances
later. It is evident, however, that to provide facilities for effective man-computer
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interaction over a wide range of problems and decisions will require significant
advances in hardware (e.g., displays and controls) and a very large and coherent
effort in software (e.g., problem-oriented languages tc_d libraries of generalized
subprograms; .

The sec(,..ia stage in the development of interactive information processing
might be termed the achieve.nent of "men-computer interaction." By that, I nican
to imply more than multiple ,,4+:eess to a computer, more than quaisi-simultaneous
interaction between a numtu,-,* tif individual men and a large-scale time-sharing
computer. As I see it, the value that emerged from the pioneering experiments
with time-grazoing computersthat emerged, for example, at the Massachusetts
Institute olTechzology and the Systems Develrpment Corporation, without being
fully expectedwas the value of community cooperation in developing a suf-
ficiently large and comprehensive software base to support man-computer inter-
action in a variety of fields. It a".ars that that value will emerge of its own
accord when multiple-access interaGive computing is introduced into a creative
intellectual community. It is evident, however, that the techniques for facilitating
cooperation and fostering a coherent community software effort have to be ex-
perimented with and deliberately developed if the evident potential value is to
be realized in full in a fairly short time.

In the third stage of the development of interactive information processing,
"c mputers" appears in the plural as well as "men." This is the stage of networks
of geographically distributed computers, the stage of what are coming to be
called "information networks." Although there are no general-purpose networks
of geographically distributed computers to point to as examples, there is already
a considerable amount of enthusiasm for information networks. I shall mention
the EDUCOM Summer Study on information networks here and say a few sen-
tences about it later. The main points I want to introduce nov are (1) that the
technologies of computation and communication seem ripe for the kind of fusion
that would make it possible for geographically separated computers to "talk"
with one another and thereby permit geographically separated users to com-
municate and cooperate with one another in interaction with both stores of
information and proecssors of information and (2) that the effect of bringing
geographically distributed users into network-mediated interaction seems likely
to be greater than the effect that can be achieved through multiple-a cess inter-
action in any local c,.-nmunity. The reasoning underlying the latter %A of that
statement is that it is difficult to achieve a "critical mass" of intellec , in a single
organization or even in a single city. It is practicable to develop excellent fa=
cilities for fifty or a hundred of the best men working in a particular problem
area, but not for five or ten. It is practicable to get five or ten of the best men
to come together in a given geographical area, but not fifty or a hundred. A
promising aspect of the information-network idea is that, through information
networks, intellectual community may be achieved despite geographical
distribution.

The key note that I want to sound is that achievement of effective interactive
information proces;sing at the most advanced of the three stages just described
will markedly improve our effectiveness in. working on the difficult problems
with which this conference is concerned, and that adances toward the solutien
of those problems will augment the effectiveness of the interactive informatbyn
processing. Eventually, if we are successful in actually solving the problems,
it may be that the amount of interaction required in problem solving end decision
making will decrease, but I am not very sanguine about seeing that conclusion
proved at any early date. I think that, for a long time, advances in adaptive, self-
organizing, and learning spItems will have mainly the effect of making computers
better partners for menand, of particular significance to this conference, better
partners for men engaged in research in the computer and information sciences.

FACILITIES FOR INTERACTIVE nc..oRMATxoN PROCESSING

The facilities required for the first and second stages crf man-computer inter-
action are widely known through the exneriences in on-line interactvie computing
at Bolt Beranek and Newman, the Carnegie Institute of Technology (Carnegie
University), Dartmouth College, General Electric Company, IBM Corporation
(Mohansic Laboratory and Thomas J. Watson Research Center), the Lincoln
Laboratory, Computation Center, Research Laboratory crf Electronics, and Proj
eat MAC of Mrtssachusetts Institute of Technology, the Systems Development
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Corporation, Stanford Research Institute, Stanford University, the University
of California (Berkeley, Los Angeles, and Santa Barbara ), and several other
places. The storage requirements for interactive processing are not greatly dif-
ferent from the storage requirements for batch processing, the main difference
being the relatively greater emphasis upon rapid, quaisi-random access and on-
line storage of large libraries of puolic programs and data. The processing re-
quirements evidence a somewhat greater departure : memory protection and
control of access to memory are absolutely essential, as are arrangements far
switching from one user to another (interrupting, time slicing, poling, etc.),
and arrangements for segmenting, Paging, and dynamic relocation of programs
and data are highly desirable if not absolutely essential. The console area
the area of display and controlis the one in which interactive computing poses
new and difficult requirements. Large eharacter sets, choice of hard and soft copy ;
graphical display, pointing, sketching, and writing with a light pen or stylus,
and speech input and output are all judged highly desirable by most of those
who have developed sophistication_ in interactive information processing, and
all but speech input are commercially available. The main difficulties stem from
the fact that the area of displays and controls has received only for a short
time the devoted attention and intense effort that most other areas of computer
hardware have been given for 15 years or more. In setting up a system with
several hundred console.e which is n-1 or n-2 more consoles than comparable
systems had only two or three years ago, one can expect to face painful com-
promises between capability and cost, and some interactive users may detect
room for improvement in the domain of human engineering. Despite these limita-
tions, it can be said thut the facilities now exist for fairly sophisticated man-
computer interaction in stages one and two.

As we turn toward Stage three, the stage cheracterized by the netting of geo-
graphically distributed computers, we lied ourselves with a significant base of
experience with special-purpose computhr networks, but with essentially no
experience with general-pu.rpose computer networks of the kind that will come
into being when multiple-access systems such as those at M.I.T. and the Systems
Development Corporation are linked by digital transmission channels. The diffi-
culties involved in establishing computer networks aPpear not to be difficulties
of hardware design or even of hardware availability. Rather, they appear to be
difficulties of social and software organization, of. conventions, formats, and
standards, of programming, interaction, and communication languages. It is a
situation in Which there now exist ail the hardware facilities that cnn be said
to be required, yet in which there do not now exist any gererale, irpose networks
capable of supporting stage-three interaction.

There is a serious question in my mind, whether the potential of interactive
information processing can be sufficiently realized on a wide scale without the
development of information networks..Looking backward in time, one can see that
a significant level of man-computer interaction was achieved in stage onewith
dedicated eOlnreouters and without multiple access. One can also see, however, that
that achievement was not made on a wide scale. It was the movement to stage
two, throush the development of multiple access (via time sharing) thatif I
may again use the analog of critical masslet the interaction go critical. How-
ever, it has gone critical only in a few places, and in those places at the expense
of prodigious effort in software development.

If the next step is to be,,as it is in the expectation of many, to broaden greatly
the availability of ,on-line information and on-line information processing, then
it has to be faced that the potential users are geographically distributed, that
the potential sources of information are geographically distributed, and that the
talent is geographically distributed toothe talent required to convert the vision
into reality. Thus, in .my assessment of the situation, it seems likely that achieve-
ment of stage three is a necessary condition for widespread exploitation of stage-
two (multiple-access) mnn-computer interaction.

SOFTWARE FOR TNTERACTIVE INFORMATION PROCESSING

In the foregoing, altleough my remarks about facilities dealt mainly with hard-
ware, I meant to emphasize that the preparation of the software and, the prepara-
tion of the people for interactive information processing are the major tasks, and
that they are large tasks indeed. The general nature of the software requirements
is fairly clear fitim experience with multiple-access systems. The plan of the
software organization will be compliented_somewhat by the addition of computer-
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to-computer and user-to-user communie,?,tion to the list of functions that have
to be served, but that comes under the heading of "systems programming," which
need not involve a very large number of people and can therefore be (relatively)
tightly and efficiently organized. At the opposift pole from systems programs, of
course, are "problem programs" prepared by ii,Invidual users to meet their own
individual needs. In the past, those two classer. have constituted a dichotomy,
a two-category model that has fit reality fairly well. With the advent of on-line
interactive communities, however, a third class of program has appeared. In
this class are programs prepared by sophisticated usersnot members of the
systems programming group of the computer center ; but on a par with members
of that group in programming competencewho are concerned not with indi-
vidual problems but with problem areas or with programming techniques ap-
plicable over a fairly wide problem area or even across several disciplinary fields.
When such programs prove to be useful to several users, they tend to move from
the files of individual users to a public file or program library. They may be
taken into the set of programsthe set of superprograms, programs, and sub-
programsimbedded within the "system," or they may remain separate from
the system programs yet be publicly available and callable through the system_
Indeed, in some systems the distinction 'between system program and non-system
public program effectively disappears, and in effect, the system itself is aug-
mented through use. It is this augmentation that is the focus of the following
remarks on software for interactive information processing.

The key to achievement of a. dynamic, self-augmenting system for interactive
information processing is of course to design the initial system to foster creative
use and to facilitate self-augmentation.. Thus the initial sysiem should provide a
proper framewcrk, one that will discourage piecemeal proliferation yet be flexible
and open-ended enough to invite creative augmentation. That is a difficult com-
promise. Surely the initial system should provide basic file-handling services and
should define basic formats, structures, and conventions. At the same time, it
slmuld be capable of accepting new or alternative list, ring, plex, and tree struc-
tures and new or alternative coding, packing, and "hashing" technique& That is
to say, the initial system must dominate the functions of storage and retrieval
strongly enough to inhibit individnal usens from incorporating idiosyncratic file-
handling subprograms within their own prosrams and to attract their creative
efforts to augmentation of the general-purpose file-handling system. That is im-
portant because, for ekample, in a network of N computers with, on the average
K users each, it will be difficult enough to arrange for communication among N
different filing systems and quite prohibitively difficult to arrange for communica-
tion among N times K different filing systems.

This line of thought should Itn extended into; the. areas of display and control
and interaction language, compnter-programmed instruction in the use of the
system, editing, and perhaps other areas alsO. It is problematical, however,
whether or not the initial system cshould be designed in such a way as to dom-
inate the pattern of use of programming languages. In the interest of simplicity,
one basic procedural language should perhaps be given a preferredposition within
the system. On the other hand, giving one language a preferred position would
tend to inhibit competition among languages and such competith;r1 appears as
desirable from .some points of view as it appears undesirable from others.

The basic software functions within the area under discussion may be placed
under three headings language-processing programs, logistic program, and
substantive programs. Within the class'of language-processing prograr ini-
tial systeni should handle one or two procedure-oriented languages all 3everal
problems-oriented languagesenough of the latter to illustrate wbat can be done
in representative problem and disciplinary areas. Augmentation by, usens should
greatly increase the number of problem-oriented languages. I am not sure how
many problem-oriented languages would be too many, but evidently there is a
danger of .a. Tower of Babel effect. I like the idea of having only a few language
respect or language families, homogeneous in r espect of syntax but adjusted in
respect a vocabulary to the diverse substantive 'fields in which they are used.
I like, also, the idea of a general-purpose language; in Some ways approximathig
English, within which the various special-purpose, problem-oriented languages
are hnbeddedbut the feasibility of such a thing: is doubtful and, in .any event,
it would be very difficult to implement. ,

Within the class of logistic prOgrams, the main functions are file handling
(storage, organizatlon, retrieval, updating, etc.), display; control, communica-
tion, editing, dissemination, accounting, and what Oliver Selfridge has described
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as "the alter ego in the machine." All but the last are probably sufficiently self-
explanatory for present purposes. Selfridge's concept, which appeals to me
greatly, is that each user will have Q. program that buffers him from the outside
world and that represents him, insofar as a program can within the current state
of the art, in his absence. I am not sure that it is correct to classify ti.at program
as logistic, but it is certainly not a system program and it seems more logistic
than substantive.

To the list of useful and desirable substantive programs, I can see no end.
I think that augmentation through use will lead to a continually increasing
number of publicly accessible and widely useful functions. I am convinced that
a very large number of such fUtietions can be realized with a controllably small
number of basic building blocks, and I think a large part of the software prob-
lem lies In the organization of the programs in such a way as to provide broad
and diverse capabilities with not too large a set of subprograms. Among the
fields in which especially interesting substantive programs can be expected to
be introduced through the augmentation process are computer-assisted instruc-
tion, natural language processing, mathematics and k.gic, and the modal field
of this conferenceadaptive, self-organizing, and learning systems. Extremely
interesting programs can be expected, also, in the field of libraries and in the
field of dynamic modeling. Those programs will have a partly logistic and partly
substantive character.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF INTERACTIVE INFORMATION PROCESSING

As X have admitted, Ate vision I have been describing is comrAex, and a great
effort will be required to turn it into reality. I am convinced, however, by the
fact that so many parts of it already exist and operate, that it is a realizable
vision and not merely a dream. The fact is, much significant, substantive work is
being done in the interactive mode at the present time. One does not have to deal
only with unsubstantial hopes or unguaranteed promises. There is riot time to
describe any large number of illustrative examples in detail.

A CrOmPUTEh-Pfioaaam SYSTEM TO FACILITATE THE STUi,r OF TECHNICAL
DOCUMENTS

(By Daniel G. Bobrow, R. Y. Kam, Detrain Raphael, and J. C. R. Licklider)
ABSTRACT

Symbiont is a computer-and-program system for use in research on computer-
aided study. It stores, retrieves, and displays documents and parts of docu-
ments. It "semi-automates" the taking of verbatim notes. Lt facilitates the manip-
ulation and intercomparison of graphs. And it conducts setuches for passages
of text that contain specified words or phrases. Experience with Symbiont and
plans for its improvement are deseribed.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe a system, consisting of a digital
computer 1 and a computer program, intended Zor exploration of men-machir
interaction and computer assistance to man in the study of technical documents.

The system provides a physical study situation Cita includes a desk, an elec-
tric typewrLter3 a display screen, and a light-sensitive pointer or zAylus ("light
pen") .8 The user: of the system, whom we shall call "the student," requests services
and controls operations by typing command characters or symbols on the type-
weter or by touching illuminated areas of the display screen :with the light pen.
The computer and program system, Which we call "Symbiont" because we hope
to develop It into a truly symbolic partner of the student, displays information
to the student via the typewriter or the display screen. The display screen,
which is a 104nch-square area on the face of a cathode-ray tube, presents
alphanumeric symbols and graphs. Whenever part of a displayed pattern is

I Programmed Data Pzocessor 1 (PDP-1), manufactured by the Digital Equipment Corpo-
ration. Maynard, Massachusetts.2 IBM Executive Electric TypewrLter (Model B. =edified for use with digital computer
by the Sornban Engineering. Inc. Melbourne. Florida.rhe display screen and light Pen are parts of the PDP-1 system, Bapplied by the Digital
Equipment Corvoration.
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touched by the tip of the light pen, the computer can tell what part was touched
and when. The combination of computer-controlled cathode-ray display and
computer-signaling light pen is a convenient and flexible arrangement for man-
computer communication.

Symbiont is an early stage of what we hope will be a continuing evolution.
However, a sufficient set of functions has been implemented to lead us to take
stock and gain experience in their use before modifying existing functions or
adding new ones.

(Inasmuch as Syinbiont is an exploratory tool, for use mainly by students who
are at the same time experimenters, we have not considered it necessary to
perfect or polish. For example, the display flickers. With the aid of character-
generation and display-buffering equipment, we could achieve a steady display :
the technology is far enough advanced to fulfill the display function well At
present, however, the equipment required for flicker-free display is expensive,
and we prefer to put available funds into other things. Our reasoning is that,
in due course, good, steady displays will become relatively inexpensive, and in
the interim we can make allowances for a bit of flicker. The same argument
applies to test storage capacity, text searching rate, and production of perma-
nent copy. In short, our aim has been to realize several interesting functions
now, even though in ways for which certain allowances have to be made, in
ordc-.17 to gain early experience in using the functions and to provide a basis for
practical system design when advances in technology make it possible to imple-
ment the functions effectively 'and economically.

OPERATIONS AND FUNCTIONS IMPLEMENTED

A study session with Symbiont starts with the computer turned on, the basic
program running, snd the text and graphs of several technical documents already
punched into machine-readable paper tape. The text is represented character-
hy-character in s standard alphanumeric code. The curves of the graphs are rep-
resented numerically by coordinate values at selected points along the abscissae,
and the calibrations, labels, and legend are zepresented alphanumerically in a
prescribed format.

At the beginning of his study sessior- the student loads, from an Input tape
into the computer memory, representation.: cf. the documents he plans to study.
Then, typically, he calls tor a e;.lerinient and reads or scans it. He calls for it by
typing any part of its standard bibliographic citation that specifies it uniquely
the author's name, for example, or D raajor part of the title, or the name (and
perhaps volume or year) of the ;Iournal in which the document was published.
Symbiont finds the specified document and presents the first screen-page of it.
(A screen-page is about 150 words in length. Lines and pages have to be shorter
on presently available display screen than full lines and pages are in most docu-
ment-pages.) The student turns pages in the forward direction by hitting the
space bar of the typewriter. He may back up a page at a time by hitting the
backspace key.

While reading or scanning, the student comes upon a passage that he wants
to record verbatim for future referencea passage he would ordinarily copy onto
a note card. With the aid of Symbiont, he records it on paper tape or in the
note-file part a the computer memory. To punch it on paper tape, he touches
the initial printed character or characters of the passage with the light pen and
then types "b" (for "begin"). Underlining thereupon appears beneath the char-
acter (s) touched. Then he touches the final printed character(s) of the passage
and types "e" (for "end"). Underlying thereupon appears -beneath the ending
of the passage, and immediately spreads back to the beginning. The passage is
thus singled out for inspection by the student and for action by the computer.
When the student typ-s "p" (for "punch"), Symbiont punches the passage into
paper tape. If the student next underlines the bibliographic-citation string that
appears at the head of the document. Symbiont appends the citation to the note,
thus handling a chore that ordinarily plaguesthe conscientious notetaker when
he takes his notes and the uneonscientious notetaker when he tries to Me his
notes. The student can -string any number of passages together by underlining
them and punching them one at a time, in groups, or all at once.

If the student prefers to note the -passage in the computer memory instead
*of paper tape, he needs to specify a "tag" with which to retrieve it He specifies
the tag (before underlining the passage) by typing "t" (for "tar) and then
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any hymbol, or indeeil any string of printing characters and spaces, terminated
by a carriage return. He then underlines the passage and types "n" (for "note").
Alternatively, he can assign to the passage a "label," which is functionally equiva-
lent to a tag, but specified initially by underlining a string of characters on the
screen with the light pen and then typing "1" (for "label"). The procedure for
connecting the label to its passage is the same as the procedure for connecting a
tag. Tags and, labels go into a "glossary" of retrieval terms associated with the
note file. To see what the glossary holds at any time, the student types "g" and
looks at the screen. If the glossary is more than one page long, he turns its
pages as though it were text.

Often the student wants to retrieve motes, and sometimes he wants to emend
or combine them. To retrieve a note, the student types "r" for "retrieve" and then
types the tag or label (or if more convenient, designates a corresponding string
of characters by underlining them with the light pen). In emending and com-
bining retrieved notes, the student is constrained by the present system to serial
designation and concatenation of passages and subpassages. Under these con-
straints, editing is like operating a switch engine. However, it will be casy
to introduce the operations of deletion and insertion.

Verbatim notetaking and retrieval of notes are admittedly minor matters.
More vital is retrieval cif primary informatIon. In the present context, since the
student is assumed to be working with a small collection of documents known
to be relevant to the topic under investigatic, the retrieval problem is not
primarily one of finding documents. It is primarily one of finding passages in
documents that discuss particular ideas, passages that are relevant to particular
tecnical points. The approach of Symbiont to this problem is to automate the
scanning of text for specified configurations of retrieval terms.

Symbiont carries out searches with reference to one, two or three sets of re-
trieval terms. Each set may contain any number of terms of any length. For
retrieval purposes, all the members of a set are assumed to be synonymous:
Symbiont considers that it has found the set as soon as it finds any member of
a set. Symbiont looks for members of the three sets within a "neighborhood"
of text. A neighborhood is n lines in length, and the student can set n to any
value he likes. Five lines make a good neighborhood.

Before conducting a search, the student types "t" (for "terms"), then types
the strings of characters that constitute the alternate terms of the first retrieval
set, and then types "1" to designate this set as the first. Then the student
types "t," the term of the .second set, and "2," and finally "t," the terms of
the third set,'and "3." The three sets might be, for example :

cigarette
cigarettes
cigar

lungs

cigars tobacco
PiPe tobaccos
pipes nicotine

preliminary
2

3

cancer carcinoma
The student then decides :whether he wants a passage (neighborhood) deal-

ing with one, of the three, two .of the three, or all three ideas (sets), and he
initiates,the search for typing "fl," '12," or "f3" (for "find one," etc.). Symbiont
thereupon searches serially through the text until it either comes to the end
or finds a neighborhood that meets the specifications. If it comes to the end,
it displays ,"not found.": If it:finds a- neighborhood that meets the specifics-
tions,,,it displays on-the screen the text containing the neighborhood, show-
ing a small amount of preceding text and a., large amount of succeeding text:
The, student may,. turn,pages, copy passages, etc., in the ways described earlier,
or he ,may type`,11,7:"f2,",-or "f3" and have Symbiont -look for another pas-
sage that alio meets the specification. ,.z .

Although ,the ,idea-retrieye technique just described is primitive, it is sur-
prisingly, effective a, the student: is cleVer in setting up the sets of terms. Typi-
cally, th e. student starts with a loose retrieval prescription and tightens it as
he akes his way through his Collection of documents:

lungs

9,RIQ
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Graphs are composed by the computer from tabulated data and presented
on the screen as graphs.. They are displayed separately from text. They have
keys that associate labels with curves ; they have calibrated and labeled axea;
and they have legends. Curves are approximated by straight-line segments,
dashed and/or dotted in eight patterns. A family of -curves can have any
number of members, but in the present system, only one label. Up to eight
families of curves can be superposed upon one grid. Two grids can be set
side-by-side to facilitate comparison. If the graphs are fundamentally compar-
able but different in scale factor, the student can, with the aid of the light
pen, expand or compress the scales of one br the other until the two presenta-
tions are directly comparable. He adjusts the length or position of a line seg-
ment of the coordinate frame by touching one of its ends with the light pen
( which "picks up" the end-point) and then moving the end-point to the desired
location. If necessary, he repeats the procedure with the other end-point. The
computer then re-scales and relocates the entire graph. If the graphs are dis-
played side-by-side, one of them can be moved and superposed upon the other,
or curves can be transferred from one to another. These operations facili-
tate synthesis of a composite picture from results obtained by diverse in-
vestigators.

Symbiont makes it easy to modify not only the size of a.frame but also the grid
structure, the structure of the subdivision of the area within the frame. When
.it changes a grid, it changes, aim the numbers associated with the grid lines
(Le., the numbers associated with the scale-calibration points).

At the bottom of the.screen, there is a display of numerals and control symbols.
By pointing with the light pen to individual numerals in proper sequence, the
student can build up any number he needs. Then., designating with the light pen
the control symbol "SCALE" and a scale-calibration point he eau substitute
the assembled number forn number theretofore associated with the scale-calibra-
tion point As soon as new numbers have been associated with two ealibration
points on a haear axis scale, the computer substitrates new values at all the
other calibration points on the axis. .

If he wants to change the number of grid lines that subdivide (say) the
"pressure" scale of a graph, the student points with the light pen to the, control
symbol "GRID" and then to the label "PRESSURE" and then to the appropriate
numeral corresponding to the desired munber of grid lines. The computer immedi-
ately redraws the grid, leaving the extreme grid lines unchanged, and substitutes
the appropriate new numbers near the interawtkais of the new grid lines and
the horizontal axis. With these. procedures, the student may experiment rapidly
with various frames and grkls, for be need specify only the essential parameters
of each coordinate system. As soon as they are specified, Symbiont develops the
detailed pattern.

EVALUATIONS AND PLANS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Our expience hi using ,Symbiont has been, tmii.tcd !by sherbage of Input tapes
and by smallness of the cofnPuter niemorY. A semi-automatic ta.pe7preparation
subsystem and an axrangement: for moving Information .autonuttically between
primary (core) ancl secondary (drura) ineniorY are the iteras of highest priority
in he plans for, Symbiont II. Even On the basis 'Of the limited experience, how-
ever, it seems clear te us that the unetions prerided by Yinbiont I (the sYstem
thus far impl(inented) are effeetive JH aid,s in technical study: The function, of
searching for ideas, as primitive as ,the iniplentettation is in Symbiont I, is little
shoit of powerful. Theautomation of, verbatim notetaking, despite shertcainings
in hunian engineering; tieeras capable of Serving at the foundathm for efficient
personal documentation sYstenm . .

In Symbiont I. however, toe many of the graph-handling functions deal with
frames, grids, and labels,"and net enough deal With 'Curves. The llinitation to
linear transformations. is highly constraining.. liVe Must 4tdanit, therefor, that
the graph-handling fthictions f Symbiont I de little more than (a) afford con
venience in the few parts of the over-all process of graph manipulation that they
subsume and (b) make it Seeinplai&bie that a-hiller set of functions (Involving
perhaps ten times as muchprogrampaing),:- would .be; truly:useful.; .

The plans for Symbiont II sall.for tbe following raodificatiena et, and additiams
to, SYnibiont I . ;, - .. ;

I. A subsystem to "teini-autoniate" preparation of,inpat taPea Of textual and
graphical. informationoBecause performance.: of the system during- Study does

; e*aint,' ;

t
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not depend upon how the tapes were prepared, we deferred work of a tape-
preparation subsystem and relied upon manual production of input tapes. Manual
production proved not to be satisfactory. For Symbiont H. we plan to take text
mainly from monotype and linotype tapes and to use computer film-reading
techniques in converting graphical data to tabular form.

2. Extension of the storage areas, confined to core memory and supplementary
paper tape in Symbiont I, to the magnetic drum (22 times 4096 18-bit words)
now associated with the PDP-1, and perhaps also from the drum to magnetic
tape units.

3- Substitution of light-pen for typewriter control of most operations that deal
with information displayed on the screen.

4. A descriptor-and-thesaurus system for retrieving documents from store.
Symbiont I retrieves documents with the same searching system it uses in find-
ing passages. (A bibliographie designation precedes each document in the store
of text.) That will he too slow when the store becomes large.

5. A scheme for turning several or many pages at a time or for going imme-
diately to a particular page specified by page number.

6. More reliance upon predetermined sequences of manipulation and less upon
control characters. -For example, to underline a segment of text, it should suffice
to point With the light pen to an "underline" light button, then to the beginning
of the passage, and then to the end of the passage. It is an unnecessary nuisance
to base to specify "end" after having specified "begin." However, streamlining
the procedure in this way will make it necessary to provide a way of reminding
the student when he forgets where he is. in a sequence of operations, and a
way of letting him linger upon (or return to) a particular operation long
enough to correct a mistake in specifying it.

7. Handling of notes precisely as though they were documents. Notes will be
permitted to-contain graphs. The note-retrieval glossary will be associated with
the dociament-retrieval system.Aeceptance of notes phrased by student. This now seems essential even
though it is easy for him to record verbatim notes.

9. Proeielon for extraction from tert of individual words, individual phrases
(delimited by punctuation marks), individual sentences, and individual para-
graphs merely by pointing. It is an unnecessery nuisance to underline (i.e., to
point to both ends of) a segment unless one wants to extract a sequence of
characters that does not constecute a formal unit.

10. labeling of individual curves, as well as of families.
11. labeling near the curve as an alternative to associating label and curve

by key.
12. Search foe more than three sets of terms, and for other combinations (such

as 1 and 2 orl and 3) than any m of n.
13. Storage and retrieval of the sets of terms used in searching text. It is not

good to have to type a set of terms more than once, and it will be easy to store
them for future reference. The student will be able to retrieve a set by typing
any term in the set Symbiont II will -display all the sets that contain the typed
term and let the student select the one he wants by pointing to it

14. In designating parts of graphs to the program for action, more pointing to
the parts, themselves, and less pointing to their names.

15. Transformation between linear and logarithmic coordinates.
16. PiVting of curves (specified by tyee, such as sine, exponential, and power

series) to tabulated numerical data, and determination of goodness of fit.
17. Weighted averaging of curves,
The present plan is to effect the foregoing improvements, to gain further ex-

perience, and then, in proceeding to the third generation of study facilities, to
meld them with arrangements, not described, to facilitate the organization and
retrieval of notes and dataand the preparation of technical papers.

TUE ON-LINE INTELLECTUAL COMMUNITY

(By a. C B Licklider)
Mrs Chairman, distinguished colleagues, fellow engineers, Mr. Cisler, that waS

a very sobering experience for me. "You ended on a high note, but otherwise
I'm not sure I'm still happy about all that. Thank you anyway for saying "an
active careee and not a "chequered career,"

have a chance for 'some minutes now to redeem myself, and I shall try. It's
a great pleasure and a great honor to have this opportunity.

'zee
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As a title "The On-Line Intellectual Community" worries me a bit. "On-line"
is jargonit means "operating in direct, concurrent interaction with." It im-
plies that the thing thus interacted with is probably a digital computer. "In-
tellectual" is intended in the sense of "endowed with intellect or understand-
ing""intellect" means simply "power or faculty of knowing." It is not meant
to imply any invidious attitude toward any Other kind of community than intel-
lectual. "Community" is used to mean a body of people having common orga-
nization or interests" and not necessarily "a body of people livirg in the same
place." The phrase worries me because it presents so many opportunities for
misinterpretation or non-interpretation. Nevertheless, the intended interpreta-
tions of its several words blend together to yield precisely the concept I wish to
talk about : A body of people working in direct, concurrent interaction with
storers and processers of information and thereby endowed with the power of
knowing.The on-line intellectual community is a young, but not a new, concept. Partic-
ularly, it is not new to you, not new to the Engineers Joint Council, which has
been, as you well know, the focus of much advanced thinking about information
systems and networks. The on-line intellectual community is, however, a 'cur-
rently significant concept, for it embraces two of the main themes of current
discussions of library and information systemsthe computer and the network
and it is setting the direction of much thinking and planning, even though
some parts of the concept are not ready for implementation on a large scale in
the immediate future. The phrase, "the on-line intellectual community," gained
considerable currency, at least within a small group, this summer at Woods Hole,
Massachusetts, where M.I.T. had a planning conference on Information transfer
experiments, called project INTREX. I shall mention that the book called,
"INTREX, A Report of a Planning Conference on Information Transfer Experi-
ments," was published by the M.I.T. press last week or the week before last. and
I shall also mention tbat, if what I say about the on-line intellectual community
is unclear or insuffident, you will find a chapter in this book, chapter IV I be-
lieve, which might also be unclear or insufficient, but which at least is longer
than what I intend to tell you here.

As I listened to Bill Knox this morning mention "$300 million dollars" and
say "computer-based information system" several times, my mind leaped ahead
to a future time by which Bill has already been almost wholly successful in
moving the mountains that-he is moving, when there is indeed a vast computer-
based information network. In fact, this network is being dedicated. A measure of
Bill's success in moving these mountains is provided by the fact that the nation's
attention to matters of space technology, and perhaps also to wars in distant
countries, has been encroached upon considerably by the, effort to set up the
vast information network for science and technology. The President, on the
verge of inaugurating the network, is really worried about the space program
and the.war situation, and you can see this worry come through in his question
to the great information machine before him. He says; "What shall we do in
order to make sure that we master our own world and establish peace through-
out it and complete the conquest of space and, in the name of mankind, remain,
masters of the universe forever?" The machine says, "Pull out ,my power cord
right away."

When I referred to "the computer," I had in mind not quite such a device. -

had in mind information processing devices and systems in a variety of applica-
tions, but I wanted to focus attention mainly, on on-line interactive information-
processing systems. These systems are typified by the Compatible Time-Sharing
System of Project MAC at M.I.T. and the Time-Sharing System of the Command
Systems Laboratory of the System Development Corporation, or more precisely,
the future second or third generations of such systems. When I referred, to "the
network," I had in mind networks of central, regional, and local libraries and net-
works for,the distribution of catalogs, indexes, and abstracts, and the like--for
example on magnetic tape. But I want to focus attention mainly on networks of
coaxial cable, microwave transmission facilities, and the like, connecting multiple-
access computers in various parts of the country, or indeed, the world', into a
coherent system spanning disciplines and application areas, and perhaps langu-

Since this is a 'luncheon talk, I am feeeling free to let wishes and hopes have
some influence in shaping the concept, but I shall not wholly disconnect the dis-
cussion- from considerations of technical and, economic feasibility. I want to

31-464 0-69-----18
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talk about the facilities, functions, and services of the on-line network and
then to mention a few principles, a few techniques and a few problems. That is all.

Hopefully, I can paint a picture that will be useful as one of several influences
upon our thinking about information systems and networks. Now, many influences
on our thinking have the form of extrapolations from existing experience. This
one has some elements of that. Indeed this picture I want to paint is made out
a subimages, out of schemata, that one Can see operating now in one place or
a.nother, in primitive ways. But the thing does not exist yet as a whole, and it
may never exist in quite the form in which I shall describe it. I think the
over-all concept may be useful as an attraction, a pulling force, that may influence
to some small extent the direction of thinking about the problems that are under
discussion at the meeting today. But, as said, this is just a luncheon talk, and
you don't have to take it as a statement of a plan or as a revelation.

Now, about facilities and services : Let me start from the user's point of view.
The user sits at a console. In my .picture, the console is essentially the desk. The
desk has become an active thing. The desk has displays built into it. They are dis-
plays of hard copy and of soft copy They are displays a alphanumeric strings
(that is to say; of letters, characters, words, and the like) and also of graphs and
diagrams, and also of pictures. The pictures are either TVlike pictures repro-
duced with the aid of scanning from pictures in a respository or projections of
microimages delivered from the repositoryto the console. The other displays are
driven by electronics, and the information presented exists in computer-procese
ible form in the central or in the local store. .

Besides the displays, the user,. -the man at the desk, has a keyboard and a
device like a pencil or a pen (in the current technology. It is usually a "light pen"
or a stylus) with which he can write on the display surface andif he writes
very clearly, or perhaps if he .printsbe understood by the computer ; the com-
puter can tell where he *Ants and can make parts of thadisplayed image follow
the pointer..

This potentially very "powerful" and Convenient interaction between man
and computer stems from early work mainly at M.I.T. and the Lincoln Lahore-
tory. There are, in operation at a dozen or more places in:the country, several
systems for compnter-aided graphical design, descendants of /van Sutherland's
"SketchpacL" I hope that some of you have Seen Sketchpad or its descendants in
action,- either directly -or' in motion pictures:. They contain many of the images
that I'..Want you to ,have in mind- as I 'talk about the facilities a the on-line

At any rate,' with the aid ef systems .such as Sketchpad; you can sketch to the
comPuter, -and .it records and sharpens upl your -.sketch. and "understands": the
structure you have Conveyed to it:, ;, z. .

Besideethe-pen and display we .haveheen discussing,. there -is, in the idealized
console of 'my mental image,- also a keyboard, of course and.Perhaps some mode
or function-buttons 'and switches,,a headset or loudspeaker, and a-microphone.
The' Microphone is net for freeijnatural-language communication from the user
t& the Computer,..tnit for comments of a very simple sort in a, very Constrained .
language. 'When you draW' a ,lineInrough rsomething and say "erase," the cora-
Puter distinguisheathat 'froth your:drawing a line through the same thing and
saying "underline"that level of speech recognition.

BesideS the desk 'equipped with,thesadevices,' and of course a projector if you
work for Micro-images,' there.ia an -interaction language." I do not know.exactly
what forth theinteractionilinguage will take. _Calvin MOoers tells me that he
dOes : :andL-should. ask him tO tell:you 'about it. -However, I am here at the
microphone.andhe is not; and poisession is nine points of .the Jiw, So I shall state
the essential-characteristic of the interaction language by saying that it is natural
enough for the-user arid:formal enough for the computen -The part of the inter-
action /language thatflows from the' computee to- the man is quite 'different from
the, part that' flows from' the inan to the computer.. The language "spoken" by the
computer .irelargely.pre;Tecorded and' stored) in the computer's memoryin, which
case .it!is'essentially uncenstrained-English phis graphics.-L shall not take time to
go into th probleni ofgeneration of resPonses by:the computer.except to.say, that
such 6. capabilitY; based 'on advances in oomputationlinguistia, has-been demon-
stinted in primitive. forms and. Is by no means an -exclusive:feature. a- science.
fIctiOn...Indeedcomputers now "sPeak",recOrded sounds in Practical applications
and 'conipliter-synthesiied. sounds; in the laboratory, and one can count on audi-
tory..aS well as viauallpresentation. of the messages that- flow, from the computer
to the user.
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The more difficult and more interesting part of interaction language is the
part that flows from the user to the computer. This part must be easy for the
user to learn and to employ. It must not pose any implicit requirement that the
user be skilled in computer programming or knowledgeable about the internal
workings of computers, butsince programmability is a very basic and powerful
feature and since elementary programming will find its way into the lives of many
members of the on-line intellectual communitythe interaction language should
include, or provide a bridge to, or at the very least be compatible with, computer-
programming languages.

The man-computer part of the interaction language carries the user's expres-
sions of comMands, queries, and declarations. He uses it in calling fer the various
services afforded by the computer and in controlling and interacting with them.
Since his expressions are made partly through keys, buttons, and switches, partly
through stylus or light pen, and partly through speech, the interaction-language
subsystem must meld those diverse but correlated incoming signals into a unified
message stream. Thus interaction language is a large field, full of problems, some
of which are unsolved, some almost unformulated.

Finding the right structure for, end then 'achieving an effective implementation
of interaction language will require much work, but I am now assuming that
the effort will be successfulor, to put us hack into the future, tfrat it has been
successful. The next thing the user sees, beyond the console and the interaction
language, is the set of services that he calls and with which he interacts. Because
I want to move on to the library-document-information network aspect of the on-
line intellectual community, I stall notdiscuss the other services in any detail. I
shall merely name them'. Let me name the retrieial and -dissemination service
firsttlie essential basis af the aspect upon which I. wish to dwell-for it is, in
aLT opinten, the first and foremost 'of the services.' The second -Issimulation. The

siniifitation that '1 picture in iny -mind is different enough from conventional com-
puter-program" simulation=different 'particularly in making extensive use of
dynamic displaysthat I tun inelined to refer to it by 'another name "dynamic
modeling." The dynamic-modeling Service facilitates one's expression, one's
ferthulatien, of ideas, lets him develop' his: fciamulationa in a progressive way
that involVes trial and errorlets him play- his ideas back in graphic form and
study' them to find inipliCations and Consequences that otherwise would be
hnhlen

Although I Said' I would merelY name the services, I cannot resist saying a few
mere words 'about this' one. To' appreciate' the .potential, of dynamic modeling,
it. is' ainiost easential to see examPles a word . picture may convey some of
the force' ef the idea-Let Me gie back to Sntherland'a Sketchpad.- In one of Suther-
land'S deinenstrations, hcdreriv a bridgea siniple box.eitructure: He drew a sup-
port Under each end' of the bridge; a schematic Pillar :on' which the bridge then
rested: In the center, he drew'a weight; representing the load on the' bridge.' Then
he tyPed te'the coniputer the Vaineof the weight.:' TheComputer, already 'knew the
strengths Of the linear elements Of -which the bridge wita constructed: ( It had been
PrOgnammed tO'Werk'en the assumption that the croes=sectional areas werre pro-
portional to the' longtaisj 'Any event, 'the data' necessary to suppOrt Calculation
of the' 'behavior' of the-bridge were'ah'eady'in the'coinputer. The' disPlaYed Pic-
ture of the bridge therefore sagged. Then, at Sutherland's commend (pressing a
button ); the:Con-gaiter:superposed, upon each elenient the' 'compression or tension
te which it' Wes' .subjeeted- T-think yeti 'will agree that -you -do ,s not-have to' be
brilliant to destigua: -SirceeSsfurbridge-with the' aid of Such -.an ``assistant."

DYnainic Medelingin connection 'with' the design Of vehicles and- etructures is
so Premising' and 'attractive a 'field that many programs are' underl way and
manY eXAMPles, mere COMPlex and- sophisticated but' perhans not fundamentally
niore dramatic' than b.:b. one I just' described, are now ,available.- One 'involves a
ship'e hull; sketched' by; ]the 'designer at-, the console,- analysed and' re-expressed
in ternis 'of coefficients in a System., of ; equations by thel comPuter; and then clis-
plaYed froni Varying Points:of. view' under the Control of -the designer so that he
can asSeSS it, appreciate ,it; or modifYlit.'I have not seen .the following:with my
OW12, ekes; but I understand that the niedelled,ship hull'can be towed, through 'a
simulate& tow: tank, that the imPedance of th e water to the motion-, of the ship
can he measured, an& that 'the; designer:tan, through a -blend -of historY: and trial
and: error, progreasivelY 'improve;the',perforniance 7 of hi s dea ign.--:Other examples
are tonnd in autothohile design' an& in the"design of eleetrical circuits. .--.;

The third', Servke,ia:assistance, in' the generation 'and editing,.of text: .:It
facilitates gerieration,,. forreat controV editing-, and -tipdatingi -Nothing in the
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on-line intellectual community is ever retyped by human hands. After the
original typing, the record in the computer's store is modified_ When. clean copy
is required, the computer presents it.

The fourth service is arithmetical and logical assistance. Whenever the user
is working with data that are in the system, he can bring already prepared
programs to bear upon the data. Thus he can work "at arm's length"he neet1
not read every character of the information with which he works if he can define
explicitly the procedures that he wishes to apply or if he can specify them by
name or function and retrieve them from the library.

Further services includes: language processing (for example, analysis of text
to discover syntactic ambiguities), data-bank services (which will be increasingly
important, I believe, because more and more information is being collected and
recorded in forms that are amenable to arms-length processing), communication
among people with reference to stored information (a combination of telephone
and television, with a computer in the circuit), assistance in the preparation.
"debugging," and specialization of computer programs (specialization being
especially important because most of the programs available from the library are
written in very general forms, and it is often worthwhile to speed them up by
re-tailoring them for the application at hand), and computer-assisted instruction
(in a wide variety of subjects, including, of course, how to use the console and
the various services available through it).

The foregoing list of services is to some, no doubt, just a list of phrases in
some kind of a jargon. To others, or perhaps I should say particularly to me,
it is a listnot a complete list but a fairly complete listof the elements of
the intellectual processes in which scientists, engineers, administrators, managers.
lawyers, doctors, and several other groups of people engage. Perhaps the list
is less complete for humanists than for other members of university com-
munities, less complete for experimental scientists than for theoretical scientists.
In the latter case, I should have made it more complete by including assistance
in the conduct of experiments, which is a genuine application of on-line informa-
tion processing, currently the focus of considerable interest.

Let me turn, now, to the functions that lie within the realm of the library,
the document room, the information system, and the information network.

Having just now mentioned the, experimenter in the laboratory, I am inclined
to adopt a very broad approach to this part of the discussion and to note that
the whole process of acquiring, distilling, storing, retrieving, disseminating, and
using information is facilitated and integrated in the on-line intellectual com-
munity. As the research scientist conducts his experimental work through the
computer system, monitoring and guiding the probing of nature from his console,
he acquires clata in computer-processible form. He couples statistical analysis
closely , to the acquisition of data, sometimes using the results of one minute's
experimentation to determine what question to ask in the next. He may come
to a point at which data from the library, or from a data bank, should be com-
pared with data newly acquired through experimentation andsince both kinds
of data are accessible through his console, and not only accessible but also
processible with the aid of the same set of analytical programshe is likely
to join the laboratory and library ,parts of his work more closely together than
they are joined in our present-day ways of working.

Thetheoretical scientist works often with data and often with clocuments, but
his favorite approach involves the dynamic modeling programs to which I referred
in the discussion of, services: $ome of his models are simply computer-program
implementations of conventional mathematieal models. Most, however, involve
as much logic or decision making as mathematics, tuid most are too complex or
too nonlinear, to be treated in the same way as mathematical models that can
be represented in a few equations and solved with the aid of paper, and pencil.
In any event,. the, theoretician ,draws some of bis models from the library and
some from the onrline files of his colleagueswith their permission, of course.
Other, models he prepares with, the aid, of modeling and simulation languages.
(Even at the, present time, there is a profusion of such languages, and a few of
them are' operating within .multiple-access computer systems.) He explores the
several models that seem to him to be.competitors in the explanation of some
range, of Meta by setting tbem:into.operation upon datadata drawn from data
banks and fileswatching their behavior through graphical_displays, and meas-
uring their performance with the aid of ,vecielly clesigned programs that make
observations upon the models as they run and even conduct "experiments" with
the models as subjects. The work is often characterized by changes of direction.
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by modification of one or another of the models to test out a new idea, and by
consultation with colleagues during which two or more scientists, each one in
his own office, examine together instances of model behavior that one of them
considers to be particularly significant. -

When the experimenter or the theoretical worker is at a point at which he
wishes to prepare a report, he prepares his report at his console. He draws upon
data and models and partial representations of results that he has already
developed. He assembles those existing pieces and generates new material to
create a document. In some respects, the document is similar to the documents
with which we deal today, and in other respects it is quite different. In its pri-
mary form, it consists of computer-processible code and is stored in a secondary
memory of the information network. At any time, by any user authorized to have
access to it, it can be converted into hard copyink on paperand that is an
excellent and much-used form, even in the on-line community.

In order to suggest What I have in mind about the main difference between
a conventional document and a document in the on-line system, let me take just
one example : the concept of "figure." In a print-on-paper document, a figute Is
a fixed, static thing. It consists perhaps of curved lines against a coordinate
framework, or perhaps of diagrams, together with some alphanumeric informa-
tion. In the on-line network, however, a figure is likely to be dynamic. When
the reader interacts with it, pressing a selected button or touching the light pen
to a selected spot on the screen, parts of the figure move. If the figure contains
a sketch of a device, the device operates. If the figure contains summary
tistics, the over-all means break down into component means in response to a
query.

In the on-line community, publication will include the placing of data in data
banks and models in model collections as well as the placing of documents in
journals or libraries. Actually, I think, there will be a fusing of the several kinds
of repositories and a general integration of the over-all information system, but
in the present connection the important point is that, in the on-line network,
"publication" has a somewbat expanded meaning. I should mention, by all
means, that as much prestige is attached to the publication of highly regarded
and widely used computer programs as to the publication of anything else.
Before leaving publication, let me mention that footnotes and references are,
like figures, potentially active, dynamic data structures. Point at a reference in
the proper way, for example, and you will see an abstract on the article cited.

In the process of talking about documents, I moved into a discussion of pub-
lication before finishing what I had to say about the preparation of the report.
Preparation is facilitated, of course, by the package of programs for preparing
and editing text. The editing programs are used when the document is criticized
by colleagues, when it is reviewed by editors, whenif it is a review article or
handbookit is brought up-to-date. There is, indeed, a great lot of modifying
and editing, because the document is available to the "invisible colleges" of
which the author is a member as soon as the author is willing to permit access
to it.

Within the information network, there are several "levels" of publication. In-
asmuch as the document is created within the system, a document is published,
in a sense, as soon as it is given a tag that permits wide accessibility. In that
informally published state, the document accumulates comments, criticisms, and
appendages, put there by others who are interested in what it says. The public
files of each multiple-access computer system within the information network
are guarded by an editorial committee. Acceptance by that committee marks a
higher level of publication, one at which the bibliographic citations, the dynamic
footnotes, and the like are guaranteed to be in working order. Beyond that level
there is formal publication in journalsbut note, of course, that one form of the
journal will be that referred to earlier as the primary form, computer-processi-
We code stored within the network. The motivation for publishing in a journal
will be related to the desire for wide disseminationthe information network
does not yet extend all over the worldand also to the desire to have one's arti-
cle well catalogued, abstracted, and reviewed.

That phase of a. library's operation that is called "acquisition" is much dif-
ferent for a library associated with the information network than it is for a con-
ventional library of the present day. The computer-processible files of the library
are part of the network, and the computerprocessible files of the network are
part of the library. Data, documents, and models are therefore acquired essen-
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tially as they are generated, or at any rate as soon as they are tagged for access
outside the author's immediate circle. Working at consoles within the networkare professional cataloguers, indexers, abstracters, organizers, and convertersof format. Some of them organize the stores of computer-processible informationto facilitate retrieval and to etfect dissemination of sets of data, of models, andof documents. Others strive to extract information from the data forms justmentioned and to incorporate It into newer structures designed to support whatis sometimes called "information retrieval" in contradistinction to "documentretrieval." 1

The facilities of the Information network permit a much mere direct inter-action between the professional documentationalists and the generators andeditors of documents than is possible today. Very close interaction between
people with substantive interests and competence in the various fields of knowl-edge and specialists in the information sciences will be necessary if a trulyeffective organization of knowledgean organization both broad and deep andalso both coherent and correctis ever to be achieved. Perham I should sayagain that what I am descrihing is only a concept, for I should like to empha-size the basic importance of recorganizing and restructuring the bod7 ofknowledge. Almost surely, natural language is not the preferred form, andneither is natural language intermixed with expressions in one or anotherlanguage of mathematics or logic. Other ways of organizing and structuringinformation are being explored, and it seems likely that formalisms will bedeveloped that will facilitate distillation and crystallization of knowledge, thatwill permit more compact storage, that will be amendable to processing, andthat will be more expressive than the natural languages are. I realize that thedream is rather far from realization, but I think it is a realizable dream, anda very attractive one that will invite much effort during. the coming years.Now, the functions of announcement and dissemination. The online intellectual
community is an excellent testing ground for systems of selective informationdissemination. Needless to say, several' good systems have been tested, andthe best of them are in fairly widespread use within the netwerk. When auser sits down at his desk (console) in the morning, he finds a "message of theday." It is tailored to his special interests, which of course are known by thesystem. The message of the day tells hiin briefly what has happened within thenetwork that is likely , to affect him. The first part of the message concerns
changes in operating procedure and in the set of services available. The secondpart concerns acquisitions of information. The message is in a sense a com-bination of a news bulletin and ,an index. It contains "pointers" wMch, whenactivated hy a user, lead to additional information. With their aid, he canexplore in depth any items that prove to be of particular.interest. The announce-ment of library acquisitions and the disseminations of abstracts and documentsare coupled, as I have indicated; to the message of the day. At any time, however,
a -user can request to see the-announcements or to receive his "dissemination"
allotment, and many users prefer : this compromise between retrieval anddissemination to unsolicited dissemination.

The retrieval function is, in my opinion, absolutely funchunental. The tin-
guage through which-retrieval specifications are formulated is the intenaction
language, itself. It permits convenient expression of boolean queries and ques-tions in higher-order formal languages. If what the user specifies is a reasonable
prescription, the retrieval system sets to work to deliver the requested informa-tion, and it usually provides capid service. If the prescription is not reasonable,the retrieval' system enters negotiation with the user and helps him pin downhis description of what he wants through eonversational interaction. The infor-mation network extends into the array of national resources, and perhaps interna-tional, resources, discussed by Bill Knox. The picture I am trying to paint d1S-
slimes that Dill and his colleagues in the Office of Science and Technology andon the Oommittee on,.Scientifie and Technical Information h.ave been successful,that the national and international informational resources are well organizedand effective. In the interest of concreteness, however, Ishall use the present-day
names. of some of the agencies as I try to describe briefly the kinds of serviceavailable to a user at his console...

/t is unfortunate that "information" is need sometixnes in a generic sense to cover allforms and types and at other times has a lower-echelon heading, but so it is.
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Wile user interrogates the Science Information Exchange to find out who is
working, under government support, on a particular problem of immediate in-
terest to him. He interrogates National Referral Center to find out who holds
docmnentary information about the problem. The National Referral Center may
direct him to the appropriate Scientific and Technical information Evalu--.1tion
Center, and he may commtmicate through the network with an expert there
who may agree to work up a bibliography and a teetnical summaryprovided,
of course, that a governmental agency that supports one or the other of them, or
preferably both, will foot the bill. Getting down to brass tacksactual documents
and datathe user interrogates the Clearing House for Scientific and Technical
Information which starts immediately to fulfill his requests and bill him through
the network, but the user comes to just dn time and diverts his inquiry to the
Defense Documentation Center and the Information Facilities of the Atomic
Dnergy Commission and the National Aeronautical and Space Administration,
with which his institution has research contracts. Actually, hehind the facade
of agency names, there is (in this conceptual picture, (ut not yet in actuality)
just one large computer-hased information system, but it keeps books and re-
spects authorizations in such a way as to maintain the Illusion of departmental
organization_

Let me return to the topic of "question answering." I am not sure whether or
not I should include a question-answering service within my picture of the
information-network. Of course, I have not associated a definite date with the
picture, and I might therefore go ahead and include question-answering capa-
bilities with impunity, but the fact is that I am both greatly fascinated by the
problem and greatly impressed by its difficulty. Let me compromise by saying
that the information network will probably provide a limited question-answering
service. It will be based on ways of representing ti luite different
from those we use now.

A basic technique for question answering several years
agofirst, I believe, by Fisher Black, but also 1 oth .....e information
on the basis of which questions are to be answeit., pre kited in the language
of a predicate calculus. Information in such a form is processible by computer,
and the computer can, with the aid of appropriate programs, make deductive
inferences from the information. Questions are posed as tentative assertions
in the same formalism. In the case of yes-no questions, the computer determines
whether the question statement or its negative can be deduced from the informa-
tion base. If the assertion can be deduced,the answer is "yes." If the negative of
the assertion can be deduced, the answer is "no." If neither can de (leduced, the
answer is, "I don't know." Questions other. than yes-no questions involve vari-
ables. The procedure for answering those questions is more complicated, but in
fact the computer comes forth with lists of values corresponding to the variables
or with "I don't know."

Thus far, question-answering systems have encountered two difficulties. First,
it is very difficult to program a. computer to translate from. natural language into
the formalism of predicate calculus---very difficult even in instances in which the
translation is theoretically,possible. Second, it takes a fantastic amount of com-
puting to answer even very simple questions., ,

In one of his demonstrations, Fisher Black solveda problem called the "Airport
Problem," posed several years earlier by John McCarthy. Many of you know the
problem.,For any of, you who do not, know it, I.shall state-it simply in a rough
English approximation to, predicate calculus of the information base and of the
question

I am at home. My car in the garage. The garage is at what I call "my home." I
can walk from any place I call "at home" to any other place, I'call "at home.',' The
airport is in the same county:as my home. I can drive from any place in the county
to any, other place in the county. I.,want to.go to,the airport What do I do?

After spinning 1 its wheels for an embarrassingly long time, the computer
produced the answer : v.

,Walk to the garage. Drive to the airport
, Now, that performance is trivial, and yet it is very fundamental. It is funda-

mental:because the computer is not as greatly handicapped as a person would, be
if there is a large amount of irrelevant information lathe information base. The
Airport Problem is essentiallY the basic problem of logistics: With such and such
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resources, with such and such capabilities, and with such and such an intention,
can I succeed? If so, how? If not, why not?

Returning to the functions of the information network, I want to mention again
the function of communication among people with reference to, and in interaction
with, stored information. Present-day time-sharing systems are already providing
a glimpse of how that function will be employed and how important it will be.
Typically ones closest intellectual colleagues are not geographically his closest
associates. In science, technology, administration, and several other fields, they
are likely to be remote. Through information networkseven through tele-
processing in a system with a single central computergeographically distributed
colleagues can work together in interaction with stored informationindeed,
through dynamic interaction with models and dataand collaborate as effectively
as if they were in a face-to-face conference. I think that that statement is not a
severe exaggeration-

Earlier in this talk, I mentioned "arms length interaction" with information.
Let me now give a brief illustration. Suppose that the user is trying to determne
which, of all the harbors in the world, a particular vessel can enter and reach
a dock without running aground. To answer that question, he has to do a con-
siderable amount of calculation. The calculation must take into account the
shape and depth of the vessel and naso data about the conformations of the bottoms
of harbors. If one thinks of emecuting this task with pencil and paper, he must
solve, first, a subordinate problem: how many clerks will it require to carry
through the calculation in the time available. Working at a console in the in-
formation network, however, one can think and experiment until he figures out
how to solve the problem for the given vessel and one harbor, and then he can
if he likessimulate the passage of the vessel through the harbor to the dock
so that he can discover any visible flaws in the method. And then he can com-
mand the computer to apply the same procedure to the data for all the other
harbors in the data base.

Note that the "data base" is an esse ial part of the facility for solving this
problem. Note, also, that it would not very helpful to have the data base if
all you could get from it were a printout of all the 'data. The essential thing is
to connect the several required semi ; together to integrate them into a uni-
fied or coherent system. With such a system, one can solve his problems without
having to take in through his eyes and process with his brain every element of in-
formational detail that is required in the solution_ The need for such a facility,
for-such a system, recurs over and over again in business, in military, and in aca-
demic thinking.

Now, time flies. There are many more functions, but perhaps I have said enough
to suggest to you the nature of the over-all picture. In that picture, if you project
yourself into it ,. you'are working at your desk (console) with information that
you select, and the processing of which you control, through an interaction lan-
guage: The information'is stored in a system of memories associated with a net-
work of computers, communication links, and display and. controYdevices. Your
purpose in interacting With the information is to solve a problem, to come to a
decision, to.explore- an idea; to formulate a question; or something of that gen-
eral nature. Presumably, you are expert at defining your purpose, pointing to
your goal, dreaMing uri a plansible hypothesis, and :belling whether, in the course
of your effort, you-are-on a promiSing track or not Almost surely you are not
very good at carrying through the 'detailed clerical 'operations that are involved.
-The computere of the network are verY good af that, however, and their short
suits are your long ones. You and the computer network Complement each other
neatly and, Working together 'in close interaction, you accomplish your purposes
with efficiencY and 'dispatch.

That ia at'least roughly, the:concept. I have been careful not to advertise it as
a goal near af hand, as a thing achievable in the near future. Perhaps I may say,
however, that it is amazing to me -how many of the elements of the concept are
demonstrable now. Insofar as technological capabilities are limiting, I have the
feeling that the concept is closer to realization than : '. well, I guess mulch of
science fictiOn is getting fairly close to realization these days . . . ancLiabould
turn from this line of thought to my final endeavor, which is to set forth a few
statements .tbat I consider to be principles that are relevant to informarthm net-
works and to--t2te coneept of the on-line intellectual community:
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The first principle deals with interaction, with the direct "on-lineness" of
man-computer interaction. The principle is that it is truly essential to receive
service "within the thought cycle." That is to say, it is important not only to get
what you ask for but to get it while you are still thinking about the problem
and not tomorrow or the next day. I think I have told some of you about mY
interaction with a hunter on an airplane a couple of weeks ago. It just happens
that, as I was on my way to make a talk about information retrieval, I sat down
next to a man who was an avid huntsman and who owned a retriever. He was
vehement on his main point : It does not help much for the dog to go to the bird
unless the dog brings the bird back at once to you. Immediate delivery of the
product is the essence of retrieval. Now, I am not sure why immedia cy is so im-
portant in hunting, but I think I know why it is important in !onstructive
thinking. Constructive thinking can be analyzed into two elements-1,wo elements
that figured in the discussion only a minute or two ago. Man is Tery good in
handling one of the elements. He is very good at gaide lines, at formulation, at
creating hypotheses, at playing it by ear, setting goals, and at evaluating success
in meeting them. In the jargon, these functions are called "heuristic." But man
is, as now appears evident to almost everyone a very poorthat is, slow and in-
accurate executor of predesigned, pre-prepared procedures. This function is some-
times called "algorithmic." The great success of computers in science and
industry has been based mainly on the fact that they are extremely fast and
accurate in following prepared procedures, in executing algorithms.

Most constructive thought involves a playing, back and forth, between the
heuristic and the algorithmic functions. The interplay, cannot be effective if the
"turn-around time" is a day or even an hour. The algorithmic response should
arrive within seconds. Indeed it is sometimes frustrating if it takes even
seconds.

The second principle I need only mention here, for I have already dwelled
upon it at some length. It is the principle of processing information at arms
ler b. Perhaps I may give one more argument for its importance. People read
I slowly. If we define a sub-field in such a way as to divide the over all field

and technology into about a thousand partsof which a typical one
mig be, for example, oceanographythen a man reading the literature of a

td as though it were a novel, eight hours a day, would finish reading the
literature on which he started at a time when the literature had just doubled.
It would take him about ten years to read what there was when he started. When
he finished, there would be another ten years worth to start on. After that, of
course, he would be in an even worse-situation, but we do. not have to go.into
that to see that a man cannot read everything that is relevant to his work. We
have to develop ways of processing more of the information we use in intellec-
tual work, ways that are at least roughly comparable to those used by business
firms in handling their payrolls and inventories. This may not be a wholly at-
tractive thought, but I think it is a crucial one. ,We need to progress from the
intimate connection that a laborer 'has with his material to the arms-length
connection that an executive has with his.

The third principle, ,which ia I think, the most important one, has to do with
cooneration among peopla ,Most large tasks are too large for one inan. When
several or many men are required to accomplish a goal, it is essential to or-
ganize the effort in such -a way as to make the individual contributions fit to-
gether Unfortunately, it seems to be even more difficult to achieve coherent:and
cooperative interaction in intellectual work ;than it is in clerical and physical
labor. There is, however, at ,least a reasonable hoPe that on-line information
networkswall facilitate cooperative interaction in intellectual endeavors-

In the netwersities and research organizations that, have been accummlating
the initial_ f=perience with on-line .-:aultiple-access systems most of ,the effort
and most do/ the interest have beete.Vocused upon the problem of improving the
effectivenew ,of individual users. It-iis now quite evident that close interaction
with a wel.rarogrammed computer (mm do great things for the thinking of the
individuaL 'rowever, as more andanore people have ,becoute participants n on-
line information processing, it has slowly dawned upon observers that the_facili-
tory effect -may be even greater fo=group tbinidng, for the intellectual process
of the community, than for the individual members considered one at a time. It
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is beginning to appear, indeed, that multiple access to an interactive informa-
tion-processing system is a precondition for coherent intellectual work involving
several or many people. In rough analogy, a multiple-access computer system
provides a nervous system for a local community and a network of such sys-
tems provides a nervous system for a geographically distributed community.

There are two main reasons, I think, why the social implications of multiple-
access computers and information nets are starting to become evident only after
two or three years of experience with time-shared computers. The first is simply
that arrangements for individual access were made before arrangements for
access by pairs or teams of people, and that there had been, as yet, very little
experience with true information networks. The other reason is that most of the
"software base," the collection of programs and data available to users, is gen-
erated by users in the course of their day-to-day work. Only after ta. fairly long
period of operation does a multiple-access computer system present to its users a
comprehensive set of intellectual tools.

It is interesting to me to project this idea of development through use into the
field of documentation. At the present time, most cataloguing, indexing, and ab-
stracting is done by professional documentalists who understand thoroughly what
it takes to make a good catalog, a good index, and a good abstract However, few
documentalists are deeply immersed in generating the literature of physics or
sociology or marine engineering

There is always the problem, therefore, of injecting into the bibliographic
apparatus the necessary deep understanding of technical substance. Obviously,
the problem can be solved only through close interaction between substantive
competence and competence in documentation and information science. Ideally,
that interaction would take place in the brain of one individual, who would un-
derstand both fields thoroughly. But it is unrealistic to try to solve the whole
problem with that approach. On-line information networks introduce the possibil-
ity of achievin g. very close interaction between the substantive scientist OT en-
gineer and the documentation expert; As suggested earlier, the interaction can
take place during the actual preparation of a ;report 'and continue on through
am process of editing, publishing, and incorporation into the body of knowledge.
The interaction does not have to be Mainly a matter of conversation; it does not
have to waste much time of either party.s Most a the contributions of each party
can be developed independently. The crucial things made possible through on-line
interaetion are the occasional brief diacussions in, the:interest of clarification of
specific queStions and the jOint werk Sessions in which the independent con-
tributions are fused together to produce the final documentation.

Perhaps I should mention explicitly that. the Work of cataloguing, indexing,
and abstracting will be greatly facilitated by -preliminary, *Ork done by pro-
grams operatingroutinely within' the system-These will check citation& produce
indexes and abstracts,,and so On, for the author and docurnentalist to use as raw
material& In; addition,' I shoidd mention explicitly that hriportant contributions
tO the apparatus of bibliographic cOntrol.will' accumulate .as.by-Products of use
of the system. 'Users will make comment&- and f(after editorial acceptance and
authorization) 'some of the'domments'*111 beaPpendecrto published item& Simply
by retrieving and using data or models or decument& PeopleWill 'generate "trails"
through the information inis& These trails will bring about, at long last, a realiia-
tion of ItanneVar Bush's 'SIEMER." Proprietary, Users maY choOse to erase their
trails, but academic user&will probably be Willing to offertheni as a contribution
to 'the public domain: Perhaps an engineer Will find:himself thinking, "I want to
see *hat so-and-se haa been doing, He has been tUrning out better ideas this
last year than I hav&

Now,, in conclusion, instead of telling a few jokes, as I ha& intended to do, I
,lhould like to touCh again-upon a few of the 'points that I 'have mentioned or
Iscussed,- to readtiVate a few of -the imageS, in your 'minds:
As I indicated,' dynamic` modeling seems' extremely promising, to m& It seems
introdnee a lvhOle new' diinetution -tato the process of thinking. It promises to

let you see the implicatioria and camsegttencea of your ideas--indeed, to let you see
whether you have yet formulated a complete idea, capable of "running". in the
computer and displaying its behatior by you.

"Pointers" in the text seem to Me to have a different level of imPortance.
It is merely a matter of convenience, and not in and of itself a breakthrough,
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to be able to explore nn idea further, in a selected direction, by touching the
appropriate one of several buttons or several patches of light on a display.
On the other hand, I think that a sufficiently large set of mere conveniences
can constitute a major factor in the intellectual process, and I am choosing
pointers in the text as a representative of a set of conveniences, which I should
like to see developed and polished and made available for widespread use. The
other day I spent all morning, and had to work on through the lunch hour, on
a list of fifteen references for a paper that was overdue and absolutely had
to be put into the mail. Actually, I had to drop three of them becanse I could
not get my hands on the complete citations. (I had read the articles, but I
had not taken good notes.) How helpful it would have been to me then to have
a console in an information network, to point to a citation in a bibliography
and see, immediately, the list of references in the article cited, and then to
point to one of those and see the article itself. With such an arrangement, it
would not :have been so hard to find the final page number of an article for
which I had all the other bibliographic information.

"Passage retrieval" is a compromise between document retrieval and. question-
answering. It is essentially impossible to describe the contents of a book with
three or four index terms or even with a dozen descriptor& With no more
sophiaticated apparatus, however, it is possible to describe the contents of a
short passage, a paragraph for example, fairly well. A straightforward pass
for progress in the information-retrieVal sub-system, therefore, is to Progress
from document retrieval to passage retrieval.

Question answering seems so desirable to me that I do not want to let my
mention of passage retrieval divert attention from the idea of question-answering
systems. I think that research on such systems will lead to new ways of struc-
turing and organizing information and perhaps also to a desirable formaliza-
tionincreasing its expressive power without decreasing its convenienceof
language for science and technology.

Pour of the problems that stand in the Way of realization pf the on-line
intellectual cOmmunity are 1) getting text into computer-processible form,
2) providing wide-band switchable communication channels, 3) providing eco-
nomical yet adequate graphical displays and, 4) developing a good interaction
languag& . ' .

The best way to get- text into computer-processible form Is to generate it in
that form-and keep it in that form: There is no technical obstacle in the way of
doing that right 'now. To convert from print on paper to computer-processible
form requires either a human agency or automatic',"character readers" or "page
reader&" Human capabilities are not well matched to the task. Automatic con-
verters are available for limited applications and under development for general
applicatlon

At the present tiine, wide-band. sWitchable "conamunication channels are not
widely available through:common 'carriers, and the available '(narrower band
or non-switchable) channels place:Undesirable restrictions upon the, flexibility
and capability Of information network& It 'seems- desirable to set up; in an
experimental -way and at an earl* flat& a pilot network with wide-band switch-

Whereas coMputer nutpnt, Used- to be mainlY.-in the forna of` ``printoute
sometimes high pileaotpapericovered with numbersJ and capital letterscom-
paters are-now generating, in increasing numbers;, graphs, diagrams, and
aiicture& 'To produce a dynamic,graPhical disPlay require&' at ' the.Present tithe,
a considerable arainint of Comrinting and a-Conaiderable: amount Of data trans-
mission. It seemavery Important to make dynamic_ display 'simple, rugged con-
venient, and affordableto place it On the desks of -many people. An impressive
effort is underwayto achieve that goal.

And:finally, interactionlangnage:, as I indicated Calvin 31doers asks he thinks
he has that problem licked.'I hope he has: As I 'see it, the essential problem is
to find a formalizable subset, of natural language that will seem natural to
people, be easy to useeasy to stay. 'within the limits ofand capable of sub-
summingbeing translated intomost of the special-purpose languages that are
intrinsic to time-sharing supervisory programs, problem-oriented compilers, and
the Various service packages that I have discussed,

Thank you -very much.
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ON-LINE MAN-COMPUTER COMMUNICATION

J. C. IL Lic Older and Welden E. Clark

Summary

On-line man-computer communication
requires Much development before men and
computers can work together effectively
in formulative thinking and intuitive
problem solving. Thin paper examines
some of the directions in which advances
can be made and describes on-going
programs that seek to improve man-
machine interaction in teaching and
learning, in planning and design, and
in visualizing the internal processes
of computers. The paper concludes with
a brief discussion of basic problems
involved in improving man-computer com-
munication.

Introduction '

On-line communication between men
-,:;and computers has been greatly impeded,
'during the Whole of the short active
history of digital computing, by the
economic factor.% LargeAscale computere
haVe beeh so exPensive that in
business, industrial,. andUniversity
'applications -- there has been great
%pressure MC take full advantage of
their speed. 'Since men think slowly,
that pressure hds tended to preclUde
extensiVe on-lineinteraction'between -

men and large-scale computers: Inex-.
pensive computers;:on,the other hand,
have beeUseverely lielted in input..
output facilities. :Sonsequently, the
main channea oftwIline man-computer,
Interaction, in the world of commerce
end ln the universities,, Mas:been the
eaectrietypeyiriter.

In critical Military systemsmuch
es SAGE, the-dconomic' fartonAlasbeen
lesexestrictiVe and the meedjor man-
compbter interaetion greater or more
evident. YHMwever,-the SAIDESketem,
the plOheemaMong-comPuterided'mlaltary
systems,le'"cOmputercentered' -- less
mo in operatlonthanAn:InitialAbelgn,
"but stilLulearly:COmputer-centereds--
and that'faat hashadetrOnginflUence
mpon'eah-computer:interictiOniUM111.
Mary contexes.-,-Theohmputersand;:their
programe-hametended lb dominate
control the patterns wpf activity. The
scope for human inittativehas not been
great."- Men haVe been assigned tiske
that prOved ditficul* lo"automate more
oftenYthan tasks at which theyure par-

OS-
ticularly adept.

por the kind of on-line man-
computer interaction required in computer-
centered military systems, a console
featuring a Charactron display tube, a
"light gun," and arrays of display
lights and push buttons proved effective.
At one time, about faux years ago, at
least 13 different companies were manu-
facturing such consoles -- different in
minor respects but all alike in basic
concept. Until recentay, therefore; on-
line man-computer communication could
be summed up in the phmase: electric
typewriters and SAGE connoles.

Increasing Need for Nan-Computer
Symbiosis

During the last year or two, three
trends.that bear upon on-line man-
computer interaction havebecOme clear.
First; the:coat of Computation is Se-
creasingf it is fib'longer wholly un-
economic:for aMan to think'in real'

, time with,a'medium-scale computer.
Second, time-sharing schemes are begin-
ning to appear in hardware fore; the
economic Obstacle fades as the cost of
a tOmPuter is divided among several or

-Many lidera. Third, more-and more people
are sensing the importanoe of tee kinds
of thinking and problem dolving that a
trtly:Aymbictic man.:Computer partnership
might accomplishl

1. miaitary officers aremager to
regain the initiative and flexibility
oroommand:they teel they:lent to the
computenein'comptcber-centermatmmommand
anthem-m=1 systeme4.but they,went'to
retaluTthe storagewand procemmtmg
serviceaMf:the computers..

. 2. Al few matUdamaticiums,are
finding-vmmpeters-verylhelpTuaAn ex-
ploratomy nnatheinatical, think:lag.

;1,1orkinglioSely wittxpowerfnl computers
and:Vag:din ,diaplaya, they:-ame able tb
'see at-mamethe commequehmes Of experi-
mehtal:mmetatione.Itm besiccaneumptiOns
and iniTtise_formulattonof complex ex-.
!pressiona.

iseVerai pesons reapsAble
forthe-peogrameing cfccmputernized
systemumme:beginning tolcelteve that
the only7way to develop majorprograms
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rapidly enough to meet hardware time
scales is to substitute, for the large
crews of programmers, coders, and
clerks, small teams of men with sophisti-
cated coMputer assistance -- small teams
programming "at the console." With
statement-by-statement compiling'and
testing and with-computer-aided book-
keeping and program integration, a few
very tal-mted men may be able to handle
in weeks programming tasks that Ordi-
narily require many people and many
months.

4. In war gemirg and even to-some
extent in management gaming, there is a
growing feeling that the value of exer-
cises will increase greatly if the pace
can be speeded. On-line interaction
between the ;jesters and computers is
required to speed the pace.

5. In the planning.and:design of
systems of many kinds, digital simulation
is recognized as a valuable technique,
even though the preparation and exe-
cution of a simulation program may take',
weeks or months. There is now a growing
interest in-bringing the technique under
direct and'immediatecontrol of plenners
and designers -- in achieving the
availability and reaponsiveness of-a
desk calculator without loping the.
power and scope of the computer.

6. rnthe field:of educatiOn,
some of:the .far.,rmaching possibilities
inherentin ameld-of-"prograMmed1n-
structioe andAigital'computers have
become eVident-to-many.

7. The:complexeqoipment used in
exploratory research, now in saientific:'
laboratories and perhapm shortly in-..
space, requires ovenall guidande by
scientiats but', St the-same:time, de-
taileticcontrotb,roostPuters:'.Severattl
.groupsuarecurrentinterested in.' .

"semi-automaLie laboratories,":
-.....

The foregoineconsiderations
Suggest thetman.compUter'dOmMUnicatiOn,-
mill 'be:anactive" iteld'dUring'thenext:
few years,inCthat-efforte.to facilitate
producttveinteraCtIon tetween:Menand
computers':SillzeCetwevide':aPprediation.

Min-Computer Complementatton

/he fUnaamentaleim.:1O:deeigning a
man-,cOmputer symbiosis itcite explOit-'
the cOmplementetion that-exiSts betseen
human capabilities, and presenfrpOlaputer
capabilitie8::

a. 1U Select goals and criteria
human;

b. To formulate questions and
hypotheses -- human;

c. To select approaches -- human;

d. TO detect relevance -- human;

e. To recognize patterns and
objects -- human;

f. TO handle unforseen and low-
probability exigencies -- human;

g. To store large quantities of
information -- human and computer; with.
high precision -- computer;

h. TO retrieve information rapid-
ly -- huMan and computer; with high
precision -- computer;

1. TO calculate rapidly and accu-
rately computer;

J. TO build Up progressively a
repertoire of procedures without suffer-
ing loss due to interference or lack of
use -- computer.

It seemsito us that the functions
' listed,,a through j, are the essential
ingredients of creative, intellectual

Mn'InOst such work, the-7 '

strung together It. ample temporal
Sequence, but tmtimately interrelated,
often operating eimultaneously with much
reciprocal interaction: For that reason,
the conventiOnelcOmicuter-Oenter Mode
of operation, patterned after that of
the neighborhood:Airy cleaner ("in by
ten, taxa by five"),:is inadequate:for
creattme man-computer thinking; a tight,
on-line coupling between hUman brains
and elmstronic. computers is required.
NreAMOWt-. amalgamate the:predoMinately
hUmalvoapabilittes and the:Tredominately
computer-caPabil1tiesto create an
integrated-sYsteit:for,goiloriented,
-cin-lime-inVentive,infOrnatiOn processing.

L11 esseciating capabilities a
'throng:1 f primarily with humant:beihgs
4endompabllities; g'.thrOughA primarily
lath compnters.-we'are'Of Course dé-
oribing:the4reeent-stateof aff,1re,. '

the technologyln'whiChwenow-our.t
work,.:nild'hot,*sserting:anyessentil
tiblecontinnitY,Icetoieentnedomainsi:Of
lnsmap-anii'macnine'infOrnetiOn.prOcos-
laming; 'Illere':.18-,alwe3iP:tnetOssibility-
-=lat human COmpetence'ing through 'j
sman'be,:significantlyjnareased, and it
fs almoat,certain'that machine '
coMpetence in a through-f,will-develop
mapidly during the next decades. At
present,'hoSever, we2.think that'man,and
computer complement each other; and:that

28+
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the intellectual power of an effective
man-computer symbiosis will far exceed
that of either component alone.

Steps Toward Man-Computer Symbiosis

To bring men and computers together
in tight synergic interaction, we must
make advances in several contributory
fields. Among the most important appear
to be: time sharing and other possible
solutions to the economic problem;
memory and processor organization for
contingent retrieval of informationand
programming of procedures; programming
ahd control languages; and on-line
input-out equipment, including integrated
displays and oontrols. The groups with
which we are assooiated have been working
in those areas. It is disappointing to
find that the areas appear to grow more
rapidly than we can explore,-them and to
realize how trivial are our accomplish-
ments relative to the requirements.'
However, we are begibning to have some
tangible results, and it may be worth-
while to illustrate briefly the follow-
ing three:

1. A system for computeraided
teaching and computer-facilitated study.

2. A map-computer aye:tem:for use
in the planning an&design phanes of
arohitedtural and,cOnstructiobal problem.

3. :Twoiorograms that disOaay as-
pecte of the internal processeabf a
computer during exeoutiOn:bt prograts.

ComputerLAided TeeChing and Learning

,.EXplOeatibn of Ways ini*hich a
computerean:facilitate beadle:mg and .

learning,raises:seVeral-,9roblems inman-
computer. ffeetive
teacher,student.relations,:inVOlve nearly
continuous itterchangeor;informationi:
and.,anythingAthahinterferea,with.the,
comtunicationLis likely to'impair
effectiveness.,,,

Thd,IMPertanee,,of rapid,,,convenient.
stunent..teacher,:coMmuniCatiOnhas,
demonStrateditereifite:dlearlyHin.
experiMent8withj,a1m014automated, ,

languago,vodabulark,teachingyeYstem
One verSiOn,Of,ZtheayeteM.:;:lbtorl,'Arsea

compUter'..tYPewriterais-A66776076hi-:,..,
cation,,link,,hetWeen,thecstUdentandthe;
machineeCheiexaminafiret:the.
prooedure'beidflr.andthein'theA*Oblet
of hkOeWriter;betmUnicatiOn.between
student and;:tieMpUter..1 -7

-The tipeedript of the sample german-
Englien.leseon,,,shown 1, :

illustrates the procedure. In a session
with Tutor 1, the student initiates
activr0;777-typing "O." The computer
then asks him whether or not the student
wants detailed instructions. The
student replies by typing "s" for "No,
start the lesson." The computer selects
a German word at random and presents it.
The student then types an English word
that he thinks is equivalent in meaning
and terminates his response by hitting
the "centered-dot" key. If the response
is acceOtable to the computer, the com-
puter types "+" for "correct." (Brevity
is crucial.) If it wants another
English equivalent, the computer then
types the German word again. If it does
not want another English equivalent, it
types the item score and the cumulative
score to date and offers a comment on
the student's performance. When the
student misses a word, the computer
types "-" for "incorrect" and "ta" for
"Do yoU want to try rig.:An?" If the
student replies "y" Do, 'yes," the com-
puter precents the d Germen word
again. If the studenI. repliez "n" for
"no," the computer types an English
equivalent and requires the student to
copy it. And so forth, as iIluatrated.

The first thing we Ibuntout about
U btor 1 was that students (children and
adults) who type well like to 'use it,
whereas students who do not hype well
may be attracted at first but soon tire
of the lesson. During the development
of the program, several variations were
tried out. Those that speeded the pace
of presentation or streamlined the
procedure of response were the most
successful. A version that eliminated
the.requireMent that the etudent type
the responerr-,:that:allowedbim'to
respond vrically.br"?subVocially,and then
trusted him-to acore'bisanamer -, was
greatlY preferrect.by_studente_whO typed
only fairly well:or_poorly; good typists'
liked "type-the,anewer":.versiOns better.
With one type-the-answer program; de-
signed to,:avoid all possible:inter-,
optione,studente Who typewell sat for
tWob. threebeursat;A:time, industri
ously,adding,neW German,,Frendhor
Matin Words:to .their%Vocabularies,
cocisionalli:checkieg their,dumulative
scored, but neirer asking for criffee
breaks.

Twenty years from now, some form
of keyboard 'operation wilI:doubtless be
taught, in kindergarten, end,forty,years
f om'nowAceyboards,may. be as, universal
as-pencils, but at Tresent good typiAts
are few. Some other symbolic input
channel than the typewriter is. greatly
needed.

it
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We make some use of the light pen
and "light buttons" associated with
multiple-choice questions and answers
displayed on the oscilloscope. When the
alternative courses of action can be
laid out in a tree-like branching
structure, it is convenient to let the
computer ask a multiple-choice question
via the oscilloscope display and to
arrange the program im such a way that
touching the light pen to the button
associated with particular response
brings forth a subordinate question
appropriate to that response. With
four familiar alternatives, the operator
can make a selection every decond or
two (i.e., select at a rate of 1 or 2
bits per second), which is adequate for
some purposes, thourh not truly
competitive with t ftig Or expert
typing (up to 20 az:I ,O, respectivy,
bits per second in "ons in U-hich
the pace is not by judgmental
processes).

In computer-aided teaching, the
restriction to a small eneemble of
multiple-choice responsem sometimes
precludes truly convenient, natural
communication, and it leads into
controversy with those who think that
the "constructed response" methods are
inherentlY. superior. In Our work.thus
far, it appears that the differenee In
effectiveness between constructed-.
response..and.multiple-:choiCe.procedures
ia small CoMpared mitts the difference
between a convenient,:faet responee
mode and an'ingonvenient, slow one.:
Convenieece'and speed influence markddly
the student,s,enyoysent of his inter-
action with the computer and the lessmm.
The =Bt.:Important subgoal, we beliewe
is to seximize.the emount of enjoyment,
eatisfeetion,and reinfOrisement the
student derives from the:Aeterection.
And good etudent-teaCher commualicatimn.
appeare to.be:absoluteIveasential to

.doOd,Men-computet oomMunicatien ls
importaht ,s'yetems ITS'. Which
the-.compater.aerves'to facilitateN'
learningHwithout taking theAnitiatiwe
chardoteriatia-ofMOst huMan:teadhOrs-.%
We are, Woilcing:'.on

tudag'ire::11te=in'Of
Eigattonttters.-igalm

tte relatiOns betiden',the.symbolicand.
g.'aPhical.,forms of. Mathematical

,

The program dieplays,-.'for
thagrapkof.a.parabolasee,Figntl
*hd.below the graph;it.displayathe

y a(x-b)2 + c . (1)

Associated with each of the parameters,
a, b, and c is a potentiometer that
ZenTrols eW; value of the parameter.
The student can vary the parameter
values at will and see, directly and
immediately, the correspondence between
the configuration of those values and
the-Shape of the parabola. We are in
the process of substituting, for the
potentiometers, "light scales" with
pointerd operated bY the light pen and
of displaying numerical coefficients
instead of letter parameters on the
oscilloscope. ,Even in the.present crude
form, however, the system is an
effective aid. It preeente the linkage
between the symbolic and the graphical
representation in a dynamic way. It
lets the-student explore many more
configurationsthan he could explore if
he had to plot graphs on paper. And
it lets him see !renewers" whije he is
still thinking. about "questions" --
something We think may be very important
in learning. .

We plan, of course, to have the
graph Equation nystem operate
ynamicalay in the other direction,

also. The student will draw a rough
parabola. The computer will fit an
accurate parabola to the rough one and
display the acCurete one. At-the same
time; the-cOMputer Will calculate and
isplay the coefficients; -The
:completed system, We hope,, will provide
the student'with a flexible, responsive
mtudy tool. It Will not have much
kmaCtical Value as long as it ie
etrioted to parebolas,..of course, but
Mt shou1d be possOle, with' ar faster
=whine, to'handle rourier'trensfOrmg,
mommblution'integrale

Often thelAstudenti'must.,manipulate-
cabaracters 'nf text with referenceto

ctorialor,,,graphical-iinformation'. We
Leave been:abie-to,handle some ofr,these
atsnotions:but..stilllackawintegrated
Imystem-for Communicationof interrelated
AFmbolicenthpiettirial:infOrmatiorl-,be-
tweetethwetudent:inCthe,computer

A'he.Worken-Asompeter,eided,teaching ,

_and4earningia4suPPortedhy-the:United
States:AirPtoroeUnder Contract .

AP33(616)0152.-And-is:,MOnitored,b5,the
Twaininfc.foYeholPgYAWanch, ,BehaVioral-
Soienges,Divisioni:Aernepace:Medical-,,,
ReSearch,LaboratorY,'Aeronatiticel,:
Systems Diviision, Air IsOrce ?Systems: -;
Command.



Computer-Aided Planning and Deoign

In otarting to explore the field of
computer-aided planning and deoign of
oyotems, we have focuoed on hooPitals.
Hospital:: pose very intereoting and
difficult -- and we believe to a large
extent typical -- oyotem problems be-
cause the relative importance of the
variouo planning factors varieo from one
local context to another, becatme so
many kindo of interest and experience
are relevant and eager to make them-
oelves felt, and becatme tangibles and
intangibles are oo intimately inter-
related. One of the main aims in setting
up a computer system to facilitate
hospital planning is therefore to
Provide a means through which general
guide line:: and local constraints can
interact. Another io to permit several
peroono with various background:: and
intereoto to look at tentative plans
from their own differing point:: of view
and to manipulate and tranoform the plane
during the course of their diecuosion.
P. third (oince the intangible factor::
muot ultimately be converted into
tangible, physical form) is to aive the
planner:: a way of oketching out their
ouggeotiono and then relating-them,
quickly and conveniently, to all the
other cormiderations that have been
introduced.

Coplanner, a compUter-oriented plan-
ning oystem with which we have been
working, le eooentially:

1. The PDP-1 computer with type-
writer, oocilloocope, light gun, and
magnetic-tape unit.

. .

2. An enoemble of empirical data
deocribing the commerce (comMunication
of information,-tranoportatimn of ob-
ject:3, and Movement of peroohnel) thit
goes on in typical-hoopitalo.

3. An-ensemble'or.prograinwfor
accepting, storing,,:retrieving,:proces-
sing and dioplaying'information. "'

In our WoriCthwrfar with Coplanneri
we have:.experimentedwith hypothetical
hoopital oituationoi uoing-two or three
members of eur own group and an outoide
expert or tin: as7the planning tetim.HIn
preparation Pair ateam'plannineseanion,
we loacrinto-cord'tneTprograMw Moot'. ,

likely:.tóbewantecl:firot and'make.ready
the tapea'cOntainingthe rest'of'''the
progranni,theenomnble"-OfeinpirIcal"data,
and the material-generate:Yin previnnie
planning-wtooions.

The members of the planning team
then oit before the oocilloscope. -They
start to discuoo, for example, a hoopital
that io expanding its plant and muot
relocate and enlarge ito X-Ray Depart-
ment. They come to the question: Where
should the X-Ray Department be located,
relative to the other departments and
facilitieo, in order to minimize the
coot of ito interdepartmental commerce?

One of the member:: of the team re-
trieves, through the computer, a record
of previouo analyses that provides data
on the major component:: of X-Ray commerce:

a. tranoport of patients,

b. tripe by doctor:: and internee
to oupervioe xtray examinations, to otudy
x-ray filme, and to consult with
permonnel of the X-Ray Department,

c. communication not involving
movement of personnel, and

d. routine peroonnel activities
ouch ao entering or leaving duty otztiono
and taking meal:: and breako.

In reorionse to typewriter conmmnds,
the computer then prepare:: and display::
oeveral graph:: to,eummarize the quanti-
tative commerce data. The graph:: are
mainly diotribution graph:: and histo-
gram. Since they refer to hospital:: of
the same type and size, but not to
precioely the one being planned, intui-
tive judgment Bugger:to modifications to
take.into aecoUnt variouo features of
the local Context: MeMberm of the team
make the adjuetmento in the proceoo of
diocuosion. 'All they have to do to in-
area:ie.:the height of a bar in a hioto -
gram io to touch the top of the bar with
the light-pen and lift it'to the desired

rUsuallY there Will be discusoion
of the Change and several oucceosive'
adjuetments of the graph.' If the graph
le a frequency histogram, raising one
bar automatically lowers'the.others.
Effortehave been made to create a'
tevorable,00ntext for exercise of the
plennerof intuitive' judgment. Provision
io.'madefor labeling,'filing; and later
proceoding..alternative quantitative
ounmiarieo if the planner:: do not agree
fully-on a_ single summary, ,

Figure 3 ahowa two graphs of the
type developed in thio phaoe of the
planning discussion.

The planner:: of Couroe have several
different idea:: concerning the new layout
of the hospital. .To make theoe ideaB
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concrete, they display prepared floor
plans -- a separate plan for each floor
of'each version -- or sketch them
directly on the screen of the oscillo-
scope using the light pen as a stylus.
Sketching is facilitated by the computer,
which posts a background outline plan
having the proper dimensions and showing
exlsting structures that cannot readily
be altered. /n its "straight-line" mode,
the computer plots straight lines even
if the sketcherle lines are wavy, /n its
"preferentially-parallel-to-axes" mode,
the computer plots lines precisely
parallel to the x axis if the sketcher
makes them approximately so, etc. On
their sketehes, which they can readily
file away and recall for revision the
planners label the various departMents
and the stairs, elevators, dumbwaiters,
etc. Each label, typed on the typewrlter,
appears at the top of the oscilloscope
screen, and then is adjusted to desired
size, trapped by the light pen, moved to
its proper location on the plan, and
dropped there. Each label serves as a'
storage and retrieval tag for the sketch
to which it is attached. The plan can
therefore be made up in small parts and
displayed as a whole. Within a few
months, the'program will be capable of
filing and retrieving assemblies bl name.

Having tentatively worked out their
ideas about X-Pay commerce and sketched
several physical arrangements, the
planners now turn to the problem of
evaluation. First, they select one of
the commerce-dietribution hypotheses and
one of the physical layouts for exami-
nation and deeignate them as input data
to a fast-time simulation prograe that
conVerts the commerce pattern from a set
of statistical distributiond to a
sequenee of individual trips and calls:
Then they ePP1F e program that:finds the.
best routes for the' trips 'and calls and
computes expected durations and costs. :

In calculating cost,' the anrounts of time
spent-by various categories of. personnel
are weighted appropriately. The-weighting
function can, of course,..be discussed
and varied by the planning team.: :The.
calculated Cost'Providee anevaluatiVe
measure for he selected layout under
the selected COmmerce hypotheeis.
Actually, several different.evaluativa.
formulas are.ordinartly used. The cor-
responding costfiguresare saved for

.:The evaluative procediei.e is then
applied to other combinatiohoof leyout
and commerce iypothesiB. -,When'all 'the
combinations have been'treatedthe.
planners recall the cost figures and
compare thee. On the basis of this

31-464 0-69---19

comparison, they usually discard all but
the best two or three schemes. They
modify the best ones, introduce new con-
siderations developed as a result of the
study, and make further simulation and
evaluation runs.

Figure 5 shows an output-display
prepared by the evaluation program.

If the planners are inclined to go
into detail in certain areas, Coplanner
is prepared to assist them. An elevator-
simulation routine, for example,' provides
a dynamic display of:elevator operation
under the.loads specified by a selected
commerce-distribution hypothesis and a
determination of best routes. Direct
dynamic simulation has important roles
to play in work of this kind because it
appeals toknon-mathematical planners
more dtrectly than does queuing-theory
snalysts performed with the aid only of
eyebolic assumptions and equations.
Sometimes dynamic simulation is a sub-
stitute for the abstract theory; some-
times it is an introduction to the
abstract theory; sometimes it is a check
upon the abstract theory.

In the preceding discussion, one
small facet of the hospital planning
problem wao used to illustrate the ap-
Orodch-we are advocating. We have
developed a fairly powerful system to
facilitate planning in the area dis-
cussed and in related areas.: /n other
areas, the system laonly starting to
develop. The computer parts of the
system are not intended, we should
emphasize,' to calculate optimal plans or
designs; they are intended to provide
memory, manipulative, 'computing, and
display functions in.such a way that
they can be integrated.with the more
intuitive functions:supplied by the
human parts of.the system.*

Visualizing the.Operation of
CompUter Programs

The covertness'of:the operation of
the pregramsof electronic Computers
makes it difficult for us to develop of
them the eame direct,A3erceptual kind
of comprehension that most of.us have
of familiar mechanisms, the moving parts
ofwhichwe:caneee and:touch: The
great speedwith which the programs run

'OOPlanner.Wie deVeloped ender CMS
Project,W-59, Collaborative Research in
Hospital Planning. J.J. Soutar, A.I.A.,
and M.B..Brown, M.D.paet and present'
Project.Directors,:and-J.I. Elkind. and
W.E. Fletcher participated in the
formulation of.the system.
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adds to the difficulty, of course, but
we are in the habit of solving the speed
problem -- for example through "slow
motion." Daleas a window or a plastic)
model will provide solution, however, we
are in the habit of letting the problem
of covertness go unsolved. We tend to
be satisfied with extremely indirect
procedures for interrogation and for .

drawing inferences. In the case cif the
human brain, for example, a neuro-
physiologist may try to.construct a
model of an internal process on the basis
of waveforms recorded from 10 or 100 of
the million or billion neurons involved,
plus microscopic inspection of several
slices of the tissue prepared in such a
way as to render visible one or another
feature of its architecture. Our ap-
proach to computers is comparable: When
trouble arise,: and the results do not
turn outaa'we expect them to, we may
try to figure out what is going on by
examining with the.ald of a typewriter
control.program the contents of supposed-
ly critical registers, one register at
a time, even though we cannot hope to
look at more than a hundred of the
thousands or tens of thousands'of
registers involved. :Alternatively, we
may ask for a printout of the contents
of many registers:at some particular
point in.the runniOgnf. the.program,.
hoping to reconstruct the dynamic pattern
of events from the .staticHview provided
by the. priotout.

Consideringthe problempoied by..
covertness-leads,one to-think about the.
procedurei.intraspection, used as the,..
basic experimental-tool in.such early
psychologicial:laboratorieacts Wandt's
and-Sitchenerta,andatill widely Am-
ployed,in:the,development,if not in the
formal!teeting,of,psychological.
hypotheses.:- Humanjntroppection. is- a
useful,proceduradespitaAta severe. .
ahortcomings.--Bow.such more useful-it,.
would baifthose. shortcomingawere
civercome,-,,if,a11,-,theL-prooessesof the
brain were'accessibletolthereporting
mechaniam,I. ir.-thereporting'Oechanimm
could.describeallthe'aspeotaof -those
proceSsesvit the,reportamere detailed,:
andaccurate;;Af introspecting.did not
interferalmiththe proceas.under,-

. -That -thoughtleiaaiMmediately, to
theidea%of,a.uoMputeriunelogy,te,., or
Lmproverient'uponihuman'introapection.
ClearlY;ccimptiter:introspeatiOnnnhe--
freecUof'all:theshortoomingementionedi-.
eXcept,the- last,,and thelAstone-can be
turned:to advantage.,,Diaplaying-its.own
internai-proceeseWwill:ofcourseinter-

. .

fere with the computer's execution of its
substantive programs, but only by
appropriating memory apaoe and time.
Often, there is memory space to spare,
and programa normally run too fast for
the operator to follow them perceptually.
The conclueion, therefore, is that it
might be interesting to experiment with
programa that display various aspects of
the internal operation of the running
computer.

Two such programa, written for the

ilr
PDP-1 computer, are Program Ora h and
Memo Course. Program a was written
w VW that it o1Tacilitate
the introduction to computer progranining
and provide displays through which
certain individual or "personality"
characteristics of programming style may
be seen. Memor7 Course mas intended
mainly for use n-"YOUgging" computer
programs. Both programs make use of a
trace routine that executes the in-
structions of the object program In
normal, running sequence and, after each
execution, (a) records in core registers
the contents of the accumulator, input-
output register, and program counter,
(b) does some incidental bookkeeping,
and (c) turns control over to the dis-
play routinea. The display routines
develop graphs of types to be illustrated.

The graphs displayed by Pio ram
Gra h are illustrated in Fig. b. In

g. A, as each instruction of, the
object program is executed, its location
is plotted as.ordinate,, and the cumulative
number of executions is plotted as
abscissa.

, (Roughly, speaking, therefore,
the graph representa Active memory
location versus time.) Both the ordinate
and the abscissa acales run from 0 to
1777 Actetaly,Rhe interpretatioo of the
graph is quite direct: streight-line
parts of the graph-represent straight-
line partaof theA:rogram; jumps repre-
sent jumpe oraubroutine paale; eer-
ratlon&-repseeent loops. ..The.,subroutine
'structure is revealed clearly..If the
operator,-.knows-the.:generaI coursathe
program should fellow,-he can detect and
loqate gross faults readily.

P1gures:616-60 Bhow, f(iir the eame
objectA:rogram, the contents of the
accumUlator at a function of time..The
abscissa scale again runs from 0 to 177/.
In Flg. 6B, the scale 'covers
the range from - to gli; in Fig. 6C,
it rune trom 2 _and.,in Fig.
6D,,it runs.from -2( to Evidently,
the accumulator is heavily engaged in
computations involving emalljmnbere.,
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Figures 6E-6s show, for the input-
output register, what Figs. 6B-6D showed
for the accumulator.

Figure 6g displays the instruction
codes. Each instruction code is a two-
digit octal number: .The ordinate scale
extends from 02 (and) to 76 (operate,
Which is an augmeift-Ed instruction, the .

augmentation not shown): The most
heavily:used instructions are 20 (load
accumulator:with contents of) and 24--
(deposit contents or accumulator into).

Figure 61 displays theAueMory refer
ences and the-augmentations. Both are
shown here; either class May be
suppressed.

In Fig. 6.1, all the graphs of Figs.
6A-61 are displayed simultaneously. Be,
cause the points are shape-coded, it 113
possible,thoUgh difficult, to recon-
structAn detail:the sequential pattern
of a program from graphs.of
They mighttherefore-find'application
in historical,documentationof,very
critical computations, auch as those .

conoerned.withrocket launching:and air'
defense. In,eny'svent,:the composite
representatiO;, conveys en impression of
the:great oapability'computerAs haveto
introspeot.upon their,internal-prooesses'
and report'about

'As:weleave':thie,topic; wwshoUld.,
perhaps:mention the phenomenon-that -
appears whenTre ram Graptris,equipped:
for recursive opera ion and set,to -

dieplay its own operation: The result,
of'couree,1.67ohlva'recursion'of
beginningsterminatedby Overflowing:
of thelmishdown,list.Thiseffect,is :

not ehtirelvforeign tollumanAntro-,,,:;

'2ThWrOutine,MemOry. Course, pinte
a gridlikemap,.onmemorf7Efferalsplaysi',:
agaihsittWhackgrOundz.ofithegriC thw,t
courseXthrOUghmemory:takehthe::ob-%
jeCt':-prograMTheAotsofthegrid,:_-:
repreeent,JaeMOrgietersiand,!the'dot,
that reOreeentsthec.regietereOnteining
theAnstructioh'47reeentlYbeinge3teguted
teeScireleCTAEOCeptioV0aaseefro
OneAnstrUetiOW.toanOtherOfo,thitobjeCt2,
prograM;011eAeldraWn*nneetingthel,'!

registers.
harcUtoillustratetill,41hotograph
hecauseitivleffectivenessdePendeJlargely
upon thekinetieharacterOt'i,the4display
gowever.,',Fig. TelaY,OonVeyan Approxi.,
mate:Ampression0BecaUeectheAdhotOgraSh
integrateel,.OvertieteitshOw67alonger7f-:
IsegMeht'Of'the'PrograM!w=cOureethrough,
memory than One sees when he views the
oscilloscope directly.

Program Graph and Memory Course
are but two or many possibie.aIDERTIF for
displaying the internal processes of the
computer. We are working on others that
combine graphical presentation with
symbolic presentation: Symbolic presen-
tation is widely' used, of coUrse, in
"debugging" routines. If many symbols
are displayed, however, it is not .-

poesible to proceed through the program
rapidly enough to find errors in
reasonable time. By_combining graphical
with symbolic presentation, 'and putting
the mode of combination under the
operator's control via light pen, we
hope to achieve both good .speed and goof
discrimination of detailed information.

Problems to be Solved in
Man-Computer Communication

Among the problems toward which man-
computer symbiosis is aimed -- problems
that men- andcomputers should attack in
partnership.-- are some, of great intel-
lectual depth.and intrinsic.difficulty.
The main probl-mns thatmust be solved to
bring man-computer symbiosie.into being,
however, appear not to. be- or that.kind...
_They are:not:easy, tut their-difficulty .
seemsdue more to limitations of tech...,
nology than to:limitationsorintel- :
ligence....

What, we.mOuld like:toTachieve, at.
leastas,a.:.eub-goal,,ieamechanism that,
willcouple:man to..computer as. closely ,
as man is now,coupled to man_in good
multidisciplinary...scientific..or.engineer-

For a:paychOlogist to-'telephone a.
mathematician an&asg him, "How:can I
integrate:r(de/(1-x9)?!. reqUired,.in, '

oneempiricaltest,--105,secondsiin-1::
cluding:;.657seconds devotecito:dialing
and formalitieemith''the mathematician's
seoretark plus3203econdeof,preamble,---
With theArathematidian..: To ask the

'-'matheMatician thatparticulardetiestion
is, Of coUrse,ywantonlyto-waste his--
tima,;-,:-17.11',seconds of-it,::.in.this-;:case,
eincehe needed:tOsay:was:,!!Lbokit,
up,inenytahle-of-4ntegrals,!' andall
,hediksarWasthat,.ilentenee7.embedded,in,
a,tOntext Of,encOuragementaniticOurtesy;;-
:(to 'ft As tahWof:integralsf2,andthen::'ato 1 ' fr .::'- i';',._ .L. , 1 ,

4410: :h a l'evantiormUla On his
firit,- *de: S'xid, Aarted:oVer;,atthe.begin-
ning2efter 5oing;:569 entriee,:i.:;
minuteaand 25 eeconda,) -4,, :.,:.;': .', .

,!PreliMinery studYef theee'displays
of interhel,cOmputer prdcesses was,
eupported through eoontradt with the
Council on Library Resources.
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What we would like the computer to
do for us, in the context of the foregoing
example, does not require such a deep
solution as an algorithm for formal
differentiation; it requires merely good
communication and. retrieval. We would
like to have an arrangement that would
let the psychologist write on his desk
input-output surface:

jr what? , (2)
1-x

and then let the computer replace the
-"what?" -- in perhaps 2 or even 20
seconds -- by the expression:

Il+xl7 log

In the example, our aspiration
would not stop, of course with the
display of expression (3).in-symbolic
form. The psychologist would surely
want elucidation.: MB next.request
might be "Please plot a graph," or, if
the noveltY were worn off, simply
"Graph:" We WoUld then like to haiee the
computer display on the input-output
surface a figure,such as Fig. 140 in
Dwight's Tables. The figure would, of
course,, trTilliEted'frOmcomputed-points,
not retrieved:froM.A3torage.,'-It would
be no trouble:fon,the cOmpuier,to calcu-
late and:present it im,a;few seconds::
(For:the pskohOlOgistto'plotla:rough
graph of the integral took:12 minutes.
For another pqrson to locate a
publishedfigure (Dwight's) tOok 27
minutes: a little-mortthan 16' tOget to
theAlocumentrooM and.thumb through
books-that did:not Contain the-figure,
and then a-A.ittle:geee than l'tb.picit
up DwighigstOok and scan aECfaras,
page29,':wherethefigure

FiVel,Immediate'Problems:

ConeideratiOn Of maay, such examplee
as: theforegoing',and ofwhat would have:
;to be.:donetn,put;thenoMpUter's clerical
pewercOnYenientlyanereapOnsively under
the,controlof:'hUman'Anitiatiya:suggeats
that-:.theMaineesentialsteptijtci:.Mari
CoMPUtersYmbiosia:aretheolloWing:

1. Forthe aconOmiereason
meniioned in'the Introduction, develop
systems --Tr !! the tt, gital
compote!. actr-it Users on:, Split-

-man ':,41QOP:', With J. MOCarthk and'
S. 71 flen, one of us is vorking,ona-:-.

(3)

small-scale- prototype of such a system
with five user stations.*

2. Devise an elecl:ronic input-
output surface on which both the operator
and the computer can display, and through
which they can communicate, correlated
symbolic and pictorial information. The
surface should have selective persistence
plus selective erasability; the computer
should not have to spend a large part of
its time maintaining the displays. The
entire device should be inexpensive
enough for incorporation' into a remote
console. An.interesting approach to
the man-to-machine part ofhthis problem
is being taken by Teagher.' We are
employing an oscilloscope and light pen
to fulfill the function, but they do not
meet the cost and selective-persistence
requirements.

3. Develop a programming system
that will facilitate real-time contingent
selection and shaping of information-
processing procedures. The system must
permit trial-and-error operation based
upon "tentative computation": it will
often be-necessary to go back to the
beginning or to an intermediate point
and to try a different attack. We are
experimenting with interpretive systems
for on-line assembly of procedures from
sub-procedures,** and we are planning
work on console compiling, intermeshed
with'testing and-contingent application
of prooedures as.they are required by
the humancomponents of the%man-computer
partnership.,

4. Develop systems for storage and
retrieval of the,vast quantities of
information-required tosupport, simul-
taneously at:several user stations,
creative thinking in'various areas of
investigation. For economic reasons,
such-systema.mustalmostcertainly:be
hierarchical;MOYing.information:from.
large-Capacity, fastaccess,storage-as
(or shortly,befOre) the,information is
needed'.-.Toaoh eve ;the deBired effective-

itwillptobably be,necessary to :

make'advannes:inthe.direction of
parallel-acOesd,,assOciativememory with
prelim1uary,activatiOntased,upon-apper-1
ceptiVerelevance:.A,Ii: this area; we
believemUch:fundamental study of.

*:-.The:!mOrk,on2ItiMe,sharitig,is,suppented:-.
by.AGrant-468568 frOM,the,,National
ImitituteOf tealth.

sYstems ia based.on.a type-
writer controlAirogram, Process Control,
written.byPark.
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information indexing and of memory
organization will be necessary before
truly satisfactory hardware can be de-
signed, but it appears that quite a bit
can be accomplished directly through
development of memories -- probably
read-only memories -- with very large
capacity and moderately fast access and,
through the application of existing
keyword or descriptor techniques.

5. Solve the problem of human co-
operation in the development of large
program systems. It appears that the
development of effective human cooper-
ation and the development of man-computer
symbiosis are "chicken-and-egg" problems.
It will take unusual human teamwork to
set up a truly workable man-computer
partnership, and it will take man-
computer partnerships to engender and
facilitate the human cooperation. For
that reason, the main tasks of the first
time-sharing computer system with:many
remote stations may Well be in the areas
of language and procedure development.

In the five problem areas just
mentioned, "to begin is everything,"
even if it is necessary at firat to
build research systems along =nes that'
would be uneconomic for widespread ap-
plication. If we neglect the arguments
of economics and elegance wecan think
at once of ways of solving, or at least .

starting to solve, the problems. ,These:-
ways will probably be adeqUate to test
the premise that man-computer symbiosis.'
will be able to achieve intellectual re-:
sults beyohd the range of men alone or
of computers programmed.and operated in
conventional ways.

Four Long-Term Problems
-

_In four other areas, the problems
to bmnolved appear --- if they are not
simpilfied'beyondreCognition 1m:the
effort-to Make them tractable-to be
deep,and intrinpically difficait:, The'
first pf;theseareas is computer.
appreciation'of:hatUral,Written languages,
In their:semantic ahd pragmatiras,well
as in 'their syntactic asnecte. vri6

second ie computer recOgnItiOi6if morda,,
spoken:in context by Nartorus!aodun.,_
selected'talkers,..' The third:d.iitne
theory of.algorithas, partieBlarlY:,their:
discOveryrand SimplificatiOn.The,fOurh:.
is heuristicI3rOgramming:-Ne:belieVel:
that these,four areas will:inr:thelOng

iterm:be'extremply portant:teMan., .

computer symbiOaistutthat,Man4iomputer,
partnerships of coasiderablierfecti4e,...,,
nesa and-value can'be aChieVed'Withhut
them. We suspect that aOlUtione in
these areas will be found With the aid

of early man-computer
than conversely.

rc. ther

An Intermediate Problmr

A system combining ar' llama 06.4...7
form of computer speech
computer recognition of nn-eftt-ihk.nd-
printed characters, and aLivaile' ..ght pen
editing techniques, would prep, aq

think, a very.convenient mit effe,,.tiNve
communication link between ran !Intl
computer. The problemsznmvol.
creating such a system' 5et-c..1a7- be
intermediate betweerrtheTTy0cra.the
four. They may be solved,:in tt:neyie
permit the use of correlated vc-...=a,hand
input in the earaiest7man-ror-,--
partnerships, but, if the -ireqz_.:red
solutions are not readn, in-aoullia not be
good to wait far. them.
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0

Good afternoon. This will 'be
yo= German,English Lesson No. 4.
If -you awe ready to start at
once., natmase type ns." If you
would MIke to reyiew the
procedu=e, please type np.'

rainhen
relehen

64
8ffnen
toopen

-120
arbeiten
arbeiten
to work

linnhen
:Jto011ehH

to hand.-
to pasa*

64 gond
to offer* - ta
to open*

-56 poor
to arbitrate. - ta
to look* ta
to work.

- 240 Dumbkopft
to cook* - ta y
to boil* t

- 240: .okak.,
-,Efffnen to open.

H 61i. 176 hot dog
raUchan- to smokei*'-i-

64: --112; 'admirable
'arbeiten tO work..-tr,

.kochen to boil.
16 very good

to make. f
80 Keep it

maahen

-.80

That!s it. Yon
be aooking forward to thaext
lesson..!

Fig. TyPescrilA:Of'hdr,tlluotrative leseon in WhiphcompUter-
plays therole,of inetruotOr4h',1anguage-
vocabtlary drill.:The'etudentyped"0".'
to itart-the'.sessione.to ttirt[,the

lOg..dote)-in'iight-handbolUmnend,the-:
abbreviationeor athci;"-hb
sponse'tothe OoMputei,P3 .tit' (7Do you-
mant-to-try:EigainT").-- The COmput'er-
typed the remainder, inOltidirhg.sdOi.ei,and:-
comments. -The;pi,ocedure
the text.
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4'

Rik: 2 ..,-*)Paraboltip;1'diep1t.ied'Iiy Coii-
putem-to ifit:cilitat e student , a -exploration

' of -relatione' between graphical and
symbolic representations of mathematical
expressions, , ;
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llscillosCope displaysof
aelmmal aspects of a projectedinter-
depan-tmental 'eommerce" pattermim a
hypedthetical hospital. The upper graph
show the anticipated time distribution
or glInt tvamsport trims to the X-Ray
Dellmr-tm,ent. The lm.er graph mr-rams the
czrnilonal dintribution of those trips
zmonl- departments of origin.



,

Pig 4- --Oseilloescapeedisplai Olt an
outlitne-ialanninifidlastrear ot one Moor in

raPrit he4c s ;holifittami.

,gr-- fd-',tiw'zcirirate

pertror7agioe, *it ilsgrpet oeNivmpopprderi"
af a tOopopot$ lospztal.:3402. temat,- time-
1.31- defined-- as: btataiebass -apeitt
transtb:-: -The motaziellnetkona OF
ioflifiricUla1O- to 'ttutge. quaretits Em-e waighte=
by coerneienta oeiated with -pheir-.,,
pervannel eategon±es.
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A 3

Figs 6 !Photographs of c=illoseopic
displays amnia try Program cmaph. Seetext Tar ttiterpretation.

fr'?

tr. CrallEalaIMPIrr
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litig. 7 Mbutograpti or . oscilloscopic .
cillspDay made 'by Memory''CoOrse.' See 'tex
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. States OOv.rn.ant " "' ' . .
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, .IntroduCtion

-7..enderetend'iWeiurpose orthis Conference correctly,'it is

TiOengender diacuesion- -and through.dipcussion solution,er irnorsolu-

4.,:.zion at-least an intellectual climate within which solution is possible

:

of.problmns that are in part technical and in part moral orethical. 'I

:rthink-that within the broad'intersection Of'compuiers and education there

:LEY'
..':$8.such- a problem, and I think:that it needs-discussion of the kind this

Conference can give it.

There is; however, one difficulty. It made itself evident at the

4praliminary meeting at which a rough. outline of this paper was-examined

v4toy.Z small group. . The difficulty is that the problem I have in mind
_ .

pi%the problem I propose for discussion--is a real problem only if, as I

,4be1ieve computers do iadeed hold the potential for significant contri-

hutions to education. .The members of the small previewing group to which-

:WV-referred were skeptical of thst premise, and the preliminary meeting

devoted,.therefote, net to-discussion of moral or ethical questions

'pertinent to realization of such a potential but to.questioning what I

_

eupposed- would be accepted as hypothesis: that, if developed properly

. .

for the purpose, compUters can make mejoreontributions to education.

The simplest tactic.for suppressing such questioning is to re-

assert the premise zore strtogly. Even though I realize ttiat tactic will

not be effectiVe'here,'-I.:want to exercise it I.believee stronger state-

.:.finent isearranted: If properly deVeloped for the purpose, the computer
ft

. . .

cett be theinstrument through 1.thiOh'the present era of edUca-

:f.tionAs turned 4.1:kit a:golden age.
:--;

."Proparli delieloPed, in the foregoing assertion, covera a large'
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&Mount of ground. "First, compute= by?themmelves are not going to do

;Much for education. People have to shape themlorthezask and apply

,them to it. Second, people do.not.know exactly what to do to develop

computers, properly to contribute im a major Way tneducetion. People

know that much programming and a gemteral reduction of costa arerequired,'
,

%but few realize that it will not suffice merely to translate textboOks

A.nto computer, programa and to'arramge for.e substantial edUcational dist-

;count.., Third, people by and large either are not acquainted with tom-

iputera at ail Mi are.acquainted with a kind of computing that does not

!hold.much promisefor eduCational applications. The kind of computing .

ihat.'does ho/d promise is ou-line, interactive, multipie-access computing.:

"OUrt/i,'-4inlins, interactive, multiple-acceas computing is not, however,

-a magic key; much research', much programming; and mach adjustMeat of.

Major.inatitutions will be required te bring about anything approaching

erieduCationaLrevolution.

Now, againmt the background of those introductory statements, let

me restate the main question that fpropose for. discussion:

-..given-that a major reagarch and engineering effort, carried out

oyar e'peried of 10 to-15 jrears in Close interaction with efforts of
.

actugl application in educational institutions, could make a fundamental-

and perVisivaiMprevemenrin aducaiion, but given also that the efferts

Would:inVolvediep Changes in aeveral fields and institutions, vihat should--;
u. 4.V)" -;;;;;;;7,-, ;f 4.` .; !;7 !

;, -
end whatcan,,*our sociepy.do to ensure reelization orrhe potential?

- is to says::: Giant for, thwmoment .theassnaption that it can
:7.!, . F .,

he'dooe, aud:oote:!that,it will noL be_eisy'end'that vested intereits will
.

:, ;

'be iffeeted. 'Thon,:hoW ahould WeIrceed torike-advintage of the promise
3 ' ,: ;
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computers hold oet'for edecation?

Such a quegtionef course requirds sharpening betere itcan be

discuesed fruitfUllY, Whar are the ObaraCles thStatend in the way.of

Ireallaing-theeoMOdieria potentinIltriaproVesienteC'educatIon? Whet"

are the dangers?' !hit Aie theVested intereste'that'Will tend-to con-'.'

travener'-.Wihe-nextYseerien,thelli try:t.O.effect the'required

Theci;.itithe7fina1 aection, I shall return to the assumption that

. .. _..

toapo*ere:doheld.::nute.'.truly,great Promise. I shall not be able, within

the ronstreinii'ef ihiapapir,, to establish the aisumption thoroughly'

er even to-describa the'peteatial fully ail I see it from my point of

ButIfsheilldo.'rhe best'I can along that line', for the.preliminary

:evidence suggeststhat-you may:be unmilling to enter oholeheartedly into

:an examination Of the morality of social response to technological chal-

lenge.unti2 you believe that.there ii a technological challenge.
*

Note yell tha word."challenge° I do not Bay that computer tech-

nology is offering something gratis thateociety may fail to.lift its

'finger te accept. Ieay.(a) rhat computer techeolOgy is cLallenging

soCiety to develop cOmPuter technologyend educatiOnaltoethodology to-
,

:gether iniO an Advaneend effectiVe OciOteChnicalprocese that will
- -

*Afteremking theeemmitmentro prepare opt paper I learned thatj.ro-
feasorA4 G.Cettinger.;;vaemriting'ebook ciit the t)ver7all societechnical
situationaUcOMOntersieedocatiOn. :Oettinger's.effott, part of the
HarVerdatudy,tifTechnOlOgyend Societyef Which Profeesorlleathemoois.:.
the Director0:4 majorenejnribrdery,.0ettinger summarized his
views at A dollocpsiueeeEducatioe and Computereat H I P mnd in May
.the draft of his book waa:.the focue Of a:two-day Meeting at Harvard. .

Since Making:the, OOMMitMenr, :therefore, I have had the benefit of ex-
.posereto Oettingees thinking.' AlthOugh MY point of 4leri:end my assess-
ment arenor:idemtiCalwith his, .1 mUst say that thin paper.ean be no
Moretbse e.pleCe holder'fOr.:01ettingar's Don Computer Run.

. .
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t; strongly promote and support the general weal, (b) that the development
;

will require not only great effort 'but also major adjustments of certain

\--major institutions, and (c) that societyill prepared to assess the costs

and valuei, Conservative in its response to .any call-fer major readjust-

,ment,:. and on the whelt pearly organised and:.sietivated to Meet, the chal-

,1auxge6 -may vase:: ttUtt4eatiiiii.
. z 4". -

gesture
4010 1`1034t:0:4i-,
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Obstacles and Dangers

The.main sources of difficulty in society's response to tech-

nologital chailanges, I thi:nk, are (a) that society as Oresently con-

Iratituted cannot decide and act is i whole and (b) that'the parts of

..society that are decision and action units are governed primarily not

Tby the value-and-coat function of the commonwealth but by individual

Tvalue-and-dost functions of their:own. ("Payoff function" is too crass
' _ .

,

jtIaLierm. ,It connotes:a deliberateness in subversion of society's proper
-

i:nterests that I do-not wish to ascribe to anyone or any organization.)

- ,

Among"the parts of society that Are playing imPtirtaht raaes

Thmore or less well in determining the course of computers in education
,

;.;:are, of course, the computer industry, the education profession, the

r:;:geverament, And the many groUpe end individuals of the 4stablishMent.

think in terms of sUch bread categories is almost not to think at all,

realize,butwithimthe limite of this paper I cannot penetrate more

-deeply,'for the subject explodes if one toUdhes the stratUm just below ..

!.!:.the surface.

First, the toMputer induetry:: Industry typically operatei on a

Jtime state Of tWO to eix,years (i.e., 'seeks An each majOr undertaking

;to make i'pidat Within:such. whereee my eekimate for the '

'realiaation Of the cOmpUter'd promine fto eduCatiOn wis 10 to 15 Years.

' It issimply "in the echethe of things," therefore, for industry to take

too short'a vie* aod .to try to:move 'too quickly from researdh to "ex-

'01:0it40:0.f-01:***P.P,4S,0**0-11. 11-0PV.rY danger

the interesta:of.:the:OWet-elk;aotiety.PramatureaffOrte,ao exploitation
r, -

?can discredit the whole undertaking'and ruin the domputet's chance

31-74640-807-,-7-2lY

3644'
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make.its major cantribution.

in the Cese of programmed:inotructice.
*
lobich had its brief

meek in the limelight a.few years ago;.a great idea vas Almost if

not completely ruined by induetry's largali insensitive and incompetent

effort* to turn University and government research into quidk profit.'

iIt is obviouethat et least a large 'part of, the cOmputer inddttry's

-present effort "to.penet.Kate.the,educetion-itidustt.e.is essentially
, . .

premature.exploitation. r doubt that it it to.the loneterm-advantage

9:of the'computer induetry, end Tem tura that it'ie not to the longterm
,

:edventagenf:educatiOn or of society as a uhola.

The:bosWproblem,as I -see.it,ts tow to introduce into the
_ . . .

Industry's: deciticii prod e e 4 a for,u4eA.n-euch "merket areas" as educa-

tion, ph/11440,y long perapective enjoyed by certain agencies

of geuernment'and perhaps 49ren someiof the"4ery..long-perSpeCtive en,954944

:by religious'gretips :end a-few foundetianCH Government'subsidy is nor=

',:the'siolutiOn to thinprobled I5 atl the-sUbsidy does is make premature

,AmplOitivi..efferts finindielly-While-net edudationally successful.
,, . - .

The pref.:sea:Lon of:idudatien: EdUcition'in a truly vaet doMain.

..end,the profeetinnieheavY with,treditinn And hierarchyAs well as

with eheer Www6wie'. It,it'beid tO be:an:element/ink sotiologicat principle

that':unch a fielcrtends2te'reApond slotly'tn'innoOatiOn nf any kind.

.-PerhapsAt is' 116 iequiillystOdlitin#ipici 'that:long resistor:Cep to.change
. ;; ctf:

Are4O11000:rbi qUidkremitiCnO. ':Out 1 eie nOt'ee Much concerned.nboui

:orisenily:Uviihing-4chCOIieMeherealiegeddeferiiive'reacticin to the:,
:9tpcnigreco4d':Anetrue0.O49,400.44904"-..WOOnneetiqe,with'ielatively eimple;:'-
'49tand4104,40444001Chines,!!:ie.rot dOUras.#0 be disingUisihed,from
.computereided'C444hing,:ded-leatplegi,:nieh'tboughther-litterMai Mike':
use of initructionel prof:Z.4094. 7'
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alleged threat of the coMputer as I am abont the profnesion's tardiness

in -learning what it ought to know about the computer. If half the

teachers now in.trainingwere to emerge with a basic Understanding of,.:

Inforiatien-processing arid with significant experience in interactive
. . .. .

programming-and Ilse of coMputers, most of the groundwOrk would be pre-
.

pared for:effective cooperation between''computer people. and'educators.
, .

in development of the computer's potentiel. In short, 'it is an easy

excuse,-. but not a valid argument' for the Iong'tierni; to blame reactionary
.

tendencies in education iiprin yahoo]. .teacherl. The turnolter among pri-

!nary and 'eecondary teachers'is an great thet,- if thei had acted when the

prospect wae"firerseerai; the deCision;;Makere.of the professien cOnld '.

have had en adequate nUmber 'Of 'Werking School teachers quite ready for

computers nowand could' be bringing the majOrity along in goOd 'time 3'

for any tinly large-,acaleapplication.* '

The gthierrialentt' Theitevainment--MainlY the:"federal goVernment,

though, 'in the 'Preaant 'netiCeit_Ceirtain'iltate gOverniainte.are .alao in4;;

fluentiat-=hae What ise for COMpUtere eduCation PrObebly ;bi--essential
,

combinatien of long paripaCtiVe and diaseive fUnde:', Cedree the 'to.% iern-.
,

.

ment''has'a-Short'PeraPectiVe, tOO,'"and'lte:iabort":PerePective has- a- --

higher prierity in cousnanding the finds. -''BUti;'aer'dnalinant. de:thee -fact

'Le 'at 'ttii% 'priti(ent tine inneny ereae`-Of ,our national life, I think it

is- ant nee the critical factor Anti:he' intersection' of 'Computers and ,

education': Thai-aritiCal 't factor, aaselanient;7;is that the -Part of

s.ktAcivernatewith,--ta `.' most ',men. -to 'utere- for 'educational
*The foregoincxema ndo not appl.y-' `rk

with.full-force- to college'and :

univeraitY',-adicatiOnbacenee,5,0*.:birto40';.;ttiailao
Collega'aniVudiVeraity
coMPuters in cenneation vith researcb. '

.
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purposes.71nrhe-Office of.EdutatitieCMS tO hauPPOrming industry in'

premature exploitive effortp more than it, is supporting the research

and development required to make computers effective in educational

applicatiOns: Other:agencies, such as the Rational Science Foundation,

the Advanced Research Projects Agency, and tha Office of Naval Research,

: are avoiding that pitfall, but imthe:area under discussion they cannot

4 make up for theOffice of Education.
, .

The failure of the Office of Educetion to supply what I would

fcill wise -intellectual leadership, as well as funds may be traced in

part to its.fear of criticism for "controlling".education. * / think,

however.; that the Office of Education will run more-risk of criticism
. ,4,

.Yby put.ting"operational",competers into schools too soon thanby sup-

';.:..porting the research and...developMent required:to makerromputer* con-

tribUte effectively Co education. f:
.

.

1

The trouble mirh,governmental7leaderAhip in the present context,

it'sepaps to me,.stems not-..from.poorer hengerobut from the statistics of..?:.

Althoughthefederel government.ia very large, insofar

:,;'sis.dopcisiork-making is: Concerned its pepulatiOn is_very small. In the-.

parts of theIederal4pv.ernmentconcerned:directly.with education,there

many,real--decision!.makers;,and in the parts....roncerned-directly

withcomputere.,and Oudation.,there.-are. onlyfour,orfilm. ,Jhosedecision.*

makereare:,remerkablyfree....of,superimposed:guidance,and constraint. They..

are,also dedicated.. The 8;reaulr.,1 that.lgovernment*1 leadership insUch,
.

sw.erea auv!rhatneW:Ainder,,,discussien is espentially:personal, leadership.,

is basecLo'n rhinkingthstAs as,wiseas.,an,individ6s1--bur'noe as
*1 reall,Eethatoit'.way13.0'my ****AtogLont thatA.cyrong but of course I
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%else as an infammed and dedicated group.

The Establiehment: _In each of the three. :preceding sections I

have been critical, but critical mot simply of the computer industry,

the education profeasion, or the government.- Those sectors of society

nem to me to- be Operating reasonably or very well in relation to their

MOtivations and their goals--in*relation too their value-and-cost func-

tions. Indeed,.. having spent tion'of the iast eimyears in the government

.fand three ,in the computer industry, / have a basis for beingand

:

full of admiretiOn for both.

In the first instance, the point of my criticipm mai that what

good lor, the computer industry In the short run will be good neither

.,or it nor for thasociety.ss a ,Mhcla in..the long run771.e., that in-
'

vslusi-end-Cost function1.1Ls not being'matched wail to the over-

all value-and-coet function of society tn the case of the education

:2.,.profession,my criticism'mas. that those who determine its value structure
!'::;: are neglecting ei crucial, value. In the case of ge:,22rnmentjmy criticism

wan that the lach Of 'sufficient numbers of concerned and informed in-

dividuals inside goVertusent and tont leaves deeisiOni-making..too much to

the vagariea of small-sample statistics;..i..e., .te the happanstances of:,'

;.. who ia.in.What.Critical.,-position. at., what Crucial. time._ All :three com7

: plaints come down to:one:: an inadequacy of 'technical understanding ,

within that meakly.defined.but, strongly..influential ,Borel. set 'of
. ,

organisations_ aqa individuals ..called ",The; SatabliehMent.. ,L.consider .

it whOily: proper -tit that criticism to thie,conferencs .becauee

eleeet elk the Partikapeete in thie: Pelf.erenee.- ,14!6!,1!"!PkeF.,.,of..,The gstAh-
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'The problem ie,socioteehnieel. The lack is of technical under-

standing, not social, for the Understanding on the part of The Est Alish-
ment of how to guide thm..society--af how to get some things done and

to.hOld Othere in auspense--is flawless. ' Irmost Of the opinion
leaders of our society had.in their minds Clear pietures of what com-

puters etuld dO for aducation--of eduCation"as a self-mOttriting, self-

exciting interaction, thrOugh- computers iarte feapensive knowledge- -it

'would take only a very 'abort time to get the Coeisuter industry, the
.

education'profeseion, and the gevernment.ill'working tOgether.along a

constructive couree in the oirsi-all -intereet of eoeisty. The trOuble
. ., -

is that,...by and large, the right pictures are not in the-right minds.
WhY are they not? /he qUeition.might better.: be pu't:, "HOW' coulii

:thei be." Th.' 'incparinaoil *out', influential poOplis fiiyi. had With comPUteri

.have.been.(1)"diaitant end (2) with thi *Ong kinds of 'cOmptitera and cota-

.puting ':'The.elineriences:and. ttie iMagaeOUt'oe which a valid cioncelit: of

SucattOO"cin' bei:cOisitiNiciod cannot yet : be derieed
:

from.any.'iinem'ionrea: On emeV pen tog.ther a idea froin .:Glainim Culler's

-iaioiiiori'it Santa Barbara, another from the PLABIT System at the .sYstegi

DevalOpmeht'.-CerPOritiOn; isiothei,ItrOol 'OOmpOeor-zraphics'

laborlierY ..er'.'hareard; 'MnOther 'free 'Bert thitheriend' coMPUter -graphic's

.projidt'Ae: tibOiiitOry;, bun-'.
, . . . . . . ,. . , . . . .

.4reds.

Preseit
ouch!' oxpiitionOikir diet thiiraby' built .016 to thenUfolves

te' eirelMite,theMV

people Mrs fax too tert.'. /he vait;melority base their jtidgairrts.'on' ,thek'

369
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experienmes that have befallmn them rather:than upon experiences sought

.cmt in.systemstic.investigarams--or upon what they have'read in secondary

or even Unpopular smarcem- -or upon what they.know must be true about

computers from their more general knowledge of machines.. I sUbmit the'

fOregoing for discussion as arough scale of (increasing) social im-

morality*

-The foregoing mmy sound unduly severe; One n4ght ask, "What
.

'can be so wrong with methods or procidures that have been used for so
. .. :

Imiany Years, that,hae.provided the bases for the deciSionn'that have

-brought un?whireISS ire?", Aaiinting with difficulty the profound but

$icatioue'rejoindir,-/ voulenall his attention.to the "doubling time"

of.the'enmpUierIa'adaancet. Populatione0ouble In 20 to 50 years. Gross

national products dOubla in 10 to 30 yearn. -put the basic measures of:.

tomputer.iechnologyaina of the largent-menory, *peed of the fastest

procersor,'Unmber, of computers imaperationo'amount of Information pro-

cessing achievable-pnr unit costdouble int twnyears or less. Doubling,

in tmcr.yeara maans inereasini thirty.fald in-10.years, a thousand-fold .'

in 20 years. One bUst 'scale his thinking.to such a. raia'of Change. He

muerrepinnielhand:r4Organine thebise of i'deas and inelierynpOn Which
. .

hi. thinking staddiG:....Theold mathodmand procedures are lao'slOw tO

keep hist eiteastoi'the*spidly suhiSicing compUter.

Our bie1C4froblaM.:then,'ifr.hriajO develop an adequate basin in:

experience-and,.in ieagery.for sOciotachnical deciiion.Making.:Tbeamral'
- _ .

_ _

espect..of, tie problem tionderneths'teepOnsibility allnaders. to equip.,
1 1. :dr!, ;14:,a, r%; :: ;

thimialias with.the'teohniegal knolledge reinived.: The mseieris of
. f

etuOiat'impOrtinne for the'..futurnef,odueetiou in our society.
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The Potential of the Computer in Education

As you may have noted, my argument is both self-supporting and.

self-Aefeating. It asserts that those who influence sociotechnical

j_decisions and actions should keep themselves technically aware and in-

formed. It holds that, in the'field of computers, technology is moving

so fest that the old'ways Of keeping up do not suffice. It complains

that The Establishment is not keeping up. /t recognizes you as members

. .

1:.of The Establishment. And it concedes that you will not take my argument

seriously'if you do not perceive the great potential'for computers in

educetion. With my argument in that plight, / can fall no farther. I

shall therefore undertake in.i very limited way to do what I am sure

........

-cannot be done: to convince you with words that the computer,,ein, if
- ...

properly developed, be the instrument of .a-great reitalization of education.
...

If you 'are already convinced, please hel1 me, in the discussion,

to cowiluce othera. If you remain Unconvinced through the remeinder of .

'7this peper, please seek out some personel experiences

'interacrion.
.

1. Interaction with a computer can be highly motivating: Pro-

gramming in interaction with a computer is challenging; it engages one's

intelleotual capabilities; it provides quick feedback; it is easy enough

to ensure early success, and yet it.is'so broad and so deep that no one

can explore more than a fraction of its territory. For me, interactive

programming is absorbing, compelling, frustrating, and rewarding--so much

more rewarding than frustrating thxt I have gotten up at three AM.in the

, 'dark Of winter to work at the computerwith eagerness and joy; Indeed.

I have worked all nighi at. the'computer ears times than a non=interactor

in man-computer
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:would.believe. it is not just a persona/ idiosyncrasy. :In the last

letter from my eon, who has a summer job that_involves interactive

computing, the last full paragraph read:

Good morning . . . I spent the whole night at it, And wowie

zowfe do I ever have a beautiful program--tomplete with six

pages of documentation,,including a guided tOur de luxe demon-

stration of the Whole thing. :iteally snazzy, but only a begin-

ning. I wish somebody would come to I could show it off.

...Nor is it a family,peculiarity. Interactive progrtmming captures and

energizes the minds and spirits of manystudents not reached by.other

intellectual activities. Sometimes-it ie ton motivating, too attractiireL

the "computer buste, isnot:,interestedjn or,4illing to do anything else.

. A cOmPuter ifs notnecessarily cold and impersonal: .Joseph

...Weisenbausex,progrsmiSliza (Donlittle),,mediatso typewritten iateraction

-,,bet!,men 4 person end a eeesputerja f4irly...,ntturei English. ,Ibe,person

types.,..14+teVeriCOMes.t9HEFi44,9*9411.C.er.F:XelPeade, thea the_person

;i:ZesPou4si. .411474,9 'Pts4W-Pf..-.4"1!, E"IPJ,c.", who :Y.eFe

!!:not...toid:Chey,were,Conversing.with-4copputer:etsumed_thatthere,wis.a,,
.

:.;114reon-At,thA-other..end.tif;thelinA,,!antlAome,when,told,,would not
.

.

be-

ilieve XC is obviously postibleto intise,computeri

mcre..plegtauti,:addexTO respoceivWtbea mnst.people-.74nd,

elthough,.not obviotely, ic..14,4urelyposeibleto malce,coMputere more

interesting
Tm

3. ..-Knowledge.can-he-stored-in computer programs in:such a.way

that pedals cati-interset-with,it.readily:14toseitprogremtHAIN

.(Symbolic-iNtegration)i:Caa:selwokmAy,..vroblimsAnjntegration in
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approximately. ttm4 4" a mathematician solves the's: . not by .calculaang

a numeriCal eoltsiztoo mai by manipulating the syres014 le starch *of a

simpler form. 04400 bat incorporated such human sad hook gnowledge

of integratiOn'AtO ji and nov he and 'several G°1.10agaes are Lana.'
porating SIN inftt 0 .Vetest of programs, a computerimed snatbematical

laboratory, tit" 1St% the Person at the conSole guide the computer-
whenever the letklei ttss troublelete the persen -stlggese a'tactic

(integrate by'ptiktio tit sulistitute 2- for'25) a3,4 Olen has the cornettiet

carry it- out. .0. Ileilitraelk demonstrated by gdwed eredla.n,- the cornettist

made the enggistotttos;: Iben the student had trouVie sorekei a problene.

,the veep-era atifitmstimf'a pertinent theoree.'

r7. ithet Witk
, .

moat reas'.-..of4..-dassAen

Going. be:y"-Mint.tbrgi. 'Van ceinpOter

ariellanei'l for' ripliesentAtj.on.'aiid 'erptessit'rk' ot

ideas.- If YOU) ("4,01ii srte Mri-te IM'Englieh ;eve ,What 'fon'

displayed te 11 otiepe ter- ineidiUM ill aatrijlly nnd t ......,

present eapaiMeNittr10:'ii- SUbititiite"fOr print i Theodore -14.1.00n
,

has deVelOPed'et,,,,esant"ef .YhtPerteixt;nt-infighiA'abe au.tbror:=Ieitep.,*e

sieetil:*: level O&1 And '4oPhie ticaticie- and the';..i4joutor. ttioop?tiserAk'i

:to.eaoi:',roacie.:th,i,i,1viie,:iif,lobst 'Wee Written', tgAtlitit4 -Meets his nsedS.

end Matahaa'41i2:11061;lititiii, The computer msdiø ui1iUt1es of .coutsa,

.:the large asaneet et formal languages used in Iltogtestaing and
. .

.tiOktf tkos

4orconitinctiOgd'atittifinlitinSeindelCof":elaiciPitittlikted,..vatietl'ett4.".'-
,

..nosmtaxitf.:i iitt'aftiesi:. it %
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.capable of communiCating through auditory, tactile, end in principle

any other stimuli.-:Most importenti'the:Medium-is dynamid'(kinematic)

and alsoiinteraetive.,.

5. The comeuter Cati'retrieve information selectively while-the

student'is etudyink: Thnlunction of information,retrieval can be in-
,

tegrated,intO the stedy'process, E'er-example, the'Orogram,'Oymbieet,

which Daniel Bobrow, Sertram'Itiphaelltichard Kaini'snd I demonstrated

eeveral yeare ago; scanned text for eigeents'dealing with topids-spedified

:by the atudeneand disOlayed them for htn tel examine.!--Robert.P. Simmons'.
-

.!prograM,:SYnthax -aot only finds tektual material pertinent to-a question

inst'sxtradtaii.and pUtsit'.iogether to-make an answer.' Symbient.oper-

'
%ited upon!iCA641:Collaction Of jaUrnal..,articlos, Synthex upon a short

jUit'a-MatterIcif-iime, mbeeY,'Aed human intellectual effort,

Iskoweeerte'coMbine:text-.PioceelieCWitk:doeUtheitirettieVal techniques.-

snd.thereby makeeollectione'ofsignificant,site-'-avecidally,,eyee'libraries
-

.
. .

.and the'entirivitefe of kriOwledge7lev!eileblathreugh intetactive'stannere

or'queetitie7ansuaringeyeteMe.

*Th.?. student specified the topics by constructing short lists of key

wor r phrases Fe Aibt-ieW"theoipixtettocUisplayseach,30-Word --
etc.ent of.text z.. included ae lkaat one member of each of at least

tie& of these three.lists: binaural, interaural,
,phase;,; time zelation(s), timing; localization, lateralization direc-
ticiii';,eisditerYtliPada.:','.:The'JcemputerWoeld'._then'quickly:displaY the

.fizet such segment it_encpuntered,in ecanning the stored texE. (The

,..siZU4ietycould thaii'Medfffe:taeileVATIAis,ocifitation0Alhen'thestudent
pzazea4 a key,.the computer would Acen on and quickly display the next

Aegis:eel that:zit' thevraidripttomhidneincluded.otherladiliZies
lOv-automated notetaking,-comparing-grapheo and so on.

43.1
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6. The computer' makes it possple t? work efficiently at

progressively inereasing levels of complexity and abstraction. Once a pro-

; cedure has been developed,'it can be applied to any appropriate set of

:data by simplyjuxtaposing.the name of the.procedure and the name(s) of

the data. And correipondingly for the data, once he has sufficiently

t'..-understood them, one no longer has to deal with eachone Of that individually;
A

he refers to them by name, and the computer does the rest. Moreover,-one

1...can build up complex procedures out 'of simple ones by concatenating their

i names, and then name the concatenation,and one can build up complex data

"sets out of simple ones ih an approximeteiy similar way. These are standard
_ . .

'techniques, demonstriable in .any advanced computer laboratory; they are to

be seen in especiallk clear relief:in the work of John McCarthy and others

:within the context of the programming language, LISP; in the computer-

:lbased mathematical-laboratory,(mentione4:earlier) of Martin, Pagelman and'

::14eses; in.:the:simulation system, OPS, developed by Martin dreenberger,

Malcolm M. Jones, Jameg H. MO;ris, Jr., and David N. Ness; and in the .

.Re4koner systemm under development by'Douwe Yhtmaa and his colleagues et

'the Lincoln Laboratory. .These techniques make it possible for one to... int--

alreedymastered.parts of a problem out of the focus of.hifrifientioe

whLl . MerAOLAW:Pe;...as.:.yetg:Unmastered'ihireS without having to worry about

...rememberine:or.....iemastering 'the sidetracked_deteila when:it comes time to .

'attempt:wintegratioO.'-:,

if 7. .-Computer-proyaMi sySteMe permit recursive definition and uie

.of procedural.; A cOneeptuel/yaUhtla'and_preeticelly impOrtant.facet of

the node of arganisationive* described La Fecuirei;re definition. frOt.

....:adliAncodibrogkamming.iympois permits proceduia to,"nall" iteelf

in4olve itseltlalts own'delfinition. An.exmnple from IDGO, Wallace

315
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Feurzeig's seventh.grade version of LISP, illustrates recursive definiElon

neatly. The prOgram reverses the sequence of the letters in a "string:yr.

tUrning PIN, for instance, into NIP. .Inthe following LOGO program,

REVERSE is the%name of the procedure being defined. The definiiion makm

ioise of REVERSE. ''.ANYTHING is any sequence of letters. FIRST OF ANYTHING

the firit letter of ANYTHING, e.g., the P of PIN. RUTFIRST is the
.

the /N. ,RZTURN means..to produce as the result. WORD is ,

ri.!,...itfte name of:in elready.:defined%(programmed) procedure that concataz13ces.

owo'srlIngs.i.,tag.,?:. WORD OF "N" AND "IP" IS ."NIP2r The definition (prOgram)

Of REVERS.

TO REVERSE ARYTHING

IF FIRST OF ANYTHING IS ANyTHING RETURN ANYTUING

?`L

I:OTHERWISE RETURN WORD OF REVERSE OF BUTFIRST OF

ANYTIUNG ANn MUST OF.ANYTHING

i? Recursion can,have a profbmed.effeet upon One's mode of thinking.

'S. COmputers can keep track of each person's.records. .For the

individual, this usins that his personal files can' be kepc in the computer'

where they ire not only readily w.acessible but, whai is.much more

important, processiblovby the computer. CPeople almost never need merely

4:to, read material:retrieve. frocifiles; they alMeQC always need to process

it or have:it'Processed.). ibr the ecimpurei as an educational tool, having

each Person'S records in its MeMory meens ihat the Computer can adjust the
,

level and style of its interactfons to the4capabilitiee and preferences of
,

each indiViduaL Use of thesomOUter as a:personal filing system is

illustrated profuselY within yiojeCt.MAC it exmaple, in

:severel.profesiors,:viie of MG 11;R#soilarls TIP CfachniCei Informafion
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Program). and the ADKINS data management system developed by McIntosh..

'Griffel, and Pool. See ofthe computer to keep track of students' per-

formance and to adjust its; interactions accordingly is now widespread.

.
It.iaclearly.illustretedin Computer-based. teaching progrems at tha

System Development Corporation. .

,
9. A wide variety of educational and informational services can

be integrated into ones:i'g2212LAMEgE: Integration is,:crucially

-.important. .Modeling, problem-solving,information retrieval, drill,

rebord-keepingprogrammint, and ail the otherrindividual ,functions are

mutually:supporting instruments of an:enseMble.-,For demonstrational ..

-purposits', '. it ii not ted to'bring them out one at a time and play solos,

but that'is nokii:good way ta.argpnire thesi.'ie Support of education. To
. .

the beit'of my knowledge.there ie at present no'comprehensive integration
. .

:of the componentsorwubsystems.thistTpromiesto..centribute significantly

;to education. ,The closet approach, I think,'is at the Sistem Development.

-Corporation. At M.I.T. ai well. as SDC, andlalso under rapid development
. .

at other pLacei, are inierectiVe Oaltieceeis eteOnter'synteas thet

Ancorporate diverse inforOaiimmil services,' but all are-oriented more

.towsrd rasearchi.development, er. other ap011eations, than to edUcatien

Computere are for Communication as veil as for isidiviausi works

Although the:communication aspeet.ot colputers is not-ier well developed.

'one can:projeet .freM:present multi -accea. eyateme surely enough ta:assert

-t/tat,computers,,will.be just as eisential to,,commehiCation of ideas as to
'

.thair repraseitatiom. :In the Cempatible,Time'Shering Systei at M.I.T.,

'You.receive the MOSIMI*.of ihe-day whim yow.log in, and you are told
7.4 ,r, '

whethei: or not.:yoirlinve.Mmollrliryonir "mailbox,: When you Oreaie file.,
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you tall the ayAtea (by individuol nams or category) who else, if anyone,

may use them. There Ave sevntal kgAds of uie -- "read oni& "read and'

write" (i.e., nodify), "execute onlyy and so on -- and you specify which
kinds are involVed in each permiesion. When you write a program, you

save yourself tine and tronblc by using parts already prepared sad tested

by your colleagues: you get permission, and you "link" to the subroutine

in their files.. Of course, their subroutines make use of subordinate,
parts prepared by others. You may even find yourself borrowing a sub-

routine that includes (i.e., links back to) Oni Or two of yOur sub-

subroutines. Approkimately the sane kind of interdependency develops in

some areas in the domain of data. Thee, ant-interdependence among users

of the osillti-nece:kw system arises.. At present, a typical user has in
force stl,a giv0 time about as ming links tb other people's Mee as he
has files uf hie own. The ratio of Linke tO files is inCreaeing. Linking

supportsccesounication; linking elso engenders communication.; People

discpver'that they are working along similar lines, and joint projects
develop.. The computer facilitates teamwork. Some of my colleagues

:believe that effective teemwork in executing .complax informational tasks

.1.$ possible only, through .a Multi-aceess comPuter systen. -One can .see

that the cOmpater cari facilitate experimentation -on teamwork and in duo,-
,; -.;. :

uourses education in teamwork. One can go on from there, if ke is
.

:

idealiaticelly!inclined, to cooperation 'within Urger groups-and'
Ultimately to altruisia. .

. 11. nteractive multi-4ccese computere will be:the 'feei of

Iritilleetnal1 ivieeunitineil?At'HIT*ebd;POi1010'',i'fliii''oilie 6"

vile can- otateh:*,,gliispan' Of Whit k' X think 144: bk the intellectual nommen ity
.

futUre inteilectiial coosiunity" of Isenberg supportsii
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end interconneetei by. a Large multisocess computer end ite system of

'. storage units, satellites, and consoles.:@ Mithi such 0 community, edu-

cation will.be leas isolated than it now la from the other, intellectual

end constructive activities. In my assessaants thaeli an extremely .

important consideration.. A. educators havakeen-realising more and more

acntely as..tkey struggle with the-problem-of education in the $ lums,

people 14ard egat they live. Zrechoil if itot pert Of life, it is not

-....part of tamales. Interactive computing can make ack0O1 part of life.

. :12; Jilytaissunits
"The best wsy to learn iomething.is to'teabh 10V ...Ike computer makes.it

44rantiOWtc,4001y;that maxim ova Mide'scale. At.Rirvird, while Harry

41ewidrlearned:ionfOrmalIeepping.in la mathematics dourse,.he programeed

i4a'oopputoo te.aicept baeddgewn &Avila "in the ocaplem plena" end to

apply.tothe diagram the transforestions specified atithe console. As

14tka cemputainalon/qted She7treeiformi'lhe old diagram faded from the

, sceasmiland'Abe'n04:ope took its plass. Zs tha process o2 programming

'..!_and.eXperimmeting with theOystmeriewis learned conformal mapping as

few had ever learned it before.' MbreoVer,,the system he crested helpe

;othare learn cOnforialeepping in a feiciaating' oven exciting -- way.

The behaVior of the'diagtems ori_tharscreen affords, the student a direct

perceptual understanding of the.transformatioce that supplement@ end

supports.the pore obetratt:Aspect of the coneept associated with the

A,;matheletical aymbol. Hew, in,a:properly developedloorld, Of computer-

Sims GbA0tor!litoU001rhanii'O.i.:4: kninonv(ins.),
.

c 0' 'IlentsfeA4Sir"44141441
it!t 116 t H. Prose, Ors r gig, or-J. (6-16,;Licklider,

0 On s.torialectusLOOWOOniy,,in #41064 Mitiopa101vpoolig, on
iiiitheapt :Main CoUn.ili, *Of Tstka
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facilitated education, every student will be able to program demonstrations

and explanations of things he learns -- and to learn by programming them.

The art of computer-assisted explanation will be developed through

creative experimentation.* As the explanatione improve, the students

who interact with them will learn better and will enjoy learning more.

Within the computer system, interactive demonstrations, instructions.
A

laboratories, and tests will eppear like wildflowers in a field -- and

all the conditions for rapid evolution on tha basis of attractiveness

and effectiveness will be present.

13. AlLgeographically separated.multisadcess computers are,

connected together to form networks all thelon-line commdbities and

their informational resources will merge into one, and-theeducational

facilities duns made available to each indiVidual.will be almost

This i too large etopic to. try.to_dpvelop.here. In-the

long term, I think, the concept-of the general-purpose interactive

"computer network will prove to be of:phe grsateet and most revolutionary

significancepe education.: Taformeapeopleare.not in.close egreement

about the degrees of: difficulti end comPlexitY involved Or about

probable Cosi..endreaponabl*pimescele.,,Apbert Taylor and:1,..eetforth
. .

ourthoughte on'phis topic_in a recent'issua pf Science and. Technology,

to which. I refer in lieu of..further 4iscuesciptytero.,

-*
11. Berkeley,' Computer -Assisted Exp1anatioviiay,1967, Information
InternationaidInc. Ceublisher).
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ConclUeion

In the foregoingSections, I Scarcely mentioned computer-assisted

instruxtion (which is the most strongly advocated approach to computer-

facilitated education) and coaputer-operated laboratoties (which Also have

ittracted widespread Interest), twd I neglected entirely several other

facets ofthelarge andnomplex-subjeCt. As I indicated at aa early point,.

-I didnoi hope to-do the subject full justice. In-my judgment, however,

the capabilities I did mentiont;-some actual, some potentialare

justify a major Concentration of effortPin the area In which the

ef education aed computers overlap.

enough to

fielde

Perhaps,' now, I can etate a major pert of the problem very sisply:.

If you'look at What is going on in research, developisent, and-,attempts at

operational 40lication that.are eponsOrid.under such rubrics.is computer-

assisted inetruCtiOnaad nomputer--aided teaching and learning, you- see::

much thief*. dnintereetiag; and nothing thit would-lead you to get eXcited

_ _ . .

about" a peoSpect of A great boon to society. :ou-tfie other 2,;and, if you
_

:loolicntlhat;is"going'on-in the 'field of interactive ceMputing, and if You

-
:consider the pnesibilitiee thee Otrylausly,lie in the melding of comPuting

andnolanaleatida, and if yeu-then reflect upon the-proand needenf

educetiOneither'yOU'ain,in eliciting-Pre/Peet and i'deManding challenge--

or you look,with nOnpernaiiiiVeeiesor

; I am-sUre I danot.dreeming. In The Establishmentwith soma ex-

ceptions, but:in effeeten the wholethere is not the aense of urgency

-tbatthere woUld.be if itameMbere senseciwhat I am sensing. And,

largely's. a rescic,of that deficiency, the'contributions of the

3
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government, the education profession, and the computer-industry are not

vhet they-should be.

The brOad question that I put before'you, then, is simply this:

How can society be reoriented and guided to slice the golden opportunity

that thecomputer now presents.-- a golden opportunity in a field of

present dire distress?'

Yes, I can hear it new: "What of the cost?" "Computers are Ao

expenaive that it would deatroy the economy to apply them iweducation

fun 8 major saalai" "The Programing ilone woulAcost billions:"

But remember the powers of two. Computers are too eXPensive now,

but they need ,not be too expensiva ten years from now -- and partlof my

irgnment is thatit Will take ten yearn oUreseirch, develepMent, AAA
. . . .

exploratory use in tebeels to get them ready, fee application on a major

scale. Row to ensure that CompUters do actually become inexpensive

enough for widesPriadAducitionel'applicAtion4may ba an appropriate

question;for this Conference.

':As for .the programing: True, it will be a very great task.

the progrWAAing task itself will be small compared to the task of learn-
.. 4

ing what. prograa, o'f,deVeloping effective ,etbcals and techniques. In

any event: (a) most of the ias,can be carried out, as suggested

earlier; as'a part of an effective extension of the educational process,

and (b) a ProBramo once perfected on one computer, can- run in a

thousand' others. Moreover, if the programming did cost a few billion .

001lars,.thatteost might be borne, over a period of years, by a budget

that is cow mere. than $40 billion a yeaSand growing.

But,:

,

azeA
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Man-Computer Symbiosis*
J. C. R. LICKLIDERt

SranneemPdan-eomputer symblorm la an expected dandoP-
meat In cooperative Interaction between men awl electronic
co:oyster. It will involve very clam coupling between the
hums and the electronic members of the partnership. The main
aims are 1) to let computers facilitate formulatim thinking rm
they now fralitate the solution of formulated problem., and 2)
to enable men and computer. to cooperate In making decisiona
and controlling complex .rmations without inflexible dependents
on predetermined programs. la the anticipated nymbiolie part-
nership, mm set the goal., forroolate the hypotheses, deter-
mine the criteria, and perform the ermaations. Computing
maishines will do the roulinkahle work that must be done to
prepare the way for irmlgida nod deciMons in technical and
eelentide thinking. Preliminary malyees indicate that the toym-
kletie partnership will perform intairmeal operationn much
more effectively than man alone can perform them. Prerequisites
for the acklevermat of the effective, cooperative emaciation
Mande develmments la computer time Marinli, la memory
components, la memory organisation. l Plogramming Im-
pugn, and la inpat and output mtalpesent.

I. Inutonvorros
A. Symbiosis
nfl HE fig tree is pollinated only by the insect. Blotto-

phases venoms. The larva of the insect lives in
the ovary of the fig tree, and there it gets ita

food. The tree and the insect arti thus heavilY inter-
dependent: the tree cannot reproduce without the indct;

Abe insect cannot eat .without the tree; together, they
eonsitute not only a viable but a productive and thriving
partnership. This cooperative "living.. together in inti-
mate asamilation,.or even cloie Union, of two dissimilar
organisms" ia called symbiocia.1

"Man-computer symbiosis" is a subclad of man-
machine systems.7 There are many man-machine sys-
tems.; At preaent, however, there are no Men,computer
symbioses. The purposes of this paper are to present
the concept and, hopefully, to foster the development of
man-computer symbioeis by analysing wine problems
of interaction betwten men and computing machines,
calling attention to applicable PrincipleSof manmachine
enyjneering, and pointing out a few questions to which
research anglers 'are needed. The hope is that, in not
too many years, human brains end computing machines

.
Msauscriek rdelved by the lam*, Jamsey 13, lea% re,

eked trumuempt reeenrm, January 18, 1960. The
work on which this paper, is blued was nupported
Behaviorel &emote Menton, Mr Foroe 096ao of ffaientifie Fte-
mereb, Air Roman% nod Developrnent Command, throngh Con-
tract No. A114949218)-885.

t Holt Beranek and Newman Maas. ' .*

"Webeteen New International ," bod ed, G. and C.
Marian Co., Eiptingfield, Men, p. ;

-

volt be coupled together very tightly, and that the re-
sulting partnership will think as no human brain has
ever thought and process data in a way not approached
by the information-handling machines we know today.

B. Between "Mechanically Extended Man" and
"Artificial Intelligence"

As a concept, man-computer symbiosis is different in
an important way from what North° has called "me-
chanically extended man." In the man-machine systems
of the pad, the human operator supplied the initiative,
the direction, the integration, and the criterion. The
mechanical parts of the systems were mere extensions,
first of the human arm, then of the human eye. These
systems certainly did not consist of "dissimilar organ-
isms living together . . ." There was only one kind of
organismman--and the rest was there only to help
him.

In one sense of course, any man-niade system is in-
tended to help man, to help a man or men outside the
system. If we focus upon the human operator(s) within
the system, however, we see that, in some areaa of tech-
nology, a fantastic change has taken place during the
last few years.."Mechanical extension" has given way
to replacement of men, to automation, and the men who
remain are there more to. help than to be helped. In
some instances, particularly in large computer-centered
information and control systems, the human operators
are responsible Mainly for functions that it proved in-
feasible to automate. Bucb systems ("humanly extended
machines," North might' call them) are not aymbidic
systems. They are "semi-automatic" systems, systems
that started out to be fully automatic but fell short of
the goal.

Man-computer symbiosia is probably not the ultimate
paradigm for complex technological systems. It seems
entirely possible that, in due course; electronic or chem-
ical "machinee" will outdo the human brain in moat of
the functions we now consider exclusively within its
province. Even now, Celernter's IBM-704 program for
proving theorems in ,plane geometry proceeds at about
the same, pace as Brooklyn high school students, and
makes similar errors! There are, in fact, several theorem-

.

North "The rational behavior of mechanically extended
man, Balkan 'Paul Armraft Ltd., Wolverhampton, Erg.; Sep-
tember, 1964.

11 Gelernter, Medication- of a Geometry Theorem Proving
Manline Unarm, NEL ICIP, 1.613, Internal. Conf. .1 Wome-
n.. Prerimine. Paris. France : June. 1950.

Z23-
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- -
prot;ing, problem-solving, chess-playing, and pattern-
recognizing programs (too many for complete refer-
ence's) capable of rivaling human intellectual perform-
ance in restricted areas: and Newell, Simon, and Shaw's..
"general problem eolver" may remove some of the re-
etricticus. In short, it seems worthwhile to avoid argu-
ment with (other) enthusiasts for artificial intelligence
by conceding dominance in the distant future of cere-
bration to machines alone. There will nevertheless be
a fairly long interim during which the main intellectual
advances will be made by men and computers working
together in intimate association. A multidisciplinary
study group, examining future reaearch and develop-
ment problems of the Air Force, estimated that it would
be 1980 before developments in artificial intelligence
make it possible for machines alone to do much thinking
or problem solving of military significance. That would
leave, say, five years to develop man-computer symbiosis
and 15 years to use it. The 15 may be 10 or 500, but those
years should be intellectually the most creative and ex-
citing in the history of mankind.

II. AIMS or Mear-Coserirren SYMBIOSIS

Present-day computers are designed primarily to
solve preformulated problems or to process dare accord-
ing to predetermined procedures. The course of the com-
putation may be conditional upon results obtained dur-
ing the computation, but all the alternativea must be
foreseen in advance. (If an unforeseen alternative arises,

A. Newell and J. C. Shaw, "Promming the logic theory
machine." Proc. WOO, _pp. 740-240. , 1967.

P. C. CI_ .,Ornore "A nopam for. the Production of Proofs for
Theorems Derivable Withur the Mrst, Order Predicate Calculus
from " Ua.aco, NS, Imp, 1E14, Internatl. Coof. mi
Information Praeerig. Perm, Frame; June, 1660.

'B. G. Farley.and W. A. Clukk .8imulanoo of aelf.orgsnishnt
ICstebY

tDpbal comMatere," IRE TSAI.. on Leroux/nem
'n;, vol. -4, pp. 76-84 ;,. September, 1964

R. M. Friedberg, t legroom maxim: Part I," IBM J. Res.
& Deo, eat il,pp.3-13- January, 1968.

O. G. Selfd4p, Marlette, a paredigm for leameca,
Proc. Aim Meaomastsoo of Thought Promos*, Noll Phyncol
Zob, Eng.; November, 1966.

W.. W. end I. Browning, "Pattern Recognition and
by Machine," presented at the Eastern Joint Computer

5Tcinos, Mani December, 1960.
C. E. Shannon, 7Tmranung computer for Pbsviing chem."

PAil.Mog, vol. 41, ipp. 6; Marsh, 1960.
ri A. Newell, chess machine: an example of cleaning with

a complex Usk by adaptation," Proc.'WJCC, pp. 101-1011; March,

tr A. Bernstein end M. deV. Roberta; "Coorpotar earns chess-

planrA."Nticier:siglii:43.A"'"*C.131:iw,cat41141E1 "A: Simoii,S11"1", 19611
programs and the probdno of copiple.aitip /BM .f.Citueriteitlat
vol. 0,pp,1120-336; Octotem 196B.

'au. Sherman, "A Qumi-Topoletpeal Method for Recognition
of Line Pattern.," lgneeco.N13_, IC ILLS, Internet!. Cool. on
Information Proessming, Pena France ;,June, 1960.

is G. P. Dinneen,, "Programming pattern recognition," Proc.
WICC,pp.94-I60; March, 1966.

m A. Newell, H. A. Simon, and J. C. Shaw, "'Import on gen-
eral problem-solvins program," Unesoo, NB, ICIP,_1.69, Internet'.
Conf. on Infonnanon Processing, Pans, Pranos; Jul», 1960.

the- whole process comes to a halt and awaits the neces-
sary extension of the program.) The requirement for
prefonnulation or predetermination is sometimes no
great disadvantage. It is often said that programming
for a computing machine forces one to think clearly, that
it discipline* the thought process. If the user can think
his problem through in advance, symbiotic association
with a computing machine is not necessary.

However, many problems that can be thought through
in advance are very difficult to think through in ad-
vance. They would be easier to solve, and they could be
solved faster, through an intuitively guided trial-and-
error procedure in which the computer cooperated, turn-
ing up flaws in the reasoning or revealing unexpected
turas in the solution. Other problems simply cannot be
formulated without computing-machine aid. Foincare
anticipated the frustration of an important group of
would-be computer users when he said, "The question
is not, 'What is the anewer'/"The question is, 'What is
the question?' One of the main aims of man-computm
symbiosis is to bring the computing machine effectively
into the formulative parts of technical problems.

The other main aim in closely related. It is to bring
computing machines effectively into processes of think-
ing that must go on in "real time," time that moves too
fast to permit ueing computers in conventional ways.
Imagine trying, for example, to direct a battle with the
aid of a computer on such a schedule as this. You
formulate your problem today. Tomorrow you spend
with a programmer. Next week the computer devotes 5
minutes to assembling your program and 47 seconds to
calculating the answer to your problem. You get a sheet
of paper 20 feet long, full of numbers that, instead of
providing a final solution, only suggest a tactic that
should be explored by simulation. Obviously, the battle
would be over before the second ?Lep in its planning was
begun. To think in interaction with a computer in the
same way that you think with a colleague whose cora.'
petence supplemente your own will require much tighter
coupling between man and machine than is suggested by -
the example and than is poeeible today.

III. NE= FOB COhirrnyza PARTICIPATION IN FORMIMATIVE
AND RBAL-TIKSI THINNING

The preceding paragraphs tacitly made the assump-
tion that, if they could be introduced effectively into the
thought process, the functions that NW be performed by
data-processing machines would improve or facilitate
thinking and problem solving in an important way. That
aesumptima may require justification.

A. A Preliminary and ,Inforinal Time-and-hfolion
Analysis of Technical T hinking

Despite the faet that there is a voluminous liternture
on thinking and problem solving, including intensive
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ease-history stadiee of the process of invention, I could
find nothing comparable to a time-and-motion-study
analysis of Use mental work of a person engaged in a
scientific or technical enterprise. In the spring and sum-
mer of 1957, therefore, I tried to keep track of what
one moderately technical person actually did during the
hours he regarded as devoted to work. Although I was
aware of the inadequacy of the 'sampling, 7 served as
my own euhject.

It soon became apparent that the main thing I did
was to keep records, and the project would have become
an infinite regress if the keeping of records had been
carried through in the detail envisaged in the initial
plan. It was not. Neverthelese, I obtained a picture of
my activities that gave me pause. Perhaps my spectrum
is not typicalI hope it is not, but I fear it is.

About 85 per cent of my "thinking" time was spent
getting into a position to think, to make a decision, to
learn something I needed to know. Much more time went
into finding or obtaining information than into digesting
it. Hours went into the plotting of graphs, and other
hours into instructing an assistant, how to plot. When
the graphs were finished, the relations were obvious at
once, but the plotting had to be done in order to make
them so. At one point, it was necessary to compare six
experimental determinations' of . a function relating
speech-intelligibility to speech-to-noise ratio. No two
experimenters had used the mme definition or measure
of speech-to-noise ratio. Several hours of calculating
were required to get the data into comparable form.
When the); were in comnarable farm, it took only a few
seconds to determine what I needed to know.

Throughout the. period I examined, in ahort, my
"thinking" time was devoted mainly to activities that
were essentially clerical or ineaanical: searching, cal-
culating, platting, transforming, determining the logical
or dynamic come:Moines of a set a aisumptions or by-
pahesee, preparing the.way for a' decision or an ineight.
Moreover, my choices of what to 'attempt and what not
to attennat were determined to an' embarraasinglY great
extent by considerations ed clerical feasibility, 'not in-
tellectual capability. .

The main suggestion 'cazi,reyed' hy. the findings just
described is that the operations that fill moat of the
thsie allegedly devoted' to technical thinking are opera-
tions 'that -.can be perforined ' more effectively by ma-
chine's than by men. Severe-problems are peeed by the'.
fac:ethat -these operations have to be Performed upon
diveise variablec Ind in unfoieseen and continually
changing sequences. If those Problems can be solved in
such a way as to create a 'symbiotic relation between a
man and a fist information-retri;vtl- and data-prOcess-'
ing machine, however, it sterna evident that the coopera-
tive interaction would . greatly improve the thinking

B. Comparative Capabilities of Men and Commiters
It may be appropriate to acknowledge, at this point,

that we are osing the term "computer" to oover a wide
class of calculating, data-processing, and inf ormation-
storage-and-retrieval machines. The capabilities of ma-
chines in thia class are increasing almost. daily. It is
therefore hazardous to make general statements about
capabilities of the class. Perhaps it is equally hazardous
to make general statements about the capabilities of
men. Nevertheless, certain genotypic differences in cap-
ability between men and computers do stand out, and
they have a bearing on the nature of possible man-
computer symbiosis and the potential value of achieving
it.

As has been said in varioua ways, men are noisy, nar-
row-band devices, but their nervous systems have very
many parallel and simultaneously active channels. Rela-
tive to men, computing machines are very fast and very
accurate, hut they are constraited to perform' only ate
or a few elementary operations at a time. Men are flexi-
ble, capable of "programming themselves contingently"
on the basis of newly received information. Computing
machines are iiiingle-minded, constrained by their "pre-
programming.' Men naturally speak redundant Ian-
guagels organised around unitary objecta and coherent
actions and employing 20 to fill elementary symbols.
Computers "naturally" speak nonredundant languages,
usually with only two elementary symbols and no inher-
ent appreciation either of unitary o'sjecta or of coherent
actions.

To be rigorously correct, those characterisations would
have to include many qualifiers. Nevertheless, the pic-
ture of dissimilarity (and therefore potential supplemen-
tation) that they present is esaentially valid. Computing
machines can do readily, well, and rapidly many things
that are difficult or impossible for man, and men can do
readily and well, though not rapidly, many things that
are difficult or impossible for computers. That suggerta
that a symbiotic cooperation, if successful in integrating
the positive characteriatice of men and computem, would
be of great. value. The differences in speed and in lan-
guage, of course, pose diniulties that must be overcome.

IV. &ZAMBIA Furcurrorre or MMN AND COMPUTT211
rer sc Arrescrearso, Selma:so Assoimenos

It seems likely that the' contributione of human op-
eratore and equipment will blend together so completely
in many- operations that it. will be difficult to separate
them neatly in analysis. That would be the ease if, in
gathering data on which to base a decision, for example,
both the man and the computer came up with relevant
precedenta from experience end if the computer then
euggested a course of action that agreed with the man's
intuitive judgment. (In theorem-proving programa, com-
puters find precedenta in experience, and in the SAGE
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System, they suggest courses of action. The foregoing is
not a far-fetched example.) In other operations, however,
the contributions of men and equipment will be to some
extent separable.

Men will set the goals and supply the motivations, of
course, at least in the early years. They Till formulate
hypotheses. They will ask queations. They Will think of
mechanisms, procedures, and models. They will remem-
ber that such-and-such a person did some possibly rele-
vant work on a topic of interest back in 1947, or at any
rate shortly after World War II, and they will have an
idea in what journals it might have been published. In
general, they will make approximate and fallible, but
leading, contributions, and they will define criteria and
serve as evaluators, judging the contributions of the
equipment and guiding the general line of thought.

In addition, men will handle the very-low-probability
situations wben such situations do actually arise. (In
current man-machine systems, that is one of tbe humun
operator's most important functions. The sum of the
probabilities of very-low-probability alternatives is often
much too large to neglect.) Men will fill in the gaps, ei-
ther in the problem solution or in the computer program,
when the computer has no mode or routine that is ap-
plicable in a particular circumstance.

The information-processing equipment, for its part,
will co: pert hypotheses into testable models and then
test the models against data (which the human operator
may designate roughly and identify as relevent when
the computer presenta them for his approval). TiV,
equipment will answer questions. It will simulate
mechanisms and models, carry out, the procedures, and
dipplay the results, to the operator. It will transform
data, plot graphs, ("cutting the cake" in whatem:er way
the human operator specifies, or in several alternative
ways tff.tho human operator is not sure what he wanta).
The equipment will interpolate, extrapolate, and trans-
form. It will convert static, equations or logical state-
ments into dynamic models so the human operator can
examine their behavior. In general, it Will carry out the
routinizable, clerical operations that fill the intervals

In addition, the computer %,\till serve as;s: statistical-
inference, decision-theory, or game-theory machine to
make elementary evaluations of suggested courses of ac-
tion whenever there.is.enough basis to support a formal
statistical analysis. Finally, it will do as much diagnosis,
pattern matching, and relevance recognising as it profit-
ably can, but it will accept a clearly secondary status in
thoee areas.

V. PESIUKICISMILS FOR REALIZATION OF
MAN-COMMIT= Svismoms

The data-processing equipment tacitly poatulated in
the preceding seciion is not available. The computer pro-
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grams have not been written. There are in fact several
hurdles that stand between the nonsymbiotic present and
the anticipated symbiotic future. Let us examine some
of them to see more clearly what is needed and what tbe
chances are of achieving it.

A. Speed Mismatch Between Men and Computers
Any present-day large-scale computer is too fast and

too costly for real-time cooperative thinking with one
man. Clearly, for the sake of efficiency and economy,
the computer must divide its time among many, useni.
Time-sharing systems are currently under active devel-
opment. There are even arrangements to keep users from
"clobbering" anything hut their own personal programs.

It seems reasonable to envision, for a time 10 or 15
years hence, a "thinking center" tbat will incorporate tbe
functions of present-day libraries together with antici-
pated advancee in information storage and retrieval and
the symbiotic functions suggested earlier in this paper.
The picture readily enlarges itself into a network of sucb
centers, connected to one another hy wide-band com-
munication lines and to individual users by leased-wire
services. In such a system,. the \speed of tbe computers
would be balanced, and the cost of the gigantic memories
and the sophisticated programs would be divided by the
number of users.

B. Memory Hardware Requirements
When we start to think of storing any appreciable

fraction of a technical literature in computer memory,
we run into billions of bita and, 'anima things change
markedly, billions of dollars.

The first thing to face is that we shall not store all the
technical and scientific papers in computer memory. We
may store the parts that can be summasised most suc-
cinctlythe quantitative parts and the reference cite-
tionebut not the whole; Books are among the most
beautifully engineered, and human-engineered, com-
ponents in existence, and they will continue to be func-
tionally important within the context of man-computer
symbiosis. (Hopefully, the computer will expedite the
finding, delivering, and returning of beoks.)

The second point is that a very important section of
memory will be permanent: part indelible memory and
part published memory. The computer will be able to
write cape into indelible memory, and then read back
indefinitely; but the computer will not be abhi to erase
indelible memory. (It may also' over-write, turning all
tho O's into l's; as though marking over wbat was written
earlier.) Published memory will be "read-only" memory.
It will be introduced into the computer 'already struc-
tured. The computer will be able to refer to it repeatedly,
but not to. change it. These typea of memory will be-
come mire and more important as computers grow larger.
They can be made more compact than core, thin-film, or
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even tape memory, and they will be much less expen-
sive. The main engineering problems will concern selec-
tion circuitry.

In so far as other aspects of memory requirement are
concerned, we may count upon the continuing develop-
ment of ordinary scientific and business computing ma-
chines. There is some prospect that memory elements
will become as fast as processing (logic) elements. That
development would have a revolutionary effect upon the
design of computers.

C. Memory Organization Requirements

Implicit in tbe idea of man-computer symbiosis are
the requirements that information be retrievable both
by name and by pattern and that it be accessible through
procedure much faster than serial search. At least half
of the problem of memory organisation appears to reside
in the storage procedure. Most of the remainder seems
to be wrapped up in the problem of pattern recognition
within the storage mechanism or medium. Detailed dis-
cussion of these problems is beyond the present scope.
However, a brief outline of one promising idea, "trie
memory," may serve to indicate the general nature of
anticipated developments.

Trie memory is so called by ita originator, Fredkin,,T
because it ie designed to facilitate retrieval of informa-
tion and because the branching storage structure, when
developed, resembles a tree. Most common memory sys-
tems store functions of argumente at locations designated
by the argumente. (In one sense, they do not store the
argumenta at all. In another and more realiatic sense,
they store all the possible arguments in the framework
structure of the ,memory.) The trie memory system, on
the other hand, stores both the functions and the argu-
ments. The argument is introduced into the memory first,
one character at a time, starting at a standard initial
register. Each argument register has one cell for each
character of the ensemble (e.g., two for information en-
coded in binary form) and each character cell has within
it storage spacer Tor the address of the next register. The
argument is stora4'. .7 writing a series of addresses, each
one of which tells where to find the next.. At the end of
the argument -is a special "end-of-argument" marker.
Then follow directions to the function, which is stored
in one or another of several ways, either further tric
structure or "list structure" often being most effective.

The trie memory scheme is inefficient for small mem-
ories, but it becomes increasingly efficient in using avail-
able atorage spurs as memory size increases. The attrac-
tive features of the scheme are these: 1) The retrieval
process is extremely, simple. Given the argument, enter
the standard initial register with the first character, and
pick up tho address of Ihe second. Then go to the second
reenter, and pick up the addrue of the third, eta. 2) If

E. Fredirio,.Trie memory...in preparation.

two arguments have initial characters in common, they
use the same storage space for those characters. 3) The
lengths of the argumenta need not be the same, and need
not be specified in advance. 4) No room in storage is
reserved for or used by any argument until it. is actually
stored. The trie structure is created as the items are in-
troduced into the memory. 5) A function can be used as
an argument for another function, and that function as
an argument few the next. Thus, for example, by enter-
ing with the argument, "matrix multiplication," one
might retrieve the entire program for performing a ma-
trix multiplication on the computer. 6) By examining
the storage at a given level, one can determine what thus-
far similar items have been stored. For example, if there
is no citation for Egan, J. P., it is but a step or two back-
ward to pick up the trail of Egan, James....

The properties just deacribed do not include all the
desired ones, but they bring computer storage into res-
onance with human operators and their predilection to
designate things by naming or pointing.

D. The Language Problem
The basic dissimiliarity between human languages and

computer languages may be the most serious obstacle to
true symbiosis. It is reassuring, however, to note what
great strides have already been made, through interpre-
tive programs and particularly through assembly or com-
piling programs such as FORTRAN, to adapt computers
to human language forms. The "Information Proceesing
Language" of Shaw, Newell, Simon and Ellis" represents
another line of rapprochement. And, in ALGOL and re-
lated systems, men are proving their flexibility by adopt-
ing standard formulas of representation and expression
that are readily translatable into machine language.

For the purpoeea of real-time cooperation between
men and computers, it will be necessary, however, to
make use of an additional and rather different principle
of communication and control. The idea may be high-
lighted by comparing instructions ordinarily addressed
to intelligent human beings with instructions ordinarily
need with computers. The latter specify precisely the in-
dividual steps to take and the sequence in which to take
them. The former present or imply sornething about in-
centive or motivation, and they supply a criterion by
which the human executor of the inetructions will know
when he has accomplished his task. In short: instruc-
tions directed to computers specify courses; instruc-
tions directed to human beings specify goals.

Men appear to think more naturally and easily in
terms of goals than in terms of courses. True, they usu-
ally know something about directions in which to travel
or lines along which to work, but few start out with pre-
cisely formulated itineraries. Who, for example, would

J. C. Show, A. Newell, H. A. Simon, and T. 0.
command structure for complex informatron proeeming," Proe.
W./CO, pp. 119-128; May, 1068.
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depart from Boston for Los Angeles with a detailed
specification of the route? Instead, to paraphrase Wiener,
men bound for Los Angeles try continually to decreaee
the amount by which they are not yet in the mug.

Computer instruction through specification of goals is
being approached along two paths. The firet involves
problem-solving, bin-climbing, self-organizing programs.
The second involves real-time concatenation of prepro-
grammed segments and closed subroutines which the hu-
man operator can designate and call into action simply
by name.

Along the first of these paths, there has_ been promis-
ing exploratory work. It is clear that, working within tbe
loose constraints of predetermined strategies computers
will in due course be able to devise and siMplify their
own procedures for achieving stated goals. Thus far, the
achievements have not been substantively important;
they have constituted only "demonstration hi principle,"
Nevertheless, the implicatiom are far-reaching.

Although tbe second path is simpler and apparently
capable of earlier realization, it has been relatively neg-
lected. Fredkin's trie memory providea a promising para-
digm. We may in due course see a serious effort to de-
velop computer programs that can-be connected together
like the words and phrases of speech to do whatever
computation or control is required at the moment. The
consideration that bolds back sueb an effort, apparently,
is that the effort would produce nothing that would be of
great value in the context of existing computers. It would
be unrewarding to develop the language before there are
any computing machines capable of responding mean-
ingfully to it.

E. input and Outmat Equipment
The department of data processing that seems least ad-

vanced, in so far as the requirements of man-computer
symbiosis are concerned, isIhe one that deals with input
and output equipment or, as it is seen from the human
enerator's point of view, displays and controls. Immedi-
ately after-saying that, it is essential to make qualifying
comments, because the engineering of eqdipment for high-
speed introduction and extraction oi information has been
excellent, and because some very sophisticated displai
and control techniques have been developed in such re-
search laboratories as 'the Linooln Laboratory. By and
large, in generally available computers, however, there
is almont no provision for any more effective, im;sediate
man-machine communication than can .he achieved with

Displays seem to be in' a somewhat better 'state than
Controls. ManY computers plot graphs on crwilloscope
screens, and a -few take advantage of the remarkable
capabilities, graphical and symbolic, of the charectron
display tube. Nowhere, to my knowledge, however, is
there anything approaching the flexibilitY ant: 'conven-
ience of the pencil and doodle pad or the chalk and
blackboard used by men in technical discussion.

1) Desk-Surface Display and Control: Certainly, for
effective man-computer interaction, it will be necessary
for the man and the computer to draw graphs and pic-
tures and to write notes and equations to each other on
the same display surface. The man should be able to
present a function to the computer, in a rough but rapid
fashion, by drawing a graph. The computer should read
tbe man's writing, perhaps on the condition that it be in
clear block capitals, and it should immediately post, at
the location of each hand-drawn symbol, the correspond-
ing character as interpreted and put into precise type-
face. With such an input-output device, the operator
would quickly learn to write or print in a manner legible
to the machine. He could compose instructions and sub-
routines, set them into proper format, and check tbem
over before introducing them finally into the computer's
main memory. He could even define new symbols, as
Gilmore and Savellle have done at the Lincoln Labora-
tory, and present them directly to the computer. He
could sketch out the format of a table roughly and let
the computer shape it up with precision. He could correct
the computer's data, instruct the machine via flow dia-
grams, and in general interact with it very much as be
would with another engineer, except that the "other en-
gineer" would be a precise draftsman, a lightning calm-
later, a mnemonic wizard, and many other valuable part-
ners all in one.

2) Computer-Posted Wall Display: In some techno-
logical systems, several men share responsibility for con-
trolling vehicles whose behavior's interact. Some informa-
tion must be presented simultaneoualy to all the men,
pieferably on a common grid, to coordinate their actions.
Other information is of relevance only to one or two op-
erators. There would be only a confusion of unintexpret-
able clutter if all the information were presented on one
display all of them. The information must be posted
by a computer, since manual plotting is too slow to keep
it up to date.

The problem just outlined is even noW a critical one,
and it seems certain to become more and more critical
as time goes by: Several designers are convinced that
displays with the desired characteristics can be con-
structed with the lid of flashing lights and time-sharing
viewing screens based on the light-valve principle.

The lama ,,,deplay should be supplemented, according to
most of tbc,ss who haVe thought about the problem, by
individual display=control units. The latter would permit
the operators to modify tbe wall display without leaving
their locations. For some purposes, it would be desirable
for the operators tia be able te communicate with the
computer through the iimplementary displays and per-,
haps even through the wall display. At least one scheme
for providing such communication eeems feasible.

n, J. T. Gilmore and R. E. &cell, °The Lincoln Writer; Lin-
coin Labocatory. MST., Lexington, Masa, Rept. 51-8; October,
196g.
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Tim large wall diaplay and its associated system are
relevant, of course, to aymbiotic cooperation between a
computer and a team of men. Laboratory experiments
have indicated repeatedly that informal, parallel ar-
rangements of operators, coordinating their activities
through reference to a lage situation display, have im-
portant advantages over the arrangement, more widely
used, that locates the operators at individual consoles
and attempts to correlate their actions through the agency
of a computer. 'This la one of several operator-team prob-
lems in need of careful study.

3) Automatic Speech Production arta Recognition:
How desirable and bow feasible is speech communication
between htimnn operators and computing machines? That
compound question ia asked whenever sophiaticated data-
processing systems are discussed. Engineers who work
and live with computers take a conservative attitude to-
ward the desirability. Engineers who have had experi-
ence in the field of automatic speech recognition take a
conservative attitude toward the feasibility. Yet there is
continuing interest in the idea of talking with computing
machines. In large part, the interest StWILEI from realisa-
tion that one can hardly take a military commander or a
corporation president away from his work to teach him
to type. If computing machines are ever to be used di-
rectly by top-level decision makers., it may be worth-
while to provide communication via the moet natural
means, even at considerable cost.

Preliminary analysis of his problerns and time scales
suggeste that a corporation president would be interested
in a symbiotic association with a computer only as an
avocation. Business situations usually Move slowly
enough that there is time for briefings and conferences.
It seems reasonable, therefore, for computer sPeCialista
to be the ones who interact directly with computers in

The military commander, on the other hand, faces a
greater probabintY of having te, make critical decisions
in short interval's of tines. It. ia easy to overdramatize the
notion of the ten-minute war, but it would be daagerous
to Count on hiving mote than ten minutee in which to
make a critiCal decision. As military sYstent. ground en-
vinonments and control,Centers, grow in capability and
coniplexity, therefore, a real requireMent for automatic
speech production and recognition in eoroputors seems
likely to develop. Certainly, it the equipreent Were al-
ready' deVenped, reliable, end alieilible it Would be used,

In So tar ia Concerned, speech. predue-
tion Paces lea's severe Probleme-of a technical nature thn
doeiriutomfaic recOgnitioh of speeCh sohnds. A cominer,
elk electronic 'digital yoltineter now reads aloud its inei-
cations, digit by digit.. Yor, eight or ten years, at the Bell
Telephone Laboratories, the RaYal Inatitute of Technol-
ogy (Stockholm), the Signale Research and bevelepment
Establiahinent (Chrkdeburch), the Heakina Leboratory,

and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dunn,"
Fent," Lawrence," Cooper," Stevens," and their co-
workers, have demonstrated succesaive generations of in-
telligible automatic talkers. Recent work at the Haskins
Laboratory has led to the development of a digital code,
suitable for use by computing machines that makes an
automatic voice utter intelligible conne:ded dincourse."

The feasibility of automatic speech recognition de-
pends heavily upon the size of the vocabulary of words
to be recognized wed upon the diversity of talkers and
accents with which it must work. Ninety-eight per cent
correct recognition of naturally spoken decimal digits
was demonstrated several years ago at the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories and at the Lincoln Laboratory."' "
To go a step up the scale of vocabulary size, we may say
that an automatic recognizer of clearly spoken alpha-
numerical characters can almost surely be developed now
on the basis of existing knowledge. Since untrained op-
erators can read at least as rapidly as trained ones can
type, such a device would be a convenient tool in al-
moat any computer installation.

For real-time interaction on a truly symbiotic level,
however, a vocabulary of about 2000 words, e.g., 1000
words of something like basic English and 1000 technical
terms, would 'probably be required. That constitutes a
challenging problem. In the consennu of acousticians
and linguists, construction of a recogniser of 2000 worda
cannot be accomplished now. However, there are several
organizations that would happily undertake to develop
and automatic recognizer for such a vocabulary on a five-
year basis. They would stipulate that the speech be clear
speech, dictation style, without unusual accent.

Although detailed discussion of techniques of auto-
matic speech recognition ia beyond the present scope, it
is fitting to note that computing machines are playing
a dominant role in the development of automatic speech
recognizers. They have contributed the impetus that

H. K. Duan, "Tts 'calculation of vowel reronances, and an
vocal tract," J. Acourt. Soc. Amer., vol. 22, pp. 740-7M;

November, 1050.
Fant, "Oa the Aeoustim of Speech," paper presented at

the Third Interest,. Congress on Acoustics, Stuttgart, Gm:: Sen-
.

lawreacC. at id. "Methcide and Fltrpos' ot Speech Syn..
Mama," Signals Res. 'and Bev. Eetab., Mimstry of Supply, Chnet-
church; Rants, England, Rept. 55/1467; Marsh, 1956. .

S. Cooper, et sZ., "Some experiments on the pereeption of
synthetic speech sounds," J. Arendt: Sue-Amer., vol. 24, pp: 697-

tr IC. N. Stevens, £1:11rukswild, and 0..0; Fast, "Eicetrit analog
of the vocal tract," J. Amuse. Boo. Amer., vol. 25, pp. 784-742;

A. M. Lierinen, F. Digernann, Lieber'', F. Delattre, and
F. S. Cooper, "Minimal rules for synthaising speech," J. Aonot.
Soc. Attar., viol. 31, pp. 1490-1499; November 1969.

av K. K. Davis, It Eidthdph, and S. Ralashek "Automatic
recognition of spoken' duets," m W. 'Isamu; _"COMmunieation
Theory " Butterworths.Scientille Publications, loadon, Eng-, pp.
M6-441'119M.

51 J. W. Fergie and C. D. Fergie, nleadt, obtained from a
vowel 'reeognition computer program," J. Amnia. Soo. Amer,, vol.
an, pp: 1480-14801 November, 1999.
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accounts for the present rptimism, or rather for the opti-
mism presently found in iome quarters. Two or three
years ago, it appeared that automatic recognition of size-
able vocabularies would not be achieved for ten or fifteen
years; that it would have to await much further, gradual
accumulation of knowledge of acoustic, phonetic, linguis-
tic, and psychological processes in speech communica-
tion. Now, however, many see a prospect of accelerating
the acquisition of that knowledge with the aid of corn-

miter processing of speech signals, and not a few work-
ers have the feeling that sophisticated computer pro-
grams will be able to perform well as speech-pattern
recognisers even without the aid of much substantive
knowledge of speech signals and processes. Putting those
two considerations together brings the estimate of the
time required to achieve practically significant speech
recognition down to perhaps five years, the five years
just mentioned.
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[Reprinted from AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST, Vol. 21, No. 11, November, 1966]

A CRUX IN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

J. C. R. LICKLMER

ONLY in high hyperbole does a thing "ex-
plode" that takes 10 or 15 years to double
its volume. Yet most estimates place the

doubling time of the size cf the printed record of
science and technology within that range, and most
papers on scientific and technical information begin
by pointing in the general direction of the library
and shouting "information explosion."

The best response to r srning of explosion is
usually either to duck in run, depending upon
one's distance from the cemer of the scene. In
this case, however, I think there is time to ex-
amine the problem and to look about for a more
constructive solution.

Trim INUNDATION

What is happening in scientific and technical com-
municathan is more closely analogous to a flood
than to an explosion. The water has been rising
slowlyat a progressively increasing rate, but
slowly, for a long time, and now I: is overflowing
the banks in several areas. Although the rise has
been gradual, the overflow is sudden and dramatic.
It is causing damage and alarm, but note that it
involves only the water that rises above the banirc---
the excess beyond their capacity to contain
and not the entire volume of the water in the river.
If the entire volume were to undergo s.,* great and
abrupt a relative increase, it would be an explosion
indeed, and there would be no hopebut fortu-
nately it is only the rate of getting out of hand,
not the rate of overall growth, that is so high
that it attracts everyone's attention.

Although science and technology are concerned,
respectively, with augmentation and application
of knowledge, it is not knowledge but information
that is the commodity they store, retrieve, and com-
municate. Through subtle cognitive processing,
some Information is distflled and organized into
knowledge. The quality of the information appears
to be at least as important as the quantity in
deterrrdning the value of the product. In any event,

it is a flood of information and not a flood of
knowledge that is causing the trouble with which
we must cope.

The body of recorded scientific and technical
information now bas a volume of about 10 trillion
alphanumeric characters (i.e., letters, numerals, and
punctuation marks) and is increasing along (what
for lack of precise data is usually assumed to be)
an exponential curve characterized by a doubling
time in the range 10-15 years as mentioned
(Licklider, 1965; Senders, 1963).

To simplify back-of-the-envelope calculations,
let us take the figures, 10" characters and (say)
12 years, at face value; let us assume that one one-
thousandth of all science and technology constitutes
a field of specialization; and let us consider the
plight of a scientist who reads 3,000 charrzters a
minute, which is a rate more appropriate for
novels than for journal articles. Suppose that he
gathers together the literature sf his field of special-
ization (10" characters) and begins now to read it.
He read:* 13 hours a day, 365 days a year. At the
end of the 12 years, he sets down the last volume
with a great sigh of reliefonly to discover that
in the interim another 10" characters were pub-
lished in his field. He is deterred from undertaking
12 more years of reading by the realization that
not only the volume but the rate of publication has
doubled.

Sixty years ago, according to cur simplifying
(but for this purpose not oversimplifying) as-
sumptions, tbt 3,000-character-per-minute reader
needed only 25 minutes a day to keep up with
everything in his ueld. Eleven years -hence, he will
have to read continuously, every hour of every day.
Of course most of us do not read so fast and so
persistently. Of course most of us make do with
less than total scrutiny oi less than one one-
thousandth of the corpus. Give or tale a small
factor in speed; give or take a small faztor in dze.
Tile essential point is that an exponentially in-
, ming requirement is passing a constant cepa-
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bility. It is our unique experience to live and work
through the period in which individual mastery of
a field turns from possible to impossiblein which
the depth of the water exceeds the height of the
banks.

As individual mastery becomes impossible, we
turn (without being sharply aware of our charm-

. ing strategy) to a group approach, to individual
specialization plus organization across or over in-
dividuals. But it is still essential to bring to-
gether in an individual mind the ideas relevant to
a given problem. Many of the difficulties of scien-
tific and technical communication, and much of the
proliferation of scientific and technical literature,
stem from that requirement. In the days of in-
dividual mastery, a man attacked a problem by
drawing pertinent ideas frona'his memory's store,
built up over the yearsand his memory per-
formed well for him even thvugh no one understood
its processes of storage, organization, and retrieval.
In the group approach, however, those procecses
have to be externalized, and to be made to work
effectively they have to be understood. Pertinent
ideas have to be selected either from diverse human
memories or from one or more, nonneural stores,
and they have to be communicated to the individual
or individuals in whose mind(s) they may interact
to yield solution (s).

During the present decade, the needed external
arrangements for storage, organization, and retrieval
of information are becoming the ajects of wide-
spread concern. Just as a flood of water hits first
one area, then another, then anothernot all simul-
taneotdy but all within a brief span of time so is
the flood of information hitting the various areas
of science and technology. Some are still high and
dry. Some are Just now feeling the effects. In a
few areas, inundated early, extensive arrangements
for externalization of the selection, retrieval, and
dissemination functions have already been made.
To the old array of published abstracts and indexes,
and to the traditional library services, new schemes
and systems have br*n and are being added: pub-
lished lists of titles (as given or permuted), cita-
tion indexes, referral services, clearinghouses and
exchanges, information evaluation centers, auto-
mated searching systems, selective dissemination
systems, and so on.

In this movement, most of the kinds of organiza-
tion concerned with science and technology are in-

volved: universities (e.g., with its Projects
MAC and INTREX .), "Sessional societies (e.g.,
the- American Chemical ....clay, of which Chemical
Abstracts Service, with its manifold of information
services, is a part), nonprofit documentation services
(e.g., Biosciences Information Service), privately
owned documentation services (e.g., Institute for
Scientific Information), publishing firms (McGraw-
Hill Book Company), nonprofit research organiza-
tions (e.g., Battelle Memorial Institute, with its
eight specialized technical information evaluation
centers), business firms (Dupont, with its advanced
technical information system), quaisi-governmental
bodies (e.g., the National kcademy of Sciences),
governments (e.g.,- the Government of the United
Statesvide infra), and international organizations
(e.g., the United Nations).

The professional societies are indeed very active:
the APA in its pioneering studies of ie process of
scientific communication (APA, 1965; Garvey &
Griffith, 1964); the American Institute of Physics
in analyzing the needs of physicists and planning a
balanced array of services to meet them (Williams,
Hutchisson, & Wolfe, 1966); the Engineers Joint
Council, Engineering Index, and Engineering So-
cieties Library in their joint effort toward a national
system for engineering information (Cottrell, 1966;
Speight, 1966); the American Society for Metals
in operating a mechanized searching service for its
members (Cottrell & Flanagan, 1965). The Govern-
ment has recognized -:esponsibility for fostering the
use of the knowledge gained through Government-
sponsored research and development and is engaged
in a major effort to improve the availability and use
of scientific and technical information (Knox,
1965a). This effort is guided by the President's
Special Assistant for Science and Technology and
the three organizations he heads: the Office of
Science and Technology, the President's Scientific
Advisory Committee, and the Federal Council for
Science and Technology. The effort involves such
operating agencies and services as the three national
libraries, the National Referral Center for Science
and Technology (which will tell you who knows
about a given subject), the Science Information
Exchange (which will tell .you who is working on
it under Government support), the Clearing-house

1 MAC. -Multiple-accem Competing, alachlne-Aided Cog-
nition; INTREXInformation Trmisfer

3 3,2
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for Federal Scientific and Technical Information
(which will get you a copy of the report if the
work reported was suppolted by the Government),
the National Standard Reference Data Center
(which maintain's validated data, as distinguished
from docunlents), the documentation centers of the
various departments and their current awareness,
abstracting, indexing, and searching services (e.g.,
Defense Documentation Center, NASA's STAR,
AEC's Nuclear Science Abstracts, and MEDLARS"
Index 11 f edicus and computer-based searches in
biomedicine), the scores of specialized technical in-
formation centers supported by the Government
(which not only maintain and retrieve informaeon
but analyze, evaluate and "repackage" it), and the
command, control, and intelligence organizations.
In this vast and complex situation, the National
Science Foundation plays a role not limited to
financial support of research; NSF fosters new in-
formational services during the initial years of their
operation, and it sponsors surveys and analyses of
the situation in scientific and t=linical communica-
tion and planning of national information systems
and networks.

Thus the flood is upon us, and almost every
agency in sight is building a dike ,or a dam or a
boat or a helicopteror making a plan. There
are still quite a few individual scientists and
engineers who say they think there is no problem.
Some are foremost leaders of their fields for whom
meetings, visits, and preprint exchanges have short-
circuited the library network. . (They spend so
much time above the clouds they never see the
flood.) Most of the others are so far removed
from the main stream that they are in no danger
of getting wet at all:. -For most .of us, however,
the flood of information is a .major factor in our
lives.' 'It is markedly affecting what we do and how
we do it All of us have reason to be concerned,
and there is need for us to be involved. Indeed,
the problem ia largely one of :human cognition,
huinan behavior, and human organizationL-with
which many psychologists are fainiliarand some
of the proposals for solution Postulate a cooperative
interaction between men, :sachines, and informa-
tionAn which many psychologists nsay , find a
fascinating challenge. ."

2 Medical Literature Analysis mid Retrieval System of the
National Library of Medicine.

FLOOD CONTROL

Widespread concern is probably necessary but
of roarrk not in and of itself sufficient. Action
ms1.:1 he taken to control the flood.

There are three possible lines of action: (a)
reduce the rate of publication, (b) improve the
arrangements for selecting pertinent documents,
and (c) improve the arrangements for processing
the information the documents contain.

It seems obvious to many that much of what is
published is of such low quality that its publica-
tion does more ha.rta than good. Some lave meas-
ures to preclude publication of low-grade contribu-
tions. A more constructive and practicable ap-
proach (which I advocate) is to enforce high
standards of quality in selected media (e.g., the
"prestige" journals) and to let the buyer beware or
ignore the residue. Unfortunately, however, critical
review, which is the main tool for enforcing high
standards, tends to react against speed of dis-
semination, and the need or desire for early in-
formation is in some quarters very great. Pre-
prints and technical reports must therefore be
taken into account as parts of the apparatus of
scientific and technical communication. The same
conclusion applies to the derivative publications
that 'are involved in the transfer of scientific find-
ings into technological applications. Much may
be lost in summarization and rewriting, and the
derived version may sometimes seem a travesty to
the man who wrote the primary article. In the
judgment of many engineers and managers, how-
ever, summarization and "slanted repackaging" are
necessary steps irs the process of application. They
should not and probably could not be eliminated.
They should be kept in marked channels.

Since few psychologists would be so naive as to
undertake under present circumstances to reduce
the rate of scientific and technical publication, the
foregoing brief consideration of the first possible
line of action serves mainly to introduce the second:
improvement of the arrangements for selecting
pertinent documents. It suggests that one basis
for selection is the reputation of tht media through
which documents are transmitted e -,-, more gen-
erally, the classes to which documents are assigned.
That is probably a better basis for selecti.,..4 value
than for selecting pertinence, but:it is important.

A sharply and subtly discriminating system for
selecting pertinent documents and screening out
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nonpertinent .anes would prooanly bring the Rood
under control *tor most scientistsit act for most
engineers or manager:: and keep it to:der control
Ur some time to come. The critical question is,

can :such a system be achieved by augmenting and
automating tte tradonal procedures of libraries
and -document rooms.' That is the essential point
of difference between the second and third lines of
action. The second would seek to cut dowa the
required amount of interaction between peopl.: and
the store of information by employing the best
arrangements for selection that can be achieved

the contents of documents. The third would seek
a marked improvement in the method of processing
aaf then would employ the improved method both
in the selection and in the organization and inter-
pretation of information. The choice between the
second and third lines is a fundamental and crucial
decision, I think, for the next 2 or 3 decades of
scientific and technieal communication.

In that formulation of the crux, discriminating
selection appears explicitly and rapid response does
not. Rapid response is extremely important, in
my assessment, because without it one cannot de-
velop the penetrating interaction with the store of

discihninating selection. But I do not stress instant
delivery Of.primary docn.:.-ats (or images thereof)
for consecutive reading. If a book takes 3 days
to read, it may aswell take 1 day to deliver.

The second line of action would improve and
augment the traditional apparatus of bibliographic
control. That apparatus consists mainly of cata-
logues, indexes, abstracts, and bibliographies. The
items catalogued, indexed, abstracted, and re-
ferred to iii bibliographies are document& Much
of the inadequacy of the traditional apparatus is
related to the fact that docuthents are too iasze
to make good bibliographic units. A journal
article deals with several topics, a book with many.
Other limitations stem from the egtentially hier-
archical nature of the systems (e.g., Dewey Decimal
System) widely used by libraries in classifying docu-
ments, from the shallowness of subject-matter
indexing in most card catalogues, from the fact
that authors tend not to be expert in abstracting
and professional abstractorf tend not to be at the
forefronts of substantive fields of science and tech-
nology, and so on. Can those inadequacies and

limitations be removed by more intensive effort
along the same lines?

Technically, of course, there is no great obstacle
to reducing thd size of the bibliographic unit. With
sufficient effort chapters or sections or even para-
grapbs could be indexed and abstracted. Each
documnnt could be assigned dozens of retrieval
terms and abstracted in depth from several points
of view by teams of subject-matter experis
information scientists. However, the amount of
effort required to perform the deeper indexing and
fuller abstracting would be great. If we estimate
3 minutes for indexing and 20 minutes for ab-
stracting per 5,000-character page, the world's not
quite 10'-' annual characters of science and tech-
nology turn out to require about 4,500 man-years
of indexing and 30,000 man-years of abstracting.
From an administrator's point of view, that is
obviously out of the question: at $12,000 per man-
year, the cost would exceed our Government's
entire budget (estimate, $330 millionKnox,
1965b) for scientific and technical information;
moreover, to recruit the people would take a decade.
As seen more abstractly, rethaps the scheme seems
less preposterous: It must have taken more than
100,000 man-years to draft the original papers, let
alone do the underlying research and engineering,
and a $400 million investment ni" ;lit be justified
if it markedly improved the us fulness of $15
billion (United States) or $30 billion (world)
atm th of research and development. Nevertheless,
the administrator's assessment is sure to prevail;
it takes into account the inescapable' constraint
imposed by the limited availability of competent
human processing time.

The argument then comes down to this: To
provide a basis for diceriminative document re-
trieval, deep Analysis of the published literature is
required. At human processing speeds, deep inter-
action with it- formation takes a long time. The
supply of people able to understand science and
technology well enough to contribute constructively
tO organization of its corpus for retrieval and dis-
semination is limited. The s;arile people, by and
large; are capable of doing more substantive scien-
tific or technical work and prefer to do it. There
is little hope, therefore, of sufficiently expanding the
conventional indexing and abstracting' efforts to
rover all science and technolcahr in great depth.

The argument might go per to question whether
merely deeper indexes and fuller abstracts wo.,Id
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provide the required improvement of selectivity.
I think they would not. I think that new concepts
are needed and that much exploration and rrch
will be requiredexploration and research that
would not themselves he feasible with traditional
methods. But in the interest of hrevity I shall not
try to support those opinions.

Where human processing of information is slow
or costly, digital computers enter. They have
entered the domain of scientific and technical in-
formation in six main operational roles:

1. Calculatorsin solution of scientific and
engineering problems

2. ffinuilators and modeling devicesin plarming,
research, and engineering design

3. Data processorsin storage and retrieval of
the data of data banks

4. Message handlersin telecommunication and
intelligence systems

5. Language processors--in compilation of bibli-
ographies and indexes and in the automation of
routine library work such as control of serials and
monitoring of circulation

6. Control devices--in document storage and
retrieval (and dissemination) systems

In each of the six roles, computers have been
successful in handling those tasks that could be
reduced to definite, explicit, routine procedures
i.e., that could be progratnmed. In the fifth role,
for example, computers have made it cheap and
easy to compile permuted-title indexes ("KWIC
Indexes") and citation indexes (showing who has
referred to whom), and in the sixth role computers
have made it practicable to search 100,000-item
indexes for documents that meet complex boolean
prescriptions (e.g., all the entries that deal with
allergy or erythema and dryl compounds or tran-
quilizers other than meprohromate or with allergy
and nylon) and even to pick out, copy, and deliver
within seconds microform images of the prescribed
documents.

There is a critical difference between the fif th-
role examples and the sixth-role example. The
former depend upon nothing but routine processing
of strings of ammeters contained in the primary
puhlications; hie latter depends upon someone's
having prepared the indexes and upon some means,
such as a thesaurus, tin relating the terms selected
by the indexer to thole selected by the searcher.
Having noted the difficulty of providing deep

indexes, and sensing even more difficulty in area
of thesauri, synonyms, roles, links, and standard
terms we may turn away from that approach and
ask how much can be accomplished wholly within
the domain of routine clerical, programmable opera-
tions. The answer to that question is: "only as
much as we know in precise detail just how to
accomplish, which in the present state of the art
is not very much." Permuted titles and citation
indexes are moderately helpful, hut they are by no
means containing the flood.

That answer leads into examination of the third
line of action, which postulates a new approach
to processing the contents of documents. "Proc-
essing" is used here in a generic sense, to include
what people do when they assimilate and under-
stand and also what computers do when they ex-
ecute explicitly defined procedures. The funda-
mental consideration, it seems to me, is that in most
of the processing that is involved in scientific and
technical communication the two kinds cf activity
just mentioned are tightly meshed together. In
reading, for example, one sees an interplay between
orthographic, lexicographic, and syntactic proce-
dures that appear to he governed by definite
(though complex) rules and semantic, correlative,
and interpretative processes that no one has much
idea how to define explicitly. Attempts to analyze
such activities 23 abstracting and searching for
pertinent analogues reveal the same kind of organ-
ization. In the study of such procecces, the parts
that one can define explicitly and in detail a a called
"algorithmic" and the parts that defy such defini-
tionthat seem to involve the formulation of good
hypotheses, the-selection of promising lines of at-
tack, the finding of the "grain" of a complex prob-
lemare called "heuristic." In those terms, and
in a metaphor of cloth instead of gearworks, the
fundamental consideration is that in most of the
activities with which we are concerned the al-
gorithmic threads and the heuristic threads are
woven together very closely. .

Programmed computers can execute complex
algorithms much more rapidly and accurately than
people can. Intelligent, creative people can dis-
cover or invent and apply heuristic methods much
better than presently programmed computers can.
To solve problems and carry out courses of action
that involve . closely 4tatwwoven heuristic and
algorithmic threads, therefore. close interaction be-
tween people and cor ,aters is re l'a.e key
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to the third line of action is man-computer inter-
action.

During the last 5 years, man-computer inter-
action"on-line" or "interactive" information proc-
essinghas grown from a gleam in an eye to a
major sociotechnological movement. In several
uni,rersities and research organizations, the way to
use the computer is to sit down at one of its con-
soles and "converse" with the machine and fts
programs through a typewriter and/or a cathode-
ray display and stylus arrangement. The computer
divides its time among several or many users,
switching from one to another very rapidly and
attending to each one every few seconds.' Such
arrangements, supported by a very large amount
of programming, have made it possible for men and
computers to work in close partnership in exploring
and formulating as well as in "solving" complex
problems. In the opinion of many, this multiple-
access on-line aPproach will dominate the next
several decades of information processing.

In distinguishing between heuristic and algo-
rithmic methods, I was careful not to say that
programmed computers cannot handle heuristics.
When they work in close interaction with com-
puters, creative people continually augment the
repertoire of programs. A person who finds him-
self repeatedly using a method or a tactic is likely
to examine carefully just what be does and then
prepare a program to do it for him. If they have
wide applicability, such programs tend to become
"public," to find their ways into the library of
programs available to all the users. Thus, as
methods once regarded as heuristic are understood
and prograMmed, they come withiz tZge growing
province of the computer's capability.

In the phenomenon just described, I see the only
credible promise for development of an effective
system of informational flood control. The tech-
niques of bibliographic :control that have proved
inadequate without the help of computers cannot
be -made adequate simply by introducing com-

2 A "Time-Sharing System Scorecard" issued in the spring
of 1965 by the Computer Research Corporation lists 20 on-
Hee multiple-user computer systems. Among the pioneering
system are those of Bolt Beranek aud Newman, Inc.,
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Dartmouth College, IBM's
Mohansic i.aboratory and Thomas J. Watson Research
Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Mitre
Corporation, the RAND Corporation, Stanford University,
the System Development Corporation, and the University
of Cai'.fornti.
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puters fni- only the simplest of those techniques
can he. ,meiverted directly into computer programs.
To meld, the computer's speed with the working
scientist's sense of relevance, for example, wall
requk-e much more than a one-shot effort of plan-
ning and programming. Many ideas will have to
be tried out, tested, modified, and tried out again
in a context of operational use by scientists and
engineers, and not only new programs but new
physical arrangements (displays, controls, consoles)
for man-computer interaction will be required.
Within an on-line, interactive community of the
kind arising in several :zniversities, the necessary
conditions exist: creative people interested in solv-
ing the proble&s, a way of mnverting ideas into
operable procedures and testing them rapidly, end
a context of operational use in which to test them.
Never before has there been such a facility for
solving problems that are at once psychological,
social, technological, r ed informational.

With the new fecny, I think it will be possible
during the next few years not only to sharpen the
selectivity of information retrieval but also to im-
prove the effectiveness of our use of the retrieved
information. Instead of merely reading about the
result of testing three learning models with a speci-
fied set of experimental data, for example, a student
will be able to apply the models (which will be
stxed, retrieved, and operated as computer pro-
grams) to the data and watch the processes unfold
through graphical and diagrammatic displays. He
will be able to experiment with the models, to
modify them, to incorporate into them ideas of his
own, and he will be able to test A's model with B's
data, making stich transformations as are necessary
with the aid of programs retrieved from the pro-
gram library and modified on-line to meet his im-
mediate need. Indeed, a model will be not a set
of static formulas but an active process producing
visible behavior, and models will become preferred
vehicles of scientific and tecl,..ical communication,
With tedium removed from data processing and
compact outcomes ratber than masses of numbers
meeting the eye, data banks will also grow in
popularity and usefulness.

Problems of informational flood c are begin-
ning to come within tbe grasp of on-line, interactive .
communities.- M. M. Kessler's (1965) Technical
Information Project Sas demonstrated the _capa-
bility and convenience of a multiple-access comptiter
sy.item as a medium of interaction between phys.
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icists and bibliographic information pertaining to
journals of physics. Project INTREX is under-
taking a program of . experiments in information
transfer that will exploit the Massachusets Institute
of Tcchnology's advanced facilities for interactive
information processing (Overhage &Harmon, 1965).
EDUCOM's Summer Study '66 formulated plans
for a network of computer, 'facsimile, television, and
other channels to foster coherent interaction among
the prople (and the other intellectual and informa-
tional resources) of universities and related organ-
izations.' And several Governmental agencies,
such as the Advanced Research Projects Agency,
the Public Health Service, the National Institutes of
Health, and the Office of Education, are seeking to
develop new syntheses of brains, computers, and
telecommunications for more effective accomplish-
ment of their missions.

From a point of view only slightly different from
the one we have been taking, the essential difference
between the second and third lines of action is
that the second is basod mainly on representation
of the corpus in analogue images (e.g., print on
paper, microforth photographs) whereas the third
is based mainly on representation of the corpus
iu digital code. The main advantages of the former
are that most of the corpus is now in analogue-
image media and that people can read analogue
images directly. The main advantages of the latter
are that digital code can be stdred more cornpartly,
that it can be moved from one place to another by
transmission instead of transportation, that com-
puters can process digital code directly, and that
conversion from digital code to analogue image is
very much simpldr than conversion from analogue
image to digital eode.

The main technological question that affects de-
cision between the second and third courses Is
whether or riot digital technology is ready, or will
be ready in time, to handle the vast quantities of
scientific and technical information and to serve
the large numbers of people who use it. The main
general .guideline that bears upon that question
compares the rate of growth in capability of digital
technology with the rate of growth in size of the
body of information. Most of the capacities and

s.EDUCOMI" is a Agri name for the Interuniversity
Communications Council, R new organtsallan with more
than 40 major universities /115 wombers. The report' of the
Summer Study is scheduled to appear at Itbout the same
time as this issue of the Americas Psyckologiet.

speeds of the computer technology have been
doubling approximately every 2 years. For the
doubling time of the corpus we have been using
12 years. There is more to the matter than just
the two numbers, of course, but they show the
trend. As for the present status:

1. Storagephotodigital stores capable of hold-
ing more than 10" characters have been announced.

2. Processingdigital computers designed specifi-
cally for on-line, multiple-access processing are now
entering the picture.

3. Transmissionthe common carriers are pro-
viding an array of digital data services, and, in
terms of effective bit-miles per day, digital trans-
mission has already passed analogue transmission.

4. Display and control (consoles)both type-
writer and cathode-ray display-plus-stylus consoles
are available and in use.

The factor of cost is of course both very im-
portant and very difficult to discuss adequately in
a paper such as this. A rough rule for the period
1967-70 is that, in steady operation, storage (the
storage hardware itself), transmission (the service
over a few hundred miles via switchable common
carrier), and display (hard copy or soft copy) will
each cost about a thousandth of a cent per char-
acter. The cost e processing will depend of cour.,e
upon the depth of xocessing, but fairly deep proc-
essing can be achieved at a thousandth of a cent
per character. The total, .004 cent per character
"delivered to the eyeball," corresponds approxi-
mately to 10 cents per typewritten page. In com-
paring that cost with the cost of information in
conventional books or journals, one should esti-
mate what fraction of the pages or paragraphs
of the lane: he actually consults, for in the
on-line interactive mode be will use almost all of
what he pays for. Another relevant consideration
is that the cost per unit machine operation is con-
tinually going down as digital technology advances,
whereas the costvery significant in the overall
eqrationof the time of the scientist or engineer
who scans, reads, or studies the retrieved record,
does not

The main immediate difficulty in the third course
of action is the difficulty of converting a sufficient
part of the corpus ,to computer-process;ble form.
One can observe eh:a almost every word that is
published is keyed two or more times before it gets
into printand that the inim-fration should be (and
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increasingly is) captured in coded form as it is
keyed. One can imagine a huge roomful of typists
at tapewriters or keypunches, transcribing from
print to digital code. It will probably turn out,
however, that widespread use of digital devices in
storing, processing, and transmitting the substance
of the record of sciesnce and technology will wait
upon the development of print-reading machines
that can handle letterpress printing. Automatic
readers capable of handling multifont typewritten
material are now in operation, but machines are
yet to come that tan scan a book or journal
page and convert its contents into digital code.

Which course of action will be followed, the
second or the third? When whl the choice be
made? (Who can foretell the future, but who
does not presume to try?) Although the decision
will not be made all at once or by. any single
individual or group, the third course will in time
prevail. I, o... the interim Of perhaps a :decade or
more, in ,opaational as distinguished from expert.
mental systems, hibliographic information such as
titles, indexes, and .abstracts will be handled
digitally while the full texts of books and papers
continue to be read from print on parer or from
microform. This will be for many, a thne of fristra-
tion, for the ;:asic difficulty will not haye been
solved, and the flood will not haye been contained.
During,the same period, hc;wever, in a few experi-
mental networks of, significant size, the facilities,

.. the methods, and. the. "software" require'd for the
third course,wflIbedeve1oped. When , have
been proyen and den onstrated,. there will be a
massive movement, encompassing , all ,the teeh-
nologkally, activanced countrien end ihe operation
and. manapcfant ,of government and basiness as
well as science and technology, to on-line inter-
action with stored:..informatioa Scientists and

. engineers ..Will be early and key, members, but not
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the only members, of the resulting "on-lirm intel-
lectual community," and an important part of their
work will be to organir, the store of information
into a coherent body of knowledge.
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The purpose of the BEN time-sharing system
is to increase the effectiveness of the PDP-1
computer for those applications involving man-
machine interaction by allowing each of the five
users, each at his own typewriter to interact
with the computer just as if he had a computer
all to himself. The effectiveness of this inter-
action is further enhanced bq the use of the TYC
language for controlling the operation and
modification of programs.

First the coniputer. The PDP-1* is a single
address binary computer with an 18 bit word
and five microsecond memory cycle; most in-
structions require ten microseconds to execute.
The basic memory size is 4096 words, but uP to
65,536 words may be addressed indirectly. The
machine we used has 8192 words, 4096 of which
are reserved for the time-sharing system. Each
user sees a 4096 word memory. We shall de-
scribe further relevant features of the computer

*The PDP-I computer is manufactured by Digital
Equipment Corporation of Maynard, Massachusetts":
All the equipment described in this paper was made by
D.E.C. and their cooperation in developing and building
the modifications and additions to the basic computer
required for time-sharing was essential to the success
of the project.

Attached to the computer is a high speed
magnetic drum memory divided into 22 fields
each of 4096 words. A basic operation of the
drum system is the memory-swap accomplished
in 33 milliseconds. In this operation 4096 words
are transferred from the core memory to a
drum field and simultaneously the core memory
is loaded from a different drum field. This per-
mits the following time-sharing mode of opera-
tion.

A 4096 word drum field is allocated for sav-
ing the core image of each user when his pro-
gram is not running. A user's program in run
status is run for 140 milliseconds, then if there
is another user also in run status, the state of
core memory is stored in the first user's core
image on drum and simultaneously the second
user's core image is loaded into core and the
second user's program is started in the appro-
priate place. In the worst case of all five users
in run status, the system makes its rounds in
5 x (140 A- 83) = 865 milliseconds. For man-
machine interaction this means that if the user
types a character calling for a response from
his program that requires less than 140 milli-
seconds (= 14,000 machine instructions), he
will get the first character of the response in
less than .865 seconds. This worst case is ex-



pected to be rare because when a user's programtypes out a multicharacter
message, successivecharacters go into a buffer area in the systemcore; when the buffer is full the user's programis removed from run status until the buffer isnearly empty. Therefore, users with extensiveoutput spend very little time in run status andthe other users get

correspondingly quickerservice. (In fact the condition in which nousers are in run status is expected to be socommon that a provision for a background pro-gram to be run only when no time-sharer is inrun status is
contemplated.)

THE TYC CONTROL LANGUAGEThe language used to control
the debuggingis adapted from the DDT language devised bythe TX-0 and PDP-1 grouP at M.LT. directedby Jack Dennis for the TX-0 and PDP-1 com-puters. The use of typewriters

rather than theconsole switches for on-line debugging has beendeveloped at M.I.T. and M.I.T. Lincoln Labor-atory since 1967, and at BEN since 1961. Theselanguages have greatly increased the effective-ness of the TX-0, TX-2 and PDP-1 computersand are now being developed
for the IBM 7090time-sharing system by F. J. Corbato of theM.I.T. Computation Center. Unfortunately, ex-cept for a recent paper by Corbato, the workhas not been

published. Our only bow athistoryis to credit John Gilntore with the first suchsystem for the TX-0 in 1957.
First, we shall consider the facilities for ex-straining and changing registers. Suppose theuser wants to exemine register344 lie types

and the computer tines back the contents ofthis register interpreted as a computer instrucetion if possible. Thue it might type back "add4072". The user then has several options.L Ilecan carriage return and close the reg-ister lf he is satisfied with its contents.2. He can ask to see the next register byhitting the
backspacekey. The computer mightthen type back

345/ sub 4)75.3. He can ask to see the previous register.4. He can ask to see register 4072 by hittingthe tab key.
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5. lie can aek for theeontents of the registeras an octal or decimal number.6. He can change the contents of the registerby typing new contents such as "add 4073" andthen hitting one of the delimiter characters.The computer user who does not have ex-perience with systems of this kind may notimmediately realize the increase in effectivenessthat these facilities alone give over console de-bugging. The advantages are that typing iseasier than
dipping switches, that a record isobtained of what was done, and that usefulfeatures can be added to the control language.As a further feature the user can defineeyrn-bolic names of addresees so that his typeoutscan take the form

a/ add b + 3
a + 1/ sub b + 6In order to start a program say at register3146 the user types 3145G. This gives the type-writer up to the program, but he can get itback forcontrol purposes by typing center dot.If he does so he can

interrogate and changeregisters without stopping his program but ifhe wants to stop it he types H. Once it isstopped he can start it where it left off by typ-ing G without a numerical
argument. He canalso interrogate the Arithmetic

registers eitherwhile the program is running or while it isstopped. Of course, the contents of a registerinterrogated when the program is interruptedat a random
moment may not be significant;this depends on the program.Except at tbe beginning and the end of hissession the user, does not ordinarily use thepaper tape apparatus. Instead he designatesa position on , the drum for tha punch and aposition for the reader using TYC. An instruc-tion in the user's program to punnh. a tharacteronto papee tape' se/Wallyrieults in entering 'thecharacter into a buffer for transmission to thedrum when the' buffer Is full or no punch in-structioes have been .given for a whila Thisfeature alloWed us to 'make available in thetinee-sharing elegem symbolic assembly pro-grams and other Utility programs that weredeveloped previously.

The TYC language fa described in detail inreference 7.
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RELEVANT FEATURES OF THE PDP-1
COMPUTER

In order to explain the detailed functioning
of the BEN time-sharing system, it is necessary
to understand the inputeoutput system of the
PDP-1 computer, the sequence break system and
the restricted mode.
1. Typewriters and paper tape

Each fat instruction transfers a single char-
acter between the 18 bit in register of the com-
puter and the external device. All io instruc-
tions have the same left 6 bits, the 6th bit is
normally used to determine whether the wait
before the next instruction is determined by
the external device or whether the program
keeps this responsibility. The remaining 12 bits
of the instruction am . used lee determine the
device and the direction of transfer. The char-
setters are 8 bits on paper tape and 6 bits for
tyPewriters. When the computer is not in se-
quence break mode a character typed by the
user results in turning ort asense flag which can
be interrogated by the program to determine
when to pick up the charatter.
2. Drum

In transfers from the drum the number of
words to be transferred and the locations in
core and on the drenn are speeified. During the
transfer the arithmetic unit a2 the machine is
tied up. '

S. The machine has other input-output devices
but their operation dote net have to be deecribed
in this paper.
4. The sequence-break siiterri.

Beside:3 the shinile form of thput-autpai
scribed ebonite, the machine has it:Sequence-break
system whiCh permita input-output' eind com-
putation to he carried ouV simultaneously and
asynchronously.' The BEN time-sharing system
makes full use of sequence break

The sequence-break system 'eas 16 ehatmele
to the outakk world arrangeo in a priority
chain with channel _0 }mains; highest priority
and channe1174 lowest priority. Associated with
each channel axe, four reeisters in care 0. , When
a eignel corridi from an io device that tbe device
has a chareeter readY for the meMuter Or is
resdi.y to receive a character from the compOter ,
an interrupt Wifl occur if an interrupt is Preete
antler allowed on that channel. , When an inter-
rupt occurs the conteete ef the ac (accumulator)

io (input-output) and pc (program counter)
registers are stored in three of the regis-
ters and control is transferred to the fourth
which must therefore contain a jump to a pro-
gram for dealing with the interrupt. When this
Program has finished its work it must execute
an indirect jump through the register where the
program counter was stored when the break
started. This returns control to the program
that was interrupted and tells the sequence
break system that the break is over. Once a
break ie started on a channel a break cannot
occur on a lower priority channel nor can
another break occur on the same channel until
the break is over. Each channel can store one
break until it is allowed to occur.
5. Restricted Mode

This mode was devised specifically for the
time-sharing system. When the computer is in
this mode and if there is no break started in
the sequence break system, then any of the
following events lead to a sequence break on
channel 16.

1. An attempt to obey an io instruction.
2. An instruction that would normally stop

the computer such- as a halt instruction or aa
illegal instruction.

S. An attempt to refer to core G.
The instruetiens that enter and leave extend

mode and restricted mode are considered io
instructions. The timeesharing system operates
only wieen a sequence break has occurred and
hence is not subject to the restrictions.
6. The Channel 17 Clock.

Ee,ery 20 milliseconds a signal for a sequence
break on channel 17 occurs. Programs can turn
,off channel 17 (oe any other channel) by an io
instruction if they don't want breaks to occur.
Note that channel 17 ia the lowest priority.
channel. The clock is a. multivibrator whose
period is controlled by a potentiometer.

HOW THE TIME-SHARING WORKS
The time-sharing executive program is not

readily described by a single flow chart because
ita different parts act asynchronously as de-
termined by sequence breaks. It includes the
following programs:
1. The typewriter io program

Associated with each typewriter is an input-
output program and a buffer area. These pro-

.
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grams are ente- hen sequence breaks occur.
Suppose a user a character w. The pro-
7rarn knows whether the character is addressed
co the user's program or to TYC.

On the other hand, if the interrupt comes
from the completion of the type-out of a char-
acter the program types the next character
from the buffer if any.

After transferring the information th., break
is ended.

Channels 6, 7, 11, 14 and 15 are allocated to
typewriters.
2. The channel 16 dispatcher.

The computer is in restricted mode during
the operation of the time-sharing system. As
we stated earlier, this means that is instruc-
tions and instructions that halt the machine
lead to sequence breaks on channel 16. The user
programs his input-output just as if there were
no time-sharing system. Therefore, when a
channel 16 break occurs the jurogram first looks
at the instruction that caused the break. Sup-
pose the instruction is a type-out instruction.
If the type-out buffer is not full the character
that the user program wants to type is added
to the buffer and if necessary a sequence break
on the typewriter channel is instigated to start
typing. If the type-out buffer is full the pro-
gram must be dismissed front run status: If the
instruction is a type-in instruction, a character
is given to the user program if there is one in
the buffer; otherwise the program must be dis-
missed from run status.

If the instruction is discavered to be orie that
halts the machine, the program is dismissed
from run status' and a note is left 'for TYC to
tell the user what happened.

Paper tape input and otitput is handled in a
similar Way 'except that -the dispatcher must
check whether the Mier has the punch or reader
assigned to hiM. If not, the user's program is
dismissed, and *complaint is .made to him, As
soon as' the reader or punch 'has been relin-
quished .he can' continue the- 'program from
where.it left off.

The typewriter and paper-tape' instructions
are:interpreted 'and siMulated by the channel
16 dispatcher 'so precisely that' phograins
written before the limeSharing :system was
developed can be -run without' change in the
system, provided they do net themselves use the
sequence break system. This means that almost

all the previously used symbolic assemblers,
typewriter input-output routines, text editors
etc. can be used without change and that the
user can use the TYC language to debug rou-
tines that are to be used outside it.
3- The channel 17 clock routine.

Every 20 milliseconds orso a sequence break
signal is given an channel 17. Since channel 37
is the lowest priority channel this break can
take effect only when no typewriter, paper tape
or channel 16 dispatcher break is in progress.
Moreover, except when the channel 17 program
turns off the sequence break system it can be
interrupted by typewriter or paper tape se-
quence breaks.

The basic task of the channel 17 clock routine
is to decide whether to remove the current user
from core and if so to decide which user pro-
gram to swap in as he goes out. A user may be
removed from core for any of several reasons.

1. His quantum of time is up and he should
be put on the tail of the queue.

2. He has filled an output buffer.
& He has asked for a character and there is

none in the input buffer.
4. He has tried to execute an illegal instruc-

tion or to use input-output equipment not avail-
able to him.

5. The typewriter control program has filled
a buffer or has finished a request concerning his
Pregram.

If the channel 17 routine decides to remove
the current user it will swap into core the next
user in the round robin who is in run status. A
user not in run status can become so for any of
the following reasons.

1. An output buffer is almost empty.
2. A character requested by his program has

arrived.
3. The typewriter control program wants

him in core to interrogate registers, to change
thexn, or to run the program.

4. The typewriter central program (TYC).
The typewriter control program is in core 0

and it interprets and obeys requests from the
user to give him information about his pro-
gram, to change it, to run it, and to stop it.
The same program must Work for all users and
whenever a user is put in core TYC 1hodifled
so that it refers to the current user's program.

34g
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The user makes his requests and receives in-
formation from TYC using the same typewriter
as his program uses for input and output.
Therefore, it is important that no matter what
provam the user is attempting to debug he
shall be able to regain control if it goes astray.
This is accomplished as follows : When the user
starts a program running he can either retain
the typewriter for control purposes or else give
it up to the program. If he gives the typewriter
to the program, then characters it types appear
on his typewriter and characters he types are
given to his program if it asks for them. Sup-
pose his bad program is taking characters from
the typewriter but ignoring them. He can then
type the character center dot '' '" which is a non-
spacing character on the PDP-1. If he follows
this by a carriage return the typewriter is then
in the control of TYC and subsequent charac-
ters are interpreted by TYC. If he actually
wants center dot to be transmitted to his pro-
gram, he must type it twice.

Suppose now that his program is in an output
loop and refuses to stop typing. Then he turns
the power off on the electric typewriter. The
result of this is that the computer fails to get a
"done pulse" from the next character typed
within a second. Control then goes to TYC
which tells the channel 17 program to dismiss
the user's program from core and returns the
typewriter to the control of TYC as soon as
the power switch is turned on again.

APPLICATIONS
The most obvious application of the BBN

Time-Sharing system is to speed up debugging
by allowing each user more console time and
good debugging languages. In our opinion the
reduction in debugging time made possible by
good tYpewriter debugging languages and ade-
quate access to the machine is comparable to
that provided by the use of ALGOL type lan-
guages for numerical calculation. Naturally,
one would like to have both but this has not yet
been accomplished on any machine.

We can now mention some other application§
that our system makes possible by providing
inexpensive console time.

1. Small cakulations. At present there is a
large gulf between desk calculators and compu-
ters. One can start getting results 10 seconds
after sitting down at a desk calculator, but

extensive calculations are very tedious. The
l3BN Time-Sharing System :rakes possible and
economically reasonable providing a continuous
transition from using the computer as a desk
calculator at one extreme to writing ALGOL
programs at the other. An intermediate step is
a system that allows the user to define functions
by statements like

f (x) = x j 2 + 3.0x x + 4.3
or even

g (m,n) if in.>n then g (n,m) else if rem
(n,m) = 0 then m else g (rem (n,m), m)
and then be able to use these functions in arith-
metic calculations by writing something like

g (3,21) x (38) + 19 .
and have the computer print the answer by
interpreting the formulas for the functions. To
some extent this has been achieved by the pro-
gram "Expensive Desk. Calculator" written by
Robert Wagner at

2. Editing Texts. Several programs have
been written to use the PDP-1 computer to edit
paper tape texts. The user can originate text,
make insertions and deletions, display the cor-
rected text to make sure it is correct, find all
occurrences of certain strings of symbols.
These editing programs are much more con-
venient for correcting programs than using
flexowriters or than making changes in a card

One such program, Colossal Typewriter,
operates as follows :

There are two modes, text mode and control
mode. When the program is in text mode, each
character typed by the user is added to a buffer
held in the core memory of the computer. There
are four exceptions to this : If the user types a
backspace, the program deletes the last char-
acter from the buffer, and this operation can
be repeated as many times as may be required
to correct a local error. Another character
causes the program to type out the last 20 char-
acters in the buffer, and a third returns the
computer to control mode. The fourth special
characterthe single quote ' causes the cliche
whose name is the following character to be
entered in the text if there is such a cliche. Thus
typing ' a causes the cliche named a to be
entered. In addition, the cliche Feature may be
used to enter any of the four control characters
into the text. The user ne4d only type ' followed
by the character in question.
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In control mode the user has the following
facilities: to type out the buffer, to punch
(pseudo-punch) the buffer, to read (pseudo-
read from the drum) into the buffer a number
of lines or until the first occurrence of a given
cliche, to reset the ends of the buffer, to give
the current buffer a name as a cliche, to kill the
buffer, and to go into text mode.

Other text-editing programs allow the use of
the CRT on the computer to display lines of
text

3. Teaching Programs. An experimental
teaching laboratory using a system based on the
principles of this paper is being installed at
Stanford University.

Additional applications of large time-sharing
systems are described in (2), (3) and (5).

OPERATING EXPERIENCE
The BBN Time-Sharing System has been in

operation at Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
since September 1962. The computer is oper-
ated in the time-sharing mode four hours per
day. Initially, the number of typewriters was
two but this has been increased to five. The
present system has been found to have the
following weaknesses which we hope will be
corrected : There is no program library on the
drum so that excessive use of the paper tape
reader is required. Magnetic tape files for user
programs are not available in the system. Five
computer operated typewriters in one room
make too much noise. Versions of the utility
programs especially adapted to time-sharing
are desired.

EXTENSION TO LARGER COMPUTERS
It is worthwhile to ask to what extent the

time-sharing technique described in this paper
is of more general use. As a computer the PDP-1
is characterized by high speed and relatively
small memory. Its low cost means that it will
not ordinarily have to be shared by a very large
number of uders. Suppose we wanted a time-
sharing system baaed on core-drum swapping
on another computer. Suppose that

n = number of simultaneous users
t = time for a memory cycle

m = number of words in user's memory that
have to be swapped

r = response time
f = fraction of time taken by swaps ;

then we have

r = n t tn (1 +-1 ) vnder the assumption that
the drum keeps up with the core memory and
that the read and write halves of the core
memory cycle are used separately.

In the present case if we put f = .25, n 5,
t = 5 x 10-6 sec m = 4000 we get r = .5 sec.
The differenco between this result and the
actual maximum response time of .85 sec. comes
mainly from the fact that the present drum
system swaps a word about every 8 micro-
seconds instead of every five microseconds
which in turn comes from using a standard 1800
rpm motor on a drum on which each track has
4096 bits around.

If we were to make a similar system for the
IBM 7090 computer, we could have n = 5,
t = 2 x 10-6, m = 16,000 (the memory of this
machine really consists of 16384 72 bit words)
f = .25 and would get

r = .75 sec
Thus, on account of its much larger memory
the 7090 would have about the same relation
between number of users and maximum re-
sponse time as the PDP-1. This is less satis-
factory because the expense of the larger ma-
chine requires it to serve many more users.
Nevertheless, such a system would still be use-
ful. If we make the more optimistic but reason-
able assumptions that only % of the users sitting
at typewriters will be in run status at a given
time and that a 3 second response time is
tolerable, then the system could accommodate
100 typewriters which is economically quite
reasonable. This would require a better drum
system than is available connected so as to
allow mernory swaps at core speed.
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Introduction
leseems appropriate, at the beginning of this symposium, to discuss

dynamic modeling even though dynamic modeling is onli now in the
Process of:being fashioned into a'tool that can be used in research on
the perception 'of speech 'and visual form. It Seems appropriate beCause
the field of-research with'which the- symposium is concerned is in such
a dynamic phase, moving forward rapidly with vigor and, indeed, force.
.As will be evident I feel sure that dynamic' Modeling will play an
.important rolc,,during the coming years,' in research on .speech and
visual form. My purpose, therefore, is to.describe the new tool and
the way in:which itappears to be developing and to relate the new tool

to prOblenis of perception.
.By "dynamic modeling". I am referring to a meld of mathematical

modeling, computer!-progranr simulation, dynamic display, and onrline
interaction between human modelers and computers. Mathematical
Modelohave been used. in research and develonment for many years.
Analogne computer models, which often combine mathematical models
with dynathic display and .man-maChine 'interaction, ,are .old, familiar

friends. -Whatis new.within the last -live or six years and only
now` coming into truly practicalapplication, .is .the combining of
dynamiodisplay and close man-machine interaction with digital corn-

3.46:2
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puling and digital-computer program simulation. Whereas dynamic
modeling with analogue computers was restricted mainly to processes
describable by integrodifferential equations, dynamic modeling with
the aid of digital computers has an almost unlimited domain.

For the study of perception, dynamic modeling with the aid of digital
computers is particularly significant because tne method is the only
one that is capable of handling problems and processes of the com-
plexity that is encountered at every hand in the psychophysiology of
cognition. I do not say that dynamic modeling makes it easy to handle
complexity of that order. I say only that it tnakes it possible. As I
shall try to elucidate, dynamic modeling in the context of on-line inter-
active computing offers two great promises. The first of these is a
method and means of feeling one's way into and through a complex
problem or process, of making trials easy and errors tolerable, of
accumulating gains both large and small until a successful representa-
tion of even a very complicated, dynamic situation has been achieved.
The other greet promise is to facilitate cooperation among members
of a research community even though the community may be
geographically dispersed and to provide a way for their individual
contributions to interact rapidly and precisely with one another and,
insofar as they are compatible, to fit together into a coherent, over-all
theory. Those promises are rather far from being realized the
second one, particularly but I think they are worth discussing at
this time. Without them, the prospect of making coherent sense of the
perception of speech and visual form might seem discouragingly bleak.

Inadequacy of Static Models
My own interest in digital computers and dynamic modeling stemmed

directly from frustration with the tools and techniques that were
available a few years ago to facilitate thinking about problems of
auditory perception. It will help me explain my enthusiasm for dynam-
ic modeling if you.will let me try to recall some of the problems and
some of.the difficulties that arose in thinking about auditory perception.

Perhaps seven years ago, we were trying to understand as,
indeed, we still are now, but we are farther along the road how
speech is generated, how it is perceived, and how the circuit through
generation and perception-is closed. We thought we understood fairly
well how the outer ear and middle ear work. We thought we understood
their functioning qualitatively, though perhaps without great quantitative

3.447-
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precision. Actually, except for a few specialists among us, we thought
that not very much of great significance to hearing and understanding
speech happens to the speech signal as it passes through the outer ear
and the middle ear; merely a little frequency distortion and, when the
signal is too strong, a nonlinear clamping down by the muscles of the
middle ear. Thus we had in our minds a picture of the speech waveform
as it passed through a few small spaces and structures and as it was
transformed from acoustical to mechanical vibration and flowed into
the complexa dynamic, but familiar structure of the inner ear.

From B4k4sy (1956, 1958; B4k4sy and Rosenblith, 1951), Zwislocki
(1946), Fletcher (1953), and a few others, we had derived dynamic
images of the cochlear canals, the cochlear partition, the Organs of
Corti, and so on. More importantly, we had, in varying degrees, an
understanding of the transformations carried out by the cochlear
dynamics. We thought of the input to the cochlea as a time function
(pressure varying with time) and of the cochlear output as a manifr-' '
of activity (displacement varying with distance along the coch'
partition from base to apex, as well as with time). Our thinfri
the dynamics of the cochlea took place partly in moving images 01
traveling waves, partly in terms of stationary graphs, and partly in
matheniatical equations. In my own assessment of the situation,
Flanagan's (1960, 1962) computer-program .simulation of die cochlear
process was quite 'important because, even though not connected to a
dynamic display, it did serve,as a bridge between an essentially
mathematical,description of the.structure and a.graphical,
expression of behavior..,Bek4syls (1956, 1958) demonstration models
were important to me, also,,because they provided a bridge, fairly
clear even though,implicit, to,a mathematical description of structure
and, at:the same ,tiane,:a-bridge of.very-clear dynamic display,to
visual-perception. - . -;- -

Trying to move.on from,-the cochlea into:the neural processes under-
lying perception, we ran into difficulties almost immediately. Itwas
possible to add to cur pictures of the; cochlear process the stage in
which.the mechanical output of the cochlea is, transformed into
electrical or electrochemical excitation of neurons in the auditory

Experimentsiby Bekisy,(1951,. 1952), `Oy Davis and.his col-
leagues (1950),4nd,others were:providing significant information about
the transfOrniation,-,bUt many-of .us could not -7-::at that tiine,vit,least
develop a much clearer picture of ,whathappened in the transformation,
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from the time function of the displacement of the cochlear partition
to the time function of neural excitation, than that the function was
essentially nor:linear.

From the auditory nerve on into the brain, and from the auditory
cortex back into the lower auditory centers, our pictures and our
understanding of what went on in the auditory perception became vague
and also fragmentary. We knew quite a bit about speech as a physical
stimulus and something, thanks to such scientists as Jakobson, Fant,
and Halle (1965), about speech as a carrier of language. We hoped to
establish correlations between physical events, psychological events,
and neurophysiological events. There was, however, both too much
information and not enough information. There was no way to repre-
sent all the parts of the puzzle explicitly and to make them interact
together so that we could see whether we had any significant fraction
of the necessary data in our hands or heads.

One could set down a siMilar description of the situation then pre-
vailing in the generation of speech. The articulatory movements were
understood, at least to sOrne extent; and they cr be visualized dy-
namically. It was understood, of course, that the articulatory move-
ments'are controlled by muscles, which in turn are activated bY

messages from the nervous system. We could imagine processes,
back therein the brain some place, that dealt with events correspond-
ing tO phonethes or "phonOids" as some of us called them in order
to avoittappropriating- a term that had amore sharply defined meaning
in the field of language.) 'We were almost helpless to relate those
merely imagined processes to our equally vague concepts of the
brain's,dynamic representation of the World .

In thinking'about those things;we were trying,to hold in mind and
correlate'extremely many anct.diverse elements of information. We
were triing to fit them together into coherent patterns,'trying to find
internally conSistent and-Contextually plausible 'mechanisms that'

.Would serve:Ena teatible'hypotheses.' The trouble waathat the Situation
had become,too'cOniplexto be handled withthe available tools.' Too
much Was:knOwn abOnt the phYsical acoustics:of hearing, too nuich
about-the nenrophysiological Processes of hearing, and tOo muCh about

auditoribehavior too miich for us 6-hold-SU:the-parts in mind at
onee.;Eir-enIthOugh we mad nefprocesS alit the informatiOn we had, it
was obvious that there wawa much information we%clid'not.have. Many-

members nf the'reaeareemtammunity continued, therefore,'to conduct
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experiments and to acquire new information. Others of us, believing
that new Information would not help much.until we had improved tools
tor processing and digesting it, turned from further experimentation,
and from continuation of the effort to understand simply by reading and
thinldng. Indeed, some of us may have, in the quest for new tools,
traveled so far from the substantive territory of psychoacoustics as to
raise doubt about the probability of return. However, it is -better not
to think of returning until one has successfully completed his quest.
The question with which I am concerned here is: Are any promising
tools being found?

The answer to that question that I urge upon you is affirmative. The
basic tool is dynamic modeling. The context within which dynamic
modeling presents itself, the context of interactive computing systems,
is perhaps even more important than the basic tool,.itself, because the
context makes it possible to employ.the tool and because the context
carries with it a variety of,companion tools ,thot are useful in them-
selves and which produce, with dynamic modeling, a mutually facil-.
itatory effect. Of these associated tools, the ones that I shall. mention
are on-line infnrmation retrieval and communication, through a
teleprocep, letwork, with other workers in a field of research.

Dynainic iLQd

Whereas a static model has.only one form, .the staticjorm, a dy-
namic model has two forms, ,a static and a dynamic. Ordinary
mathematical models are static models. They are representations in
symbols, usually writtemln Pencil . or ink nn:paPer. ThCY,dc not.behave

.."aolye themselves.", For .any transformation
to be made, for ani solution to be achieved information contained in
the model.Must be read ,out of,the static form' and processed in.some
actiyo.processor, suck as a,mathetnatician!n,brain .or a ,computing.
machine. A dynami&niodel, on.the other hand exists in its static
form only:while itisalnactive, The, dynamic model cam be set into
action..by:one,meansicarjanother, and whecr it, is, active, it.does exhibit
benavior anddoes,"..sztive.its,elf" in the sense of.exhibiting the com-
senueneea,that stem-...f.zmnti the.interplay bonveen its initial or boundary
conditions and its intermal structure. In time past, some of the best
exmnples, pi,.dynarnic..mod els, yr ere. 'lying weals. models . of airplanes,
wtind-tunnekmodels of ,airplanes t stingrbasin Model's of ships, and

,

sma1ogue7computer models,.
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During the last few years, digital-computer models (models ex-
pressed in the form of digital-computer programs) have risen, I think
it is safe to say, to the first rank of importance in dynamic modeling.
It there is a distinction to be made between digital-computer simula-
tions and digital-computer dynamic models, I should like it to be based
upon the emphasis, in the dynamic models, of dynamic display and of
close interaction between the model and the modeler. There is nothing
about the terms, as terms, that forces that distinction, any more than
there is between the terms in the distinction between multiprogram-
ming and time sharing. It is simply that dynamic modeling has come,
or is coming, to have the connotations of display and interaction. By
"dynamic display" I mean the kind of display that is provided by
cathode-ray oscilloscopes. By "interaction between the modeler and
the model" I imply that the modeler manipulates the model, varying
its parameters or its basie structure and observing the effects thus
produced, either in order to understand how the behavior stems from
the structure or to explore the behavior, itself, over a wide range of
structures and conditions.

The main reason for the adcendance'of digital-computer program
model. , I think, is that digital computers are capable of handling an
almost unresqicted range of problems, whereas other means of dy-
namic modeling are constrained to narrow classes of problems.
Digital computera and their programa are capable, of course, of
reproducing:eXactly the same behavior, over and over: they do not
"drift." One can build uP an increasingly compleX struCture by con-
centrating his,attention navy on onepart,"now on another; without
woriying4eat a part:perfected earlier fall mit of adjuStment While he
is.paying attention to a iiieW .11brotitine': Furtherinere, Of course,
several.or many'peOPle can coOPerate to produce an exceedingly
comPlest COMputer-prOgrani I shall not say that team'or group'pro-
grarriMIngt has Yet been rediiced'M in efficient prodedure, or that
complex rAamuter praggraniSare easy or inexpensive to prordUce, but
I shall say filet seine progreaS is beingzaade toWard Mastery and
efficiency, -A that Computeeorogramming is the only known way of
producing :able representations Of rimy complex Situations or
processe:

Flan/1g atz (1960; 1962) Módel of the cochlea is a good example of
a cOniputer-priatrani'sininlatiOn.'. It accepts as inputcomputer-proc-
essible representations of simple or counpound oscillations and
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produces, as output, representations of the displacement of the cochlear

partition at closely spaced points between the base and the apex. How-
ever, it does not permit the modeler to watch traveling waves progress
along the basilar membrane in the way he would if the waves appeared

on the screen of an oscilloscope and moved before his eyes. I do not
know of any simulation or model program in the area of hearing that
does have that Characteristic. I must go outside the field of hearing,
therefore, for examples of dynamic modeling with the aid of computer

programs.
The first dynamic models I ever saw were, I believe, those of Farley,

Frishkopf, Clark, and Gilmore (1957), computer-program and
oscilloscope-display models of the dynamic behavior of assemblies of
schematized neurons of the kind discussed by Donald Hebb in his
Organization of Behavior (1949), Looking at the arrays of "cell bodies"
on the oscilloscope screen, one could see waves of discharge propa-
gating in what appeared to be partly regular, partly haphazard patterns.
Farley land Clark systematically varied the parameters.of the as-
sembly model and catalogued the:observed behaviors:', Those early
investigations contain the essence of what I think is most important
in dynamic modeling. It is. as mentioned earlier., that the moderhas
both static and dynamic forms. Actually, the model exists in three
domains: it ,exists in Processible fok m. within the memory of the
computer; it exists in displayed form in a dynamic presentation de-
vicet and it exists in perceived form in the,mind of the modeler., The
irole'otthe'display; of course,:ia to connect the'computer-processible
form'and-the- perceived form,directly together and thereby to permit
explorattion by the modeler'of the structure and the parameters,of the

Mrettavfirat inVolvenient tha -Construction' of, dynaniio Models

dealt unfit\ so simple::antatter that one .might, hesit at elO e: the,word

"moden7:` 'Even bt;a.very simple ripplication,,howeveri one can sense
the!gnespaagrer of-the arraogement,:conSisting of.computer program,
dynamie7diY,721ay-, an& facilitieslorAntervention :and-control by)the-;.,. z
Mitdeater. -7Wfweral: oCus-then at:Bolt Beranek= and :NewnianTrepared
comput=--prograrnsi-tO help students understand the relationabetween,
the symbolic and the graphical forms of simple mathematical equa-
tions. "Mbe;aequations *ere straight_linea,_Parabolas, or r.cubics.:..1 hey

were-altared::in tha:!cOMputer "mentory as tonfiguratiOnsla biterepre-
senting tbe.-eqUatiOnatas eqUationd.', "They were disPlayedonthe
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oscilloscope screen, however, both symbolically, i.e., in the form of
letters and numerals, and graphically, in the form of straight lines or
curves against rectangular coordinates. Adjacent to the coordinate
frame was a system of scales and arrows. By pointing to the scales
with a light pen, the student could assign whatever values he liked to
the coefficients in the equations. Whenever he changed a coefficient,
both the symbolic and the graphical displays adjusted immediately to
the.new value. Thus the student could perceive directly "what each
coefficient did" to the graph, and he_could see how each change in the
graph appeared in terms of the coefficients. The equations were
perhaps too simple to be thought of as models, but this experience with
the ideaimpressed me greatly, and I think.that it exhibited the essence
of a fundamental-of dynamic. modeling, as I am using thatphrase.

Probably the most significant single step in the development of
techniques for dynamic modeling was:Ivan .Sutherlandls doctoral.
dissertation (1963);Sketchpad; worked, out on the TX-2; computer of
the M. I.;T.,Lincoln ;Laboratory. ,,Since Sketchpad. is .doubtless familar
to most :of.you; not describe:itin detail., Let me,however,
describe' two if its many. demonstrations .that illestrate what. can ,be
olone-withdynamiclmodeling, techniques in the domaincf: mechanical
linkages: eudIstructures,n :2 ,

Sketching. with aflight pen.on the:screen of the:TX-2 computer,.
Sutherland defined,the.strueture of:.a Mechanical linkage consisting..of
pivots, crank ,armsand. coupling linkages.., The structhre, idealized
by the computer frorn.:Sutherland!shand!-dramt;eketch:anci,displayealcara
the oscilloscope screen .:as: straight, even; line Is egments, .wasjustla
bit.tooicomplicated.forithe viewer to see exactlyndiat wonliklitappensdIE
xme of the cranke were turned. Sutherland "grasped" the and of ths-
x:rank with:thelight:,penland;turned the crank....Thesother mentherscif
the linkagemowed;_in:response; respecting the: constrraints,imposed
uponthembythe.structure and rat; once one member:collided-with
another and It-was :immediately clear what circzenstaucesiand -what
characterieliCs orthestructure caused.the difficulty. Using,the light
pen again,: in ,. conjUnctiOn: with the,erese-button, Sutherland immediately .
repaired thelinhage eystem and:. tested It iagaini Tads: time it
functioned flawlessly.'

Calling, for 'anew sheet of ."paper,":Sutherland , then:sketched a
simplebridge Structure consisting cfseveral.boxesimith crossbracing.
He drew aceupportiandeneachendiof the,hridge andtattached (ache-
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matically). a weight to the bottom of the bridge at its center. The bridge
sagged under the load, and numbers appeared on the display one
number for each linSor member in the structure indicating the-value
of the terisiOn or compression to Which it was being subjected. Suther-
landdid not Carry the deincinstration to the extreme of causing the
bridge to breakVihen- the strength- Of a Member Was eXceeded, but he
could hare done that Without much trouble.

During the years since the advent of Sketchpad,:techniques of graphic
input to computers and graphic display by computers have been de-
veUved intensivelY for aPPlication in the neW 'field of computer-aided
design. Most of the:applications have been todesign of mechaniCal
structures', Veidclee, riighWays, and the like. Programs- have been
prepared,fOr example by Bert Green' ; by Lawrence Roberts (1963);
and by Timethy JeluisOn (1963), to'display three-dimensional objeCtS
as oblique' draWings, 'as perapective'draWingS;' and/or in plan VieW,
frofitirie*, and side vieW in the manner Of- an,engineering drawing.
The technititzeSare net eisetitially reatileted,- lievieVer,to the modeling
of physical'ObjeCtS and atruCturea: Indeed, their intellectual (aS op-.
posed :fa- ecOnoiniC)' pOWer May:be -greater-in dOlJgwit1astraction.
for the UK:Waxes Perniit:abstractlens perthit the behavior of dy-
narnic or kInenatiticlabstractiona- tcrregister dfrectly,through per-
ception,' and'People seem te trait, oeiapleX,sdYnarninIthings muCh More
readili'wlieathey See.theni'happienthen,WhettiOy have 'to ImcOnStruct
sUcli:PrOCest bainetitally fie= a suec et Sion -of MeSeagee that define,

abstract:proc-
essee'thereixrne''.WaY-In'aeedireetly:21iYikeirnie'MOdeling irmay haVe

great Vali% ther'efeiired: in eenVettintinch i6it 7'4'6:aims-to. concrete
form tiirolugh:*tiairiic display .; -

*thafterdttifpaieeptien; advcicany"of`dynaintemndelingiat this
titne Or7atlanY'rateatienthttsfitaxn' in- 'advocating it ",has !tie'he '

exPlaimiect,-ar ijnatifiediby,abyliiitlaS I- tried to"'Earin fire Introdnetion)
that tb&field tUneedS the;'neveteed. .that one may talk ,ziktont nit In .11.'

hortaterY limeteVen befOrerit has been leSted and'preved ia.algnifitant T

In'ihei field ,Of :Coniputerolaecvd edign;hcaw ever, that is
nO 'longer the iiitaatiom bortaht appliCatiena'!Were undertaken' almost-

concurrently With thelirstlabOratory 'demonstrations of 4hatechnique.:.
:

Pergonar eitainmunteation.
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At the Fall Joint Computer Conference in San Francisco (September
1964), engineers of the General Motors Corporation (Jacks, 1964) un-
veiled a successful, significant application of computer-program
simulation and display in the design of automobile bodies and related
structures. The program was carried out with prototype equipment,
and it is clear that there are many improvements in hardware and
software to be made, but it is also clear that the fundamental concepts
of the method are very powerful.

On-Line Modeling in a Time-Sharing Computer System

The fields with which we are concerned in this symposium are, of
course, far,too broad to be subsumed in any single model created by
an individual, too broad to be understood by any single individual. The
understanding of hearing and vision is an undertaking for a research
community. It is, therefore, not enough to have techmiques for the
programming and display of mod<ls. It is necessar3., to have techniques
that will support interaction among members of the research corn-
munity with one another and with the models,that they create test,
modify, publish, and criticize. Models_ of subprocesses have to be
fitted together to make models of processes. Models castnin diverse
forms have .to be compared with one another. Models have to be
brought into interaction with everimentation, with,data reduction,
and withprocesses of extrapolation and. prediction. These considera-
tions pose requirements,for .systems and techniques that-go far beyond
the presentstate of the arthut in,the present artthere are beginnings
that hold out promise for the effective handling of the broader parts
of the problem as.,well.,,as of thefocal element, dynamic modeling.

Since most of you are familiar with one or more:of therecently
developed computer, titnesharing systems, I shall give only a brief
sketch. of-the context 'within.which it seems.likely that dynamic model-
ing and 'interaction among research colleagues:and _their models will
develop. :,,The, context is, easentially, a network of computer-time7
sharingsystems., It seen-Ur-likely that time7sharing systems will in
due course be set up in most of the universities, government research
laboratories, and otherinstitutions within which research in our fields
is conducted. ,It seems likely, also, that many of the time-sharing
systems will be interconnected to form a network Or networks. It will
then be possible -for most of the research workers in a field of science
to communicate with one another through the computer network. That.
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way of communicating will have marked advantages over telephone
communication, mail, and publication, for two or more people with

common concerns can work together with their models and with their
data. They can substitute the running of a model for mere talk about

it.
The way of working just described is in one sense a distant dream

and in another sense a present reality. Some TA our colleagues at
M. I. T., Carnegie Institute of Technology, Stanford University, and
perhaps a few other institutions already hold intergroup teletype con-
ferences. However, for overpowering economic reasons, they do not

transmit dynamic oscilloscooe displays across the country. Indeed,
not nearly as much matnic display on oscilloscope screens

theze s typing on paper u %.7A.Lsting time-sharing systems. To
operate a_ complex, dynamic display by plotting and replotting every
individual point requires a large amount of calculation by a computer
and a large amount of transmission from the'computer to the display.
One can simplify and economize by taking advantage of the spatial
and temporal redundancies in the displayed configurations. If
character-generating and function-generating-mievices are incorporated
into the console, the load on the central compsitt= and on the.trans7
mission facilities is reduced. Important stepmasswe already been taken
along that line, and the relevant technology lisadvamcing rapidly, but
dynamic display makes, at the present timesoznewhat embarrassing
demand on the central processor of a time-tsisarimg system, and the

cost of long-distance transmission,of the_sigmalsz:required to maintain
dynamic displays is, at present, too great togvermilt.widespreaduse.
That iEuto say,.the techniques and the technolzgyzare,not precisely
standing there crying for immediate applicatizsn im-our fields of study.
On the other hand, I think they will be readyAquite ready before
our field'arid others'like it; will be ready-t to-lake:full advantage of

them.2 It is that consideration, basically. thaibleads me tO diScass this
topic in the introduction to this ayinposium.

2 Between the time of the symposium and_the_time of publication,
significant technical developments occurred. 'W.orage display tubes and
small computers associated with consoleanowpromising solutions.
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Field-Oriented Languages for Dynamic Modeling and Related Activities

The over-all task of preparing a complex, dynamic model is so great,
so demanding of diverse skills, that dynamic modeling cannot become
an affective way of working for the great majority of substantively
oriented scientists and engineers until a considerable amount of tool-
making has been done by computer-oriented scientists and engineers.
I have mentioned briefly one or two of the things that need to be done in
the display hardware area. Of greater direct conCern to our group,
however, are the things that have to be done in the software area
things that have to'do with the preparation of the computer programs
that COnititute, or underlie; dynamic models. The main thing that has
to be thine in this area is to develop a modeling language in terms of
which the subStantively oriented scientist or engineer can describe
what'he has in mind and from which his statements can be converted
autornatically into in operable dynaMic-model program.

Most Of the Work of constructing stich a language, or such languages,
is work for the ccimputer iiiogeamming specialist. Part of it, however,
has to be'the reSpOnsibilify Of people who understand deeply the areas
of applieatiOn. That is to say, the general-Purpose parts of a dynamic
modeling larigtiage Can he cOnstructed by coinPuter prograrnmers, but
the part that defineS the Operations and voCabulary peculiar to a
particular field Of application' has' to be done by substantive experts
working in cloSe COlhbOratiOn with 'Computer prOgrainmers. Some
subitantiVely iiiiented'SCientists- and 'engineers, therefore; are going tO
haVe to beedMe:Clcis ely a ecitiainted and assbOiated with coMPuter software
speCialiataind'their 'field of aCtivify before there will be truly effective
and Conirenient'toola for Use in the varions branches of scienCe and
engineering

.^'- p t "'

An Approach 'to the,Developmentand Testing of Dynamic Modeling in
Rearing and Vision

Being conVinced that dynamic Anodeling is potentially of revolutionary
significance for our fields, I should like, in closing this talk, to make
a suggestion .7 a proposal of an approach that might accelerate the
introduction of dynamic modeling in a practical way into the fielda of
hearing and vision. The proposal can be stated briefly as long as one
doeanot,go into detail abont particutirS. , I Shall not go into detail.;

The ideaiafor'five or six .research -w.f.:A-kers in 'thw field 'of hearing'
r

and/or five or six research workers in the field of vision to take two
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years off from their usual activities, one year in the near future and

the other year somewhat later. 1 he group would be invited, let us

suppose, to work at one of the institutions at which there is, in existence

now, a time-sharing computer system and a community of computer-
oriented experts and also a community of substantively oriented scien-
tists and engineers who are more or less familiar, as users, with the
system. During the first year of work in that context, the project group
would spend about half its time learning, as deeply as possible, the lore

of on-line interactive computing. The other half of its time the group
would spend in theoretical discussion of problems of mutual interest,

plus perhaps some experimentation, and particularly in exploration of

the problem of expressing ideas and hypotheses in computer-program
form. By the end of the year, the members of the group would be
creating and operating small models of various sorts, and there might

even be some progress toward connecting several small models into an

assembly that would present in a tangible way the problem of writing
programs that are compatible with programs written by colleagues and

documenting programs to facilitate coulmunication of the ideas they
embody. The first year would not, however, see the accomplishment
of a theoretically significant system of dynamic models in vision or
hearing. The significant product to be hoped for would be a series of
working papers.and a final.report or two final reports, one for vision

and one for hearing 'on the requirements, as seen by persons of
longstanding expertness in the substantive fields and newly acquired
sophistication_in on-line computing, for a language to facilitate the
creation, testing, and communication of dynamic models in hearing

. ,

and/or vision.
The,ComPlementary part of the, propesar noW_ comes into the pieture.

It is that a aniall group of computer programming specialists-design
and impleMent lwlanguage. for dynaniic:modelinV a language'that:.:

would meet .the'.reqUireinents'Set forth bythe', Substantive 'experts. That
might be accomplished in eine year. It.might require two. In either,
case., lt-would invOlVe a certain amount of,consultation between-the
computer experts and the substantive experts, but the task W ould be

mainly in the hands of the compUter,experts.
The proposal now goes back.to the researchers in hearing and/or

vision. They should work again in the context of a time-sharing com-
puter syStem or within,more than one sueh conteict, if their own
organizations have time-sharing systenis by-then and try to prepare
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theoretically significant dynamic models. Their effort would test the
language prepared for them. Doubtless there would have to be modifi-
cations. The computer programmin; experts would still be in the
picture, and would make the improvements. The modelers would con-
centrate on small enough theoretical areas that models set up within
them would be able to make contact with one another and to be organized
together into a system of models. The models would be prepared in
such a way that they would interact with experimental data either
being tested by confrontation with the data or adjusting automatically
to come into accordance with it. The program of the second year of
the vision/hearing group thus would consist of both theoretical and
experimental activity, with dynamic models at the focus of it all. The
scientific product of the second year might include published papers of
the conventional type, but it would include, also, a new kind of scientific
publication; the published dynamic model, a thoroughly tested and docu-
mented computer program designed to represent, and also to present
dynamically, scientific or technical ideas too complex to be communi-
cated effectively by static strings of characters or static graphs and
diagrams.
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[Reprinted from COMMUNICATION PROCESSES)

PROBLEMS IN MANCOMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS

J. C. R. LICKLIDER
ARPA, Washington

BECAUSE, the field of mancomputer communication is burgeoning, it
will be necessary to select only a few of rnany problems. These
problerns are being studied and, indeed, sorne of thern are being solved,
in a concerted program that invo1yes7---in addition to Professor Miller's
university and Professor Newell's universityMassachusetts Institute
of Technology, Stanford Research Institute, Stanford University,
Systerns Developrnent Corporation, University of California (Berkeley
and Los Angeles), and other organiiations.. The problems are multi-.
disciplinary. The effort involves .mathematicians, logicians', linguists,
electrical engineers, and computer scientists as well -as' psychologists.

., ,1;? THE-SPEED-COST MISMATCH
From a practical point of view, one of the' greatest firobleiniin man

,

cornputer communication sterns frorn the fact that cornputers are
so very fast and expensive, whereas rnen think relatively slowly and
cost relatively little. It is usually uneconomic to let one rnan, even a
very creative rnan, rnonopolize the time of a large-scale digital
computer. Yet, as I have been emphasizing, we are interested in
developing the kind of interaction between rnan and computer in
which the rnan sits at the console and carries on a kind of conversation
with the computer.

-There are two general approaches to solution of the' speed-cost
mismatch problem. One is to construct a large nurnber of srnall,
inexpensive computers. Small, inekpensive cornputers are extremely
attractive, and this approach is active. However,' at present and for
some time into the future, a small, inexpensive cornputer is necessarily
a coinpUter with a small memory. More and more, we are finding that
large memory is an essential prerequisite for' effective, mancomputer
interactions of many -ypes Anreovr,- we are sensing that the truly
important thing i r v in betwecra one man and a cornputer,
but interaction tu....weep. several or many men and a- cornputer. The
approach based on small, inexpensive rnachines does not lead to that
goar.

The other approach is -based upon the sharing of the tirne and the
memory of a large-scale computer among several or many men. the

'problem of time sharing has been essentially solved in principle, '6:,nd
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mar,, -Df it have been solved in practice. The problem of memory
sharing- ' space sharing ", as one may call it in order to justify
the .1 sharing of space and time "has also been essentially
solved pri ciple, but there is not yet much actual use of shared or
" puribik _puter programs and files of data in a computer memory.

Cnpr -/-ne sharing is actually a fairly simple matter. In the
simpi .m, a single-sequence computer works for a short time on
one re :mnblem, then for :a short time on another's, then for a short
time c ti another's, etc., cycling back:to the first man in such a short
time' ..ch user thinks he is getting continuous attention. There are
seven., 'arts of this ,system..

In one the computer's sequence of operation is interrupted
wheneie :y user takes any interactive action at. alleven -if he only
presses on his typewriter. In response to the interruption, the
compurf .4,:lres away the contents of its active registers, so that it will
not logs of what it was doing, refills its active: registers with the
quantigie- rhlry contained .when it last left the service of the presently
internals, t- user, and then sets to work (again) on the problem posed
by 'the iti,,,:..-rupting user: This very rapid-service iri;erequest 'to inter-
ruptioras-:-S,t limited, of course; tai actions that the -OcimpUter; can take
vetyy ogui001:,;-, for :the Machine must nOt :spend so long, handling :one
inteavtirtt4 that itiS; inthe procesS; usually interrnptedby anOther and
anotitt -nd, anOther: In the -version!Of the .ystern here being' described,
the -.-__Loznpmer: spends .. the time %between r.the minor n, interrUptions

t, (.,:cept- and 'stOre a ,tyPed:pharaeter) .: rotating aMong ihe -users
anci briurkiling 'theirsmain 'probleMs (e.g.- AO -solve -a;problem stated in
the itintrn. of 'a long sequence :of typed characters) :;: Obviously, there is
rOOmin, this process for a:scheduling; routine tO keep track:of the -users'
needs and.t?riorities.

At the 'Other op-a-of the scaleisla :version of the :system:that is: based
,

on the -princiPle -that the lbest thingi fonthe. computer .to .,. do is' .to'..pay
attention, to ;one:User at a dine, :and'to give.that user a sufficiently:long
block' Of service 'that ; a reasonable, amount, of Proaessing .einbe accOm-

4r-ste.Ms';130.0':'911-;t44' apPr9ach; Users: sometimes have . to
sit 'a:not :" wait l'for I attention-, from 5ihe coinpUter,;:- but; they Wait ..Only-,a,
inirnite!or' t'ckio'===and!Inpt-.theihOUr,4IOr,clays they:have.to.lyait*hen they
take thr". work 'to a con*ention4.cligital computer center.,ilivOrder. to

''e waiting; Systerris that emplOy longblocIrk of time-provide
us th an inPnt buffer..1-le enters:a stateinent or questiorl i-nto

the, btdfe, and,'.-then;: With a special key, signals:the- coMputer: that ne is
ready to- haVe it: p erform a . task, for him. ,

:Sorrie modern digital eomputeri, have -,:several pr-ocessors, that
oPerate siMultaneously. ;.-If;certain. PrOthising- developments in -micro.;
electronics .proire,40, be :kiiceesifnk it may in-, dtie course :be feasible for
eaeh user to' have-his-own private :proceisor..:i iThe 'requirement. will



remain, xotr, .--Llieless, for several or many users to share a large
computem.-2n=aory, becauseeven if large memories should somehow
become ..te=mensivethere is nothing on the horizon that promises to
integrate -ffi...vely the activities of a team of men engaged in an
intellectu_.--.J. -ask as effectively as common reference to a large computer
memory.

The ust 1.3f a thm-shared computer need not be located near the
computet, of course- They can work in their offices and let -the infor-
mation Blow betweert them:and the computer over, wires. One of my
colleagum_ Edward Fredkin, used to dramatize the difference between
computas devices and information processing-as a function by saying
that people should ask, not for a computer, but for a wall socket. He
was thinking, of course, in. terms of the analogy discussed earlierof
information processing as a utility.

The remote aspect of time-shared computing was highlighted last
summer when representatives of the Systems Development Corporation
participated in a Summer Study conducted by Project MAC at MIT.
One of the SDC men worked at one teletype console in a room at MIT,
while a Project MAC colleague worked at another. One was sharing
the time of the AN/FSQ-32 computer in Santa Monica, California,
while the other was sharing the time of an IBM 7094 computer at
MIT with die programs of seven to nineteen other people.

One of the dun' gs, about time sharing that is not solved very satis-
factorily is " memory protection ". When one is sharing a computer
with several others, hedoes not want their mistakes to ruin his programs.
That general attitude is reciprocal. At the same time, because memory
space is very expensive, and because it takes a considerable time to
transfer programs or data from disks or, drums or tapes to the primary
core memory, there is every reason to make joint use of often-needed
progratni,-and for many purposesit is'desirable to have public records
available ni anyone, as well as .priyate individual files of data. At the
extreme:,, One- can foresee, needs Sor ' complex patterns of authorization
and accessibility. Simple memory-protection systems are now in
successful-Operation, but thereare several, problems yet to he solved
probdemg in system organization, Component engineering, and even
user Tosychologybefdre truly (sophisticated arrangements for the
sharing of memory space can be implemented., ,

In avmg this topic,-.I think it will be worthwhile to mention. a
rola amut the sharing of computer programs. , One of the late John
Von Neumann's great insights wat that computer programs could be
stored in a computes. memory Ar3d operate& upon just as though they
were data. Eater sime he amounted thawt idea, programs have been
ynitten ifl suck a waiF that, whelethey are being executed, the patterns
of digits 'within the tsrogram that constitute-the temporary " scratch-
pad " records are continually changing. As, soon as we start ,to think
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about sha......se programs.. however, we sce the practice of changing
pro-anas dig operatimain a diffemmt light .Several users may want
to employ:the sarne program atouce. Each user would like to be abk to
count on won g it in some detinira.. tapected condition.

For programs that are to be.ithared, several of us have developed a
style of programming tha. lute c11 " pure procedure ". A pure
procedure is, f=d and lantasiTant.. All the temporary records that are
in.volved operatiom areikent,,mast inside the program, but outside
it, in areas 4Z..Luernory associaranciwitih an individual user. This arrange-
ment makes it possible for several users to execute the program
simultanemaly, and even_for abagh,-3riority User to pass a low-priority
user as though they were-both going cdown the same street:.

P1.11-`' 'CAL INTERFACE BETW1ZEN MAN AND COMPUTER
The phyNical interface betweex . the man and the computer should be
of partiauar interest to humazt engineers. In the conventional com-
puter cemer, the physical interface between the man who formulates
the probAum and the computer that solves it is, almost literally, the
plate-glor wall that lets him look at the computer but not touch it.
Actually-, he communicates morwithuthe computer but _with computer
progiAmagers, or coders, orleypunclaoperators, and with the reception-
ist who giwes.him the inch4hickaheet of " printouts " and the decks of
punched zards -when he returns -to pick up the results of the run. In
the kind of_mancomputer interaction 'about 'which we are talking
here, however, the situation is- auite different. The physical interface
is the " console ".

At the present time, the cansole isusually just a typewriter or
teletypewriter. In a few instances, however, the 'console is truly a
console : a :desk with a computer-operated electric typewriter, a
cathode.raty-tube screen for- dynamic display, a " light penr" with
which the operator can desk:mate significant locations on the screen
and-, (aided by the computer) write -and draw,, and misCellaneous
buttons, switches and lights. -The consoles with Which I am familiar
leave much mom for creative invention and developMent. For the
kind of mancompnter interation to which we aspire, the cathode-ray-
tube display should provide as sharp and clear an-image as does the
printed page, yet should Twain the dynamic, character and the
responsiven ess. to the light per -that inteoduces wholly new dimensions
intO human al:predation auct control of inforination processes. The
light pen, itarlf, should like an ordinary pen or pencil. The
typewriter (or te/etypewsiter), Should be,designed to take advantage
of the fact that it is associated with_..a..conaputer. There is no need to
have a:dimes, one-to-one contraction between the key one presses and
the printing head that- stdlatothe.paper,,,It is enough for the-pressing
of a keysto-send a. signal tafiremomputer ; :the computer can then take
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care Of the activation of the printing he2=. In a selected nand; tlie
operattor should be able to control tb.._ ofihis name and address
by pressing a single key. In another:selected mode, he slicatIci tee ahle
to build up an unusual character an upper-case Greek ornma,
exanaple--:by pressing several keys. The font of characters conarinuaar
at 1E= typist's :disposal should be much 'larger than is proviided
conventional machines.

The whole domain of keyboard devices is, indeed, a very interesting
one for psychological study. If it is true (as many of us, are convinced
it is) that large character ensembles facilitate mathematical and other
creadve intellectual work,- then, there is. reason to encourage toe
deveLopment of skills similar to the one familiar ha stenotypy, in which
several keys are pressed simultkneously to select one character .C.Laua
set.

The cathode-ray-tube screen and light pen provide the basis for
poternially a more flexible system of-communicationi between man and
computer than any keyboard device is likely to MTord. The work of
Ivam Sutherland has dezmatically .demonstrated the capability of
screers-and-light-pen communication in two dimensions, and present
work by Johnson is extending the demonstration to three-dimensional
figures.

The SutherlandJohnson sYstem, called "Sketchpad ",has a numl3er
of:modes., In:some-modes, when theoperatordraws alinethe computer
draws an' absolutely straight. line. When the operator makes two lines
cothe aliriost: together at ,. a-:cOrner,. the computer Makes them come
exactly together. Furthermore, it xemernbses that the limes join ancE..,..if
the operator. moves one of ,the lines,. the 'computer moves the .other one
in such a: way as to.,Maintain the irmersectian at the corner. In other
modes;:theicOmputer-makes perfecr ascs, straightens up figures so draw
nearly-horizontal lines are eXactly lismiiontal and nearly-verticallirces
are :exactly vertical,: etc.. Ii,rem the shape of a -figure ormis-
figure-and :PrOduces teplicates:on dernancli. It permits the operator tto
makean asseinblyikseVerat elementary'flgures,; tO replicate:assemblies,
tc make assembliesof aisemblieS; etc-

, The ..most advanced, behavior I Bare seen demonstrated in two-
dimensional 'Sketchpad inVolVed a skeh of abridge .girder. :Dry- Suthm-
land sketched .the girder and indicated the points at which:members
were connected together by rivets- He then;..drew a support at earh
exid of theginder and a' load at its mitre. The sketch of the girder then
sawed' under dm load, -and a number appeared on each member-,
indikating -the amount of tension or-compression ;to which the-member
was being subjected.,;Equally.,dramatic:things . are dime by Johnson's
three-dimensional :prograrnti.:- When Johnson ..adds a line to -the plan
vienzpit.vpeart sinuiltaneoUSlYintheliOnt View, the sideViesv, and the
oblique _representation:, :When:4ie-:;rotatesi the :Obligate ,re.presentation,
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the orthogonal views change' at.,_:ip.r.7.1iately, etc. Depenol'Arg upon one's
point of v:-.ew, projmtive gcometcy becomes either corehensible or
obsolete.

As bt..-M-ful as the Sket.Mhpara demonstrations are, ) tis clear that
they are pening, -rather tthan =liminating, a rich 4elopment in
man-commuter interaction. There are concurrent ns that are
making a_Meginningon the area orTannvenient manipulanionofgraphical
represenmoions and transLatiom between graphical and symbalic
representations- Wittm one -gets no symbolic representesions, he is on
the verge of a whole domain of-counputer " services " -Etat promise -to
extend man's ability to .-explore dm consequences of matthematical and
logical procedures. The physical_Huntrifface is, of course, cuily one aspect
of such interaction. It is, nteveriiimiess, in its own .righo an interesting
and important focus for researcia and development, Ear it is difficult
to match the higialty dissirailar members of the partners-kip together,
audit is- very important thatihe Mlle/face be aanechaniismiormatching
-and not a .barrier.

LANGUAGES FOR _KAN-CoMPUTER INTERACTION
'The Sketehpari programs, alescrThed in the precesing section, are, of
course, as chisely associated wit& language as theF are with the
physical interface. ',Indeed, it "it sometimes **fall to think of the
physical interface ons being merely -part- of the longnage system for
man-computer commandeaticat. This language 2701=1 is, in my
opinion, Lone of tire wily great modem challengm-----andit is directed
'in considerable port to psych-IA(0ms. .

Almost alL. the latxrnages titian have dans far he= developed to
facffitate-hurnam one of vgigitail aoropraers- havecbeen programming
langwages JMästL oF:the usognamming lianganeshome been oriented
towastd th prepairartlom a, Trocreduresmoqpiner programs, sub-
ronticesc.=-SOr ,-thestiosainaoffaroblems,:oatheroisue directly toward
the.-problems, themselvm- Sera. langssages _are 'roar& -`!:procedure
csienzed,..languages;". Silo= gorgramuting rlanguagor, :on: the .ather

dtaandhavetbeeni directetittomradipenblems.orprohlmt :areas. They are
called:" problem,oriensoil lamgmages-T4 "The languages :thatt.havemot
latten aimed at program `roOng baste been developed ronly to facilitate
Retrieval of infornosion -from counpmer files. . The latter art easestlally
thc. only- esikting hungoages focrsuarstortive computer users, as. inistin-
,Tvished from composer programmers. They are called " query "
.tanguages. Now, as moat of us realize full well, compoter programming

-rei-F-diffirmlt, complex, and_tirne-consuming amt. The development
latagnages and ,watoras -anilitate programming is still young.

Very much remain% to he done in diiii held. Ez-A)gramming, indeed,
sionild be-made the-nhjec- of psychoYogical studr to a much , greater
extent than it has 1,.*,-,leen. Att us not pause, now, holkever, to consider
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programming or programming languages. Let us focus our attention
upon the substantive' user c.,-.:tomputers, upon the man engaged in
close man-computer invera...ann, and examine brieEry his languages
needs and prospects.

In a sense, of course, wiumhe-uses the computer, he is a programmer.
And, actually, until we reariia the. stage at which most of the procedures
that substantive users wartLio. employ in their interaction -with
information have already been programmed, it will be necessary for
the would-be user to preps= programs until he has completed the task
of instructing the compute= do what hewants it mein- It isinteresting,
nevertheless, to look forward to the day -when rnmst of the elementary
or component prograrns required to meet a substantive user's needs
have already been prepared. and are available. The problem will then
be one of " commanding' the procedures instead of creating them_
The language ne-emed by the user will then be a language that will
control the combining of uswonent programs into program systems,
and that will bring to bear upon specified data the various operations
and services that sae atvailable within the over-all computer system.

Fart of the langmtge problem, then, must be camerae& with the
analysis of userth' netedcr with tacronomy of information structures, and
with the technicalleanarrs. of cranputer systman organizadion. Another
has to do With. impIi-iornfratIorr Rresent-day prognannaiing languages
are implemented hy translarer.. assemblers, and craapalersprograms
that ounnert siaten=nts in ihe ' source language' inns aequences of
instructions ho -the basic order ande of the computing machine, and
arrange tthesequence of5nstruc 'tams, in relation to the aiatampon which
therwillioperate,inaucka.-ssuryats to fit conveniently amd economically
into thememory ofithe compote= However, the tranalators assemblers,
and compilers are constructed on the asstunption. that the program-
ming will be completed before rhe translation is began, aral that the
progranhatill watactually be run-until- all, the assembling aim& compiling
has beartfinished- For on-line roan-computer interactiout -on the other
land, t1necegary to put§directly from the statetneat et a command,
or a question, immedirately to the tirecution off -the corresponding
nmehine program. Mortimer, nute must be able maerover his position
if he -makes a; -mistake, ,to changepart. of a. program without changing
ad of it, attAl.--hr generaltuproceed partly by trial and error, partly
try ingient, and partly by exploiting contributions made by the ourr-
puter amiits programs.

34 7
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MAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION IN
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

J. C. R. LICKLIDER
Manager for Information Sciences, Systems, and Applications,

Thomas Watson Research Center,
International Business Machines Corporation

INTRODUCTION

A very few years ago, close partnership between men and computers was
little more than a gleam in an eye., anol (prick access to voluminous data
through a computer console was merely a dream.

Technology advances rapidly. Man'S imastinarion leaps,forward to exploit
technological advances even more r than the advances are made.,
Today, therefore, one can point to actsul examples, to several experimental
and :to a few operational examples, ok. clue: /3artnership between men and
computet:s, andOne oarvvisualize clearly, ewen if they do not actually, exist,
new :applications of -interaction among mon, computers, and information
that promise to improve markedly the usefulness, of informationrand the
effectiveness of .then-

In the interest,of brevity, InfOrmation does not appear explicitly, but is
implicit in the. term "ntan-computer interaction.- The term is, intended to
denote, communication and reciprocal cooperation,,,back and; forth,, be-
tween. a man or men and a computer or computers. The te nn. is intended to
connote- partnerShip or teonowork int width ;the hest human abilities and the
bpst abilities of, infoimation-processing &Nikes, pelded .together: and; com-
plementing and unchanging .one anotroer jield a,level:of.performance of

31-464 0-69----24 068
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informational tasks that neither men nor computers can achieve sepa-
rately.

An important dimension of the interaction between man and computer
is the frequency with which messages are transmitted back and forth. In
many computer centers, that frequency is twice a dayonce when ,the man
brings his deck of cards to the computer room and once when he calls to
pick up the stack of printouts. In "on-line" use of time-sharing computers,
the frequency is usually about once per minute if the console is a buffered
an unbuffered typewriter, and many times per second if the console includes
an oscilloscope display and light pen or stylus tablet. One of the basic ques-
tions is: How valuable is high-frequency interaction to the user of an infor-
mation system?

EXAMPLES OF MAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION

As background for examination of application in information systems,
let us note briefly a few recent or current instances Of man-compUter inter-
action. Let us consider the instances in an order that proceeds from "con-
versation" through a computer typewriter to Complex interaction through
cOmbined alphanumeric' and graPhic media, and then back to a 'typewriter
.:---interaction particularly relevant tri-' iriforinatiOn systeins.

1.. At the RAND Corporation, a few scientists arid engineers have JOSS
tyPewriter ',Consoles' in their offices. "JOSS" is the "Johnnian OPen-Shop

ainiple,' and beautiful .tiMe-sharing-iysterri'deaigned to put
fairly sophisticated Mathematical assiatanee'at the fingertips of substantively
oriented problem solvers. While other people 'were using other tYpeWriters
in other offiCes CliffOrd' Shaw' demOnstrated tO me how''COnvenient' and
helpftil JOSS 'can be. Firar,' he. had me tyPe ' Where-
UPon iOSS responded ininiediately with' "2-111.-i---5" (not "4:9999 . .

."nat",5.0 101-1,." lini'"5"):-Then; for -fiatir or fiVe Minutes, JOSS and ShaW
led 'Me thimigh equal:lona: Of 'hicreiaing. diffiCultk 'rand into` siniplified Pro-

in!about.rto :minntes, lhey guided me through 'the pro-
`CedtitOrOf 'kepipg 'JOS :tO p rep nrei' a 'fable Of the' aquares and' aqUare roots
of the integers from 1, through 20, 10 lines to a page, with pagination and
cOluMn headings. I say `,`JOSS and Shaw" led and guided me, 'and not just
"Shaw," liecauae".rnost of my assurnixiOns about what to do ttu.ned out
tObe aff ,accepted by JOSSj, and most a my errors were pointed
out to me by 'JOSS.

2. At the System Development Corporation, the Command Systems Lab°-,
ratory Operatea a lnrge-Scale time-sharing system. The newcomer to TSS sits
doWn at a teletype console, and, after only 3 of the 31 15-minute lessons
in TINT the computer offers, he stands up feeling himself to be the master
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of all arithmetic, much algebra, and some programming. (After 31 lessons,
the student is a competent programmer in JOVIAL, a high-level program-
ming language used widely in military information systems.) The first les-
son, for example, explains a few of the basic operators with which the user
can Work. One of them is "EQ." Another is 'MO." When the student is hav-
ing trouble and needs to know more about "EQ," he types "?MO ?EQ," and
the computer-teachertells him more about "EQ" and usually clears up the
difficulty.* Jules Schwartz and, his colleagues have incorporated dozens of
such aids into the TINT trainer, and it is only one of the dozens and dozens
of man-comptiter interactions programs that operate in TSS.

3. At several laboratories working in computer-assisted instruction
(CM) and using the instruction programming language "Coursewriter,"
one can prepare courses or take courses at a "1050" console with type-
writer, slide projector, and audio tape recorder. He simply dials a number
at Yorktown, NeW York, and connects his console to one of the two CA1
Systems at the IBM Research Center. At one point in a lesson in German,
to illtistrate with i single instance of but one of several techniques, the CAI
System types, "The house is large," and the student replies "Der Hous ist
grOs.." CAI then cOines back with "D ist groi-L-." and the student
has to type again, i4ing to be right this time where the blanks show he was
wrong before. ,

At MasSaehnsetts General Hospital in Boston, a nurse in a ward types
(eiperimentally, of Course) a reqUisition for eight tablet's of "chlorPhenir-
mine molate, 2g; "Phis sOthe asPirin and caffeine. At Bolt Beranek' and
Newman in Cambridge; a cOMPutdi PrOgiainmeti by'Jordaii Baitiak John
Hughes,' Shelley .Boilen; and their aS'sociates seinsitS pharmaCenticat tables
and exercises its Spelling-pickle:in; routines: Iiinnediately the 'teletypeWriter
at the hcispital .aAri:the'ntirse ,Whethei she dOeSn't 'mean 'ehlOrPhenirainine
Maleate"-find' telly her "that 2 grants is tOO tirtheh;ihit 2 milligrams is a rea-;
sOnable iliilatithir for a 'tablet:

51' AnOtheF 'coniPtiter at YBOlt 'Beranek' 'and NeWnian generateS "target"
signals for an dipeiirnent. in' inannal tracking,' deliVers theni fo the dispray,
and the' etintrols.: 'Before the'test
ritn' is" ''Ocrei, the' d k-n'atysis 'PrOgrains: aie'.deteititining a Wfrole'
transformi; tringfee Charaeteriitics;''oa tikting'

'tigiclits' 'Of the' eiier'itor: -Before` Jerome Eikind .ean

get tioni' the tO the ciiiiipiitei:idorif; 'the resilth
.

* The question marks identity the symbols to the computer program as com-
Minds. 'UserS' Finay''Obieet td; the "miieinonic inelegance,' which is io the'
smallness of the-teletypewriter's , character set; bUt the' computer is; indifferent to
such, matters. ,



played on the oscilloscope screen for his immediate examination and photo-
graphically recorded for later reference.

6. At the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory, Lawrence Roberts, Timothy John-
son. and Bert Sutherland demonstrate programs that let them construct
and manipulate two-dimensional block diagrams and three-dimensional
object diagrains by drawing and pointing with a light pen, and using the
oscilloscope screen of the TX-2 computer as a "Sketchpad." When one of
the programs rotates the drawing of a solid object, edge lines disappear
when they are "occluded," then reappear when further rotation brings them
around to the front again. These programs are descendamts of Ivan Suther-
land's original SIcetchpad program, which did more tlhan any other one
thing, I think, to convince the world of the great potenttial value of man-
computer interaction.

7. Other descendants of Sketchpad operate with a special console con-
nected to Project MAC's, time-slhared computer at M.I.T. Joim Ward
touches a few keys and the skeleton of a ship's hull appears upon the
screen. Roiling a "billiard-ball control," Ward rotates the hull to first one
orientation and then another, and- then, with a light pen and another key,
he redesigns -the bow. Then_he re-examines the hull from every angle.

8. At General Motors in Detroit, the computer-aided design system,
GEM, is, used :operationally in the, design of automobile bodies. Among
other things, GEM coordinates the artistic and engineering aspects of de-
sign, checking, for example, the strength and manufacturability of a fender
as soon as the designer, has sketched it on the oscilloscope screen.

At Bolt Beranek and Newman's Los Angeles;office, Welden Clark and
his.associates,demonstrate:a system designed Ao facilitate interaction among
doctors, architects, civic_ leaders,_and a computer in rthe planning and design
of hospitals. When, someone yarns ,to,suggest, a modification, he does more
than merely talk about it. Fie has the computer display a floor, plan on the
oseilloscope, screen,: and,Ite sketches his yroposed changes on ,the screen
with the light_.pen. Another,member of the .group .is likely, then to have the
comPuter determine, ?through: calculations based on,infomation in . its files
and on, measurements, of_ the 'newly proposed :plan, hoW much more time
nurses Nould have,ta spend walking from Surgery to Supplies . etc.

`,Symbiont,,an experimental system. to facilitate :the, study of
technical documents, ,thelstudeq has the computer help himfind,. in his set
of working documents, the paSsages that are of immediate interest to him.
The Student types one to three seti of .key words or phrases to define his re-
trieval presCription. The,computer., searches_throush the text in its store
until it ,finds: a segment of text that, meets the prescription, dis-
plays the segment plus its context, and awaits either the student's revision

'71
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of his prescription or the studene&signal to look for another passage that
meets the prescription unrevised.

11. At the IBM's laboratory in Kingston, New York, Frank Skinner
takes alight pen in harid and sketches an electronic circuit With a variable
resistance and a variable capicitarice. Then, against a coordinate grid just
to the left nf, the circuit diagram,. he draws the waveform of a signal he
wishes to apply:to the circuit:Thereupon, the output of the circnit appears
just to the right of the circuit diagram. Touching the head (tail) of the ar--
row that indicates..that the resistance is variable, . Skinner causes the value
of the resistance to increase (decrease), and the effect of the change appears
at once in the output plot. When the behavior of the circuit is just right,
Skinner presses a button to capture the "design" on quick-process micro-
film.

12. Finally, in M M. Kesslee& Technical Information Project at
MIT., a physicist gbes to a teletypewriter nr:"1050 set," dials the MAC
computer, logs in, asks for "TIP," arid tYpes',' for example,

search: all
find: author=jones

title=germaniurn
output: print title author

The computer searches.,all.the .bibliographic material ,in its store that per-
tains to the most recent volumes of the 20 journalS covered. It looks for arti-
cle&:Of which.'one- of 'the authors i& nained Miles' arid, algo fOr articles with
'titles- that include the:v./Ord germanium, it printS the title and -the riame of
the authcirs' of eaCh siich 'article's' that iefindi:

The foregoing is a list, not of exaMples, but of fragmeritS of exarripleS of
mari-CoMputer iriteraCtion:!Each 'Pare-lieSciibed `-is'-orie'Of-many parts, and
the examples .are'but 22 of what now' runs mto the hundreds. In short, the
'aim haS-been on y to illustrate, not to ca alogue, man-compu er interaction.

NEED FOR 'MAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION
IN INOORMATION ststErvis

The spectrum of information systems runs from archive libraries through
research libraries, technical information systems;.management information
systems, aric:1; intelligence systems,: ;to military ..command.;and control sys-
tem& Evidently,. the -need:for .close man7computer, interaction; increases with
the need'for fast response,'and the intensity,of :the effort to achieve and ex-
ploit man-computer interaction,increases 'with the urgency .of the work .and
with the feasibility of ,the:aPplication, as we move from left to right 'across
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the spectrum. Although it is still a matter of opinion and not of demon-
strated fact, I am inclined to assert that man-computer interaction will
prove-worth its cost, eventhough that cost be considerable, in military com-
mand and intelligence systems. I think that the trend to on-line management
information systems will continue, and that close interaction between man-
agement people and management information through computers will prove
to be worthits cost, also. That takes us to technical information systenis and
research libraries., One of the most interesting frontiers of computer applica-
tions lies in those areas; and it seems appropriate to make them the focus of
the present discussion of man-computer interaction. In saying that, I do not
mean to, imply that archive libraries and general libraries are less interesting,
but only..tbat they appear to present somewhat more difficult and less press-
ing problem., and that since it is essential to limit the field, it will be best not
to try to ,exarnine their need for man-computer interaction, here. Within
technical. information ,systems and: research libraries, the main function that
pose a requirement ,for man-computer interaction are the following:

1. "Negotiation" of retrieval specifications
2. Assiinilation of retrieved information .

3. Application of retrieved information
4. Organiiation of the body of knowledge and preparation, mainte-

nance, and updating of the apparatus of bibliograPhic control
- 5 Maintenan6e and . updating of.- the corpus

,stating those, requirements, I. avoided, niing such terms as "books,"
."documeilt,S,7ancl.,`,journals.', T,he reason., for avoiding them is simply to
make ,the statement of requirethents independent of the distinction between
document retrieval and "fact" retrieval. .

=
.

The idea ,of.; negotiating: instead -:of prescribing the, sepcification of . the
information one..wishes .totob,tain,from ,a technical information system .or: a
research librarY, is ,very simple but it seems.to mq,to be very important. In
a "straw-man" 'version of a conVentional information sYstem, one has to
write out his prescription of what he:wants to retrieve, feed it into the sys-
tem, and. stagger -home under the load of its:volurninous outpouring,--or
else find out that:nothing in the system preCisely meets the requirements he
set. forth:

in-Anost,actUarrestarchslibraries an&.technical .information systems, of
course; ;the prospective user discusses-this. problem with .a librarian or re-
itivalspecialist :.ahd ,.works our with, beri a reasonable, presaription; What
man-computer . interaCtion :Can do is 'to bring the-Catalogues and indexes, and
in'princiPle)eVen'The contents of therepository;:into the negotiation process.
Coupling' the 'uier closely to the: system. tuts' 'down .the ,!`tUrnaround" time
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and makes it practicable to let the user know, quantitatively, how meager

or voluminous the output will be at each stage of the formulation of his

retrieval specification. In addition, it makes it practicable to let him see

some of the information he is ,requesting, while he is still working on the

specification, and to let him shape the specification progressively as he in-

teracts with the material-presented to him.

Close interaction with the computer can help the user to asSimilate the

information as well as to retrieve-it. With the aid of the program called

Symbiont, mentioned earlier, my colleagues, Daniel Bobrow, Richard Kain,

and Bert Raphael, and I obtained some interesting experience in .reading,

searching, taking notes,
manipulating'graphs, and so .on, at the coniole of

a Computer in which the -contents of 'selected technical documents, were

stOred. The coinbination of cathode-rar oscilloscope, light pen;- and type-

writer,.made it convenientto explore the'contents, to find the most relevant

passages, and-to-compare -and process:the, graphs .and tables. :!One cannot

help visualizing w'systein --in which -information-retrieval =and instructional

functions areblended.,-;%,
Man-compiitei interaction in 'the application of retrieved inforination is

of intereit WiiirOef `the process ib' be minage&beedntr011ed recinirei large

4uanritiei'Of detailed inforniatiOn, thnt. c4n .t4 r4iiCifiecf by cifegory- and

Pr9ce'sd by ieeiPe';': That is 'the case; fOr'exaMPle; ,in lOgiitiCS: 'If the

manager' Or CoMMander i)r` engineer 'dOei:not knoW'hoW,to presCribe'Pre-

ciselY the' Proedure for findinea'Salution,` titie ean recogiiii# a solUtion

When fie seei 'One and if the' infOrinatiOn lb& has to 136 eMplOyed to arrive

at the SOIntion IS" too voluminous for' 6. iiiiiiiii.ipprehenk'rhen hec6itainlY

needs-to interact with the informatiOir`Andifie npPliCatifin PrOCestfirOugh

the intermediary of a coniputing machine.

The body`Of'scientific- and !-technical`,knoWledge is' `organited;" "'albeit

perhaps 'only loosely, througlithe'dayLto-d0' thinking,' talking; and' wilting

of iseientists;-,,engineers ',and information-specialists:. Most of the. work -of

organizing knowledge, the,work II-tat-IOC its;expression 'in' Oral and written

PVbAcgiqz,i; has..
littk,Offect,,,and:_ at ,bpst- nrily. an , indireet effect, UPon,,:the

procedurelorixetriev.ing:infOrmation ;from, information sysAems,and libraries:

That procedure is Shaped mainlyby the work of the information.specialists

concerned :With ,preparation,And'Alaintenance,of-)catalogue;
indexes,- and

coot pa,r4 of what. yerner Clapp calls theft'apparatus .of bibliographic ,-con-

troL",, One of ithe ;most:interesting prospects fopinan-computer interaction

in libraries and information -,systeins is that the worki of :,substantively

orientod, uSers, may- berted back into the systemirk such ; a way aslAot only

'IQ Add tu,the,,capus but,alsolo contribute4o- the Apparatus of bibliographic
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Maintenance and updating of the corpus, in a document system, is
mainly a matter of accessions, circulation, and inventory control. To a
considerable extent, those functions can be preprogrammed. That is to say,
they can be carried out according to ruleS and with the aid of procedures
that do not have to be changed continually. However, the rules and pro-
cedures of research libraries and technical information systems do change,
new publishers and new journals are always coming into existence, and
some old ones occasionally go out of existence. As a practical matter, it
will be very convenient for the people concerned with maintenance and
updating of the corpus to be able to exercise hour-to-hour or day-to-day
executive control over the computer's execution of the clerical chorea.

In thinking about:the five ,general functions just mentioned, it is helpful
to. distinguish among the '.'primary" information that is of-interest to sub-
stantively oriented scientists and engineers, the apparatus of bibliographic
content control that is helpful in ,retrieving primary information, and the
apparatus-of bibliographic carrier control.that deals with, accession, shelv-
ing, circulation, and the like. By and large, sophisticated processing of
primary.information poses very.difficult problems for information science
and,computer tecitnology,, whereas the,apparatus ot bibliographic content
control poSes easier problems, andthe apparatus of bibliographic carrier
control poses fairly simpleproblems., There is: underway, therefore, a
progression of' applications of.eomputers. beginning, with, the housekeeping
chores, Of fibrarics and;information .systems,,moving into inforination re-
trieval .per se,, and culminating-,in,aSsimilation and application. The fre-
quency .,and,intimacy of _man-computer interaction increase, from the
beginning to ihe end ot that progression.n,,,,

CAPAHH4TTEs ANp.,LimiTATIONs OF INFoRmATIoNAL
TECHNOLO6Y IN RELATION TO THE REQUIREMENTS

'The' inoSt Severe-'requirements,"are-iMpOsed; aS'juSt suggested; by appli-
cations that deal with,theSubstantiVe;content of doeuments'br inforthation
bateS.-;testitlbe tacitly'assumed that thoie requirements' are' unreachably
beyOnd thecapabilitieszof theiriformational. technology, vie should examine
a,few estimates'.,

The size Of the-total Corpus of reebrded knowledge, with each bookand
published artiele beingcounted only once, and not as many'times as there
are copies; is approximately'10' bits. -That is-to say, it would require 101-5
binary ;dells AO' .stcire' it all; if- Moderate, but not- elaborate, arrangernents
Were made for-storingit efficiently. -Of that total, 'about 10 ;percent,. or '1014
bits; has to'd&witlt;science and lechiablOgY. .0f 'thOse 10"; bits, Only ;about
10 percent, or 1013 bits, are good, solid information that clearly should be
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in the active store of scientific and technical information. If, in rough
approximtion, we think of science and technology as being divided into
one thousand subfields, then the corpus of a subfield can be stored in about
1010 binary cells.

The size of the largest primary computer stores, which in the present
technology are "core memories," is in the process of increasing, in a period
of only two or three years, from about 106 to 108 bits. The size of the
largest secondary stores, disk files and photographic storage systems, is
increasing, at the same time, from about 108 to about 1012 bits. The rate
of flow of inforrnation that can be achieved in transfers between primary
and secondary stores is increasing from about 106 to somewhat more than
101 bits per second. And the number of elementary computer instructions
that can be perforined upon the contents of the primary memory is moving
upward past 106 bits per second. Because 'the organizatiOn of computer
systems is becoming more complex, it cannot be said that the foregoing
are the only sigmificant quantities, but they do Provide 'a basis for a rough
comparison between capabilities and, requirements.'

The 'compaiisOn shoWs that We are approaching a time when it will be
- .

possible to store 10 percent of solid Science and technology Within a
. .

single CoMphter sySteni. HoweVer, until the next saltus of the teehnology
comes along, only about orie perCent Of a subfield Will be hamediatelY proe-
essible at 'anY Oarticular itiothent. 'That 'means that ia *Some application§
there thight have'to be continual ilitittling of inforthatioa betWeen primary
and seCOadarY siOreS',:bUf it itill leaves us With 4 fantaktic bask capability.
The 'qUeStiOnS a're:'' 'Can 'We 'learn ta Make ' 'good' uSe Of lt? 'and :wills, the
appliCatiOn sUPPort 'the cOSt?' When I think'about the 'magnitude of the
takk;I:teii&to'becOMe slightlY discohriged, bia then I think about the task
of mastering the volumes of hiformation we have been discussing without
the aid of computers, and my enthusiasm for on7line interaction with the
body of knowledge' is itillY;reitored.'

, A hurl-tan:being, 'reading', at a Tate- of 100 words per' minute (Which we
may :translate_ Toughly, into 1,000:characters per ,minute. and '10,000 bits
per minute)would require 106 minutes: (about 10 years) to work his way
through:the 1010: bits' that:we estimated, earlier .to constitute a subfield -of
science or technology. Ten yearS;!hoWever; is _approximately' the , time 're-
quire&tO-double the size of the literàture. I needinot mention obsolescence.
Because human' reading is so slow, it, is challenging tO consider exploiting
the computer's,much faster rate ofi scanning' in, search of prespecified words
and :phrases:, It isseasy to ..prograrn,,a coMputer to fsearch,:at a.rate, of _104
words pei second, at whiCh rate it could comb through asubfield of science
in' a: few hours'. Evidently, `. all linds :of , processing ,, based uporl k41'. words,
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descriptors, thesauri, are rapidly coming within our reach, even for appli-
cation to the alphanumeric content of scientific and technical literature.

One of the next distinguishable steps, beyond analysis based upon the
matching a terms, is syntactic analysis of natural language text. For several
years syntactic analysis has been, and continues to, be, the focus of much
interest on the part of computational linguists. Nevertheless, sophisticated
syntactic analysis remains a nontrivial exercise. In most of the work that
has been done thus far, little effort .has . been devoted to .achievement of
speed or efficiency of processing.. The numbers of "memory cycles" re-
quired to parse a sentence have therefore been high and-variable. For a
long sentence, as many as 109 and as few as 107 memory cycles may be
required.. The corresponding processing times range from more than an
hour to less than a,minute. , Just to parse a, whole subfield of science or
technology, in. the ;present 'state. -of the art; might require somewhere
between, a month and, 10 years. That;requirement can- be .reduced by
increasing processor_speed by increasing program efficiency, or by learn-
ing more about grammar,,but it seems-,aignificant that the advantage of
computers ,iqver people is .so greatly reduced, if not,entirely lost, in the few
steps ,betWeen Scanning fOr,sPecified terniS and:parsing.

..In, imagination, of course, one,oan project 1,113WArd, beyond,, syntactic
analyFis, toward ,deep semantic understanding of natural language by
mact,ii4e. ;the, _obstacle to realization, of ;Oat projection, however, is not
mer.ei3;:,thC" state Of the:ComPuter technology.. It, js that semantic theory of
the kind required to:provide the basis for l'understanding" of natUral lan-
gnage by,..computers is only,nowshowing,the first signs of life. In short,
it is ,easy. to 'make a ,computer, read, but no one knows how to make it
.comprehen4,1khat it ',reads in , anything approaching the Sense, of human
Understanding.

,

DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL VS. FACT RETRIEVAL.

Does the inability:of presentday :computer) technology and.methodology
to ;grasp,ifully,:lthe; meaning of; statenients,' in nattiratflanguage, limit the
domain of-man,computer :interaction; now and -in .the near future, to the
retrieval:of ,documents? DoeS it rUle:out,--for the; time being, computer
mediate&interactioni,between people and the contents -of. documents? In
my .view,,,the answer to -both questions. is, "No,- but 1. think the
present teclInology is adequate :to rhelp people interalet with content in a

r.am.,,greatly-,:impressed.by the.- armamentarium of
progteliu glp.processing; natnial,language:text that ) has been

develd0A1 Aiv.tVz,tdolase of I work ; On., military .infOimation ) systems. What
are,: preseintiine, it seems tame; -are: available facilities within
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which people can interact with scientific and technical information, and a
man-computer interaction language -through which substantively oriented
users can command or guicke, and be informed by, the computer and its
programs. Thus, in respect a hrteraction with content, the time is ripe for
research and for the development of methodology, and there is a good
chance fhat research and development will lead to significant practical
applications in a few years. In these applications, the role of the computer
win be to search, compare, present for inspection, and to carry out what-
ever clerical operations the user commands.

Whereas it will be very difficult to develop coMputer programs capable
of finding relevant facts, and precise answers to queries by examining nat-
ural-language text, it will be fairly easy to achieve a sharper, more discritn-
Mating kind of retrieval than-retrieval of entire documents. We might use
the term, ``passage"retrieVal, to refer to the computer's service (mentioned
earlier in connectiOn with Symbioni) of locating and diSplaying short seg-
ments of text that meet retrieval specifications defined by the user at the
Console. hi My' Opinion," paSsage retriCVal will ibe an invaluable aid to
anyone who is faced with a fairly definite pro21em and a Mountain of
inforthatiOn.

Much of the Content Of science and teChnOlogy is stored in forms more
amenable to, cOmputer processing than is natural language. Man-computer
partnership 'Will be particUlarly helpful; and particularby easy to aChieve,
in working with information that can be stored in lit,s; tableS, cliCtionaries,
and the like.

Information structures more complek than lists, tables, and dictionaries,
yet simpler and better understood' by cOmputers than natnial language,
afford' interesting ,possibilities- for stOrage and ProCessing of saientifiC" and
technical information.The predicate calculus, for, example, is" capable of
:expressing k wide: rangc of, facts .and ide as .. :Fisher ;BlaCk at .: Bolt Beranek
and- Newman; John-5Mc6rthy at Stanford,. :and Herbert .Bohnert at, IBM
have explored ithe; iiSe of ;Predicat&,calculuS as an-approach: to automation
of the deduction Of . conclusions from,lcollections of information: Their
.studies were not concerned -directly with.man-computer interaction, but it
,is evident that :theilogico-deductive; assistant, toward. Avhich their studies
,were anned,would be,very helpful to the scientist or engineer at the informa-
tion-systern,console.

Fisher Blacles``Question-Answering'System VP exemplifies, the approach
and "also reVeals ',the lundamental- difficulty. ,Black expressed, in predicate
calculus;:ancLfedinto a computer's store the eSsentials of McCarthy's "Air-
port: Problem.'.!:

." 'ain-in;iny.desk:'MY desk' is in my'borne. My car' is in niY garage. My
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garage is also at my home. I can walk from any place that is "at my home"
to any other place that is "at my home." The airport is in tha same county
as my home. I can drive my car from any place in the caunty to any other
place in the county. I want to go to the airoort. What shall I do?

Black's program solved McCarthy's problem about three years ago. It
deduced, in predicate calculus, the equivalent of: Walk to the garage. Then
drive to the airport.

The performance of "Question-Answering System V" demonstrates two
important things_ First, a suitably programmed computer can indeed
derive answers to questions from collections of statements. In principle, it
can do that for complex questions and very large collections of statements,
and it can do it in a logically perfect way. Second, however, the time re-. quired to effect the deduction increases rapidly with the complexity of the
question and with the size of the information base. Black's program, oper-
ating in a large computer, required more than half an hour to solve the
"Airport Problem."

Thus we see, again, a suggestion that we should be content, as a practical
matter in the next few years, with relatively unsophisticated, clerical assist-
ance from computers in our interaction with the content or substance of
science and technology. That limitation emphasizes the imPortance of our
having close control over the computer's procedures, for we will have to
use our own heuristic capabilities at every step to select and guide the pro-
cedures executed by the computer.

AVAILABILITY AND COSTS OF
INTERACTIVE COMPUTING

For many:years the main Obstacle to man-computer interaction has been
an economic one:. Computers are expensive, and there are few.situations in
which it is reasonable,to devote'a large, fast computer, a computer capable
of providing significant ;assistance to the user of an'information system, to
interaction with an individual human being: The individual human being
wonld not make" full or effective use of the computer.

The econoniic obstacle appears to have been largely overcome by the
advent of:time-shating cbmPuter systenis. In a time-sharing system; as is
now Well known, . the computer' serves one 1 user, and then another, and
then another, jumping from one to another according to a schedule that
takes into account their priorities and their needs for service, and manages,
because, of its high speed, tb meet, all their requests -expeditiously. Thus
tithe 'sharing, donibinedl with "multiprocessing" and with what is coming
to be called "memory sharing" or "space sharing," promises to make' inter-
active computing available in a practical and economically feasible way

4,379
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to substantive users in diverse areas, and one of the areas is the retrieval ana
use of information.

Many problems remain to be solved, and I de not mean to offer the
prospect of cheap computing available through a. wall socket in the research
libTary within the next year or two. One problem is that each console, with
its control and display equipment., can be assigned to only one user at a time.
That is to say that the cost of consoles cannot be "time shared" the way
the cost of the central computer can be. Nevertheless, the stage is now set
for exploration of man-computer interaction in research libraries and techni-
cal information centers. The next few years will tell whether or not some
of the promises I have tried to describe can be realized and be worthwhile.
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This committee will adjourn until quarter of 2, whereupon we will
hear two more witnesses.

(Whereupon at 1:05 p.m. the subcommittee recessed until 1 :45 p.m.
the same day.)

AFTER RECESS

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m., Representative Roman C.
Puonski, chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.)

Mr- PUCINSSI. The committee will come to order.
I hirar we will proceed with our witnesses this afternoon. The other

members of the committee are on their way here, but we have two
witnep.ses this afternoon. If Dr. Cairns- will be good enough to step
forward, we will get started. By the time we get into the testimony,
the other members I am sure, will be joining us.

Dr. Cairns has served as chairman of the Committee on Scientific
and Technical Communication for the National Academy of Sciences
and the National Academy of Engineering. He is an outstanding
scientist and has been awarded the Perkin Medal for 1969. He was
selected for this high honor by representatives of the American sec-
tion of the Society of Chemical Industry, the American Chemical
Society, the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, the Electro-
chemical Society and the American Institute of Clhemists.

In 1954 he served as Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Research and Development. I-le was a member of the Defense Science
Board, 1956-62 and 1965-69. He was formerly chairman of the Di-
vision of Chemistry and Chemical Technology at the National Re-
search Council.

Dr. Cairns has received numerous awards and citations for his dis-
tinguished work throughout his career and is widely acclaimed as
one of the foremost exponents and proponents of information retrieval
systems.

Dr. Cairns, I would like you to know the other members of the
committee have told me they are anxious to hear your testimony, so
I am sure they will be here very shortly.

We are privileged to have you here. I notice that Chemical & En-
gineering News has a cover story on your award of the Perkin Medal
for 1969, and I consider it a distinct privilege that you would find
time in your very busy schedule to join with us today in this discus-
sion of the need for some better wiv of disseminating the science
information that is being generated in this country.

I believe you were here this morning and you might have heard
some of the testimony. I think you know what the committee's atti-
tude is. With that in mind, why don't you proceed as you wish, sir,
and I would like to welcome you before the committee.

STATEMENT OF R. W. CAIRNS, VICE PRESIDENT, HERCULES, INC.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.; CHAIRMAN, SATCOM NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF SCIENCE AND NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING

Mr. CAIRNS. Thank you. It is a privilege to appear before ye-r CODA
mittee and particularly to speak for Satcom, which is the acronym for
Committee on Scientific and Technical Communication. I will give a
little background later on that particular committee.
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I might add that I am also vice president of Hercules,Inc., a major
ichemical manufacturer, which gives me a background n appraising

the importance of the utilization of scientific and technical informa-
tion. As you pointed out, I have had some. background as a director of
the American Chemical Society, and you will hear from Byron Riegel,
who follows me, about the leadersInp of the chemical society in the
information field.

I am not an information expert and I don't presume to qualify as
such, but I am very concern-a,bout the organization of information
transfer relating to the very important programs of scientific and
technological work that are going on in this country.

Speaking now for Satcom and a summary, a very quick summary of
the views of this committee, our 3-year intensive look at the scientific
and technical communication picture shows a diverse and pluralistic
network of communication activities which, though often criticized,
should function reasonably well.

I might add.I am quoting -oliberally from a synoptic report f our
committee which will be, out of the printers about May 211 and I have
already promised to give your staff a copy of this synopsis early this
coining week, but I am still working,from a draft.

If this complex network is to meet more effectively the demands that
are being placed on it, certain courses of action are essential, and we
have portrayed in our report several ?such, courses of action that we
recomMend:

First, the scientific;and technical societies must appreciate their cru-
cial role and take immediate steps to fulfill it. The capabilities of the
for-profit information, handling organizations should, also be recog-
nized and fully utilized. In sayingthat, I point out the essential assign-
mentrwhich Was:given to Satcom:;,to examine therole of what we call
the:private:sector, its interrelationships,, and its relationship with the
Government.

,The second. point ; The sponsors of , research and- development work,
these-who payfor and motivate the actual performance of R. & D., must
realize thatmaking results accessible and adapting them to the context
in,which 'they can.be applied are integral parts of such work..

.

This Would seeni to be axiomatic, that one would, make the most of the
re-sultS.that conieforth, but unfortunately,too often-in hasteto publish,
one does.not think about hoW, acCessible_theresalts are after publication,'
and I will speak more to that point later. , .

,third, Point is,-thaV increasingly: numerous special user: groups,
haying',1cOmmon,information, needs, must:be served .more, efficiently.
Efforts0i Sift, evaluate, eompile,:and, censolidate the. rapidly expand-.
ing store iof nformation require increased emphasis. and,. support.

In , other, words; '3as, the: piJ f. infoi.'znatjon gets greater, one must
be very careful to sort out the information that is or-,can a useful to
smaller

'14.1,sqyt and most crucial, now, 'mechanisms awl' 1:policies are neces7
saryAn,order,.049,eoOrclinate,- and,,focus, the , scientific .and-,,technical
cormnurtiratkMi'lefforts:Zof the..private7:forprOfit,land,,,not-for-prtifit,,
organizations -and 'the Govermnent during this,. era 1,-of hurgeoning
activity and, rapid change. _;,,,

VoryieVident ;points; --tnitthey,, are ,basic and they
are certainly Worth repeating.
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What is the reason why we think at this time that so much atten-
tion should be paid to the process of information transfer ? Well,
scientific and technical information, certainly that portion which
is available to the public, is the main product of research for which
the annual expenditure in the United States is more than $5 billion
a year and of certain areas of development.

In fact, the national expenditure on researoh and development,
pthfate and public, is now above $27 billion a year in the United
States alone.

The information that is generated is an essential input to all new
research, to all new development, and to most of the practical appli-
cations of research and development new or already at hand to meet
our manifold needs_

This information, very diverse in kind and addressed to widely
idifferent audiences, s the basis for further steps ahead. We can say

it is really the lifeblood of progress.
The effectiveness of future work in universities, government labo-

ratories, and industry depends upon maintaining a vital flow of
scientific and technical information, a task for which increasingly
efficient means of information transfer are needed.

Well, that is the reason behind the push. r
Information costs are usually no more than a, few percent at most

of the cost of doing scientific and technical work. Such work must
build upon both past and current information, but much evidence
indicates that the use of this information is far from optimally
efficient.
. Therefore, it is clear that if measures can be found that will signifi-

cantly: iniprove the handling and application of information, these
.meaSures will pay for themselves many times over, even though they
-may 'involve costs 'substantially greater than present information-
related expenditures.

Today we am experiencing rapid changes that affect the vital flow
of scientific and technical information : First, the tremendous growth in
scientific and technological effort and the resulting greatly expanding
volume of useful information ;' seeond, the increasing complexity of
concepts),and, the' resulting new links and interdependencies e among
established` arid emerging disciplines; and third,.new andintensifying
deanandif-for therapid and efficient application of scientific knowledge
to useful ends. ;

Since all'theSe'factors create and heighten the problems of communi-
cation, there is pressing need here, as in so many other areas, for the
prr,per mixture of'research, development, planning, and management
of information systems. ' '

As always, it would be too easy to emphasize any one of these kspects
to the exclusion of others.

Computers, mainly, in due course will have a majorimaet on the
transfer of scientific and technical iL

p
ormation, but they will begin as

they already have by 'doing things ,we have long done by: hand. Here,
as elsewhere;theirlises will be limited by costs.TodaY their importance
is atest for researcli ' '

eap photoduplication is with us today in r Any forms, ye i. its
impact on the transfer Of information has 'hardly begun. Its current
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importance is greatest for development and plannincr. The diversity of
people's needs and the changes that simultaneously fOrce specialization
and a broader horizon upon scientists, engineers, and practitioners
have been too little recognized and implications too little appreciated.
Their importance is greatest for current planning and future manage-
ment.

Problems of growth, of overlap, of coordination of economic choice
challenge information management today. There are no shortcuts that
will eliminate any of these major problems or take full advantage of
any of these opportunities.

A reasonably effective increasingly challenged, pluralistic system
exists today and continues to evolve. The need is for guidance of its
evolution, for increasing responsibilities for all of the organizations
onvernmental, scientific-, teclmical, and for profitinvolved, for more
kective coordination, and for broader understanding of problems and
opportunities.

In scientific and technical information the days of the computer, the
photoduplicator and printing press will seem different to both users
and spectators, but the importance of economics, the vital roles of
organizations, and the need for increasing coordination of effort will
characterize all of them.

That, in a thumbnail sketch, represents our views, and I would like
to speak in more detail on the nature of the problem and on how we
propose to face some of these problems.

Mr. Puomsm. Doctor, I wonder if I may at this point recall a quote
that is attributed to you. You said : "Today, you need a major invest-
ment to make progress. Accordingly, I would say that information
costs are not out of line with the costs of doing high-grade technical
work. Furihermore, I think it is much more important in the future
that we have excellent tools for getting information so that research
scientists don't Spend an exorbitant amount of time in the library,
which actually is the greatest drain on the researcher'S time, or re-
peat work that has been done already."

Mr. CAIRNS. I agree with myself, sir. In inost research orounizations,
somehow the value of the time of the investigator in the library is
not counted as a tangible cost, so library budgets are notoriously low.

If vou there:awe find that the inforniation systems costs mount, you
hear a' 11 kin& 4 coinplaints.

If You 1.:p a man whO works at the desk, at the bench, in the
laboratory, A he is fully trained, fully supported, the costs might
be $50,000 a year, a thousand dollars a week: Suppose that out of
the year he spend, say, 4 ..weeks in the laboratory or m the library, ; you
have to count that as a $4,000 CoSt. Yet if you Wanted to buy an m-
formation -unit, a .service of 'some kind, that costs, say, $10,000 a year,
that could serve not only this one ma,n but a dozen or 50 men in that
laboratory and save even 10 percent of his time; you would hear all
kinds of complaints, complaints that this is too high.

The reason or what I am getting at here, one must look at thc total
cost of acquiring infOrmation from the 'source into the head Of the
investigator, Where it Count's.

Mr. PuoixSia: I 'am ,teld we are now spending in this comit,.:7
in both the GovernMent and private 'sector $27 'billion on resedrch.

Mr. CAIR/413. That waS the figure I have seen recently.
31-464--69----25
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Mr. Pummiii. I was under the impression we were spending only
$17 billion. This later figure has brought this amount tip to date. If
we are spending $27 billion on research, then surely the tremendous
amount of very impressive information that is being generated is now
largely being lost simply because there are not sufficient methods to
circulate this material. Is that a fair conclusion ?

Mr. CAIRNS. I think so. If you look behind the scenes in industry,
you will find that all of those who are dealina with sophisticated areas
of science and technology have their own private informatkm systems
which make use of all of the techniques they can possibly apply in
order to result in an internal effiaiency, a saving of time, a prevention
of mmeeessary repetition of certain types of work which otherwise
might be done over after a few years.

I think that in all cases we can say that where von have a strong
organization, as in industry, they will provide information services
integral with that operation which are perhaps optimal because they
will take account of all of these factors.

You will find other areas, though, in the broader context, where one
organization cannot do the job, where there can be some fairly gross
inefficiencies because of these more or less superficial economic 'factors
which no one thinks through very deeply.

There is an ingrained feeling in universities that libraries should
be operated on a shoestring. Also that the study time involved is not
really that important. I think this must change very much.

Well, I have covered in this discussion seVeral pages of the introduc-
tory material, and I will plunge right into the middle of this part of
the report. .

Efforts to cope with these various aspects of the information prob-
lem have resulted in a variety of organizational, economic, and tech-
nological arrangements and methods. As a result, scientific and tech-
nical communication constithtes a heterogeneous complex of activities
that have developed in response to locally perceived needs and oppor-
tunities rather than in an orderly and carefully,plahned manner. Op-
portunities for cooperation often are missed; at the saine time,.many
needed services are not performed because they "fall in the cracks" be-
tween the domains of existing .organizations. ,

This is i. prObleth that has faced Many people and about which they
.have exprwised great concern for the last two decades. In 'the Federal
Goyernment, awareness and: concern developed mere rapidly and

-.recently. Although the stewardship of information Was specifically
mentioned in seYeral legislative acts in the early postwar years, it was

. not until 10 years ago withthe reappraisal of our cmintry's. efforts that
a series of major studies of scientific 'and-technical inforination prob-
lems-were sponsored by the legislative and executive branches of the
Government.

I refer in particular to the creation Of the Office of Science Inform-
tion Service of the-National Science Foundation to foster, the develop-
ment of more effective services in-the not4or-profit private organiza-
tions and the creation of cosATI, the Federal Council for Science
and ..Teclmology, .to effect greater coordination among the diverse
information-handling activities of, Federal agencies,

While COSATI seeins tO make considerable strides toward coordi-
nation, standardization, and fitting together of the many Govern-
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mont-sponsored, Government-agency-operated information services,
there has been no specific designation of Federal a crencies to coordinate
the private groups although the need for a non-federal coordinating
body was recognized by the National Science Foundation in its context
and in its support of private group services.

As a consequence, the NSF requested the National Academy of
Sciences in cooperation with the National Academy of Engineering,
to establish a Committee to make an intensive survey of the present
status and future requirements of the scientific and engineering com-
munity with respect to the organization, flow, and transfer of scientific
and technical information and to recommend needed policies and
courses of action based on its finding,s.

IThis committee, the on.e which head, was established early in 1066
and we are about to issue our final report and we will continue in
bushiess, in interaction with the private sector and Government
amencies for the rest of this year.

PIICINSKI. You say this report will be out ?
Mr. CAIRNS. It will be off the pre-ss in June. Our synopsis report

will be available May 21. This is the synopsis which I said I co-,30.
give you the first of the week. .

Satcom's creation -was a move toward specific implementation of
general policies recommended by previous study groups. Ample time
was available in Satcom's nongovernmental location to enable it to
consult the scientific and technical community broadly.

We begin our, :work -by , surveying; in depth eaeh of a number of
private and, governmental information-handling activities, often by
visiting their headquarters. To .assist: in the rF;; rhition of some cur-
rently acute issues as.well:as to develop perspectives on possible coor-
dination procedures in:certain special. fiellis, we organized four ad hoc
task groups. : .

Finally, to sound out the opinions of the scientific, technical,. .and
information-handling communities; . and to secure -their . broad par-
ticipation in :the formulation and resolution :of -policy questions, we
selected and maintained Contact. with. a :group. of :about .200 .key.

from: diVerse institutions -.and.: disciplines, called ; Satcom's
consniting. correSpondents.- , , . . ,

can ..refer ,briefly to the; major -. concluS ions , audi recornm en da'tions
that will evolve froth thiS baakground. I '..don't know ..just how much
tiMe.yon ,Want..tO allot, 'but .another ,20: minutes

Mr. PuoINsur. Please go ahead.
.. Mr. 'CAIRNS.. The.. prinCipal -impression,: we.- received was ...that of

diversity in information,handling -activities-, in . the , econoinics and
techniques of operations, :in .fnnctions; and. innsers. We concluded .that
snch.. diversity was not Only7characteristic but, essential...

Mr. PIICINSKI. It is interesting that: you'. should make that 1-thint. I
'believe' we need forward mOveinenst'simplybeeause great:sums of:money
are:being spent Oninforrhation' systems as was illustrated in the .New
.YOrk :Tithes testimonyf thi morning:..:Yet as far as I can ,see,,-no
'guidance' is -now. being oiven1oward compatibility. ,

It is .verY interestingto-lear yow say that. One: of:your observations
was the'.diversity -.in handling .

.

Mr. CAIRNS. Well, you have touched on abOut three or_ four elements.
Mr. PricINsitt. Why don't you first finish your statement?

3153,
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Mr. CAIRNS. I will pick these up, I think, in order. First of all, as
to diversity : Why should it be diverse? Diversity facilitates the flexi-
bility, the sensitivity, and responsiveness to user needs, and the inno-
vative forward-looking approaches required for effective scientific

and technical communication. Further, though our country's hetero-
geneous complex of communication activities has been criticized fre-
quently and on many counts, there is no evidence of critically inefficient

operation.
Therefore,'-'we accepted this diversity end concentrated our efforts

not on reducino- or eliminating it but on maximizing its strengths and
overcoming itsweaknesses. Wehave attempted to do this by indicating
areas in which greater effort is necessary for adequate performance, by
defining roles and responsibilities, by Challenging acceptance of them,
by advocating certain broad policie5 In management and planning, and
by proposing a way of effectinggreater coordination.

Now, I notice in referring to the act or the amendment which is
underlying these hearings, that you speak about "close voluntary
cooperation" in one part, and this is certainly in harmony with our view
of accepting diversity as a first principle.

The reason for the diversity is because there are so many different
needs and so many different specializations that if you are going to
involve the people who are really generating and using information,
you have to have diversity. So then the question is : Where do you
0-o from there ?

A crucial area in which present efforts are inadequate to meet cur-
rent, much less future demands, is that of providing what we call
need group services. As we have mentioned, effective service to pro-
fessional groups which, for practical reasons, we would have to say,
must number 1,000 or more, having common information requirements,
is a first approach to the future goal of individual service geared to each

user's specific needs.
Such need groups are especially prevalent among engineers and

practitioners, and the tailoring of information to facilitate prompt
aceess and rapid application in such groups must receive top priority.

The prOvision of specialized services to foster the application of
scientific and technical information in particular contexts depends, on
the one hand, on sifting, evaluating, simplifying, and consolidating the
ever-expanding store of primary information, and on the other, on
reprocessing and repackaging the products of secondaryabstracting
and indexingservices.

Reprocessing and repackaging the products of secondary access
services are equally important. Sorting abstractsavailable in ma-
chine-readable form---rearranging and- merging selected ones, and
providing copies of the results in readable form are basic steps in
serving specialized areas of need.

Therefore, the immediate task in developing diverse need group
services is to stimulate the reprocessing of abstracts and associated
indexing information prepared by basic abstracting and indexing
services. To do so will necessitate restructuring the support of these
basic services 'in waysthat 'will enable them to Make their products
available for reprocessing at roughly runoff costs withoutendangering
their solvency.
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I note in your bin "appropriate payment for data from private
sources" as something that has reference to this particular recom-
mendation. Now, this is a fairly radical suggestion. As it stands today,
the accumulation of basic filesyou will heri.r a bit about it in a spe-
cific illustration from Byron Riegelis a very expensive proposition.
It is being carried on partly by privath sourms and, partly by Gov-
ernment sources.

The cost to the user must be increasing every year in order to
encompass the increasing complexity of the inW:-:...13ut yet atthe same
time, we want to have these inputs as freely available as possible so
that all kinds of special secondary or tertiary services can .repackage
and reprocess the information from the basic files, so it will In cme
ways be desirable to have all input costs to the basic files handled
through the primary supporters of the research and development work
and thereby have the filed information available at very minimal cost
so it will stimulate the maximum handling, reprocessing and repack-
aging for need-group services, and there is where Satcom's thoughts
fit in with this particukr aspect of the present kgislation.

For the near future, we regard the expansion of consolidation and
reprocessing activities as the most vital thrust in fostering the prompt
and effective application of scientific and technical information.

The next broadpoint is on roles and responsibilities. Here again we
ireemphasize the mportance of the scientific and technical societies

which originall3r were called into being to provide more effective chan-
nels of communication among scientists and engineers. Because their
membership includes the principal generators and users of scientific
and technical information, they are or should be uniquely able to
collect, organize, and assure the quality of the information that they
distribute throughout their meetings, through their primary

ipublica-tion programs. and through their bask abstracting and ndexing
services.

They are also responsible for fostering continuity and progress in
the various, domains of science and teclmology they .serve. We have
tried to challenge.these societies to explore to the fullest their role
in scientffic and technical communication.and to accept their responsi-
bilities, a few of which are: (a) improving the quality, timeliness,
and teelmiques of producing and distributincr priinary literature; (b)
assuring adequate basic abstracting and ineexing, of. this priinary in-
formation ; (e) stimulating reprocessing and repacking . of primary
and secondary information for special user groups; (d) conducting
performance and evaluation studies of .the information services they
sponsor and (e) assuring the -participation of qualified scientists,
engineers, and practitioners in these and other expleratory and inno-
vative studies. .

So much for the technical society ; I think they have demonstrated
a profound interest in information and in information transfer ; it is
their "raison d'etre," and I think the

i
proposed legislation recognizes

that and it is in harmony with our views n that respect..
Equally vital . is the role ,of the for-profit . organizations. Because

their survival and growth -depend upon their ability to recognize,
understand, and .adequately serve users,. and because .of the manage-
ment and marketing capabilities they have developed, they can assist
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both scientific and technical societies and the Federal Government
in the development and provision of needed information services.
Traditionally, they have been especially effective in developing var-
ious specialized highly user-oriented services needed not only by re-
searchers but also, and especially, by practitioners; that is, by people
who are using these results for practical purposes.

Theythat is, the for-profit organizationsare well qualified to
fulfill a major role in reprocessing and repackaging information to
speed its application in specific contexts, and their ability should be
recognized and fully utilized.

The Federal Government clearly has a responsibility to support the
scientific and technical information activities that are required in the
accomplishment of its various missions. Some of these present special-
ized information handling problems, the map-nitude, of which requires
highly structured and centrally managed information programs.

Therefore, a number of Federal agenciesfor example, the Atomic
Energy Commission and the Nati Onal Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istrationbave statutorily assigned information functions relating
to their missions. Others, such as the Department of Defense, require
broad and diverse information programs in support of the numerous
teams and organizations with which they work.

Of particular importance at tbe present time are the slowly knit-
ting, massive programs of recent yearS that deal with such major so-
cial concerns as natural resources, education, transportation, pollution,
and urban. probleMS. In these areas, the role that science and tech-
nology will. Play still is evolving, and So,- too, are the information
proqrams that will be reqtired.

However, i1 is already apparent that data bases and information
sYstems that are substantially more extensive than those previously
supporting Onr.inaj or Scientific and engineering ventures will be nec-
essary in such programs.

In 'addition to the fulfillnient of rnision. requirements, the Federal
QoverninentrfineVitably thiist Provide substantial support throurdi
vftri S a gericies 'tO Scientific and technical information efforts in the
Public intereSt., ObVion0y, such support cannot he extended without
the exorCise of responSible manageinent and at loast limifed control.

MinithiZing the danger of interference of such control with ft ready
and adequate r6sponse to the nee& and vieWs of the scientific and
technical CorninithitieS served is a difficult task: We believe that such
interference dan be Minimized if the 'support of diScipline-oriented
seientifie and teAthiCal .seri'des dOes not become inore narrowly con-
centrated within the Federal 'Government than is support of a dis-
cipline's Overall research and development effort.

, For example, in physics, we see support programs forin AEC, DOD,
NASA, and the Scienee Foimdation. We would think, therefore, that
the support of the information transfer related to physics generated
by such R. & D. support would naturally also rely on equally broad
sunnort from the GOvernment.

We further urci.e the reliance of Federal agencies upon existing
capabilities inpriVate organizations and the ungrading of relevant ac-:
tiviti6s when necesSarY rather than a dunlication of such services.
Again, I 'would Idok With pleasure on this current proposal, which
seems to point in that. direction.
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In short, both governmental and private organizations have the
common objective of providing information services that are increas-
ingly responsive to the needs of users of scientific and technical infor-
mation. We urge recognition of this common objective and acceptance
of a philosophy of shared responsibility between private organiza-
tionsboth for-profit and not-for-profitand Fed.eral agencies in
the management of scientific and technical information activities.

I note also, with approval, the fact that, as I understand it, the
amendment would leave in the hands of the Science Foundation the
responsibilities, the broadened responsibilities, that are outlined by
the amendment, that the point of attachment with the Government is
the Science Foundation, which, I believe, has done an admirable job
under Dr. Atkinson's leadership in supporting the private sector, in
cruidino- them in research and development and evolution of new
systems.

Not only have we considered the responsibilities of governmental
and private organizations in the operation of information services; we
also have pointed to the responsibilities of all who sponsor research
and development work. We have emphasized, as did the .Weinberg
Panel years ago, that such work is of value only when the results are
readily accessible and capable of being adapted to, the contexts in which
they can be applied. In other words, the sponsor's responsibility for
such work includes whatever steps are appropriate and necessary to
assure its availability.

This certainly offers a major challenge to the Government which is
the major sponsor Of research and developthent..

Users of scientific and technical information were trained and work
today under conditions.which offer far larger reviards for doing "new".
Work than for finding, through careful literature search, the results
of work already done. I

Opportunities for management to balance' the casts of better in-.
formation services against the costs of doing.more "new" work are
few and far-between., Therefore,- it is. inevitable .that information that
seenis costly to get will not be -sought, regardless Of its value, and that,
When prides are lowered, Making .the acquisition of greater amounts
of information economically. &Suable, 'these ,greater amounts will
net be. acquired:

Some- rediscoVery of what is. already 'knoWn is econoinically sound,
but, as the anaount of obvious rediscovery increases, a 'slow readjust-
inent 'in the habits' of the scientific arid 'technical community and in its
allocation of reSoureeS iS to be eipecthd:

Users 'of ''Scientifie 'and teChnical information are slow to change
their habits Of information-use, Usually learned' in their formative
years. As a.consequence, there are strong tendencies toward "in a rut"
behavior and toward apathetic responseS: to' new and more effective
serVices. Users find it natural' to rely on the moSt acceSsible and
familiar sourceS rather than to experinient with new ones that may
require a greater initial investment of effort. An- intensive and con-
centrated ,reeducational or marketing effort iS often necessary to gain
aeceptance for Worthwhile innoVations.

I might reinark Parenthetieally there are those' who say we should
rely On the' Marketplace tO decide Whatserviees should,be made avail-, .

390
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able and what should not. In other words, you charge what it cost
for a service, for a new service, and wait for the users to come and
use them.

Well, in the time of very, very slow change, I think this sort of a
cause and effect can take place, but if you want to really upgrade the
quality of information services, I think we have to look a bit beyond
the marketplace and not regard it wholly as we determine it.

One effort to provide a logical distribution of responsibility between
generators and users and afford financial stability to journals in spite
of fluctuations in amount of input and numbers of subscribers is the
page charge. Now, there has been a lot said on this subject for and
against. It has never been universally employed, and as a result of
current budget constraints, opposition has increased.

I think it is still essential to have sometliing in the nature of page
charges. There is need for the development an d. trial of other feasible
arrangements to support the dissemmation of information and for
recognition of initial publication as but one step in the process of mak-
ing results available and fostering their application.

uithble procedures for funding secondary services, an area in which
no single clear-cut policy of support has yet emerged, and for support
of the essential consolidation and reprocessing activities also must be
explored. Otherwise, the precious resources of our scientific and tech-
nical knowledge will be poorly utilizeda waste that we must not
tolerate.

The entire area of the economics of information transfer and the
allocation of financial responsibility for effective scientific and tech-
nical communication requires far more careful study and analysis than
it has received heretofore. It is essential that operators of information
programs would continuously explore the possibility of establishing
a closer relationship between the costs and the effectiveness of services.

In closing, I want to point out two major points which impinge on
the act and its -potential opeiation of broader information sy:stems.
First is our philosophy, of management Our first principle in this
respect : The management of all scientific and technical commullication
activities must be as responsive as possible to the needs, desires, and
innovative ideas of the scientific and technical gToups that they serve.
These activities must be sufficiently flexible to adapt rapidly to changes
in user needs and commimication techniques. That is the first

Now, the next principle : Fuither, the admMistrative entities respon-
sible for scientific and technical information programs mustbe so orga-
nized and coordinated that they, represent a logical and efficient divi-
sion of functions,but authority over them must be sufficiently widely
distributed to achieve the responsiveness we deem essential.

This again points to a plurality of responsibilities in the manage.
ment of -information transfer. I am not quite sure, from reading the
act, .whether the act is- designed to foster maximum participation in
the management of information systems :or whether it might even-
tually result in a stultification of the management participation of,
say, the technical societies and the other factors involved through
undue influence :and control through the- budgetary. function. This is
not quite clear, and I think that one gets different responses, depend-
ing on what the interpretation might be in that respect.

;ii
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Mr. Puci Nsic.i. Yes; there is no question it certainly is the author's
view that we do not want to interfere with management of individual
systems. I don't anticipate any Federal criteria being set up or man-
agement enforced. I am sure that a system such as this would require
a method of standard acceptance.

To that extent, I am sure the scientific community would want to
work out criteria and guidelines. I do not anticipate, nor is it my desire,
to see the Federal Govermnent managing these private systems that
would become part of the network.

Mr. CAIRNS. I am pleased to hear you saythat.
The last principal was that the planning and management of our

information activities must involve constant attention to the simpli-
fication and consolidation of existing knowledge and its frequent re-
processing to adapt it to the needs of diverse users, especially those
primarily engaged in the practical application of scientific and tech-
nical information.

The last principle related to fostering coordination among private
organizations.

To build upon and strengthen the present pluralistic and decentral-
ized scientific and. technical communication complex, it is essential
to foster greater coordination and cooperation among its diverse com-
ponents. COSATI has contributhd greatly to developing standard
procedures and increasing coordination among the, information-
handling programs of Federal agencies.

We see the need for a broadly representative and high-prestige
nongovernmental body to lead the privwte for-profit and not-for-
profit organizations in the coordination of their interests and pro-
grams and to facilitate their interaction -with appropriate govern-
mental policymaking organizations. We believe that the private
organizations can be led into their own patterns of coordination once
a focal point is clearly designated.

Therefore, -we propose the creation of a Joint Commission on Sci-
entific and Technical Communication, responsible to the Councils of
the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of
Engineering. The Commission's membership of about 20 should be
broadly representative of the major scientific and teclmical commu-
nities and of the principal kinds of information-handling organiza-
tions. It should be supported by an: adequately staffed professional
secretariat.

- A major responsibility of the Commission Would be to maintain
close and continuing contact with the communities it serves by estab-
lishing ad hoc committees and task groups for major problem areas
and by interacting with a large number of consulting correspondents
such as those who have assisted the work of SATCOK

The Academies were selected as the optimum location of such a
Conunission for four :naj or reasons: (a) They would afford ready
access to maximum knowledge and expertise in science and technol-
ogy; (b) they would insure broad representation of the organizations,
groups, and individuals whose efforts depend upon and influence sci-
entific and technical communication; (c) they would facilitate the
desired type of interaction with the Fe0eral Government; and (d)
they represent a longstanding tradition of diversified and intensive
involvement in scientific and technical communication. activities.
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The proposed Commission would be conversant with scientific and
technical information activities and would provide guidance useful
to public and private organizations in the development of more ef-
fective scientific and technical communication programs.

It would interact with (a) the membership and leaders of the
scientific and technical community; (b) scientific, technical, and
educational societies and institutions; (c) for-profit organizations;
(d) relevant foci for scientific and technical communication activities
in the Government, especially the Office of Science and Teclmology,
COSATI, and the NSF's Office of Science Information Service; and
(e) other supporters of science, technology, and information services.

Its mission would be :
(1) To serve the scientific and technical community by fostering

coordination and consolidation of its interests in the handling of
scientific and technical information;

(2) To serve the Government by providincr representatively com-
prehensive and authoritative information aneadvice on the activities,
needs, and ideas of the scientific and technical community in this field.

To be pluralistic, user-oriented, rapidly evolving under strong Fed-
eral supportbut -with strong self-coordination to match the growing
responsibilities of the private organizationsis, in broad outline, the
pattern we advocate for the vigorous growth of future scientific and
technical communication..

If the National Science Foundation is to play a major role in
support of broad systems as visualized in the propoSed amendment,
the joint cOmmission. I haye described- would certainly be an essential
factor in optimizing the contributions from ,the private sector.

Mr. .PcrcINSKI. Dr. Cairns your recommendation of a Joint Com-
mission on Scientific and Technical Communication is certainly some-
thing this committee will want to .lOok at. I am not sure that the
National Science Foundation is the .vehicle for carrying this out.
I thought they were. In view of their testimony, however, perhaps
they don't seek this challenge. Therefore, we may have to start think-
ing of other alternatives. .

It is obvious to me you .didn't have to clear your statement with
the. Bureau of the Budget. .

Mr. CAIRNS. .That is right. I am speaking from the experience that
I have seen over a .number. of years in the way they have gone about
supporting the Private sector.

:Now, this admittedly has been limited, at least in my knowledge,
largely to the so,called not-for-profit area, the scientific and teChnical
societies, both in science and engineering. I think there have been
some regulatory limitations which may not be absolute and that they
could very easily extend this in certain pertinent areas to the for-
profit segment, of the private sector. . .

Mr. PUCINSKI. Dr. Carter brought this point up yesterday, and I
would like your reaction to it:. The National Science Foundation is
to .a great extent a kind of coequal agency with the other agencies
that it- would be,working with, such, as NA_SA, Defense, and various
others that generate scientific knowledge.

He raised the question yesterday whether, in order to get this sys-
tem .into operation, we, should create a .Presidential commission that
would offer some direction, to the other agencies.

393
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I was impressed with your suggestion for a Joint Committee on
Scientific and Technical Communications. We may want to take a
look at that proposal and perhaps study the possibility of making
that a permanent committee. Perhaps we ought to think of making
Satcom permanent.

Mr. CAIRNS. We are a survey group and are phasing out at the end
of this year. There is no question we had a temporary assignment to
have a look and come up with recommendations.

Mr. PIIGINSKI. As you know, the National Library Commission
played a similar role. We set it up on a temporary basis. It surveyed
the needs of the country in terms of library needs and determined the
magnitude of the problem. There is a bill 'before this committee now,
H.R. 8839, which will make that Commission a permanent body,. I am
a cosponsor of that bill. This is a case where a commission performed
admirably.

We might find our answer in encouraging such distinguished people
as yourself and offering you some sort of permanent structure to pro-
vide ongoing guidance and leadership and direction for this program.

Mr. CAIRNS. We debated in Satcom at great length the placement
for this proposed Joint Commission, and we, for good reasons of our
own, decided to recommend that it be a nongovermnental body but
placed in a spot where advice to the Government is a part of the nat-
ural function, mainly in a structure of the Academies and at the same
time to be broadly representative of the private sector.

I still feel that for an advisory body, for a group that exercises, as
we said, leadership and coordination in the private sector, this would
be a very good and useful influence.

Mr. PUGINSKI. Dr. Cairns, I wonder if it is aareeable to you, sir,
since Mr. Bell is here that I invite Dr.- Riegel t2 join you. Perhaps
we can hear from him briefly; I think we would then like to hear both
of you comment on the questions we are discussing if you have no
objection.

Mr. Cniaws. I will be glad to wait until he completes all of his testi-
mony, and I will remain here.

Mr. PLICINSKI. I don't think it will take long, and I think the com-
mittee will benefit from your jointly assisting us.

Mr. CAIRNS. Byron, like Dr. Lichlider, has been a valiant member of
Satcom for the last 3 years, so we would, I am sure, stimulate each
other in the discussions.

Mr. PriciNsKi. Dr. Riegel, will you join us, and perhaps we can make
this a panel discussion. I have a lot of questions to ask Dr. Cairns,
and I am sure you will want to comment on them and perhaps Dr.
Cairns may want to comment on questions we have to ask of you.

Proceed, Dr. Riegel.

STATEMENT OF BYRON RIEGEL, PRESIDENT-ELECT, AMERICAN

CHEMICAL SOCIETY

Mr. RIEGEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wrote out a very short -statement that I would like to make and

also leave a copy, if I may, with your staff.
The American Chemical Society was given a national charter by the
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75th Congress in 1937. It established the American Chemical Society
as an educational and scientific society.

And if I may stop there just for a second to say something about
the American Chemical Society, it is not a professional society as the
American Bar Association or the American Medical Association or
the American Dental Association, of this order ; it is a scientific and
educational society.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. RIEGEL. This was national recognition of the society which was

originally incorporated in the State of New York in 1877. One of the
objects of the incorporation of the society was to increase and help in
the diffusion of chemical Imowledge and the promotion of high
standards of professional ethics, education, and attainments.

The society was dedicated in the beginning to the dissemination of
chemical and chemical-engineering information. At the present time,
the society publishes 20 primary journals and offers an abstracting and
retrieval services known as Oh.emical Abstracts Service. There are
about 15 services, which include printed, microimages, and magnetic
tapes. Chemical abStracts is the most comprehensive abstracting service
in the field of chemistry in the world. In fact, 60 percent of the sales
are to foreign countries.

I might add again off the record we have considerable dealings
with the Russians and their huge abstracting setup known as Viniti,
I notice referred to in the minutes on several occasions. It is a mono-
lithic structure, an enormous business.

Mr. Puciicsni. If I may make.this observation as lono. as you re-
ferred to the meeting : I said earlier, I personally do note'believe that
a monolithic Viniti system is the wav to do it. It is a big warehouse.
Doctor, you mentioned abstracting. As I undentand Viniti, it places
()Teat value on the types of abstracting facilities we have in this
country.

Viniti is essentially a cataloging agency. It obtains a great deal of
information from all over the world. This information is catalogr?d,
and stored.

Our technical people in this country can take a scientific paper and,
because of their knowledge and their experience, can give the scientific
community an excellent abstract of the document.

Viniti, to a great extent, is just a warehouse. Am I correct in that
assumption ? Perhaps Dr. Cairns or you may answer.

Mr. RIEGEL. They have separate journals that cover separate dis-
ciplines. I think there are 170 of them that they produce out of this
tremendous group. The one I am particularly familiar with involved
chemistry and chemistry engineering called Referativnyi. Zhurnal.
This journal actually tries to do almost the same things that we do
with chemical abstracts except they are hopelessly bogged down in
their bureaucracy.

Mr. CAIRNS. I think there is a difference in another respect. It is a
monolithic organization, and there is no other word to describe it.
It has at the top 'a group of people who are more concerned with
language problems than with the scientific content in order to try to
subdivide where they put the different journals for abstracts--non-
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scientific linguistics. They have a linouistic department to divide up
the subjects by scientific departmenes. It just does not work. Each
subject group seems to vie with each other in the amount of stuff they
can turn out.

I could not findand I was there for a couple of daysI could not
find how they determined the usefulness of the information. They
sold it at a very nominal price that anyone could afford, and there was
no feedback at all that I could see that would tell them if this particu-
lar piece of the information or part of the service was useful. So every-
thing was all the same.

Mr. PuoiNsin. It is my hope to take the committee to Russia and
let them visit Viniti.

Mr. CAIRNS. It was a little impressive in those 2 days. Of course, in
November, it 'was pretty cold.

Mr. RIEGEL. I might addand I am afraid this ought not go into
any permanent record particularly in Congressthat is, that the
Russmns take our chemical abstracts, photocopy and merely put across
the front page "Photocopy produced by Viniti" and sold at about one-
half of our prices behind the Iron Curtain, depriving us of $2 million
in revenue.

Mr. PuoiNsru. As I understand it, Viniti takes these American ab-
stracts of ours and translates them into Russian. Our own Science Iii-
formation Services offic: pays our translators to translate them back
into English.

Mr. RIEGEL. May I just finish and it won't take but a second here.
The total budget for the publication program for 1969 is about $25

million. Of this amount, about $2 million has been furnished by the
Federal Government through the National Science Foundation. This
is to enable the societyand I am talking about $2 millionto develop
computer capability for the handling of chemical information.

In 1963, the American Chemical Society initiated a feasibility study
for establishing a national chemical information system. Again, we
had the expert help of Dr. Lick lider on this, which I would like to
recognize. .

This has drawn so much attention that 'it has now been expanded
to. c n international system. I would particularly like to call attention
to the last Chemical & Engineering Newsand I notice you have
one there with Dr. Cairn's picture and this happens to be. the one
that came out Monday ; it is the A7pril 28; 1969, issue_, page 15an-
nouneing the formation of an American Chemical Society-British
linked chemical information system. Negotiations are now goin.g for-
wardand I also noticed in your notes, dan this has been said befor

G
e

with other countries, particularly the ermans.
Mr. PITGINSKI. Is this.the first time we have linked an international

'hookup ?
Mr. RIEGEL. As far as I know.
Mr.CAIRNS. There have been attempts, I am not sure hOw far they

have gone, between AEC and certain oth.ers.
Mr. RIEGEL. Medlars. ,

Mr. CAIRNS.. Yes, Overseas SySterns and Medlars; I ara not sure how
far they have gone in actual operation,.but they are taking steps. This
is the first one ni the private sector I am aware of. .
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There has been for many years an international cooperation in the
field of physics. We have relied on the British to provide abstracts in
the physics field. So there was in that case a specific limited operation
where they were doing the work and providing us with service.

Mr. RIEGEL. It wouM have been impossible tor the American Chemi-
cal Societyto afford the cost of developing computer capability with-
out the assistance of Federal funds. It is extremely expensive to con-
tinue the printed copy as we go along and at the same time develop
machine capability.

Furthermore, we are trying to do this, as was very well described
by Dr. Licklider, so it could be almost instantaneously searched by
many people. The American Chemical %ciety is also experimenting
with computer-driven photocomposition of some of our primary
journals.

The documentation unit for each paper that is publishedand a
documentation unit is a scientific word that is used to give all of the
bibliographic descriptive material, authors, journals, dates, pages,
titles and so forththis so-called documentation unit, plus the abstract
and index terms, will be computer recorded and transferred by com-
puter to the Chercal Abstracts Service.

These are some of the early steps in systems designed to coordinate
the.handling of chemical information.

If again I might stop here in my prepared statement, I would like
to say a word about informal communication. I think all of us, includ.
ing Dr. Cairns and his group' in Satcom, were quite surprised at see-
ing sOme of the recent surveys of how much information is now trans-
ferred between people just orally, just in the so-called informal mode.

Furthermore, -this turns out to be highly effective. The interesting
thing about it is -that -apparently the speed of transportation plus
speeds of communicaion, particularly Bell telephone and so forth.
-Make this such a convenient .way to do this:- Some of the surveys. that
were run in DOD and which haVe recently been substantiated in some
of the other- research and development Organizations, ha,s shown that
as high as some 60 to 70 percent of information may be transferred iD
this form..

Th ese are rather startling tering. We dinA realize the importance of
the meeting; 'just as -we are meeting here-today. Much o this is due to

.-our-eXcellent methods of transportation.
'Make a real survey of the impertance of the so-

called informal communication to see that it, tOo, is incorporated into
the data banks. -It is hoped that this chemical infOrmation system
can be developed and interlocked with otber scientific and 'engineering

:Although the- American Chemical Society 'has a rather large and
dedicated staff, much of the management responsibilities, policy deci-
sion and financial control of these operations are done by ChemiSts
-and chemical engineers on avoluntary basis without compensation.

We have over 3,000 abstractom all over the world who are paid a
fee that barely covers their typing and mailing expenses.

The American CheiniCal Society-is the largest scientific society in
the 1., orld deVdted-to a single discipline- At the present time, there are
115,000 members that _are scattered through education government,
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and industrial laboratories. The American Chemical Society enjoys
the support of a very healthy chemical industry. Two of us represent
industry on the board of directors of the ACS.

Chemistry is a very basic science and is used by many other sister
sciences, particularly the medical sciences. Likewise, the chemical
industry as a basic industry supplying the essential needs of many
other industries.

One might refer to the use of chemistry in the atothic energy pro-
gram, space prouram, health sciences, petroleum, !textile, food, hous-
ma industries, aird others.

L'Therefore, in conclusion, the American Chemical Society is dedi-
cated to be of maximum service to 'humanity through educational in-
stitutions, the Government, nonprofit research organizations and in-
dustries.

It is my pleasure to ex-press our deep interest in H.R. 8809, a bill to
provide for the establishment of a National Science Research Data
Processing and Information Retrieval System.

That is the end of my formal comments.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Thank you very much.
I have said many times that the decade of the 1950's was the decade

of nuclear development and the decade of the 1960's was tile decade
of space development. I believe that the decade of the 1970's is going
to be the decade ,of information retrievalfinding.better ways to deal
with the huge outpouring of information that is streaming froM our
laboratories.

As We said, with $27 billion, scientific research now ranks amonz the
bi agest industries in the country.

RaEor=,. I was wondering if I might add a few personal com-
ments on some of these statements. I feel this Way, that many of our
social problems today:are the result of what America- nas particularly
given the world, that is, expert science and technology.
. This is the one thing that, I think has really chstinguished uS in
these decades .we are talking about, and as such,1 wish-to talk about
these social.problems that arise from advance Saience and technology.

This is probably out of order, but I Wouldlike -tO put in a commercial
plug. I think one-of the,se is overpopulatiOn, and my c ompany has been
very Much Mtere-sted in that We are the inventors Of "th..) pill."

What I..am trying tO talk about are social ,problems, and many of
. these problems can be 'approached by excellent science-and technology.
Here. IS an area where I feel we have not. USed as naliCh of the informa-
tion'and technology we have at Our fingertips ; if there were some way
this could be .focused and used, it would 'be a, 'fine example of good
connnunication..

Mr. Pti-orNsx.I. An effective information retrieval network or system,
which ultimately could- be tied in to Telstar or a similar facility, could
become one of the most importimt ingredients in. Ainerican foreign
policy. ..

We are .locked in a .struggle, seeking i'vays to resolve the world
struggle without losing men on endless battlefields. There was a con-
vention:in GeneVa, recently ; 2,300 delegates,adopteda reSolution uroing
a better systern of communication. Icq. scientific research. SO that' the
emerging nations, withtheir limited resources, could participate more
effectively in scientific research.
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That is what brings me to this question which I would like to ask
each of you gentlemen.

How do you go about linking all of these systems without destroying
them, without in any way impeding them in their own progress ? What
would be your thinking, if, instead of trying to achieve more effective
communication throuoth a Government agency, we were to think in
terms of a communicaions Comsat, a quasi-Government public cor-
poration, that would have the basic responsibility for this project?
The Government would provide some of the impetus and some of the
financial input, but let the scientific community itself run the show.

You would then set the standards and decide the method of estab-
lishing such a system. What is your reaction to that'?

Mr. RrsoEr.... I. might say we discussed it, and it is an excellent idea.
I might add that I almost said exactly the same thing on Tuesday to
the Satcorn Coimnittee and we discussed it at some length. I guess our
big problem on it was to find out how to get it started.

Mr. PIICINSKI. That was the same problem with Telstar.
Mr. RIEGEL. That is right.
Mr. PIICINSKL We found the answer within the Comsat concept.
As far as I know, Comsat is working out very effectively. What

would be your comment, Dr. Cairns ?
Dr. CAIRNS. I think we have te distinguish between the broad sub-

ject of communication and what Satcom initially referred to in its
own contemplation of "brain to brain" communicationin other
words, the transfer of concepts or ideas and technical information
from one thinking person to another thinking person in what one
might call a physical network.

I can see every reason to connect physical networks so that they
flow one into another. Certainly, this is the common denominator of
the telephone system and Telstar 'and the rest of the network com-
munications; that is, speaking in this vein, only in the electronic
communications sense.

However, when we include the intellectual components, we have an
additional probiern then we Must admit, as Dr. Atkinson said in testi-
mony, that the aggregate of seVeral systems presently in the course of
deVelopment, and that May be expected to emerge as a result of efforts
still to be undertaken, constitutes the national information system.

The participants in this network will be drawn from all sectors of
our society and we will all, need a voice in itS operation and manage-
ment. In other words ? you bring in the intellectual content and you
have to diversify:the input, control, 'and management functions.

W discussed it earlier and seem to be somewhat in agreement on
this 1, lint. In that light, therefore, I would say that too strong a focus
on a centric management organization wou1 a. be questionable in my
mind. I don't believe in other words, that a national commission op-
erating ith entire budget and controlling the Government and private
sectors would be the thing to have at this point.

I would like to say that I like what you suggested here, which is
more an aggregation of numerous systems already in being. Maybe the
word "system' here should be "systemS," because you are presumably
talking abont an aggregate of sYsterris rather than a monolithic orga-
nization which Says, "This is what we are gbing to do."
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Mr. Puciicsm. Dr. Cairns, I am very, grateful to you for bringing
this point up. This has been one of the points that has plagued our
hearings for years. Perhaps it is because we have a little probleth of
communicating ourselves.

Dr. CAIRNS. You certainly do.
Mr. PuciwsiKi. Throughout all of these discussions there has been

a fear (and quite properly so) that someone is thinking of setting up
a huge monitor whkh will try to direct all of these activities and ulti-
mately direct the scientists themselves.

When we talk about a national network of systems, we are merely
talking about establishing a communications network. It has never
been the intention of this legislation or our discussions that we should
have a scientific czar or superpanel that will direct individual
activities.

This is, of course, what we have been talking about all aloncr. Your
suggestion as to a national information systems approaoh haS given
us a chance to clarify it.

But the one oommon thread that we would want in this network of
systems is that art least some dialog on compatability be there. We v.:re
moving today in all sorts of directions and everybody is doing a good
j ob.

Dr. Rothman of the jew York Times said he is trying to work out
plans to make sure their system i. ocanpatible and that if,. at some
future date, there is network of "systems, the New York Times will
be able to tie into this network without a complete overhaul of its
system.

This is an area where we cannot affcad to lose any further time. I
think that is why I like Dr. Cairns' suggestion about a joint commis-
sion on scientific and technical communication& Somebody is going to
have to start producing some leadership in compatibility. What do you
think, Dr. Licklider

Mr. LicxLmEn. I think you are setting the record straight beauti-
fully. I like what you say so much, I hesitate to add a comment, but of
course I shall.

I think that it is absolutely right that you: emphasize the pluralism
of the system, the collection of organizations that are going to imple-
nient various parts of the network of systems. I like that term, "net-
work of systems."

I think it is right that you emphasize coherence. The one other in-
gredient I want to put into it, which I think Tou may soft pedal a little
bit, possibly beCause if misinterpreted it might sound like too much
of a centralist component, is a Clear set of goals and enough central
leadership with enough funds, and the responsibility to make the thing
move forward.

I agree so wholeheartedly with your urge to get moving, I don't
want to leave out the motivating force that will make it move. I am
just afraid if it were left wholly pluralistic, with only good intentions
about cooperation and coherence and standards and compatibility, it
might go intotoo many different directions -and not really get us the
desired netivork of system&

Mr. CAliths. What the Science Fmmdation did for the Chemical
Society, besides providing several 'Millions over a period of Years for
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research and development in s::,--,tems development, was to insist on a
5-year plan.

They really put it on us hard to work out a plan that would justify
the type of expenditure and type of evolution with time scales on ac-
complishment, which I think have been fulfilled or even surpassed. This
did a great deal to really energize the people that we had available in
this area.

I could certainly agree that goal-setting is one very important ele-
ment. There tends to be too much talk and not enough action in. this
broad area of information handling.

Mr. PucrgsKic. That is what we are trying to do with this legisla-
tion. That is why I must tell you I was really very disheartened when
Dr. Adkinson came here yesterday and told us not only does he think
we don't need the legislation but told, us that to pass it would impede
the program.

Mr. CAnors. I think, from what I read of the closing testimony, and
I have not talked to l3urt, but it appears he may have been talking about
the monolithic concept and not against an aggregate of systems of
which he spoke in the last page

Mr. Pucrisrsmt. He says :
Nor does it appear desirable at present to establish by legislation a. formal

national system. Oonstraints imposed by such a formal system might well inhibit
rather than assist the productive evolution of these services. I therefore believe
that the enadtment of the proposed legislation is not advisable at this time.

Mr. CA11/2:Ts. The first sentence says :
Aggregate of several systems presently in course of development constitutes the

national information system.
It is a question of wording.
Mr. PIMINSKI. Dr. Adkinson said in ansWer to a question that he

didn't think that we ought to be moving now, because the things that
we might be doing now will be obsolete tomorrow. That has been the
story of American technology' for a hundred years. .

Many of the things that we buy today are obsolete by the time we get
delivery. That is nothing new.

Mr. CAntws. If you are going to put more responsibility on the Na-
tional Science Foundation m this general area without trying to ci.eate
a monolithic structure, but trying rather to utilize and give greater
support and guidance to the private sector existing organizations, I
don't see this is a bad step to take.

I think it is much better to do this in an. evolutionary sense, take it
one stepat a time,.as this appears to do, rather than to create a national
cornmission that tries somehow to coMmand the entire information
strneture of the Nation, which I don't believe is possible physically or
financially or any other way.

I think this bill represents a rather simple sthp of giving greater
responsibility to the National Science Foundation.

Mr. PtrcricsKr.. This bill was written in a Ni-P y to augment and
strerigen existing agencies.

We thought -at this point in time we ought to give those agencies a
further impetus from the Congress to movethem along further toward
establiShing what you have -quite properly renamed, Dr. Cairns, the
network of Systems.
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Surely, this takes imagination, it is going to take a lot of work, and
it is going to take some money. I envision information retrieval
within the next 5 years as one of the greatest job producers in this
country.

I am talkincr about an industry that is going to bc one of the kby-
stones of the _timer-km ieconomy and ultimately s going to be. a world-
wide 'activity.

Mr. RIEGEL: I hope -you don't become discouraged. The bill is to
correct section 902, and only that.

Mr. PITCINSKI. I missed what you said.
Mr. RrEor.L. Your bill is to modify the original act, section 902(a),

where the Science Information Council is described. I might add that
Dr. Lithlider and. I are both on that Council.

We might have some influence in helping in the g-uidance of where,
we feel this would give the type of thing that we all need. I want to
add just one other piece of personal philosophy, which I think is
really important when we start talking about science and technology.

That is, and this is the one area where I can speak with some degree
of authority, in chemical and ch(Nmical engineering information, of
the world information we cover in chemical abstracts, we only generate
28 ]percent of it in the United States.

Let me say this in reverse. We depend on the rest of the world for
most of the information, 72 percent to be exact, and we build on that
and we use it.

The point I am trying to make is that science and technology is not
divided up in the State of Wyoming or something of that order, nor
is it -German mathematics, but it is something that belongs to all of

humanity,and any type.of organization must have the systems inter-
locked so that we.hear from Russia as well as we do from the rest of the
world. The pciint, isfitcannot be nationalistic. .

.Mr.- PriciNsiu. 'agiee. with .'yOu; Dr. Riegel. This .Conunittee is
amenable t3 any suggestion from the Scientific community. Even if you
want to 'restructure thislegislation,- we welcome your suggestions. That
is why we are holding the hearings..

.When I foresee -the fantastic -challenge to the, American scientists,
and their colleagues 'around the-globe, I don't-believe that we can wait
another day. I think we ought to start moving..in, the directions of
helping these men.

As Dr. Cairns so beautifully pointed -out in his statethent, and I
quote, "Scientists . don't spend exorbitant amounts of time in. the li-
brary; which after all is a tremendous drain on are-Searcher's time, or
repeat work that ha,s been done already." .

Riegal said that a, recent edition of "Reader's Digest". said, "If
a' c-hemist bk a .phySicist sat down and read the scientific je.urnals in
his field as his full time job; at the end of a year he wOuld -be 3 months
bthind in his:reading." .

,I.think that Dr. Cairns made an excellent siiggmtion. 'Dr. Licklider
made a 8eries of exbellent suggtions. We hav; 1-.6 get xi-loving forWard.
This is' Why 'I mist say that I was_dishearten with the testimony Of
Dr. Adkinson, for it seemSto be that the.Office of Science Eiformation
Service or perhapeit istheBurean of the Midget; is putting a veto-on
thisprograni.,-, :
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What is your reaction to that ?
Mr. CAIRNS. I feel that the problem that is being immediately faced

here, of acceptance by NSF of an enhanced plan, an intensified re-
sponsibility, is something- that could be easily worked out in terms of
the lang-uag-e you use in the bill.

Quoting from Dr. Adkinson, when he says, "The aggfew.te of the
several systems that are presently in course of development constitutes
the national information system; the participants in this network will
be drawn from all sectors of our society, and we will all need a voice
in its operation and management,"if you buy that, you are together.

"What you are saying is, all right, let's call it by a name, let's give it
some force and some backingand presumably also some greater
degree of support.

Mr. Pucrxsxr. What I am saying is, the time has come for national
commitment.

Mr. CAIRNS. I think so.
Mr. PIJCINSKI. We tried to express that national commitment in

H.R. 8809. If the words are wrong, if the structure is wrong, we want
you people in the scientific community to tell us how you want it.

Mr. CAIRNS. It is not wrong. There is one element, though, that is
idifferent, basically, and that syour amendment does propose some-

thing that one might describe as operational, whereas what they have
been doing in the past is research and development on the design of
systems.

Now, if they object, as they may very well do inherently to opera-
ting, or to any operational responsibility, this may affect their basic
charter and this may be another element that accounts for the response.

I think with you that someone has to stand back and see how this
thing is going to work.

MT% Pucricsia. I believe we are now at a point in time when the
huge thrust in this whole field of information retrieval can no longer
be ignored or left to the limited budgets .of multiple organizations. If
we don't have an agency such as the National Science Foundation pro-.
viding the leadership in encouraging dialog between the information
system, we are going to lose compatibility. Five years froin today we
are going to haVe to face .the fact of multiple systems that can't com-
municate ardong themselves.

arn grateful for your testhnony today. All three of you gentlemen
have helped us to get this discussion underway.

Mr. CAntws. As long as you follow the general organizational line
set up in the original act that set up the Of1c8 of Science Information
Service, the Science Information Council and the activities that they
have sponsored for the last 10 yearS as long as you have worked from
that base toward An enhancement aiming -toward. something that is
more operational, I think you are on the righttrack.

I would hesitate to see a new Government agency formed.
Mr. PO-cm-SKr. That is right. That is why, you see, we started with

the National Science Found:ation, because we felt they have the capa-
bility to do this job and above all, the respect of the scientific corn-
mumty. That is very important.

Mr, CATRisis:! I think they ha*e done an excellent job, not only in
science but in engineering. This bill speaks about a science system,
but I would broad.en it to include technology.
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Mr. PucusisYa. In. the light of your testimony, perhaps we can ask
the NSF take an-,-tk er look at this proposal. Perhaps they will recon-
sider their testiL r of yesterday.

Mr. RIEGEL. There is finally one other statement I would like to
make -and that involves libraries. They IN ill kiiidobtedly be an intearal
part of the network of information systems that would be generZted
in the United States.

I think we have to divide librariesat least, just for convenience
into two types: those that serve as c3ort a public library, where they
furnish books to the general public, and the so-called research library,
that furnishes information to universities and to industries including
technology, and as such they also must be considered in this overall
setup.

I realize that the library responsibility has never been generally
put in the National Science Foundation, but I think it would have to
be carefully considered.

Mr. Pooixsiu. I lmow of these things and I would like a final ques-
tion and perhaps an answer from each of you.

What advice can you give us on the committee to move ahead with
this proposal ? Dr. Licklider, let's start with you.

Mr. LICIKLIDER. First, Mr. Chairman, I think you basically want to
introduce into the situation a very significant increment of forward
thrust. I think that is the most important thing to be done now. I
think you want -) change the situation qualitatively by making it
move very much _Laster.

I think there may be some miscommunication when that surge is
stated in terms of starting out to make a national system or starting
out to make a national network of systems.

I think it would take only a very smaii change in the wordina to
bring everybody along together. If Something were said aboa a
melding of research, development, pilot systems,

a i
and operating sys-

temsabout coordinated complex of activities n which there is an
urgent thrust forward making systems really operate,' and in which
modern technology is used to the fullest extentthen I don't think
there would be -much hasSling about whether it is too early to start or
toO late to start. .

i iI think you recognize I think we all recognize, t s going to take
significantly increased funding. I think we are all afraid tln.t today
might not be precisely the time. I agree with you, today is the time to
get hoppingon this thing. I hope you are successful, and I want to

. help all I can. . . .

Mr. PucirtsKi.
Mr. Cninx-S. I agree with what Dr. Licklider has said. As I men-

tioned earlier,
n i

I think they are frightened a little by the term "op-
eratio al." It s not mentioned here explicity, but it- is implicit when
you say .systems," and if you evolve systems, if that is the fo7.---e, and
that is where We, are today, it fits exactly in with what they are doing
now, but it lends some force to-creating the system.

Then we can leave the problem of how the overall systems or ag-
areaate or network of systems are going to operate if the emphasis
is on evolving the system rather than on- operating. the system: I
think then we will get somewhere.

Mr. PuciNsiti. Mr. Riegel...
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Mr. RIEGEL. I want to make only a remark about the operational side
of a network of systems, that we do not fall in the trap of trying to
make a division between a scientist or ter_.,hnologist, as to where he is
located, whether he is in the Government or in an educational insti-
tution or in industry or with a profitmaking information-handling
group.

They know no boundaries as far as they are concerned, and any sys-
tems that are designed and set up should not beor rather should
recoonize that we all have a real common input and output from that
system.

Mr. Pumrsir.s. Right. Gentlemen, as you all testified here today, one
thought struck me. Perhaps what we really ought to do is take this
legislation and ask a panel of you distinguished scientists to offer us
your own sugc.estions on what revisions you might suggest here.

I think Dr.Licklider. has made some strong points and I certainl3r
like the point that Dr. Cairns made about renamincr this "network of
systems' instead of a "system," simpiy because ta present wording
does create confusion.

The problem we have is to make these necessary changes, what we
perhaps should do is to communicate with all of you and ask you to
make whatever suggestions you might want to make in the actual struc-
ture of this legislation.

The other thing we might do, if it is agreeable, is invite a distin-
guished panel of scientists like yourselves, to help in the structuring
of the report.

As you know, legislation itself very often is just a vehicle. It is really
the report that spells out the machinery for carrying out legislation
and its full intent. I would certainly like to invite you gentlemen to
offer some suggestions on that, too.

Mr. CAIRN& There are twogroups presently in being that have cer-
tainly. a Strong interest in this area. Satcom is one, and I will bring
up this subject at our meeting on Tuesday.

The Scientific Information Council, to which both of these gentle-
men belong, in addition. to Satcom, which relates directly to the
operation of the Office of Science Information Service and NSF, is
another body that certainly would have a cogent part.

PuGmrsiEct. Of course, Your report will have, I think, some
judgment& .

Mr. CAIIiNS. It shows a' greatly enhanced need for Government sup-
port, as *ell aS for suPport from other parties who are operating
research and development activities, toward making more accessible
the results of the research and development work.

But the predonlinant sUpport has come in the past, of course, from
the Government and' hence the orius is on the Government to make
More acceSsible the inforination that it creates. .

woUld like to close Mishearing with this thought
This legiSlation stems 'from 'a:debate that we had in Cor;4-ress
8 or 9 years ago, when.there was, a Series of critical attacks Upon the
scientific coinmunity of this coUntry.

There are still strong foreeS in our Government that believe many
of otir scientiqts are Wasting MoneY; duPlicating effort, and are spend-
ing for too much on pure research.

I said then, and I maintain that legislators are not capable of sitting
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in judgment on the efforts and activities of scientist, nor should we
seek to.

Rather than imposing some arti ficial restraints and limitations on
s Itific pursuits, let us make available to the scientist al of the in-
formation that is generated on a given research projeQt, and then let
this scientist impose his own discipline against waste and duplication.

Therefore, the whole basis of this legislation is to provide a struc-
ture, a network of information, so that the scientific community itself
will be helped to progress in its research activities.

With that thought in mind, I trust that we in Government can work
to bring the enormous benefits of scientific and technical information to
all our scientists.

(A statement submitted for the record follows :)
STATEMENT OF MB. A. O. SCHILL, VICE PRESIDENT, Or INTERNATIONAL

SYSTEMS DESIGN, INO.

I am pleased for the opportunity to express to the committee our views con-
cerning the need for a national system for the retrieval of scientific and technical
information. It is obvious that if the United States intends to remain a leader
in the fields of science and technology, the establishment of such a system as is
found in the proposed legislation is essential.

It would appear that the initial step which must be taken in the implem,...nting
of such a system is th determine whether the present Office of Science Information
Service, or any other agency, is actively pursuing the means by which such a
network could be established. Having heard the testimony given during this
hearing, it seems apparent that while the Office of Science Information Service
Is obviously performing a worthwhile service to the scientific community at large,
it does not appear that anyone is presently implementing or investigating the
implementation of a nation-wide system for the input and retrieval of all scien-
tific and technical knowledge.

Having spent a number of years in research and deve-opment in the field
of chemistry, I have personally been involved in the issue of retrieving vital
information and have seen first-hand the waste of time that is inherent in anY
endeavor where the problem of duplication has not been circumvented. Consider-
ing the comparatively limited confrontation I had with the problem, it is ob-
viously a staggering, but not overwhelming job, to undertake the initiation
of a program which would permit the establishment of a retrieval system to
handle the flood of information which would, necessity, have th enter into
it. However, as much Of a problem as this may be, it is nevertheless one with
which the scientific community must deal, and in so doing, Must turn to the
one organization capable of the funds and Wherewithal to accomplish the task,
the Federal Government.

I am grateful to *see that there are those in the government who are as cog-
nizant of the problem arai are the People who come face to face with it on a daily
basis. It is due to this intereat that I would like to present certain facth which
might otherwise go unnoticed and therefore unresolved. There are a number of
factual points wich should be made concerning the progress already achieved
in the field Of information retrieval.

The initial Step in sUPplying input for the propoSed systent's data-bank in-
volves the willingness Of the suppliers of this information to cooperate to process
their data for coMputer usage. This is a vital step in the gathering of 'such an
overwhelming supply of material and as such must, if possible, be integrated
into the over-all system. The reason for this first step is basic. If the means
of moving from the conventional publishing service, which derives its economics
through the siMple expeilient of subscriptions, tO computer Services which are
based upon a complex ar rangement of exchanges of ideas between the inquirer
and central or remote data centers, is tobe accomplished, the expediency of this
step must .be 'established: Thus, if the great Portion 'of inforMation pr6duced
by publishera Could antomatically be tranalated into computer form at the
time it is initiallr being prepared for publication ;. there would be a vast sayings
of time ancl:money; and woUld add greatly to the efficiency of the entire system.
= Lel us eXamine this reaSoning in detail: First, the Savings in time should

be reviewed by producing computer input as a by-product of the initial publi-
cation stage of any piece of information, the availability of this information
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is that much quicker. Second, by producing the information in input form as a by-
product of initial publication, we are saving additional time and cutting down
on the number of personnel necessary to convert new data into computer input.
The monetary savings would be in direct ratio with the amount of material
converted to computer input during the initial step of publishing it. Finally,
the efficiency of the entire system would be tremendously up-graded due to
the absence of any possibility of overlooking information.

The question immediately arises as to how to gain the cooperation of all those
companies engaged in the publishing of information such as that which is antic-
ipated will be placed in the data-bank. The most direct method would un-
doubtedly entail showing them a means of increasing their revenue. This is not
as impossible as it may sound.

There are plainly many readers of publications whose interests are extremely
narrow in scope. Therefore, aside from producing regular publications, other
personalized publications, or selective dissemination of information reports could
be printed from the tape which is being produced during the initial publishing
steps. Since these reports could be very specific in nature, charges could be
made to the recipient, as it will be a time-saver for him. But, more importantly,
advertisers could be encouraged to relay their message in these reports, thereby
assuring themselves that the person for whom their message was intended was
seeinr it. Of course, should it be decided that original material is too bulky,
the same services could be offered by the publishers for abstracts or digests
of their editorial content. With the decided advantages of such a service they
could therefore more easily avail themselves of a rich market-place for their
by-products.

In addition to this, under the assumption that such a system as is envisioned
by this committee will in no way interfere with private enterprise, the pub-
lishers could also market copies of their computer input to companies and
government agencies which would be supplied with programs enabling them
to use the data.

Al' 4 this would in no way interfere with the sales of the original publi-
catio.e, since they would continue to be used, as they are now, as general
alerting bulletins. Surely the use of the anticipated data-bank will not com-
pletely delete the need for libraries and quick reference sources. Rather, it
would supply the publishing industry with an answer to a problem which they
have been facing for years : bow to derive added income from editorial content
through by-products.

Of course, before such a program can be implemented, it will be necessary
to gain the agreement of the publishers involved to use a common system.
Compatability is basic to any such systems, for only through a compatability
of information systems can then be an interaction of data. In addition, the
availability of many different files which can be accessed through one method
of retrieval is essential to any over-all network. Through the previously men-
tioned advantages, it can be shown how the people involved in the publishing
of information can benefit by contributing to a national information retrieval
system, and therefore aid in its promotion.

A significant feature a this approach is that every scientist and scientific
institution would be able to register his interest in advance with every pub-
lisher and diaseminator of scientific information. By virtue of all publishers
operating under a standard and uniform .system the scientists explanation of
his needs would apply equally to all publishers. This guarantees that the scien-
tist will not be inundated with irrelevant material because of different inter-
pretations placed on his needs by different publishers, In other words, a uni-
versal system incorporating a universal language will offer the ultimate in
bringing the .full power and context of scientific knowledge to each scientist
and institution in this country.

Recently, we have seen that the New York Times bas begun to establish ca
system for the retrieval of information found In that newspaper. They are to
be congratulated for their endeavors in this area, for their newspaper is probably
one of the finest in tbe world said as such is a wealth of information. However,
while the management:of the Times appears to be cognizant of their problem, it
was necessary for them to go outside their company in order to implement their
desires to put the data at their disposal into a computer form. It would have
been equally difficult for the outside company consulted by the Times to attempt
to deyelop a System based on the retrieval of newsworthy information for they
lack, through no fault of their own, the necessary experience of delermining
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what is newsworthy, which is a vital urerequisite in the publishing field. It
would therefore appear that in order to develop any system which is going to
retrieve information adequately, while assuring that this information is of value
to the users, it is necessary to combine the advantages and training of people
from two separate worlds into one cohesive body. In the ease of scientific and
technical information, this body will no doubt require a leader in the field of
science in order to give it direction. In this manner, a group of publishers, users,
and softwear designers can best determine the whats and bows of the system.

While I am sure that an introduction to the capabilities of my company in
this combined field of publishing and inforMatkui retrieval systems design
would be helpful to the committee in investigating the proposed bill, I feel that
it would not be propitious in view of the fact there may very well be other com-
panies wiht these same capabilities who have not been fcccorded the opportunity
of presenting their credentials. We would be most happy to pursue the advantages
of our system as it applies to the present problem should we be called upon to
do so at a later date.

Another important aspect which must be investigated as an integral part of a
National Science Research Data and Information Retrieval System is that of
the abundance of available input and how to cope with it. It appears that while
other aspects of the proposed legislation may be more immediately important, it
will be necessary to devise a means of putting into the computer not only new
information as it becomes available, but an unprecedented amount of baek-logged
data. Therefore, in any investigation of such a system as that presently under
discussion, the operation and costs of optical scanning equipment must also be
undertaken. This is a not too difficult task and upon request I will gladly supply
any body of invesdgators with a listing of manufacturers of this equipment along
with the equipment manufactured by each. I only mention this because I feel that
-the availability of such ecpiipment circumvents any argument against a national
system based on the idea that all of the available information could never be
processed in our lifetime.

In order to implement the establishment of a national depository of scientific
and technical information a great many more questions other than those dis-
cussed above will have to be answered. The reason for my delving into these
particular questions is that they appear to be considered by many to be major
stumbling blocks to the legislation. However, it is the belief of our company that
these are not major problems, as witnessed at first-hand in our own endeavors to
provide such services to our own clients. Thus, while on a diminitive scale com-
pa ed to what we are discusSing at this juncture, our work on the question of
information handling leads me to believe that the problem is far from insur-
mountatle, for a good deal of the mechanization of such a system, albeit on a
much smaller scale, has already been accomplished by and for private industry in
companies such as ours.

This leaves the major problem of deciding upon a feasible means of progress.
With that mode of thinking as our guideline It appears that the best available
method would be through the appointment of a President's Commission delegated
with the authority to investigate and suggest ways of providing for the estab-
lishment of such a system as is provided for in H.R. 8809. This commission may
very well decide that the steps to be taken are not in line with the thonOts
expressed in the present bill. It is my thinking that changes will undoubtediy have
to be made in order to assure the nation's scientists of a system which 'will be
most advantageous to their needs. Nevertheless, this bill lays the all-important
groundwork toward the inception of such a system.

There is no doubt in my mind that a data-bank ,for immediate access by our
nation's and perhaps the world's scientists is a necessity. The only question which
arises is how long this repoSitory of information will be withheld. The challenges
of our world today will not diminish but rather increase far beyond what we can
imagine. The flood of papers, publications, and reports documenting ea.;.::h step
and breakthrough will not allow for use as we now know it and will require meth-
ods far beyond those we now possess. However, there must be a starting point,
and this must be decided upon now, for by tomorrow there will tir?. that much
more to be learned.

Mr. Puctisrsut. Gentlemen, you are very kind to give us so much of
your time. We thank you for your testimony. I think you have moved us
forward a giant step today.

(Whereupon, at 3 :55 p.m., the subcommittee recessed.)
0
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